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Progress Report 2011 – Implementation of the TEN-T Priority Projects and Detailed Analysis

Information contained in this report summarises the current state of play regarding the develop-
ment of the priority projects, including the sources of financing and the annual activity reports. It 
was put together with the data provided by the Member States by using the online iReport module 
of the TENtec Information System of DG MOVE. Each Member State provided information for the 
sections of the priority projects located on its territory, whereas the cross border sections were 
reported on jointly by the countries involved. In addition, the European Investment Bank provided 
information on the loans given to priority projects and the Commission added the figures reflecting 
the grant allocation to individual sections. This information was subsequently revised and in some 
cases altered by the Member States. 

Despite the attention given to the quality and reliability of data, some figures, especially on the 
sources of financing, may be missing. It should also be borne in mind that the data for the pro-
gramming period 2007-2013 and 2014-2020 reflects intentions and plans of the Member States. In 
particular estimates of investment on TEN-T priority projects from cohesion policy funds are at this 
stage indicative. Information received may therefore naturally evolve in the future. The complete-
ness of the information gathered in the table will be gradually improved since the process of data 
improvement based on further cooperation with Member States Authorities will continue.

The report includes statistical information on 30 TEN-T priority projects, including PP15 (Galileo) 
and PP21 (Motorways of the Sea). The priority projects listed in the financing tables are divided into 
sections in line with the definition in annex III of the TEN-T Guidelines. In case of some priority axes 
Member States provided additional information on sections of the axis that are not priority ones in 
the sense of annex III of the TEN-T Guidelines. These figures are not included in the total amounts 
illustrating the development of each priority axis.

Data cut-off: 31 May 2011

Contact details:
European Commission - Directorate General for Mobility and Transport
Directorate B - European Mobility Network
Unit B.1 – Trans-European Networks and Investment Strategy
Sector B.1.001 – Open Method of Coordination: TENtec & Innovation
http://ec.europa.eu/transport

Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency
T0 – Office of the Executive Director, Information & Communication Department
T4 – Technical & Financial Engineering, GIS & Monitoring
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu
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On 19 October, the Commission announced a transformation of the 

TEN-T system with two proposed new Regulations.  The first which is 

a reform of the TEN-T Guidelines sets out a much smaller and more 

tightly defined transport network for Europe and aiming to focus 

spending on a smaller number of projects where real EU added val-

ue can be realised. 

The second policy proposal is for a financing package entitled “The Connecting Europe Facility,” which will invest €31.7 

billion to upgrade Europe’s transport infrastructure, build missing links and remove bottlenecks including €10 billion 

ring fenced in the Cohesion Fund for transport projects in the cohesion countries. 

It is in this light that I am presenting the Annual Progress Report 2011. In an attempt to increase transparency, the Euro-

pean Commission decided to publish an annual progress report on the Priority Projects of the TEN-T. This fourth Annual 

Report is presented at the occasion of the TEN-T Days in Antwerp, Belgium on 29-30 November 2011. 

It continues the process that attempts to summarise as accurately as possible the current state of play regarding the 

implementation and development of TEN-T projects and provides for regular and comprehensive reporting at the 

highest level, creating transparency, allowing for the exchange of best practices, fostering the coordination between all 

parties involved and facilitating the mobilisation of the necessary resources, both financial and technical, to complete 

the Priority Projects. This report is therefore combining a firmly established process, that shows the progress made over 

the last year, indicating at the same time the completion dates for the works which are ongoing. 

Thereby, it demonstrates the willingness of the Commission, Member States and all involved stakeholders to continue 

to invest in the trans-European transport network, despite the very difficult economic environment. It also shows at the 

occasion of the TEN-T days, how this progress paves the way for the new trans-European transport network, which is 

essential for the mobility of our citizens, the functioning of our economies, for Europe’s international competitiveness, 

for growth, jobs and European cohesion, linking the Eastern and the Western part of the European Union. 

Foreword

Siim Kallas

Vice-President of the  
European Commission
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The 2010 Progress Report on the Implementation of the 

Priority Projects is the third edition of a joint endeavour 

by the European Commission and the Member States, 

launched by the European Commission for the first time 

in 2008. It attempts to summarise as accurately as pos-

sible the current state of play regarding the implementa-

tion and development of the TEN-T Priority Projects. This 

report continues to have the same objective of top level 

regular and comprehensive reporting on the physical 

progress and financial status of each of the TEN-T Prior-

ity Projects. For this purpose, the overall structure and  

layout were maintained in order to ensure continuity. 

At the same time, essential improvements have been 

brought in that will make this reporting even more ac-

curate and comprehensive.

After the first three years of the present financial  

perspectives, 2010 represents a year of detailed report-

ing during which a mid-term review will be carried out, 

composed of a project portfolio review and a programme 

review. In order to prepare for this mid-term review, the 

Priority Projects have been analysed in greater detail 

than in previous years. The maps, data and statistics and 

the written reports of each of the Priority Projects reflect 

this situation. Additional pages in this report have been 

reserved in this respect.

DG MOVE continued to work closely together with the 

Member States. For this purpose, the Open Method of 

Coordination (OMC), which is discussed in more de-

tail in section C.3, has been further developed and  

enriched. This year’s reporting by the Member States has 

been realised entirely electronically by using the TENtec  

iReport online tool, presented to the Member States on 

22 February 2010 and 16 March 2010. Member States 

- especially Austria, Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands,  

Slovakia and Spain - have been actively contributing 

to the implementation of the tool and it will gradually  

develop through each year’s reporting exercise.

All of this shall lead to an increasing data quality and 

timeliness between the Commission and the Minis-

tries in the Member States. All information submitted 

by the Member States is presented in the summary  

tables per Priority Project. The description of each Priority 

Project has been cross-checked with the Member States  

involved. The final result was presented to the Guide-

lines Committee of 27 May 2010.

Unfortunately, not all Member States have submitted 

data for this reporting. Data from France, Greece, Ireland, 

Latvia, Luxembourg, Portugal, Romania and Sweden 

was not received, which hampers the overall quality and  

reliability of this report. As such, data for these Member 

States has been based upon earlier reports or on infor-

mation obtained through such sources as the European 

Coordinators or the regular reporting on the progress 

of TEN-T financial decisions. The Commission invites 

these Member States to submit the missing data as soon 

as possible to allow for the completion of the TENtec  

database. As indicated in earlier reports, this  

report should be considered as a work in progress. The  

Commission will continue to work with all Member 

States to improve the overall quality of the reporting. It 

is also considering to publish an earlier update of this 

report if data quality will allow and require to do so. 

Such data will also flow into the extensive reports on the  

Priority Projects that the Commission will present in  

September 2010. The overview provided by this report 

now sets the updated costs of the Priority Projects at  

approximately €395 billion - nearly the same cost as  

reported in the 2008 Progress Report (€396 billion) 

but considerably less than in last year’s version (€415  

billion). This decrease seems to be composed of two main  

factors. First, the costs reported to have occurred pri-

or to 2008 are around €8 billion less than in the 2009  

report. This could imply that there has been a clarifica-

tion of the figures and that the reporting on the past  

period contained inaccuracies, as these costs are nor-

mally well determined. Here, the iReport tool to which 

almost all Member States have registered allows repeat-

ed verification of the data and shall bit by bit establish a 

solid, trustworthy and shared database.

Second, the investments reported for the upcoming 

years went down by €14 billion. As these costs are not  

retained within the 2014-2020 period, this could mean 

that there is a postponement of certain investments 

until after 2020. These figures will therefore certainly 

have to be cross-checked and confirmed in the upcom-

ing months. It looks as if the economic crisis does im-

pact with some delay on the level of planned invest-

ments at the current time. Nonetheless, huge efforts 

were made in 2009, with nearly €14 billion reported to 

have been invested in the year. This led to the success-

ful implementation of crucial sections on the TEN-T net-

work. For example, Italy opened the high speed rail sec-

Section A - Introduction
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tion between Bologna and Firenze at the end of 2009,  

allowing for a time gain of 30 minutes that brings Rome 

and Milan at a very attractive travel time distance by rail. 

Important road sections were opened on PP07, the road 

axis in southeast Europe, notably in Greece. The Turku-

Helsinki highway, part of PP12, entered into full service 

in 2009, with the completion of the last 50 km of high-

way between Muurla and Lohja. On PP22, the railway 

axis between Athina and Nürnberg/Dresden, impor-

tant sections were completed in Hungary, notably from  

Hegyeshalom to Tata and Biatorbágy to Gyoma, repre-

senting over 300 km of upgraded railway line. 

Not only does this report paint a positive picture of 

the progress already achieved on the Priority Projects 

- just over 42% of the necessary investments have  

already been made - but it also confirms the commit-

ment of Member States and Community Institutions to  

deliver these key projects. Their completion will not only  

improve the economic efficiency of the European trans-

port system, they will also benefit European citizens  

directly. The Priority Projects, which include a high propor-

tion of rail and inland waterway trajectories, should also 

contribute to the emergence of a more sustainable trans-

port system and help in the fight against climate change. 

This remarkable progress can be explained in part by the 

efforts made by the European Commission in the recent 

Multi-Annual programming exercise for the period 2007-

2013. The Commission is concentrating its funding on a 

limited number of projects in which the European add-

ed value is based on the leverage effect of the funding 

provided and on the acceleration of a project. The TEN-T 

Executive Agency has been managing these Decisions, 

following up on the projects and their implementation 

and developing measures to increase the efficiency and 

transparency. The programming of Community Structur-

al Funds, with up to €15 billion earmarked for the Priority 

Projects, also signals the determination of the European 

Institutions to implement these Projects. Finally, the  

European Investment Bank’s (EIB) ever increasing portfo-

lio of TEN-T projects is a further sign of commitment at 

the European level. 

The completion of the Priority Projects offers new  

business opportunities. To fully benefit from these posi-

tive developments, it is important to improve the techni-

cal compatibility of the national network. In the frame 

of the ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management Sys-

tem) project, a common radio transmission and speed 

control system has been developed. The last teeth-

ing troubles of the system were solved by a European  

Commission Decision in April 2008 and the deployment 

of the system in lines and trains is developing - more than 

3,000 km of lines are now in service. Moreover, Member 

States have notified the European Commission about 

ambitious national deployment plans. In July 2009, the  

Commission adopted a Decision ensuring that all  

Member States progress at a minimum pace and that 

progress on a corridor cannot be blocked unilater-

ally by changes in Member State priorities.  At the Eu-

ropean level, the Commission will step up its efforts 

to encourage Member States to coordinate their infra-

structure policies, with a view to exchanging best prac-

tices and identifying obstacles to funding and solving 

cross-border constraints. In particular, the Open Meth-

od of Coordination should have a significant impact 

through fostering transparency and up-to-date moni-

toring of project planning and implementation across  

Europe. Moreover, the European Institutions and  

Member States will continue to rely on the work of the  

European Coordinators, who because of their dedicated 

work, have played a major role in advancing the Prior-

ity Projects. Three new Coordinators shall be appointed 

on 8 June 2010, thereby taking care of 11 of the most  

difficult Priority Projects of the TEN-T network. Public 

funds also need to be complemented by greater private 

sector involvement. The Commission plays an active role 

– in strong collaboration with the European Investment 

Bank – to improve the expertise and the instruments  

required to promote a wider use of private funding.  

Section C.4 highlights these activities in more detail.

The report also indicates that the efforts will need to 

be sustained and even further increased for several 

PPs after 2013, as the completion dates for some of the  

major projects have fallen behind the original timeta-

bles. Today it is very clear that significant parts of the 30  

Priority Projects will not be completed until 2015 or even 

2020. It will be difficult to meet the 2020 deadline for 

some of the most complex projects, such as the Alpine 

crossings, along with a number of other Priority Project 

bottlenecks.  An executive summary of the issues which 

have been key to increasing the European added value 

of Trans-European Transport Networks are presented in 

the last part of the report, such as TEN-T Policy Review, 

public-private partnerships (PPPs), the Open Method of 

Coordination and the TEN-T Executive Agency. Finally, 

some global statistics and thematic overview maps are 

displayed to provide an overview of Project funding and 

development.
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Updated overview of costs and investment (in € million)*

Priority Axis
Member 
State(s)  

involved

End of works 
confirmed 

by Member 
State

Total cost
Total invested 

before 2010

Total  
estimated 

investments 
for 2010

Total  
foreseen 

investments 
2011-2013

Foreseen 
investments 
2014-2020

Remaining 
foreseen 

investments 
after 2020

PP1 Railway axis Berlin-Verona/
Milano-Bologna-Napoli-Messina-
Palermo

DE, AT, IT 2025 52,151.86 28,831.57 1,865.57 7,341.25 14,113.84 -

PP2 High speed railway axis 
Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-
London

UK, BE, DE, 
NL, FR

2023 17,137.54 16,406.34 197.73 357.12 176.34 -

PP3 High speed railway axis of 
southwest Europe

ES, PT, FR 2022 46,578.82 14,306.03 8,260.59 4,281.41 19,730.8 -

PP4 High speed railway axis east FR, DE, LU 2020 5,261.94 5,063.44 60.50 99 39 -

PP5 Betuwe Line (COMPLETED) NL 2008 4,705.93 4,705.93 - - - -

PP6 Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-
Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-
Budapest-Ukrainian border

FR, IT, SI, HU 2030 55,928.59 10,247.72 1,590.25 4,233.88 35,358.94 4,497.8

PP7 Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/
Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest

EL, BG, RO, HU 2020 19,221.79 15,246.42 3,048.64 543.72 383 -

PP8 Multimodal axis Portugal/
Spain-rest of Europe

PT, ES 2018 15,186.61 9,895.43 1,890.03 930.68 2,470.47 -

PP9 Railway axis Cork-Dublin-
Belfast-Stranraer (COMPLETED)

IE, UK 2001 595 595 - - - -

PP10 Malpensa Airport 
(COMPLETED)

IT 2004 1,344.8 1,344.8 - - - -

PP11 Øresund fixed link 
(COMPLETED)

SE, DK 2001 2,700 2,700 - - - -

PP12 Nordic Triangle railway/
road axis

SE, FI 2020 13,836.05 7,487.47 776.46 1,535.52 3,896.6 140

PP13 UK/Ireland/Benelux road 
axis

IE, UK 2015 2,686.87 2,132.69 226.64 327.54 - -

PP14 West Coast Main Line 
(COMPLETED)

UK 2009 10,882.74 10,882.74 - - - -

PP15 Galileo All 2013 2,333.5 2,176 77 80.5 - -

PP16 Freight railway axis Sines-
Madrid-Paris

ES, FR, PT 2020 8,697.79 355.58 419.5 75.65 7,847.06 -

PP17 Railway axis Paris-
Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Wien-
Bratislava

DE, FR, AT, SK 2020 12,956.1 4,978.17 825.73 3,432.48 3,719.73 -

PP18 Rhine/Meuse-Main-Dan-
ube inland waterway axis

BE, NL, DE, AT, 
HU, RO, BG, SK

2022 2,441.98 167.03 383.66 478.87 1,412.41 -

PP19 High speed rail interoper-
ability on the Iberian peninsula

ES, PT 2020 41,025.98 13,309.45 3,573.02 6,731.96 17,411.55 -

PP20 Fehmarn Belt railway axis DE, DK 2020 10,404.12 332.44 708.2 283.8 9,079.68 -

PP21 Motorways of the Sea** Four corridors - - - - - - -

PP22 Railway axis Athina-Sofia-
Budapest-Wien-Praha-Nürnberg/
Dresden

RO, BG, AT, HU, 
CZ, DE, EL

2030 14,335.23 2,578.13 2,123.14 2,000.06 7,633.89 -

PP23 Railway axis Gdańsk-
Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Wien

PL, CZ, SK, AT 2025 4,450.15 2,720.91 241.97 863.28 623.99 -

PP24 Railway axis Lyon/Genova-
Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/
Antwerp

FR, DE, IT, 
BE, NL

2021 22,134.12 2,534.8 216.98 3,045.93 16,336.41 -

PP25 Motorway axis Gdańsk-
Brno/Bratislava-Wien

PL, CZ, SK, AT 2020 11,591.99 3,455.54 1,139.13 4,292.64 2,704.68 -

PP26 Railway/road axis Ireland/
United Kingdom/continental 
Europe

IE, UK 2020 7,107.79 3,492.9 1,074.4 663.48 1,877 -

PP27 “Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-
Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki

LT, PL, LV, EE 2025 2,590.38 538.79 459.58 - 1,592 -

PP28 “Eurocaprail” on the 
Brussels-Luxembourg-Strasbourg 
railway axis

BE, LU, FR 2018 1,346.27 234.75 434.62 242.53 434.37 -

PP29 Railway axis of the Ionian/
Adriatic intermodal corridor

EL 2020 4,166.35 47.25 15.77 56.33 4,047 -

PP30 Inland waterway Seine-
Scheldt BE, FR 2017 4,540.22 152.41 121.04 1,702.88 2,563.89 -

Total 398,340.49 166,919.39 29,730.15 43,600.49 153,452.67 4,637.8

* This table is based on information received in October 2011 from Member States in preparation of the TEN-T Days 2011 in November in Antwerp. Costs and investments for the priority 
sections of the PPs only. 
** Detailed overview on pages XX-XX

Section B - Implementation of the TEN-T Priority Projects: State of play
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Overall investment* in TEN-T Priority Projects** (€ million) 
Total = €398,340 million

Overall cumulative investment in TEN-T Priority Projects* (€ million)

Foreseen overall investment in TEN-T  
Priority Projects* per Member State

Investment status in TEN-T  
Priority Projects* per Member State

166,919
(42%)

29,730
(7%)

43,600
(11%)

153,453
(39%)

4,638
(1%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

By end 2009 2010 2011-2013 2014-2020 After 2020

* Member State investment, TEN-T budget, EIB support, Structural/Cohesion Funds & other sources
** excluding PP21
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196,650
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240,250
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4,540

4,166

1,346

2,590

7,108

11,592

22,134

4,450

14,335

10,404

41,026

2,442

12,956
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Overall completion status of works in TEN-T Priority Projects* (km) 
Total length = 47,882 km

Completion status of works in TEN-T Priority Projects* per mode 
Total length = 47,882 km (Inland Waterways: 3,493 km, Rail: 33,671 km, Road: 10,664 km)
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Length of TEN-T  
Priority Projects (km)

Completion status of TEN-T  
Priority Projects by works
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Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects
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PP1: Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milano-Bologna-Napoli-Messina-Palermo
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million)

Works for construction of new high speed line between Kundl/Radfeld and Baumkirchen Austria €58.3 

Verkehrsprojekt Deutsche Einheit (VDE) 8.2, Neubaustrecke (NBS) Erfurt-Leipzig/Halle,  
Abschnitt Erfurt-Halle bzw. Gröbers 

Germany €57.0

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Works Austria, Italy €592.7

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Studies Austria, Italy €193.4

Southern Access line to Brenner Italy €47.5

Verkehrsprojekt Deutsche Einheit (VDE) 8.1, Neubaustrecke (NBS) Ebensfeld-Erfurt; Planfest-
stellungsabschnitte Freistaat Bayern (BA 3121 EÜ Füllbachtalbrücke; BA 3122 EÜ Fornbach-
brücke) 

Germany €3.9

Nodo di Roma, progetto prioritario no. 1, upgrading impianto ferroviario di Roma Tiburtina Italy €7.0

Intermodales Terminal Worgl (TEN-V Vorhaben Nr. 1 - Abschnitt Kufstein-Innsbruck) Austria €5.0

Intermodal hub project for Catania Fontanarossa International Airport Italy €1.0

TOTAL €965.7

PP 1

Member States involved: Germany, Austria, Italy

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

52,151.86 28,831.2 590.2 217.17 0 55.3% 1,865.57 102.41 22 0 3.6%

Estimated completion date: 2025

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

7,341.25 597.78 180 0 14.1% 14,113.84 27.1% 0 0%

28,831
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Priority Project 1
Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milan-Bologna-Naples-Messina-Palermo

1. Introduction

Priority Project 1 covers the 2,200 km long high capacity 

north-south rail axis between Berlin and Palermo, link-

ing up important urban areas in Germany, Austria and 

Italy. With the cross-border section between Munich and 

Verona, the so-called Brenner Corridor, as its centrepiece 

and with an EU budgetary allocation of almost €1 billion 

for the 2007-2013 financial perspective, Priority Project 1 

is one of the most significant projects of the TEN-T net-

work and of the highest priority for the Commission. 

The Berlin-Palermo rail axis will deliver an important in-

crease in transport capacity, remove bottlenecks and will 

be indispensable for the necessary modal shift from road 

to rail. As such it will deliver an important contribution to 

the EU 2020 strategy. In particular the new Brenner Base 

Tunnel can relieve the high pressure that road traffic is 

currently putting on the sensitive Alpine environment 

and its population along the Brenner Corridor.

 

When undertaking the role of Coordinator for this 

project in June 2010, Mr Cox declared as his first priority 

the establishment of concrete financial capacity to en-

sure progress, in particular as regards the financing by 

Italy and Austria of the construction of the Brenner Base 

Tunnel. This goal has been reached. On 18 April 2011, the 

two states reached an agreement on the total costs of 

the base tunnel and the official launch of the main con-

struction phase (Phase III) of the Brenner Base Tunnel. 

This decision was celebrated at an official ceremony in 

Innsbruck. 

At the ceremony, the Coordinator stressed the crucial 

importance of the decision, not only for the Brenner Cor-

ridor but for the entire project, taking into account the 

progress that has been made so far on the entire project 

in Germany, Austria and Italy, and the budget that has 

already been used. 

He also referred to the northern and southern access 

routes, which shall be completed in parallel with the 

Brenner Base Tunnel.

As regards the sections north and south of the Brenner 

Corridor, considerable progress has already been made. 

The Lower Inn Valley route, forming the Austrian part 

of the northern access to the Brenner Base Tunnel, will 

become operational by the end of 2012. In Germany, 

the sections between Berlin and Halle/Leipzig and be-

tween Nuremberg and Munich have entered service. In 

Italy, the sections Milan-Bologna,Verona-Bologna and 

Bologna-Florence have entered service. Consequently, 

the section between Verona/Milan and Naples/Salerno 

is now operational in its entirety.

The main priority for the European Coordinator in the 

reporting period 2011/2012 will be to support progress 

on the northern access route, in particular the Munich-

Rosenheim-Kiefersfelden section, and the southern ac-

cess route between Fortezza and Verona. Furthermore, 

the Coordinator will stimulate the responsible authori-

ties to take the necessary measures that will accompany 

the construction of this major European infrastructure 

project in order to ensure smooth and sustainable trans-

port flows between the economic centres of activity in 

the north and the south of Europe, thereby respecting 

the sensitive Alpine environment. Finally, the Coordina-

tor would like to address the issue of the many practical 

rail interoperability problems which still exist and which 

potentially may slow down the necessary modal shift 

from road to rail. 

2. State of the Project

2.1. The Brenner Corridor (Munich-Verona)

The success of the entire Priority Project undoubtedly 

depends on the realisation of the Brenner Corridor. This 

central cross-border section consists of the Brenner Base 

Tunnel between Innsbruck and Fortezza, the northern 

access route between Munich and Innsbruck and the 

southern access route between Fortezza and Verona. 

The realisation of the Brenner Corridor will have a net-

work effect, going beyond the project itself. It is crucial 

for linking the rail networks north and south of the Alps. 

Together with the Gotthard-Monte Ceneri axis in Swit-
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zerland and the Lyon-Turin project, the Brenner Corridor 

will create a high capacity rail link. These links are essen-

tial to achieve the environmental objectives of the Euro-

pean Union and vital to ensure a modal shift from road 

to rail needed in the sensitive Alpine area.

The tunnel and access routes are directly related to each 

other. Therefore, the need for rapid progress on the ac-

cess routes is of major importance. The construction of 

new and/or upgrading of existing access routes is essen-

tial to align with the capacity offered by the new base 

tunnel. This principle was endorsed by the Common 

Declaration signed in Rome on 18 May 2009 by all three 

Member States, the five regions concerned and the rail-

way infrastructure operators RFI and ÖBB Infra. The mes-

sage has been repeated by the Coordinator in several 

meetings with the relevant stakeholders. His metaphor 

“a tunnel without access routes is like an Irish pub with-

out beer” has taken on a life of its own both within the 

project and in the public domain. 

2.1.1. Brenner Base Tunnel

18 April 2011: Launch of the main construction works

The most important event of this reporting period with-

out a doubt has been the decision of 18 April 2011 to 

launch the main works on the base tunnel, the so-called 

Phase III. This decision followed the important agree-

ment between Austria and Italy on the total costs of the 

Brenner Base Tunnel.

The first important step in the process towards this de-

cision was taken in Italy by the Inter-ministerial Com-

mittee for Economic Planning (CIPE). On 18 November 

2010, CIPE took a decision covering the agreement on 

the total cost of the Brenner Base Tunnel, the agreement 

to launch the main construction works on the base tun-

nel and the approval of the first construction lot of the 

southern access route (Ponte Gardena-Fortezza)1. The 

financial commitment guarantees the coverage of the 

project over the entire construction period. 

The CIPE decision was presented by Italy at the meeting 

of the Austrian-Italian Intergovernmental Commission 

(CIG) in Rome on 19 November 2010, in the presence 

of the Coordinator. The agreement on the total costs of 

€7,460 million2 (costs as per 1 January 2010) was con-

firmed by Austria. Furthermore, Austria announced that 

in the framework of the national budget consolidation, 

1 The entire project was already approved in July 2009 by the CIPE 
resolution and the Finance Act 2010 No. 191 from 23 December 2009.

2 In addition to the total costs of €7,460 million, Austria calculated 
€602 million for unforeseen risks.

the federal government had approved an optimised 

construction plan for the Brenner Base Tunnel. Accord-

ing to this plan works on the main tunnel could start in 

2011. 

On 1 February 2011, the optimised construction plan 

was officially confirmed with the government’s adoption 

of the framework plan for the Austrian Federal Railways 

(ÖBB). According to this programme Austria will invest 

€1.3 billion for all the provisional and preparatory works 

such as lateral access tunnels, the exploratory tunnel 

und underground caverns in order to start drilling of the 

two main tunnel tubes in 2016 from Innsbruck going 

south and from the central part of the project in Wolf. 

On 13 April 2011, having fulfilled all the necessary condi-

tions, the ÖBB Supervisory Board formally approved the 

start of the main construction phase of the Brenner Base 

Tunnel, Phase III.  

On 18 April 2011, the Coordinator attended the extraor-

dinary meeting of the General Assembly of the Brenner 

Base Tunnel Company (BBT SE) and the official ceremony 

to launch of Phase III of the Brenner Base Tunnel. 

At the General Assembly of the BBT SE, the Italian railway 

company RFI and the Austrian railway company ÖBB, be-

ing the main stakeholders, formally signed the agree-

ment to commence the main construction works on the 

Brenner Base Tunnel. More specifically, the General As-

sembly took the following decisions:

• Approved the new BBT SE statutes (Phase III + transfer 

of a 25% tranche of BBT SE shares from Tyrol to ÖBB 

+ transfer of the BBT SE main seat from Innsbruck to 

Bolzano)

• Approved the framework conditions between ÖBB, 

RFI and BBT SE for Phase III and also for the opera-

tional phase after completion of the tunnel

• Agreed to assign the project to BBT SE for Phase III, 

the construction of the main tunnel

The Coordinator made a short statement about the his-

toric importance of these decisions. His presence and 

statement was highly appreciated by the Assembly.

After the meeting of the BBT SE General Assembly an of-

ficial ceremony was held to celebrate the launch of Phase 

III of the Brenner Base Tunnel. This ceremony served two 

purposes: 

1) to officially mark the decisions of the General Assem-

bly, and 

2) to commemorate the former EU Coordinator of Prior-
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ity Project 1, Mr Karel Van Miert.

The ceremony was attended by Vice-President of the Eu-

ropean Commission, Mr Siim Kallas, the EU Coordinator, 

Mr Pat Cox, the Austrian and Italian Ministers of Trans-

port, Mrs Bures and Mr Matteoli, the German State Secre-

tary for Transport, Mr Scheuer and the CEO’s of the Aus-

trian and Italian Federal Railways, Mr Kern of ÖBB and 

Mr Moretti of FS. The ceremony was hosted by President 

Platter of Tyrol. President Durnwalder of South-Tyrol also 

attended the ceremony. 

The significance of this milestone decision was stressed 

by all. The importance of the Brenner Base Tunnel for the 

evolution of sustainable traffic development in this sen-

sitive Alpine region was underlined, as was the need to 

encourage modal shift traffic from road to rail. Minister 

Bures stated that the construction of the Brenner Base 

Tunnel should go hand-in-hand with the development 

of concrete accompanying measures, such as internali-

sation of external costs. Vice-President Kallas noted that 

a sustainable traffic policy requires more competitive 

railways. He also referred to the need to complete the 

northern and southern access routes in parallel to the 

completion of the Brenner Base Tunnel. 

The Coordinator quoted the words of his predecessor, 

former EU Coordinator for Priority Project 1, Karel van 

Miert, spoken on 16 June 2009, a few days before he 

passed away: “Der Tunnel kommt!”, noting that he was 

proud to add “und zwar heute!”. He also said that, given 

the progress made so far in Germany, Austria and Italy, 

and the expenditure to date, the decision to start Phase 

III represents not only “a point of departure but also a 

point of no return”. He remarked that the timely comple-

tion of the access routes in parallel with the completion 

of the Brenner Base Tunnel is mission critical to the suc-

cess of the entire project. The EU has committed almost 

€1 billion to the Brenner Corridor from its TEN-T budget 

up to 2014. For the future of this project it is important 

that the available budget is utilised fully and on time. 

After these statements, tribute was paid to Karel Van 

Miert. Ministers Bures and Matteoli unveiled a plaque 

naming the exploratory tunnel after Karel Van Miert. The 

former Coordinator  also will be commemorated by a 

scholarship to promote research and by a book related 

to the Brenner Corridor.

In the afternoon, Vice–President Kallas and Coordinator 

Cox visited the Lower Inn Valley railway by special train. 

This section establishes the Austrian part of the northern 

access to the tunnel and is due to start commercial op-

eration in December 2012. 

 

Tunnels: state of progress

Works on the exploratory and access sections of the 

Brenner Base Tunnel are making good progress. A short 

overview per section is provided below:

Mules-Aica (Italy) section

The excavation of the 1.8 km long lateral access tunnel at 

Mules was completed in July 2009, earlier than planned. 

The early completion of this access tunnel facilitated the 

start of the works on the first construction lot of the sec-

tion between Mules and Brenner. These works were com-

pleted in April 2010, when excavation had progressed to 

430 m.

 

The mechanical excavation of the exploratory tunnel 

in Aica, which is about 10.5 km long, began on 28 April 

2008. On 3 November 2010, the tunnel boring machine 

reached the cavern of Mules and made the breakthrough. 

This means that the first construction lot of the Aica ex-

ploratory tunnel (10.5 km) and the lateral access tunnel 

of Mules (1.8 km) have been finished.

After finishing the first construction lot, the next step will 

be crossing the periadriatic fault in a northern direction 

towards the Austrian-Italian border. This extremely deli-

cate geological zone is a major engineering challenge. 

The tender for this lot has been published and the start 

of the construction is set for autumn 2011.

Innsbruck-Ahrental (Austria) section

Since December 2009, work has been underway on the 

Innsbruck-Ahrental exploratory tunnel in the Sill gorge. 

This part of the exploratory tunnel is 5.6 km long. It is 

the first construction site for the Brenner Base Tunnel in 

Austria. 

The tunnel is being blast excavated, with four to five 

blasts each day. It is progressing by between 5 to 10 me-
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tres every day, depending on the geology. At the end of 

August 2011, it had reached a length of 3.3 km, proceed-

ing faster than expected.

The Ahrental lateral access tunnel has been under con-

struction since July 2010. After 2.4 km it will meet the ex-

ploratory tunnel in Innsbruck, which is under construc-

tion. Due to the large cross section, the tunnelling works 

are proceeding by blasting using the New Austrian Tun-

nelling Method. After 13 months of work, 1.2 km has 

been excavated. 

Wolf (Austria) section

This lot consists of three tunnels. Two of them, the Pa-

daster and the Saxener tunnels, are logistical tunnels. 

The Padaster tunnel is of particular interest because it 

facilitates the moving of excavated material from the 

main construction site directly to the disposal area, thus 

avoiding heavy local lorry operations. The Saxener tun-

nel will be built to connect the motorway directly to the 

construction site, removing inconvenience and pollu-

tion from local villages.

Drilling of the 700 m long Padaster tunnel started on 20 

April 2011. After just two months the tunnel was com-

pleted. Excavated material can now be brought through 

this tunnel directly to the disposal area.

Drilling of the Saxener tunnel started on 20 June 2011. 

So far, 360 m have been excavated. The 1 km long tunnel 

is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2012.

A 3.4 km long lateral access tunnel at Wolf is also part of 

this lot. 200 m have been excavated since the comple-

tion of the Padaster tunnel. This construction is foreseen 

to finish by the end of September 2012.

Ampass (Austria) section

The tender procedures for the lateral access tunnel of 

Ampass have been finished. Works on the 1.4 km long 

access tunnel will start before the end of 2011.

2.1.2. Northern access route

Austria: Lower Inn Valley line

Impressive progress has been made on the Austrian side 

of the northern access. The 41 km long Lower Inn Valley 

line between Kundl and Baumkirchen which provides 

direct access to the Brenner Base Tunnel is at a very ad-

vanced stage. Most of the civil engineering works have 

been completed. 

 

Lower Inn Valley rail construction site

The entire project should be operational by the end of 

2012. The Coordinator made two inspection visits to the 

Lower Inn Valley line. The first visit was on 18 March 2011 

after a meeting in Innsbruck with the 30 mayors of the 

villages along the Brenner Corridor in Austria and Italy. 

At his second visit, on 18 April 2011, after the official cer-

emony to celebrate the start of the main construction 

phase of the Brenner Base Tunnel, the Coordinator was 

accompanied by European Commission Vice-President 

Kallas.

 

Germany: Munich/Austrian border

The German part of the northern access between Mu-

nich and the Austrian border is still at a conceptual 

phase. The assessment of the Requirement Plan for the 

Federal Railway Infrastructure in 2010  proposed two ad-

ditional tracks between Munich, Rosenheim and Kiefers-

felden. The total investment costs of the project have 

been estimated at €2.6 billion.

Basic data Brenner Base Tunnel  
(Source: http://www.bbt-se.com)
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Length of the new Brenner railway Munich-
Verona

425 km 

Total subterranean length from the Innsbruck 
bypass to Fortezza 

64 km 

Length of the base tunnel from the Innsbruck 
portal to the Fortezza portal 

55 km 

Longitudinal grade 4.00‰ – 
6.70‰

Operating speed for goods trains max. 120 
km/h 

Energy supply for railway electric traction 125 kV 50 Hz 

Control and command system ETCS Level 2 

Elevation at the upper surface of the rails at 
the Innsbruck portal 

608.80 m 

Elevation at the upper surface of the rails at 
the highest point 

794.00 m 

Elevation at the upper surface of the rails at 
the Fortezza portal 

747.20 m 

Internal diameter of the main tunnel 8.1 m

Internal diameter of the exploratory tunnel min. 5 m 

Amount of rock in disposal sites as compared 
to excavated volume  

ca. 75% 

Expected amount of excavated rock to be 
placed in disposal sites

ca. 17  
million m³

Construction phase 2010- 025

Planning and construction phases:

Phase I: preliminary project and prospection 1999-2003

Phase II: final project and environmental 
impact assessment

2003-2010

Phase IIa: exploratory section 2007-2013

Phase III: exploratory tunnel and main tunnel 2011-2025

Operational 2026
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The Requirement Plan assessment, including the up-

grade project Munich-Rosenheim-Kiefersfelden, was 

published in November 2010. The next step will be for 

the German government to call upon Deutsche Bahn AG 

to start the planning approval procedure. This procedure 

will take between three and six years before construc-

tion when account is taken of the necessary planning 

and budgetary requirements that must be fulfilled in 

advance. 

The German government has always underlined the im-

portance of the northern access. At a meeting with the 

Coordinator on 19 May 2011 in Berlin the Federal Minis-

ter of Transport, Mr Peter Ramsauer, reaffirmed the im-

portance of the completion of the northern access route 

in due time and in parallel with the construction of the 

Brenner Base Tunnel. As a first step in the planning of 

this vital section, Germany and Austria are preparing a 

ministerial agreement on the cross-border section of the 

northern access route. This agreement is foreseen to be 

signed on 13 January 2012. 

Minister Ramsauer also noted that given the probable 

length of the public consultation phase he does not ex-

pect the construction of the northern access route to 

start before 2020. Having regard to the experience of the 

Stuttgart 21 project, the Coordinator stressed the impor-

tance of a clear and comprehensive communication and 

consultation policy, in particular at local and regional 

level. The Coordinator intends to visit Bavaria to estab-

lish regional and local contacts in concert with relevant 

German authorities and to begin the process of explain-

ing the socio-economic and environmental benefits of 

the project.

Meanwhile, in Bavaria the debate has started at local 

level as to where and how the new line should be con-

structed. At a meeting on 4 July 2011 in Rosenheim the 

mayors of the Bavarian Inn Valley handed a resolution to 

the German Secretary of State, Mr Andreas Scheuer, in 

which they ask to be included in the planning procedure. 

Germany-Austria ministerial agreement 

Germany and Austria are preparing a ministerial agree-

ment on the cross-border section of the northern access 

route. The agreement aims at a coordinated planning of 

the Munich-Rosenheim-German/Austrian border-Kundl/

Radfeld section in order to ensure the completion of the 

project in due time and manner. The Coordinator pro-

posed also to include a clear reference to a common ex-

ternal communications policy in the agreement. Delega-

tions of the German and Austrian ministries of transport 

and representatives of the railway infrastructure compa-

nies of both countries have met several times to prepare 

the agreement. The Commission attended as observer. 

The agreement is foreseen to be signed in January 2012, 

in the presence of the Coordinator.

2.1.3. Southern access route

The realisation of the southern access between Fortezza 

and Verona is essential for increasing modal shift along 

the Brenner Corridor. Like the northern access, the com-

pletion of this section should be in parallel with the com-

pletion of the Brenner Base Tunnel. Although the overall 

project is facing considerable delay, important progress 

has been made, in particular as regards the financial 

commitment for the construction lot Fortezza-Ponte 

Gardena.

During this reporting period the Coordinator had several 

constructive meetings with the Italian Special Commis-

sioner for the southern access route and the Brenner 

Base Tunnel, Mr Mauro Fabris, to discuss the state of 

progress of the project. The main tasks of Special Com-

missioner Fabris are to ensure the finances, coordination 

and local community involvement in the project. 

Italy has defined five functional construction lots. Four of 

them have been funded by TEN-T decisions:

(1) Fortezza-Ponte Gardena

(2) Bolzano bypass

(3) Trento bypass

(4) Verona access

Lots 1 and 4 are considered as priority lots. On 18 Novem-

ber 2010, the Inter-Ministerial Committee for Economic 

planning (CIPE) approved the preliminary design phase 

of construction lot 1, the section between Fortezza-Pon-

te Gardena and committed a budget of €1.6 billion for it. 

The final project design will be completed by mid-2013. 

Contacts with regional authorities have already been 

established. The approval of the final design by CIPE is 

foreseen for 2014 (initially 2011) so that the construction 

phase can start in 2015. The section will consist of two 

tunnels: the 15.5 km long Scaleres tunnel and the 5.9 km 

long Gardena tunnel. The construction of lot 1 will be 
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completed in 2025, instead of 2020 as initially foreseen, 

in parallel with the completion of the Brenner Base Tun-

nel.

The second priority lot is lot 4, the construction of the 

access route to Verona. This section will complete the 

Brenner-Verona-Milan link. The alignment of this sec-

tion is currently being discussed with the province and 

city of Verona. The design phase is to be completed by 

December 2013. Planning approval by CIPE is foreseen 

for August 2014 (initially 2012). Construction will start in 

2016 and end in 2025.

For lot 2, the bypass of Bolzano, the design phase is fore-

seen to be completed in April 2015 and the planning ap-

proval by CIPE in 2016. The construction of lot 2 will be 

completed in 2025.

Lot 3 is the 42 km bypass of Trento. The design phase 

should be completed by the end of 2014 and the CIPE 

approval to start planning is foreseen for autumn 2015. 

Like the other construction lots, the construction of the 

Trento bypass should also be completed by 2025. 

Due to a new financial law, the situation in terms of the 

financing of large-scale infrastructure projects has im-

proved. Whereas in the past financial provisions had to 

be anticipated for the entire project prior to its formal ap-

proval, under the new rules projects can be approved on 

a construction by lot basis. As a result of this “financing 

by lots” mechanism, CIPE secured a budget of €1.6 bil-

lion for lot 1, the mission-critical Fortezza-Ponte Gardena 

element. The planning process is being closely followed 

by the Special Commissioner, Mr Fabris. According to the 

new planning schedule, all four lots will be completed by 

2025 in parallel with the Brenner Base Tunnel.

2.2. Other sections

Priority Project 1 stretches from Berlin to Palermo. 

Whereas the Brenner Corridor can be considered as the 

centrepiece of the project important projects have also 

been undertaken north and south of this corridor. New 

high capacity sections have been constructed and exist-

ing sections have been updated. Together they will en-

sure future passenger and freight movements between 

economic centres in northern and southern Europe.

2.2.1. The situation in Germany

The sections between Berlin and Halle/Leipzig and be-

tween Nuremberg and Munich have entered service. 

Works on the two bottleneck sections between Halle/

Leipzig and Erfurt and between Erfurt and Nuremberg 

are ongoing. Halle/Leipzig-Erfurt is expected to be com-

pleted by the end of 2015. The Commission committed 

€57 million from the TEN-T budget until 2014 for the 

Halle/Leipzig-Erfurt section. Further EU support is to be 

obtained from structural funds. 

The section between Nuremberg and Ebensfeld will, for 

one part, be newly constructed and, for another part, 

upgraded. The new constructed part is expected to be 

completed by the end of 2017. The remaining section is 

due to be partly upgraded by 2017. The complete up-

grading of Ebensfeld-Nuremberg is expected after 2017. 

2.2.2. The situation in Italy

By the end of 2008, the sections Milan-Bologna and Ve-

rona-Bologna entered service. One year later the section 

between Bologna and Florence became operational. 

With the completion of these three sections the Verona/

Milan-Bologna-Florence-Rome-Naples/Salerno railway 

axis became operational in its entirety.

Works on the Rome Tiburtina station, which will become 

the gateway of Rome’s high speed/high capacity rail sys-

tem, are ongoing. This is also the case for the works on 

the underground bypasses of Bologna and Florence.

2.2.3. ERTMS

Discussions with the German Minister of Transport and 

with Deutsche Bahn AG on ERTMS deployment on Cor-

ridor B continue.

The aim of ERTMS Corridor B is to implement ERTMS and 

to harmonise operational rules along the Stockholm-

Copenhagen-Hamburg-Munich-Innsbruck-Naples route. 

Corridor B overlaps Priority Project 1 on the Nurem-

berg-Naples section. This section will be progressively 

equipped with ERTMS.

The Brenner section Munich - Verona is to be equipped 

in 2015, according to Commission Decision (2009) 5607 

of 22 June 2009. With €38 million of EU co-funding par-

ticular attention will be paid to the Brenner axis. The Mi-

lan-Salerno section is already ERTMS-equipped. Verona-

Bologna will be deployed progressively by 2020. 

In March 2010 an Executive Committee for Corridor B 

Stockholm-Naples and a subsequent Management Com-

mittee was set up. In order to avoid any unnecessary 

overlap of activities between the Corridor B Manage-

ment Committee and the working groups of the Bren-
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ner Corridor Platform (BCP), in particular on the issues of 

interoperability, rail capacity and terminals, the need for 

strong coordination has been discussed at both levels. A 

cooperation proposal is being prepared. 

3. Funding Decisions and TEN-T Mid-Term Review

For the financial perspective 2007-2013 the TEN-T budg-

et has been concentrated on cross-border sections and 

on bottlenecks situated on the Priority Projects. Almost 

20% of this budget has been committed to Priority 

Project 1. Overall over €960 million has been committed 

to this project, with co-funding of €786 million for the 

Brenner Base Tunnel alone, underlining the strategic im-

portance of this section.

The financial commitment is based on individual Deci-

sions adopted by the Commission on 5 December 2008. 

Each Decision contains the terms and conditions for the 

project to be fulfilled. For Priority Project 1, five Decisions 

were adopted by the Commission, after having obtained 

the approval of the European Parliament and the Mem-

ber States. Two Decisions were adopted for the Brenner 

Base Tunnel project. The first Decision covers the studies, 

including the access and exploratory tunnels. This Deci-

sion runs from 1 December 2008 until the end of 2013. 

The Commission supports this project with €193 million 

at a co-financing rate of 50%. The second Decision cov-

ers the works on the main tunnel and runs from 1 Janu-

ary 2010 till the end of 2013. During this period a total 

amount of €593 million will be invested in the tunnel 

works representing a co-financing rate of 27%.

In addition, the European Commission took three Deci-

sions on the northern access (Kundl/Radfeld-Baumkirch-

en) €58 million, the southern access (Fortezza-Verona) 

€58 million and the Halle/Leipzig-Erfurt bottleneck €57 

million.

In 2010 the Commission, in cooperation with the TEN-T 

Executive Agency, carried out a Mid-Term Review of the 

2007-2013 multi-annual work programme. The main ob-

jective of this review, which was published in October 

2010, was to assess the progress made in the implemen-

tation of the individual projects, as well as their future 

implementation plans. The 2010 Mid-Term Review made 

clear that the appointment of European Coordinators, 

the increase in programme resources and the increased 

co-funding rates, in particular for cross-border sections, 

have had a positive impact on the implementation of the 

multi-annual work programme and, consequently, on 

the integration of the TEN-T network. Based on the Mid-

Term Review, funding decisions have been amended.

3.1. Overview of funding decision and subsequent 

Mid-Term Review actions 

Works for the construction of the section between 

Kundl/Radfeld and Baumkirchen (Austria):

This is the so-called Lower Inn Valley line, a new 40 km 

long double track high speed rail line for freight and 

passenger traffic. It includes 32 km of tunnels, walls, gal-

leries and underground sections. The total project costs 

are approximately €2.38 billion. In the 2007-2013 finan-

cial perspective the EU is contributing €58 million. This 

project has made very good progress and will be com-

pleted ahead of planning in December 2012. No further 

action is required. 

Works for the construction of the Erfurt and Halle/

Gröbers (Germany) section:

This 122 km long high speed rail section connects Erfurt 

with Halle and the Leipzig/Halle airport. The EU is con-

tributing €57 million out of the TEN-T fund to this €2.7 

billion project. The ERDF also contributes to the project. 

It is progressing well and may be completed by the end 

of 2015 in line with the original plans, if not before. No 

further action is required.

Studies on the Brenner Base Tunnel (Austria/Italy):

This project covers the excavation of the exploratory 

tunnel. The studies serve to assess the risks, costs and 

duration of the construction of the tunnel. The EU contri-

bution is €193 million. The Mid-Term Review concluded 

that satisfactory progress has been made and that an ex-

tension until 2015 is justified.

Works on the Brenner Base Tunnel (Austria/Italy):

With an EU contribution of €593 million and the con-

struction of two parallel 56 km low gradient rail tunnels 

across the Alps, the Brenner Base Tunnel is the centre-

piece project of Priority Project 1. At the time of the Mid-

Term Review, the decision to start the main construction 

works (Phase III) had not yet been taken. This decision 

was taken on 18 April 2011, following an agreement be-

tween Austria and Italy on the total costs of the tunnel. 

Although the initial end date of the decision was Decem-

ber 2013, the Commission agreed to an extension of the 
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implementation period until 2015, given the maturity 

of the project. The extension was given on condition 

that the global financial requirements for the project 

be guaranteed, that the official authorisation to launch 

the works phase be given and finally that the national 

financial contributions be secured. Since then these con-

ditions have been fulfilled.

Studies/works on the southern access route (Italy):

This project covers the funding of the final design and 

the initial working phase of four different sections on the 

Brenner railway corridor between Verona and Fortezza. 

The EU contribution is €58 million. According to the 

funding decision the implementation should end in 

December 2013. The Mid-Term Review concluded that 

the project had not yet started and that some activities 

(Trento bypass and access to Verona) were not expected 

to start before the end of 2015. Given this delay, it would 

not be possible to maintain TEN-T support for these ac-

tivities. It was therefore proposed to reduce the TEN-T 

contribution by €12.9 million. Following this proposal 

Italy then carried out a technical and financial re-assess-

ment of the project. As a result of the changes which fol-

lowed from this re-assessment, the TEN-T contribution 

was reduced by €11.3 million instead of €12.3 million 

and the implementation period was extended until 31 

December 2015.

4. Cross-financing mechanisms

4.1. Italy

The Italian government decided to assure the project 

partly through cross-financing schemes. There are two 

potential sources for cross-financing.

The first source is working and consists of a cross-financ-

ing fund collected from the benefits of the road toll col-

lected by the A22 concession (Autostrada del Brennero 

SpA). This concession was put in place in 1997 and will 

collect €550 million until its expiration in 2014. The rail-

way fund has been assigned to the Brenner Base Tunnel 

and the southern access route by the CIPE resolution of 

July 2009. 

The current A22 motorway concession expires on 30 

April 2014. Its main shareholders, the autonomous prov-

inces of Bolzano and Trento, have always been in favour 

of a prolongation of the concession without tendering. 

Several models have been developed, including an in-

house company with exclusively public shareholders. 

However, on 12 September 2011 Italy’s national road 

agency, ANAS, announced that it will organise a public 

tender for the new concession, through which cross-

financing will continue to be guaranteed. According to 

the Italian Budget Law 2010 regarding motorway con-

cessions the next A22 concessionaire has to reserve a 

minimum €34 million per annum for cross-financing the 

Brenner Base Tunnel and southern access. 

A second potential source is the introduction of the Eu-

rovignette cross-financing scheme. Italy has agreed to 

implement the Eurovignette system, but no decision has 

yet been taken on the specific application and modali-

ties of this system.

4.2. Austria

In Austria, a Eurovignette cross-financing scheme is in 

place on the A13 motorway between Innsbruck and 

Brenner. The scheme has been approved by the Eurovi-

gnette Committee for a period of 65 years. However, 

in order to allow a further increase in this revenue for 

the cross-financing of the Brenner Base Tunnel, Aus-

tria intends to extend its scheme by introducing a 25% 

mark-up on the A12 motorway between Kufstein and 

Innsbruck by 2012. The introduction of the mark-up on 

the A12 has already been approved by the Eurovignette 

Committee and is currently subject to talks between the 

federal government and the government of Tyrol. The 

federal government considers the A12 mark-up an im-

portant financial instrument for the Brenner Base Tunnel 

and an accompanying measure designed to encourage a 

shift from road to rail. The government of Tyrol supports 

increasing motorway tolls but would prefer them to ap-

ply to the whole Brenner Corridor between Munich and 

Verona.  

5. Cooperation frameworks

5.1. Austria-Italy Intergovernmental Commission 

(CIG)

Two meetings of the Austria-Italy Intergovernmental 

Commission were held this reporting period, on 19 No-

vember 2010 in Rome and on 16 March in Vienna. The 

Coordinator attended both meetings.

Both meetings were dominated by plans for launching 

of the main construction works on the Brenner Base Tun-

nel (Phase III). By preparing the decisions at high level 

the CIG has played an essential role in the decision-mak-

ing process. 

According to the treaty between Austria and Italy, the 

main task of the CIG was to prepare the Phase III deci-

sion. As this decision has now been taken, Austria and 

Italy will have to decide about the future role of the CIG. 
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At the meeting of 16 March 2011 in Vienna, the Coordi-

nator stated that he would be in favour of a continuation 

of the activities of the CIG.

5.2. Brenner Corridor Platform

The Brenner Corridor Platform (BCP) comprises three 

Member States (Austria, Germany and Italy), five regions 

(Bavaria, Tyrol, South Tyrol, Trento and Verona) and the 

rail infrastructure managers (RFI, ÖBB and DB). Other in-

terested parties can be invited as observer to the meet-

ings. The plenary meetings are chaired by the Coordina-

tor. 

The BCP aims to ensure an integrated policy approach 

for the Brenner Corridor. To this end ten specific work-

ing groups  have been created covering not only the 

traditional rail related subjects such as interoperability, 

infrastructure and capacity planning and terminals, but 

also environmental monitoring, accompanying policy 

measures, cross-financing schemes and the Green Cor-

ridor concept, which brings together transport, envi-

ronment and energy aspects. Most of the BCP working 

groups have met at regular intervals during this report-

ing period. 

The basis for the activities of the working groups is the 

“Brenner Action Plan 2009-2022” which was enacted 

on 18 May 2009, following the adoption of a Common 

Declaration on the implementation of Priority Project 

1 in Rome. The Brenner Action Plan contains a set of 50 

measures; each assigned a time table and an actor re-

sponsible for its realisation. However, as stated by the 

Coordinator at the BCP plenary meeting on 19 April 2011 

in Innsbruck, the Brenner Action Plan should be consid-

ered as a living document. BCP working groups should 

not feel restricted by the catalogue of measures of the 

Action Plan but should take a pragmatic approach to en-

gineer alternative solutions if and when necessary.

On 30 November 2010 the Coordinator invited the chair-

persons of all the BCP working groups to a meeting in 

Brussels. The intention was for the Coordinator to get 

an idea of the state of progress and future planning of 

each working group outside the traditional scope of a 

plenary meeting. In addition, an intranet proposal was 

presented to facilitate the online management of docu-

ments, tasks, deadlines and communication for the Bren-

ner Corridor Platform.

5.3. Aktionsgemeinschaft Brennerbahn – Comunità 

d’azione ferrovia del Brennero

The Aktionsgemeinschaft Brennerbahn - Comunità 

d’azione ferrovia del Brennero (AGB-CAB) is a coopera-

tion of the provinces and regions along the Brenner Cor-

ridor with the Chambers of Commerce of Bavaria, Tyrol, 

Bolzano, Trento and Verona. The main objective of AGB-

CAB is to promote the expansion of the Brenner rail axis 

for the benefit of the population and industry along the 

Brenner Corridor in Italy, Austria and Germany and to 

build and maintain communication links with the Euro-

pean institutions.

AGB-CAB focuses on improving rail traffic on the existing 

Munich-Verona railway line and the construction of new 

sections. The members of the AGB-CAB meet regularly 

in the expert committee and at the annual Presidents’ 

Conference. One of the recurring items on the agenda is 

the state of progress of the Brenner Base Tunnel and its 

northern and southern access routes.

AGB-CAB has a rotating Presidency. As of 2011, the au-

tonomous Province of Bolzano took over the Presidency 

from Bavaria for a period of two years. On 6 September 

2011, the Coordinator attended the first expert commit-

tee under the new Presidency in Bolzano. At this meet-

ing, he referred to the specific composition of AGB-CAB, 

consisting of regional public authorities and business, 

making it an important partner for Priority Project 1. He 

also welcomed the decision of AGB-CAB to establish a 

permanent secretariat whose main task will be commu-

nication. 

5.4. Alpine Convention

The Alpine Convention serves as a reference point for the 

coordination of the traffic policies of the Alpine states. 

Both the Alpine Convention, in particular its Transport 

Protocol, and the Brenner Corridor Platform pursue the 

same goal, namely a sustainable development of trans-

port policy in the Alpine region. Consequently the Coor-

dinator and the Secretary-General of the Alpine Conven-

tion, Mr Onida, have agreed to work more closely in the 

future. Cooperation will focus in particular on accompa-

nying policy measures in parallel to the construction of 

the Brenner Corridor infrastructure. 

6. Activities of the Coordinator
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The mandate of Coordinator Cox started on 8 June 2010 

at the TEN-T Days conference in Zaragoza. The Coordina-

tor had bilateral meetings with Mr Van Staa (President 

of the Parliament of Tyrol), Mr Simpson (chairman of the 

TRAN Committee), Mr Vinck (ERTMS coordinator) and 

the MEP’s Mr Cancian and Mr Cramer. At a joint meet-

ing he met Minister Bures, Minister Matteoli and Vice-

President Kallas to discuss the state of financing of the 

Brenner Base Tunnel. 

17 June 2010, Innsbruck/Bolzano: Visit to President Plat-

ter of Tyrol, Brenner Corridor Platform plenary meeting 

and President Durnwalder of the Province of Bolzano. 

Main subjects: financing Brenner Base Tunnel, cross-fi-

nancing mechanisms, Green Corridor concept

14 September 2010, Rome: Meetings with Minister Mat-

teoli, Mr Fabris (Special Commissioner for the Brenner 

Southern Acces) and Mr Crocco (Head of Infrastructure 

Department). Main subjects: cost settlement Brenner 

Base Tunnel and progress on access routes.

15 September 2010, Berlin: Meeting with Minister Ram-

sauer and Coordinators Vinck, Savary, Peijs and Balasz. 

Main subject: state of progress of the Priority Projects in 

Germany.

16 September 2010, Berlin: Speech at the Metropolitan 

Futures conference. Main issues: TEN-T policy review, the 

role of the Coordinator and Priority Project 1.

7 October 2010, Vienna: Meeting with Minister Bures. 

Main subject: progress on the Brenner Base Tunnel. 

18 November 2010, Trento: Meeting with Presidents 

Platter (Tyrol), Durnwalder (Bolzano) and Dellai (Trento). 

Main subject: corridor based approach on road tolling. 

19 November 2010, Rome: Meeting of the Austria-Italy 

Intergovernmental Commission (CIG). Main subject: 

preparation of Phase III of the Brenner Base Tunnel.

30 November 2010, Brussels: Meeting with the chairper-

sons of the BCP working groups. Main subjects: state of 

progress and future planning working groups, presenta-

tion BCP intranet planning tool.

19-20 January 2011, Kandersteg: Joint meeting of the 

Coordinators. Main subject: revision of the TEN-T policy.

16 March 2011, Vienna/Innsbruck: Second meeting of 

the Austria-Italy Intergovernmental Commission (CIG) 

and meeting with BBT SE staff. Main subject: draft agree-

ment on Phase III of the Brenner Base Tunnel.

17 March 2011, Bolzano: Speech at the Brenner Con-

gress. Main subject: Phase III of the Brenner Base Tunnel.  

18 March 2011, Innsbruck: Meeting with President Plat-

ter of Tyrol and the 30 mayors of the Brenner Corridor, 

Secretary-General of the Alpine Convention, Mr Onida, 

and site visit to Lower Inn Valley Rail. Main subjects: road 

tolling mechanisms, accompanying measures, Phase III 

Brenner Base Tunnel.

18 April 2011, Innsbruck: Extraordinary meeting of the 

General Assembly of the Brenner Base Tunnel Company 

to sign the contracts for Phase III. The meeting was fol-

lowed by an official ceremony and a site visit to the Low-

er Inn Valley line.

19 April 2011, Innsbruck: Plenary meeting of the Bren-

ner Corridor Platform and meeting with the citizen’s 

initiative “Lebenswertes Wipptal”. Main subjects: state of 

progress Brenner Base Tunnel.   

20 April 2011, Brussels: Meeting with Mr Fried of Deut-

sche Bahn AG. Main subject: state of progress of Priority 

Project 1 in Germany.

19 May 2011, Berlin: Meeting with Minister Ramsauer. 

Main subject: situation on northern access route.

1 June 2011, Rome: Meetings with Minister Matteoli, Mr 

Moretti (CEO of Ferrovie dello Stato), Mr Fabris (Special 

Commissioner for the Brenner Southern Acces) and Mr 

Crocco (Head of Infrastructure Department). Main sub-

jects: state of progress on the southern access route, 

TEN-T review.

6 September 2011, Bolzano: Meeting of the Management 

Committee of the Aktionsgemienschaft Brennerbahn 

and separate meeting on electricity interconnection 

using the Brenner Base Tunnel. Main subjects: progress 

access routes, communication and involvement local 

population, Green Corridor.

7 September 2011, Trento: Speech at the Green Corridor 

Conference. Main subject: Brenner Green Corridor.

   

7. Outlook: Priorities of the Coordinator

The Coordinator can report important progress this 

year. The decision of 18 April 2011 of the Italian railway 

infrastructure company RFI and the Austrian railway in-

frastructure company ÖBB to commence the main con-

struction works on the Brenner Base Tunnel (Phase III) is 

a major milestone for the Brenner Corridor in particular 

and for Priority Project 1 in general.

As the Coordinator stated at the official ceremony to cel-

ebrate this important decision, the launch of the main 

works on the Brenner Base Tunnel marks not only a point 

of departure but also a point of no return for the project. 

Given that the commitments have now entered into 

force, progress must be maintained. The construction of 

the two main tunnel tubes has been set in motion based 

on a construction plan to be completed in 2025. In par-

allel, concrete steps need to be taken for the planning 

and construction of the access routes north and south 

of the Brenner. To avoid a Brenner Corridor bottleneck 
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when the tunnel is completed in 2025, parallel comple-

tion of the access routes is essential. Commencing work 

on the access routes will therefore be one of the key pri-

orities for the Coordinator in the next reporting period. 

The Coordinator will maintain close contact with the 

relevant German and Italian authorities, both at federal, 

regional and local level. He will continue to emphasise, 

apart from designing, planning and engineering tunnels 

and access routes and devising accompanying meas-

ures, that a clear communication policy is no less vital in 

creating engagement and a sense of ownership by local 

communities. 

This suggests that issues regarding the social, economic 

and environmental acceptance of the project also must 

be addressed. Concrete measures need to be contem-

plated concerning the internalisation of external costs, 

such as the polluter pays principle and, for example, the 

impact of excise and other taxes on fuel pricing policy. 

Alpine corridor choice could form part of such a com-

prehensive policy review and approach. Problems such 

as noise pollution and air quality protection can be con-

fronted through the development of green corridors. 

Isolated policy initiatives risk being sub-optimal in tack-

ling the environmental challenges of Alpine corridors. 

This is especially so if they unfold outside a comprehen-

sive Alpine policy framework.  

In conclusion, the Coordinator feels that the next report-

ing period 2011-2012 marks a transition in this project 

from contemplation to implementation, from studies to 

works. The Coordinator stands ready to facilitate this ev-

olution through a process of consultation, cooperation 

and communication with all key stakeholders.
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High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP2: High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million)

Diabolo - Raccordement ferroviaire de l’aéroport de Zaventem au réseau à grande vitesse 
Thalys

Belgium €14.9

PBKAL: F/B frontière Bruxelles-Liège, B/D frontière, Bruxelles B/NL frontière: partie belge du 
réseau à grande vitesse nord-européen  

Belgium €5.8

Aachen-Köln Germany €4.4

TOTAL €25.1

Member States involved: Germany, Belgium, The Netherlands, United Kingdom, France

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

17,137.54 16,406.34 603.72 0 974.2 95.7% 197.73 8.74 0 0 1.2%

Estimated completion date: 2023

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

357.12 3.25 0 0 2.1% 176.34 1% 0 0%

16,406
(96%)

16,604
(97%)

16,759
(98%)

16,961
(99%)

17,138
(100%)

0
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4,000
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14,000

16,000

18,000

20,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2023

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

927 km
(99.4%)
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(0.6%)
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Total length = 932 km
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it operates, carrying more passengers than all airlines 

combined.A large segment of Thalys’s total sales and 

income comes from the connection between Paris and 

Brussels. Airline companies no longer provide this serv-

ice, as taking the train is faster than flying.

General appreciation

PBKAL is a Priority Project which has been completed 

with no outstanding financial or environmental prob-

Summary

This is Europe’s first cross-border high speed passenger 

rail project, linking major cities in France, Belgium, Ger-

many, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 

The PBKAL (Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London) 

network offers substantial reductions in journey times 

between the five countries and therefore provides pas-

sengers with a real alternative to air and road transport 

and will make a significant contribution to the promo-

tion of intermodal air-rail journeys, in line with EU trans-

port policy objectives. It also enables improved connec-

tions between some of Europe’s key airports - Brussels, 

Frankfurt, Cologne/Bonn, Paris Charles de Gaulle and 

Amsterdam Schiphol. 

As for all other Priority Projects, the cross-border sec-

tions have proven to be the most difficult to realise. Still 

today, the Belgium-Germany section between Liège and 

Aachen is not fully completed. The Buschtunnel is still in 

works and will be fully operational at the end of 2010/

beginning of 2011. Also, the Belgium-Netherlands cross-

border section has been experiencing great difficulties 

due to signaling problems between the various types 

of  ERTMS equipment used on both sides of the border. 

This has also led to problems of interference between 

rail infrastructures, which has led to delays on the Liege-

Aachen section.

With the Buschtunnel due to be completed soon, there 

will be only minor improvements left that will certainly 

bring important benefits (such as the Diabolo project, 

interlinking Brussels airport), but not to the extent of the 

creation of the new high speed links that have been real-

ised in the past decades.

PBKAL, a success story

PBKAL is currently used by three international operators: 

Thalys, Eurostar and ICE trains, as well as fast internal 

intercity services. 

Eurostar has become the dominant operator in cross-

channel intercity passenger travel on the routes that 

lems. The high speed line drastically improved the con-

nection between the United Kingdom and the European 

mainland and significantly reduced journey times be-

tween the cities of the most densely populated area of 

Europe, the so-called “Blue Banana” and Paris. Further-

more, it also contributes to the promotion of intermodal 

rail-air journeys, and thereby helps achieve the transport 

policy objectives of the European Union.

1. Introduction

In 1985, the decision to create a high-speed rail link 

between Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam and Cologne was 

adopted and in 1995 Westrail International created a Bel-

gian cooperative company and joint subsidiary of SNCF 

and SNCB, which is joined by a subsidiary created spe-

cifically by the Dutch and German rail companies (Tha-

lys Netherlands and DB AG respectively). The purpose 

of this company is to create and manage a high speed 

network covering Germany, Belgium, France and the 

Netherlands.

The French section linking Paris, Lille and Calais and the 

Channel Tunnel is complete, and has been in service 

since 1993. The high speed Brussels-Paris line has been 

in full service since 1997 serving more than six million 

passengers a year, having attracted very large numbers 

from road and air, with certain air connections being 

taken out of service as a result. 

2. Social-economic context

Priority Project 2 runs through countries whose Gross 

National Income per inhabitant is more than 90% of the 

Priority Project 2
High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London
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1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Eurostar 3 4.9 6.0 6.3 6.6 7.1 6.95 6.60 6.31 7.27 7.45 7.85 8.26 9.1 9.2 9.5

Thalys 1.54 3.00 4.72 4.98 5.50 5.81 6.02 5.82 5.98 6.19 6.56 6.20 6.36 6.08 6.45

Eurostar and Thalys yearly passengers (figures in millions)
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EU average. For this reason, the structural and cohesion 

funds don’t support actions in the framework of the con-

vergence objective. In this context, only TEN-T funds re-

main as a major EU source for co-financing projects in 

regions with normal economic performance. The PBKAL 

network is largely reserved for passenger traffic, offer-

ing substantial reductions in journey times between the 

five countries and attracting passengers away from air  

and road travel. This will make a significant contribution 

to the promotion of intermodal air-rail journeys, in line 

with EU transport policy objectives.

3. Infrastructure developments per country

The status and developments along PP2 are described 

Length of railway network (km)

Gross National Income (GNI) per inhabitant

as follows:

Most of the transport infrastructure has developed un-

der national policy premises.

Cross-border and bottleneck sections 

The Channel Tunnel

The Channel Tunnel is a crucial part of the PBKAL project; 

it is the only means by which trains can travel between 

the United Kingdom and the European mainland. It links 

with LGV Nord in France and High Speed One in the UK.

The Channel Tunnel is a 50.5 km undersea rail tunnel link-

ing Folkestone in the UK with Calais in northern France 

beneath the English Channel at the Strait of Dover. At 

its lowest point it is 75 m deep. At 37.9 km, the Channel 

Tunnel has the longest undersea portion of any tunnel in 

the world (although the Seikan Tunnel in Japan is both 

longer overall, at 53.85 km and deeper, at 240 m).

 

The Channel Tunnel consists of two rail tunnels and a 

service tunnel. Tunnelling commenced in 1988 and the 

tunnel was fully operational in 1994. 

The tunnel carries high speed Eurostar passenger trains, 

Eurotunnel roll-on/roll-off vehicle transport - the largest 

in the world - and international rail freight trains. 

Both the freight and passenger traffic forecasts that led 

to the construction of the tunnel were largely and uni-

versally overestimated. Eurotunnel’s commissioned fore-

casts in particular were over-predictions. Although the 

captured share of Channel crossings (competing with air 

and sea) was forecasted correctly, high competition and 

reduced tariffs has led to low revenue. 

The total cross-tunnel passenger traffic volumes peaked 

at 18.4 million in 1998, dropped to 14.9 million in 2003 

and rose again to 16.1 million in 2008.

Cross-tunnel freight traffic volumes have been erratic. 

Freight traffic growth has occurred since opening the 

tunnel, with 6.4 million tonnes carried in 1995, 18.4 mil-

lion tonnes recorded in 2003 and 19.6 million tonnes in 

2007.

Eurotunnel shuttle traffic and the number of Eurostar 

passengers showed a sharp increase in 2010. Eurotunnel 

carried 2,125,259 passenger vehicles in 2010 (11% more 

than in 2009) and 1,089,051 heavy goods vehicles (42% 

more than in 2009).

Buschtunnel between Aachen and the Belgian border

One bottleneck between Aachen and the Belgian bor-

der is the Buschtunnel. It is the oldest railway tunnel in 

Germany that is still in use, with some parts dating back 

to 1838. When the line was electrified, available space 
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Area 1,000 Km2 Population  
(Millions)

GDP per capita

EU27 4,323 495.57 100

BE 30.5 (0.70%) 10.58 (2.13%) 120

DE 357 (8.26%) 82.31 (16.61%) 114

FR 544 (12.58%) 61.54 (12.42%) 111

NL 41.5(0.96%) 16.36 (3.30%) 131

UK 244.1(5.65%) 60.85 (12.28%) 118

EU5 1,217.1 (28.15%) 231.64 (46.74%)

Length of lines 
in use (km)

Of which  
electrified

High Speed Rail 
Network (km)

EU27 215,439 107,373 (49.8%) 5,427

BE 3,544 2,977 (84.0%) 320

DE 34,221 19,350 (56.5%) 1,300

FR 29,286 14,765 (50.4%) 1,893

NL 2,811 2,064 (73.4%) 120

UK 19,956 5,017 (25.1%) 109

PBKAL route sections Section length (km)

Paris-Lille-Calais 333 (new and upgraded)

French border to Brussels 
(South)

88 (new line)

Brussels-Dutch border 87 (new and upgraded)

Brussels-Liège (Guillemins) 64 (new and upgraded)

London (St Pancras)- Channel 
Tunnel

109 (new line)

Belgian border -Amsterdam 125 (new and upgraded)

Liège (Guillemins)-German 
border

56 (new and upgraded)

Belgian border-Köln 70 (new and upgraded)
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inside the tunnel mandated that the line was limited to 

a single track. Because of the tunnel’s poor conditions, 

speeds had to be limited to 40 km/h. A parallel single 

track tunnel has been completed and entered into serv-

ice in December 2009.

At the moment, the old tunnel is temporarily closed for 

renovation. After completion of these works, in Decem-

ber 2011, both tunnels will be safe for 160 km/h and the 

last remaining bottlenecks on PP2 will be eliminated.

Other sections

United Kingdom: The project consists of sections total-

ling 109km. Section 1 (Tunnel-Thames) is 70 km long 

and was built in 1998-2003, and section 2 (Thames-St 

Pancras) is 39 km long and was built in 2001-2007. The 

total cost of the project amounted to €5.8 billion, out of 

which €3 billion was public sector contribution. The con-

tribution of the TEN-T budget amounted to £138 million. 

The maximum speed is 300 km/h. The journey time from 

London to the Tunnel is 35 min, to Paris 2h15min and to 

Brussels 1h51 min.

Channel Tunnel Rail Link

Belgium: The project consists of 3 axes totalling 314 km 

(200 km of new lines, 137 km with a maximum speed 

of 300 km/h) and a total cost of €5 billion. TEN-T contri-

bution amounts to €155 million. Works started in 1993 

and were expected to be completed in 2008 except the 

Diabolo (2012) and Mechelen (2013) sections. 9 million  

people used the high speed line in 2007.

Western axis: High speed line 1 connects Brussels with 

the French border. At 88 km long (71 km dedicated high 

speed tracks, 17 km modernised lines), it began service 

on 14 December 1997 and reduced travelling time from 

Paris to Brussels to 1h22min. In combination with the 

LGV Nord, it has also impacted international journeys 

to France and London, ensuring high speed services by 

Eurostar, TGV, Thalys PBA and Thalys PBKA trainsets. The 

total construction cost was €1.42 billion.

Eastern axis: High speed line 2 runs between Leuven and 

Ans. At 95 km long (61 km dedicated high speed tracks, 

34 km modernised lines), it began service in 2002. High 

speed line 3 connects Liège to the German border. At 

56 km long (42 km dedicated high-speed tracks, 14 km 

modernised lines), it was completed in 2007, but the first 

Thalys and ICE trains used it in 2009. When its extension 

to the German border is completed, the combined east-

ward high speed line will greatly accelerate journeys be-

tween Brussels, Paris and Germany. 

Northern axis: High speed line 4, currently under con-

struction, will connect Brussels to the Dutch border 

where it will meet HSL-Zuid. It is 87 km long, comprising 

of 40 km dedicated high speed tracks and 57 km mod-

ernised lines. Mostly completed, the opening of the line 

has been delayed till mid-2009 due to problems with 

signalling. High speed line 4 is used by Thalys trains, as 

well as fast internal InterCity and NS Hispeed trains. Be-

tween Brussels and Antwerp (47 km), trains travel at 160 

km/h on the upgraded existing line (with the exception 

of a few segments where a speed limit of 120 km/h is im-

posed). At the E19/A12 motorway junction, trains leave 

the regular line to run on new dedicated high speed 

tracks to the Dutch border (40 km) at 300 km/h.

The Netherlands: The high speed Zuid line forms the 

Dutch part of PP2. It is 125 km long, of which 85 km is 

new construction with 170 construction sites. Among 

them is a bridge of 2 km and a tunnel of 7 km with a di-

ameter of 15 m. It uses existing tracks from Amsterdam 

Central to Schiphol Airport, where the line begins, and 

continues to Rotterdam Central and on to the Belgian 

border where it connects to high speed line 4.

160 km/h services on the high speed line Zuid started 

in September 2009 between Amsterdam and Rotterdam. 

Since late 2009, Thalys trains from Amsterdam to Brus-

sels and Paris have been in service, and in late 2010, Fyra 

trains are foreseen to serve all stations between Amster-

dam Central and Brussel-Zuid/Bruxelles-Midi. The total 

cost of the project amounts to €7.15 billion. TEN-T con-

tribution amounted to €194 million.

Germany: The Cologne-Aachen high speed line is the 

German part of PP2. It is not a newly built railway line, 

but a project to upgrade the existing railway line which 

was opened in 1841 by the Rheinische Eisenbahngesells-

chaft. 

The line has a length of about 70 km, with the first 40 

km from Cologne to Düren rebuilt. Since 2002, the line 

has allowed for speeds up to 250 km/h. Separate tracks 

have been built parallel to the high speed tracks for local 
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S-Bahn traffic. The remaining line from Düren to Aachen 

allows for speeds up to 160 km/h with some slower sec-

tions. Upgrades of Düren–Aachen are planned for the 

near future.

France: The LGV Nord is the French part of PP2. It is a 

newly built high speed railway line of about 333 km that 

connects Paris to the Belgian border and the Channel 

Tunnel via Lille, opened in 1993. With a maximum speed 

of 300 km/h, the line has appreciably shortened rail jour-

neys between Paris and Lille. Its extensions to the north 

(Belgium, the Channel Tunnel) and the south (via the 

LGV Interconnexion Est) have reduced journey times to 

the United Kingdom and Benelux and for inter-regional 

trips between the Nord-Pas de Calais region and the 

southeast and southwest of France. As it is mostly built 

in flat areas, the maximum incline is 25 m per km (2.5%).

4. Financial aspects

The European Union is supporting the TEN-T imple-

mentation through several EU financial instruments 

and through loans from the European Investment Bank. 

Grants, in particular under the TEN-T budget line and the 

Cohesion and European Development Funds, play a ma-

jor role in both project preparation and implementation 

phases. Grants are allocated to studies (from feasibil-

ity studies to comprehensive technical or environmen-

tal studies and costly geological explorations), helping 

to overcome early stage project difficulties, and to the 

works phase. A key issue in relation to the implemen-

tation of TEN-T policy is to rationalise the allocation of 

grants and to link it to the projects’ European added 

value so as to ensure the best value for EU money. PP2 is 

being taken forward in regions which don’t benefit from 

the use of structural funds. Consequently, significant co-

financing of this project is ensured by the TEN-T budget 

and will be used to co-finance some of the works relating 

to this project.

5. International operators

PBKAL is currently used by three international operators: 

Thalys, Eurostar and ICE trains as well as fast internal 

InterCity services. In 2010, the European Union initiated 

a liberalisation of international passenger rail services 

along the European rail network allowing for greater 

competition.

The Thalys high speed railway passenger service covers 

the same territory Paris–Brussels–Cologne–Amsterdam 

in which the first international railway lines were created 

150 years before it. Thalys is the symbol of the interop-

erable European train which has managed to bring four 

countries closer together and erase the psychological 

notion of borders. Thalys is not only a technological mas-

terpiece: 10% of the European population is directly af-

fected by it. The development of partnerships with pub-

lic carriers contributes to Thalys’ pivotal European role.

The Eurostar high speed railway passenger service con-

necting London with Paris and Brussels is operated by 

the national railway companies of France and Belgium, 

SNCF and SNCB, and by Eurostar (UK) Ltd (EUKL), a sub-

sidiary of London and Continental Railways (LCR), which 

also owns the high speed infrastructure and stations on 

the British side. Eurostar has become the dominant op-

erator in cross-channel intercity passenger travel on the 

routes that it operates, carrying more passengers than 

all airlines combined (9.1 million in 2008) 

The InterCityExpress (ICE) is a system of high speed 

trains predominantly running in Germany. It is the high-

est service category offered by DB. Apart from domestic 

use, the trains can also be seen in countries neighbour-

ing Germany. There are, for example, ICE3 trains that run 

to Liège and Brussels, Belgium.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: Spain, France, Portugal

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

46,578.82 16,406.34 283.87 5,225.76 2,850 30.7% 8,260.59 332.5 1,032.6 2,500 17.7%

Estimated completion date: 2022

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

4,281.41 252.69 307.8 250 9.2% 19,730.8 42.4% 0 0%

14,306
(31%)

22,567
(48%)

23,895
(51%)

26,848
(58%)

46,579
(100%)

0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

45,000

50,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2022

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,302 km
(35.6%)

471 km
(12.9%)

1,406 km
(38.5%)

477 km
(13%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,656 km
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1. Executive summary PP3

The high speed railway axis of southwest Europe is a key 

project that ensures the continuity of the rail network 

between Portugal, Spain and the rest of Europe. It con-

sists of three branches: 

• Mediterranean branch: Madrid-Barcelona 

(operational)-Figueras-Perpignan (completed)- 

Montpellier-Nîmes (French high speed network)

• Iberian branch: Madrid-Lisboa-Porto

• Atlantic branch: Madrid-Valladolid (operational) 

• Burgos-Vitoria-Bilbao/San Sebastian-Dax-Bordeaux-

Tours (Paris)

For the last 12 months the European Coordinator has 

been involved in developing a wider awareness at the 

international level for the project, notably of its poten-

tial for logistics. The process took place in close coopera-

tion with the ministerial and regional authorities of the 

Member States concerned. It also involved the European 

Parliament, through a variety of contacts and a struc-

tured mission to the Mediterranean branch, which saw 

the implications of local stakeholders (such as the Port 

of Barcelona and logistics operators). 

A lot of attention has been devoted to the potential 

sources of funding and financing for the completion of 

PP3’s (and large projects in general) components, rang-

ing from the Commission’s Project Bond initiative  or 

other financing tools (guarantee funds, etc) to the wide 

range of Public-Private Partnerships already planned or 

in place along its branches. 

The discussion took place at institutional level (DG ECFIN 

initiative, Committee of the Regions, etc.), as well as at 

regional level, which the European Coordinator had the 

opportunity to contribute to.

One of the main lessons provided from the exercise is 

that, in order to exploit the potential of project financing 

in the future constraints on national public budgets, it is 

highly desirable to mainstream and develop appropriate 

governance for the long distance corridors, thus max-

imising potential revenues from traffic along a strategic 

trans-European connection.

On the ground, PP3 has achieved substantial progresses, 

notably on the Mediterranean branch, where it has deliv-

ered the first results in terms of cross-border connectiv-

ity – a turning point for the Iberian peninsula’s accessibil-

ity and for the whole Trans-European Transport Network. 

In addition, a significant cornerstone of the Atlantic 

branch was met with the launch of the concession for the 

Tours-Bordeaux line, which represents about one third 

of the whole corridor. On the Iberian branch, progress 

on the Spanish side and the cross-border connection are 

threatened by the constraints arising from the financial 

crisis in Portugal. A more detailed picture is given in the 

following analysis per branch:

1. On the Mediterranean branch

• The first interoperable link for both freight and pas-

sengers between the Iberian peninsula and the rest 

of Europe became operational, although provisional-

ly. Passengers flowing through the new cross-border 

section increased sharply from 10,500 in January to 

27,700 in June 2011. 

• In addition, the first 750 m long freight trains linked 

the Port of Barcelona with Lyon (starting from three 

weekly couples of trains to daily ones) and Toulouse. 

The urban crossing tunnels of Barcelona and Gerona 

were successfully drilled by July 2011, and the whole 

high speed line from Madrid to Perpignan will be 

operational by 2012. In addition, the financial agree-

ment for the new Contournement Nîmes-Montpellier 

(Nimes Montpellier bypass), involving national, re-

gional and local authorities, has been reached and 

the contract will be signed at the beginning of 2012. 

Thus, Montpellier-Perpignan is likely to be the only 

missing lot of the new line by 2016. The completion 

of the whole high performance four track corridor is 

foreseen for 2020. 

2. On the Atlantic branch

• The contract for the Tours-Bordeaux (306 km) new 

high speed line was signed on 16 June 2011, and 
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Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Construcción de la Nueva Red Ferroviaria en el Pais Vasco (Y Vasca) - Tramo Guipuzcoano Spain €4.9

Conexión España-Francia por la fachada Atlántica. Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-
Frontera Francesa. Tramos Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria. Obras de plataforma Valladolid-Burgos

Spain €25.0 

Estudios para la construccion de la línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-Frontera  
Francesa. Tramos Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria

Spain €14.7 

Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-Frontera Francesa. Obras de plataforma de los 
tramos Arrazua/Mondragon

Spain €26.8 

Atlantic branch of the international section of PP3 Vitoria-Dax (estudios y obras para la nueva 
linea de alta velocidad)

Spain, France €56.8

Studies and works for the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP3) - Lisbon- 
Madrid Axis: Cross-border section Evora-Merida

Spain, Portugal €312.7 

Works for construction of a high speed railway section between Perpignan and Figueres Spain, France €60.6 

Contournement de Nîmes et Montpellier (Etudes et travaux) France €56.3 

Désaturation du noeud ferroviaire de Bordeaux France €20.1 

Etudes préliminaires et d’APS en vue de la construction d’une nouvelle ligne ferroviaire entre 
Bordeaux et la frontière Espagnole

France €17.1 

Studies and works in the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP3) - Lisbon-Madrid 
Axis: Third Tagus Crossing (TTC)

Portugal €51.3 

Studies and projects for the development of the rail section Talayuela-Cáceres Spain €3.9 

Obras de adecuación de la línea Barcelona-Francia y accesos para su explotación en ancho 
internacional. Tramo: Gerona mercancías-variante de Figueras

Spain €6.2

Corridor linking Madrid-Zaragoza-Barcelona-Figueras-Perpignan-Montpellier-Nimes  
Railway bypass of Figueras

Spain €2.8 

L.A.V. Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria. Obras de plataforma de los subtramos: nudo norte de 
Valladolid-Cabezón de Pisuerga, San Martín de Valvení, Nudo de Venta de Baños y Torquema-
da-Quintana del Puente

Spain €15.4 

Intermodal logistics platform Vilamalla/el Far d’Empordà: previous studies and projects for 
the establishment of an intermodal logistics platform at the south of the Spanish-French 
border 

Spain €0.8 

Estudios y proyectos Tramo Talayuela-Cáceres (Fase II) Spain €3.0

L.A.V. Madrid-País Vasco-Frontera Francesa. Línea Vitoria-Bilbao-San Sebastián. Tramo 
Mondragón-Bilbao. Obras de plataforma del subtramo Mondragón-Elorrio

Spain €5.2

Empreitadas preparatórias para a implementação da ligação entre a Terceira Travessia do 
Tejo e a Estação do Oriente-Lisboa, parte integrante do eixo Ferroviário de alta velocidade 
Lisboa-Madrid

Portugal €5.4 

Estudos relativos ao projecto de implementação da rede ferroviária de alta velocidade em 
Portugal (Projecto RAV) - PP3 e PP19

Portugal €4.5 

Projecto de execução relativo ao sub-troço Moita-Poceirão, parte integrante do eixo Lisboa-
Madrid - PP3 eixo ferroviário de alta velocidade do sudoeste europeu

Portugal €1.5 

Projecto de execução relativo ao sub-troço Poceirão-Évora, parte integrante do eixo Lisboa-
Madrid - PP3 eixo ferroviário de alta velocidade do sudoeste europeu

Portugal €6.3 

PP3 Linea alta velocidad Madrid-Lisboa. Tramo Madrid-Oropesa. Estudios (Fase I) Spain €5.0

L.A.V. Madrid-Pais Vasco-Frontera Francesa. Redaccion de proyectos constructivos. Spain €2.4

Estudos relativos ao desenvolvimento do programa de PPP do Projecto de Implementacão 
da Rede Ferroviaria de Alta Velocidade em Portugal (Projecto RAV) - PP3 e PP19

Portugal €1.0

TOTAL €709.3
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completion is expected by 2016. This represents ma-

jor progress since Tours–Bordeaux stretches along 

one third of the missing corridor connecting Madrid 

(and Portugal) to Paris. 

• Progress has taken place on the Y Basque, notably on 

the branch towards San Sebastian and the border. 

Cross-border flows in UIC gauge will potentially be 

possible as from 2015/2016 through the Irun-Hen-

daye connection, waiting for the new cross-border 

section, whose late start in works could endanger 

the exploitation of TEN-T contribution. The European 

Economic Interest Group “LGV SEA” has developed 

most of the studies committed by the Vitoria-Dax 

Intergovernmental Conference. To speed up the pace 

of the potential decisions to take, it was agreed to 

meet biannually from 2011 onwards. 

• On the French side, on top of the launch of the new 

Tours-Bordeaux line, the node of Bordeaux was im-

proved on 23 June when the route of the Grand Pro-

jet du Sud-Ouest (Bordeaux–Spanish Border/Tou-

louse) line (1000 m wide corridor) was approved with 

recommendations , in line with the expected sched-

ule for the project (final approval of the route by the 

end of 2011 at technical level and launch of the final 

public enquiry by 2013). 

3. On the Iberian branch

• Works are close to completion on the line from Cac-

eres to the border, while the rest of the line and the 

cross-border station (Badajoz-Caia) is in advanced 

design phase in Spain. 70 km of the corridor is al-

ready operational. 

• In Portugal, a contract for a Public-Private Partnership 

to build most of the line in Portugal (Poceirão-Caia) 

was signed in May 2010, but the whole project is still 

on hold due to the financial crisis in order to minimise 

its impact on public finances. Concerning this branch 

in Portugal, €250 million of TEN-T co-financing are 

at risk, and €950 million of Cohesion Fund allocated 

to high speed remains uncommitted. Therefore, in 

order to find a way out for developing this branch, 

there is no choice but to exploit the synergies be-

tween private financing, the TEN-T contribution, and 

the large amount of Cohesion Fund earmarked to the 

high speed network in Portugal (€950 million). The 

call for tender for the remaining Portuguese lot con-

necting Poceirão to Lisboa (Oriente Station) has been 

suspended.

4. Governance

• Notwithstanding a renewed commitment and high 

level contacts between ministerial representatives, 

a more structured coordination mechanism is still 

missing. 

• This structure, in line with the Memorandum of Un-

derstanding signed in Zaragoza in 2010, could ensure 

a multilateral governance of the project’s corridors, 

taking stock of the existing structures in place (EEIG, 

IGC, High level contact groups), and the European co-

ordination. 

• This comprehensive coordination mechanism would 

ensure a smooth flow of information between the 

parties, ranging from strategic options to operational 

details, and would fine-tune the agenda of the deci-

sion makers on problems to be tackled at any level. 

This would contribute to an effective management of 

the deployment of the corridors from implementa-

tion to operations, notably when facing unexpected 

events and dealing with local issues.  

• This aspect will have to evolve taking into account 

the future TEN-T multimodal corridors in the next 

programming period (2014-2020). 

2. Executive summary PP19

The Spanish strategic plan for infrastructure develop-

ment 2005/2020 (PEIT – Plan Estratégico de Infraestruc-

turas y Transporte) foresees substantially boosting rail 

transport services through the development of a new 

high performance network of railways, recently echoed 

in the analysis of achievement and future objectives on 

the development of TEN-T in Spain.

The development of this interoperable high speed net-

work for passenger transport will provide spare capacity 

for freight transport on the existing railway lines thanks 

to the transfer of passenger services to the new lines of 

PP19 and PP3. 

This project, subsequently, involves the construction and 

the upgrading of high performance lines in UIC gauge 

and the installation of dual-gauge (polyvalent) sleepers, 

or third rails on the Spanish and Portuguese high speed 

rail networks, in order to make them fully interoperable 

with the rest of the trans-European rail network.

The project is implemented in compliance with Direc-

tive 2008/57/EC on interoperability and will incorporate 
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ERTMS signalling.

From a geographical point of view, the scope of PP19 

is very wide, focusing on territorial cohesion. It aims to 

enhance accessibility to most of the important urban 

areas of the Iberian peninsula through high speed rail. 

It targets four corridors: Madrid-Andalusia, north-east, 

Madrid-Levante/Mediterranean, north/north-west corri-

dor, including the Vigo-Porto cross-border section, thus 

reaching most of the Spanish provinces. 

This project is synergistic with Priority Project 3, since 

its cross-border sections act as gateways to the whole 

Iberian high speed network. Accordingly, some specific 

projects have been financed under PP19 to complement 

new lines built under PP3. This is the case for the inter-

operability of the existing line Barcelona–France that al-

lowed the provisional services between Barcelona and 

Lyon.

From a functional point of view, the high speed network 

will help rail to win market shares from both air and road 

transport on congested routes. Significant benefits will 

be seen in travel times and in freeing up considerable 

freight transport capacity on conventional lines.

Many of PP19’s lines are/will be available for freight traf-

fic as well, although in the coming years the Iberian rail 

network will remain in Iberian gauge (and will benefit 

from spare capacity due to the transfer of fast passenger 

services to the high speed lines of PP19 and PP3). 

Among the highlights for PP19 during the last year are 

worth mentioning:

1. On the Madrid-Levante/Mediterranean Corridor 

• The crucial Madrid-Valencia connection started its 

operations in December 2010, with the highest com-

mercial speed in Europe (298 km/h) and around 

200,000 passengers in the first month of operations. 

• Works started to overcome the bottleneck on the Tar-

ragona-Valencia line, belonging to ERTMS Corridor D, 

on the Castellón–Tarragona stretch (the first part of 

which is on a single line in Iberian gauge).

2. North-east corridor

• The high speed line to Galicia progressed, notably 

along the Ourense-Santiago-La Coruña route, where 

operations in high speed will be launched by 2012.

• On the other hand, this corridor includes the only 

cross-border section of PP19, which represents its 

main drawback. In fact, an important delay is reg-

istered on the cross-border section Oporto-Vigo - a 

missing link of the future Iberian Atlantic line defined 

by PP3, PP8 and PP19. For this section, the procedur-

al and environmental aspects of the Porto-Vigo line 

need timely corrective action.

• Since the project includes many different sections 

and is linked with PP3, PP8, and PP16, it will be fun-

damental to focus on the key priorities and to follow 

a well-planned timetable for the implementation of 

the remaining sections to be completed after 2013, 

in a period of constraints in public expenditure both 

at national and European level (phasing out from the 

Cohesion Fund). This planning and prioritising ex-

ercise will be relevant notably for the northern and 

north-western part of the peninsula.

3. North/North-West corridor

• The advanced state of works toward León- the new 

line Valladolid–Venta de Baños–Palencia–León is set 

to be operational by 2012 as well.  Remarkably, the 

line will exploit most of PP3 Atlantic Corridor’s Val-

ladolid-Burgos stretch. 

4. Madrid-Andalucia 

• The project progressed in Andalucia on the line to-

wards Granada, where civil works will be completed 

by 2012.

3. Financial issues

3.1. Financing TEN-T

The transport sector represents a large share of GDP 

(around 5%). An efficient high speed network alone can 

generate revenue for up to 1-2% of GDP. 

In addition, two key factors for future growth - export 

and tourism - rely on infrastructures for long distance 

transport and accessibility.

Despite these aspects, a large share of the financial flow 

generated by transport (including taxes) is committed 

elsewhere by public authorities, including investments 

and policies, ensuring a shorter completion time and 

therefore more attractive for the decision-makers. 

Two interrelated issues will play a crucial role in address-

ing this problem and leading to a more efficient alloca-

tion of resources:

• Maximising the use of traffic-related revenues to be 

reinvested in infrastructure development, including 
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internalisation of external costs (according to the 

polluter pays and the user pays principles) and ben-

efits.

• Minimising the need for traditional public interven-

tion in the transport sector (grants & public debt).

The latter is justified both on the ground of constraints 

on public budget and in order to phase out the public 

anti-cyclical intervention, while the former aims to en-

hance the efficiency of transport as well as to seek an 

optimal allocation of resources for the overall economy.

In line with these assumptions, the Commission Com-

munication “A Budget for Europe 2020”, which presents 

the proposed multi-annual financial framework for 2014-

2020, proposes a new “Connecting Europe Facility” in the 

fields of Transport, Energy  and ICT, which aims to con-

centrate a high share of resources (also from cohesion 

policy) on key long distance projects. This communica-

tion highlights the importance of project financing and 

coordinated financial tools (including project bonds) in 

general in the future of TEN-T implementation.  

In order to stimulate the debate on this sensitive issue, 

a few remarks on the experience so far gathered by the 

Coordinator are enclosed:

1. Consensus among public authorities

• A precondition to meet in order for a project to be 

viable for private capital is to ensure a high level of 

consensus among states and regions involved in a 

project, and a common vision of a corridor, to mini-

mise the political risk that cannot be transferred to 

the private sector, thus improving the conditions for 

financing the infrastructure.

2. Concentration on few, shared key projects

• The limited amount of resources and the need to cov-

er part of the large infrastructure projects costs (both 

in implementation and operations phases), implies 

that it is crucial to concentrate on a limited, shared 

and commonly agreed set of projects that can attract 

important flows of traffic. 

 

3. Capacity of the project to benefit from different re-

sources and to attract private capitals

• Regional and national public authorities can contrib-

ute to the success of a corridor - and to the attraction 

of private capital - in different ways: developing new 

services over time, ensuring the political framework 

needed to achieve a modal rebalance along a corri-

dor and generating additional demand are all impor-

tant conditions to be met to attract private capital to 

the projects. 

• With regard to high speed lines, modal shift from air 

transport (most of it for journey times lower than 3h) 

and traditional rail usually takes place swiftly. 

• On the other hand, re-balance from road transport to 

conventional railways (as well as inland waterways), 

notably for freight, requires a well-planned logistics 

chain, involving multimodal platforms and operators, 

in order to become operational. This process should 

ideally head towards the offer of door-to-door serv-

ices.

4. Internalisation of external costs

• Generating financial resources from induced external 

costs (including cross-financing from more polluting 

modes) and generated external benefits can signifi-

cantly enhance the appeal of a given project. Future 

forms of internalisation of external costs and benefits 

should be sought to speed up the implementation of 

these large infrastructure projects.

5. EU coordinated co-financing: Cohesion Fund, ERDF, 

TEN-T, EIB

• Successful PP implementation, notably in Spain (as 

a cohesion country) has relied on the synergic and 

complementary support offered by EU funding from 

the Cohesion Fund and ERDF, or from TEN-T, as well as 

from EIB financing. 

• Similarly, the implementation of other projects in 

non-cohesion countries benefited from a mixture of 

loans and guarantee instruments, gathering some-

times a remarkable share of private capital.

• Only a coherent funding and financing framework, 

involving all the potential local, national and EU re-

sources, the setting of commonly accepted priorities, 

starting from the key bottlenecks and a joint plan-

ning, shared with the Member States and the regions 

involved, can guarantee a coherent deployment 

of these large scale projects with a wide territorial 

scope, while ensuring the delivery of results in an ac-

ceptable timeframe.

• This condition must be met since EU funding and fi-

nancing can play a fundamental role in starting and 

prioritising specific projects, and in facilitating agree-
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ments between Member States and regions, but a 

lack of coordination in the deployment can jeopard-

ise the effect of these additional resources, notably 

due to the time constraints in their use. 

 

3.2. Financing PP3/PP19

These important priority projects have so far been sup-

ported by the whole variety of EU tools (Cohesion Fund 

and European Regional Development Fund grants, EIB 

loans and the guarantee facility set up by the EIB and the 

Commission, such as the LGTT - Loan Guarantee Instru-

ment for Trans-European Transport Network projects).

In addition, they successfully attracted private capital, 

including in cross-border sections, through different 

structures of Public-Private Partnerships, although all 

basically DBO (Design-Build-Operate, where operate re-

fers to the management of the infrastructure, which is 

the revenue generating activity).

The highlights to mention are the following:

1. The cross-border section can be attractive for private 

operators as well (Perpignan-Figueras), even transferring 

the risk related to traffic (traffic-generated revenues). On 

the other hand, this requires a cautious implementation 

plan agreed by all the actors involved and a sufficient 

level of guarantee provided by public authorities.

2. The private sector has shown interest both in the case 

of transfer of the risk of traffic (Tours-Bordeaux-Perpig-

nan-Figueras) and in schemes with payments on avail-

ability (no transfer of traffic risk).

3. Contribution by the private sector can be very high 

in the case of intense traffic at corridor level (Tours-Bor-

deaux: around €3 billion - or 40% of total costs).

4. The combination of different tools for financing a large 

project (grants, loans and guarantees) can have strong 

synergies.

5. Logistics platforms (including ports) can play a proac-

tive role in activating a corridor and increasing the inter-

est for infrastructural development.

6. There is still a largely unexploited potential for the 

internalisation of external costs and benefits in the 

projects:

• The Pyrenees are mainly crossed by unbalanced, pol-

luting long distance traffic (around 80% of freight 

traffic on journeys as long as 1,000 km).

• A strong transfer from air transport to high speed 

lines can take place along the main routes (so far lim-

ited to Madrid-Barcelona/Madrid-Valencia).

4. PP3 Corridors 

4.1. Mediterranean Corridor 

The Mediterranean Corridor is a high potential high 

speed connection for passengers (connecting centres 

such as Madrid, Barcelona, Provence/Cote d’Azur, Lyon 

and Paris) as well as a key European freight corridor, link-

ing the ports of Tarragona, Barcelona and Marseille with 

the hinterland of Spain, France and beyond. It overlaps 

with ERTMS Corridor D. 

PP19 complements the axis southward, linking it with 

Sagunto, Valencia, Alicante, Murcia, Cartagena and even-

tually Almeria.

The Mediterranean Corridor marked a clear progress in 

2010-2011, with the opening of the service through the 

new cross-border Perpignan-Figueras section, and the 

completion of tunnelling activities underneath Barce-

lona and Gerona.

Next year, a major achievement is expected on this cor-

ridor: by 2012 the whole Barcelona–French border (Per-

pignan) high speed line will become operational. The 

high speed journey between Barcelona and Perpignan 

will be reduced to less than 1 hour (from the current 

2h30min, and the former 4h30min). 

Despite the present limitations, demand grew steadily 

and almost tripled in the first 6 months of 2011 (from 

11,000 to more than 27,000 passengers using the new 

cross-border service).

In addition, thanks to the progress of the works in the 

Barcelona-border lot, the first seamless cross-border 

France-Spain freight service has also been launched, al-

lowing long range train services in UIC gauge with high 

performance standards to take place in the Iberian pe-

ninsula.

The very promising Barlyon service was launched in Jan-

uary, with three weekly couples of 750 m long trains (the 

first case in Spain), that have connected the Port of Bar-

celona with Lyon and furthermore with Germany and the 

Benelux. After two months in operation, the service de-

veloped to daily trains following a sharp increase in de-

mand, and a new service to Toulouse is being launched.

On a section–by-section basis the situation is as follows:
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Madrid-Barcelona

The section between Madrid, Lleida, Tarragona and Bar-

celona is already in operation.

The entire high speed railway line project is expected 

to cover a total distance of 804 km, with parallel lines 

adapted for the use of both travellers and cargo.

The opening of the high speed train line between Barce-

lona and Madrid, in February 2008, has halved journey 

times from 5 hours to 2h38min, thus attracting millions 

of passengers from air and road transport, and develop-

ing additional demand thanks to its attractive standard 

of comfort and seamless town to town connection.

In 2009, the line was used by 5.8 million passengers, in-

creasing sevenfold the number of passengers who used 

the conventional railway line! As far as journeys within 

Catalonia are concerned, travel time between Barcelona 

and Camp de Tarragona Station and between Camp de 

Tarragona and Lleida now amounts to around thirty min-

utes.

This 621 km long line has now attracted most of the 6 

million air passengers that were exploiting the air con-

nection from the two towns - one of the busiest air routes 

in Europe. This modal shift alone led to a reduction of 

140,000 tonnes of CO2 per year according to UNIFE.

The connection in UIC gauge with the French network in 

2012 will enhance the potential of this section which al-

ready constitutes the backbone of the Spanish network.

Barcelona-Figueras

This section hosted the biggest success both in terms of 

implementation and start-up of operations. The two tun-

nel boring machines (called respectively Gerunda and 

Barcino) finished excavation of the two tunnels under 

Gerona and the big urban crossing of Barcelona in July 

2011. This is in line with the planning to make the whole 

new line operational by 2012.

By then, a time reduction of about 1h30min between 

Barcelona and Perpignan will have taken place. 

At present, the existing conventional line from Barcelona 

to the border has been made interoperable in its major-

ity, through the progressive deployment of:

• double gauge (three-rails) line to pave the way for 

trains in UIC (standard) gauge and Iberian gauge, 

and, 

• ERTMS-ETCS signalling and control system (the EU 

standard - now the worldwide reference for these 

technologies).

At the current stage of the project, the cross-border serv-

ices for freight uses a mix of the new line (Montmeló-Gi-

rona) and the existing line with third rail (for over 55 km). 

The medium-term perspective will see the whole exist-

ing line and the traditional cross-border point on Port 

Bou fully equipped with a third rail (double gauge) to 

host a large part of the local traffic and freight flows.

Cross-border section TP Ferro (Figueras-Perpignan)

The 44.4 km long cross-border section has been built by 

the concessionaire TP Ferro in UIC gauge with advanced 

standards: 2 tunnels (8.2 km), 350 km/h max speed, 25 kV 

electrification, and an ERTMS level 2 signalling system. 

Since December 2010, regular passenger (TGV) and 

freight trains (750 m long) have run through the sec-

tion. Traffic is expected to increase substantially in 2012 

following completion of the Barcelona-French border 

line.  

Notwithstanding current limitations (notably the need 

for passengers to change trains), demand grew substan-

tially in the first semester of 2011 (from 11,000 passen-

gers per month to more than 27,000 – from three cou-

ples of weekly freight trains to six). Exploitation of the 

section for another cross-border freight service between 

the port of Barcelona and Toulouse has recently started.

Montpellier-Perpignan new line

Following the international public debate procedure 

between March and July 2009, in November 2009, the 

board of RFF decided to extend the studies in order to 

identify the best route within the corridor for a high 

speed mixed line and to coordinate it with the Con-

tournement Nîmes-Montpellier. 

It is now time to launch the preliminary studies as soon 

as possible, so as to keep the foreseen timetable and ob-

tain the Declaration of Public Utility with the final deci-

sion by 2015. 
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Furthermore, in planning the development of the line, 

whose completion is scheduled for 2020, the bottle-

necks following the development of international traffic 

and additional regional services between Montpellier 

and Béziers/Narbonne should be considered in order to 

prioritise these lots.

Contournement Nîmes-Montpellier: (Nîmes-Montpel-

lier bypass)

This section of new mixed line for passenger (high 

speed) and freight will connect the three double track 

lines reaching Nîmes (one of which is high speed), by-

passing two of the three saturated nodes of southern 

France (with Lyon), and will extend high speed opera-

tions to Montpellier.

The project is being implemented through a PPP based 

on payment on availability (no risk of traffic), and the 

competitive dialogue between the competitors and RFF 

was launched in August 2010. 

In February 2011, the agreement on financing was 

reached between the local, regional and national au-

thorities, thus paving the way for signature of the con-

tract by the end of 2011 or the beginning of 2012 at the 

latest.

It is of the utmost importance not to postpone the 

launch of works in this section in order to avoid losing 

the €56 million of TEN-T financial support to the project, 

and to provide the capacity needed to develop the long 

distance cross-border services that will be enabled by 

completion of the Barcelona-French border line.  

From Nimes northwards, the French network presents 

neither bottlenecks nor constraints on the corridor’s 

capacity since it consists of three double lines, one of 

which is for high speed.

4.2. Atlantic Corridor 

PP3’s Atlantic branch consists of an important corridor 

for both freight and passengers, on the shortest route 

between Madrid and Paris. It will also be the first interna-

tional rail corridor through the Basque Country and the 

Aquitaine region.

Furthermore, by 2020 it will represent the most efficient 

land connection between Portugal and France, central 

and northern Europe.

Despite a relatively late start, a strong acceleration took 

place during 2010-2011. Ongoing works will reduce the 

distance between national high performance corridors 

from the present 1,000 km (between Tours and Valladol-

id) to 200 km (between Bordeaux and San Sebastian) by 

2016. By then, a provisional exercise in full standard UIC 

gauge will be possible through the existing line.

A section by section analysis of the situation follows:

Tours-Bordeaux

The contract for the concession for the design, building 

and operation of the line was signed on 16 June 2011. 

The project is expected to be completed by 2016 (pre-

liminary activities have already been launched).

The overall contract amounts to €7.8 billion, for the im-

plementation of 302 km on new high speed line and 38 

km of interconnections. The concessionaire involved in 

the Public-Private Partnership (Vinci) will provide rough-

ly 40% of the investment. 

The concession - the biggest railway contract in the 

world - represents a remarkable example of large scale 

PPP, which has benefited from financial engineering 

tools set up by the EU, such as the LGTT facility, to ensure 

a proper cash flow during the start-up of operations.

It is worth highlighting that this is an innovation in im-

plementing a large railway infrastructure in France and 

it has to be assessed carefully for its wider implication in 

the future TEN-T development.

The interest shown by private capital, despite the rela-

tively harsh macroeconomic framework, demonstrates 

the importance of this corridor within the TEN-T network.

The added value of this project is twofold:

• Journey time for passengers from Paris to Bordeaux 

and vice-versa will be reduced by 30% (2h05min 

from the current 3 hours), thus enlarging the scope 

for high speed along the corridor (being the most 

competitive transport mode for travel times up to 3-4 

hours).

• A large share of the capacity of the existing line, cur-

rently saturated, will be made available for freight 

transport, thus making it possible to exploit the 

whole corridor’s potential.

Bordeaux node

The node of Bordeaux is being upgraded in order to host 

the new line and to avoid becoming a bottleneck. This 
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action is supported by TEN-T funding. Its main compo-

nent, the new bridge with four tracks over the Garonne 

River, started operations in September 2010 and was 

completed in 2011.

The remaining part of the upgrade (quadrupling a 

stretch of line between Benauge and Cenon and elimi-

nation of three level crossings) is progressing and is set 

to be fully achieved by 2016.

Bayonne-Dax-Bordeaux (part of GPSO1)

The Grand Projet de Sud-Ouest (GPSO) includes two 

branches with a common part: Bordeaux-Toulouse and 

Bordeaux-Spanish border, which encompasses the Bor-

deaux-Dax-Bayonne line.  

This project represents a cornerstone of the efficient 

French network, with almost 26 million passengers – a 

potential that could double development of its two 

branches of high speed lines, linking the Atlantic coast 

of France and the Basque Country with Paris, Toulouse 

and the Mediterranean coast. This infrastructure would 

entail both generation of additional demand and modal 

shift from road and air transport.

With regard to freight flows, the rolling motorway can 

have a meaningful impact in reducing the externalities, 

but further studies on direct rail freight services through 

connections to the ports and logistics platforms have to 

be developed.

The European Coordinator has engaged in an intense 

consultation and exchange of information activity on 

this section of the project, through meetings at local 

level, with national authorities (including the Secretary 

of State for Transport, Mr Mariani, confirming the French 

government’s vision and commitment to bring about 

the whole project), with the President of the region, Mr 

Rousset, who has always supported an enhanced TEN-

T accessibility of the Aquitaine region as a fundamental 

factor for its regional competitiveness and attractive-

ness, and with local stakeholders).

It proved useful to take stock of the local authorities’ 

point of view of the French Basque Country opposing 

1 The Grand Projet de Sud-Ouest, consisting of the two lines 
Bordeaux-Spain and Bordeaux-Toulouse, sharing a common branch 
south of Bordeaux.

the project. They requested detailed information on the 

placing of the project in a sensitive area characterised by 

a strong tourist attractiveness and the pressure placed 

on a region with energy and transport infrastructures 

and cross-border flows. 

The key message that came out was that the corridor as 

a whole (including the existing line) has a positive im-

pact on local communities, although the cross-border 

section has to be carefully designed and justified by high 

transport flows.

The technical body involving local stakeholders (Comité 

de Pilotage) confirmed the 1000 m wide corridors at the 

beginning of 2011, asking for modifications in order to 

take stock of the observations of the Ombudsman and 

the public consultations, and taking into consideration 

some of the concerns raised at local level in the French 

Basque country.

By the end of 2011, the definitive route for the whole 

line is expected to be re-submitted to the project co-

ordination body (Comité de Pilotage or CO.PIL) for final 

endorsement, in time to start the last public consulta-

tion phase (enquête d’utilité publique) in autumn 2013, 

following ministerial approval.

Cross-border section

The cross-border section stretches de facto from Bay-

onne to San Sebastian, and includes connections with 

the existing line (Irun-Hendaye node). It has an over-

all length of about 45 km and a total estimated cost of  

€1,250 billion.

The European Economic Interest Group, Sud Europe 

Atlantique (GEIE SEA), met in June 2011 and took the 

decision to intensify its meetings to facilitate a timely 

decision process by the Vitoria-Dax Intergovernmental 

Conference . The Commission welcomed this proposal.

Among its activities, a model for the exploitation of the 

Atlantic Corridor was developed in cooperation with in-

frastructure managers and railway operators in France 

and Spain, as well as the greenhouse impact analysis, 

and a market study including the exploitation of long 

distance rolling motorways.

Synergies with the Spanish plan for the development of 
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rail freight transport, as well as with the Cantabric-Med-

iterranean axis, linking the Basque area (notably Bilbao) 

with the Mediterranean ports (in the first instance, Va-

lencia), and with the logistic platform of Zaragoza, were 

examined.

The preliminary studies of the project itself, and the plat-

form design of the Spanish section, should now start, in 

order to comply with the conditions set by the Mid-Term 

Review of the TEN-T financing of this section, as there 

would otherwise be a risk of losing part of the EU contri-

bution amounting to €70 million. To avoid this loss, the 

preparatory works and design phase must be completed 

by 2015 (final date of eligibility of expenditure). 

Y Basque

This is a crucial section of the corridor, in a highly pro-

ductive and congested area. Passenger flows between 

the three Basque capitals amount to almost 50,000 peo-

ple daily – a highly unbalanced (road-biased) transport 

pattern for both passengers and freight flows.

 

For these reasons, the new infrastructure will play a cru-

cial role in unleashing the potential of the area, currently 

affected by both long distance trucks flows and an in-

tense regional mobility.

The Basque region is also characterised by a very diffi-

cult geomorphology and hydrology, in a very sensitive 

environmental context. For these reasons, this ambitious 

project has been conceived mostly in tunnels (only 24% 

of it will run along the surface, while most of the line will 

consist of tunnels and around 10% of viaducts). 

With regards to the progress of the project, on the Vi-

toria-Bergara-Bilbao branch, 14 lots out of 15 were ten-

dered for public works by mid-2011. A remaining lot still 

needs to be finalised in order to avoid delaying comple-

tion of the section.

Progress took place in the Gúipizcoano branch (Berga-

ra–San Sebastian), where most of the line is now under 

construction. A potential delay in the construction of the 

Antzuola-Ezkio-Itsaso II (Este) section was solved as the 

implementation of the railway line has been separated 

from the construction of the station, and for the former 

works have started.

In the Basque Country, the new and the existing line, 

that will be made interoperable for UIC gauge up to Vi-

toria, will constitute a high capacity corridor needed to 

provide for both long distance cross-border services and 

high frequency fast regional services between the three 

capitals. The node of Irun (cross-border interconnection 

of the existing Irun-Hendaye line) is being redesigned 

accordingly.

Burgos-Vitoria

The design phase progressed for this 97 km long line. All 

construction projects for the Burgos–Vitoria section are 

expected to be complete by the end of 2011, and ten-

dering is expected to be completed accordingly. 

In order to implement the Vitoria bypass, its new under-

ground station and the integration of the railway net-

works, the ad hoc society Vitoria-Gasteiz Alta Velocidad 

was founded in December 2010. The amount of €0.5 bil-

lion has been committed to launch the activities, which 

are in any case still pending.

Valladolid-Burgos

Civil works had already started on every section through-

out the 116 km of the line, after having progressed fast-

er than expected throughout 2009, and now platform 

works are completed or close to an end on the whole 

line. 

Substantial progress has been achieved in the last year, 

despite budgetary constraints, on the Valladolid–Venta 

de Baños stretch.

The bypass in Burgos (20 km) is ready and operational 

with Iberian gauge. Conversion to UIC gauge is pending 

and will be implemented according to the development 

of the main line.

The whole Valladolid-Venta de Baños section (towards 

Palencia and Leon) will be operational by 2012. 

This is a clear example of how the development of the 

network ensures the full exploitation of the existing 

infrastructure with spare capacity, such as the Madrid-

Valladolid stretch. 

Madrid-Valladolid

The line is already operational for high speed passenger 

transport, Valladolid/Olmedo being situated at an im-

portant crossroads in the Iberian rail network towards 

west/north-west (Salamanca/Portugal, Castilla y Leon, 

Asturias and Galicia).

By 2012, its role will be enhanced by the development of 
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the network in standard gauge on the way to Portugal 

(through Salamanca).

4.3. Iberian corridor

The whole high speed network in Portugal is planned 

to be implemented through Public-Private Partnerships 

based on payment on availability. For this network, 

around €1.5 billion  of EU resources are potentially avail-

able. Due to the harshness of the current economic crisis 

in Portugal, the project has been suspended and an as-

sessment of its scope and costs has been launched by 

the new government.

In Spain, the branch is relatively advanced, notably in Ex-

tremadura where the main line is at an advanced stage 

of implementation. In addition, 70 km of the route ben-

efit from the existing Madrid-Andalucia connection.

Lisbon-Poceirao

Lisbon-Poceirão consists of the upgrade of Oriente Sta-

tion (public works started in 2010, supported by the EU 

Recovery Plan budget line). The stretch to be developed 

through a Public-Private Partnership (PPP2), with a total 

cost amounting to €1.6 billion, including the conven-

tional rail and the important Third Tagus Crossing with 

7.2 km of bridges), has been launched but the tender has 

been repealed. 

With regards to financing, €51.3 million from TEN-T fund-

ing is allocated to the Third Tagus Crossing on this sec-

tion. As a total amount for Portugal, €955 million of Co-

hesion Fund is earmarked for high speed. 

Poceirão-Caia 

Notwithstanding an intense political debate, the pro-

cedure for designating the concession holder for the 

Poceirão-Caia (Spanish border) section (PPP1,  €1.4 bil-

lion for 165 km) reached the contracting phase in 2010. 

The concession contract was signed on 8 May 2010 and 

works were due to start soon after, on time for a comple-

tion by 2013. However, the contract was then suspended.

This is the only section of high speed in Portugal that 

could de facto fully exploit the €955 million of Cohesion 

Fund earmarked for high speed (see previous section). 

In addition, around €200 million of TEN-T funding is at-

tributed to the Portuguese section of the Evora-Mérida 

stretch of the line, belonging to the Poceirão-Caia lot.

Considering the overall contributions available (poten-

tially including private capital), it looks as though the 

implementation of this section could consume a very 

limited amount of public resources at national level.

This section shares the platform with the freight rail link 

of PP16, Sines-Madrid from Évora onwards. In order to 

fully exploit the potential and the added value of the 

corridor, a solution aiming at gradually setting up a high 

performance line for mixed use (freight/high speed pas-

senger) is currently being assessed by the Portuguese 

authorities, whose vision for a long distance corridor is 

shared by the European Coordinator.

Caia-Badajoz cross border section

This small part of the Évora-Merida cross-border section 

is managed by AVEP and risks some delays, in particular 

due to uncertainties concerning environmental permits 

and the design of the international station for freight 

and passengers. 

It will be important to give priority, at a first stage, to the 

completion of the direct line, so as to allow the start-up 

of long distance traffic, while proceeding in parallel with 

the arrangements that will improve the accessibility of 

Extremadura. 

Caceres-Mérida-Badajoz

No major problems are expected for this 76 km part, 

where works are at an advanced stage (railway bed com-

pleted) over the entire line. 

Madrid-Caceres

Works are planned to start by 2011. The future bottle-

neck in the high speed line could be the Madrid-Toledo 

section, which will serve three lines in the future: the 

Madrid-Cuenca-Valencia/Albacete line, the Madrid-Lis-

bon line and the Madrid-Cordoba-Sevilla/Málaga line. 

The quadrupling of the section Madrid-Toledo is at an 

advanced stage of planning.

 

5. PP19 corridors

PP19 consists of four corridors, whose state is described 

in the following sections.

With regards to the general picture, Priority Project 19 

consists of a whole high speed and high capacity net-

work which is complementary to PP3 and ensures the 
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accessibility of all the Spanish regions (except for Extre-

madura which is linked through PP3). This project will 

contribute to the ambitious goal of having 90% of the 

Spanish population within 60 km of a high speed net-

work.

The project has strong visibility and political implica-

tions for the relationship between the central state and 

the regions.

This large project requires an important public contribu-

tion, which has so far been provided through a mix of 

European funding (Cohesion Fund, coupled to a large 

extent with the European Regional Development Fund 

from regional programmes, and TEN-T funding) and EIB 

financing.

The current pace of implementation will not last for a 

long time due to budgetary constraints and, from 2015, 

the end of the allocation of cohesion funds to Spain.

Accordingly, it will be important to set the priorities right 

in order to maximise output in this programming period 

(major achievements will fortunately come during 2010-

2012), which might imply the taking of unpopular deci-

sions.

Furthermore, its completion will require a large involve-

ment of private capital in the future and new or addi-

tional funds for the network.

As for the progress on each corridor, the situation is sum-

marised in the following sections.

5.1. Madrid-Andalusia

Built on the Madrid-Cordoba-Seville/Antequera-Malaga- 

“Y”, this line was the first high speed railway in Spain, and 

is now fully compliant with up-to-date standards (mostly 

equipped with ERTMS/ETCS for signalling and control, 

electrification at 25 kV AC).

The network already links all main towns in Andalusia, 

except for Granada and Cadiz, to Seville/Cordoba and 

Madrid, while a parallel high performance line ensures 

the Madrid-Jaen connection.  

Branch Border Status & indicative completion date Comments

PP3  
Mediterranean

France-Spain  
(Perpignan-
Figueres)

Operational on the new line – 
works on existing line (2015)

In use both for passenger and freight transport, fully 
interoperable new line – to be committed for full high 
speed.

The section will be connected to a whole interoperable 
high speed line from Madrid-Barcelona by the end of 
2012.

The next steps will be: 
• completion of the high speed line in France from 
Nimes to Montpellier and the launch of the new high 
speed line from Montpellier to Perpignan.
• upgrading the existing line for freight traffic in UIC 
gauge in Spain. 

PP3 Atlantic France-Spain (San 
Sebastian-Bayonne)

Interoperable link by 2015/6
New line section planned for 
2020

Technical coordination by EEIG South-Atlantic Europe 
(SEA) Vitoria-Dax, Political coordination ensured by the 
IGC SEA.

Studies and design activities on going – no works on the 
new section yet.  Provisional operation would start on 
the existing line by 2016.

Completion of the new line by 2020 is still feasible – 
strong coordination to be kept and EU co-financing 
(2007-2013) to be exploited to achieve the result. 

PP3 Iberian Spain-Portugal 
(Badajoz-Caia) 

Design phase for the cross-bor-
der station and line launched but 
on hold  – planned for 2013

Technical coordination by EEIG AVEP - small cross-bor-
der section in the wider Evora-Mérida lot. Access to the 
section close to completion in Extremadura. Contract 
signed in Portugal for the whole Poceirão-Caia lot.

PP19 North-
West

Spain-Portugal 
(Ponte de Lima-
Vigo)

Studies launched, at a standstill Technical coordination by EEIG AVEP. Due to the eco-
nomic crisis this project has been postponed, following 
delays in issuing environmental permits. In the mean-
time the upgrading of the north-south line in Galicia is 
proceeding and is likely to be fully operational by 2015.
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From Antequera, the line overlaps with PP16 and will im-

prove railway accessibility to the key port of Algeciras in 

the coming years.

Section Status Comments

Barcelona-Figueras Partially operational, 
works ongoing (final 
date 2012)

Operational on 55% of the new line, so far used for freight traffic; the platform 
is 98% completed.

Works ongoing  notably in Barcelona and Girona bypass (tunnel bored suc-
cessfully). Completion of the whole new line is expected by 2012.

From 2013, it will be a mixed interoperable line used mainly for high speed 
passenger transport. 

The following step will be the upgrading of the existing line, for freight traffic 
in UIC gauge in Spain.

Contournement 
Nîmes-Montpellier 
(CNM)

Studies and design 
phase – Completion 
date new line 2016

This section of the line, which includes two important nodes of the French 
network, could be close to saturation after 2013, with  strong traffic develop-
ment Barcelona-France.

Preliminary activities ongoing. Contract for a PPP for the new line (mixed/high 
speed) to be signed at the beginning of 2012 and works completion expected 
by 2016.

Montpellier-Perpignan New line section 
planned for 2020 – up-
grading of the existing 
line by 2016 

Once the new line for CNM is in place, this could become a bottleneck – for 
this reason the contract for the new line in the CNM includes the upgrading 
(capacity increase) in the existing line.

The new mixed high speed line is planned for 2020.

A future Seville-Huelva line will lead to a cross border 

connection to the Algarve (Faro) foreseen by PP8, while 

the upgrade of the line to Cadiz through Herez de la 

Frontera is ongoing. Currently the services are ensured 

through a gauge changer in Seville.

The main project under development phase is the 126 

km long Antequera-Granada connection that will in-

clude Granada in the network. Implementation of the 

line sped up during the last year: out of 17 lots, 11 are 

in progress or completed representing around 90 km of 

the line, one is operational and the remaining ones are 

in the design phase. Works on the line are expected to be 

complete by 2013.

5.2. North-east corridor 

The north-east corridor improves Aragon’s accessibil-

ity and improves connections between Aragon, the At-

lantic Corridor and the Mediterranean. It complements 

PP3 Madrid-Zaragoza-Barcelona line and has synergies 

with PP16, which overlaps in the Zaragoza-Huesca con-

nection. It stretches from Zaragoza westward, through 

the future Zaragoza-Pamplona line, whose design is be-

ing developed, and Zaragoza-Logroño, currently being 

planned. 

The 80 km long Zaragoza-Huesca high performance line 

(Línea de altas prestaciones) has been operational since 

2005 with a maximum speed of 220 km/h, in Iberian 

gauge with polyvalent sleepers and a third rail, thus al-

lowing traffic of trains in UIC and Iberian gauge. This line 

has greatly improved accessibility to Huesca: 2h10min 

for the Madrid-Huesca journey (instead of 4h38min) and 

35min Huesca-Zaragoza (instead of 1h10min).

This corridor includes the rail line that forms the start of 

the Cantabric-Mediterranean corridor, from the Basque 

country to Valencia, that will provide Zaragoza with an 

enhanced connection. Two important sections of the 

corridor, Zaragoza-Teruel and Terual-Sagunto, entered 

the study phase during 2011.  The abovementioned line 

has a high potential for logistics since it connects the 

main logistics platform in Spain (PLA.ZA.) with the big 

ports of Sagunto and Valencia.

5.3. Madrid-Levante-Mediterranean 

This corridor consists of two main radial lines - Madrid-
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Cuenca-Valencia and Madrid-Alicante-Murcia toward 

Almeria, sharing the common section Madrid-Albacete, 

where the line will be fully exploited. In Alicante, the line 

will also provide high speed access to the airport.

The key coastal route of the Mediterranean Corridor,  

Valencia-Tarragona, is also included in this PP19 corridor. 

This represents the prolongation of the Mediterranean 

link from Barcelona to the French border, and the com-

pletion of the Spanish section of ERTMS Corridor D.

The last year saw substantial achievements on this cor-

ridor, notably:

• The crucial Madrid-Valencia connection started oper-

ations in December 2010, with the highest commer-

cial speed in Europe (298 km/h), with around 200,000 

passengers during the first month of operations. 

• The start of works for removing bottlenecks on the 

Tarragona-Valencia stretch (along ERTMS Corridor D) 

and on the Castellón–Tarragona stretch.

In addition, progress in the construction phase of the 

coastal route was registered on the whole Valencia-Ali-

cante-Murcia-Cartagena/Almeria coastal route. The high 

speed network is expected to reach Alicante by 2012, 

and works in the sections to Murcia/Cartagena will be 

achieved by 2012/2013, thus completing this branch 

that enlarges the Mediterranean Corridor south of Va-

lencia.

 

5.4. North/North-west corridor

The corridor provides high speed access from Madrid 

to Asturias and Galicia, the latter being reached by two 

parallel lines, a southern one leading to Vigo and then 

Santiago through Zamora and Ourense, while the north-

ern one runs to Palencia, Leon and eventually La Coruña. 

The high speed line to Galicia progressed, notably along 

the route Ourense-Santiago-La Coruña, where high 

speed operations will be launched by 2012. The whole 

line from Madrid is planned to be completed by 2015.

This corridor includes the Oporto-Vigo line (see cross-

border section) and starts from the existing Madrid-Val-

ladolid line (included in PP3). The planned Oporto-Vigo 

cross-border section is a high speed line (250 km/h) suit-

able for mixed traffic. From La Coruña-Santiago the inter-

connection with Vigo is ongoing and the urban crossing 

of Vigo is being finalised thanks to a tunnel boring ma-

chine. The importance of this apparently peripheral part 

of the network lies within its alignment linking PP8 from 

Vigo northwards towards Santiago de Compostela and 

La Coruña, and PP3 at its southern edge on the Porto-

Lisbon section, thus creating a whole Atlantic line con-

necting most of Portugal and Galicia. Despite its poten-

tial and EU funding, this section is highly at risk due to 

the current financial crisis and its postponement to the 

2014-2020 budget period is likely to take place. 

 

6. Overview of cross-border issues and bottlenecks  

PP3 and PP19 include the four cross-border sections in 

the table from page 45.

Potential or actual bottlenecks on line where cross-bor-

der flows exist are present on the Mediterranean branch 

(and presented in the table above).

7. Conclusions and recommendations 

• Major achievements have characterised PP3 and 

PP19 in the last year – notably the historical start-up 

of interoperable railway operations between the Ibe-

rian peninsula and France (Mediterranean branch of 

PP3).

• Although the service is only operational in provision-

al conditions, the sharp increase of both passenger 

and freight cross-border traffic is a clear indicator of 

the potential of these connections.

• In addition, the important Madrid-Valencia high 

speed line (connecting the first and third urban areas 

of Spain) started its operation with the highest com-

mercial speed in Europe (almost 300 km/h), high-

lighting the effectiveness of European technology, 

including the European Signalling and Control Sys-

tem (ERTMS/ETCS level 2), now becoming a world-

wide standard.

• These success stories were possible thanks to a strong 

concentration of resources on the crucial priorities at 

national level, notably in Spain, but also in France in 

terms of commitments, which is needed to lead to 

medium and long term results, especially in the field 

of large infrastructures.  

• This concentration is also justified on the grounds of 

the high potential for long distance freight corridors 

and high speed networks, still partly unexploited.

• It is worth highlighting that, despite the current 

economic downturn, the main TEN-T corridors have 

succeeded in attracting the private sector: the Tours–

Bordeaux  high speed line is a bright example, and 

the framework (synergies of funding, financing and 

guarantees) that allowed this success story needs to 

be carefully examined.

• This context will become increasingly important in 

order to achieve the last missing links in this area of 

Europe, since they will benefit from the network ef-
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fect of all the lines and sections that are coming into 

operation. 

• Special attention has to be paid to the Portuguese 

case, due to the harshness of the economic crisis 

and the relatively low level of consensus on this in-

frastructure in the last years, notably in order to de-

velop the potential for long range freight transport in 

synergy with the project.

• It must be acknowledged that starting a new network 

and introducing a new technology requires a strong 

effort and faces higher resistance than expanding an 

existing one. This is due to the lack of direct experi-

ence, the absence of network effects that can only 

come at a later stage and the higher degree of uncer-

tainty.

• In any case, according to the present planning, the 

Madrid-Lisboa line is a crucial project that will con-

nect two important EU capitals, and will connect Por-

tugal to a large high speed interoperable network. It 

will share the infrastructure with the Portugal-Spain 

freight corridor (Sines/Setúbal-Poceirão-Spain-

France) 

• Accordingly, in order to proceed with the project’s 

implementation, resources available (including a 

large amount of EU funding) have to be timely con-

centrated on the Madrid-Lisboa line, starting from its 

most urgent lot, which would enable an efficient rail 

freight connection at the same time. 

• 2012–2013 are expected to bring about further en-

hancement of trans-European flows both for pas-

sengers and freight, notably on the Mediterranean 

branch, in Galicia, Castilla y Leon (Leon in the net-

work by 2012 and Burgos along the Atlantic Corridor 

in 2013), and to see the completion of the network 

in Andalusia (connection to Granada). In addition, 

about 360 km of high speed lines will be under con-

struction in France, on important and congested sec-

tions of the key corridors. As stated in the previous 

report, keeping this impressive pace of implementa-

tion will require:

- a commonly agreed deployment plan for PP3 and 

PP19, in synergy with the other important trans-

port infrastructures, in order to maximise return 

on the investments for the real economy and its 

EU added value, and 

- best possible use to be made of the (scarce) re-

sources available from the different EU level tools, 

national budgets and private capital, that would 

be attracted by a clear deployment planning and 

framework.

• Therefore, enhanced multilateral governance at cor-

ridor level is needed, which calls for a more struc-

tured coordination mechanism in line with the Mem-

orandum of Understanding signed in Zaragoza in 

2010, taking advantage of existing structures in place 

(EEIG, IGC, High level contact groups), and European 

coordination. 

• Obviously, such governance will have to evolve, tak-

ing into account the future TEN-T multimodal corri-

dors in the next programming period (2014-2020). 

• Finally, since some of the most important projects are 

reaching an advanced stage on potentially contro-

versial components, careful involvement of all stake-

holders and an effective communication policy may 

prove crucial for a successful outcome.
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Synopsis of PP3 components and specific remarks1 

1 For the sections expected to be completed after 2013, and/or sections  for which freight traffic is planned to run through the existing/alternative 
existing  line, the latter is mentioned as: (LE:xxx)
3  From connection to connection
4  The use of PP16 section Sines-Evora is considered for freight transport and is currently being upgraded
5  Part of the line shares the platform with conventional lines suitable for freight transport
6  Third Tagus Crossing (TTT), worth  €0.9 billion for an overall length of 14 km – 7 km of bridge including conventional rail

Section Type km Start of 
operations

Journey time (pax) – stop-
ping at the section

Gauge Max gradient - Freight  
train length (LE: existing  
line)

Signalling and electrification Future costs  
estimation

Specific remarks

Madrid-Zaragoza-
Barcelona

HSL 621 Operational 
(2007)

2h38 min UIC 25 (30) ‰
(LE: 1.9‰, 500m)

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 + ASFA 25 
kV

0 Operational – future freight corridor to be established.

Barcelona-Figueras HSL 132 2012 50 min Barcelona- 
Perpignan

UIC 15 ‰
750 m

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 + ASFA 25 
kV

€365 million Provisional operations by end 2010. Barcelona and Girona tunnels drilled – fully 
operational in 2012 (new line + 50% part of the existing line interoperable).

Figueras-Perpignan  
(TP FERRO)

(mixed) HSL 44 2008 See above UIC 18‰ 
750 m

ERTMS 2.1 2x25kV AC 0 Provisional operations by 2010 for freight and passengers. ERTMS needed in future 
link to Perpignan.

Montpellier- 
Perpignan

mixed HSL 160 2020 40 min UIC  12.5‰
750 m (LE: idem)

ERTMS lev. 2 25kV AC
(LE: KVB - 1,500 V DC)

€5.9 billion Project Planning phase  – Montpellier-Narbonne potential bottleneck in the com-
ing years.

CNM mixed HSL 60 (+20) 2016-2017 25 min UIC 12,5 ‰ 750 m (LE: idem) ERTMS lev. 25kV AC
(LE: KVB - 1,500 V DC KVB)

€1.6 billion Further (limited) delays – contract to be signed early in 2012. Existing line already 
congested (bottleneck from 2012).

Madrid-Valladolid HSL 179 Operational 56 min UIC 26‰ (LE: 18‰ 480 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV 0

Valladolid-Burgos HSL 135 2012-2013 1h14 min (stop)/ 1h05 
min (through)

UIC 25‰ (LE: 10‰ 480 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Burgos-Vitoria HSL 99 2013-2014 UIC 25‰ (LE: 15‰ 520 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Vitoria-Bergara HSL mixed use 41 2013 Vitoria-Bilbao 28 min
Vitoria-Astigarraga 32 
min
Bilbao-San Sebastián 38 
min

UIC 18‰ ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

€5.5 billion
Bergara- 
San Sebastián

HSL mixed use 61 Mid 2016 UIC 15‰ ERTMS lev. 2, 25kV

Bergara-Bilbao HSL mixed use 48 2013-2014 UIC 18‰ ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Astigarraga 
(SanSebastián)-
Bayonne

Mixed (220 km/h) 45 2020 18 min (through services) UIC 15‰ (18‰ except.)  
750 m

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV €1.3 billion Upgrading of Irun-Hendaye section needed to boost freight traffic and start inter-
operable cross-border services by 2016–  Co-financing for the cross-border section 
(€53 million) at risk.

Bayonne-Dax3 Mixed (220 km/h) 70 (95 km 
to Spain)

2020 18 min (through services) UIC 12‰ 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 25kV €1.4 billion Critical section for passengers (time constraints).

Dax-Bordeaux HSL 155 2020 43 min UIC <25‰ LE: <15‰, 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 5kV €1.9 billion

Bordeaux-Tours HSL 303 2016 2h10min to Paris UIC 25‰ LE: <15‰  750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 5kV €7.8 billion Contract signed in 2011. Works to start soon.

Madrid-Talayuela

Mixed HSL

140 km (Partly 
Oper.) 2013

2h45min Lisbon-Madrid

UIC

15‰ (except. 17.5‰)  
750 m
(LE: 16 ‰ –  400m)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: 3kV)

€2.7 billion 

Madrid–Pantoja (52 km) operational.

Talayuela-Cáceres 128 km 2013 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 14 km access to Cáceres – not on the critical path.

Cáceres-Mérida 40 km 2011 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 32 km access to Mérida – not on the critical path.

Mérida-Badajoz 36 km 2011 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 14 km access to Badajoz – not on the critical path.

Badajoz-Caia 17 km 2013 UIC 12‰ – 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) €0.2 billion 
(line)

Cross-border section managed by AVEP. Environmental permits procedure still 
ongoing.

Caia-Poceirão4 Mixed HSL 165 km 2013 UIC 12‰ – 750 m  
(freight on PP16)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV €1.4  billion 
by 2013 (on-
going)

Implemented through a PPP. Works not started as planned – contract revision 
ongoing.

Poceirão-Lisbon HSL mixed (part.5) 41 km 2014 UIC 12‰ – 750 m ( 
freight on PP16)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV €1.5 billion (in-
cluding TTT6)

Tender to be launched.
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Section Type km Start of 
operations

Journey time (pax) – stop-
ping at the section

Gauge Max gradient - Freight  
train length (LE: existing  
line)

Signalling and electrification Future costs  
estimation

Specific remarks

Madrid-Zaragoza-
Barcelona

HSL 621 Operational 
(2007)

2h38 min UIC 25 (30) ‰
(LE: 1.9‰, 500m)

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 + ASFA 25 
kV

0 Operational – future freight corridor to be established.

Barcelona-Figueras HSL 132 2012 50 min Barcelona- 
Perpignan

UIC 15 ‰
750 m

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 + ASFA 25 
kV

€365 million Provisional operations by end 2010. Barcelona and Girona tunnels drilled – fully 
operational in 2012 (new line + 50% part of the existing line interoperable).

Figueras-Perpignan  
(TP FERRO)

(mixed) HSL 44 2008 See above UIC 18‰ 
750 m

ERTMS 2.1 2x25kV AC 0 Provisional operations by 2010 for freight and passengers. ERTMS needed in future 
link to Perpignan.

Montpellier- 
Perpignan

mixed HSL 160 2020 40 min UIC  12.5‰
750 m (LE: idem)

ERTMS lev. 2 25kV AC
(LE: KVB - 1,500 V DC)

€5.9 billion Project Planning phase  – Montpellier-Narbonne potential bottleneck in the com-
ing years.

CNM mixed HSL 60 (+20) 2016-2017 25 min UIC 12,5 ‰ 750 m (LE: idem) ERTMS lev. 25kV AC
(LE: KVB - 1,500 V DC KVB)

€1.6 billion Further (limited) delays – contract to be signed early in 2012. Existing line already 
congested (bottleneck from 2012).

Madrid-Valladolid HSL 179 Operational 56 min UIC 26‰ (LE: 18‰ 480 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV 0

Valladolid-Burgos HSL 135 2012-2013 1h14 min (stop)/ 1h05 
min (through)

UIC 25‰ (LE: 10‰ 480 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Burgos-Vitoria HSL 99 2013-2014 UIC 25‰ (LE: 15‰ 520 m) ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Vitoria-Bergara HSL mixed use 41 2013 Vitoria-Bilbao 28 min
Vitoria-Astigarraga 32 
min
Bilbao-San Sebastián 38 
min

UIC 18‰ ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

€5.5 billion
Bergara- 
San Sebastián

HSL mixed use 61 Mid 2016 UIC 15‰ ERTMS lev. 2, 25kV

Bergara-Bilbao HSL mixed use 48 2013-2014 UIC 18‰ ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV

Astigarraga 
(SanSebastián)-
Bayonne

Mixed (220 km/h) 45 2020 18 min (through services) UIC 15‰ (18‰ except.)  
750 m

ERTMS lev. 1, 2 25kV €1.3 billion Upgrading of Irun-Hendaye section needed to boost freight traffic and start inter-
operable cross-border services by 2016–  Co-financing for the cross-border section 
(€53 million) at risk.

Bayonne-Dax3 Mixed (220 km/h) 70 (95 km 
to Spain)

2020 18 min (through services) UIC 12‰ 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 25kV €1.4 billion Critical section for passengers (time constraints).

Dax-Bordeaux HSL 155 2020 43 min UIC <25‰ LE: <15‰, 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 5kV €1.9 billion

Bordeaux-Tours HSL 303 2016 2h10min to Paris UIC 25‰ LE: <15‰  750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 5kV €7.8 billion Contract signed in 2011. Works to start soon.

Madrid-Talayuela

Mixed HSL

140 km (Partly 
Oper.) 2013

2h45min Lisbon-Madrid

UIC

15‰ (except. 17.5‰)  
750 m
(LE: 16 ‰ –  400m)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: 3kV)

€2.7 billion 

Madrid–Pantoja (52 km) operational.

Talayuela-Cáceres 128 km 2013 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 14 km access to Cáceres – not on the critical path.

Cáceres-Mérida 40 km 2011 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 32 km access to Mérida – not on the critical path.

Mérida-Badajoz 36 km 2011 UIC ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) Plus 14 km access to Badajoz – not on the critical path.

Badajoz-Caia 17 km 2013 UIC 12‰ – 750 m ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV (LE: -) €0.2 billion 
(line)

Cross-border section managed by AVEP. Environmental permits procedure still 
ongoing.

Caia-Poceirão4 Mixed HSL 165 km 2013 UIC 12‰ – 750 m  
(freight on PP16)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV €1.4  billion 
by 2013 (on-
going)

Implemented through a PPP. Works not started as planned – contract revision 
ongoing.

Poceirão-Lisbon HSL mixed (part.5) 41 km 2014 UIC 12‰ – 750 m ( 
freight on PP16)

ERTMS lev. 2, 25 kV €1.5 billion (in-
cluding TTT6)

Tender to be launched.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP4: High speed railway axis east
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million)  

Ausbaustrecke 23 (Grenze D/F) Saarbrücken-Ludwigshafen (POS Nord) Germany €10.0 

TOTAL €10.0

Member States involved: Germany, France, Luxembourg

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

5,261.94 5,063.44 24.08 0 0 96.2% 60.5 2.47 0 0 1.1%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

99 4.03 0 0 1.9% 39 0.7% 0 0%

5,063
(96%)

5,124
(97%)

5,223
(99%)

5,262
(100%)

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

377 km
(65.2%)

141 km
(24.4%)

10 km
(1.8%)

51 km
(8.7%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 579 km
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Summary

Priority Project 4, LGV Est Européenne - the high speed 

railway axis east, comprises 579 km of high speed and 

upgraded rail lines between France, Luxembourg and 

Germany. 

On a European scale, PP4 complements PP17, the pri-

ority project linking Paris to Bratislava. By making the 

regions of eastern France more accessible, PP4 also of-

fers new opportunities for personal mobility and for eco-

nomic development in the areas it serves.

PP4 is almost complete. In several sections works have 

been completed or are due to be completed by 2013, ex-

cept for the Baudrecourt-Saarbrücken section where it is 

considered too difficult to reduce journey times appreci-

ably in a cost efficient manner. No main studies and/or 

construction works are expected to be carried out as of 

2015. By that date, the priority project could be consid-

ered finalised.

 

1. Introduction

PP4 is intended to speed up connections both between 

Paris and the regions of northern, western and south-

western France and between northeastern France, Ger-

many, Switzerland and Luxembourg.

By reducing travel times and by improving the accessi-

bility of the eastern regions of France, PP4 provides new 

opportunities for passenger mobility and the economic 

development of the regions served by the line. 

PP4 (the LGV Est Européenne project) comprises:

• 300 km of new high speed line between Paris and 

Baudrecourt in the Moselle department;

• 179 km of line to be upgraded between Baudrecourt, 

Saarbrücken and Mannheim (on the Paris-Metz–

Frankfurt-Berlin rail route);

• 100 km of upgraded line between Baudrecourt, Metz 

and Luxemburg.

Priority Project 4
High speed railway axis east

Length of the rail network (km)

2. Socio-economic impact of the project

The high speed railway line involves countries (France, 

Germany and Luxembourg) whose per capita gross na-

tional income is above 90% of the EU average. Therefore, 

the structural funds and the Cohesion Fund do not come 

into consideration in the framework of the convergence 

objective. In this context, the TEN-T budget remains the 

most important source for co-financing of TEN-T projects 

in regions with a normal economic performance. PP4 

is a key factor in the development policies pursued by 

socio-economic players and local authorities. Being in-

corporated in regional projects along the line, PP4 ac-

companies and promotes the dynamic development of 

territories and regions which have undergone significant 

economic change resulting from deindustrialisation and 

a rather negative brand image. PP4 will be reserved 

for passenger traffic, offering substantial reductions in 

journey times between the three countries and regions 

concerned and attracting passengers away from air and 

road transport. Since the line became operational travel 

times for rail journeys between Paris and eastern France 

have been cut by an average of 50%.

The project will also improve connections between some 

of Europe’s key and secondary airports (Frankfurt, Paris 

Charles de Gaulle, Luxembourg and Strasbourg). This will 

make a significant contribution to the promotion of in-

termodal air-rail travel, in line with EU transport policy 

objectives. In addition to the benefits for the regions of 

eastern France, the economic knock-on effect spreads 

beyond the French border. Indeed, PP4 opens new ho-

rizons towards Luxembourg, Germany and Switzerland.

3. Infrastructure development by country

The state of implementation of PP4 is as follows:
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Length of lines in 
use (km)

Of which  
electrified

LGV (km)

EU27 215,439 107,373 (49.8%) 5,764

DE 34,221 19,350 (56.5%) 1,300

FR 29,286 14,765 (50.4%) 1,893

LU 275 262 (95.3%) 0

Area (1,000 km2) Population  
(million)

GDP per 
capita

EU27 4,323 495.57 100

DE 357 (8.26%) 82.31 (16.61%) 114

FR 544 (12.58%) 61.54 (12.42%) 111

LU 2.6 (0.06%) 0.484 (0.09%) 266

EU3 903.6 (20.90%) 61.54 (29.12%)
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3.1. France

Paris-Baudrecourt section

Construction of the new high speed line between Paris 

and Baudrecourt was completed during the summer of 

2006 and it went into operation in summer 2007. The 

works, officially launched on 28 January 2002, initially 

comprised a civil engineering site to construct the 300 

km track bed. The works included numerous embank-

ments and cuttings (cuttings alone amounting to 64 mil-

lion cubic meters) and the construction of 327 engineer-

ing structures, five of which covered trenches.

The section was co-financed by the European Union with 

€158.33 million under the 2001-2006 multi-annual work 

programme. France also obtained a loan of €300 million 

from the EIB for the works on this section. These con-

tributions facilitated the rapid completion of the Paris-

Baudrecourt section.

Baudrecourt-Luxembourg border section

The works on this section were completed and it be-

came operational in 2007 at the same time as the Paris-

Baudrecourt line.

Baudrecourt-Saarbrücken section

The Baudrecourt-Saarbrücken section comprises an ex-

isting railway line between France and Germany. No im-

provement work is planned for this cross-border section 

before 2013 because it is considered difficult to reduce 

journey times appreciably on this section. 

Nevertheless, in April 2009 the politicians responsible in 

the regions concerned – Moselle, Saarland and Rhine-

land-Palatinate – signed a declaration to promote this 

northern route, calling for improved speed and frequen-

cy between Baudrecourt and Mannheim. According to 

the declaration, improvement of this northern branch 

will be taken into account during the second phase of 

the high speed line in France (Baudrecourt-Strasbourg 

section). The financing agreement for the second phase 

of the high speed line east allows for a 15 minute im-

provement of the journey time between Baudrecourt 

and Mannheim via Saarbrücken in order for it to be com-

petitive with regards to the journey via Strasbourg.

3.2. Germany

Saarbrücken-Mannheim section

The improvement and conversion works on the Saar-

brücken-Mannheim section, to enable trains to travel at 

a speed of 200 km/h, are due to be completed by 2013. 

The section was co-financed with €25.33 million under 

the 2001-2006 multi-annual programme and €10 million 

will be allocated in the 2007-2013 period.

3.3. Luxembourg

Luxembourg-French border section

The improvement and conversion works on the Luxem-

burg-French border section, to enable trains to travel at 

a speed of 200 km/h, are due to be completed by 2013.

4. Financial aspects

The European Union supports the implementation of 

the TEN-T projects through several EU financial instru-

ments as well as loans from the European Investment 

Bank and subsidies, in particular under the TEN-T budget 

line. The European Cohesion Fund and structural funds 

for development play an important role in some Euro-

pean regions both in the preparation of TEN-T projects 

and at the launch stage. Subsidies are allocated to stud-

ies (for feasibility, complete technical or environmental, 

and costly geological explorations), helping to over-

come difficulties of the project during the first stage and 

the works phase. A key issue for the future, with a view to 

the implementation of TEN-T projects, will be to ration-

alise EU subsidies by allocating them to projects with 

high European added value. PP4 involves regions which 

do not benefit from structural fund support. Therefore, 

significant co-financing of the project is ensured by the 

TEN-T budget which is used to co-finance some of the 

works under this project.

5. Technical and operational aspects

Operating speed

The new 300 km line (Paris to Baudrecourt) for the high 

speed railway axis east is designed for a nominal (poten-

tial) speed of 350 km/h. Currently, commercial services 

are operated by TGV and ICE trains at a maximum speed 

of 320 km/h, this being the highest speed for commer-

cial trains. The world speed record on rails with a speed 

of 574.8 km/h was actually reached on the high speed 

railway axis east.
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LGV Est Européenne Length (km)

Paris-Baudrecourt 300 (new line)

Baudrecourt-Luxembourg 
border

80 (upgraded line)

Baudrecourt-Saarbrücken 40 (line to be upgraded)

Saarbrücken-Mannheim 139 (line to be upgraded)

Luxembourg-French 
border

20 (line to be upgraded)
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Interoperability

Interoperability is a system of standards (supported by 

infrastructures and rolling stock) that allows any type of 

train meeting these standards to run on an interoperable 

infrastructure. The line is equipped with high frequency 

track circuits and track-train communication, using the 

state-of-the-art version (TVM 430). Moreover, it is fitted 

with ETCS level 2 and GSM-R, components of the Europe-

an Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). This makes 

the high speed railway axis east an interoperable high 

speed line, enabling European high speed trains such as 

the TGV and the ICE3 to operate. The line is also fitted 

with the conventional signalling system used by French 

high speed lines, TVM 430 SEI, which allows high speed 

trains not fitted with the ERTMS system to operate on 

the line.

International links

Two services were introduced between France and Ger-

many:

• ICE from Frankfurt via Mannheim, Saarbrücken and 

Forbach to Paris, using Deutsche Bahn ICE3 trains

• TGV from Paris via Strasbourg to southern Germany, 

Karlsruhe Central Station, Stuttgart and Munich, us-

ing SNCF TGV POS trains

Two additional services were introduced for Luxem-

bourg and Switzerland:

• Paris-Luxembourg, operated by SNCF

• Paris, Basel and Zurich, operated by Lyria, a joint ven-

ture set up in 2002 between SNCF and SBB/CFF/FFS

In 2008, 11.9 million passengers travelled on the high 

speed railway axis east, 1.2 million of them headed for 

Germany (56% towards Frankfurt and 44% towards 

Stuttgart), 408,000 to Switzerland and 366,000 to Lux-

embourg. By June 2009, the line had transported 12 

million passengers during the second year of operation, 

reaching a total of 23.2 million since going into service. 

The number of journeys between France and Germany 

increased by 15% compared to the first year. The high 

speed railway axis east showed a sharp increase in 2010, 

with 13 million passengers travelling on the TGV Est.
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Priority Project 5 
Betuwe Line

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Introduction

The Betuwe Line is a 160 km long double track rail line 

which connects the Port of Rotterdam to the Dutch-Ger-

man border at Zevenaar (Netherlands) and Emmerich 

(Germany). Dedicated to freight and ERTMS (European 

Rail Traffic Management System) equipped, the Betuwe 

Line was inaugurated in June 2007 and can be consid-

ered as broadly completed. The Betuwe Line is also a 

component of PP24 Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-Du-

isburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp and the ERTMS Corridor rail 

freight corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa.

Cross border sections and bottlenecks

Zevenaar/Emmerich

The cross-border section is split between 3 km in the 

Netherlands and 10 km in Germany. Three projects are 

currently ongoing and are expected to be completed by 

2013: its equipment with ETCS (European Train Control 

System) level 2, the change of power supply system from 

1.5 kV to 25 kV and the construction of a third track. 

Other sections

Maasvlaakte 2

The extension of Rotterdam harbour encloses the con-

struction of a 15 km long ETCS equipped double track 

line, and the construction of additional marshalling 

yards. The project, which is currently in the planning 

phase,  is expected to be completed in 2016.

Kijfhoek

This project foresees the equipment of an 8 km long sec-

tion with ETCS by 2013. At a later stage, the migration 

from 1.5 kV to 25 kV will be realised, after which the elec-

tric power supply will be harmonised from the harbour 

to the Dutch-German border. 

Progress and delays

In 2010, an average of 55 southbound international 

freight trains are expected to use the Betuwe route be-

tween Kijfhoek and Emmerich daily, compared to  41 in 

2008. A part of the increase is related to a shift of traffic 

from the Venlo route. Despite this increase, the Betuwe 

route remains currently underused. At the Emmerich 

border point - the outpoint of the Betuwe route - a joint 

calculation by ProRail and DB Netz forecasts an increase 

in demand for train paths by 50% to 120 paths daily in 

2010 and by 80% to 144 paths daily in 2015. The aim of 

the line operator Keyrail is to reach 150 trains per day, for 

a capacity which reaches approximately 180 to 200 trains 

a day. In this perspective, in December 2009 Keyrail set 

up an incentive system that offers price reductions for 

any load additional to those already booked for 2010 

and 2011. The five year operational contract between 

Keyrail and the Dutch Ministry of Transport foresees that 

Keyrail should break even by 2013.  

General Appreciation

From an infrastructure point of view, the timely com-

pletion and the technically successful entry into service 

of the Betuwe Line undeniably counts among the suc-

cess stories of TEN-T policy. The remaining projects have 

faced no major delay thus far. From an operational point 

of view, however, the Betuwe route is confronted with 

the general issue of rail competitiveness against road 

and, in the case of the Port of Rotterdam, against inland 

waterways. The further integration of services to cus-

tomers along Corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa, as well as its 

full equipment with ETCS will nevertheless  contribute to 

strengthen the position of this infrastructure for freight 

transport carried to and from Rotterdam.

Member States involved: The Netherlands

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

4,705.93 4,705.93 196.93 0 0 100% 0 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2008

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

143 km (100%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2008

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 143 km
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Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian
border

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP6: Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million)  

Nouvelle liaison ferroviaire Lyon-Turin partie commune franco-italienne de la section  
internationale

France, Italy €671.8 

Cross border railway line Trieste/Divača: study and design of the Trieste-Divača-Ljubljana-
Budapest-Ukrainian border

Italy, Slovenia €50.7 

Projet ferroviaire Lyon-Turin: itineraires d’accès français au tunnel de base France €4.6 

Studies for preparation of approval of the railway line section Budapest-Keleti-Miskolc-
Nyiregyhaza

Hungary €8.0 

Tratta ronchi sud - Trieste: Progetto Prioritario 6 - sezione nazionale Italy €24.0 

Projet ferroviaire Lyon-Turin: etudes des itinéraires d’accès français au tunnel de base France €7.6 

Completion of final design of the Treviglio Brescia section on the Milano-Verona high speed/
high capacity line

Italy €6.1 

Working out of preliminary studies for the construction of the new line of high capacity/high 
speed line Divača-Ljubljana

Slovenia €0.4 

Working out of preliminary studies for the construction of the new line of high capacity/high 
speed line Ljubljana-Zidani most 

Slovenia €0.4 

Nodo di Torino, tratta Porta Susa-Stura, progetto prioritario n. 6, rimozione bottleneck Italy €52.7 

Elaboration of the Executive design for upgrading of the section of the railway line Poljcane-
Pragersko

Slovenia €1.1

TOTAL €827.3

Member States involved: France, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

55,928.59 10,247.72 318.59 229.09 150 18.3% 1,590.25 150.53 131.68 0 2.8%

Estimated completion date: 2030

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

4,233.88 104.47 517.9 0 7.6% 35,358.94 63.2% 4,497.8 8%

10,248
(18%)

11,838
(21%)

13,181
(24%)

16,072
(29%)

51,431
(92%)

55,929
(100%)

0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

60,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020 2030

Estimated investment Foreseen investment

308 km
(18.8%)

191 km
(11.7%)

554 km
(33.8%)

586 km
(35.8%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,638 km
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Priority Project 6
Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border

1. Summary

The 1,638 km long railway axis from Lyon, France to the 

Ukrainian border is the main east-west passage south of 

the Alps, connecting the Iberian peninsula with the east-

ern part of Europe and beyond, and is an important high 

capacity axis. PP6 concerns four Member States (France, 

Italy, Slovenia and Hungary) and it will link important 

urban areas. It will also deliver an important increase 

in transport capacity, thus allowing a modal shift from 

road to rail to be realised in the sensitive mountainous 

regions it crosses. 

Laurens Jan Brinkhorst is the European Coordinator for 

PP6, succeeding Mrs Loyola de Palacio on 5 July 2007.

As in previous years, the Coordinator’s work and efforts 

concentrated on the cross-border sections of PP6 - in 

particular on the two projects involving the construction 

of a new high speed railway link partly in tunnels: Lyon-

Turin and Trieste-Divača.

On both of these sections progress is slow. However, 

significant steps have been taken which will move both 

projects into the next phase. The progress achieved must 

be seen against the background of an increasingly nega-

tive and – in some regions - even hostile public opinion 

vis-à-vis new infrastructure projects, as well as the dire 

state of public finances - both of which are creating a dif-

ficult environment for governments to take decisions on 

major infrastructure investments.

Cross-border sections

PP6 includes three cross-border sections:

Lyon-Turin

The Lyon-Turin section, totalling 235 km, constitutes the 

core of the Lyon-Ukrainian border high capacity rail axis. 

This section comprises the 57 km long cross-border base 

tunnel, which starts at St Jean de Maurienne and exits 

in the Valley of Susa. It also comprises the access routes 

from Lyon and Turin. Civil works on the access routes and 

on the base tunnel have not yet begun.

Progress on the base tunnel section differs between 

France and Italy. In France, the necessary authorisations 

for the construction of the base tunnel are in place. In 

addition, the three access tunnels on French territory 

have been completed.

After considerable delays, the preparation in Italy of the 

construction site for the La Maddalena exploratory and 

access tunnel near Chiomonte started in June 2011. Exca-

vation works are scheduled to begin in late 2011. At this 

stage the important role of Mr Mario Virano, Chairman 

of the Observatory, should be mentioned in facilitating 

and organising a structured dialogue with all interested 

local and regional parties. The work of the Observatory 

has been instrumental in organising a transparent and 

democratic decision-making process in Italy. Without 

the unflinching efforts of the Observatory under the in-

spired leadership of Mr Virano, the entire project would 

not have reached the current momentum of support.

The European Commission earmarked €672 million for 

the studies and start of the civil works on the base tun-

nel originally to start before the end of 2013. This dead-

line is to be extended to 2015. Even with this extension 

the schedule is tight, and no further delays should be 

incurred to warrant the disbursement of the full amount 

by the Commission.

Trieste-Divača

After a first alignment proposed in 2008 had to be dis-

carded for environmental reasons, agreement was found 

on a new alignment, the “high corridor”. Three different 

solutions were studied on the Italian side and two on the 

Slovenian side, all running near the route of the existing 

railway line which connects Bivio di Aurisina to Opicina, 

Sežana and Divača. At the end of June 2011, Italy and 

Slovenia decided on one alignment for which the pre-

liminary design will now be elaborated.

It is foreseen that the organisational structure for the 

Trieste-Divača corridor will be established. This should 

facilitate a more permanent momentum for supervising 

the agreed engagements on both sides with the active 
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assistance of the European Commission.

Slovenia-Hungary

The cross-border section between Slovenia and Hungary 

lies between Hodoš and Boba. The section from Prager-

sko to Hodoš and further to the Hungarian border has 

not yet been electrified. The electrification and recon-

struction of the entire section of 109 km is scheduled for 

completion by 2015. The upgrade of the Hungarian sec-

tion to Boba has been completed. 

Both countries have resumed bilateral talks on how to 

improve the corridor, with a view to establishing a per-

manent cooperation structure.

Key developments in 2010/2011

Lyon-Turin

• In December 2010, Italy proposed to implement the 

project in phases. Three studies were carried out by 

the current promoter, LTF.

• On 7 February 2011, France and Italy committed 

themselves in Budapest, vis-à-vis Commission Vice-

President Kallas, to agree on a new bilateral treaty 

and the distribution of the costs of the Lyon-Turin 

project by 30 June. Italy committed itself to start the 

works at La Maddalena by that date.

• On 19 May 2011, at the invitation of the Coordinator, 

the stakeholders of the rail corridor between Lyon 

and Turin met in Brussels and agreed on the crea-

tion of the Lyon-Turin Corridor Platform. Its aim is to 

strengthen cooperation between key players in the 

Lyon-Turin corridor in the implementation of the new 

rail link and in the improvement of the existing rail-

way line.

• On 30 June 2011, works started at La Maddalena, the 

first works directly linked to the future base tunnel.

• On 6 July 2011, Italy and France agreed in principle 

to implement the project in phases basing them-

selves on the studies by LTF. The base tunnel will be 

built as planned. However, on the Italian side only a 

short part of the Orsiera tunnel will be built in the 

first phase with the new line interconnecting at Bus-

soleno with the historic line.

• On 3 August 2011, the Italian Inter-ministerial Com-

mittee for Financial Planning (CIPE) gave the green 

light for the modified preliminary project to go 

ahead.

• On 27 September 2011, France and Italy agreed on 

the distribution key for the works of the first phase 

(base tunnel, two stations and the interconnections).

Trieste-Divača

• On 12 October 2010, Italy and Slovenia formalised 

their agreement to build the new Trieste-Divača rail-

way link and on the modalities to be applied - nota-

bly the establishment of a common promoter for the 

project.

• On 25 January 2011, Italy and Slovenia approved the 

pre-feasibility study on the “high corridor” and man-

dated the Common Executive Body to elaborate the 

feasibility study.

• On 30 June 2011, Italy and Slovenia approved the 

feasibility study and adopted the preferred align-

ment to be elaborated as preliminary design in the 

next phase.

2. Project overview

2.1. Introduction to the project

The previous annual reports1 give a comprehensive de-

scription of PP6  and the progress made up to the sum-

mer of 2010. PP6 is the only east-west corridor south of 

the Alps which will be able to capture significant traffic 

from the Iberian peninsula through the project coun-

tries France, Italy, Slovenia and Hungary and vice-versa. 

Its completion will also provide for fall back options for 

north-south and south-north rail traffic on several sec-

tions. 

The underlying reason for PP6 is the necessity of a policy 

of co-modality, of using every transport mode to the 

best of its (environmental and economic) possibilities. 

The sensitive alpine environment and unsustainable 

growth of road traffic on this corridor make its realisation 

all the more urgent. Another argument for the project is 

the positive effect it will have on employment in the re-

gions it crosses, especially with Italy, just like France, now 

also having chosen an approach to the works that will 

maximise the benefits for the territories the line crosses.

For ease of reference this report distinguishes the follow-

ing four sections in this order:

• Lyon-Turin

• Turin-Trieste

• Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača 

• Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border

At the TEN-T days in Zaragoza on 8 June 2010, France, 

Italy, Slovenia and Hungary signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding on the project. Vice President Kallas and 

the Coordinator signed a declaration of support on be-

1 For a full history of the project please refer to the first Annual 
Reports 2005-6, 2006-7, 2007-8, 2008-2009 and 2009-10 available at 
http://ec.europa.eu/ten/transport/coordinators/index_en.htm
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half of the European Commission. In the Memorandum, 

the countries reiterated the political priority they attach 

to the completion of PP6.

They equally undertook specific engagements to en-

sure progress on the project, especially on the cross-

border sections. France and Italy committed themselves 

to finalising, by the end of 2010, their negotiations on 

a new Treaty of Turin, in which the public promoter for 

the works phase of the common section would be estab-

lished, and which would define the alignment and the 

relative share of the costs to be borne by each country. 

Despite their sustained efforts, they did not manage to 

conclude the negotiations as planned and talks between 

the two negotiating teams continued throughout the re-

porting period.

Italy and Slovenia also encountered delays in progress-

ing with their cross-border section between Trieste and 

Divača. The feasibility study was approved six months 

later than originally planned. The setting-up of the EEIG 

is under way, albeit with a delay of four months com-

pared to the original timetable. 

2.2. Lyon-Turin – International section

2.2.1. The French section – access routes to the joint 

section 

The French part of the international section2 starts from 

the so-called sillon alpin around Lyon and ends at the 

approach of St Jean de Maurienne, where the common 

section - the base tunnel - starts. The state of play con-

cerning the access routes is as follows3:

Starting from the eastern railway ring line of Lyon, the 

new Lyon-Turin line will consist of a mixed line for freight 

(120 km/h) and passengers (220 km/h) up to Avressieux. 

From there the high speed line, exclusively for passen-

gers, will continue to Chambéry. The freight line will de-

part in a southeasterly direction into the Chartreuse tun-

nel. In the Isère valley it will reconnect again with the line 

from Chambéry to Grenoble. The new line will continue 

in a southeasterly direction into the Belledonne tunnel 

,coming out in the Maurienne valley. There it will enter 

2 Please note that the Intergovernmental Agreement of 2001 be-
tween Italy and France establishes the inclusion of the French part of 
the international section between the “Sillon alpin and surroundings 
of St Jean de Maurienne” (art. 2 of the Agreement).

3 A detailed presentation of the French access routes can be found at 
www.lyon-turin.info

the Glandon tunnel and exit at St Jean de Maurienne to 

enter the base tunnel.

The Avant-projet sommaire (APS) for this alignment was 

approved in 2010. The time estimate for all necessary au-

thorisation and tendering procedures up to the end of 

the works is roughly ten years. The goal is to complete a 

first phase of the access routes in parallel with the com-

pletion of the base tunnel. The total costs of these French 

access routes are estimated at €6.7 billion (2010 prices).

2.2.2. Common Franco-Italian section – including the 

base tunnel Lyon-Turin 

The common Franco-Italian section consists of the links 

with the historic line closest at both ends to the border, 

near St Jean de Maurienne in France and Bussoleno/

Bruzzolo4 in Italy.

In 2001, Lyon Turin Ferroviaire (LTF), a 50/50% joint ven-

ture of Réseau Ferré de France (RFF) and Rete Ferroviaria 

Italiana (RFI), was created as promoter of the new railway 

link up to the start of the actual construction works.

Works on the three access tunnels in France (St Martin 

La Porte, Modane and La Praz) totalling a length of 9 km 

have been completed.

Works on the access tunnel on the Italian side started at 

the end of June 2011. In a first phase, the future site of 

the entrance of the La Maddalena exploratory and ac-

cess tunnel, near Chiamonte, has been prepared. This 

included fencing off the access road to the construction 

site. The actual excavation works are due to start in late 

November 2011.

On 3 August 2011, the Italian Comitato Interministeriale 

per la Programmazione Economica (CIPE) approved the 

preliminary project, thus paving the way for the start of 

the works at La Maddalena and the future design works 

for the access routes on the Italian side.

The base tunnel with a length of around 57 km will run 

between St Jean de Maurienne and Susa. It will be con-

structed from the French and Italian entrances to the 

4 The revision of the PP/APS approved by the Intergovernmental 
Conference on 9 July 2010, foresees the ending of the “common 
section” on the Italian side, in correspondence with the first point of 
connection with the historical line closer to the French border. This 
point is identified as “Chiusa San Michele”.
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future structure. Excavation will also be undertaken 

from the base of each access tunnel. This will allow si-

multaneous tunnelling at several places and shorten the 

deadline for completion of the base tunnel. Even before 

the closure of the civil engineering phase, works could 

begin on installing the tunnel equipment, followed by 

preliminary commissioning tests. Contrary to what was 

indicated in the funding application to the European 

Commission, the delays mentioned above will make it 

unlikely that construction works on the tunnel start by 

the end of 2013.

In December 2008, the European Commission decided 

to reserve €671.8 million for studies and works on the 

Italian-French common section for the 2007-2013 pe-

riod. The actual payment of these funds depends on the 

capability of both beneficiaries to respect the project 

deadlines indicated in their submission for TEN-T co-

financing.

In order to carefully follow up the spending of scarce 

resources of the present financial perspective, the Com-

mission carried out a Mid-Term Review of all multi-an-

nual co-funding decisions for 2007-2013. It was found 

that important delays occurred compared to what was 

foreseen in the Lyon-Turin co-funding Decision. In view 

of this, conditions were formulated to extend the period 

of eligibility up to the end of 2015 in order to make use 

of the allocated budget (conclusion of a new treaty, ap-

proval of the preliminary design by both countries, and 

start of the works at La Maddalena). Given the very com-

plicated situation, the Commission allowed additional 

time to meet the conditions.

At their ministerial meeting at the end of September 

2011, France and Italy managed at last to considerably 

advance their negotiations on a new bilateral agreement 

on this major infrastructure project by solving the ques-

tion of the distribution of the costs between the two 

countries. The agreement reached was confirmed by the 

French-Italian Intergovernmental Commission for Lyon-

Turin (CIG) at its meeting on 11 October 2011. For details 

of the agreement see section 2.4. below.

2.2.3. Italian section – access routes from Turin to the 

common section

On 22 December 2010, at the meeting of the CIG, the 

Italian delegation formally proposed to implement the 

Lyon-Turin project in phases in order to reduce costs. 

This would involve: constructing two tubes of the base 

tunnel (but only equipping one of them for traffic), and 

connecting the new line at Susa with the existing line, 

and with the Orsiera tunnel only built at a later phase.

Both delegations decided to have LTF study this proposi-

tion in detail to the end of April 2011.

The studies carried out by LTF showed that the plan to 

build two tubes of the base tunnel but to equip only one 

reduces costs by merely 5%. On the other hand the ex-

ploitation of the line is severely restricted. As regards the 

postponing of the Orsiera tunnel, the studies elaborated 

three alignments to connect the new line from the base 

tunnel to the historic line at Bussoleno. Cost savings 

range from 15-18% as compared to the original project 

with the Orsiera tunnel. The drawback of these solutions 

is the capacity of the existing line between Bussoleno 

and Avigliana, which is about 20% lower than the capac-

ity of the new line.

At the CIG meeting of 6 July 2011, both delegations 

agreed in principle to proceed with solution “2D” pro-

posed by LTF: this means that on the Italian side, only 

the base tunnel, the Susa station and a short stretch (2 

km) of the Orsiera tunnel will be built. The new line will 

then exit the mountain and connect to the historic line 

at Bussoleno. The rest of the Orsiera tunnel would only 

be built at a later stage. 

2.3. The Italian Observatory

The work of the Observatory for the Turin-Lyon rail link 

started in December 2006 in response to opposition to 

the project by residents of the Susa valley. The Observa-

tory, chaired by Mr Virano, was successful in establishing 

an inclusive process after a period of fierce confronta-

tion. The Observatory Phase I ended its activities accord-

ing to schedule at the end of June 2008 by proposing a 

new alignment in the Susa valley.

The Observatory then continued its technical work with 

representatives of all interested parties during the elab-

oration phase of the preliminary project. This second 

phase of the Observatory was concluded on 30 June 

2010 with the handover to the authorities of the prelimi-

nary project for the line on Italian territory up to Turin.

In the reporting period, Mr Virano continued his efforts 

to communicate the project to the local population - no-

tably the future works on the La Maddalena exploratory 

and access tunnel at Chiomonte. In the CIG on 6 July 

2011, he explained that of the 14 municipalities affected 

by the project at present, only four were opposed and 
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ten were in favour of the project. If the proposed phas-

ing of the works is decided upon, only three communes 

would be directly concerned, two of which are in favour 

of the new line. Mr Virano also stressed that the oppo-

sition today differs clearly from the one experienced in 

2005, in that the group most directly concerned by the 

works - the farmers - now support the project; in 2005 

they had blocked the roads with their tractors.

2.4. Renewal of the Treaty of Turin

Negotiations continued throughout the reporting pe-

riod on a new bilateral agreement between France and 

Italy on Lyon-Turin. The CIG mandated a working group 

to prepare the adaptation of the Treaty of Turin of 2001. 

This working group started its meetings in February 

2009.

The negotiations comprised in particular:

• the future promoter of the civil works on the com-

mon section

• the alignment of the line

• the distribution of costs between Italy and France

• the principles of measures promoting modal shift in 

the Alps

• the new governance structure of the project, includ-

ing the role of the European Commission. 

While progress was made on most of these points up to 

July 2011, the main point still open was the question of 

the distribution of the costs between the two countries. 

This question was finally resolved between the two min-

isters at the end of September 2011. For the first phase 

of the project, which comprises the construction of the 

base tunnel, the two stations Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne 

and Susa as well as the interconnections with the existing 

line, France will pay 42.1% of the costs and Italy 57.9% on 

the basis of the preliminary project. All additional costs 

will be borne by equal parts. This distribution key will be 

one of the main elements of the new agreement to be 

signed by the two governments later in 2011.

In the new structure of the future project promoter, the 

Commission will be represented in the administrative 

board where it will participate de plein droit, thus able to 

exert a level of control commensurate with the level of 

co-financing from the EU funds.

2.5. The Lyon-Turin Corridor Platform (CPLT)

At a stage when the project of a new Lyon-Turin railway 

link is entering into a new phase and with the historic 

line becoming fully operational after several years of 

renovation and up-grade, the time has come to step up 

the efforts to manage the whole corridor (existing line + 

new railway link + road passage). This is done by bring-

ing together all stakeholders involved in the planning 

and management of this important transport infrastruc-

ture in order to plan, coordinate and supervise the ac-

tions to be taken in the coming years.

The first meeting took place on 19 May 2011 in Brussels 

under the chairmanship of the Coordinator. This kick-off 

meeting of the CPLT brought together all key players of 

the Lyon-Turin corridor for the first time: the European 

Coordinator, the European Commission, the national, re-

gional and local authorities of the two Member States 

concerned, France and Italy, the railway managers and 

operators, the current promoter LTF, the Observatory, 

and the organisations representing the interests of in-

dustry and of the future users, such as Transalpine and 

Transpadana.

The main point of the meeting was the reopening of the 

Mont Cenis rail tunnel. The infrastructure managers RFF 

and RFI committed themselves to resolving all open is-

sues in order to be able to announce the final date and 

the modalities of the full reopening of the Mont Cenis 

tunnel by 1 June 2011. Even if this date could not be 

respected in the end, as explained above in the report, 

having all parties concerned around the table was im-

portant in reaching a solution.

The CPLT’s main objective will be to establish an action 

plan and coordinate and supervise its implementation 

over the coming years. The action plan will, first of all, list 

all measures necessary to complete the new railway link 

and to put them into operation (road map). Furthermore, 

it should contain the measures necessary to ensure an 

optimal functioning of the existing line (combined trans-

port, rolling motorway, passenger services).

The CPLT will be presided by the European Coordinator. 

The technical work will be carried out in working groups, 

which function independently under the chairmanship 

of one CPLT member and regularly report to the CPLT.
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Meetings will, in general, be held in the Lyon-Turin re-

gion. The initial meeting of the CPLT will be in Brussels. 

In the following years the CPLT should meet at least once 

a year in Brussels, otherwise in the region.

2.6. Existing line between Lyon and Turin

The historical line between Lyon and Turin is a piece of 

infrastructure dating back, for the most part, to the 19th 

century. The main bottleneck is the 14 km long Fréjus rail-

way tunnel (also called the Mont-Cenis tunnel), opened 

in 1871. The antiquated gauge of the tunnel adds to a 

series of other challenges on this line, such as the high 

gradient, high altitude and harsh meteorological condi-

tions in winter and quick wear of wheels and brakes of 

rolling stock in all seasons.

Over the past few years, extensive works have been car-

ried out independently by Italy and France on their re-

spective sections of the tunnel in order to enlarge the 

tunnel profile and to modernise the electrical instal-

lations, including communication and signalling. The 

works were completed in December 2010 and the tunnel 

was expected to reopen in January 2011.

Despite the efforts and several meetings by the experts 

of both sides, the Italian infrastructure operator RFI, re-

sponsible for the operation of the entire tunnel, declared 

itself still unable to give the green light to the full open-

ing of the tunnel.

Only later and after the commitment of RFI and RFF at 

the Corridor Platform of 19 May 2011, was the root of the 

problem analysed, which lies in the different approaches 

applied by France and Italy when renovating the tunnel.

The Italians had lowered the tunnel base by 50 to 80 cm 

in order to achieve the new profile plus a comfortable 

margin. This was done on the basis of a detailed plan 

with exact geographic coordinates (base absolue). The 

French had lowered the tunnel base to a much smaller 

extent, but had enlarged the upper part of the tunnel 

where necessary and moved the two tracks closer to-

gether. At critical points the tracks were realigned to 

achieve the required profile. This was done on the ba-

sis of locally defined markers and reference points (base 

relative). For RFI, responsible for the maintenance of the 

whole tunnel, it was impossible to carry out this work 

without having the exact coordinates of the newly 

aligned tracks.

On 27 July 2011, the two sides agreed to a pragmatic 

solution: SNCF would take over responsibility from RFI 

for the maintenance of the tracks on the French part of 

the tunnel until the complete technical documentation 

is submitted to, verified and approved by RFI. This solu-

tion was formalised by all parties on 5 September 2011 

through signing an amendment to their agreement of 

2007. Since 15 September 2011, the tunnel has been reo-

pened to two-way traffic provisionally at reduced speed.

2.6.1. Development of the Alpine rolling motorway 

At the end of 2003, France and Italy started an experi-

ment with a rolling motorway service of 175 km be-

tween Aiton, France and Orbassano near Turin through 

the Fréjus tunnel. The service is operated by Autoroute 

Ferroviaire Alpine/Autostrada Ferroviaria Alpina - AFA, a 

subsidiary of SNCF and Trenitalia.

This service transports lorries and semi-trailers by rail. 

It differs from other rolling motorway services in that 

every wagon is loaded individually, allowing the trans-

port of unaccompanied semi-trailers. Due to the limited 

profile of the Mont-Cenis rail tunnel, the service could 

only be used for certain types of semi-trailers, especially 

tankers, in the past. With the works to widen the profile 

of the Mont-Cenis tunnel completed, the transport po-

tential of AFA has been doubled and the operator plans 

to increase the number of vehicles from 25,000 in 2010, 

50,000 in 2012 and 100,000 by 2015. This will include 

the setting up of new services reaching even the Paris 

region. AFA is thus the first and main beneficiary of the 

full reopening of the Fréjus rail tunnel. The main concern 

is to ensure that the Mont-Cenis tunnel is operational for 

trains with a wider profile.

2.7. Turin-Milan-Trieste section

The sections along the Turin-Milan-Trieste part of the 

project are either in advanced stages of construction 

or planning. The Torino-Milan high speed section has 

been completed and has been operational since 2008. 

Work on the upgrading and new construction of rail lines 

between Milan and Venice is proceeding. The Milan-

Treviglio section is in operation, as is the Padova-Venice 

section. The Milan-Brescia section will soon be tendered 

out. The other sections are in varying stages of planning.

Works on the section between Treviglio and Brescia were 

started in the spring of 2011 and are expected to be fin-

ished by April 2015, in time for the opening of the EXPO 

2015 in Milan.

Concerning the Venice-Trieste section, at the beginning 

of 2011 the preliminary project for the four sub-sections 
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was published and it is now in public consultation. The 

Italian authorities reassured the Coordinator, when he 

met with them on 12 October 2010 in Trieste, that they 

are doing everything in their power to prevent the Ven-

ice-Trieste section from becoming a bottleneck.

Obviously, east-west traffic is just as vital as north-south/

south-north traffic and both can serve as back-up op-

tions for each other. It is therefore important that this 

section does not fall behind schedule for the competi-

tive position of the Italian north Adriatic ports (Venice, 

Monfalcone and Trieste among others) and of course for 

their hinterland which is much broader than the Veneto 

and Friuili Venezia Giulia regions.

Against this background, the Coordinator expects that 

any residual internal coordination problems relating to 

this section will soon be resolved.

2.8. Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača

2.8.1. Trieste-Divača

Currently, there is no credible rail alternative in the 

east-west direction on this part of the Priority Project. 

Its development is fundamental to enable a decrease 

in growth of freight traffic by road, and increasingly to 

capture a significant part of the traffic that is handled 

through the ports of Trieste and Koper, but equally of 

other north Adriatic ports.

The Italian and Slovenian governments jointly set up an 

Intergovernmental Commission for the Trieste-Divača 

section, which met for the first time in December 2007.

In December 2008, the European Commission decided 

to allocate nearly €51 million for the study and design of 

the Trieste-Divača section. As proposed in the 2010 Mid-

Term Review, the project documentation should be fin-

ished by the end of 2015, after which construction works 

on the optimum alignment can start.

It is essential to establish a common Italian-Slovenian 

structure for the cross-border section between Trieste 

and Divača. On 12 October 2010, Italy and Slovenia for-

malised their agreement to obtain the project documen-

tation for the new Trieste-Divača railway link and on the 

modalities to be applied - notably the establishment of a 

common promoter for the project with its seat in Trieste. 

The statutes setting up the future promoter in the form 

of an EEIG (European Economic Interest Grouping) are 

due to be signed before the end of 2011.

Concerning the alignment, the situation is as follows. A 

first alignment parallel to the coastal line was developed 

at feasibility study level in 2008. However, the study 

showed that this alignment would have resulted in a 

considerable impact as far as karst geology and hydro-

geology were concerned and, for this reason, Italy pro-

posed to abandon it. In January 2011, agreement was 

found on a new alignment which runs through the karst 

highland in places where the presence of underground 

caves is comparably lower as compared to the 2008 solu-

tion.

For this new alignment, known as the “high corridor”, 

three different solutions were studied on the Italian and 

Slovenian side, all running near the route of the existing 

railway line which connects Bivio di Aurisina to Opicina, 

Sežana and Divača. At the end of June 2011, Italy and 

Slovenia decided on one optimised alignment for which 

the preliminary design will now be elaborated.

2.8.2. Koper-Divača

The modernisation of the existing track is in the imple-

mentation phase, for which EU cohesion funds have been 

obtained. Works are under construction and expected 

to be finished by 2013. The project documentation and 

studies have been prepared for the new line with fund-

ing out of the TEN-T budget. Currently, the preparatory 

works for the construction phase are on-going, and the 

acquisition of land is in progress. The construction of the 

first phase is envisaged to be financed with support from 

the Cohesion Fund. The operational phase of the entire 

new section is expected to start in 2018.

2.9. Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border

2.9.1. Divača-Hungarian border

The Slovenian authorities have an extensive plan for 

upgrading the railway lines along the path of PP6. They 

are considering several alternatives to realise these in-

vestments. A study by the European Investment Bank in 

spring 2008 seems to advocate a prudent approach and 

a progressive phasing in network upgrades to accom-

modate higher speeds and higher capacity. 
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Divača-Ljubljana;  Ljubljana-Zidani Most

The feasibility study on the improvement of these sec-

tions is being prepared. The budgetary previsions have 

been made; the study receives co-financing from the 

TEN-T budget.

The Slovenian authorities and railway companies are 

working seriously on preparatory works for the Ljubljana 

railway hub. The feasibility study for this node was fin-

ished in 2009. The spatial documentation is under prep-

aration and is expected to be completed by 2015. The 

Ministry of Environment has been asked to elaborate a 

national spatial plan.

Works are underway on this section near Košana, where 

around five kilometres of tracks, including three tunnels, 

are being modernised. The works should be finished by 

the end of 2015.

Zidani Most-Pragersko

On the Zidani Most-Pragersko section, the following 

projects are in implementation phase:

• Upgrade of the railway station Poljčane: this project 

comprises the upgrade of tracks and catenaries, re-

newal of the SS/TC devices, and construction of new 

passenger platform including out-of-level access to 

the new platform. The project started at the end of 

2009 and is expected to be finished by the end of 

2012.

• Upgrade of the railway line Dolga Gora-Poljčane: the 

design documentation has been prepared. The ten-

der documentation for the contractor is currently be-

ing elaborated. The works will start in the first half of 

2012. The project covers the radical upgrade of the 

section over a length of 7.5 km, including an upgrad-

ing of tracks, renewal of the SS/TC devices, moderni-

sation of the catenary, sanitation of dyke and retain-

ing wall, settlement of out-of-level crossings, etc. The 

implementation is envisaged to be financed with 

support from the Cohesion Fund.

• Upgrade of railway line Poljčane-Pragersko: the de-

sign documentation for the upgrade of the section 

is being prepared. The project is co-financed by the 

TEN-T budget and will be finished in 2012. After the 

preparation of the design documentation, the begin-

ning of works for upgrading will follow.

Pragersko-Hodoš

From Pragersko to Ormož the line has now been upgrad-

ed, with modernised safety and signalling installations, 

allowing speeds of up to 120 km/h. The section from 

Pragersko to Hodoš and further to the Hungarian border 

has not yet been electrified. The electrification and re-

construction of the entire section of 109 km is scheduled 

to be completed by 2015.

On the section Pragersko-Hodoš, a wide range of in-

vestments is under implementation and is expected to 

be finished by 2015. The following investments have 

already been accomplished: renewal of SS/TC devices, 

upgrading of some railway stations, and upgrading of 

the railway line on section Ptuj-Mekotnjak in the length 

of 24 km. Various reconstructions on this section are in 

progress, such as the reconstruction of the Hodoš rail-

way station, which includes the building of a new track 

and platform with out-of-level crossings, as well as the 

upgrading of the Pragersko-Ptuj and Mekotnjak-Murska 

Sobota sections totalling a length of 35 km. In addition, 

five other reconstruction on this section are in progress 

in order to increase the train speed, including the elec-

trification and renewal of out-of-level crossings on the 

abovementioned section.

The investments are envisaged to be co-financed by Eu-

ropean funds. After conclusion of this investment cycle 

in 2015, the line will ensure interalia: the standard of line 

category D4, structure gauge and the increase of train 

speed up to 160 km/h.

2.9.2. Slovenia-Hungary cross-border cooperation

Following the Coordinator’s intervention, the ministers 

responsible for infrastructure in the two countries met in 

late November 2010 to discuss their cooperation on this 

cross-border section. Several meetings at expert level 

have taken place since then. A first common project is 

the electrification of Hodoš station, which will allow use 

of the electric traction systems of both countries.

There are also first signs of structured cooperation be-

tween Hungary and Slovenia on this cross-border sec-

tion, something the Coordinator has pointed out as a 

vital component of the efforts to revitalise this part of 

the corridor. On the technical level, discussions between 

the two sides have started on how to improve the sec-

tion in order to allow increasing volume of cargo and 

passenger traffic. These talks should form the basis for 

a Letter of Intent signed by the two governments. The 

Coordinator will follow developments on this point with 

close interest.
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2.10. Developments in Hungary

In November 2010 and again in February 2011, the Co-

ordinator met with the Hungarian authorities and rep-

resentatives from the railway infrastructure company. 

From these visits and contacts the following picture 

emerges. 

The Hungarian authorities are pursuing their prudent 

and pragmatic policy to save time and money on the 

upgrading of the alignment of PP6 in Hungary by phas-

ing in the various works necessary. Upgrading existing 

tracks and phasing in of new equipment that will allow 

for higher speeds and higher capacity have priority over 

immediately constructing new infrastructure. 

The official alignment of PP6 in Hungary runs via 

Hodoš-Boba-Székesféhervár-Budapest-Miskolc-Záhony.  

No new infrastructure is needed to complete PP6 in 

Hungary at this stage. The upgrade of existing tracks and 

adaptations to superstructure would make PP6 a viable 

route, at least for the medium term. West of Budapest 

there is an alternative to this alignment, running south-

east via Szolnok-Debrecen and Nyíregháza to Záhony.

The Coordinator is of the opinion that an ‘official align-

ment’ should not be a strait jacket for any Member State 

or neighbouring country. He would show well pondered 

flexibility towards temporary solutions that might be 

considered for the sake of expediency and costs that 

would be temporarily too heavy for an economy, like 

Hungary’s, to bear. Of course, this flexibility would ex-

clude leniency for temporary solutions which, for any 

reason, are impractical solutions for market players.

On the eastern side of the Hungarian part of PP6, the up-

grade of the section between Hodoš and Boba has now 

been finished. In addition, in this part of PP6, the line 

Boba Győr-Budapest is an alternative to the official align-

ment Boba-Székesféhervár-Budapest. The official align-

ment runs through hills and needs expensive upgrading 

work to arrive at a speed of 160 km/h.

 

3. Conclusion and priorities

While PP6 made little progress up to mid-2010, the 

project advanced well overall during the 2010/2011 re-

port period, albeit behind the schedule to which Mem-

ber States committed themselves in the Memorandum 

of Zaragoza in June 2010.

Regarding the cross-border section between Lyon and 

Turin, the delay in concluding a new agreement be-

tween France and Italy is mainly due to the phasing of 

the project, proposed by Italy in late 2010. However, 

given that the works at the La Maddalena exploratory 

tunnel have started and that an agreement has recently 

been found on the critical point of how to share the costs 

between the two countries, the prospects are good that 

both parties can finalise and sign the new agreement in 

the coming weeks.

Without this treaty being in place in the near future, the 

timeline of the project will be seriously jeopardised.

The new Italian alignment in the Susa valley has been 

approved. The priority for Italy is now to swiftly proceed 

with the works at the La Maddalena tunnel, as well as - of 

course - signing the new agreement with France.

On the historic line, the progress achieved now needs to 

be translated into a tangible improvement in the opera-

tion of the tunnel. To this end, the work of the High Level 

Group should be continued and possibly merged with 

the work of the newly created Corridor Platform.

On the Italian-Slovenian side, the project is now under-

way with the adoption of both parties of the alignment 

which will be the basis for the preliminary project and 

the setting up of the EEIG as common structure. Delay 

has been caused by the particularly delicate environ-

mental context. However, with the new alignment being 

agreed, the Coordinator feels confident that activities 

will pick up quickly and that lost time will be made up 

for. The creation of the EEIG will be instrumental in this.

Events during the reporting period have shown again 

the considerable difficulties which cross-border sections 

present for the governments of the Member States con-

cerned. These sections involve a high financial burden 

while usually having a lower political priority than do-

mestic projects. They also require the cooperation of two 

countries with often diverging priorities, and there are 

no predefined structures for cooperation available. 

Against this background, the role of a European Coor-
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dinator has proven useful and conducive to facilitating 

communication and cooperation between the coun-

tries involved in PP6. The different governments have 

expressed at numerous occasions their gratitude for the 

Commission’s involvement in this way. It thus became 

again apparent in this reporting period that a structured 

approach is the most promising one when dealing with 

complex infrastructure projects.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP7: Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s)  TEN-T support 
(in million) 

Studies for the upgrading of sections on the vertical axis Thessaloniki-Serres-Promachonas Greece €2.4 

Studies for the development of the motorway project of PP7 (Igoumenitsa/Patras-Athens-
Sofia-Budapest motorway axis)

Bulgaria, Greece, 
Hungary, Romania

€1.1 

TOTAL €3.5

Member States involved: Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Romania

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

19,221.79 15,246.42 71.71 1,935.24 2,121.81 79.3% 3,048.64 0 1,995.67 140 15.9%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

543.72 0 219.09 0 2.8% 383 2% 0 0%

15,246
(79%)

18,295
(95%)

18,395
(96%)

18,839
(98%)

19,222
(100%)

0
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,816 km
(56.4%)

18 km
(0.5%)

349 km
(10.8%)

577 km
(17.9%)

461 km
(14.3%)
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Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,221 km
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Summary

This Priority Project will provide significant improve-

ments to the road network of south-eastern Europe by 

linking the main cities of the region. It will also connect 

the ports of Patras, Igoumenitsa, Athens (Piraeus), Thes-

saloniki and Constanta to the heart of the enlarged Eu-

ropean Union.

Priority Project 7 is being taken forward in regions which 

benefit from the use of structural funds. Consequently, 

significant co-financing of this project is ensured by the 

structural funds and the Cohesion Fund. Financial sup-

port from the TEN-T budget will be used to co-finance 

some of the studies relating to this project.

The various cross-border sections are progressing rela-

tively well. The cross-border section between Greece 

and Bulgaria, Promaxonas-Kulata, has been completed. 

The road and rail bridge Calafat-Vidin on the Danube, 

which constitutes the Bulgarian-Romanian border, is 

under construction, with financial support from the ISPA 

Fund. Finally, the Romanian-Hungarian cross-border sec-

tion will be completed during the 2007-2013 program-

ming period.

General appreciation

Progress on Priority Project 7 is uneven. Some sections 

have been commissioned, important sections will be 

completed by 2015, but some crucial sections will be 

completed only by 2020 or even later. The chances of a 

timely realisation of the entire Priority Project are unfor-

tunately low.

A lack of cooperation between the Member States can be 

observed. Bulgaria and Romania are investing in projects 

outside of PP7 that serve national interests.

 

1. Introduction

The initial plan for this Priority Project involved the con-

struction of two new motorways across Greece. The 

first, which runs from east to west following the route of 

the Via Egnatia, will connect the port of Igoumenitsa to 

Kipi on the Greek-Turkish border (680 km). The second 

road consists of the modernisation of the existing 800 

km Pathe road (Patras-Athens-Thessaloniki and Evzoni), 

which runs from southern Greece to the north, connect-

ing Patras to Promahon on the Greek-Bulgarian border.

Priority Project 7
Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest

Extensions to this axis were adopted in 2004, add-

ing connections from the north of Greece towards the 

neighbouring countries, and from there towards Central 

Europe.

The first branch of these extensions runs along pan-Eu-

ropean corridor IV from the Greek-Bulgarian border at 

Promahon to Nadlac on the Romanian-Hungarian bor-

der, linking Thessaloniki to Sofia and to Budapest.

The other branch runs from the Romanian-Hungarian 

border in the direction of the port of Constanta, via Bu-

charest.

2. Social-economic context

This axis runs through countries whose Gross National 

Income per inhabitant is less than 90% of the EU aver-

age. The structural and cohesion funds serve to reduce 

their economic and social shortfall, as well as to stabilise 

their economies. It supports action in the framework of 

the convergence objective. In this context, both the Co-

hesion Fund and the structural funds are a major source 

of funding for TEN-T projects in these regions.

Journey times by car will be drastically cut by the con-

struction of the Priority Project. It will directly benefit 

most of the population living in the cities along the axis, 

accelerating economic and regional development. For 

freight on longer distance journeys, the new roads will 

improve links to central Europe and the rest of the EU, 

and provide more reliable transport for the whole region.

The upgrade of the roads to motorway standard is also 

expected to reduce road accidents along these axes sig-

nificantly.

Furthermore, the project will provide considerably faster 

connections between neighbouring countries in the re-

gion – Albania, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-

nia, and Turkey. Considerable efforts have been made at 

design stage to minimise the environmental impacts of 

construction.
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The status and the developments along PP7 are as fol-

lows:

Cross-border sections 

Greece-Bulgaria: The Promaxonas/Kulata cross-border 

section has been completed. 

Bulgaria-Romania: The Calafat-Vidin road and rail 

bridge on the Danube is under construction, with finan-

cial support from the ISPA Fund. Some problems and de-

lays have appeared after signature of the contract and it 

is still expected to be completed before the end of 2011.

Romania-Hungary: The section will be completed dur-

ing the 2007-2013 programming period.

Other sections 

Greece: The Via Egnatia section (680 km) has already 

been completed. It is a four-lane motorway, with a cross 

section width of 24.5 m (or  22 m at mountainous ad-

verse sections), with two traffic lanes and a hard shoulder 

per direction and a central reserve separating the two 

directions. The construction of the project presented 

particular difficulties, as the road crossed the mountains 

of Pindos, passing from areas of fauna and flora of par-

ticular environmental importance, the most important 

of them being the brown bear habitat. The diverse ter-

rain crossed by the Egnatia motorway together with the 

special environmental conditions encountered imposed: 

i) the construction of a large number of bridges with a 

combined length of 42 km (measured as single car-

riageway); this means that 6% of the road axis length 

runs over bridges, and 

ii) the construction of 73 twin bore road tunnels of an 

overall combined length of 100 km (measured as 

single carriageway) measured at 50 km of single car-

riageway. This means that 7% of the road axis length 

is carried through tunnels, the construction cost of 

which corresponds to 30% of the total motorway 

construction cost. On the Ardanio-Ormenio-Bulgari-

an border section of 124 km, around 72% is already 

completed. The remaining 34 km are under construc-

tion.

On the Pathe road, the Korinthos- Athens–Thessaloniki 

section (600 km) has already been completed. The re-

maining sections Korinthos-Patra and Thessaloniki-Pro-

maxonas (200 km) are under construction. The comple-

tion date of work is planned for 2015. 

Bulgaria: Bulgaria intends to invest a major part of its 

Cohesion Fund 2007-2013 on the Sofia-Kulata motor-

way route (the Stuma motorway). In May 2011, a 19 km 

long motorway, the Ljulin motorway, financed by the 

ISPA Fund, was completed. It connects the Sofia ring 

road with the Struma motorway. Currently the project 

preparation of the Struma motorway is at an advanced 

stage. The basic activities related to the preparation of 

the project were expected to be finalised by the end of 

2010. However, serious environmental constraints have 

led to delays on a 61 km Blagoevgrad-Kresna section 

(section 3), including the Kresna Gorge, where construc-

tion works will start after 2014. Works in sections 1 and 4 

(32 km in total) will start in October 2011 and in section 

3 (34 km) in March 2012. Regarding the Vidin-Sofia road, 

the Sofia-Botevgrad section is completed. Works on two 

sections, Mezdra-Botevgrad and Montana bypass (55 km 

in total), will start in the spring of 2012. Works on the re-

maining sections will start gradually after 2013.

Romania: Romania has already carried out a number of 

important investments on the northern branch of PP7, 

notably the Nadlac-Bucuresti-Constanta section. Certain 

sub-sections are already complete (Pitesti-Bucuresti-

Cernavoda). The Sibiu bypass, 14.5 km long, was com-

pleted in July 2011. The Cernavoda-Constanta section 

and the Costanta ring road are under construction and 

they are expected to be completed in 2012. Works are 

also ongoing in the Arad-Timisoara section and in the 

Deva-orastie bypass. Projects concerning the Nadlac-

Arad, Timisoara-Lugoj-Deva and Orastie-Sibiu sections, 

are expected to be approved in late 2011 or early 2012 

and works will start afterwards. The revision of the study 

concerning the Sibiu-Pitesti section will start in autumn  

2011. Romania is not planning to invest heavily in the 

Arad-Calafat section towards Bulgaria and Greece. Only 

a few minor rehabilitation projects are envisaged. How-

ever, they intend to carry out preparatory studies up to 

2013 so that works can start immediately afterwards.

Length of road network (km)
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 Motorways Main or 
national 
roads

Secondary or 
regional

Other 
roads

EU27 63,400 5,000,000

BG 394 (0.62 %) 2,969 4,021 11,989

EL 1,056 (1.66 %) 10,189 30,864 75,600

HU 785 (1.24 %) 6,734 23,539 158,760

RO 228 (0.35%) 15,755 63,969  
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Hungary: The M5 road link from Budapest to Szeged was 

completed in 2006. Work on the remaining section from 

Szeged to the Romanian border is in preparation and is 

due to be completed in the 2007-2013 programming pe-

riod, using support from the Cohesion Fund.

4. Financial aspects

The European Union is supporting the TEN-T implemen-

tation through several EU financial instruments and 

through loans from the European Investment Bank.

Grants, in particular under the TEN-T budget line and the 

Cohesion and European Development Funds, play a ma-

jor role in both project preparation and implementation. 

Grants are allocated to studies (from feasibility studies 

to comprehensive technical or environmental studies 

and costly geological explorations), helping to over-

come early stage project difficulties, and to the actual 

construction phase. A key issue for the future implemen-

tation of TEN-T policy is to rationalise the allocation of 

grants and to link it to the European added value of a 

project so as to ensure the best value for EU money. 

5. General appreciation

Progress on Priority Project 7 is uneven. Some sections 

have been commissioned, important sections will be 

completed by 2015, but some crucial bottlenecks will be 

only completed by 2020 or even later. The chances of a 

timely realisation of the entire Priority Project are unfor-

tunately low.

A lack of cooperation between the Member States can be 

observed. Bulgaria and Romania are investing in projects 

outside of PP7 that serve national interests.
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European Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 (€ million)

Transport Infrastructure EU Contribution National Contribution Total Public Contribution

BU 1,624 379 2,003

EL 3,700 1,276 4,976

HU 6,223 1,098 7,321

RO 4,566 1,131 5,697

EU4 16,113 3,884 19,997
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP8: Multimodal axis Portugal/Spain-rest of Europe
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Express Route SE-40 (Sevilla). Section Coria del Rio-Dos Hermanas (north and south tunnels) Spain €24.0

Faro Airport Development Plan - Phase 1 Portugal €6.0 

Estudos relativos ao desnivelamento ferroviario de Alcantara - PP8 Portugal €1.6

TOTAL €31.6

Member States involved: Spain, Portugal

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

15,186.61 9,895.43 35.12 2,768.13 1,865.29 65.2% 1,890.03 69 170 206.34 12.4%

Estimated completion date: 2018

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

930.68 0 0 0 6.1% 2,470.47 16.3% 0 0%

9,895
(65%)

11,785
(78%)

12,073
(79%)

12,716
(84%)

15,187
(100%)
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Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

2,276 km
(98.3%)

1,018 km
(55.9%)

32 km
(1.4%)

315 km
(17.3%)

8 km
(0.3%)

487 km
(26.8%)
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Rail

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 4,136 km (Rail: 1,820 km, Road: 2,316 km)
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Summary 

This axis reinforces some of the key modal corridors link-

ing Portugal and Spain, contributing to the improvement 

of links between the centre of the EU and its peripheral 

regions, and the strengthening of the Iberian Peninsula’s 

position as a western European gateway.

It includes sub-projects to improve routes across the 

Spanish-Portuguese border, linking Spanish cities such 

as Valladolid, Seville, Vigo and La Coruña with Portu-

gal’s principal sea ports and airports and its large urban 

centres - Porto and Lisbon in particular. As part of wider 

infrastructure investments, it complements existing rail, 

road, maritime and air routes in the west of the Iberian 

peninsula, and will link the main Portuguese and Span-

ish sections of the Trans-European Transport Network. 

Among the sub-projects is the construction of the new 

Lisbon airport.

The motorway infrastructure has been completed in Por-

tugal and is close to completion in Spain.

The rail infrastructure will still require the removal of 

bottlenecks (around €1.1 billion is still needed), and it 

is being implemented with polyvalent sleepers (unless 

direct UIC gauge is used) as the aim of PP8 is to lead to-

wards interoperable lines.

Overall, the axis involves the construction of 2,265 km of 

new motorways, the upgrade of 1,067 km of convention-

al rail lines, and the upgrade and construction of Atlantic 

ports and a key airport.

Cross-border sections

The project includes three cross-border sections:

Railway sections: 

The Valladolid-Portugal rail line that is being upgraded 

to a high performance line progressed markedly during 

2009: Construction works are close to completion on the 

Valladolid-Salamanca section and on the junction with 

the Madrid-Galicia line, the design phase is nearly fin-

ished for the Salamanca-Portugal section, electrification 

at 25 kV has advanced from Valladolid to the Portuguese 

border.

For the Salamanca-French border sub-project, the con-

structive project has been approved.

Priority Project 8
Multimodal axis Portugal/Spain-rest of Europe

The Faro-Huelva cross-border link still needs to be 

planned.

Motorway sections:

On the Spanish side, the motorways linking Lisbon-

La Coruña and Lisbon-Seville are now operational. The 

Valladolid-Porto section of the motorway is nearly com-

plete. The final section from Verin to the border is in the 

construction phase and will be completed in 2010.

The southern motorway from Valladolid to the Portu-

guese border has advanced and works started in 2009 

on the critical section from Fuentes de Oñoro to the Por-

tuguese border - the infrastructure will be fully opera-

tional by the end of 2010.

Other sections

The sub-projects still to be completed are as follows:

New Lisbon airport:

The Portuguese authorities confirmed their intention to 

build the new Lisbon airport. This project aims at elimi-

nating a bottleneck emanating from the shortage of 

capacity of the existing airport in Lisbon, located within 

the borders of the city, which is already unable to meet 

peak demands. 

The opening of the new airport is scheduled for 2017, 

despite an ongoing political debate on its location. The 

design phase still has to start. 

The estimated total cost of the project is €3.3 billion 

(including a dedicated high speed rail (TGV) link from 

Lisbon to the airport: €1.3 billion), most of which would 

incur in the programming period 2007-2013. 

The airport will be delivered under the Public-Private 

Partnership scheme, with only a limited contribution 

from the Structural Fund foreseen (i.e. €170 million 

earmarked in the operational programme). Within the 

framework of the multi-annual programme (2007-2013), 

co-financing of €69 million (studies and works) is fore-

seen for the Lisbon airport development.

In addition, TEN-T funding was requested to contribute 

to the dedicated high speed shuttle (€171.85 million 

requested under the multi-annual call, but no support 

granted due to low policy importance of the project (less 
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important bottleneck).

La Coruña-Lisbon-Sines railway line:

On the Spanish side, a substantial upgrade is taking 

place between La Coruña (Ferrol) and Vigo close to the 

Portuguese border to create a high speed line that will 

be translated to UIC gauge; a 25 kV electric power con-

nection is under implementation since 2009. Most the 

line is complete. For the Santiago-La Coruña lot, a gauge 

change to UIC has been planned; Santiago-Vigo is still in 

Iberian gauge with polyvalent sleepers in place. 

On the Portuguese side, the rail project has progressed 

quickly. The sections earmarked to apply for EU funding 

are the Trofa bypass (started in 2009), the quadrupling of 

line between Contumil and Ermesinde in northern Por-

tugal and the freight railway line of port of Aveiro (start-

ed in 2009), plus complementary upgrades. 

The total investment foreseen is €198 million with co-

financing envisaged at €96 million. Polyvalent sleepers 

are foreseen on all of the lines. The tension across the 

whole Portuguese network, except for a local line, is 

25kV.

In addition, Portugal is proceeding with the upgrade of 

the northern line (four lots, the last one to be operational 

by 2014) with national funding, as well as the Beira Baixa 

line (four other lots, two operational within 2010, one in 

2011 and the last one in 2012), two of which started in 

2009. 

With regard to the Lisbon-Faro-Huelva-Seville railway, 

on the Spanish side, the Huelva-Seville section is includ-

ed in PP19 and is in the design phase.

General appreciation

The motorways included in PP8 are complete or due to 

be operational in 2010 following progress in 2009 (the 

last missing section on the Valladolid-Portugal link has 

been started) – they are a benefit to the impressive Ibe-

rian motorway network that now allows seamless road 

mobility.

As for the railway projects, they are contributing to ad-

dress many bottlenecks, notably in national sections. 

Many lots were launched in 2009 and the design phase 

is almost complete for the remaining ones. 

The sub-projects must be seen and implemented within 

the overall framework of the other Priority Projects of the 

region - notably PP3 and PP19. Together they will cre-

ate a single Atlantic line from Faro to La Coruña, and will 

eventually provide a real alternative to road routes for 

east-west freight flows on the Iberian peninsula and to-

wards France. 

Links that are still missing have to be completed and full 

interoperability must be ensured as to allow new cross-

border services to be generated. 

As of print, the new Lisbon airport is at a standstill.

1. Introduction

General description

This axis will reinforce multimodal corridors linking Por-

tugal and Spain, contributing to the improvement of 

links between the centre of the EU and the Iberian Penin-

sula, and strengthening its role as a western European 

gateway.

PP8 includes sub-projects aiming at improving routes 

across the Spanish-Portuguese border, linking Spanish 

towns such as Valladolid, Seville, Vigo and La Coruña, 

with Portugal’s principal sea ports and airports, and its 

large urban centres – Oporto and Lisbon in particular. 

As part of a wider infrastructure investment framework, 

PP8 complements existing rail, road, maritime and air 

routes in the west of the Iberian Peninsula, and will link 

the main Portuguese and Spanish sections of the Trans-

European Transport Network. The project also includes 

construction of the new Lisbon airport.

Overall, the axis involves the construction of 2,265 km 

of new motorways, the upgrade of 1,067 km of conven-

tional rail lines, the upgrade of Atlantic ports and the 

construction of a new large airport.

PP8 road and rail networks are close to completion. 

Cross-border links are often still lacking, but they are un-

der construction.

As for its strategic vision of ensuring better connections 

between Portugal, Spain and France, the road network 

is already ensuring better routing, while for railways the 

upgrade of sections between the Portuguese border and 

Valladolid is still needed. 

The next step forward, following completion of the 

cross-border sections, (and the completion of the whole 

road network) by 2010, will be the development of im-
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proved cross-border services and the enhancement of 

international flows, which require, for railways, a joint 

management of international services and the deploy-

ment of harmonised operational standards. 

PP8 will also contribute to the substantial improvement 

of existing railway links along the Atlantic border of the 

Iberian Peninsula, anticipating the completion of the 

PP3 Lisbon-Oporto line. In any case, the possibility of 

delivering cross-border effects relies on the implemen-

tation of PP19’s Oporto-Vigo section, which is being de-

layed to 2015. 

The project for the new Lisbon airport, which should be 

developed in synergy with the PP3 Lisbon-Poceirao sec-

tion in order to provide for a high speed connection to 

the new station, is awaiting the official launch of a tender 

for the Public-Private Partnership that will implement it.

2. Project’s components

2.1. Rail

This project will reinforce the multimodal corridors link-

ing Portugal and Spain, helping to connect the two 

countries with the rest of Europe:

• La Coruña-Lisbon-Sines (Northern line, Minho line, 

freight railway line to the Port of Aveiro)

• Lisbon-Valladolid (Northern line, Beira Baixa line, Bei-

ra Alta line)

• Lisbon-Faro (Southern line) 

Portuguese sections:

Interoperability is ensured through the use of polyvalent 

sleepers; the main lines of the Portuguese network are 

electrified at 25 kV (the only exception is the Lisbon-Cas-

cais line which is electrified at 1.5 kV DC).

REFER manages implementation of the conventional rail 

projects which are supported by EU funding as part of 

PP8. They basically consist of:

1) Minho line (about €200 million investments, 50% of 

which from the Cohesion Fund)

• Trofa bypass (3.5 km, Norte region): Elimination of 

bottlenecks on the single track crossing of Trofa, with 

the aim of providing increased capacity and ulti-

mately improving the supply and the services on the 

Minho, Guimarães and Braga lines. 

 Characteristics of the line: Polyvalent sleepers, with 

Iberian gauge in a first phase, double track, electri-

fied (25 kV).

 Start date: January 2008 – End date: second trimester 

2010.

• The quadrupling of the line between Contumil and 

Ermesinde (10 km, Norte region): Objective: In-

creased capacity, ensuring an intermodal connec-

tion with Metro do Oporto and individual transport. 

Together with the Trofa bypass, this section will be 

synergic with the Oporto-Vigo high speed link (PP19) 

 Characteristics of the line: Four tracks, electrified (25 

kv), polyvalent sleepers with Iberian gauge in a first 

phase.

 Status: In progress, environmental impact statement 

obtained in September 2009.

 Start date: second semester 2011 – End date: second 

semester 2013.

• Port of Aveiro freight railway line of Centro region, 

(second phase, 9 km and 6 km inside the port): Objec-

tive: Expansion of the hinterland of the port of Aveiro, 

with the aim of enhancing the multimodal transport 

of goods. 

 Characteristics of the line: single track, electrified (25 

kV), polyvalent sleepers, with Iberian gauge in a first 

phase.

 Status: works ongoing, environmental impact state-

ment obtained in September 2009

 Start date: January 2008 – End date: first trimester 

2010

2) Northern line (in synergy with the progressive devel-

opment of PP3 Lisbon-Oporto)

Modernisation is indispensable in order to ensure the 

efficiency of freight and passenger services, considering 

that the northern line is the backbone of the Portuguese 

railway network (40% of all freight and passenger servic-

es use this line) linking Lisbon to Oporto. The maximum 

speed of most of the line equals or exceeds 160 km/h. 

The completion of the modernisation of the northern 

line will take into account the construction of the new 

high speed line between Lisbon and Oporto (which will 

run parallel to this line and enhances its capacity) ensur-

ing safety and reliability, and ensuring the homogene-

ous diffusion of the maximum speed standard of 160 

km/h.
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Currently two thirds of the line has been modernised.

As for the ongoing projects:

• Modernisation of Ovar-Gaia section (33 km)

 Status: In study

 Start date: 2011 - End date: 2013

• Modernisation of Alfarelos-Pampilhosa section (27 

km)

 Status: In study

 Start date: 2012 - End date: 2014

• Modernisation of Mato Miranda-Entroncamento sec-

tion (16 km)

 Status: In project

 Start date: 2010 - End date: 2012

• Santarém Bypass (26 km)

 Status: In project

 Start date: 2010 - End date: 2012

3) The Beira Baixa line (about 250 km)

The whole line is being upgraded with the goal of en-

suring more favourable conditions for passengers and 

goods as a result of close mesh, allowing an alternative 

route for transporting goods from the centre and south 

to the logistics platform of Guarda and the Vilar Formoso 

border.

Works concern, among the other things, the comple-

tion of electrification, the upgrade of the signalling and 

control systems (the latter consisting of CONVEL), the re-

moval of level crossings, etc. For these upgrades, the line 

is split into four lots, two of which are due to be opera-

tional within 2010, one in 2011 and the last one in 2012.

Lisbon-Valladolid-French border

This international itinerary develops along the exist-

ing Linea do Norte, then bends eastwards in the Beira 

Alta line (or Beira Beira Baixa alternative line, notably 

for freight), passing through Alfarelos to Guarda, Vilar 

Formoso, Fuentes de Oñoro, Salamanca, Valladolid and 

finally France.

Most of the Linha do Norte between Lisbon and Alfarelos 

has high quality standards and the maximum speed is at 

least equal to 160 km/h. It is double track and electri-

fied at 25 kV AC, and equipped with an advanced signal-

ling and control system (CONVEL). The Spanish section is 

completed but not yet electrified. 

Nevertheless, construction works are very advanced on 

Valladolid-Salamanca section (being upgraded to cre-

ate a high performance line) and on its junction with 

the Madrid-Galicia line. The design phase is complete 

for the missing sections on the Salamanca-Fuentes de 

Oñoro line. The Medina del Campo-Salamanca-Fuentes 

de Oñoro section is being upgraded with new 25 kV 

electrification.

The connection from Valladolid to the Basque Country 

and then to the French border is ensured by two existing 

lines in Iberian gauge, 3 kV DC with CTC, and a maximum 

speed between 160 and 200 km/h. 

Spain will pay special attention to long distance rail cor-

ridors in 2014-2020. The main objective for TEN-T de-

velopment in the next period will be in fact to deploy 

ambitious interoperable standards along the corridors 

in terms of signalling (ERTMS/ETCS), gauge (shift to UIC 

gauge), electrification (mainly 25kV) and maximum train 

length (750 m). These factors will be crucial in order to 

exploit the corridors’ potential, and will notably apply to 

this connection that links Aveiro/Oporto to the Atlantic 

corridor.

In addition, a gauge changeover facility will provide in-

teroperability for passenger traffic with high speed At-

lantic branch of PP3, which is currently being built from 

Valladolid northwards (Valladolid-Burgos, including the 

Burgos bypass, Burgos-Vitoria and the Y Basque). The 

line will be operational as far as the Burgos bypass (in-

cluded) in 2012. 

La Coruña/Lisbon/Sines 

This important Atlantic axis consists of the PP19 cross-

border high speed line (250 km/h) Oporto-Vigo, the PP8 

high speed line Vigo-Santiago de Compostela and La 

Coruna (250/300 km/h), and the PP3 Oporto-Lisbon sec-

tion.

The whole line has double (or four in some congested 

sections) tracks, and is electrified (or being electrified) 

with 25 kV.

In Portugal, the key sections that are being upgraded 

along the line in the framework of PP8 are the northern 

line (to high capacity standards), the Minho line north 

of Oporto, and its freight link to the Port of Aveiro (see 

“Portuguese sections”).

In Spain, the Atlantic coastal line in Galicia is being up-

graded to a high speed line with polyvalent sleepers, 25 

kV electrification, and a centralised traffic control system 

based on ASFA.
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For its northern section Santiago-La Coruña, the gauge 

change to UIC is ongoing: the whole Ourense-Santiago-

La Coruña high speed line will be committed in 2012, 

and the Santiago-Vigo lot is still in Iberian gauge but is 

equipped with polyvalent sleepers, and is supposed to 

shift to full high speed in UIC gauge in 2013-2014. The 

Spanish section is suitable for high speed in its north-

ern section, but, due to its morphology, not for freight 

transport.

Lisbon-Faro-Huelva (Southern Line) 

This planned line will substantially improve the accessi-

bility of the Algarve. It leads to the future cross-border 

section of Huelva-Faro and will, in synergy with the PP19 

Seville-Huelva high speed line (currently in the design 

phase, EIA already approved) provide a southern link 

between Spain (Andalucia) and Portugal (Algarve). This 

is an important link for tourism as it connects the main 

airports of these regions.

The link to Faro will benefit from the Third Tagus Crossing 

belonging to the Lisbon-Poceirao section of PP3, which 

will reduce journey time to the Algarve by 30 minutes. 

A coordinated deployment should to be put in place for 

the future deployment of the cross-border section.

2.2. Roads

PP8 includes three international road (highway) axes 

whose implementation is very advanced:

1.  Lisbon-Valladolid-Irun/Hendaye (whose alignment is 

very close to railway line of PP8)

2.  La Coruña-Lisbon

3.  Sevilla-Lisbon

These three axes cover three out of the four cross-border 

corridors that account for the bulk of traffic flows be-

tween Portugal, Spain and the rest of Europe (Minho-

Galicia, Algarve-Andalucia, Oporto/Aveiro-Salamanca, 

Lisbon-Extremadura). Each of these connections is al-

ready crossed by several thousands of vehicles per day, 

at Valencia and on the southern coastal line between the 

Algarve and Andalucia traffic flows average more than 

10,000 vehicles per day.

The southern axis, running to the Algarve and Andalucia 

from Lisbon, has been completed, as has the Verin-Opor-

to route. The Valladolid urban bypass is currently being 

implemented:

• Verín-Portuguese border-Oporto: the Spanish part is 

being completed along the cross-border section that 

links it to the Portuguese part. It is already operation-

al. The cross-border bridge over the Taméga creek 

was inaugurated in June 2010 and the transnational 

link is now operational.

• Valladolid: north and south bypass in progress. 

The entire road infrastructure in Portugal is operational. 

As a consequence, the overall completion status of PP8 

roads is very advanced, as shown by data from May 2010.

 

2.3 New Lisbon airport

In their national transport planning, the Portuguese au-

thorities attributed high priority to the construction of 

the new Lisbon airport. This project would solve a bottle-

neck due to the shortage of capacity at the old airport in 

Lisbon, located within the borders of the city and already 

unable to meet peak demands. The opening of the new 

airport was scheduled for 2017.

 

However, due to the current economic crisis, the project 

has been put on hold and no clear line is defined, so far, 

on how to resume it.

Estimated total cost amounts to €3.3 billion (including a 

dedicated high seed shuttle from Lisbon to the airport 

whose cost amounts to €1.3 billion). A large part of the 

expenditure would come from the concessionaire. 

The airport will be delivered under the Private-Public 

Partnership scheme, with only limited Structural Fund 

contribution foreseen (i.e. €170 million earmarked in the 

operational programme). 

Within the framework of the multi-annual work pro-

gramme (2007-2013), co-financing of €69 million (stud-

ies and works) was initially earmarked for development 

of the new Lisbon airport, which is no longer the case.

It is important to point out the correlations between PP3 

and Lisbon airport:

• The Lisbon-Poceirao section of PP3 foresees an ad-

ditional track to ensure a shuttle service passing 

through the airport.

• On the other hand, PP3 would potentially transfer 

most of the flows to/from Madrid, Oporto and La 

Coruña to rail, thus creating a large capacity for Lis-
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bon air connections.

 

3. Focus on the cross-border section

Cross-border and bottleneck sections

In Portugal, the motorway works have all been complet-

ed. 

Regarding the railways, substantial work on electrifica-

tion, track doubling and other upgrading has already 

been carried out on the main Portuguese railway lines. 

The upgrading involves some modifications to the lay-

out of the lines.

The Valladolid-Fuentes de Oñoro rail line is also being 

upgraded to create a high performance line. The Medina 

del Campo-Salamanca-Fuentes de Oñoro section is in 

the pre-construction phase.

On the Spanish side, a substantial upgrade is taking place 

between La Coruña (Ferrol) and Vigo - close to the Por-

tuguese border, to create a high performance line. Most 

of the line is under construction, and some sections are 

complete. The upgrading involves some modifications 

to the layout of the line. 

As a consequence, cross-border sections will mostly 

be complete within PP8 in the coming years. However, 

some of the lines included in PP8 are linked through 

cross-border sections included in PP19 (Oporto-Vigo), 

which are delayed and could negatively affect the results 

of PP8 and postpone some of its cross-border results.

As for road connections, the routes from Lisbon to La 

Coruña and Lisbon to Seville are complete. The Valladol-

id-Oporto motorway section is nearly complete with the 

final section from Verin to the border under construc-

tion.

The southern motorway from Valladolid to the Portu-

guese border is also progressing well and is close to 

completion. Works between Valladolid and Ciudad Rod-

rigo are now complete and the section Ciudad-Rodrigo 

to Fuentes de Oñoro is already operational. 

The only remaining section on this line is the small 

stretch from Fuentes de Oñoro to the border with Portu-

gal, where works have already started.

4. General appreciation and open issues

The implementation of PP8 is at an advanced stage - 

no major issues concern its road routes which are close 

to completion. Their cross-border links are all to be 

completed within the coming months. This part of the 

project is already delivering, as better infrastructure is 

being provided for large traffic flows both in terms of 

passengers and freight, notably for long haul.

As for the railways, the activation of the Lisbon-Valladol-

id-French border line requires completion of the upgrade 

of its central part (Portuguese border-Valladolid), which 

is ongoing. In the coming years, cross-border services 

will potentially benefit from these improved connec-

tions, but a coordinated and synergic exploitation of the 

corridor needs to be put in place.

PP8 substantially boosts the railway network on the 

north-south Atlantic coast. However, in order to provide 

real trans-European added value, the completion of the 

PP19 Oporto-Vigo cross-border section is needed (this 

milestone has been delayed to 2015 at present).

Further improvements can be provided in the medium 

to long term following the harmonisation of technical 

standards on the lines.

The project for a new airport at Lisbon awaits the offi-

cial launch of the tender for the Public-Private Partner-

ship that will have to design, build and operate it. The 

project will have to be assessed within the framework of 

the implementation of PP3, both in terms of links to the 

high speed line and in terms of potential spare capacity 

induced by the high speed network.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: Ireland, United Kingdom

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

595 595 18.10 38.7 44 100% 0 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2001

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
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Summary

Priority Project 9 concerned the upgrade of the rail link 

between three largest cities on the Irish island – Cork, 

Dublin, and Belfast. It forms the backbone of the island’s 

rail network. From a TEN-T point of view, the project was 

completed in 2001. It resulted in a substantial reduction 

of journey times between the three main agglomera-

tions on the island for both passenger and freight serv-

ices. It is used for commuter trains as well as for intercity 

links. Increased frequency and upgraded rolling stock 

turned rail into an attractive alternative to car transport, 

thereby facilitating modal shift for cross border journeys 

in particular. The project improved the connectivity with 

the rest of Europe because ferry links between Larne 

in Northern Ireland and Stranraer in Scotland got bet-

ter, addressing the geographic peripherality of the Irish 

island. In the framework of Priority Project 26, the con-

nection between Larne and Belfast was improved and 

further bottlenecks will be removed which will reduce 

journey times for passengers even further.

1. The project

In the 1980s, about a third of the Irish rail network was 

older than 80 years. Parts of the signalling system were 

so old that components were no longer manufactured 

and could not be replaced, causing a lack of spare parts. 

Confronted with this situation, Iarnrod Eireann (IE), the 

Irish rail company, and Northern Ireland Railways (NIR) 

decided to upgrade the rail route between Dublin and 

Belfast, the two major agglomerations. Despite the dif-

ficult political climate on the island in the 1980s and the 

early 1990s, the two rail companies agreed on a joint 

development plan to explore the possibilities of up-

grading the line. The political will to upgrade the line 

and improve the connection between the two countries 

became manifest at the Anglo-Irish Conference of 1992 

where it was announced that the entire cross border net-

work would be treated as a single entity. 

In 1996, Decision 1692/96 defined the project as one of 

the first 14 European Priority Projects. The strong politi-

cal will that became evident in the Anglo-Irish Confer-

ence and its definition as a European Priority Project, 

helped overcome obstacles common for cross-border 

projects and played an important role in bringing the 

two operators together. Prior to the Anglo-Irish Confer-

ence, the operators had focused on their own networks, 

leaving the cross border sections to decay and reducing 

cross border lines on the fringes of their own network to 

single track in order to reduce costs.

The decision to upgrade the line was preceded by a com-

prehensive impact assessment and a cost-benefit analy-

sis. Eight options were presented of which option five 

was chosen in 1992 as the most cost-efficient solution. It 

consisted of upgrading the entire line to a double track, 

non-electrified line that allows for speeds of 145 km/h. 

Faced with the decision of upgrading the line gradually 

in order to reduce the initial investment costs, it was de-

cided to renovate the entire line at once in order to re-

duce maintenance costs and unavailability times due to 

construction works. Except for this major upgrading of 

the track, option five also included new rolling stock and 

better services.

2. Investment and construction period

Works on the line commenced in 1993. Many sections 

were completely rebuilt, such as the Lisburn to Belfast 

track. Accommodation crossings were improved and the 

track re-fettled between Belfast and the border in order 

to allow higher speeds. Furthermore, bridges were re-

newed and the old signalling system was replaced by a 

new centrally controlled colour light system along the 

entirety of the line. The upgrade of the 266 km line be-

tween Cork and Dublin, the so called Premier Line, was 

completed in 1996 and an upgraded express line for the 

operation of the enterprise service between Dublin and 

Belfast was put into service in 1999. In addition to these 

investments into infrastructure, EU-assisted investment 

in new rolling stock took place.

The total cost of the investment was nearly €595 million. 

€18.1 million was co-financed from the TEN-T budget 

and €38.7 million came from cohesion and structural 

funds for which Ireland was eligible at the time. EU funds 
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were considered extremely valuable and significantly 

contributed to the realisation of the project.

3. Impacts

The renewed railway line drastically increased intercity 

passenger flows on the island. In 1972, only 270,000 

cross border trips were made between Dublin and Bel-

fast. This number rose to 800,000 in 2004. This increase 

is primarily due to tremendously improved services and 

the peace process in Northern Ireland. After the stabili-

sation of the political situation in the North made train 

journey safer and more reliable, ridership increased rap-

idly, exceeding predictions by more than 65% in 1995. 

At the same time the new track allowed the reduction 

of journey times to 2h05min between Dublin and Bel-

fast and eight departures daily. Journey times between 

Dublin and Cork could be reduced by 30 minutes to 2 

h30min. The upgrade of the Bleach Green-Whitehead 

section in Northern Ireland to modern standards and the 

subsequent removal of speed restrictions brought fur-

ther reductions in passenger journey times. All in all, the 

renovation of the line increased capacity by 50% and fre-

quency by 33%. This improved service led to an increase 

in demand of 31% between 1996 and 2000.

The impact was beneficial from an environmental point 

of view. It facilitated a modal shift from road to rail. Also 

in economic terms the project had a beneficial impact 

as it helped connect the two economies and facilitated 

trade, the movement of workers and stimulated cross 

border tourism.

4. General appreciation

The project was completed successfully in 2001. Sev-

eral lessons can be learnt. In this project, EU funding 

proved to be of critical importance for the realisation of 

the project. It became also evident that cooperation is 

needed on several levels: rail operators need to cooper-

ate and coordinate the works and their timetables, and 

governments need to cooperate, as major infrastructure 

investments always require the backing of a strong po-

litical will. EU coordination can be helpful especially for 

the second point.

The impact of the investment is positive. The higher 

quality of service, the reduction of travel times and the 

increased frequency led to a modal shift for passenger 

traffic. The project also stimulated cross border linkages 

and helped meet the demand for cross border travel that 

emerged once the political situation in Northern Ireland 

changed for the better due to the peace process. These 

linkages were beneficial for both countries. Their econo-

mies grew closer creating new opportunities for both 

sides. Tourism and cultural links were also furthered. 

These results are in line with the European objective of 

completing the Single Market. The new train line in com-

bination with the improved ferry service from Larne to 

Stranraer increased the connectivity between the Mem-

ber States involved and their connectivity with the rest 

of Europe, thereby addressing the peripheriality objec-

tive of the European Union.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: Italy

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

1,344.8 1,344.8 27.7 0 430.1 100% 0 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2004

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

Introduction

Malpensa Airport is strategically located in Italy’s  

Lombardy region northwest of Milan at a crossroad of 

road and rail links between Milan, Varese, Novara-Torino 

and Switzerland. The airport, which opened in 1998, em-

ploys some 19,000 people and has a direct highway con-

nection and a rail link to Milan.

Malpensa has become a primary gateway for interna-

tional and intercontinental traffic in southern Europe, 

and has attracted 86 major carriers that operate to 176 

destinations worldwide. Following a slow start up, in 

2004, the airport handled 18.5 million passengers and 

347,000 tonnes of freight. Passengers grew steadily  

until 2007, when more than 23 million people flew to 

and from Malpensa. While the TEN-T priority project was 

completed in 2001, development at Malpensa is con-

tinuing, notably with the progressive improvement of its 

rail and road links in order to widen the “catchment area” 

of the infrastructure that includes Piedmont, Lombardy, 

Liguria and southern Switzerland.

Notwithstanding the Alitalia crisis that pushed the  

Italian company to limit activity to Linate airport, 

Malpensa has been able to attract new carriers, notably 

Lufthansa, that has located a fleet in the infrastructure, 

as well as new low-cost companies, and developing new 

services to/from Asia.

The total cost was €1.344 billion, including state grants 

(18.5% of the total), and loans from the European  

Investment Bank and other financial institutions (23.1%). 

Between 1995 and 2001, the EU provided €26.8 million 

from the TEN-T budget in the form of interest rebates.  A 

further €1.6 million has been provided for the logistics 

park.

Airport infrastructure

The existing international airport has been developed 

into a modern hub, with increased runway capacity, 

a brand new passenger terminal (Terminal 1), a new  

control tower, new aircraft parking areas (apron), a new 

cargo centre and a new aircraft maintenance hangar 

whose apron can host up to 117 parked aircraft. The bag-

gage handling system is capable of 100% hold baggage 

screening, and airport security and safety have been en-

hanced.

A third module for Terminal 1 is planned, and the new 

cargo city can process more than 600,000 tonnes of 

freight. A new hotel has been built, and further invest-

ment on a logistics park in the cargo area, more car park-

ing facilities, and improved airport access (road and rail) 

are ongoing.

Link to the airports

Malpensa has a direct access to Gravellona-Toce highway 

linking directly southern Switzerland, Milan, Varese and 

Liguria, and is also linked with Milan-Turin and Como-

Chiasso (Switzerland) routes. 

A rail shuttle service to Milan Cadorna and Switzerland 

is operational, and a more effective link to Milano Cent-

rale and the high speed station in Milan has almost been 

completed and will be operational in 2010. 

General appreciation

The project has been timely implemented - in spite of 

the harsh times following the loss of Alitalia operations. 

The airport has proven to be an high potential air hub 

thanks to its capacity and the services provided, thus  

attracting important new international operators and  

increasing its overall amount of passengers.

The key factor for its future development will be the 

upgrade of the rail links to Milan, Switzerland and  

Piedmont, potentially linking the infrastructure with the 

high speed line Milan-Torino.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: Denmark, Sweden

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

2,700 2,700 127 0 0 100% 0 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2001

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
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27 km
(100%)

28 km
(100%)
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Road

Rail

Completed by the end of 2001

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 55 km (Rail: 28 km, Road: 27 km)
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Summary

On 23 March 1991, the governments of Sweden and 

Denmark signed an agreement for a fixed link across the 

Øresund in order to improve traffic communications be-

tween the two countries. This project also connected the 

Nordic Triangle road and rail links (PP12) via Denmark 

and the Fehmarn belt (PP 20) with Germany and Central 

Europe.

The project

The Øresund bridge is a combined two track rail and four 

lane road bridge/tunnel across the Øresund straight, and 

the longest combined road and rail bridge in Europe. 

The bridge is 7,845 m long, 23.5 m wide, its longest span 

is 490 m and it has a clearance below of 57 m. The bridge 

joins the Drogden tunnel in an artificial island, Peber-

holm, which is 4 km long and has an average width of 

500 m. The tunnel itself is 4,050 m long.

Financing

All funds for planning, designing, building and operat-

ing the Øresund link are covered by road and rail fees. A 

special entity, the Øresundsbro Konsortiet, was found-

ed and commissioned to plan, build, own and run the 

link. This entity received the right to lend funds with 

joint governmental guarantees for financing. The entity 

would also be responsible for repaying these borrowed 

funds in full through the derived traffic revenue. Invest-

ment costs amounted to €1.6 billion, which increased to 

€1.9 billion (1990 prices) to take account of environmen-

tal concerns. Taking account of inflation and interests 

the final cost is considered €2.7 billion. Annual operating 

costs are about €20 million and the repayment period is 

estimated to be between 30 and 45 years, based on an 

optimal or a stagnation scenario of traffic development.

The direct grant under the TEN-T budget of €127 mil-

lion contributed to finalising the project in time without 

budget overruns.

Traffic

Today, train traffic across the Øresund bridge is well in-

tegrated in local and regional public transport. Transit, 

including normally three trains per hour, has gradually 

expanded. Rail travel has developed quickly. The possi-

bility to continue this positive development for the re-

gion and the environment, lies in the ability to eliminate 

bottlenecks in the traffic system, both with regards to 

Priority Project 11
Øresund fixed link

train capacity, as well as the connecting rail capacity. The 

construction of Citybanan in Malmö will help in achiev-

ing this objective.

In 2009 and 2010, 7 million vehicles crossed the Øresund 

bridge. This corresponds to an average of 19,500 vehi-

cles every 24 hours. 92% of the vehicles were passenger 

cars. The high increase in traffic is mainly a result of the 

increased integration between the areas of Greater Co-

penhagen and Malmö/Scania.

Traffic across the bridge has increased by 10-16% each 

year since the opening, except for 2008 (5% increase), 

2009 and 2010 (zero growth). During the last two years, 

the recession has had a considerable impact on the 

growth rates in traffic.

Impact on the region

An important aspect of the Øresund regionalisation is 

that an increasing number of businesses have activities 

on the other side of Øresund. At the same time, the re-

gion has attracted foreign businesses. Even before the 

Øresund bridge was finished, cooperation between a 

variety of Danish and Swedish businesses and organisa-

tions was established.

Some of the most successful are the Øresund University 

and the Øresund Science Region which has been ac-

knowledged by the OECD as a unique co-operation and 

“a new approach to achieving competitive regional de-

velopment outcomes in a global environment”.

1. Introduction

On 23 March 1991, the governments of Sweden and Den-

mark signed an agreement for a fixed link over Øresund. 

The background to this government agreement was the 

political ambition to create improved traffic communi-

cations between the two countries, thus creating better 

conditions for enhanced and extended cultural and eco-

nomic cooperation. The development of a joint labour 

and housing market in the Øresund region would also 

serve the interests of both states.

The agreement stipulated that the link should be built as 

a combined railway and road communication. It should 

stretch from the coast near Copenhagen Airport via an 

immersed tunnel, an artificial island and a bridge to the 

coast just south of Malmö. A further stipulation was that 
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the final design should consider what was ecologically 

motivated, technically possible and financially reason-

able.

Furthermore, the agreement stated that all funds for 

planning, designing, building and operating the Øre-

sund link as a whole should be covered by road and rail 

fees. A special entity, Øresundsbro Konsortiet, would be 

founded and commissioned to plan, build, own and run 

the link. Through the agreement, this entity received the 

right to lend funds with joint governmental guarantees 

for financing. The entity would also be responsible for 

repaying these borrowed funds in full through the de-

rived traffic revenue. With respect to road traffic, the fees 

are set by the entity, whilst the agreement established a 

yearly fee (€40 million, price position January 1991) as 

compensation to the entity for providing an appropriate 

and rational rail infrastructure.

Some basic estimates for the agreement were:

• Investment cost in price position July 1990: €1.6 bil-

lion 

• Traffic volume, opening year between 8,000 and 

10,000 vehicles per 24 hours

• Railway travelling, some years after opening, about 

18,000 travellers per 24 hours

• Average fees opening year in price position July 1990, 

passenger car: €21, lorry: €108. Fee levels had current 

ferry fees as starting point.

• Financing costs responding to real rate of interest 

4-5%

• The link opens for traffic in the year 2000

• Annual operating costs about €20 million

• Repayment period approximately 30 years. This fig-

ure corresponds to the optimal of the three scenarios 

developed for traffic growth. For the stagnation sce-

nario, the repayment period can be up to 45 years.

The future Øresund project was considered to be one 

of the key missing links in the Trans-European Transport 

Network. Today, this link is complete. 

The direct grant under the TEN-T budget, (€127 million in 

total amounting to approximately 5% of the total project 

cost) contributed to finalising the project in time with-

out budget overruns.

2. The project

The Øresund bridge is a combined two track rail and four 

lane road bridge/tunnel across the Øresund Straight. It 

is the longest combined road and rail bridge in Europe.

The bridge is 7,845 m long, 23.5 m wide, its longest span 

is 490 m and has a clearance below of 57 m. The struc-

ture has a mass of 82,000 tonnes and supports two rail-

way tracks beneath four road lanes in a horizontal girder 

extending along the entire length of the bridge.

The bridge joins the Drogden tunnel on an artificial is-

land, Peberholm, which is 4 km long and has an average 

width of 500 m.

The connection between the artificial island and the ar-

tificial peninsula at Kastrup on Amager Island is through 

the Drogden tunnel. The reason for choosing the more 

expensive solution of the tunnel was to avoid obstruct-

ing aircraft from the nearby Copenhagen Airport and to 

provide a clear pass for shipping.

The 4,050 m long tunnel comprises a 3,500 m undersea 

tube tunnel plus two 270 m entry tunnels at each end. 

The tube tunnel is made from 20 prefabricated rein-

forced concrete segments - the largest in the world at 

55,000 tonnes each - interconnected in a trench dug in 

the seabed. Two tubes in the tunnel carry railway tracks; 

two more carry roads while a small fifth tube is provided 

for emergencies.

3. The investment and construction period

From 1992 to 1994, the project was developed to meet 

functional, aesthetic and environmental demands with-

in technically possible and economically reasonable 

limits. The environmental tests, which were executed 

according to both Danish and Swedish environmental 

laws, brought about adjustments in the intended execu-

tion as well as very rigorous demands on the execution 

of the works. These adjustments resulted in an increase 

of the estimated investment cost of €1.6 billion to a 

budgeted investment cost of €1.95 billion (price posi-

tion July 1990). By adding €0.45 billion for inflation and 

€0.3 billion for interest during the construction period, 

the final cost is calculated at €2.7 billion. A master time 

plan for the project was established at the same time as 

the budget and indicated opening for traffic in October/

November 2000. 

The government agreement gave to the company free-

dom of responsibility. By applying a project manage-

ment approach and working together with professional 

entrepreneurs and consultants, it was possible to com-

plete the construction works without complications 

several months before the specified time and within 

budget. All strict environmental demands were also met 
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and ended without any disputes or outstanding claims. 

Problems associated with the railways between the two 

countries also had to be solved.

Øresundsbro Konsortiet’s double track railway is directly 

linked to the Danish and Swedish rail networks at the 

abutments: one railway - two systems. System borders 

had to be established - one which divides the interlock-

ing and the related ATC system, and one to provide a 

neutral section separating the catenary system.

Today, the railway is functioning well across these tech-

nical limits and constitutes an important motor for de-

velopment in the Øresund region.

Train traffic across the Øresund bridge is well integrated 

in the local and regional public transport system. Transit, 

normally three trains per hour, has gradually expanded 

– first as a commuter train between Copenhagen and 

Malmö, then into Scania and onto Zealand, and thereaf-

ter through Scania and further on. Transportation should 

be easy and comfortable, with an integrated price and 

ticket system for journeys between any destination of 

choice on both the Swedish and the Danish sides.

Rail travel has developed quickly, with a growth of 230% 

since 2001 and amounting to 11.2 million passengers in 

2009. The number of rail passengers decreased slightly 

in 2010.

The Øresund bridge has strongly contributed to the 

development of both regional and local train traffic in 

Scania, where public transport has grown most in all of 

Sweden. To be able to continue this positive develop-

ment for the region and environment, the future chal-

lenges lie in the ability to eliminate bottlenecks in the 

traffic system, both with regard to train capacity as well 

as the connecting rail capacity. Bearing in mind the 

Swedish plans for high speed trains in the future, this be-

comes particularly relevant.

4. Environment

4.1. Conditions and concerns

The Øresund fixed link project was subject to substantial 

environmental concern. An important reason for this is 

that the environmental conditions in Øresund are im-

portant not only locally but for the entire Baltic Sea area.

Several environmental impact assessments were made 

before and during the construction of the Øresund fixed 

link and many areas of concern were listed. The poten-

tial permanent impact on the Baltic Sea ecosystem was 

among the main environmental concerns of the Øre-

sund fixed link project, due to a blocking of the water 

flow through Øresund. Special attention was also given 

to the aspect of sediment spill. During dredging and rec-

lamation, fine-grained sediment is lost and carried away 

by the currents. The spilt sediment could cause severe 

impacts on the local marine habitats of sea grass and 

mussel beds. 

4.2. Impacts

The construction of the fixed link had only a very limited 

impact on the local marine environment.

Through an optimised physical design of the fixed link 

and compensatory dredging, the so-called zero solu-

tion was achieved. This means that the fixed link has 

no blocking effect on the water, salt and oxygen flow 

through Øresund.

In conclusion, the Øresund fixed link was constructed 

with only very limited temporal and permanent impacts 

on the local and regional environment. This general ob-

jective was achieved despite the considerable size of the 

project and its location in an environmentally important 

and sensitive area.

The traffic generated has an environmental impact and 

the main factors are air emissions, noise and waste. The 

discharge from the traffic on the bridge is, however, still 

far beneath the level of pollution that continued ferry 

traffic would have led to.

5. Traffic 

The inauguration of the Øresund bridge in July 2000 led 

to a boom in traffic across Øresund in the entire area. In 

the 1990s, 2-3 million cars and 18-19 million people per 

year crossed Øresund. In 2009, 9.4 million vehicles and 

36 million passengers crossed Øresund by car, train or 

ferry. The corresponding figures for 2010 are 9.2 million 

vehicles and 34 million passengers.

Following a small decline in traffic in the early 1990s, traf-

fic across Øresund rose by approximately 10% per year 

from 1995 to 1999. New routes, more departures, lower 
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prices as well as high economic growth were the reasons 

behind this growth. The opening of the Øresund bridge 

resulted in a further traffic increase of 43%.

In 2009 and 2010, 7 million vehicles crossed the Øresund 

bridge, corresponding to an average of 19,500 vehicles 

every 24 hours. 92% of the vehicles were passenger cars. 

The high increase in traffic is mainly a result of the in-

creased integration between the areas of Greater Copen-

hagen and Malmö/Scania: more commuters across the 

Øresund bridge, as well as more Danes and Swedes do-

ing business, shopping, and making cultural and leisure 

trips to the other side of Øresund.

Commuter traffic has been the fastest growing form of 

traffic in all years, except for 2009 and 2010 when the re-

cession had a significant impact on development. More 

commuter traffic is a result of the increasingly integrated 

labour and housing market that is emerging around Øre-

sund. Many Danes have settled in Scania but continue to 

work in Denmark, and more Swedes have taken up work 

in the Copenhagen area. Since autumn 2008, another 

trend in traffic has dominated. As a consequence of the 

recession, the Swedish kronor has lost value against to 

the Danish kroner. An increase in leisure travel from the 

Danish side of Øresund to the Swedish side occurred 

during 2008 and 2009 because more Danes have taken 

advantage of the financial situation and have travelled 

to Sweden in order to save money on their shopping - be 

it everyday itams or special purchases.

As integration between Copenhagen and Malmö in-

creases, integration based traffic, that is business and 

commuter traffic, will increase more rapidly than other 

types of traffic. These two segments will therefore ac-

count for an increasingly large slice of the traffic pie. In 

2001, commuting only accounted for 5% of passenger 

car traffic. By 2015, commuter traffic will account for 44%.

6. The effects of the Øresund bridge on the region

The Øresund bridge differs from other bridges in that 

it connects two countries. The Øresund region consist-

ing of one Swedish and one Danish part is unique. The 

number of travellers across a country border is usually 

much lower than the number of domestic travellers. This 

is also the case with Øresund. However, traffic across the 

bridge has increased by 10% to 16% each year since the 

opening, except for 2008 which saw a 5% increase and 

2009 with zero growth. During the last two years, the 

recession has had a considerable impact on the growth 

rates in traffic.

Four circumstances have been the drivers behind the 

Øresund integration:

• A change in moving patterns over Øresund

• An increase in commuter traffic

• An increase in businesses with activities on both 

sides of Øresund

• An increase in leisure travelling on the other side of 

Øresund

The incentives of private economy include price and sal-

ary differences, which influence the increased commuter 

traffic. Another important aspect of the Øresund region-

alisation is that an increasing number of businesses have 

activities on the other side of Øresund. A study among 

decision makers in the Øresund region just before and 

two years after the opening of the Øresund bridge shows 

that nearly everyone believes that their organisation has 

been influenced by the decision to build the bridge. For 

most, it has led to increased cooperation across Øresund. 

At the same time, the region has attracted foreign busi-

ness. Between 2000 and 2005, 10 Nordic headquarters 

were located in Scania, compared to two before 1999. 

During the same period, 18 Nordic headquarters were 

located in Copenhagen, compared to nine in the period 

1995-1999. 

Before the Øresund bridge was finished, cooperation 

between Danish and Swedish businesses and organisa-

tions was established. Among the most successful are 

the Øresund University and the Øresund Science Region, 

which has been acknowledged by the OECD as a unique 

cooperation and a new approach to achieving competi-

tive regional development outcomes in a global envi-

ronment. Furthermore, in 2008, Øresund Science Region 

received a RegioStar award in the supporting clusters 

and business networks category, in recognition of the 

project’s impact.

7. General appreciation

The Oresund fixed link is a Priority Project completed 

without budget overruns or environmental problems. 

It has contributed to a great increase of the traffic and 

it has a very important positive impact on the develop-

ment of the regions of Copenhagen and Scania. It also 

contributes to the better connection of the Nordic coun-

tries with Central Europe.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP12: Nordic Triangle railway/road axis
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Rail connection from Kouvola to Kotka/Hamina ports, works for improving and construction 
of a new railway yard

Finland €6.6

Main railway connection to Russian border, works for development of railway section  
between Lahti and Vainikkala

Finland €23.2

Works for the development of the railway connection between Helsinki Airport and the PP12 
lines 

Finland €17.8

Works for construction of the road section Norra Länken Sweden €56.2

Works for construction of Malmö Citytunnel project Sweden €51.8

Works for the construction of the Road E18 Muurla-Lohja Finland €7.8 

Studies for upgrading of E18 road Finland €5.5

National railway yard (Ilmala) Finland €3.9

Norrköping intermodal infrastructure package - road bypass Norrköping, study Sweden €0.8 

Nordic Triangle: Götaland Line (Borås-Jönköping-Linköping) high speed line Sweden €0.7

Nordic Triangle - Reconstruction of Malmö Central Sweden €4.7

Works for the upgrading of the Road E6 Trelleborg-Vellinge Sweden €5.3

Nordic Triangle - Malmö C - completion works Sweden €4.6

Road E18 Helsinki-Vaalimaa studies Finland €1.3

TOTAL €190.1

Member States involved: Finland, Sweden

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

13,836.05 7,487.47 346.54 0 1,093 54.1% 776.46 64.79 0 0 5.6%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

1,535.52 15.11 0 0 11.1% 3,896.6 28.2% 140 1%

7,487
(54%)

8,264
(60%)

8,704
(63%)

9,799
(71%)

13,696
(99%)

13,836
(100%)

0
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16,000
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Estimated investment Foreseen investment

99

Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,477 km
(84.5%)

1,393 km
(65.7%)

161 km
(9.2%)

359 km
(16.9%)

111 km
(6.3%)

99 km
(4.7%)

268 km
(12.7%)
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Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,868 km (Rail: 2,119 km, Road: 1,748 km)
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Summary

The Nordic Triangle links the Nordic countries of Swe-

den and Finland and their capitals to each other and im-

proves passenger and freight transport from the region 

to central Europe, the Baltic countries and Russia.

Sweden: The Nordic Triangle in Sweden extends from 

the Øresund fixed link to Stockholm and the Swedish-

Norwegian border, and from Stockholm to the Swedish-

Norwegian border east of Oslo.

Roads: Works on the routes of the Nordic Triangle are 

progressing well, with a number of projects newly com-

pleted. The main problems to be addressed in the future 

are near or in the cities of Stockholm and Gothenburg. 

The E6 Trelleborg-Malmö-Gothenburg-Norwegian bor-

der section, 470 km long, will probably be finalised in 

2014. The 19 km Trelleborg-Vellinge section was com-

pleted in 2011.

On the E18 from Stockholm to the Norwegian border, 

a number of projects are ongoing, between Stockholm 

and Karlstad. The Karlstad–Norwegian border section 

will remain a two-lane road. 

The 560 km long E4, Helsingborg-Stockholm, has been 

finalised as a four-lane motorway, except for 30 km at 

Ljungby in the southern part, which is a three-lane high 

quality road with interchanges. Preparations for a bypass 

(22 km) in Stockholm are ongoing. 

Rail: The Nordic Triangle in Sweden consists of 1500 km 

of railways, mostly double track. The lines to the Nor-

wegian border from Karlstad or Trollhättan will remain 

single track. A number of major projects are in the con-

struction phase. In Malmö, a double track tunnel below 

the city centre opened in December 2010. It will greatly 

facilitate traffic in the city and connections with the Øre-

sund bridge.

Double-tracking exists on the main Malmö-Gothenburg-

Norwegian border line to deal with bottlenecks. The 8.7 

km Hallandsås tunnel project faced geological prob-

lems, but now is advancing according to plan and will be 

completed in 2015. The 75 km Gothenburg-Trollhättan 

section is also running according to plan and will be 

completed in 2012. 

Priority Project 12
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Finland: The Nordic Triangle in Finland covers road and 

railway connections from Turku through the Helsinki 

metropolitan area to the Russian border.

Roads: The Nordic Triangle road connection in Finland 

consists of the 350 km long E18 from the ports of Turku 

and Naantali via Helsinki to the Russian border. The 180 

km Turku-Helsinki section was completed as a four-lane 

motorway in January 2009. 

Two motorway sections (85 km in total) between Hel-

sinki and Vaalimaa (Russian border) and the Hamina by-

pass are expected to be completed by 2016. Important 

upgrading works on a busy section of Ring Road III in 

the Helsinki metropolitan area started in 2009, and will 

be completed in 2015. The 55 km long Koskenkylä-Kotka 

motorway will be constructed in 2011-2015.

Rail: The 800 km long Nordic Triangle railway network in 

Finland consists of passenger connections from Turku, to 

the Russian Vainikkala border crossing via Helsinki and 

Lahti, of two urban rail lines in the Helsinki metropolitan 

area, and of freight connections to the ports of Vuosaari 

(near Helsinki), Hanko (in the west) and Kotka/Hamina 

(in the east). Most of the network is double track. 

Construction of the new 18 km ring rail line started in 

2008 and works will last until 2014. The project will con-

nect Helsinki airport to the city centre and to the rail net-

work. It includes an 8 km long tunnel under the airport.

The Lahti-Luumäki rail line was completed in 2011. The 

LuumakiVainikkala and Kouvola-Kotka/Hamina lines will 

be completed progressively up to 2019.

In both countries, projects are financed from public 

funds from the government and the regional public au-

thorities. Financial assistance from the TEN-T budget has 

already been received and is envisaged for the future. At 

present, only Finland plans to implement a road project 

between Helsinki and the Russian border with a PPP.

1. Introduction

The Nordic Triangle is a multimodal transport corridor of 

major importance providing high-class transport infra-

structure for all transport modes in the corridor. The Nor-

dic Triangle transport corridor links the Nordic countries 

and their capitals to each other and improves passenger 

and freight transport from the region to central Europe, 
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the Baltic countries and Russia. 

The development of the Nordic Triangle is in progress 

and further development is planned. The goal is that the 

most important Nordic Triangle projects will be imple-

mented by 2015. The Nordic Triangle will contribute to 

sustainable development through a safer, more efficient 

and environmentally-friendly transport system.

The Nordic Triangle is closely interconnected to other 

Priority Projects: the Baltic Sea motorway, the Øresund 

fixed link and Fehmarn, as well as to the Helsinki-St Pe-

tersburg-Moscow transport corridor (Corridor 9A) lead-

ing out of the EU and to the Helsinki-Tallinn-Riga-Kau-

nas-Warsaw corridor (Via Baltica and Rail Baltica).

2. Progress of the Nordic Triangle projects in Sweden

The Nordic Triangle in Sweden extends in the south from 

Malmö and the Øresund fixed link for rail and road trans-

port, to the Swedish-Norwegian border and to Stock-

holm in the east. The third side of the Triangle runs from 

Stockholm to the Norwegian-Swedish border in the di-

rection of Oslo. 

The network consists of 1,600 km of roads and 1,700 km 

of railways. Moreover, ports, airports and intermodal 

nodes form important parts of this transport infrastruc-

ture.

The long-term infrastructure investment plan in Sweden 

for the period of 2010-2021 was adopted by the govern-

ment at the beginning of April 2010. An amount of about 

€42 billion has been allocated for all kinds of transport 

infrastructure projects and maintenance. An additional 

€8 billion is expected from other sources of financing 

and from road and rail charges, etc. 

2.1. Road infrastructure

The road infrastructure of the Nordic Triangle in Sweden 

consists of the following three road sections: 

• E4, Helsingborg-Jönköping-Stockholm

• E6 Trelleborg-Malmö-Gothenburg-Swedish-Norwe-

gian border

• E18 Swedish-Norwegian border-Örebro-Stockholm-

Kapellskär 

The intention is to upgrade most of the sections of the 

Nordic Triangle to motorway or similar standard in order 

to achieve a road network of satisfactory standard from 

international and national perspectives.

The route E4, Helsingborg-Stockholm (560 km long), has 

been constructed as a four-lane motorway, except for 30 

km at Ljungby in the southern part, which is a three-lane 

high quality road with interchanges. There are plans to 

upgrade it to motorway in the future. Preparations for an 

external bypass (22 km, of which 17 km are tunnels) west 

of Stockholm are ongoing. Some bottlenecks remain on 

the section between Södertälje and Stockholm. Action 

on this part of the road is planned in the master plan for 

transport infrastructure 2010-2021, in order to increase 

the capacity of the road. 

The route E6, Trelleborg-Malmö-Gothenburg-Norwegian 

border (540 km long), will be finalised in approximately 

2013 due to the ongoing and planned road projects from 

the north of Gothenburg to the Norwegian border. The 

19 km Trelleborg-Velinge (near Malmö) motorway was 

completed in 2011. Close to Gothenburg, the existing 

motorway will get an increased capacity with the con-

struction of a tunnel and an improved connection to the 

port. These road projects close to Gothenburg will start 

after 2014 and have been included in the master plan for 

transport infrastructure 2010-2021.

The route E18, Swedish-Norwegian border-Örebro-

Stockholm (500 km long), has a number of road projects 

ongoing and planned between Stockholm and Karlstad. 

The Hjulsta-Kista road project, a bypass in Stockholm for 

the E18, and the Västerås-Enköping motorway project 

are examples of these road projects. However, shorter 

sections of the road will still need upgrading even after 

the master plan 2010-2021, on the E18. The Karlstad-Nor-

wegian border section is a two-lane road. No projects are 

planned, since traffic is very low.

In the Stockholm metropolitan area, the E20 Norra 

Länken project is under construction and works will be 

completed by 2014. It will open to traffic in late 2015. 

It is a part of the bypass routes (planned or already im-

plemented) around the inner city of Stockholm. Norra 

Länken, a 5 km long double tunnel, is a route of national 

and international importance through its connection to 

the ports of Värtahamnen and Frihamnen near Stock-

holm, which are the most important ports in Sweden for 

freight and passenger traffic to the Baltic States, Russia 

and Finland. It provides a valuable link from these TEN-T 

ports to the Nordic Triangle.

Table 1 shows the ongoing and planned major Nordic 

Triangle road projects in Sweden. In addition to the ma-

jor road projects named in Table 1, investments for traf-
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fic flow separation (through median safety barriers) have 

been made and are still being made on some parts of 

E18.

Ongoing and planned major Nordic Triangle road projects in 
Sweden (estimated costs at 2009 prices)

löv (near Malmö)-Lund. Works are planned for the period 

2014-2018. Studies concerning the construction of a 

new high speed line, max speed 320 km/h, 260 km long 

between Stockholm and Linköping have been complet-

ed. The high speed line would continue from Linköping 

to Gothenburg. Nevertheless, the project was not en-

dorsed in the new master plan 2010-2021, and it was 

considered that more detailed studies are necessary.

Several double-track projects are under construction or 

in preparation on the Malmö-Gothenburg-Swedish/Nor-

wegian border rail section. In Malmö, the construction 

of a double track line, 17 km long with a 6 km tunnel 

under the city centre of Malmö (City Tunnel) has been 

completed and it opened for service in December 2010. 

It will greatly facilitate traffic in the city and connections 

with the Øresund bridge.

Double-tracking due to severe bottlenecks is also tak-

ing place on the main Malmö-Gothenburg line. The 10 

km section Ängelholm-Förlöv was completed in 2010. 

The adjacent 8.7 km Hallandsås tunnel project, which is 

facing some geological problems, is now advancing ac-

cording to plan and will be completed by 2015. A project 

Angelholm-Maria (near Helsingborg) is under prepara-

tion. North of Gothenburg, the Gothenburg-Trollhättan 

section is also running according to plan and several 

sub-sections have been completed. In 2012, the entire 

section will be completed. A number of projects in order 

to reduce bottlenecks and increase capacity are in the 

preparation phase. Examples of such projects are the 2 

km double track in Varberg (south of Gothenburg) and 

a big new double track tunnel under the city of Gothen-

burg to facilitate traffic and better connect the rail line 

with the port. The project is planned for the period 

2016-2025. In addition the rail connection to the port of 

Gothenburg will be upgraded, including a new bridge 

crossing the Göta Alv river.

3. Progress of the Nordic Triangle projects in Finland

The Nordic Triangle in Finland consists of the road and 

railway connections from Turku through the Helsinki 

metropolitan area to the Russian border. The Nordic Tri-

angle network in Finland consists of about 350 km of 

roads and about 800 km of railways. In addition, ports 

and intermodal nodes constitute an important part of 

this network.

2.2. Rail infrastructure

The Nordic Triangle in Sweden consists of 1,500 km of 

railways, mostly double track. The lines to the Norwegian 

border from Karlstad or Trollhätan will remain single 

track, since traffic is rather low.

The rail infrastructure of the Nordic Triangle in Sweden is 

defined in three sections: Stockholm-Katrineholm-Laxå-

Swedish-Norwegian border (Charlottenberg); Katrine-

holm/Järna-Norrköping-Malmö; (Øresund fixed link) and 

Malmö-Gothenburg-Swedish-Norwegian border (Korn-

sjö), as well as links to ferry ports in Trelleborg (in the 

south), Gothenburg and Stockholm.

The upgrade of the Stockholm-Swedish/Norwegian bor-

der rail section is almost complete with the exception of 

the planned railway tunnel in Stockholm (Citybanan), 

which is well advanced and will be completed in 2017. 

Citybanan is designed to increase the capacity of the 

trains through Stockholm and to facilitate commuter 

travel in the city.

Most of the Katrineholm/Järna-Norrköping-Malmö 

rail section has been upgraded. Due to heavy traffic, a 

project is planned for 4 tracks in the 20 km section Ar-
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Road section Status Cost  
estimate 
(€ million)

E4, Stockholm bypass In preparation 3,300

E4, Stockholm-Södertälje In preparation 60

E6, Trelleborg-Vellinge 
(south of Malmö)

Under  
construction

40

E6, Rabbalshede-Värmlands-
bro (north of Gothenburg)

Under  
construction

390

E6, Connection to Gothen-
burg harbour

Under  
construction

380

E18, Karlstad In preparation 32

E18, Köping-Västeras W Pre-study 100

E 18, Västerås-Sagån In preparation 30

E18, Hjulsta-Kista in Stock-
holm

Under  
construction

430
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Ongoing and planned major Nordic Triangle rail projects in 
Sweden (estimated costs at 2009 prices)

3.1. Road infrastructure

The Nordic Triangle road connection in Finland consists 

of the E18 road from the ports of Turku and Naantali via 

Helsinki to the Russian border (Vaalimaa border station). 

The 180 km Turku-Helsinki section was completed as a 

four lane motorway in January 2009, when the last 50 

km Muurla-Lohja road section was opened to traffic. 

Two motorway sections (85 km in total) between Hel-

sinki and Vaalimaa and the Hamina bypass are yet to be 

implemented. The projects are expected to be complete 

by 2016. Important upgrading works on a busy section 

of Ring Road III in the Helsinki metropolitan area started 

in 2009. The first phase will be complete by the end of 

2011. The second phase is scheduled for 2012-2015 (no 

starting decisions yet). The project consists of creating 

a number of interchanges in the ring road, in order to 

eliminate the traffic lights that create bottlenecks. The 55 

km long Koskenkylä-Kotka motorway will start in 2011. 

A PPP scheme (€650 million) is being examined for its 

financing. Construction works are scheduled for 2011-

2015. The 15 km long Hamina bypass motorway is ex-

pected to start in December 2011. A project for a lorry 

parking area at Vaalimaa border has been put on hold for 

the future. The last motorway section between Hamina 

and Vaalimaa (30 km long) is expected to be complete by 

2016 (no starting date set).

3.2. Rail infrastructure

The 800 km long Nordic Triangle railway network in Fin-

land consists of the passenger connections from Turku, 

through Helsinki and Lahti to the Vainikkala border sta-

tion with Russia, of two urban rail lines in the Helsinki 

metropolitan area, and of the freight connections with 

the ports of Vuosaari (near Helsinki), Hanko (west) and 

Kotka/Hamina (east). Most of the network is double 

track, except the Hyvinkää-Hanko section, the last part 

to the Russian border and the last part of the connection 

to the ports of Kotka and Hamina. 

The Vuosaari harbour line, including a tunnel, was com-

pleted in 2008. The Kerava-Lahti rail section was com-

pleted in 2006. Construction of the new 18 km ring rail 

line started in 2008 and will last until 2014. The project 

will connect the Helsinki airport to the city centre and to 

the rail network and includes an 8 km tunnel with two 

tubes passing under the airport.

The double track Lahti-Luumäki line was completed in 

2011. Works in the Luumäki-Vainikkala section (apart 

from a minor part implemented in 2009-2011) are sched-

uled after 2018. Works are ongoing in the Kouvola-Kot-

ka/Hamina section. There will be also improvements in 

future years on the Turku-Helsinki, Helsinki-Riihimäki 

and Hyvinkää-Hanko lines. Projects will be completed 

progressively until 2019.

ERTMS in the Nordic Triangle in Finland has progressed 

with GSM-R installations. Wider ETCS implementation 

was scheduled to start in late 2010 at the earliest.

4. Financing

In both countries, projects are financed from public 

funds from the government or regional or public au-

thorities. Financial assistance from the TEN-T budget has 

already been received and is envisaged for the future.

Sweden does not envisage any PPP schemes for the mo-

ment. Finland, however, intends to implement the 55 

km long Koskenkylä-Kotka road (€650 million), between 

Helsinki and the Russian border, through a PPP.

5. General appreciation

Several road and rail projects are ongoing in Sweden and 

Finland to improve the situation of the Nordic Triangle. 

There are no particular financial or other problems or de-

lays. The more important ongoing or planned projects 

concern the areas near or in the big cities of Stockholm, 

Gothenburg, Malmö, and Helsinki, as well as the im-

provement of road and rail connections from Helsinki to 

the Russian border. The decision for the construction of a 

high speed rail link in Sweden will be taken after further 

studies.
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Rail section Status Cost 
estimate 
(million €)

Malmö City Tunnel Under construction 1,275

Malmö Yard Under construction 109

Malmö-Flackarp In preparation/under 
construction

260 

Ängelholm-Maria In preparation 130

Ängelholm-Förslöv In preparation/under 
construction

87

Förslöv-Båstad  
(Hallandsås tunnel)

Under construction 1,083 

Varberg In preparation 230 

Gothenburg- 
Trollhättan

Under construction 712

Port of Gothenburg Under construction 300

Stockholm  
Citybanan

In preparation 1,800
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP13: Road axis United Kingdom/Ireland/Benelux
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million)

Package for improvements and upgrade of road infrastructure on Priority Project 13:  
Sections of A14, M6 and A1

United Kingdom €24.0

A8 Belfast to Larne (Coleman’s Corner to Ballyrickard Road) United Kingdom €2.2

TOTAL €26.1

Member States involved: Ireland, United Kingdom

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

2,686.87 2,132.69 73.33 450.27 179 79.4% 226.64 5.95 0 0 8.4%

Estimated completion date: 2015

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

327.54 3.96 0 0 12.2% 0 0% 0 0%

2,133
(79%)

2,359
(88%)

2,445
(91%)

2,687
(100%)

2,687
(100%)

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2015

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,380 km
(85.8%)

91 km
(5.6%)

138 km
(8.6%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,608 km
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Summary

Priority Project 13 aims to improve links between Britain 

and Ireland on the one hand, and the Benelux states and 

Western Europe on the other. To this purpose new roads 

are being constructed - in particular in Ireland * and ex-

isting roads are being upgraded to motorway, express-

way, dual and single carriageway standards. Outside 

the TEN-T programme, some stretches of the route will 

be equipped with traffic management systems. Taken 

together these schemes should lead to shortened jour-

ney times between mainland Europe and the islands, in-

creased capacity, reduced bottlenecks, fewer accidents 

and fewer negative environmental impacts.

The route will link the English North Sea ports of Felix-

stowe and Harwich with Anglesey in North Wales, Liver-

pool in north west England and with Stranraer in Scot-

land. Ferry links connect the route to Northern Ireland 

where it continues from Larne in the north east and 

travels south via Belfast across the border to Dublin and 

then on to Cork. It complements the east coast rail line, 

Priority Project 9.

1. United Kingdom

In England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, the 

scheduled works are gradually being carried out along 

the entire route and the project is advancing correctly. 

Investment on the axis has focussed on projects which 

specifically target safety, congestion, environmental is-

sues and bottlenecks.

England

Sections

The following table gives a breakdown of the different 

elements that make up the road axis in England:

Schemes since 2007

Priority Project 13
Road axis United Kingdom/Ireland/Benelux

Three key road projects in England were supported by  

TEN-T funding as part of the 2007 multi-annual programme.  

These were:

• A14 – Haughley New Street to Stowmarket (€2 mil-

lion)

• Upgrading M6 Carlisle to Guards Mill (€8.5 million)

• Improvements to A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton (€57 

million)

A14 – Haughley New Street to Stowmarket

The A14 is a strategic road of international and national 

importance. It is an all-purpose dual carriageway road 

running from Felixstowe docks to the M1/M6 motorway 

junction, a distance of approximately 210 km. It is des-

ignated as the main east-west strategic route between 

the east coast ports and central England. The project im-

proved a 3.7 km section to the west of Stowmarket. The 

project also provided local benefits with the exisiting 

westbound carriageway given over to use as a local road 

with an underbridge to cater for continued access for lo-

cal traffic along Haughley Road. The exisiting eastbound 

carriageway has been modified for use by pedestrians, 

cyclists and equestrians.

The scheme cost €50 million and was opened in January 

2009.

 

M6 Carlisle to Guards Mill (link from England into  

Scotland)

The A47 is the main route between England and Scot-

land which carries a heavy traffic load of 42,000 vehicles 

per day, nearly a quarter being heavy goods vehicles. 

The scheme has removed bottlenecks, optimised capac-

ity of the network and improved access along this TEN-T 

corridor. The new section adjoins the M6 on the north-

south axis providing a link from London to north west 

England (via the M40) and onwards to Glasgow. It is the 

missing link in the motorway network between London 
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Up to 
March 
03

April 03 
March 
04

April 04 
March 
05

April 05 
March 
06

April 06 
March 
07

April 07 
March 
08

April 08 
March 
09

April 09 
March 
10

April 10 
March 
11

April 11 
March 
13

PP13: England 70.4 45.4 11.5 18.5 45.5 88.0 139.9 212.1 82.9 68.0

PP13: Wales 235.4 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.2 1.2 1.6 0.02 0.3 3.6

PP13: Scotland 0.9 13.2 9.5 25.0

PP13: Northern Ireland 7.0 25.9 24.7 18.9 82.5 36.0 76.3 60.4 105.4 50.0

Total (£ million) 312.8 71.8 36.3 37.9 128.2 125.2 218.7 285.7 198.1 146.6
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and Glasgow. The route has a multimodal dimension in 

enhancing connections with the ports of Stranraer, Bel-

fast and Dublin. The project cost around €108 million 

and was opened to traffic in December 2008.

A14 - Ellington to Fen Ditton

This proposal looked at improving the congested Cam-

dridge-Huntingdon section of the A14 where north-

south traffic from the M11 and A1(M) join the road. 

Significant local and strategic through traffic, which in-

cludes a high proportion of heavy goods vehicles from 

the UK and continental Europe, create a bottleneck on 

this section.

Following a UK Government review of spending priori-

ties in 2010, the £1 billion scheme was found to be un-

affordable under any reasonable funding scenario and 

the scheme was withdrawn. A study will be undertaken 

to look at the best ways of addressing the problems 

on the route to ensure future economic success and 

growth. TEN-T funding allocated to this project has been 

de-committed and will be used in future calls for TEN-T 

funding.

As part of the 2009 EERP (European Economic Recovery 

Plan) call the following project was selected for co-fund-

ing:

A14 Corridor Traffic Management Scheme 

The A14 is a crucial link between the port of Felixstowe 

and industrial centres in the midlands of England. Some 

sections of the A14 suffer from journey time unreliability, 

bottlenecks, and congestion affecting international and 

national traffic flow. This scheme uses innovative detec-

tion technology to provide drivers with journey time 

information. This involves warnings for upcoming con-

gestion and advice on potential alternative routes, con-

sisting of automatic incident detection sensors, to ad-

dress three congested locations totalling 100 km of road. 

The scheme cost is around €95 million. The infrastruc-

ture is in place and the scheme will be fully functional in 

the second half of 2011.

Future schemes

There are a number of potential future proposals on the 

axis that have been recognised as providing improve-

ment but have been delayed for fiscal reasons, and 

are therefore now for potential construction in future 

spending periods:

• M1/M6 junction 19 improvement

• M6 junctions 10a-13

• A14 Kettering bypass

Review schemes

In addition, the M54 to M6/M6 toll link road scheme will 

be reviewed to ensure its proposed design is the best 

possible, and to see whether there is benefit in dividing 

the work into smaller packages that can be delivered in 

sequence. 
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Route From To Length (km) Status

A14 Felixstowe Catthorpe [M6 junction] 211.8 Predominantly 2 lane dual

A120 Harwich Bishop’s Stortford [M11 junction] 71.5 Predominantly 2 lane dual

A12 Colchester  
[A120 junction]

Ipswich [A14 junction] 27.4 Predominantly 2 lane dual

M11 Bishop’s Stortford [junction 8] Girton [A14 junction] 42.7 All 2 lane dual

M6 Catthorpe  
[A14 junction]

Birmingham [junction 11] 119 Predominantly 3 lane dual

M6 Birmingham  
[junction 11]

Scottish border 300 Predominantly 3 lane dual

A5 Chirk [A483  
junction]

Telford [M54 junction] 23.0 Predominantly 2 lane dual

M54 Telford [M54  
junction]

Featherstone [M6 junction] 36.1 All 2 lane dual

M56 Dunkirk [A5117 junction] Junction with M60 54.2 Predominantly 3 lane dual

A5117 Dunkirk [M56 junction] Junction with A550 5.2 Predominantly 2 lane dual

A55 M53 [junction 12] Welsh border 12.3 All 2 lane dual

A483 M53 [junction 12] Welsh border 4.2 All 2 lane dual
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Wales

Sections

The tables above give a breakdown of the different ele-

ments that make up the road axis in Wales.

Improving the Junctions at A5117 and A550

Improvements to the A5117/A550 junction at Deeside 

Park consisted of providing dual carriageway through-

out, with two lanes in each direction. The scheme in-

volved grade separation at three junctions: Woodbank, 

the A540, and the M56. This has reduced delays for users 

along the 5 km route at peak times and improved safety 

and facilities for non-motorised users. 

 

Scotland

Sections

The A75 Stranraer connects the ferry terminals at Loch 

Projects undertaken in Wales since 2000

Ryan to Northern Ireland with the A74(M) and onwards 

to England and beyond.

The following table gives a breakdown of the different 

elements that make up this axis in Scotland:

The absence of safe overtaking opportunities on sections 

of the route means that slower moving HGVs travelling 

to and from the ferry ports at Loch Ryan tend to create 

bunches of traffic causing delay and driver frustration. 

The provision of further safe overtaking opportunities 

and of driver information facilities (ITS - Intelligent Trans-

port Services) would be the key investments required to 

ensure the route operated safely and effectively.
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Route From To Length km Status

A55 Deeside 
Park

Holyhead 136 Dual carriageway

Year Project name Purpose Cause Length of 
Carriageway 
improved

Cost

1996 to 2001 A55 dualling Dual A55 from Chester to 
Holyhead

Upgrade from single car-
riageway to dual carriage-
way

85 miles Total cost of £101 million

1996 to 2003 A494/A550 
Deeside Park 
to Drome 
Corner

Increase safety and  
capacity

Upgrade trunk road corridor 
into north Wales

2.4 km Total cost of £10 million

2004 A494/A550 
Deeside Park 
to Drome 
Corner

Increase safety and  
capacity

Upgrade trunk road corridor 
into north Wales

2.4 km Total cost of £5 million

Route From To Length km Status Demand Capacity (vpd)

A75 Gretna-
Dumfries

Stranraer 
(and Loch 
Ryan ferry 
ports)

155 A single carriageway road with 
a few very short sections of 
dual carriageway. Currently, 
18.8 km is of WS2+1 standard

Between 5,000 and 
11,000 vehicles per 
day, of which 18% 
of traffic comprises 
HGV’s

Most of the road 
functions within its 
traffic capacity for 
most of the day
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Projects undertaken in Scotland since 2000

Future projects to be undertaken in Scotland

Safety improvements/bottleneck removals have also 

been made at the Gretna interchange, the Collin bypass, 

The Glen, the Twynholm bypass, the Gatehouse of Fleet 

bypass and the Glenluce bypass.

Future transport investment in Scotland is set out in the 

Strategic Transport Projects Review (STPR) which report-

ed in December 2008. It sets out 29 investment priorities 

over the period up to 2032 which will be delivered sub-

ject to the transport allocation within future spending 

reviews and affordability.

Intervention 11 – Improving links to the Loch Ryan Ports 

from the TEN-T Network aims to ensure that there are ef-

ficient and effective transport links to the port facilities 

at Loch Ryan.

This intervention will include measures such as: works 

aimed at providing safer overtaking opportunities (for 

example 2+1 sections), climbing lanes and overtaking 

lay-bys and improvements to the operation of junctions 

around Dumfries, improvements to the A751 at Stran-

raer and the introduction of ITS to provide driver infor-

mation on the A75. These measures would be expected 

to improve journey time reliability resulting in efficiency 

gains for freight traffic travelling to and from the Loch 

Ryan ports. The works would also contribute towards the 

need to maintain and safely operate the network. The 

cost estimate for these measures is £10-£50 million.

 

Northern Ireland

Sections

The table below gives a breakdown of the different ele-

ments that make up the axis in Northern Ireland, con-

necting the Port of Larne through Belfast to the border 

at Newry leading on to Dublin.
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Year  
Completed

Project name Purpose Cause Length of Carriageway 
improved

Cost

2008 Barfil to  
Bettyknowes 

Overtaking opportunity 
(WS2+1) westbound

Safety 0.875 km

Total cost of £9.2m for  
these 3 schemes which 

were a combined contract

2008 Newton  
Stewart (DAL) 

Overtaking opportunity Safety 0.375 km

2008 Planting End 
to  
Drumflower

Overtaking opportunity 
(WS2+1)  
Eastbound

Safety 1 km

2010 Cairntop to 
Barlae

Dual carriageway  
overtaking opportunity

Safety/ 
bottleneck

2.5 km Total cost of £6.5 million

Project name Purpose Cause Length of Carriageway 
improved

Cost

Dunragit 
bypass 

Bypass and overtaking opportunity 
(WS2+1) east and westbound

Safety/ 
bottleneck

5.3 km Total cost of £21.5 million

Hardgrove to 
Kinmount

Overtaking opportunity (WS2+1) east 
and westbound

Safety/ 
bottleneck

3.6 km Total cost of £12.5 million

Road Length 
in km

Status Current 
Demand

Capacity

A8 from Larne Port to B100 Ballyrickard road  6 Dual carriageway 18,000 vpd 39,000

A8 from Ballyrickard Road to Colemans Corner roundabout 14 Single carriageway 18,000 vpd 13,000

A8 from Colemans Corner to Sandyknowes roundabout 5.2 Dual carriageway 18,000 vpd 39,000

M2 from Sandyknowes Roundabout to York St junction 10 Motorway (part 3 
lane)

65,000 vpd 67,000

A12 West Link from York St Junction to Broadway underpass 3.5 3 lane dual  
carriageway

64,000 vpd 54,000

M1 from Broadway underpass to A1 off slip 13.5 3 lane motorway 64,000 vpd 67,000

A1 From Sprucefield roundabout to Beech Hill 28 Dual carriageway 37,000 vpd 39,000

A1 Beech Hill to Cloghogue 12 Single carriageway 20,000 vpd 13,000

A1 Cloghogue to border 4.3 Dual carriageway 20,000 vpd 39,000
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Priority Project 13
Road axis United Kingdom/Ireland/Benelux

The Northern Ireland section of this axis received a to-

tal of £3.75 million of funding from the 2000-2006 TEN-T 

programme in support of road improvement schemes 

such as:

• A1 Loughbrickland to Beech Hill

• A1/N1 Newry to Dundalk

• A8 Belfast - Larne, Doagh Road to Coleman’s corner 

dualling

As part of the 2007 multi-annual programme A1 Beech 

Hill to Cloghogue was supported by TEN-T funding (£9 

million). This is the final section of A1 (link between Bel-

fast and Dublin) in Northern Ireland to be considered for 

dualling. The cost of the project was £152 million and it 

opened in July 2010. This complements and extends the 

14 km dual carriageway between Newry and Dundalk 

which opened in August 2007.

Future projects

There are also a number of future proposals on this axis 

included in the roads service forward planning schedule 

which contains schemes that could be started within 

the next 10 years or so, subject to clearing the statutory 

procedures, having a satisfactory economic or other ap-

praisals and the availability of funding.

• A8 Belfast to Larne (Coleman’s Corner to Ballyrickard 

Road): This will be the last section of the PP13 cor-

ridor in Northern Ireland to be upgraded to at least 

Projects undertaken in Northern Ireland since 2000

dual carriageway standard. The scheme is currently 

under development and delivery is dependent on 

progression through statutory procedures and the 

availability of funding. A study for this project was 

awarded €2.16 million funding in the 2009 TEN-T An-

nual call.

• York Street Interchange: The construction of a grade 

separated interchange to allow free flowing traffic 

between the M1/westlink and the M2 and M3.

• M2 Junction at Sandyknowes: The construction of a 

direct link between the M2 and A8 (M) allowing stra-

tegic traffic to avoid the congested Sandyknowes 

junction. 

• M1/A1 Sprucefield bypass: The construction of ap-

proximately 4 km of dual carriageway to link the M1 

and the A1, bypassing the congested Sprucefield 

junction

• A1 junctions phase two: The construction of four 

grade separated junctions to enhance safety on the 

busy dual carriageway between Sprucefield and 

Loughbrickland.

The aim of these schemes is to further improve safety, 

remove bottlenecks, enhance the environment, reduce 

congestion and delays and improve journey times along 

this important cross border strategic transport corridor.
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Pat Cox

Year  
Completed

Project name Purpose Cause Length of Carriageway 
improved

Cost

2004 A8 Belfast to Larne  - 
Dualling between Doagh 
Road and Hillhead Road

Upgrade to dual  
carriageway

Safety/ 
bottleneck

2.2 km £9.2 million

2006 A1 Loughbrickland to 
Beech Hill

Upgrade to dual  
carriageway

Safety/ 
bottleneck

9 km £25 million

2007 A1/N1 Newry to Dundalk Upgrade to dual  
carriageway

Safety/ 
bottleneck

4.3 km £33 million

2009 M2 Widening Sandy-
knowes to Greencastle

Widening motorway to 
provide 3 lane

Safety/ 
bottleneck

5.6 km £104 million

2009 M1/West Link Widening dual carriage-
way/motorway to provide 
3 lanes

Safety/ 
bottleneck

6.6 km £104 million

2009 A1 Junctions at Hillsbor-
ough, Banbridge, Lough-
brickland and Dromore

Provide 4 no grade  
separated junctions

Safety/ 
bottleneck

4 No junctions £30 million

2010 A1 Beech Hill to 
Cloghogue

Upgrade to dual  
carriageway

Safety/ 
bottleneck

12 km £152 million
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Projects in construction on February 2010

2. Republic of Ireland

The route runs from Larne in Northern Ireland to Cork in 

the Republic of Ireland. Both towns are major tranship-

ment ports in their own right. Prior to its development, 

the route mainly comprised of single carriageway with 

poor alignments, inadequate capacities, safety hazards 

and numerous traffic bottlenecks.

The Irish section of the route stretches from the border 

with Northern Ireland – approximately 10 km north of 

Dundalk – to Cork, via Dublin on the M1, the N7 from 

Dublin to its junction with the N/M8 and its junction with 

the N25, 6 km east of Cork city centre. It is considered the 

most important arterial road route on the island, linking 

its three largest cities, sea ports, airports, and industrial-

ised hinterlands. The total route length in the Republic of 

Ireland is 360 km. Total expenditure on the development 

of this section will be approximately €4 billion between 

1996-2010.

€510 million in EU assistance has been provided since 

the mid 1990s to upgrade the route, comprising of €5 

million from ERDF, €390 million from the Cohesion Fund 

and €45 million from TEN-T. Many of the motorway works 

along the route were advanced to the construction stage 

with TEN-T support. Work on the final elements of the N/

M8 section from Dublin to Cork is underway. 

Generally, the ERDF and Cohesion Fund assisted with the 

construction of the larger schemes, while the main focus 

of the TEN-T assistance was on the progression of large 

schemes through the pre-construction phase, including 

corridor and route selection, environmental impact as-

sessments, preliminary and detailed design, public in-

quiries and public procurement. The construction of the 

immediate physical cross border link itself, comprising 

the new road between Newry in Northern Ireland and 

Dundalk in the Republic of Ireland, benefited by TENT-T 

funding.

An integrated approach was followed at national level 

in deploying the various forms of EU assistance and the 

matching national finances to the most advantageous 

combined effect.

Sections

The road axis linking Dublin with Cork and Northern 

Ireland (PP13 and PP26) is advancing very well and sev-

eral sections were completed in 2006 and 2007. The 

M1 Dublin-border motorway was completed in 2007, 

including the cross border section Dundalk (Ireland)–

Newry (Northern Ireland), which was inaugurated on 3 

August 2007. 19 km of dual carriageway has also been 

completed, 4.6 km on UK territory and 14.5 km south of 

the border, which replaced an inadequate trans-frontier 

link on the Dublin-Belfast corridor.

Remaining schemes

M50

• M50 Dublin city c-ring upgrade and the N8 national 

primary route from Portlaoise (approximately 100 km 

south-west of Dublin city) to Cork city section.

• The M50 upgrade is being carried out in three phases 

at a cost of approximately €1 billion. Phases 1 and 3, 

which included the introduction of barrier-free toll-

ing on the motorway, were completed in 2008. Phase 

2, is being implemented on a PPP basis and involves 

the upgrade of the interchanges and widening of 24 

km of motorway. The scheme will benefit from a PPP 

scheme with only €50 million from the state budget. 

N8 

• N8 Portlaoise to Cullahill (construction of 40 km of 

dual carriageway): The estimated construction pe-

riod is 2007-2010 and the estimated cost is €198 mil-

lion. The scheme is being implemented as a PPP.

• N8 Cullahill to Cashel (construction of 40 km of dual 

carriageway): Construction on the project com-

menced in 2006 and was completed seven months 

ahead of schedule in 2008, at a total estimated cost 

of €434 million.

• N8 Cashel to Mitchelstown (construction of 37 km of 

dual carriageway): Construction commenced in 2006 

and was completed ten months ahead of schedule in 

2008, at a total estimated cost of €454 million.

• N8 Mitchelstown to Fermoy (construction of 16 km of 

dual carriageway): Construction commenced in 2008 

and was completed nine months ahead of schedule 

in 2009 at an estimated total cost of €174 million.

Route Completion Project Road Type Length Cost (€ million)

M7/8 Q4 2010 Portlaoise to Cullahill/Castletown (PPP) Motorway 40 198
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3. Cross-Border

The cross-border section from N1 Dundalk to the bor-

der with Northern Ireland received TEN-T grants in the 

2000-2006 programming period and is now complete. 

The project was related to the completion of the con-

struction of 19 km of dual carriageway from Dundalk to 

Newry (4.6 km lie on UK territory and 14.5 km are south 

of the border), which replaced an existing inadequate 

trans-frontier link on the Dublin-Belfast corridor.
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Route Project Road Type Length 
(km)

Year Cost (€ m)

M1 Balbriggan bypass Motorway 13 1998 59

M1 Dunleer/Dundalk Motorway 17 2001 138

M1/N2 Dunleer/Ardee Link Single 8 2001 12.4

M1 Cloghran/Lissenhall MIU Motorway 6 2003 1583

M1 Lisenhall/Balbriggan Motorway 10 2003 72

M1 Drogheda bypass MIU Motorway 22 2003 262.4

M1 Dundalk western bypass MIU (PPP) Motorway 11 2005 24.1

M1 Drynam interchange Interchanges 1 2006 -

TOTAL 88

M7 Newbridge bypass/Kilcullen link Motorway 18.5 1994 83.7

M7 Portlaoise bypass Motorway 14 1997 62.8

M7 Kildare bypass MIU Motorway 12 2003 160.8

M7 Monasterevin bypass MIU Motorway 17 2004 132.8

N7 Roscrea bypass (Phase 2) Single 2.2 1996 10.5

N7 Newlands Cross to Rathcoole Dual 5 1998 20.4

N7 Rathcoole interchange Interchange - 1998 16

N7 Limerick northern relief road Single 3.6 1999 11.8

N7 Nenagh bypass Single 11 2000 43.2

N7 Parkway Dual 1 2004 5.8

N7 Limerick southern ring road phase 1 MIU Dual 10 2004 112.3

N7 Kingswood interchange Interchanges 1 2005 -

N7 Naas Road widening MIU Dual 15 2006 229.3

TOTAL 110.3

N8 Cork southern ring road Dual 8 1996 79.9

N8 Jack Lynch Tunnel Dual 1.9 1999 158.4

N8 Watergrasshill bypass MIU Dual 10 2003 125

N8 Cashel bypass MIU Dual 7 2004 48.6

N8 Fermoy-Watergrasshill MIU (PPP) Motorway 18 2006 133.1

N8/N73 Mitchelstown western relief road Single 4 2006 25.1

N8 Cullahill-Cashel Motorway 40 2008 434.3

N8 Cashel Mitchelstown Motorway 40 2008 454

N8 Mitchelstown-Fermoy Motorway 16 2009 174

TOTAL 144.9

M50 Northern Cross route Motorway 11 1996 90.9

M50 Northern Cross route extension Single 2.5 1997 5.7

M50 Free flow slips Single 13.5 2000 8.3

M50 Ballinteer/Wyckham Single 4 2001 22

M50 Southern Cross route Motorway 9 2001 147.3

M50 2nd Westlink bridge Motorway 0.4 2003 -

M50/M11 Wyattville Interchanges 1 2004 45

M50 South Eastern motorway Motorway 11 2005 569

M50 Dublin Port tunnel Motorway 6 2006 751.2

TOTAL 17.4

Projects completed in Northern Ireland by 2009
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Priority Project 14
West Coast Main Line

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: United Kingdom

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

10,882.74 10,882.74 0 0 0 100% 0 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2009

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
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897 km
(100%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 897 km
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Summary

The West Coast Main Line is a complex railway system 

linking London with major agglomerations in the West 

Midlands, the North West, North Wales and Scotland, 

covering a distance of 850 km. With more than 2,000 train 

movements daily, it is the most important trunk route in 

the UK. It serves as a main route for long distance pas-

senger traffic and absorbs significant commuter flows 

around London, Birmingham, Manchester, and Glasgow. 

In addition roughly 43% of all UK rail freight uses the 

line at least partly on its journey, making the West Coast 

Main Line one of the busiest freight corridors in Europe. 

Dating back to Victorian times and having been most re-

cently modernised in the 1970s, it became clear in the 

early 1990s that the line was in need of a major overhaul. 

It has become one of the biggest civil engineering enter-

prises in the UK for a decade.

1. The project

PP14 aimed at upgrading the existing West Coast Main 

Line. The section projects focused on the removal of 

bottlenecks, increasing the speed of the line and aug-

menting its capacity, along with improved performance 

(better punctuality). To this purpose, new signalling sys-

tems were installed, new tracks laid in the Trent Valley, 

old tracks upgraded to allow higher speeds of up to 200 

km/h (125 mph), stations refurbished, platforms extend-

ed and GSM-R installed. Although ERTMS compatible, 

the introduction of the system is not envisaged. Com-

pletion of the project has also improved the connection 

between the port of Southampton and parts of the rail-

way system whose gauge has been adapted to the use of 

high cube shipping containers.

The project makes rail journeys more competitive with 

other modes of transport by reducing long distance 

journey times for both passenger and freight traffic. It 

improves international connections between Ireland, 

Scotland, England on the one hand, and France, Bel-

gium, The Netherlands and Germany on the other.

Although minor improvements to the line, for instance 

in Stafford, Bletchley and Reading, are scheduled to con-

tinue into 2013, the project is regarded as successfully 

completed from the point of view of TEN-T policy. Even-

tually parts of the West Coast Main Line could also be 

linked into the proposed high speed rail link between 

Priority Project 14
West Coast Main Line

London and Birmingham. Such a project is estimated to 

bring substantial economic benefits and would be in line 

both with TEN-T policy and with Britain’s long term strat-

egy on inter-urban transport. However no final decision 

has yet been taken.

 

2. The investment and construction period

The project was planned by Railtrack, the private British 

network operator, in the mid-1990s. However, costs for 

the modernisation of the West Coast Main Line soon ex-

ploded, attributing its share to the collapse of Railtrack. 

In 2002, the British government took over management 

of the project, working in close cooperation with the 

private sector. This partnership proved to be successful 

with works being completed in time and costs staying 

within the budget.

The construction period was difficult as rail services had 

to continue on the most important north-south con-

nection of the country. Much of the work was done on 

weekends, leading to significant delays and disruption. 

In spite of frustration on the part of many leisure trav-

ellers during the weekend, the fact that the lines could 

continue to operate during the construction phase can 

be regarded as a success. Keeping the tracks alive dur-

ing construction was a complicated endeavour however, 

and approximately 50% of time was taken with setting 

up and closing down the construction site in the morn-

ings and evenings.

The transport operator, Virgin Trains, also upgraded its 

rolling stock. In the summer of 2002, 53 new Class 390 

Pendolino trains were introduced on the route. These 

tilting trains consist of 9 cars each (some extended to 

11 cars), have a top speed of 225 km/h and travel at 200 

km/h on the West Coast Main Line, a route that was not 
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Key facts:

• 94 million hours of labour

• Changes were made to all 13 major junctions

• More than 36 km of new track was laid

• 174 new or altered bridges

• 53 new or extended platforms

• Work on 11,400 overhead line structures

Taken from: “Railways West Coast Main Line”. House of  
Commons, March 2010
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originally designed as a high speed link. This also led 

to an increase in passenger capacity. Other recently ac-

quired trains for intercity routes are a number of diesel 

powered Class 221 SuperVoyagers, and a fleet of four car 

electric Desiro trains for regional routes.

3. Impacts

The renewal led to a higher than anticipated increase in 

efficiency. Journey times between the major agglom-

erations were reduced significantly (see table below). 

Between London and Manchester they were reduced to 

2 hours, and between London and Glasgow to 4 hours 

and 15 minutes, thus significantly increasing the com-

petitiveness of rail on these routes. At the same time, 

capacity was increased by roughly 70%, allowing the in-

troduction of new timetables. Significantly more trains 

are running at a higher frequency between big cities. 

During the whole working day there is, for instance, one 

service every twenty minutes between both London and 

Birmingham and London and Manchester. The capacity 

for freight has also been increased, nearly matching the 

increase in passenger capacity.

This has created substantial economic benefit. The com-

pletion of the southern part of the route in 2004 led to a 

growth in business in excess of 30%.

The improved rail service also had a beneficial impact on 

the environment. After completion of the southern part 

of the axis, rail has regained a significant market share 

from air for journeys between London and Manchester. 

Between 2004 and 2005, rail has increased its market 

share from 41% to 59% in a growing market. This trend 

has continued subsequently. 

4. Concerns

The upgrade of the West Coast Main Line significantly 

reduced travel times between the large agglomerations 

in the United Kingdom. The introduction of the new very 

high frequency timetable by the transport operator, 

Virgin Trains, has significantly increased the number of 

services between major cities. One factor necessary to 

decrease travel time, however, was reducing the number 

of intermediate stops. As a result some, poorly used and 

smaller stations receive fewer fast intercity services, al-

though no journey opportunity from such points has 

been lost. Whilst some travel times between smaller sta-

tions have increased, the number of journey opportuni-

ties from such points has increased.  

5. Overview of Sections

There are many projects along the entire line, but the key 

projects are:

EE36: Platform extensions (Euston-Rugby) Providing 12 

car train length for additional capacity on regional and 

commuter trains - completed

EE09: Watford Junction-Bletchley

Tring turnback (outer suburban trains) - completed

Ledburn crossover (increased capacity) - completed

Bletchley remodelling - to be completed

EE29: Northchurch Tunnel

Providing extra ventilation shaft - completed

EE11 Nuneaton Remodelling

Providing new platforms and flyover for increased ca-

pacity - completed

EE12/EE22: Trent Valley Four Tracking and Line Speed 

Works

Increase capacity - 22 km (14 miles) of four tracking - 

completed

EE27: Abolition of crossings (West Midlands) 

Completed

EE30: Banbury Lane crossing

Improvements to intermediate stations between Coven-

try and Birmingham 

International - completed

EE35: Platform extensions (West Midlands)

New platforms at Birmingham New Street and

Wolverhampton - completed

FF22 Wigan–Springs Branch remodelling

Increased capacity - completed

W123: Sandbach-Wilmslow remodelling

Completed

FF17: Line speed enhancements (north of Crewe)

Completed

W058: GSMR installation

Completed
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Route Main Improvement

Glasgow-North West 
England

Increase in capacity 
30% reduction of journey time

London-Manchester Frequency increased from 2 to 3 
services per hour

London-Liverpool 25 minute reduction of journey 
time 
Increase in peak services for busi-
ness traffic

London-West Midlands Frequency increased from 2 to 3 
services per hour

Manchester-Scotland Frequency increased from 7 to 9 
services a day

Birmingham-Scotland 20-30 minute reduction of journey 
time
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European satellite navigation programmes: Galileo and EGNOS

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects
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PP15: Galileo
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Trans-European Satellite Navigation System (Galileo): Development and validation phase All €190.0

TOTAL €190.0

Introduction

Galileo is Europe’s initiative for a state-of-the-art global 

navigation satellite system, providing a highly accurate, 

global positioning service under civilian control. While 

providing autonomous navigation, positioning and 

timing services, Galileo will at the same time be inter-

operable with GPS and GLONASS, the two other global 

satellite navigation systems. The fully deployed Galileo 

system will consist of 30 satellites and associated ground 

infrastructure. The EGNOS infrastructure improves the 

accuracy of GPS by means of differential corrections and 

implements warnings of system malfunction (integrity) 

of the GPS constellations.  Description of the European 

GNSS programmes Galileo and EGNOS is available on: 

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/space/galileo/

index_en.htm 

Milestones achieved in 2011

In 2011, major progress has been achieved from both a 

policy and a programme point of view. With regard to 

policy, the report on the Mid-Term Review of the pro-

grammes1 was adopted by the Commission in Janu-

ary. Subsequently a Council conclusion was adopted in 

March and European Parliament Resolutions in June. 

Both documents highlight the importance of Galileo 

and EGNOS and the commitment of Member States and 

Parliamentarians to the programmes. The Commission 

is currently preparing for the next multiannual financial 

framework, 2014-2020. In this context, it is working on 

a new Regulation on the further implementation of the 

programmes. The proposal for this Regulation is sched-

uled to be adopted on 30 November 2011. The latter 

builds on an impact assessment conducted over the last 

1 COM(2011) 5 final

year, which analysed the way ahead in terms of infra-

structure set-up and governance. Also during 2011, the 

Council and Parliament gave positive opinions about 

the PRS access rules which were adopted by the Parlia-

ment plenary on first reading in September and Council 

in October. With regard to international policy related to 

the European satellite navigation programmes, activi-

ties concerning the extension of EGNOS to Africa con-

tinue. With regard to the implementation of the Galileo 

services, the main milestone is the launch of the first 

In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellite on 20 October 2011. 

Furthermore for Galileo, the contracts for Galileo Work 

Package 2 (Ground Mission Segment) and Work Package 

3 (Ground Control Segment) were signed in June for a 

total of €354.5 million, completing the contract award 

of the main Galileo Work Packages and paving the way 

to the provision of Galileo first services in 2014/15. With 

regard to EGNOS programme implementation, the key 

EGNOS milestone of the safety of life service declaration 

was achieved in March, with the service being success-

fully provided since this date. EGNOS open service con-

tinued to be provided successfully through 2011.

Outlook

• In 2011, the Commission will come forward with a 

proposal for a Regulation on the further implemen-

tation of the programmes, including elements on fi-

nancing and governance.

• In 2012, the remaining two IOV satellites will be 

launched.

• In the years to come, the Commission shall also en-

sure that EGNOS open service and safety of life serv-

ice continue to be provided to users.

Member States involved: All

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

2,333.5 2,176 820 0 0 0.9% 77 0 0 0 0%

Estimated completion date: 2013

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

80.5 0 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
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Priority Project 16 
Freight railway axis Sines/Algeciras-Madrid-Paris

Completion Date

Priority sections
Route to be developed

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP16: Freight railway axis Sines/Algeciras-Madrid-Paris
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Studies for the construction of the new high capacity line through the Pyrenées Spain, France €5.0

Redaccion de proyectos de adecuacion en las terminales: Valencia Fuente de San Luis, 
Madrid-Vicalvaro y otras actuaciones. Drafting projects in railway freight terminals

Spain €2.6

TOTAL €7.6

Member States involved: Spain, France, Portugal

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

8,697.79 355.58 1.88 80.65 0 4.1% 419.5 0 172 0 4.8%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

75.65 2.50 0 0 0.9% 7,847.06 90.2% 0 0%
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1. Introduction

This Priority Project aims at developing a high capacity 

freight railway axis linking the two key ports of Algeciras, 

in southern Spain and Sines, in southwest Portugal, with 

the centre of the EU. 

With the doubling in size of the Panama Canal foreseen 

in 2014 the strategic importance of the EU’s Atlantic 

ports, notably Sines, will be enhanced. On the other 

hand, Algeciras is located exactly on the Suez-Gibraltar 

line where most of the EU-Asia freight flows are currently 

routed.

So far, these infrastructures have mostly been used for 

transhipment or transfer to road, but have not been suit-

able for becoming efficient terminals due to the lack of 

adequate connections to the hinterland.

In Portugal, the line links the main logistics platforms of 

Sines, Lisbon, Setúbal, Poceirão and Elvas/Caia. In Spain, 

it reaches Spain’s major port (Algeciras) and Spain’s main 

logistics platform (PLA.ZA) – the largest in Europe in 

terms of surface area. 

The railway link to the ports will be built with interop-

erable sleepers, to allow operations in Iberian gauge in 

the first stage (in line with the freight rail networks of 

Spain and Portugal), but ready for future conversion to 

UIC (standard) gauge. 

PP16 involves the construction of a new high capacity 

rail link for freight across the Pyrenees, connecting the 

French and Spanish networks, in order to provide freight 

flows to/from the Iberian peninsula with rail access to 

the entire TEN-T network. 

As a consequence, the project includes the construction 

of a long-distance tunnel through the Pyrenees, in or-

der to eventually link it with the French network – po-

tentially to the branch of the Grand Projet du Sud-Ouest 

towards Toulouse. 

Several possible alignments are under consideration for 

this link, which will complete a European trade route 

from Portugal and Spain to the rest of Europe on which 

significant future traffic growth is forecast. The construc-

tion of this new line, in European gauge, is expected to 

enable rail to achieve a 30% share of the land transport 

Priority Project 16
Freight railway axis Sines/Algeciras-Madrid-Paris

market across the Pyrenees.

As a direct result of this framework, this infrastructure 

will foster traffic between Lisbon, Setúbal, Sines and Al-

geciras, central Spain, including Madrid’s dry port and 

the important logistics platform of Zaragoza, and the 

rest of Europe. 

The new Sines/Elvas/Badajoz and Algeciras/Bobadilla 

lines, as well as the third crossing of the Pyrenees, are 

the priority sections of PP16.

The line is operational from Bobadilla/Badajoz to Madrid 

and Zaragoza.

2. Project components

2.1. PP16 Sines/Poceirão-Madrid

The Portuguese sections of PP16 (blue line, new sec-

tions in bold) are being upgraded so as to provide ad-

ditional capacity for at least 24 trains per day and direc-

tion, substantially reducing the length of the route (from 

425 to 280 km) and the time needed (from 8 hours to 

4h 30min). The project foresees two totally new sections 

and the upgrade of an existing section. These projects 

will be supported by the Cohesion Fund and ERDF with 

about €309 million.

Interoperability is being ensured through the use of 

polyvalent sleepers (for future shift to UIC in coordina-

tion with Spain), 25 kV electrification and ERTMS-ETCS 

level 1. Sidings suitable for 750 m long trains are being 

created.

Sines-Grândola (including Raquete station at Sines): 

Raquete station (terminal in Sines) is being upgraded 

and works are being completed, while the new Sines-

Grândola (40 km) line is at design phase.

Alcácer bypass, consisting of 29 km of new line, was 

mostly implemented during 2009 and has been opera-

tional since December 2010, thus providing an access to 

Poceirão and a substantial reduction of journey time.

The modernisation of Bombel-Casa Branca-Evora (66 

km) has now been upgraded and electrified, and is al-

ready providing positive effects both on freight and pas-

senger traffic (reduction of time - Lisboa-Evora in less 

than 1h 30min).
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2.2. Evora-Mérida

This section, which is part of PP16 critical Sines-Badajoz 

section, shares the alignment (and the railway bed) with 

PP3 high speed line. It consists of a single track in Iberian 

gauge (with polyvalent sleepers for future conversion to 

UIC gauge), along a long range corridor linking Portugal 

to Spain and France. The line will stretch along the high 

speed ones in UIC gauge. 

The Portuguese side of the line of this section, sup-

ported by the Cohesion Fund, is entirely included in the 

Poceirão-Caia section, awarded to a consortium (Public-

Private Partnership) at the end of 2009 whose contract 

was signed in May 2010. 

Following the sharp economic crisis that struck Portugal, 

works are pending a definitive approval by the Portu-

guese government, which has in any case assured that 

the freight corridor will be given priority.

Evora-Caia 

As previously stated, this 92 km long section shares the 

platform and the procurement with the double track 

Madrid-Lisbon high speed line.

It is being implemented through two PPPs schemes: 

• one for the infrastructure of the Poceirão-Caia (bor-

der) line (duration 40 years)

• one for the signalling and control system (ERTMS, on 

the entire network, for a 20 year period).

The PPPs will be structured on the basis of a DBO (De-

sign, Build and Operate) and maintenance scheme, in 

which the operation will be limited to the availability 

of the network and service (therefore mostly linked to 

maintenance). 

The procedure for designating the concession holder 

for the 165 km long Poceirão-Caia (Spanish border) sec-

tion has now been concluded, following the signature of 

the contract that took place in May 2010. With regard to 

progress on the line, see the above section. 

Caia-Badajoz cross-border link

The design and preliminary studies related to the cross-

border Evora-Mérida section are being coordinated by 

the European Economic Interest Group (EEIG) “AVEP”, 

constituted by the Spanish and Portugal network. It  

started its activities for the coordination of the national 

stretches, definition of the short cross-border lot and of 

an international station for freight and passengers (Caia/

Badajoz). A development consent permit for the environ-

mental impact assessment of this section is still pending, 

while preliminary design activities were ongoing. 

The risk of delays cannot be ignored, notably in terms 

of environmental permits and the design of the interna-

tional station for freight and passengers. 

It will be important to ensure, at a first stage, comple-

tion of the short stretch of through line in order to allow 

the start up of long distance traffic between Badajoz and 

Mérida (Ciudad Real-Alcazar de Sant Juán-Madrid).

The freight line between the border, Badajoz and Mérida 

is already operational as a non-electrified, single track 

railway.

The route then reaches Puertollano, where it becomes 

electrified at 3 kV DC, in Iberian gauge (without polyva-

lent sleepers). The same conditions apply to the remain-

ing sections, towards Ciudad Real, Alcazar de Sant Juán 

and eventually Madrid. From Puetrollano the line runs 

parallel to the Madrid-Andalucia high speed connection 

included in PP19 (double line electrified at 25 kV in UIC 

gauge).

Once the traffic flows catch up, harmonised ambitious 

standards will have to be deployed along the corridors 

(for instance, the present maximum train length is lim-

ited to 400 m, which limits the competitiveness of the 

freight transport along the line).

Future substantial upgrading is expected to take place in 

2014-2020 along the entire corridor, as the implementa-

tion of these long distance, interoperable corridors is a 

key priority for Spanish investment in the transport sec-

tor.

These interventions will aim at diffusing the key stand-

ards endorsed in the revision of the TEN-T guidelines, i.e. 

maximum train length increased to 750 m, electrification 

(at 25 kV as a general rule), signalling and control system 

(ERTMS/ETCS level 2). Furthermore, a shift to UIC gauge 

is foreseen.

2.3 Madrid-Algeciras

Bobadilla-Algeciras 

The southern branch of PP16 (Madrid-Algeciras) in-

cludes the critical section Bobadilla-Algeciras, where the 

former line (still operational in part of the lots) consists 

of a single track, not electrified, in Iberian gauge. Further 
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constraints are due to its strong gradients and a maxi-

mum train length of 500 m.

The new line (176 km) currently under implementation 

will be a high capacity (línea de altas prestaciones), dou-

ble track (except for one sub-section) line, electrified at 3 

kV. In order to improve its capacity, new sidings are fore-

seen so as to make it compatible for 750 m long freight 

trains. 

This section is split into three sub-sections: 

• Antequera/Bobadilla-Ronda: pre-design studies are 

being completed for a 70 km long double line suit-

able for high speed services and freight transport.

• Ronda-Algeciras: detailed studies have been pre-

pared and works were achieved on the lot Ronda-

Cortes-San Pablo (59 km) for the upgraded, double-

track line; equipped with three rails to allow from the 

beginning operations with trains both in Iberian and 

UIC gauge. The section has already been provided 

with remote control system CTC with train control 

(compatible with the EU standard ETCS). Most level 

crossings and other interferences have already been 

removed along the line.

• Entrance into Algeciras is still at pre-design studies 

stage (a single non-electrified track is currently be-

ing exploited). Doubling of track was foreseen, but 

judged impossible on the southern section due to 

environmental concerns. Capacity will be improved 

through upgraded signalling.

Antequera-Cordoba-Linares-Alcazar de Sant Juán-Ma-

drid

The line then continues northward along the existing 

Antequera-Cordoba-Linares line and reaches the other 

branch in Manzanares (Alcazar de Sant Juán and Madrid).

The upgrading of the corridor to Madrid and beyond is a 

priority for the Spanish national planning for 2014-2020, 

which foresees the deployment of homogeneous, inter-

operable, high level standards along the main corridors 

(750 m long trains, ERTMS/ETCS, UIC gauge, electrifica-

tion – notably at 25 kV).

2.4. Madrid-Zaragoza-central crossing of the  

Pyrenees

Madrid-Zaragoza

Four lines link Madrid to Zaragoza, two of which are in 

UIC gauge at 25 kV AC (belonging to the Madrid-Barcelo-

na high speed line, where freight transport is in any case 

limited by the steep gradients), while the remaining two 

are in Iberian gauge and are electrified at 3 kV DC. 

Zaragoza-Huesca

The 80 km long Zaragoza-Huesca high capacity line 

(línea de altas prestaciones) is a component of PP19, and 

has been operational since 2005 with a maximum speed 

of 220 km/h, in Iberian gauge with polyvalent sleepers 

and a third rail, thus allowing traffic for both trains in UIC 

gauge at 25kV and Iberian gauge at 3 kV DC. The slopes 

are relatively smooth (gradients compatible with high 

capacity lines <1.2%). 

These features of the line provide the technical capacity 

for any potential flows to and from Huesca at the south-

ern access to the Pyrenees along this line.

Cross-border section

In Huesca a bypass leads the line towards the Pyrenees 

(Canfranc) avoiding the town. The current line beyond 

the bypass is not electrified, but the modernisation of 

the Huesca-Canfranc line was launched at the end of 

2010.

An EEIG whose scope is to perform preliminary studies 

on a high capacity crossing of the Pyrenees has recently 

been set up by France and Spain. Its studies are sup-

ported by TEN-T funding (€5 million out of a €10 million 

budget) - see TCP organisation in Section 3. 

Currently, no specific hypotheses of routes through the 

Pyrenees have been made available by the EEIG, whose 

creation was agreed in Paris on 25 March 2010, and actu-

ally took place on October 2010 with the appointment of 

Member State representatives and infrastructure man-

agers (RFF and ADIF). 

 

3. Focus on Pyrenean cross-border section

The French-Spanish cross-border section consists of the 

ambitious central Pyrenees crossing between Spain and 

France (TCP - Travesía central dos Pirineos/Traversée à hau-
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te capacité des Pyrénées):

The Spanish and French governments have been moni-

toring traffic flows through the Pyrenees, and the per-

meability of the region is discussed at the regular sum-

mits on regional cooperation in the Pyrenees area. 

As to this trans-Pyrenean link, some feasibility stud-

ies and cross-border surveys have been carried out by 

the neighbouring regions (Aragon, Aquitaine, Midi-

Pyrénées) working together through a TCP umbrella or-

ganisation. 

In order to identify potential routes on this section, stud-

ies have to be developed in synergy with the connections 

between the new railway, Huesca and the Grand Projet 

du Sud-Ouest Bordeaux-Toulouse branch in France (see 

connection to the French rail network hereafter).

EEIG activities: At the Spanish-French summit held in 

January 2008, both countries ratified a joint studies plan. 

In October 2009, Spain and France created the EEIG and 

recently appointed its directors. Preliminary studies were 

launched at the beginning of 2011. The goal is to finish 

the studies and launch the consultative procedures for 

the project by 2015.

Within the framework of the 2007-2013 multi-annual 

work programme, preliminary studies of the TCP are be-

ing co-financed at 50% by the TEN-T budget line.

 

The Pau-Canfranc line

The Pau-Canfranc line was a 94 km long, single track rail-

way, crossing the Pyrenees in UIC gauge, starting from 

Canfranc, 136 km north of Huesca, to which it is linked 

with a single track railway in Iberian gauge.

The line was discontinued in 1970 following an accident 

with the destruction of a bridge, with the exception of a 

36 km section in France, from Pau to Oloron, which used 

to be the only electrified (1.5 kV DC) section. 

Parts of the remaining section have been converted to 

road (galleries included), and are characterised by very 

abrupt slopes that would make it unfit for freight trans-

port in its central part.

Consequently, the line would need a substantial upgrade 

and partially a new alignment including a new tunnel to 

be viable for freight transport. Studies are ongoing to as-

sess new routes and tunnels along this former railway as 

an alternative to a completely new Pyrenean section. 

Beyond rail transport, some neighbouring regions have 

shown their interest in the potential operation of the line 

for tourist purposes.

Connection to the French rail network

PP16 does not include any lines on the French side, but 

of course its long term objectives can only be achieved 

if the trans-Pyrenean section is adequately linked to the 

French network.

 

Two ongoing French projects can contribute to this con-

nection:

• The GPSO (Grand project du Sud-Ouest) includes two 

branches with a common part: Bordeaux-Spanish 

border (belonging to PP3), and Bordeaux-Toulouse, 

that will reach Toulouse with two additional lines 

(high speed lines). This new infrastructure would free 

a large amount of capacity on the existing lines, po-

tentially for freight transport. 

 The technical body involving local stakeholders 

(Comité de Pilotage) defined 1,000 m wide corridors 

at the beginning of the year. Following public con-

sultations these 1,000 m corridors were confirmed in 

May 2010 and sent for ministerial approval.

• Upgrading of the network in Aquitaine/Midi Pyr-

enees line to Pau: within the framework of the GPSO, 

complementary actions to improve, among other 

things, the existing railway connection between the 

Atlantic line and Béarn (Pau) have been included.

 

In the medium term these actions will provide an im-

proved conventional railway from Pau to the Atlantic axis 

of PP3, where the railway corridor runs close to Bayonne. 

By 2020, this branch of PP3 will consist of four lines (two 

high speed ones and two traditional ones currently be-

ing upgraded in signalling, loading gauge, and electric 

traction).

4. General appreciation

The progressive implementation of PP16 will improve 

the efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability of freight 

flows from the Iberian peninsula to the rest of Europe. 

One of its cross-border sections is synergic with the Ibe-

rian branch of PP3.

Its strength is to provide a direct link to important logis-

tic platforms (among which are PLA.ZA in Zaragoza, and 

the ports of Algeciras and Sines), without the need for 
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reloading operations.

The project is progressing well on the two critical sec-

tions Sines-Badajoz and Bobadilla-Algeciras, where 

works are still on-going but sped up in 2009. A substan-

tial increase in capacity and reduction of journey time to 

and from the ports has already taken place during 2011.

Further improvements can be provided in the medium 

to long term through an upgrade of the existing sections 

in order to harmonise technical standards throughout 

the line (see section 5).

Following a proposal from the European Council, the 

Iberian components of PP16 have recently been in-

cluded in one of the routes of the European rail network 

for competitive freights (route 4: Sines-Lisboa/Leixoes/

Sines-Elvas/Algeciras-Madrid-San Sebastian-Bordeaux-

Paris-Metz), showing its synergies with the Atlantic 

branch of PP3. 

On the third crossing of the Pyrenees, a technical struc-

ture for the development of the project (preliminary 

studies) was set up in 2009 – studies have to catch up 

with the scheduled timetable.

The feasibility of this ambitious cross-border section will 

depend on the alignment chosen in relation with the 

new line to Huesca (its southern access) and the GPSO 

project to Toulouse.

5. Open issues for PP16

Objectives to meet

The main objectives for the future development of PP16 

can be summarised as follows:

• In the short term, to provide better rail connec-

tions for freights from Algeciras and Sines (Lisbon/

Poceirão) to Madrid, the rail freight network of the 

Iberian peninsula and its main logistics platforms (in-

cluding PLA.ZA).

• In the short to medium term, to establish a link from 

the centre of the Iberian network (Madrid/Zaragoza) 

to the rest of the EU in European gauge (see the refer-

ence to the rail freight corridors in section 5)

• In the long run, to provide a seamless freight orient-

ed high capacity connection form the ports, to and  

from Madrid and Zaragoza (PLA.ZA) and the rest of 

the EU network across the Pyrenees. 

The implementation of these structural improvements 

would strongly contribute to rebalancing the modal split 

across the Pyrenees, with railways catching 30% of the 

demand. The current - very poor - baseline is around 5%. 

Achieving this strategic goal will probably require, in 

the long term, the upgrade of the whole corridor to UIC 

gauge, something to be considered in the framework of 

a future conversion of gauge of freight oriented railways 

in the Iberian peninsula.  

The way to deliver: harmonisation of standards

In order to establish competitive and effective rail con-

nections along PP16, further harmonisation will be re-

quired throughout the lines (from the terminals to the 

main inland logistics platforms, dry ports and cross-bor-

der sections), notably in terms of:

• Electricity supply: must be progressively extended to 

all the sections (either in 25 kV AC or in 3kV DC along 

the Iberian branches, 25 kV being the standard in 

Portugal and for high speed and some high capacity 

lines in Spain, while 3 kV is the standard for the Span-

ish conventional lines).

Electrification has implications in terms of rolling stock 

as well: new bi-current or, for future cross-Pyrenean 

flows, three-current locomotives must to be available in 

the Iberian peninsula (the French southern network be-

ing electrified at 1.5 kV DC). The progressive deployment 

of 25kV (the Portuguese standard) will help overcome 

this barrier.

• Signalling and control system: ERTMS/ETCS is be-

ing progressively deployed on the new tracks, but 

in many sections ASFA or Convel are still exclusively 

used. Spain is now oriented toward a direct imple-

mentation of ERTMS/ETCS level 2 without backup 

systems on the new lines and corridors, which would 

squeeze costs and enhance capacity. A coordinated 

approach, taking stock of the status of rolling stock, 

has to be defined for the transitional period.

• Train lengths: length of trains is a key factor for the 

competitiveness of rail transport. Constraints to 500 

m or even 400 m of total length will have to be pro-

gressively overcome providing adequate sidings, ter-

minals and avoiding/eliminating excessive slopes (in-
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dicatively > 15‰) to enhance it. The Spanish plan to 

upgrade the parameter to 750 m of maximum length 

along the main corridors in 2014-2020 is fully in line 

with this aspect.

There are no major obstacles as far as axial weight is con-

cerned (both the Portuguese and the Spanish network 

are suitable for standard D4/axial weight of 22.5 tonnes).
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP17: Railway axis Paris-Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Wien-Bratislava
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Works and Studies for upgrading the Wien-Bratislava railway line (6 sub-projects) Austria €129.9

Works for upgrading of the cross-border section Salzburg-German border Austria, Germany €37.9

Neubaustrecke Wendlingen-Ulm Germany €101.5

Ausbau des Abschnittes Freilassing-Grenze D/A (Salzburg) des TEN-Korridors Paris-München-
Bratislava

Germany €8.5

Aus- und Neubaustrecke Stuttgart-Wendlingen einschl. Stuttgart 21 Germany €114.5

Ausbaustrecke 23 Kehl-Appenweier (POS Süd) Germany €27.0

Ligne à grande vitesse (LGV) Est Européenne - seconde phase, section Baudrecourt-Venden-
heim (etudes et travaux préparatoires)

France €18.0

Vorplanung für die Elektrifizierung Markt Schwaben-Tüßling-Freilassing Germany €8.0

TEN-Vorhaben Nr. 17 (PP17) Paris-Bratislava; Abschnitt Wien-Salzburg; Viergleisiger Ausbau 
der Westbahn Wien-Linz; Bahnhof Melk  

Austria €3.4

TEN 17 Strecke Paris-Bratislava; viergleisiger Ausbau der Westbahn Wien-Salzburg;  
Lückenschluss St. Pölten-Loosdorf (GZU) Brückenbauarbeiten 

Austria €2.6

TEN-Vorhaben Nr. 17 (PP17), Paris-Bratislava; Abschnitt Wien-Salzburg, Viergleisiger Ausbau 
der Westbahn, Bauvorhaben Ybbs-Amstetten, Burgstallertunnel (Rohbau)

Austria €3.4 

Seconde phase de la LGV Est Européenne entre Baudrecourt et Strasbourg - réalisation du 
génie civil de la LGV

France €76.0

Terminal Wien Inzersdorf - Planning, (PP 17 - Section: Vienna-Salzburg) Austria €2.1

TOTAL €532.8

Member States involved: Austria, Germany, France, Slovakia

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

12,956.1 4,978.17 191.89 0 260 38.4% 825.73 27.01 0.14 140 6.4%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

3,432.48 141.29 159.37 420 26.5% 3,719.73 28.7% 0 0%

4,978
(38%)

5,804
(45%)

6,971
(54%)

9,236
(71%)

12,956
(100%)
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129

Cumulative investment (€ million)
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(41.9%)
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94 km
(7.5%)
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Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,254 km
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Summary

Priority Project 17 Paris-Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Vienna-

Bratislava (PP17) is an east-west oriented railway axis 

crossing very densely populated areas in the centre of 

Europe. It stretches over 1,382 km and touches upon 

four Member States: France, Germany, Austria and Slova-

kia. PP17 is one of three east-west axes in the EU.

After the signature of a declaration of intent by the min-

isters for transport of the four Member States on 9 June 

2006 and several bilateral treaties on cross-border sec-

tions, the implementation of PP17 made good progress 

on most segments. Substantial sections have been com-

missioned and others will be well developed by the end 

of the current funding period (2007-2013) or are on the 

way to completion by 2020.

Cross-border sections:

• The Kehl bridge opened in December 2010, increas-

ing efficiency on this section. 

• Munich-Salzburg: The second Ampfing-Mühldorf 

track has been operational since December 2010  and 

the construction of a new double track bridge cross-

ing the river Inn at Mühldorf was finished in Septem-

ber 2011. Works on a third track between Freilassing 

and Salzburg have progressed on the Austrian, but 

not on the German, side. The planned three track 

Freilassing-Salzburg section and the dual track sec-

tion between Mühldorf and Tüßling are expected to 

be completed by 2015. Construction of the Saalach 

bridge is foreseen for completion in 2015 as long as 

the joint environmental impact assessment is issued 

by 2013.

• Vienna-Bratislava: All works have started in Austria 

and should be completed by 2016. 

Priority Project 17
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Bottlenecks:

• In France, the first phase of the eastern European 

high speed rail line was put into service on 10 June 

2007. Works on the Baudrecourt-Vendenheim sec-

tion started in October 2010 and this section should 

be in service by 2016.

• Works on the Stuttgart-Ulm started in 2010 and it 

should be fully operational by December 2019.

• Works on the Linz-Vienna section and the Wels-Linz 

section are ongoing and expected to be finished by 

2021/2025. The implementation of the freight rail by-

pass at St. Pölten is expected to continue until 2017. 

Along the alignment some milestones have already 

been reached: the new station at St. Pölten was inau-

gurated on 10 September 2010 and the St. Pölten-Vi-

enna section should be finished by 9 December 2012, 

allowing a 15 minute reduction in travel time. 

Development along the axis and related projects are 

co-funded by the European Commission (1995-2013) 

through the TEN-T budget, the European Recovery Plan 

(EERP) and - in the Slovak Republic - from the Cohesion 

Fund. 

Even though progress along this railway axis is good, it 

should be pointed out that there are still problems to be 

tackled: 

• Works required to finish the Kehl-Appenweier section 

were stopped after the inauguration of the bridge. 

The technical decision to build a flyover between the 

Kehl-Appenweier and Karlsruhe-Basel tracks was tak-

en in 2010, but a building permission and a financial 

agreement is not in sight.

• The preliminary planning for the complete improve-

ments between Munich and Salzburg depend on 

contributions still due from Deutsche Bahn in order 

to proceed.

• The new debate and the expected referendum on 

the new central railway station in Stuttgart and the 

effects for the Stuttgart-Ulm section have to be fol-

lowed.

• The Rastatter Tunnel is still not under construction. 

This construction would not only serve PP17, but also 

PP24 (linking-up effect).

• Intermodality: Since there are numerous TEN-T air-

ports and waterways along this line, it is recommend-

ed that they are linked at intermodal terminals for 

passengers and/or freight. With regard to the 2011 
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White Paper “Roadmap to a Single European Trans-

port Area”, by 2050 all core network airports should 

be connected to the rail network.

1. Introduction

In 2005, Péter Balázs was appointed European Coordina-

tor for TEN-T Priority Project 17 (Paris-Stuttgart-Vienna-

Bratislava), a role he held until April 2009 when he be-

came Minister for Foreign Affairs in Hungary. In June 

2010, he was re-appointed by European Commission 

to continue his successful coordination of the develop-

ment along the axis.

In general the implementation of PP17 made good 

progress on most sections. Starting from different politi-

cal commitments in 2006 and 2007, at the end of 2010 

about 43% of the project was in service. Works were on-

going along 560 km (44%)  of the axis.

The European Union has contributed, and will continue 

to contribute, financially to several projects with grants 

of up to 50% for studies in all four countries and up to 

25% for works in France, Germany and Austria. The con-

tribution totals up to €687 million for the period up to 

2015. About €602 million comes from the TEN-T budget 

and €85 million from the European Economic Recovery 

Plan (EERP). Investments of about €91 million attributed 

to the high speed axis east (PP4) and some €100 million 

attributed to investments in the European Railway Traf-

fic Management System (ERTMS) along different axes 

touching upon PP17 also positively affected the devel-

opment of the railway axis. 

Between 2007, the start of TGV services, and July 2011 

more than 5 million travellers used the TGV Paris-Frank-

furt and Paris-Stuttgart-Munich. On the Paris-Stuttgart 

connection, TGV gained market leadership (57%), and 

between Paris and Frankfurt TGV has 25%. Use of Stras-

bourg airport declined: According to SNCF, 70% of travel-

lers between Paris and Strasbourg prefer to use the TGV. 

The White Paper “Roadmap to a single European Trans-

port Area” presents a vision for the transport system of 

2050, and includes ten goals for competitive and re-

source efficient transport. Connecting all core network 

airports to the rail network by 2050, preferably using 

high speed links, is one of the top priorities. Along PP17, 

the national capitals Paris, Vienna and Bratislava are 

defined as nodes, and Stuttgart and Munich are nodes 

according to the size of the agglomerations. Paris CDG 

already has a rail connection; in Vienna it will be realised 

by 2016; in Bratislava and Stuttgart rail links should be 

realised by 2020. 

In 2010, the Coordinator considered that the most im-

portant implementing steps for the entire Priority 

Project were:

1. The beginning of works of the second phase of TGV 

Est (Baudrecourt-Vendenheim) in October 2010.

2. The Kehl Bridge opening in Germany on 10 Decem-

ber 2010.

2. Cross-border sections 

2.1. Strasbourg-Kehl-Appenweier

The Kehl bridge crossing the river Rhine was opened in 

December 2010. The dual track bridge (max 160 km/h) 

increases the capacity with a view to offering new inter-

national and regional services. 

The realisation of the Kehl-Appenweier subsection as a 

whole will be postponed beyond 2015 even though the 

technical decision on the Karlsruher Kurve was taken. 

The building of a non-level-crossing is planned to facili-

tate connections with the Rhine axis in times of a grow-

ing number of regional, national and international trains 

along the upper Rhine valley. The final building permis-

sion (Planfeststellungsbeschluss) and a financial agree-

ment are nevertheless missing.

The EU contribution to this section from the TEN-T budg-

et was planned to be €31.9 million (max. 25%) up to the 

end of the current financial perspective. According to 

the TEN-T Mid-Term Review1 the co-funding may be re-

duced due to a reduction of scope.

2.2. Munich-Salzburg

In July 2007, the German and Austrian ministries of trans-

port agreed on developing the cross-border section to-

gether to improve the capacity of the Munich-Mühldorf- 

Freilassing-Salzburg alignment. 

The Munich-Freilassing subsection will be realised via 

Mühldorf. Studies are being carried out to look at electri-

fying the whole line. Initial works between Munich and 

Mühldorf started in 2007, and works along the Ampf-

ing-Mühldorf section were finished in December 2010. 

Works on a new dual track bridge crossing the river Inn 

at Mühldorf started on 19 April 2010 and finished in 

September 2011, funded by the German Recovery Plan 

1 Mid-Term Review of the 2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-Annual Work 
Programme_ Project Portfolio (MAP Review), European Commission - 
Directorate General for Mobility and Transport, 2010,  (http://tentea.
ec.europa.eu/en/ten-t_projects/mid-term_review/2007-2013_map_
project_portfolio_review.htm)
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(€11.7 million). Other small sections will be realised by 

2015, and some longer ones even later (see table below).

The Mühldorf-Tüßling dual track line as a whole is in 

the planning phase funded by the German Recovery 

Plan (€3.5 million) and by the TEN-T programme. The 

federal ministry reported that the final permit (Planfest-

stellungsbeschluss) is expected for 2012, followed by a 

financial agreement allowing completion by 2015. The 

cost benefit analysis carried out last year by the German 

authorities on national transport infrastructure projects 

recommended dual track lines for the Markt Schwaben-

Ampfing section (about 50 km), Kirchweidach-Tittmon-

ing section (about 11 km) and the maintenance of the 

single track for the Tüßling-Freilassing subsection (about 

60 km). Preliminary studies for these upgrades and elec-

trification shall start shortly.

Raising the capacity is not only important for passenger 

transport along the line but also of high importance for 

freight transport to and from the “Chemistry Triangle” 

around Burghausen and Mühldorf: 25,000 people work 

in the chemical industry in this region and an addition-

al 50,000 jobs are indirectly connected to the regional 

chemical industry. Today’s single track line between 

Markt Schwaben, Mühldorf and Tüßling handles more 

than 1% of Germany’s total rail freight tonnage. The 

yearly freight volume is expected to rise from 3 million 

tonnes in 2010 to 6 million tonnes in 2015. A second track 

between Mühldorf and Tüßling has been requested by 

2015 at the latest, followed by an upgrade and complete 

electrification of the whole Munich-Salzburg section.

The abovementioned bilateral declaration (2007) in-

cluded the building of a new bridge over the river 

Saalach at the border. It was agreed that works should 

finish by 2012 at the latest. However, this goal will not be 

achieved. Although works on the Austrian side are ongo-

ing, the works on the German have not even started. The 

cross-border environmental impact assessment (EIA) for 

the Freilassing-Salzburg-Liefering section is still ongoing 

and should be submitted to the competent authorities 

by the end of August 2011. The final building permission 

(Planfeststellungsbeschluss) and a financial agreement 

are missing. The final building permission is expected 

to be issued together with the joint EIA by the end of 

2013. The German administration has pushed back com-

pletion of the works to December 2015. This has to be 

monitored closely.

Between Salzburg-Liefering and Salzburg Station some 

works are already finished, including Salzach bridge and 

others are planned to be finished by 2013. 

The EU contribution (from the TEN-T budget) will add 

up to €57.9 million up to the end of the current financial 

perspective. The German part of the project will receive 

€6.6 million instead of the foreseen €8.5 million follow-

ing delays in the construction of Saalach bridge. These 

Section Length Line Status

Munich-Markt Schwaben 20 km 2-tracks, electrified in service

Markt Schwaben-Ampfing 50 km 2-tracks, electrified study

Ampfing-Mühldorf 7 km 2-tracks, non-electrified 

2-tracks, electrified

in service

study

Mühldorf-Tüßling 8 km 2-tracks, non-electrified

2-tracks, electrified

2015

study

Tüßling- Freilassing

incl. Kirchweidach-Tittmoning

60 km 1 track, electrified

2-tracks, electrified

study

study

Freilassing-Salzburg

• Saalach bridge

• Liefering Station

• Salzburg Hbf. Station

• Salzach bridge, Aiglhof, Mülln-Altstadt and  

Taxham stations

7 km 2-tracks, electrified

3-tracks, electrified

in service

2015

2015

2013

2015

in service
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delays do not have an impact on the completion in due 

time of the works on the Austrian side. 

2.3. Vienna-Bratislava

In July 2007, the Austrian and Slovakian ministries of 

transport agreed to jointly develop the cross-border 

section. The declaration included several projects and 

dates for their finalisation, such as Filialka railway station 

(2013), the new main station in Vienna (2016), railway 

connections in Bratislava (2015) and the airport connec-

tions in Bratislava and Vienna (both 2015/2016). Due to a 

new discussion on their economic feasibility, the projects 

may be changed and/or their implementation delayed. 

Most of the works of the Vienna-Bratislava rail connec-

tion will be carried out between 2010 and 2014. Works 

for the new Vienna main station are ongoing and it is 

planned to put the station partly into service in Decem-

ber 2012, with completion by 2016. 

For the connection between Vienna, its airport and Bra-

tislava, the building permission based on the EIA is ex-

pected by mid-2011 (Klederinger Schleife) and by the 

end of 2011 (Götzendorfer Spange). The Götzendorfer 

Spange will be implemented as a single track - instead 

of double-track - connection after a new CBA by the Aus-

trian Ministry of Transport. The construction phase for 

these two sections will start in 2012 and works are ex-

pected to be completed by the end of 2015. 

The EU contribution to this section from the TEN-T budg-

et will add up to €145.9 million - about €135 million in 

Austria - by the end of the current financial perspective.

3. Bottlenecks

3.1. Baudrecourt-Strasbourg

In October 2010, the civil works for the second phase 

of TGV Est (Baudrecourt-Vendenheim) started. The civil 

works are due to be complete by August 2012, while the 

studies and preparatory works were completed in De-

cember 2010, two years ahead of the initial planning. The 

section should be in service by the first semester 2016, 

bringing a 30 min reduction of travel time between Paris 

and Strasbourg. 

The EU contribution to this section from the TEN-T budg-

et will add up to €94 million up to the end of the current 

financial perspective. 

3.2. Stuttgart-Ulm

An agreement was signed between the German Minister 

of Transport, Deutsche Bahn AG and the regional author-

ities on 19 July 2007. The financial agreement followed 

in April 2009. The projects include several measures in 

Stuttgart and a new high speed line to connect the two 

cities. The ground-breaking ceremony for the new sta-

tion took place on 2 February 2010, and preparatory 

works along the high speed line started in 2010. The sec-

tion will be constructed between 2010 and December 

2019. The EU contribution to this section from the TEN-T 

budget will total about €238 million up to the end of the 

current financial perspective. 

The project has again been heavily under discussion 

since the end of 2009, because of increasing cost esti-

mates, doubts concerning the benefits and expected 

geological problems. Protests have focused on the new 

underground railway station. Based on the results of 

a stress-test of the new underground station, the new 

government of Baden-Württemberg is scheduled to 

hold a referendum on 27 November 2011 to decide on 

the new underground railway station. The high speed 

line has not been put into question, but changes at the 

Stuttgart node might affect the works and the timing.

3.3. Wels-Vienna

The former dual track line has been modernised to a 

four track high capacity axis for east-west traffic which 

is already in service in important sectors: about 46% of 

the stretch has already been completed, 43% is under 

construction, 11% is in the planning stage. Important 

milestones have been achieved on this section and the 

current works are progressing according to schedule.

The section was divided into several subsections to fa-

cilitate planning and building procedures: 

3.3.1. Lainzer Tunnel

In order to provide for an improved connection of the 

western line with Vienna and to link it to the connect-

ing railway lines towards the south and east, works on 

the 12.8 km long Lainzer tunnel are ongoing. This project 

will allow the underground operation for long distance 

freight and passenger trains through Vienna. Free over 

ground capacities will be used to improve suburban 

passenger transport. Works on the technical equipment 

started in December 2009 and completion of this project 

is scheduled for December 2012. 

3.3.2. New construction section Vienna-St. Pölten

This new construction section is divided into three sub-

sections: Wienerwald (including Wienerwaldtunnel), 
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Tullnerfeld and Westabschnitt. The preliminary construc-

tion works of the tunnels have already been finished. 

Currently, the works focus on track superstructures and 

on technical equipment. Both the new Vienna-St. Pölten 

construction section and the Lainzer tunnel should be 

fully in operation by December 2012.

3.3.3.  St. Pölten-Loosdorf (freight rail-bypass)

On the Loosdorf-St. Pölten section (freight rail bypass) 

some bridges have already been finished to close the 

gap and other works are ongoing. The construction of 

several bridges has been financed by the TEN-T European 

Economic Recovery Plan (EERP) since 2009 (€2.6 million) 

and will be completed in time by the end of 2011. Con-

struction works for the so-called Pummersdorfer tunnel 

should start in 2011 and the whole section should be 

finished in 2017. 

3.3.4 Melk Station

As part of the four tracks upgrade project on the Linz-

Vienna section, part of the existing dual track line in 

the area of the Melk Station will be realigned in order 

to reach 120 km/h. Furthermore the station was relo-

cated, two track lines, a railway bridge and a block post 

will be constructed. This project has been co-financed 

by the TEN-T European Economic Recovery Plan (EERP) 

since 2009 (€3.4 million) and will be completed in time 

by the end of 2011. Works started in October 2009, after 

the building permit was received in March 2009. In 2010, 

one of the tracks was put in service and the block post 

was made operational. The new station will be opened 

on 28 November 2011. The remaining civil engineering 

works will be completed by the end of 2011. 

3.3.5. Ybbs-Amstetten

At the end of 2008, the works started including the “Burg-

stallertunnel” between Hubertendorf and Blindenmarkt. 

The works of the inner shell are due to be completed in 

August 2011. Along the line, sixteen railway bridges and 

nine road bridges will be built and the railway stations 

adapted. Construction of part of the Burgstallertunnel 

has been financed by the TEN-T European Economic Re-

covery Plan (EERP) since 2009 (€3.4 million) and will be 

completed with some minor delays by June 2011. Parts 

of the alignment are planned to be finished by Decem-

ber 2012 - together with the new Vienna-St. Pölten line 

and the Lainzer tunnel. The overall commissioning is 

scheduled for 2015. 

The EU contribution to this section from the TEN-T budg-

et will add up to €67.5 million by the end of the current 

financial perspective. €9.4 million will come from the 

EERP.

4. Other sections

4.1. Germany

Important sections between Appenweier-Karlsruhe 

and Stuttgart have already been completed except the 

Rastatter Tunnel which passed the permissions proce-

dures in 1998. The financial agreement is still missing. 

After the launch of Stuttgart-Ulm, Ulm-Augsburg now 

needs to be studied in detail. In particular, upgrade of 

the Dinkelscherben-Augsburg section has to be tackled 

in order to provide appropriate line parametres for ef-

ficient services in the future. Any progress in the entire 

section depends on the availability of federal funding 

which is not yet in sight. Deutsche Bahn AG reports that 

an upgrade may cost about €500 million. 

Works on a 61 km stretch between Augsburg and Munich 

were recently completed (14 June 2011). After 13 years 

of work and an investment of €620 million the section 

will be put into service in December 2011, allowing 230 

km/h along this four track section. In Augsburg, works to 

improve the connection between rail and urban trans-

port at the main station and at nearby Königsplatz has 

started and will be finished in 2019. 

At the beginning of 2010, the Bavarian government and 

the parliament (Landtag) agreed on a development con-

cept for Munich (Konzept zum Bahnknoten München). 

This project is predicted to improve:

• local and regional transport in Munich by building 

a new tunnel in the city centre (2. Stammstrecke) by 

2017

• connection to the airport with two additional tracks 

east of Munich (Johanniskirchen-Daglfing) by 2020.

• connections at Pasing by 2020.

• connections west of the airport by building a new 

alignment (Neufahrner Kurve), by 2016

• connection to southeast Bavaria (PP17): Erdinger 

Ringschluss by 2019 and Walpertskirchner Spange by 

2020
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The investment needed to implement these measures 

adds up to about €3.5 billion, about half of which is di-

rectly related to PP17 and/or the airport connection. A 

financial agreement and cost benefit analysis on some 

of these measures are currently missing. The partial 

upgrade and complete electrification between Markt 

Schwaben and Freilassing is also part of the concept but 

is not included in the cost estimate. 

4.2. Austria

Some further improvements along the Westbahn be-

tween Salzburg and Linz (125 km) are planned, and in-

clude the following: 

• Adding two new tracks between Linz and Wels until 

2025 and making improvements along the Salzburg-

Wels section (95 km). 

• A short gap closure southwest of Wels (Lambach-

Breitenschützing), which will be realised by 2013. 

• Along the Salzburg-Neumarkt-Köstendorf (22 km) 

the planning is ongoing and should be finished by 

2013, and the works finished by 2030. 

4.3. Slovakia

A new discussion about the projects in Bratislava re-

cently started. Several assessment studies will be carried 

out as basis for the implementation in the years to come. 

A new traffic model covering the Vienna-Bratislava ag-

glomeration will be available in 2012.

5. Activities in 2010/11

Péter Balázs’ new mandate started on 8 June 2010 with 

first exchanges of views with Commissioner Kallas on the 

development of the Priority Projects in general, and with 

the Coordinators responsible for projects crossing the 

Paris-Bratislava axis. 

During the next month, initial exchanges of views on na-

tional and regional level followed: 

• Meeting with Minister Ramsauer in Berlin (15 Sep-

tember 2010) and all EU Coordinators with projects 

in Germany to discuss the state-of-play. 

• Meeting with CEO of Munich Airport in Munich (11 

November 2010) to discuss intermodality at airports 

especially a possible future improvement of the rail 

connection at Munich airport. 

• Meeting with Minister Ramsauer, Mr Grube (DB AG), 

Mr Hubert du Mesnil (RFF) at the opening of Kehl 

bridge (9/10 December 2010) to discuss the develop-

ment of PP17 in France and Germany. 

• Conference of Wirtschaftsbeirat Bayern in Augsburg 

(17 January 2011) on the development of PP17 espe-

cially with regard to Stuttgart 21. 

• Joint meeting of the EU Coordinators in Kandersteg 

(19/20 January 2011): The EU Coordinators gave their 

input into the ongoing revision process of TEN-T 

guidelines and gave an insight into transport policy 

and funding schemes in Switzerland. 

• General assembly of the Main Line for Europe initia-

tive in Mühldorf (28 February 2011): Development of 

PP17 was presented emphasising the huge progress 

made in France and Austria where works will be fin-

ished by 2016. 

• Committee of the Regions Conference on Moving 

Europe’s Regions and Cities: Perspectives of EU Trans-

port Policy and Trans-European Networks (30 March 

2011): The development of PP17 was presented in a 

workshop on governance of TEN-T projects. The role 

of the Coordinator in the implementation of long 

term infrastructure measures was emphasised, but 

also the key role of regional and local partners. Re-

gional and local partners may facilitate support on 

the national level, for example, after elections or with 

regard to financial constraints.

• European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 

hearing on sustainable development of EU transport 

policy and TEN-T (26 April 2011): The development 

of PP17 was presented.  The EESC rapporteur, Mr 

Krawczyk, proposed signing programme contracts 

for projects by EU and the relevant Member States, 

a proposal that was supported as a way of backing 

long term develop of transport infrastructure. 

• Meeting with Ján Figel, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Transport, Construction and Regional De-

velopment of Slovakia (16 May 2011) to discuss the 

integrated transport concept in Bratislava. 

• Transport and Logistics in Central and Eastern Europe 

Conference in Bratislava (16/17 May 2011): The devel-

opment of PP17 was presented and a short insight 

given into the 2001 Transport White Paper. The need 

to look at PP17 beyond its existing limits in order for 

it to become an important east-west axis in Europe 

during the ongoing revision process of TEN-T guide-

lines, was emphasised.  

6. Conclusions and recommendations

The development of an international rail axis like PP17 

serves different goals in order to bring the greatest ben-

efit: Going beyond national borders (EU and neighbour-

ing countries), beyond rail (intermodality) and connect-

ing with other international axes (such as PP1 and PP 2). 

Thus its implementation needs the support of all Mem-

ber States affected. With the signature of a declaration of 
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intent in 2006 this commitment on PP17 was given. Each 

Member State is not only responsible for the develop-

ment on its own territory but the responsibility for the 

implementation of the axis as a whole for the benefit of 

all the countries and regions affected. France and Austria 

are very consistent in their efforts to develop the line on 

their territory and to the neighbouring countries. In Ger-

many, especially the cross-border sections to France and 

Austria, and Slovakia (Bratislava) connections are facing 

severe delays compared with the original plans. 

Progress on PP17 is good in general, but there are still 

problems which have to be tackled: 

• The planned upgrade at Kehl-Appenweier has been 

delayed.

• The implementation of the cross-border Munich-

Salzburg section has been delayed.

• The new debate on the section Stuttgart-Ulm has to 

be followed closely.

• Intermodality: Since there are numerous TEN-T air-

ports and navigable waterways (including the Rhine 

and Danube) along this line, it is recommended 

that they are linked to the railway axis. For passen-

ger transport, innovative mobility patterns such as 

smart inter-modal ticketing can also facilitate travel 

and transport in the future. In some Member States 

or neighboring countries, special tickets have been 

introduced to combine rail and air transport. A con-

ference on intermodality at airports is planned in 

order to exchange experiences and present services 

and products related to intermodality, their benefits 

and challenges (including contracting and consumer 

protection).

Nevertheless with regard to the White Paper 20112, PP17 

is likely to meet the benchmarks set:

• a fully functional and EU-wide multimodal TEN-T 

core network by 2030 including the existing Priority 

Projects

• 30% of road freight over 300 km should shift to other 

modes by 2030, and more than 50% by 2050

• 2050: Complete an EU high speed rail network which 

will also connect PP17 with other important axes, es-

pecially north-south

• 2050: all core network airports connected to the rail 

2 White Paper Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – 
Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system, 
COM(2011) 144 final, Brussels, 28.3.2011

network. For Bratislava this means continuing efforts 

to implement an efficient railway connection to the 

airport. 

Looking into the future of TEN-T, it is very likely that PP17 

will be integrated into the European core network with 

an adjustment to the existing traffic flows and with re-

gard to a consistent approach for all future transport cor-

ridors.
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Section Type km In service Travelling time 
(2010)

Future  
travelling time

Paris- Strabourg High speed line 300 Paris-Beaudrecourt: 2007
Baudrecourt-Vendenheim: 2016

140 min
(2006: 240 min)

110 min

Strasbourg station-Kehl 
bridge

Upgrade (160 
km/h)

15 2010

54 min 25 min 

Kehl bridge Upgrade (160 
km/h)

150

December 2010

Kehl bridge-Appenweier Upgrade (200 
km/h)

unclear

Appenweier-Karlrsuhe High speed line in service without “Rastatter 
Tunnel”

Karlsruhe-Stuttgart High speed line In service 42 min 42 min

Stuttgart-Wendlingen (incl. 
Stuttgart 21)

New station, high 
speed line 86,6 

2019/20

54 min 28 min

Wendlingen-Ulm High speed line 2019/20

Ulm-Augsburg Upgrade (200 
km/h)

94 unclear 24 min 21 min

Augsburg-München Upgrade (230 
km/h)

61 December 2011 37 min 18 min 

München-Mühldorf-Frei-
lassing

Upgrade (160 
km/h)
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After 2015

82 min 62 min
Freilassing-Salzburg Upgrade (160 

km/h)
DE: 2015, AT: 2014 
2015: Salzburg Station

Salzburg-Attnang Upgrade (160 
km/h)

121

After 2025

77 min 70 min
Attnang-Wels Upgrade (200, 

partly 230 km/h)
Lückenschluss Lambach-
Breitenschützing: 2013

Wels-Linz Upgrade to 4 tracks 
(200 km/h)

2025

Linz-St. Pölten Upgrade (200, 
partly 250 km/h)

130 St. Pölten 2013 Ybbs/Amstetten: 
2012/2015
Melk: 2011
St.Pölten/Loosdorf: 2017

63 min 45 min

St. Pölten-Vienna Upgrade (250, 
partly 160 km/h)

44 Lainzer Tunnel: Dec. 2012 41 min 25 min

Vienna New central station 2012 (partly)/2016 40 min 0 min

Vienna-Bratislava Upgrade (160 
km/h)

65/80 Klederinger Schleife/ Götzen-
dorfer Spange: 2016

70 (north)/ 55 
(south) 

35 (north)/ 55 
(south)

70 (north)/ 55 (south) 

35 (north)/ 55 (south)

TOTAL 11¾- 12h 7½- 8h

Not completely finished sections, distances, travelling time
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Railway axis Paris-Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Wien-Bratislava

Country Section Project Maximum EU contribution 
in € million

Maximum share

France

Vaires-Baudrecourt ERTMS Corridor C: 
High speed railway 
line “LGV Est” (Vaires-
Baudrecourt-Saarbrück-
en)

8 50%

Baudrecourt-Venden-
heim

18 19.1%

Baudrecourt-Strasbourg TGV-Est studies and 
works (EERP)

76 12%

Germany

Kehl-Appenweier works on Kehl-Appen-
weier

5

Kehl-Appenweier works on Kehl Station, 
Kork, “Karlsruher Kurve”

13.6 25%

Stuttgart-Ulm Geological and hydro-
logical exploration

3.5 50%

Stuttgart-Ulm rail access to airport (S-
bahn, regional rail, HST 
in future)

1.6

Stuttgart-Ulm studies on high speed 2.5

Stuttgart-Ulm studies on high speed 5

Stuttgart-Ulm studies on high speed 4.9 45%

Stuttgart-Ulm studies on high speed 2.6 44%

Stuttgart studies on Stuttgart 
node

2

Stuttgart-Wendlingen works on high speed 
line

114.5 11.6%

Wendlingen-Ulm works on high speed 
line

101.5 14.4%

Augsburg-Mering works 3.5 25%

Augsburg-Olching works on high speed 
line

5 9.7%

Augsburg-Olching works on high speed 
line

5 8%

Augsburg-Olching works on high speed 
line

2.76 5.7%

München-Mühldorf-
Freilassing

studies 1

München-Mühldorf-
Freilassing

study: preliminary plan-
ning for the electrifica-
tion Markt Schwaben-
Tüßling-Freilassing

8 50%

Freilassing-Salzburg works on bridges, tracks 
and a station

6.6 25%
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Austria

Freilassing-Salzburg works on tracks 4,5 12.9%

Freilassing-Salzburg works on bridges, tracks 
and a station

37.8 25%

Linz-Salzburg ERTMS Corridor E: 
Equipment of a Network 
with ETCS Level 1 Phase 
1 (Linz-Salzburg and 
Wels-Passau)

3 9.35%

Enns deviation/Rohr 
node

works 0.5

Enns deviation/Rohr 
node

works 1.3

Enns deviation/Rohr 
node

works 4

Enns deviation/Rohr 
node

works 7.65

St. Valentin-Amstetten works on tracks 8

St. Valentin- Amstetten works on tracks 8

Amstetten-Ybbs works on Burgstaller 
Tunnel (EERP)

3.4 20%

Melk works at station  (EERP) 3.4 20%

Loosdorf-St. Pölten works on freight tracks 
(EERP)

2.6 20%

St Pölten-Vienna EIA- studies 0.9

St Pölten-Vienna works 3.6

St Pölten-Vienna works 5.6

St Pölten-Vienna design studies 3

St Pölten-Vienna works on double track 
tunnel

8

St Pölten-Vienna works 3.5

St Pölten-Vienna upgrading of node 
Wagram

1

St Pölten-Vienna upgrading of node 
Wagram

4

St Pölten-Vienna upgrading of node 
Wagram

3.1

St Pölten-Vienna upgrading of node 
Wagram

4.8

St Pölten-Vienna works on high speed 
line

9

St Pölten-Vienna works on high speed 
line

3

St Pölten-Vienna works e.g. Wienerwald 
Tunnel

4

Vienna-Bratislava upgrading Parndorf-
Kittsee

3

Vienna-Bratislava works 2.4

Vienna-Bratislava works 129.9 14%

Slovakia Vienna-Bratislava studies for Bratislava 
stations/airport

8.8 38%

TOTAL 687.5
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Waterway axis Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube

Completion Date

Priority sections

Danube

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP18: Waterway axis Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Implementation of the integrated river engineering project Danube East of Vienna km 
1921.0-1872.7

Austria €22.4

Etudes de construction d’une écluse de 225m x 25m (classe VIb) à Huy (Ampsin-Neuville) et 
construction d’une écluse de 225m x 25m (classe VIb) à Flémalle (Ivoz-Ramet), toutes deux 
sur la Meuse 

Belgium €17.6

Construction of a 225 x 25m chamber navigation lock, its ancillary works and a pumping sta-
tion/hydroelectric power plant on the Albert Canal, to the east of the existing lock complex 
at Lanaye

Belgium €26.9

Neubau der Eisenbahnbrücke über die Donau bei Deggendorf Germany €7.0

Variantenunabhängige Untersuchungen zum Ausbau der Donau zwischen Straubing und 
Vilshofen

Germany €16.5

Studies for improvement of the navigability on the Danube (Hungarian section of the Priority 
Project No. 18)

Hungary €4.0

Maasroute, upgrade of inland waterways from class Va to class Vb specifications The Netherlands €74.7

D.A.N.U.B.E. - Danube Access Network - Unlocking Bottlenecks in Europe, by developing a 
high-quality TEN-T port infrastructure in Romania on optimal economic terms - feasibility 
study phase 

Romania €0.1

Project documentation for reconstruction and modernisation of Bratislava Old Bridge Slovakia €0.6

TOTAL €169.9

Member States involved: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary, The Netherlands, Romania, Slovakia

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

2,441.98 167.03 34.24 28.28 9.98 6.8% 383.66 25.42 112.05 27.57 15.7%

Estimated completion date: 2022

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

478.87 96.97 87.63 0 19.6% 1,412.41 57.8% 0 0%

167
(7%)

551
(23%)

684
(28%)

1,030
(42%)

2,442
(100%)

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2022

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,794 km
(57.6%)

154 km
(4.9%)

1,088 km
(34.9%)

78 km
(2.5%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,113 km
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1. Summary 

Four years ago, infrastructure projects were launched for 

the realisation of sustainable navigability between the 

basins of rivers Seine, Scheldt, Meuse, Rhine, Main and 

Danube. 

The associated projects have been administratively sep-

arated into the two Priority Projects 18 and 30, but actu-

ally form a continuum from the Atlantic Ocean and the 

Black Sea, crossing the whole of Europe from the north-

west to southeast.

The past four years have been mostly dedicated to stud-

ies and environmental impact assessments, but also to 

wider and more overarching initiatives aiming to build 

a common understanding and raise awareness of the 

great potential that inland waterways transport (IWT) 

represents for the Trans-European Transport Network 

(TEN-T) as a whole.

In respect to the environmental protection, a major 

achievement is certainly represented by the consolida-

tion of the Joint Statement Guiding Principles for the 

Development of Inland Navigation and Environmental 

Protection in the Danube River Basin adopted by the 

Danube Commission1, ICPDR2 and the International 

SAVA River Basin Commission3 in January 2008. On the 

basis of this Principle, the “Draft Manual on Integrated 

Planning of Inland Waterways Transport Projects” has 

1 Danube Commission (DC) Members are Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Serbia, Slovakia, Romania, Russia and 
Ukraine.

2 International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River, 
ICPDR Members include Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Romania, Ser-
bia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine and the European Commission.

3 International Sava River Basin Commission (ISRBC) Members are 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia

Priority Project 18
Waterway axis Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube

been achieved within the remits of PLATINA project4.

This represents a milestone in the relations between all 

stakeholders in planning infrastructural projects for in-

land waterway transport, keeping into account the en-

tire environmental legislation. 

On the economic contribution that inland waterways 

transport can provide to the overall transport system, 

it has become more and more clear that not only pure 

transport aspects are the asset of inland waterways, 

but a wide range of other activities that are associated 

to water management in a region including agricultural 

purposes, land developments, water reservoirs, as well 

as tourist attractions.

The growing awareness of IWT’s great potential  has 

driven further investigations towards an even greener 

characteristic of this mode of transport through the de-

velopment of new engines, light oils or implementing 

operational tools such as River Information Services (RIS) 

to lessen the impact on the rivers’ living habitat.

RIS can ensure safer and more efficient operations, 

through careful trip planning and taking into account 

weather, traffic and freight management conditions.

 

Progress is never linear: important events such as the 

Seine-Scheldt’s competitive dialogue launch last April 

may be overshadowed by other difficulties such as 

changing political climates or unresolved issues.

This Annual Report has been structured to give an over-

view of the achievements during last twelve months, 

as well as the difficulties encountered and that deserve 

further attention. Environmentally sustainable but also 

economically sound, IWT is not just a corridor, but an op-

portunity for regional growth and improvements. 

2. Priority Project 18: Waterways axis Rhine/Meuse-

Main-Danube

This long corridor, connecting the Belgian basin of the 

Meuse to the Black Sea through the German Rhine and 

Main rivers and the international Danube river has been 

subject of many developments during last year, not only 

in terms of progress in studies and works, but also in the 

4 PLATINA is the European Commission research activity for the 
implementation of the NAIADES Programme.
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political arena with new impacting initiatives.

The European Commission launched the European Un-

ion Strategy for the Development of the Danube River 

Basin (EUSDRB). The strategy, which reunites in a single 

action eight EU Member States and six non-EU Member 

States5 whose territories are largely part of the Danube 

river basin, was presented by the Commission on 8 De-

cember 2010 and conclusively endorsed by the Council 

on 24 June 2011.

This initiative addresses all the involved countries - 

whether an EU Member or not - to take an active part 

in its implementation. The strategy is not intended to 

add new legislation, bureaucracy or funding, but make 

appropriate use of existing and/or unspent funding to 

evaluate the pitfalls in current projects and evaluate the 

necessity for further activities for a sound development 

of inland navigation on the Danube and its tributaries.

The associated Action Plan is organised in 11 priority 

areas, each one run by a Steering Group. The Steering 

Group for Priority Area 1, on the promotion and develop-

ment of inland waterways transport capacity, is lead by 

the representatives of Austria and Romania. The compo-

sition of the Group includes representatives from every 

country, as well as national representatives of prominent 

international commissions (ICPDR, ISRBC and Danube 

Commission). The European Commission is also part of 

each Steering Group and I am represented as Coordina-

tor by my staff.

2.1. Critical cross-border sections and bottlenecks

• Straubing-Vilshofen (Germany)

• East of Vienna (Austria)

• Hungarian sector

• Bulgarian-Romanian common sector

• Calarasi-Braila (Romania)

Border sections are associated to bottlenecks, as differ-

ent approaches and legislation of the involved countries 

may lead to delays and stall progress.

There are no real bottlenecks or critical sections on the 

Meuse-Rhine-Main part of this Priority Project. 

Straubing-Vilshofen (Germany)

The first bottleneck entering into the Danube and com-

5 EU Member States: Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, 
Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania and non-EU Member 
States: Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Republic of 
Moldova and Ukraine.

ing from Rhine-Main Canal, is located between the 

towns of Straubing and Vilshofen in Bavaria. This section, 

located east of Vienna, has become a bottleneck since 

last year as the environmental permits were denied and 

a revaluation of the activities had to be undertaken. 

Downstream, the Hungarian, the common Bulgarian-

Romanian and Calarasi-Braila sections require detailed 

and intensive Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) 

before any infrastructural activity can be undertaken to 

ensure navigability conditions. 

The study on Straubing-Vilshofen relevant to the analy-

sis of navigability options and their impact on the living 

habitat are progressing according to the updated sched-

ule: the first Action Status Report was delivered to the 

Commission in March 2011 and the completion of activi-

ties is planned for the end of 2012.

The first part of activities included the data collection 

on ecological aspects (fish, birds, amphibians and veg-

etation), evaluation of water quality aerial surveys and 

the environmental planning report. All of these activi-

ties were presented and discussed with the Monitoring 

Group before being undertaken.  

This is one of the most relevant results of the Joint State-

ment agreement mentioned earlier: four industry ex-

perts and four environmental experts, chaired by a re-

nowned mediator, are meeting regularly every month to 

discuss the contents of the study and its development.

Before the end of 2011, an interim report on the research 

activities’ early results will be delivered. The research ac-

tivities will focus on the impact of variants independent 

from Variant A and Variant C280, where Variant A entailed 

the construction of minimum structures for flooding 

protection and for sediment containment at the mouth 

of the Isar river, while Variant C280 foresaw the construc-

tion of an underwater weir across the Aicha bend and 

the cutting of the bend for the inclusion of a lock.

A conference in Bavaria is planned for the beginning of 

2012 to disseminate early results and discuss feedback 

as a result of many consultations with the German Fed-

eral Transport Ministry and members of the Monitoring 

Group.

East of Vienna (Austria)

The study and the pilot project in Deutsch-Altenburg, 

located east of Vienna and inside the national park that 

is a NATURA 2000 site, is still stalled. Until last year, the 
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infrastructure interventions and pilot project were con-

sidered best practice for inland waterways in Europe. 

Last year, the project was stopped as the completion of 

the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was delayed 

due to a lack of the necessary official permits and review 

of the construction costs. This resulted in a re-evaluation 

of the overall costs and an extension of the completion 

date.

Further investigations have been undertaken with the 

support of environmental experts in order to find a solu-

tion that would unblock this stalemate that risks delay-

ing the completion of works until 2022. 

Hungarian sector

The study for the improvement of navigability in the 

Hungarian section of the river is progressing according 

to the schedule, as reported in the Action Status Report 

2011, for a completion by the end of November 2011.

Site measurements, data recording, physical modelling 

and technical engineering, as well as part of the envi-

ronmental issues have been completed for 28 of the 31 

sites that are part of the study. Water management per-

mit design and detailed EIA documentation have been 

transmitted to relevant authorities for 13 of the above-

mentioned sites.

Dissemination and information to public has been ex-

tensively carried out through several events and pub-

lic hearings held in 8 locations. A dedicated website (in 

Hungarian with an English section) has been set up to of-

fer news, photos and information to an even wider pub-

lic through the publication of documents, news, pictures 

and contacts.

Bulgarian-Romanian common sector

The feasibility study on the section between Iron Gates I 

and Silistra (rkm 863-375) was approved by the Steering 

Committee in May 2011. The final version of the environ-

mental Impact Assessment was submitted in March and 

is expected to be finalised by July 2011.

I have been informed that on the Bulgarian side, some 

project sites have been extended and these will require 

new studies to include these areas.

On the Romanian side, a more structured management 

plan on each NATURA2000 site has been requested and 

must be drafted. The Romanian authorities are seeking 

to obtain all of the necessary environmental permits be-

fore launching any tender for the infrastructure works. 

In the next few weeks, it will be clarified if the works will 

start in 2011-2013 or delayed further until after 2014.

Calarasi-Braila (Romania)

In the Calarasi-Braila section, a former ISPA project for 

the rehabilitation of minimum water depth in the main 

Danube branch, dredging, maintenance and structural 

works had to be delayed to allow the setting up of an 

environmental monitoring programme.

This programme has been discussed with the EC’s Di-

rectorate General for Environment (DG ENV) with envi-

ronmental stakeholders and has finally been drafted by 

ICPDR. 

It entails three phases of monitoring at the Bala Branch 

critical point, where a bottom sill is planned to be con-

structed in order to reorient 50% of the stream that flows 

into the side branch towards the main branch. From the 

current 20% of water flow in the main branch, through 

this intervention, it is expected that the flow in the main 

branch will grow to 60% of the total. The river will then 

flow mainly through the original branch.

The monitoring programme will be implemented in 

three phases: a first phase, before any construction 

works are started will include the collection of data con-

cerning, amongst others, air quality, noise monitoring, 

soil quality, water and sediment quality and the monitor-

ing of sturgeon behaviour as part of the intensive cam-

paign for the realisation of a 3D modelling. This will be 

followed by a second phase during the construction of 

the bottom sill and a third one after the ending of con-

struction and for a period of three years.

The first phase was planned to be completed by mid-Au-

gust 2011. 75% of data have already been collected and 

30 sturgeons have been implanted with a transmitter to 

be able to trace their movements during next six years 

of activities. More sturgeon will be implanted in Septem-

ber during the next migration period. The incremental 

construction phase of the bottom sill is planned to start 

in the autumn.
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2.2. Other sections

Maasroute (Netherlands)

Lanaye (Belgium-Netherlands)

Belgian locks

Deggendorf (Germany)

Bratislava (Slovakia)

The above-mentioned projects are not as critical as 

those reported in the previous section, but are never-

theless important for the continuity of the connection 

between the river basins.

The upgrade of inland waterways on the Dutch Maas-

route from Class Va to Class Vb has benefited from re-

duced cost, which thus entailed a reduction of the TEN-

T contribution. Although tendering procedures have 

caused a prolongation of the project, the Action Status 

Report has confirmed that it will be completed by 2014.

The Belgian construction of the 225 x 25 m chamber 

navigation lock, service works and the hydroelectric 

power plant east of the existing lock complex in Lanaye 

is suffering from a few months delay. The tendering au-

thority asked the designer to adjust the implementation 

schedule in a way so that there is no impact on the com-

pletion date of 31 March 2015. The tendering authority 

also signed a contract with BEI (Bank of European Invest-

ment) in order to secure the project in case of increased 

budget.

The Belgian project on the Meuse river, which includes a 

study of the lock in Huy at Ampsin-Neuville and the con-

struction of a lock in Flemalle at Ivoz-Ramet, is now back 

on track after having suffered a two-year delay. It will be 

completed by the end of 2015.

The construction of the new bridge in Deggendorf on 

the Danube in Bavaria suffered strong delays during win-

ter of 2009-2010. This however did not prevent the over-

all completion of the project in March 2011.

The documentation study for the restructuring of the old 

Bratislava bridge in Slovakia is now about to be complet-

ed after the last green light from the city of Bratislava. 

2.3. Progresses and Delays

As reported earlier, of the wide range of activities, some 

are mature and have reached full maturity if not comple-

tion, like in the case of the Deggendorf Bridge or Brati-

slava bridge studies and the navigability improvements 

in Belgium and the Netherlands.

Other activities are progressing well, although with dif-

ficulties due to non-release of necessary permits (east of 

Vienna and Hungary), prolongation of environmental as-

sessment (Romania in the Calarasi-Braila section) or due 

to mismatch between legislation and consequent delays 

in finalising the feasibility study (Bulgarian-Romanian 

common section). 

The study for the improvement of navigability between 

Straubing and Vilshofen in Bavaria deserves a separate 

notation: the study as such is progressing well and ac-

cording to the schedule reported in the amendment 

approved in 2010. In addition, the monitoring group is 

functioning in an efficient manner, having adopted the 

approach praised within the Joint Statement Principle, 

i.e. the environmental aspects are debated between in-

dustry and environmental experts before being imple-

mented. 

However, there are still some disagreements surfacing 

between the two groups of experts and I recommend 

that the study be completed before taking any decision 

on the final approach. I also recommend that the fore-

seen traffic forecast analysis is performed as soon as pos-

sible in order to be able to properly evaluate the impact 

of the shift of freight from roads to inland waterways 

transport has on the overall regional traffic. 

2.4. Overall Priority Project Appreciation

In general, the projects undertaken within the PP18 are 

finally progressing well and are starting to offer the pos-

sibility of improving inland navigation on the corridor 

Meuse/Rhine-Main-Danube in a sustainable way, from 

the environmental and the economic points of view.

This year’s progress is not the same in the different sec-

tions, as the issues at stake were very different in nature 

and impact.

Looking at the achievements in the critical bottlenecks, 

we see that:

1) The study on the navigability in the section of Straub-

ing-Vilshofen is steadily progressing according to the 

schedule in the investigation of habitat conditions. 

The extensive work performed by the monitoring 

group, which includes a mix of both transport and 

environmental experts, gives a tangible fact of com-

mon understanding and cooperative will - even con-
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sidering that there are still points of disagreement. 

 Not all the issues at stake have been resolved, but the 

approach undertaken is the only one that leads to a 

firm investigation and the possibility of a complete 

analysis of the impact both on the nature and growth 

of the transport sector.

 A wide dissemination and open discussion will be 

most important as the results of the research activi-

ties are achieved, for a complete evaluation of the ad-

vantages/disadvantages that any proposed solution 

will be able to offer to the protection of the river but 

also to the protection of the overall region and the 

support to an important means of growth.

2) Another important step has been set in the project 

at the Calarasi-Braila section in Romania. The long 

lasting discussion concerning possible negative im-

pacts caused by the construction of a bottom sill, is 

now focusing on the activities of the monitoring pro-

gramme that took many months to be set in place 

but it is now running and well established.

 It represents a second important example of Joint 

Statement Principle implementation: cooperation 

between both transport and environmental experts 

is leading to an analysis of the situation that will ben-

efit both the natural habitat and the possibility of an 

improved navigability condition.  

3) The Hungarian and common Bulgarian-Romanian 

sections are still in the studies phase and assessment 

of foreseeable infrastructural interventions. 

  While the Hungarian project is progressing accord-

ing to schedule, the Bulgarian-Romanian one is suf-

fering from delays due to reasons that have nothing 

to do with the difficulty of the activities, but with the 

governance and the impact that different legislations 

may cause.

 To this respect a closer coordination between and 

within national institutions is desirable and will be an 

important action to be undertaken within the strat-

egy for Danube regional development.

 In summary, this year has shown concrete progress 

almost everywhere along the Priority Project, but 

there still are some major steps to be achieved. There 

is a real interest from all parties to develop a sustain-

able, effective and economically viable inland navi-

gation.

3. Priority Project 30: Seine-Scheldt

The Seine-Scheldt connection (PP30) partially follows 

the design of a canal that was realised during the reign 

of Louis XIV, “Le Roi Soleil” in the 17th century.

From the Seine river north of Paris, in Conflans, it links 

the Seine basin to the Scheldt and the Meuse basins to 

ensure inland waterways connections from the Atlan-

tic French ports and the Seine inland ports towards the 

northern range of inland and maritime ports in Wallonia, 

Flanders and The Netherlands.

Major ports like Le Havre, Rouen, Dunkerk, Zeebrugge, 

Ghent, Antwerp, Rotterdam and Liege will be linked by 

inland waterways for large gauge barges. Through the 

Meuse and the Rhine, there are further links to the Ger-

man and the south east European basins.

A major event took place this year for this project: on 5 

April 2011, French President Nicolas Sarkozy, after visit-

ing the construction sites for the lowering of the high-

way, launched the competitive dialogue for the con-

struction of the canal in France. This political event, that 

has a strong impact on the credibility of the project in 

terms of commitment by the French government, over-

shadows any delays that may be occurring in the execu-

tion of single projects along this axis.

3.1. Cross-border sections and bottlenecks

Looking at the French side of the project, the realisation 

of the Canal Seine-Nord Europe will, more than any oth-

er part of the project, define the success of the project 

as a whole.

Following the declaration by the President Sarkozy, 

the competitive dialogue is now entering in its crucial 

phase. The French government has entrusted VNF (Vois 

Navigables de France) of signing a contract with one of 

the two groups of private enterprises that will define the 

concept, finance and build the Seine-Nord Europe canal.
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The public-private partnership between VNF and the 

unique partner is the best solution towards an efficient 

integrated approach for the realisation of this multi-fac-

eted enterprise.

A wide range of actors is involved, such as transporters, 

forwarders, ship owners, logistics and local administra-

tion, in a large variety of uses - from the container trans-

port, heavy loads, bulk material, oil and chemicals and 

agricultural products. This requires that a well structured 

initial financing scheme is put in place with a sound fi-

nancial solution that takes medium and long-term evo-

lution into account.

The competitive dialogue will last up to 18 months and 

entails a thorough analysis of all the issues at stake from 

the economic, environmental, financial and juridical 

points of view.

The project has been extended until December 2015 fol-

lowing the mid-term review in March 2011: since part of 

the activities is planned for after that date, the total eligi-

ble costs will amount to €3014 million. 

In the cross-border section Deûlémont-Wervik on the 

Lys river, the NATURA 2000 study and engineering study 

have been accomplished. The next step is the launch of 

the necessary build permit request.

3.2. Other sections

Works for new embankments for a rectangular cross sec-

tion of the northern section of the Ghent Circular Canal 

started in March 2010.

The study for a lock in Flemalle (Ivoz-Ramet) was com-

pleted, while the study for the construction of three 

locks in the upper Scheldt has requested an extension of 

one year due to 2010 flooding, as well as late notification 

of the funding Decision.  

3.3. Progress and delays

The launch of the competitive dialogue in France has 

been the most remarkable progress in the implemen-

tation of the project. It came at the last acceptable mo-

ment for a reasonable time-wise performance of the 

project and further important milestones will have to be 

respected in order to accomplish the goal. However, it 

remains a most significant step forward. 

The minor delays in other sections and other correlated 

projects, have not had an impact on the final result of the 

overall activity and are being handled properly by the 

competent authorities.

3.4. Overall Priority Project appreciation

As the competitive dialogue in France has been launched, 

PP30 as a whole is now looking forward to its comple-

tion with greater confidence - although the financial 

situation remains critical and the reduction of European 

Commission contribution agreed in June is a significant 

warning that not any delay will be accepted. 

The Intergovernmental Committee set up by the French, 

Walloon and Flemish governments in 2009 has approved 

its enlargement to the Dutch representatives as full 

members and to the German representatives as observ-

ers.

This enlargement reflects the situation that was already 

considered when the project was initially submitted for 

EU funding. It is also a clear signal that the countries in-

volved have expressed their willingness to extend the 

project’s dimension to reach the Western Scheldt in The 

Netherlands and further on to the port of Rotterdam.

Two other important steps have been made on the cost/

benefit evaluation, with the completion of the Internali-

sation of External Costs (IEC) and the Toll System studies.

The IEC was conducted on the surface freight traffic be-

tween Amsterdam and Paris, taking into account rail, 

road and inland waterways connections. It was per-

formed by a group of companies, supported by the inter-

ested governments, under the leadership of the Univer-

sity of Delft and the results were validated by a scientific 

committee of independent experts.

The Toll System study was applied to the Seine-Scheldt. 

It is now clear that a toll system on the canal will have to 

be applied in order to cope with the financial require-

ments. How, where and to which goods it will be applied 

needs to be agreed. The study supplied five different sce-

narios in terms of kind of goods to be transported, geo-

graphical extension of the paying section, providing ad 

hoc allocated weight to the toll in relation to the type of 

transported goods (if in containers, bulk, liquid, dry…). 

4. Other Inland Waterways corridors

There are other inland waterways studies and works not 

part of the two Priority Projects that deserve mention. 

One is the northern Italian waterways connection that 
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links the towns of Venice, Mantua and Cremona.

The overall action aims to upgrade the Northern Italian 

Waterway System (Po River and connected canals) to 

class Va and develop a multimodal connection with and 

between important existing European rail and road axes 

and the northern Adriatic sea.

The study includes a Master Plan, an executive design 

for the adaptation of the Fissero-Tartaro-Canal Bianco to 

class V and the restructuring of Porto Levante. A series of 

works are included in the action, in particular the con-

struction of a new road connection between the port of 

Mantua and the Brenner motorway.

All of the activities are on track: the studies will be com-

pleted by the end of 2011, while the infrastructural works 

are set to finish by October 2012.

For the canal connecting the Belgian port of Ghent with 

the Western Scheldt in The Netherlands, an important 

agreement was reached between the two governments 

for the realisation of a sea vessels lock in Terneuzen.

This new step will enhance the importance and the pos-

sibility of a more rentable use of the Seine-Nord Europe 

canal.

5. Meetings and Conferences

Many events have marked this year’s activity, show-

ing that the interest in inland waterways development 

is growing at a fast pace and confirms the need to ex-

change information, discuss and confront ideas.

In the framework of the European Union Strategy for the 

Development of the Danube River Basin, intensive activ-

ity has been undertaken partly thanks to the very pro-

active EU Hungarian Presidency.

The Strategy takes the name from the Danube as this is 

the real backbone of the region. Exploitation of its trans-

port capacity in connection with the other modes of 

transport represents a decisive window of opportunity 

for sound regional development.

In view of the Hungarian Presidency, in November 2010 

I invited three fellow TEN-T Coordinators in charge of the 

rail connections crossing the Danube basin region to 

join me in a meeting with the Hungarian State Transport 

Minister Pál Völner. The discussion was very interesting 

also in view of the new TEN-T Guidelines that are based 

on a multimodal approach putting the emphasis on the 

value-added combination of transport modes.

Under the initiative of the Hungarian Presidency, an 

important conference took place in Esztergom in April. 

During the event, major actors of the inland waterways 

sector have expressed their interest and expectations 

from the navigability of the Danube river and its tribu-

taries. At the same time, the three Commissions - ICPDR, 

ISRPC and Danube - gathered in Vienna for the annual 

meeting on the Joint Statement Principle developments.

Once more, transport issues and environmental con-

cerns brought experts together for a joint discussion for 

a common future.

Due to a wide range of activities and to the complexity of 

many of the operations, I decided to dedicate my atten-

tion first to the major bottlenecks and, in the case of the 

Danube, to the northern one in Straubing-Vilshofen and 

southern one to Calarasi-Braila in Romania.

In May I met Minister Peter Ramsauer of the German Fed-

eral Ministry of Transport in order to discuss the devel-

opments on the Bavarian stretch of Straubing-Vilshofen, 

since the relevant study will soon deliver its early results. 

We both agreed that the study represents an important 

milestone in a long lasting dispute and emphasised the 

importance of inland shipping transport in regional traf-

fic volume. Better communication and dissemination of 

merit of inland waterways and the study was particularly 

necessary. To this aim, the forecast analysis of the overall 

traffic in the region that is part of the activities, is of ut-

most importance to structure the evaluation of the find-

ings.

A broad discussion is to be carried out once the results 

will be delivered with all stakeholders for an objective 

evaluation of the impact of inland waterways transport 

in the traffic volume but also in respect of the impact on 

the environment as to minimise the interventions on the 

river habitat.
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On the other extreme end of the Danube, I went to visit 

the site near the Bala branch where the Romanians are 

planning a bottom sill and monitoring activities of the 

existing habitat are being undertaken. I also met Roma-

nian Minister of Transport Anca Boagiu, and congratu-

lated her on the important step forward made in that 

project through the implementation of the monitoring 

programme.

It is important that these progresses are disseminated 

and all stakeholders have the possibility of evaluating 

the efforts of the Romanian authorities in implementing 

the Joint Statement Principle for an environmentally sus-

tainable infrastructure project.

Finally, in my visit to Romania I met the Romanian Coor-

dinator for the EU Strategy for the Danube Basin to dis-

cuss how the strategy can help make the Danube navi-

gable.

For Seine-Scheldt, I visited French Transport State Secre-

tary Thierry Mariani in February 2011. He reassured me 

about the intention of the French government, which 

was confirmed later by the French President on the 

French engagement in the project.

Besides these official visits, and during the many other 

meetings with environment and transport representa-

tives - from the Director Generals in the Commission to 

the government representatives and stakeholders from 

the transport industry and the NGOs - I took the oppor-

tunity of representing our respective positions and rein-

forcing the commitment that I consider as the basis for 

a sound development of inland waterways transport: if 

transport is the first motivation, then developing inland 

navigation encompasses many other important aspects 

such as territorial re-evaluation, water management, en-

suring drinking or agricultural purposes as well as the 

growth of the regional economy through tourism while 

minimising its impact on the living habitat.

The Seine-Nord Europe canal is a good example of this 

multi-faceted enterprise: there is the construction of a 

canal, but also a wide range of initiatives that will valor-

ise the infrastructure to the most effective advantage of 

the local populations.

The events were so frequent and all equally important 

that if I couldn’t personally be present, my staff ensured 

that my interests were represented.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Key points

• Multimodal approach based on rail/road/IWT con-

necting points in the vision of new TEN-T guidelines

• Global vision for infrastructural constructions but 

also versus the development of regions (Seine-

Scheldt and Danube Strategy)

• Port developments as modern logistic exchange 

nodes to reach inner areas of each country

• Close cooperation between transport operators and 

users with environmental experts on a mutual recog-

nition that there is no good transport unless it is en-

vironmentally sustainable, but there is no good envi-

ronmental protection if there is no growth option for 

the local economy

• Research and technological development need to be 

reinforced for application of operations through RIS 

(River Information Services) and for the development 

of more efficient engines using lighter fuels 

• Private funding is needed: the challenge is too large 

to only be supported by public funding, new ways of 

attracting private involvement have to be developed

• Studies on areas such as internalisation of external 

costs are necessary to improve the transport dynam-

ics for inland waterways, and also other modes. Fleet 

renovation and support to industry is to be investi-

gated for a sound growth of the sector 

The TEN-T concept is changing and new Guidelines will 

be presented by the Commission in October. This evo-

lution is very much welcomed and has been dictated 

by the experience and the lessons learned during more 

than fifteen years of programme implementation.

The development and the experience gained during my 

four years of mandate as Coordinator for European In-

land Waterways Transport has lead me to seek a wider 

development of the region crossed by rivers, not only 

looking at enhancing transport capacity but promoting 

a wider regional development for sound environmental 

growth in terms of water management, social develop-

ment and economical growth, in a close cooperation 

with other modes of transport in a multimodal approach.

The two initiatives of the Joint Statement Principle for 

an environmentally sound development of inland water-

ways transport and the global approach represented by 

the Seine-Nord Europe canal project are two best prac-

tices that are paving the way for inland navigation as an 

integral part of the transport network in the involved 

regions.
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Although progress is tangible, a lot has to be done in or-

der to ensure that we really minimise the impact on the 

environment. This can be done by reinforcing the Joint 

Statement Principle through its vigilant application, but 

also by making sure that a transparent and global analy-

sis is done when evaluating the environmental impact.

I refer to the analysis of existing traffic, including road 

and rail, and reliable forecast on the future traffic - par-

ticularly in south east Europe where the possibility of a 

real multimodal approach can provide the opportunity 

to use unspoiled inland navigation in order to alleviate 

road congestion and burden on natural areas.

The rivers should not be considered as mere corridors, 

modern logistics should be developed in ports in order 

to create a network of connections between the three 

surface transport modes for a capillary connection of 

surrounding areas, door to door. 

Last but not least, research and technological develop-

ment plays a major role and needs further support for 

the implementation of operational systems such as River 

Information Services (RIS), as well as the development 

and broader use of lighter fuels and more efficient en-

gines.

RIS is steadily advancing in its implementation across 

Europe: its support to safety, security and to a better use 

of resources represents a major step forward to make 

inland waterways an attractive means of transport in 

terms of costs and of impact on the environment.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP19: High speed rail interoperability in Iberian peninsula
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Obras en la conexión ferroviaria Corredor Mediterráneo - Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-
Barcelona-Frontera Francesa

Spain €22.9

Studies and works in the high-speed rail interoperability in the Iberian peninsula (PP19) - 
Porto-Vigo axis: cross-border section Ponte de Lima-Vigo

Spain, Portugal €244.1

High speed railway Madrid-Galicia-Portugal. Section: Olmedo-Pozal Spain €4.0

Madrid-Galicia high speed mixed traffic rail. Section: La Hiniesta-Perilla-Otero-Cernadilla Spain €35.2

L.A.V. Bobadilla-Ganada. Estudios y proyectos. Spain €2.2

TOTAL €308.4

Member States involved: Spain, Portugal

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

41,025.98 13,309.45 81.65 2,742.4 700 32.4% 3,573.02 162.9 299 650 8.7%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

6,731.96 103.45 1,571.65 1,300 16.4% 17,411.55 42.4% 0 0%

13,309
(32%)

16,882
(41%)

19,249
(47%)

23,614
(58%)

41,026
(100%)

0
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35,000
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By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,289 km
(27.7%)

206 km
(4.4%)

931 km
(20%)

1,861 km
(40%)

362 km
(7.8%)
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Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 4,648 km
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1. Executive summary PP3

The high speed railway axis of southwest Europe is a key 

project that ensures the continuity of the rail network 

between Portugal, Spain and the rest of Europe. It con-

sists of three branches: 

• Mediterranean branch: Madrid-Barcelona (operation-

al) – Figueras-Perpignan (completed) – Montpellier-

Nimes (French high speed network)

• Iberian branch: Madrid-Lisboa-Porto

• Atlantic branch: Madrid-Valladolid (operational) 

• Burgos-Vitoria-Bilbao/San Sebastian-Dax-Bordeaux-

Tours (Paris)

For the last 12 months the European Coordinator has 

been involved in developing a wider awareness at the 

international level for the project, notably on its poten-

tial for logistics. The process took place in close coopera-

tion with the ministerial and regional authorities of the 

concerned Member States. It also involved the European 

Parliament, through a variety of contacts and a struc-

tured mission to the Mediterranean branch, which saw 

the implications of local stakeholders (such as the Port 

of Barcelona and logistics operators). 

A lot of attention has been devoted to the potential 

sources of funding and financing for the completion 

of PP3’s components (and large projects in general), 

ranging from the Commission’s Project Bond initiative  

or other financing tools (guarantee funds, etc) to the 

wide range of Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) already 

planned or in place along its branches. 

The discussion took place at institutional level (DG ECFIN 

initiative, Committee of the Regions, etc.), as well as at 

regional level, to which the European Coordinator had 

the opportunity to contribute.

One of the main lessons provided from the exercise is 

that, in order to exploit the potential of project financing 

in the future constraints on national public budgets, it is 

highly desirable to mainstream and develop appropriate 

governance for the long distance corridors, thus max-

imising potential revenues from traffic along a strategic 

trans-European connection.

On the ground, PP3 has achieved substantial progresses, 

notably on the Mediterranean branch, where it has deliv-

ered the first results in terms of cross-border connectiv-

ity – a turning point for the Iberian peninsula’s accessibil-

ity and for the whole Trans-European Transport Network. 

In addition, a significant cornerstone of the Atlantic 

branch was met with the launch of the concession for the 

Tours-Bordeaux line, which represents about one-third 

of the whole corridor. On the Iberian branch, progress 

on the Spanish side and the cross-border connection are 

threatened by the constraints arising from the financial 

crisis in Portugal. A more detailed picture is given in the 

following analysis per branch:

1. On the Mediterranean branch

• The first interoperable link for both freight and pas-

sengers between the Iberian peninsula and the rest 

of Europe became operational, although provisional-

ly. Passengers flowing through the new cross-border 

section increased sharply from 10,500 in January to 

27,700 in June 2011. 

• In addition, the first 750 m long freight trains linked 

the Port of Barcelona with Lyon (starting from three 

weekly couples of trains to daily ones) and Toulouse. 

The urban crossing tunnels of Barcelona and Gerona 

were successfully drilled by July 2011, and the whole 

high speed line from Madrid to Perpignan will be 

operational by 2012. In addition, the financial agree-

ment for the new Contournement Nîmes-Montpellier 

(Nimes Montpellier bypass), involving national, re-

gional and local authorities, has been reached and 

the contract will be signed at the beginning of 2012. 

Thus, Montpellier-Perpignan is likely to be the only 

missing lot of the new line by 2016. The completion 

of the entire high performance four track corridor is 

foreseen for 2020. 

2. On the Atlantic branch

• The contract for the new high speed line Tours-Bor-

deaux (306 km) was signed on 16 June 2011 and 
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completion is expected by 2016. This represents ma-

jor progress since Tours–Bordeaux stretches along 

one-third of the missing corridor connecting Madrid 

(and Portugal) to Paris. 

• Progress has taken place on the Y Basque, notably on 

the branch towards San Sebastian and the border. 

Cross-border flows in UIC gauge will potentially be 

possible as from 2015/2016 through the Irun-Hen-

daye connection, waiting for the new cross-border 

section, whose late start in works could endanger 

the exploitation of TEN-T contribution. The European 

Economic Interest Group “LGV SEA” has developed 

most of the studies committed by the Vitoria-Dax 

Intergovernmental Conference. To speed up the pace 

of the potential decisions to take, it was agreed to 

meet biannually from 2011 onwards. 

• On the French side, on top of the launch of the new 

Tours-Bordeaux line, the node of Bordeaux was im-

proved on 23 June the route of the Grand Projet du 

Sud-Ouest (Bordeaux–Spanish Border/Toulouse) line 

(1,000 m wide corridor) was approved with recom-

mendations, in line with the expected schedule for 

the project (final approval of the route by the end of 

2011 at technical level and launch of the final public 

enquiry by 2013). 

3. On the Iberian branch

• Works are close to completion on the line from Cac-

eres to the border, while the rest of the line and the 

cross-border station (Badajoz-Caia) is in advanced 

design phase in Spain. 70 km of the corridor are al-

ready operational. 

• In Portugal, a contract for a PPP to build most of the 

line in Portugal (Poceirão-Caia) was signed in May 

2010, but the whole project is still on hold due to 

the financial crisis in order to minimise its impact on 

public finances. Concerning this branch in Portugal, 

€250 million of TEN-T co-financing is at risk, and €950 

million of Cohesion Fund allocated to high speed rail 

remains uncommitted. Therefore, in order to find a 

way out for developing this branch, there is no choice 

but to exploit the synergies between private financ-

ing, the TEN-T contribution, and the large amount of 

Cohesion Fund earmarked to the high speed network 

in Portugal (€950 million). The call for tender for the 

remaining Portuguese lot connecting Poceirão to Lis-

boa (Oriente Station) has been suspended.

4. Governance

• Notwithstanding a renewed commitment and high 

level contacts between ministerial representatives, 

a more structured coordination mechanism is still 

missing. 

• This structure, in line with the Memorandum of Un-

derstanding signed in Zaragoza in 2010, could ensure 

a multilateral governance of the project’s corridors, 

taking stock of the existing structures in place (EEIG, 

IGC, high level contact groups), and the European co-

ordination. 

• This comprehensive coordination mechanism would 

ensure a smooth flow of information between the 

parties, ranging from strategic options to operational 

details, and would finetune the agenda of the deci-

sion makers on problems to be tackled at any level. 

This would contribute to an effective management of 

the deployment of the corridors from implementa-

tion to operations, notably when facing unexpected 

events and dealing with local issues.  

• This aspect will have to evolve taking into account 

the future TEN-T multimodal corridors in the next 

programming period (2014-2020). 

2. Executive summary PP19

The Spanish strategic plan for infrastructure develop-

ment 2005/2020 (PEIT - Plan Estratégico de Infraestruc-

turas y Transporte) foresees substantial boosting of rail 

transport services through the development of a new 

high performance network of railways, recently echoed 

in the analysis of achievement and future objectives on 

the development of TEN-T in Spain.

The development of this interoperable high speed net-

work for passenger transport will provide spare capacity 

for freight transport on the existing railway lines thanks 

to the transfer of passenger services to the new lines of 

PP19 and PP3. 

This project, subsequently, involves the construction and 

the upgrading of high performance lines in UIC gauge 

and the installation of dual-gauge (polyvalent) sleepers, 

or third rails on the Spanish and Portuguese high speed 

rail networks, in order to make them fully interoperable 

with the rest of the trans-European rail network.

The project is implemented in compliance with Direc-

tive 2008/57/EC on interoperability and will incorporate 

ERTMS signalling.

From a geographical point of view, the scope of PP19 

is very wide, focusing on territorial cohesion. It aims to 

enhance accessibility to most of the important urban 

areas of the Iberian peninsula through high speed rail. 
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It targets four corridors: Madrid-Andalusia, northeast, 

Madrid-Levante/Mediterranean, north/northwest corri-

dor, including the Vigo-Porto cross-border section, thus 

reaching most of the Spanish provinces. 

This project is synergistic with PP3, since its cross-border 

sections act as gateways to the whole Iberian high speed 

network. Accordingly, some specific projects have been 

financed under PP19 to complement new lines built un-

der PP3. This is the case for the interoperability of the ex-

isting line Barcelona–France that allowed the provisional 

services between Barcelona and Lyon.

From a functional point of view, the high speed network 

will help rail to win market shares from both air and road 

transport on congested routes. Significant benefits will 

be seen in travel times and in freeing up considerable 

freight transport capacity on conventional lines.

Many of PP19’s lines are/will be available for freight traf-

fic as well, although in the coming years the Iberian rail 

network will remain in Iberian gauge (and will benefit 

from spare capacity due to the transfer of fast passenger 

services to the high speed lines of PP19 and PP3). 

Among the highlights for PP19 during the last year are 

worth mentioning:

1. On the Madrid-Levante/Mediterranean Corridor 

• The crucial Madrid-Valencia connection started its 

operations in December 2010, with the highest com-

mercial speed in Europe (298 km/h), with around 

200,000 passengers in the first month of operations. 

• Works started to overcome the bottleneck on the Tar-

ragona-Valencia line, belonging to ERTMS Corridor D, 

on the Castellón–Tarragona stretch (the first part of 

which is on a single line in Iberian gauge).

2. Northeast corridor

• The high speed line to Galicia progressed, notably 

along the Ourense-Santiago-La Coruña route, where 

operations in high speed will be launched by 2012.

• On the other hand, this corridor includes the only 

cross-border section of PP19, which represents its 

main drawback. In fact, an important delay is regis-

tered on the cross-border section Porto-Vigo - a miss-

ing link of the future Iberian Atlantic line defined by 

PP3, PP8 and PP19. For this section, the procedural 

and environmental aspects of the Porto-Vigo line 

need timely corrective action.

• Since the project includes many different sections 

and is linked with PP3, PP8, and PP16, it will be fun-

damental to focus on the key priorities and to follow 

a well-planned timetable for the implementation of 

the remaining sections to be completed after 2013, 

in a period of constraints in public expenditure both 

at national and European level (phasing out from the 

Cohesion Fund). This planning and prioritising ex-

ercise will be relevant notably for the northern and 

northwestern part of the peninsula.

3. North/Northwest corridor

• The advanced state of works toward León, the new 

line Valladolid-Venta de Baños-Palencia-León is set to 

be operational by 2012 as well. Remarkably, the line 

will exploit most of PP3 Atlantic Corridor’s Valladolid-

Burgos stretch. 

4. Madrid-Andalucia 

• The project progressed in Andalucia on the line to-

wards Granada, where civil works will be completed 

by 2012.

3. Financial issues

3.1. Financing TEN-T

The transport sector represents a large share of GDP 

(around 5%). An efficient high speed network alone can 

generate revenue for up to 1-2% of GDP. 

In addition, two key factors for future growth - exports 

and tourism - rely on infrastructures for long distance 

transport and accessibility.

Despite these aspects, a large share of the financial flow 

generated by transport (including taxes) is committed 

elsewhere by public authorities, including investments 

and policies, ensuring a shorter completion time and 

therefore more attractive for the decision-makers. 

Two interrelated issues will play a crucial role in address-

ing this problem and leading to a more efficient alloca-

tion of resources:

• Maximising the use of traffic-related revenues to be 

reinvested in infrastructure development, including 

internalisation of external costs (according to the 
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polluter pays and the user pays principles) and ben-

efits.

• Minimising the need for traditional public interven-

tion in the transport sector (grants and public debt).

The latter is justified both on the ground of constraints 

on public budget and in order to phase out the public 

anti-cyclical intervention, while the former aims to en-

hance the efficiency of transport, as well as to seek an 

optimal allocation of resources for the overall economy.

In line with these assumptions, the Commission Com-

munication “A Budget for Europe 2020”, which presents 

the proposed multi-annual financial framework for 2014-

2020, proposes a new “Connecting Europe Facility” in the 

fields of Transport, Energy and ICT, which aims to con-

centrate a high share of resources (also from cohesion 

policy) on key long distance projects. This communica-

tion highlights the importance of project financing and 

coordinated financial tools (including project bonds) in 

general in the future of TEN-T implementation.  

In order to stimulate the debate on this sensitive issue, 

a few remarks on the experience so far gathered by the 

Coordinator are as follows:

1. Consensus among public authorities

• A precondition to meet in order for a project to be 

viable for private capital is to ensure a high level of 

consensus among states and regions involved in a 

project, and a common vision of a corridor, to mini-

mise the political risk that cannot be transferred to 

the private sector, thus improving the conditions for 

financing the infrastructure.

2. Concentration on few, shared key projects

• The limited amount of resources and the need to cov-

er part of the large infrastructure project costs (both 

in implementation and operations phases), implies 

that it is crucial to concentrate on a limited, shared 

and commonly agreed set of projects that can attract 

important flows of traffic. 

 

3. Capacity of the project to benefit from different re-

sources and to attract private capital

• Regional and national public authorities can contrib-

ute to the success of a corridor - and attract private 

capital - in different ways: developing new services 

over time, ensuring the political framework needed 

to achieve a modal rebalance along a corridor and 

generating additional demand are all important 

conditions to be met to attract private capital to the 

projects. 

• With regard to high speed lines, modal shift from air 

transport (most of it for journey times lower than 3h) 

and traditional rail usually takes place swiftly. 

• On the other hand, re-balance from road transport to 

conventional railways (as well as inland waterways), 

notably for freight, requires a well-planned logistics 

chain, involving multimodal platforms and operators, 

in order to become operational. This process should 

ideally head towards the offer of door-to-door serv-

ices.

4. Internalisation of external costs

• Generating financial resources from induced external 

costs (including cross-financing from more polluting 

modes) and generated external benefits can signifi-

cantly enhance the appeal of a given project. Future 

forms of internalisation of external costs and benefits 

should be sought to speed up the implementation of 

these large infrastructure projects.

5. EU coordinated co-financing: Cohesion Fund, ERDF, 

TEN-T, EIB

• Successful PP implementation, notably in Spain (as 

a cohesion country) has relied on the synergic and 

complementary support offered by EU funding from 

the Cohesion Fund and ERDF, or from TEN-T, as well as 

from EIB financing. 

• Similarly, the implementation of other projects in 

non-Cohesion countries benefited from a mixture of 

loans and guarantee instruments, gathering some-

times a remarkable share of private capital.

• Only a coherent funding and financing framework, 

involving all the potential local, national and EU re-

sources, the setting of commonly accepted priorities, 

starting from the key bottlenecks and a joint plan-

ning, shared with the Member States and the regions 

involved, can guarantee a coherent deployment 

of these large scale projects with a wide territorial 

scope, while ensuring the delivery of results in an ac-

ceptable timeframe.

• This condition must be met since EU funding and fi-

nancing can play a fundamental role in starting and 

prioritising specific projects, and in facilitating agree-

ments between Member States and regions, but a 

lack of coordination in the deployment can jeopard-

ise the effect of these additional resources, notably 

due to the time constraints in their use. 

3.2. Financing PP3/PP19

These important Priority Projects have so far been sup-
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ported by the whole variety of EU tools (Cohesion Fund 

and European Regional Development Fund grants, EIB 

loans and the guarantee facility set up by the EIB and the 

Commission, such as the LGTT - Loan Guarantee Instru-

ment for TEN-T projects).

In addition, they successfully attracted private capital, 

including in cross-border sections, through different 

structures of PPPs, although all basically DBO (Design-

Build-Operate, where operate refers to the management 

of the infrastructure, which is the revenue generating 

activity).

The highlights to mention are the following:

1. The cross-border section can be attractive for private 

operators as well (Perpignan-Figueras), even transferring 

the risk related to traffic (traffic-generated revenues). On 

the other hand, this requires a cautious implementation 

plan agreed by all the actors involved and a sufficient 

level of guarantee provided by public authorities.

2. The private sector has shown interest both in the case 

of transfer of the risk of traffic (Tours-Bordeaux-Perpig-

nan-Figueras) and in schemes with payments on avail-

ability (no transfer of traffic risk).

3. Contribution by the private sector can be very high 

in the case of intense traffic at corridor level (Tours-Bor-

deaux: around €3 billion - or 40% of total costs).

4. The combination of different tools for financing a large 

project (grants, loans and guarantees) can have strong 

synergies.

5. Logistics platforms (including ports) can play a proac-

tive role in activating a corridor and increasing the inter-

est for infrastructural development.

6. There is still a largely unexploited potential for the 

internalisation of external costs and benefits in the 

projects:

• The Pyrenees are mainly crossed by unbalanced, pol-

luting long distance traffic (around 80% of freight 

traffic on journeys as long as 1000 km).

• A strong transfer from air transport to high speed 

lines can take place along the main routes (so far lim-

ited to Madrid-Barcelona/Madrid-Valencia).

4. PP3 Corridors 

4.1. Mediterranean Corridor 

The Mediterranean Corridor is a high potential high 

speed connection for passengers (connecting centres 

such as Madrid, Barcelona, Provence/Cote d’Azur, Lyon 

and Paris) as well as a key European freight corridor, link-

ing the ports of Tarragona, Barcelona and Marseille with 

the hinterland of Spain, France and beyond. It overlaps 

with ERTMS Corridor D. 

PP19 complements the axis southward, linking it with 

Sagunto, Valencia, Alicante, Murcia, Cartagena and even-

tually Almeria.

The Mediterranean Corridor marked a clear progress in 

2010-2011, with the opening of the service through the 

new cross-border Perpignan-Figueras section, and the 

completion of tunnelling activities underneath Barce-

lona and Gerona.

Next year, a major achievement is expected on this corri-

dor: by 2012 the whole Barcelona-French border (Perpig-

nan) high speed line will become operational. The high 

speed journey between Barcelona and Perpignan will be 

reduced to less than 1 hour (from the current 2h 30min, 

and the former 4h 30min). 

Despite the present limitations, demand grew steadily 

and almost tripled in the first six months of 2011 (from 

11,000 to more than 27,000 passengers using the new 

cross-border service).

In addition, thanks to the progress of the works in the 

Barcelona-border lot, the first seamless cross-border 

France-Spain freight service has also been launched, al-

lowing long range train services in UIC gauge with high 

performance standards to take place in the Iberian Pe-

ninsula.

The very promising Barlyon service was launched in Jan-

uary, with three weekly couples of 750 m long trains (the 

first case in Spain), that have connected the Port of Barce-

lona with Lyon and furthermore Germany and Benelux. 

After two months in operation, the service developed to 

daily trains following a sharp increase in demand, and a 

new service towards Toulouse is being launched.
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On a section by section basis the situation is as follows:

Madrid-Barcelona

The section between Madrid, Lleida, Tarragona and Bar-

celona is already in operation.

The entire high speed railway line project is expected 

to cover a total distance of 804 km, with parallel lines 

adapted for the use of both travellers and cargo.

The opening of the high speed train line between Barce-

lona and Madrid, in February 2008, has halved journey 

times from 5 hours to 2h 38min, thus attracting millions 

of passengers from air and road transport, and develop-

ing additional demand thanks to its attractive standard 

of comfort and seamless city-to-city connection.

In 2009, the line was used by 5.8 million passengers, in-

creasing sevenfold the passengers of the conventional 

railway line! As far as journeys within Catalonia are con-

cerned, travel time between Barcelona and Camp de 

Tarragona Station and between Camp de Tarragona and 

Lleida now amounts to around thirty minutes.

This 621 km long line has now attracted most of the 6 

million air passengers that were exploiting the air con-

nection from the two cities - one of the busiest air routes 

in Europe. This modal shift alone led to a reduction of 

140,000 tonnes of CO
2
 per year according to UNIFE.

The connection in UIC gauge with the French network 

in 2012 will enhance the potential of this section which 

constitutes already the backbone of the Spanish net-

work.

Barcelona-Figueras

This section hosted the biggest success both in terms 

of implementation and start-up of operations. The two 

tunnel boring machines (called respectively Gerunda 

and Barcino) finished excavation of the two tunnels un-

der Gerona and the big urban crossing of Barcelona in 

July 2011. This is in line with the planning for making the 

whole new line operational by 2012.

By then, a time reduction of about 1h 30min between 

Barcelona and Perpignan will have taken place. 

At present, the existing conventional line from Barcelona 

to the border has been made interoperable in its major-

ity, through the progressive deployment of:

• double gauge (three-rail) line to pave the way for 

trains in UIC (standard) gauge and Iberian gauge, 

and, 

• ERTMS-ETCS signalling and control system (the EU 

standard - now the worldwide reference for these 

technologies).

At the current stage of the project, the cross-border serv-

ices for freights use a mix of the new line (Montmeló-Gi-

rona) and the existing line with third rail (for over 55 km). 

The medium-term perspective will see the whole exist-

ing line and the traditional cross-border point on Port 

Bou fully equipped with a third rail (double gauge) to 

host a large part of the local traffic and freight flows.

Cross-border section TP Ferro (Figueras-Perpignan)

The 44.4 km long cross-border section has been built by 

the concessionaire TP Ferro in UIC gauge with advanced 

standards: 2 tunnels (8.2 km), 350 km/h max speed, 25 kV 

electrification, and an ERTMS level 2 signalling system. 

Since December 2010, regular passenger (TGV) and 

freight trains (750 m long) have run through the sec-

tion. Traffic is expected to increase substantially in 2012 

following completion of the Barcelona-French border 

line.  

Notwithstanding the current limitations (notably the 

need for passengers to change train), demand grew sub-

stantially in the first semester of 2011 (from 11,000 pas-

sengers per month to more than 27,000 - from three cou-

ples of weekly freight trains to six). Exploitation of the 

section for another cross-border freight service between 

the port of Barcelona and Toulouse has recently started.

Montpellier-Perpignan new line

Following the international public debate procedure 

between March-July 2009, in November 2009, the board 

of RFF decided to extend the studies in order to iden-

tify the best route within the corridor for a high speed 

mixed line and to coordinate it with the Contournement 

Nîmes-Montpellier. 

It is now time to launch the preliminary studies as soon 

as possible, so as to keep the foreseen timetable and ob-

tain the Declaration of Public Utility with the final deci-

sion by 2015. 

Furthermore, in planning the development of the line, 

whose completion is scheduled for 2020, the bottle-

necks following the development of international traffic 

and additional regional services between Montpellier 
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and Bézier/Narbonne should be considered in order to 

prioritise these lots.

 

Contournement Nîmes-Montpellier: (Nîmes-Montpel-

lier bypass)

This section of new mixed line for passenger (high 

speed) and freight will connect the three double track 

lines reaching Nîmes (one of which is high speed), by-

passing two of the three saturated nodes of southern 

France (with Lyon), and will extend high speed opera-

tions to Montpellier.

The project is being implemented through a PPP based 

on payment on availability (no risk of traffic), and the 

competitive dialogue between the competitors and RFF 

was launched in August 2010. 

In February 2011, the agreement on financing was 

reached between the local, regional and national au-

thorities, thus paving the way for signature of the con-

tract by the end of 2011 or the beginning of 2012 at the 

latest.

It is of the utmost importance not to postpone the 

launch of works in this section in order to avoid losing 

the €56 million of TEN-T financial support to the project, 

and to provide the capacity needed to develop the long 

distance cross-border services that will be enabled by 

completion of the Barcelona-French border line.  

From Nimes northwards, the French network presents 

neither bottlenecks nor constraints on the corridor’s 

capacity since it consists of three double lines, one of 

which is for high speed.

4.2. Atlantic Corridor 

PP3’s Atlantic branch consists of an important corridor 

for both freight and passengers, on the shortest route 

between Madrid and Paris. It will also be the first interna-

tional rail corridor through the Basque country and the 

Aquitaine region.

Furthermore, by 2020 it will represent the most efficient 

land connection between Portugal and France, central 

and northern Europe.

Despite a relatively late start, a strong acceleration took 

place during 2010-2011. Ongoing works will reduce the 

distance between national high performance corridors 

from the present 1,000 km (between Tours and Valladol-

id) to 200 km (between Bordeaux and San Sebastian) by 

2016. By then, a provisional exercise in full standard UIC 

gauge will be possible through the existing line.

A section by section analysis of the situation follows.

Tours-Bordeaux

The contract for the concession for the design, building 

and operation of the line was signed on 16 June 2011. 

The project is expected to be completed by 2016 (pre-

liminary activities have already been launched).

The overall contract amounts to  €7.8 billion, for the im-

plementation of 302 km on new high speed line and 38 

km of interconnections. The concessionaire involved in 

the PPP (Vinci) will provide roughly 40% of the invest-

ment. 

The concession - the biggest railway contract in the 

world - represents a remarkable example of large scale 

PPP, which has benefited from financial engineering 

tools set up by the EU, such as the LGTT facility, to ensure 

a proper cash flow during the start-up of operations.

It is worth highlighting that this is an innovation in im-

plementing a large railway infrastructure in France and 

it has to be assessed carefully for its wider implication in 

the future TEN-T development.

The interest shown by private capital, despite the rela-

tively harsh macroeconomic framework, demonstrates 

the importance of this corridor within the TEN-T network.

The added value of this project is twofold:

• Journey time for passengers from Paris to Bordeaux 

and vice-versa will be reduced by 30% (2h 05min 

from the current 3 hours), thus enlarging the scope 

for high speed along the corridor (being the most 

competitive transport mode for travel times up to 3-4 

hours).

• A large share of the capacity of the existing line, cur-

rently saturated, will be made available for freight 

transport, thus making it possible to exploit the 

whole corridor’s potential.

Bordeaux node

The node of Bordeaux is being upgraded in order to host 
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the new line and to avoid becoming a bottleneck. This 

action is supported by TEN-T funding. Its main compo-

nent, the new bridge with four tracks over the Garonne 

River, started operations in September 2010 and was 

completed in 2011.

The remaining part of the upgrade (quadrupling a 

stretch of line between Benauge and Cenon and elimi-

nation of three level crossings) is progressing and is set 

to be fully achieved by 2016.

Bayonne-Dax-Bordeaux (part of GPSO1)

The Grand Projet du Sud-Ouest (GPSO) includes two 

branches with a common part: Bordeaux-Toulouse and 

Bordeaux-Spanish border, which encompasses the Bor-

deaux-Dax-Bayonne line.  

This project represents a cornerstone of the efficient 

French network, with almost 26 million passengers - a 

potential that could double development of its two 

branches of high speed lines, linking the Atlantic coast 

of France and the Basque country with Paris, Toulouse 

and the Mediterranean coast. This infrastructure would 

entail both generation of additional demand and modal 

shift from road and air transport.

With regard to the freight flows, the rolling motorway 

can have a meaningful impact in reducing the exter-

nalities, but further studies on direct rail freight services 

through connections to the ports and logistics platforms 

have to be developed.

The European Coordinator has engaged in an intense 

consultation and exchange of information on this sec-

tion of the project, through meetings at local level, with 

national authorities (including the Secretary of State for 

Transport, Mr Mariani, confirming the French govern-

ment’s vision and commitment to bring about the whole 

project), with the president of the region, Mr Rousset, 

who has always supported an enhanced TEN-T acces-

sibility of the Aquitaine region as a fundamental factor 

for its regional competitiveness and attractiveness, and 

with local stakeholders.

It proved useful to take stock of the local authorities’ 

point of view of the French Basque country opposing 

the project. They requested detailed information on the 

placing of the project in a sensitive area characterised by 

a strong tourist attractiveness and the pressure placed 

1 The Grand Projet de Sud-Ouest, consisting of the two lines 
Bordeaux-Spain and Bordeaux-Toulouse, sharing a common branch 
south of Bordeaux.

on a region with energy and transport infrastructures 

and cross-border flows. 

The key message that emerged was that the corridor as a 

whole (including the existing line) has a positive impact 

on local communities, although the cross-border section 

has to be carefully designed and justified by high trans-

port flows.

The technical body involving local stakeholders (Comité 

de Pilotage) confirmed the 1,000 m wide corridors at the 

beginning of 2011, asking for modifications in order to 

take stock of the observations of the Ombudsman and 

the public consultations, and taking into consideration 

some of the concerns raised at local level in the French 

Basque country.

By the end of 2011, the definitive route for the whole 

line is expected to be re-submitted to the project co-

ordination body (Comité de Pilotage or CO.PIL) for final 

endorsement, in time to start the last public consulta-

tion phase (enquête d’utilité publique) in autumn 2013, 

following ministerial approval.

Cross-border section

The cross-border section stretches de facto from Bay-

onne to San Sebastian, and includes connections with 

the existing line (Irun-Hendaye node). It has an overall 

length of about 45 km and a total estimated cost  of  

€1,250 billion.

The European Economic Interest Group, Sud Europe 

Atlantique (GEIE SEA), met in June 2011 and took the 

decision to intensify its meetings to facilitate a timely 

decision process by the Vitoria-Dax Intergovernmental 

Conference . The Commission welcomed this proposal.

Among its activities, a model for the exploitation of the 

Atlantic Corridor was developed in cooperation with in-

frastructure managers and railway operators in France 

and Spain, as well as the greenhouse impact analysis, 

and a market study including the exploitation of long 

distance rolling motorways.

Synergies with the Spanish plan for the development of 

rail freight transport, as well as with the Cantabric-Med-

iterranean axis, linking the Basque area (notably Bilbao) 

with the Mediterranean ports (in the first instance, Va-

lencia), and with the logistic platform of Zaragoza, were 

examined.

The preliminary studies of the project itself, and the plat-
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form design of the Spanish section, should now start, in 

order to comply with the conditions set by the Mid-Term 

Review of the TEN-T financing of this section, as there 

would otherwise be a risk of losing part of the EU contri-

bution amounting to €70 million. To avoid this loss, the 

preparatory works and design phase must be completed 

by 2015 (final date of eligibility of expenditure). 

Y Basque

This is a crucial section of the corridor, in a highly pro-

ductive and congested area. Passenger flows between 

the three Basque capitals amount to almost 50,000 peo-

ple daily - a highly unbalanced (road-biased) transport 

pattern for both passengers and freight flows.

 

For these reasons, the new infrastructure will play a cru-

cial role in unleashing the potential of the area, currently 

affected by both long distance trucks flows and an in-

tense regional mobility.

The Basque region is also characterised by a very diffi-

cult geomorphology and hydrology, in a very sensitive 

environmental context. For these reasons, this ambitious 

project has been conceived mostly in tunnels (only 24% 

of it will run along the surface, while most of the line will 

consist of tunnels and around 10% of viaducts). 

With regards to the progress of the project, on the Vi-

toria-Bergara-Bilbao branch, 14 lots out of 15 were ten-

dered for public works by mid-2011. A remaining lot still 

needs to be finalised in order to avoid delaying comple-

tion of the section.

Progress took place in the Gúipizcoano branch (Berga-

ra-San Sebastian), where most of the line is now under 

construction. A potential delay in the construction of the 

Antzuola-Ezkio-Itsaso II (Este) section was solved as the 

implementation of the railway line has been separated 

from the construction of the station, and for the former 

works have started.

In the Basque Country, the new and the existing line, 

that will be made interoperable for UIC gauge up to Vi-

toria, will constitute a high capacity corridor needed to 

provide for both long distance cross-border services and 

high frequency fast regional services between the three 

capitals. The node of Irun (cross-border interconnection 

of the existing Irun-Hendaye line) is being redesigned 

accordingly.

Burgos-Vitoria

The design phase progressed for this 97 km long line. All 

construction projects for the Burgos-Vitoria section are 

expected to be complete by the end of 2011, and ten-

dering is expected to be completed accordingly. 

In order to implement the Vitoria bypass, its new under-

ground station and the integration of the railway net-

works, the ad hoc society Vitoria-Gasteiz Alta Velocidad 

was founded in December 2010. The amount of €0.5 bil-

lion has been committed to launch the activities, which 

are in any case still pending.

Valladolid-Burgos

Civil works have already started on every section 

throughout the 116 km of the line, after having pro-

gressed faster than expected throughout 2009, and now 

platform works are completed or close to an end on the 

whole line. 

Substantial progress has been achieved in the last year, 

despite budgetary constraints, on the Valladolid-Venta 

de Baňos stretch.

The bypass in Burgos (20 km) is ready and operational 

with Iberian gauge. Conversion to UIC gauge is pending 

and will be implemented according to the development 

of the main line.

The whole Valladolid-Venta de Baňos section (towards 

Palencia and Leon) will be operational by 2012. 

This is a clear example of how the development of the 

network ensures the full exploitation of the existing 

infrastructure with spare capacity, such as the Madrid-

Valladolid stretch. 

Madrid-Valladolid

The line is already operational for high speed passenger 

transport, Valladolid/Olmedo being situated at an im-

portant crossroads in the Iberian rail network towards 

west/north-west (Salamanca/Portugal, Castilla y Leon, 

Asturias and Galicia).

By 2012, its role will be enhanced by the development of 

the network in standard gauge on the way to Portugal 
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(through Salamanca).

4.3. Iberian corridor

The whole high speed network in Portugal is planned 

to be implemented through Public-Private Partnerships 

based on payment on availability. For this network, 

around €1.5 billion  of EU resources are potentially avail-

able. Due to the harshness of the current economic crisis 

in Portugal, the project has been suspended and an as-

sessment of its scope and costs has been launched by 

the new government.

In Spain, the branch is relatively advanced, notably in Ex-

tremadura where the main line is at an advanced stage 

of implementation. In addition, 70 km of the route ben-

efit from the existing Madrid-Andalucia connection.

Lisbon-Poceirão

Lisbon-Poceirão consists of the upgrade of Oriente Sta-

tion (public works started in 2010, supported by the EU 

Recovery Plan budget line). The stretch to be developed 

through a Public-Private Partnership (PPP2), with a total 

cost amounting to €1.6 billion, including the conven-

tional rail and the important Third Tagus Crossing with 

7.2 km of bridges), has been launched but the tender has 

been repealed. 

With regards to financing, €51.3 million from TEN-T fund-

ing is allocated to the Third Tagus Crossing on this sec-

tion. As a total amount for Portugal, €955 million of Co-

hesion Fund is earmarked for high speed in Portugal. 

Poceirão-Caia 

Notwithstanding an intense political debate, the pro-

cedure for designating the concession holder for the 

Poceirão-Caia (Spanish border) section (PPP1,  €1.4 bil-

lion for 165 km) reached the contracting phase in 2010. 

The concession contract was signed on 8 May 2010 and 

works were due to start soon after, on time for a comple-

tion by 2013. However, the contract was then suspended.

This is the only section of high speed in Portugal that 

could de facto fully exploit the €955 million of Cohesion 

Fund earmarked for high speed (see previous section). 

In addition, around €200 million of TEN-T funding is at-

tributed to the Portuguese section of the Evora-Mérida 

stretch of the line, belonging to the Poceirão-Caia lot.

Considering the overall contributions available (poten-

tially including private capital), it looks as though the 

implementation of this section could consume a very 

limited amount of public resources at national level.

This section shares the platform with the freight rail link 

of PP16, Sines-Madrid from Évora onwards. In order to 

fully exploit the potential and the added value of the 

corridor, a solution aimed at gradually setting up a high 

performance line for mixed use (freight/high speed pas-

senger) is currently being assessed by the Portuguese 

authorities, whose vision for a long distance corridor is 

shared by the European Coordinator.

Caia-Badajoz cross-border section

This small part of the cross-border Évora-Merida section 

is managed by AVEP and risks some delays, in particular 

due to uncertainties concerning environmental permits 

and the design of the international station for freight 

and passengers. 

It will be important to give priority, at a first stage, to the 

completion of the direct line, so as to allow the start-up 

of long distance traffic, while proceeding in parallel with 

the arrangements that will improve the accessibility of 

Extremadura. 

Caceres-Mérida-Badajoz

No major problems are expected for this 76 km part, 

where works are at an advanced stage (railway bed com-

pleted) over the entire line. 

Madrid-Caceres

Works are planned to start by 2011. The future bottle-

neck in the high speed line could be the Madrid-Toledo 

section, which will serve three lines in the future: the 

Madrid-Cuenca-Valencia/Albacete line, the Madrid-Lis-

bon line and the Madrid-Cordoba-Sevilla/Málaga line. 

The quadrupling of the section Madrid-Toledo is at an 

advanced stage of planning.

 

5. PP19 corridors

PP19 consists of four corridors, whose state is described 

in the following sections.

With regards to the general picture, Priority Project 19 

consists of a whole high speed and high capacity net-

work which is complementary to PP3 and ensures the 

accessibility of all the Spanish regions (except for Extre-

madura which is linked through PP3). This project will 

contribute to the ambitious goal of having 90% of the 

Spanish population within 60 km of a high speed net-

work.

The project has strong visibility and political implica-

tions for the relationship between the central state and 
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the regions.

This large project requires an important public contribu-

tion, which has so far been provided through a mix of 

European funding (Cohesion Fund, coupled to a large 

extent with the European Regional Development Fund 

from regional programmes, and TEN-T funding) and EIB 

financing.

The current pace of implementation will not last for a 

long time due to budgetary constraints and, from 2015, 

the end of the allocation of cohesion funds to Spain.

Accordingly, it will be important to set the priorities right 

in order to maximise output in this programming period 

(major achievements will fortunately come during 2010-

2012), which might imply the taking of unpopular deci-

sions.

Furthermore, its completion will require a large involve-

ment of private capital in the future and new or addi-

tional funds for the network.

As for the progress on each corridor, the situation is sum-

marised in the following sections.

5.1. Madrid-Andalusia

Built on the Madrid-Cordoba-Seville/Antequera-Malaga 

“Y”, this line was the first high speed railway in Spain, and 

is now fully compliant with up-to-date standards (mostly 

equipped with ERTMS/ETCS for signalling and control, 

electrification at 25 kV AC).

The network already links all main towns in Andalusia, 

except for Granada and Cadiz, to Seville/Cordoba and 

Madrid, while a parallel high performance line ensures 

the Madrid-Jaen connection.  

From Antequera, the line overlaps with PP16 and will im-

prove railway accessibility to the key port of Algeciras in 

the coming years.

A future Seville-Huelva line will lead to a cross border 

connection to the Algarve (Faro) foreseen by PP8, while 

the upgrade of the line to Cadiz through Herez de la 

Frontera is ongoing. Currently services are ensured 

through a gauge changer in Seville.

The main project under development phase is the 126 

km long Antequera-Granada connection that will in-

clude Granada in the network. Implementation of the 

line sped up during the last year: out of 17 lots, 11 are 

in progress or completed representing around 90 km of 

the line, one is operational and the remaining ones are 

in the design phase. Works on the line are expected to be 

complete by 2013.

5.2. North-east corridor 

The north-east corridor improves Aragon’s accessibil-

ity and improves connections between Aragon, the At-

lantic Corridor and the Mediterranean. It complements 

PP3 Madrid-Zaragoza-Barcelona line and has synergies 

with PP16, which overlaps in the Zaragoza-Huesca con-

nection. It stretches from Zaragoza westward, through 

the future Zaragoza-Pamplona line, whose design is be-

ing developed, and Zaragoza-Logroño, currently being 

planned. 

The 80 km long Zaragoza-Huesca high performance line 

(Línea de altas prestaciones) has been operational since 

2005 with a maximum speed of 220 km/h, in Iberian 

gauge with polyvalent sleepers and a third rail, thus al-

lowing traffic of trains in UIC and Iberian gauge. This line 

has greatly improved accessibility to Huesca: 2h10 min 

for the Madrid-Huesca journey (instead of 4h38 min) and 

35min Huesca-Zaragoza (instead of 1h10 min).

This corridor includes the rail line that forms the start of 

the Cantabric-Mediterranean corridor, from the Basque 

country to Valencia, that will provide Zaragoza with an 

enhanced connection. Two important sections of the 

corridor, Zaragoza-Teruel and Terual-Sagunto, entered 

the study phase during 2011.  The abovementioned line 

has a high potential for logistics since it connects the 

main logistics platform in Spain (PLA.ZA) with the big 

ports of Sagunto and Valencia.

5.3. Madrid-Levante-Mediterranean 

This corridor consists of two main radial lines - Madrid-

Cuenca-Valencia and Madrid-Alicante-Murcia toward 

Almeria, sharing the common section Madrid-Albacete, 

where the line will be fully exploited. In Alicante, the line 

will also provide high speed access to the airport.

The key coastal route of the Mediterranean Corridor,  

Valencia-Tarragona, is also included in this PP19 corridor. 
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This represents the prolongation of the Mediterranean 

link from Barcelona to the French border, and the com-

pletion of the Spanish section of ERTMS Corridor D.

The last year saw substantial achievements on this cor-

ridor, notably:

• The crucial Madrid-Valencia connection started oper-

ations in December 2010, with the highest commer-

cial speed in Europe (298 km/h), and around 200,000 

passengers during the first month of operations. 

• The start of works to remove bottlenecks on the 

Tarragona-Valencia stretch (along ERTMS Corridor D) 

and on the Castellón-Tarragona stretch.

In addition, progress in the construction phase of the 

coastal route was registered on the whole Valencia-Ali-

cante-Murcia-Cartagena/Almeria coastal route. The high 

speed network is expected to reach Alicante by 2012, 

and works on the sections to Murcia/Cartagena will be 

achieved by 2012/2013, thus completing this branch 

that enlarges the Mediterranean Corridor south of Va-

lencia.

 

5.4. North/Northwest corridor

The corridor provides high speed access from Madrid 

to Asturias and Galicia, the latter being reached by two 

parallel lines, a southern one leading to Vigo and then 

Santiago through Zamora and Ourense, while the north-

ern one runs to Palencia, Leon and eventually La Coruña. 

The high speed line to Galicia progressed, notably along 

the route Ourense-Santiago-La Coruña, where high 

speed operations will be launched by 2012. The whole 

line from Madrid is planned to be completed by 2015.

This corridor includes the Porto-Vigo line (see cross-

border section) and starts from the existing Madrid-

Valladolid line (included in PP3). The planned Porto-Vigo 

cross-border section is a high speed line (250 km/h) suit-

able for mixed traffic. From La Coruña-Santiago the inter-

connection with Vigo is ongoing and the urban crossing 

of Vigo is being finalised thanks to a tunnel boring ma-

chine. The importance of this apparently peripheral part 

of the network lies within its alignment linking PP8 from 

Vigo northwards towards Santiago de Compostela and 

La Coruña, and PP3 at its southern edge on the Porto-

Lisbon section, thus creating a whole Atlantic line con-

necting most of Portugal and Galicia. Despite its poten-

tial and EU funding, this section is highly at risk due to 

the current financial crisis and its postponement to the 

2014-2020 budget period is likely to take place.

 

6. Overview of cross-border issues and bottlenecks  

PP3 and PP19 include the four cross-border sections in 

the table on the following page.

Potential or actual bottlenecks on line where cross-bor-

der flows exist are present on the Mediterranean branch 

(and presented under section 5.1.)

7. Conclusions and recommendations 

• Major achievements have characterised PP3 and 

PP19 in the last year - notably the historical start-up 

of interoperable railway operations between the Ibe-

rian peninsula and France (Mediterranean Branch of 

PP3).

• Although the service is only operational in provision-

al conditions, the sharp increase of both passenger 

and freight cross-border traffic is a clear indicator of 

the potential of these connections.

• In addition, the important Madrid-Valencia high 

speed line (connecting the first and third urban ar-

eas of Spain) started its operation with the highest 

commercial speed in Europe (almost 300 km/h), 

highlighting the effectiveness of this European tech-

nology, including the European Signalling and Con-

trol System (ERTMS/ETCS level 2), now becoming a 

worldwide standard.

• These success stories were possible thanks to a strong 

concentration of resources on the crucial priorities at 

national level, notably in Spain, but also in France in 

terms of commitments, which is needed to lead to 

medium and long term results, especially in the field 

of large infrastructure.  

• This concentration is also justified on the grounds of 

the high potential for long distance freight corridors 

and high speed networks, still partly unexploited.

• It is worth highlighting that, despite the current 

economic downturn, the main TEN-T corridors have 

succeeded in attracting the private sector: the Tours-

Bordeaux high speed line is a bright example, and 

the framework (synergies of funding, financing and 

guarantees) that allowed this success story needs to 

be carefully examined.

• This context will become increasingly important in 

order to achieve the last missing links in this area of 

Europe, since they will benefit from the network ef-

fect of all the lines and sections that are coming into 

operation. 

• Special attention has to be paid to the Portuguese 

case, due to the harshness of the economic crisis 

and the relatively low level of consensus on this in-

frastructure in the last years, notably in order to de-
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velop the potential for long range freight transport in 

synergy with the project.

• It must be acknowledged that starting a new network 

and introducing a new technology requires a strong 

effort and faces higher resistance than expanding an 

existing one. This is due to the lack of direct experi-

ence, the absence of network effects that can only 

come at a later stage and the higher degree of uncer-

tainty.

• In any case, according to the present planning, the 

Madrid-Lisbon line is a crucial project that will con-

nect two important EU capitals, and will connect Por-

tugal to a large high speed interoperable network. It 

will share the infrastructure with the Portugal-Spain 

freight corridor (Sines/Setubal-Poceirão-Spain-

France) 

• Accordingly, in order to proceed with the project’s 

implementation, resources available (including a 

large amount of EU funding) have to be timely con-

centrated on the Madrid-Lisbon line, starting from its 

most urgent lot, which would enable an efficient rail 

freight connection at the same time. 

• 2012-2013 are expected to bring about further en-

hancement of trans-European flows both for pas-

sengers and freight, notably on the Mediterranean 

branch, in Galicia, Castilla y Leon (Leon in the net-

work by 2012 and Burgos along the Atlantic Corridor 

in 2013), and to see the completion of the network 

in Andalusia (connection to Granada). In addition, 

about 360 km of high speed lines will be under con-

struction in France, on important and congested sec-

tions of the key corridors. As stated in the previous 

report, keeping this impressive pace of implementa-

tion will require:

- a commonly agreed deployment plan for PP3 and 

PP19, in synergy with the other important trans-

port infrastructures, in order to maximise return 

on the investments for the real economy and its 

EU added value, and 

- best possible use to be made of the (scarce) re-

sources available from the different EU level tools, 

national budgets and private capital, that would 

be attracted by a clear deployment planning and 

framework.

• Therefore, enhanced multilateral governance at cor-

ridor level is needed, which calls for a more struc-

tured coordination mechanism in line with the Mem-

orandum of Understanding signed in Zaragoza in 

2010, taking advantage of existing structures in place 

(EEIG, IGC, High level contact groups), and European 

coordination. 

• Obviously, such governance will have to evolve, tak-

ing into account the future TEN-T multimodal corri-

dors in the next programming period (2014-2020). 

• Finally, since some of the most important projects are 

reaching an advanced stage on potentially contro-

versial components, careful involvement of all stake-

holders and an effective communication policy may 

prove crucial for a successful outcome.
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Section Status Comments

Barcelona-Figueras Partially operational, 
works ongoing (final 
date 2012)

Operational on 55% of the new line, so far used for freight traffic; the platform 
completed at 98%.

Works ongoing  notably in Barcelona and Girona bypass (tunnel bored suc-
cessfully). completion of the whole new line is expected by 2012.

From 2013, it will be a mixed interoperable line used mainly for high speed 
passenger transport. 

The following step will be the upgrading of the existing line, for freight traffic 
in UIC gauge in Spain.

Contournement 
Nîmes-Montpellier 
(CNM)

Studies and design 
phase - Completion date 
new line 2016

This section of the line, which includes two important nodes of the French 
network, could be close to saturation after 2013, with  strong traffic develop-
ment Barcelona-France.

Preliminary activities on-going. Contract for a PPP for the new line (mixed/high 
speed) to be signed at the beginning of 2012 and works completion expected 
by 2016.

Montpellier-Perpignan New line section 
planned for 2020 - up-
grading of the existing 
line by 2016 

Once the new line for CNM is in place, this could become a bottleneck – for 
this reason the contract for the new line in the CNM includes the upgrading 
(capacity increase) in the existing line.

The new mixed high speed line is planned for 2020.

Branch Border Status & indicative completion date Comments

PP3  
Mediterranean

France-Spain  
(Perpignan-
Figueres)

Operational on the new line - 
works on existing line (2015)

In use both for passenger and freight transport, fully 
interoperable new line - to be committed for full high 
speed.

The section will be connected to a whole interoperable 
high speed line from Madrid-Barcelona by the end of 
2012.

The next steps will be: 

• completion of the high speed line in France from 
Nimes to Montpellier and the launch of the new high 
speed line from Montpellier to Perpignan.
• upgrading the existing line for freight traffic in UIC 
gauge in Spain. 

PP3 Atlantic France-Spain (San 
Sebastian-Bayonne)

Interoperable link by 2015/6
New line section planned for 
2020

Technical coordination by EEIG South-Atlantic Europe 
(SEA) Vitoria-Dax, Political coordination ensured by the 
IGC SEA.

Studies and design activities ongoing - no works on the 
new section yet.  Provisional operation would start on 
the existing line by 2016.

Completion of the new line by 2020 is still feasible - 
strong coordination to be kept and EU co-financing 
(2007-2013) to be exploited to achieve the result. 

PP3 Iberian Spain-Portugal 
(Badajoz-Caia) 

Design phase for the cross-bor-
der station and line launched but 
on hold - planned for 2013

Technical coordination by EEIG AVEP - small cross-bor-
der section in the wider Evora-Mérida lot. Access to the 
section close to completion in Extremadura. Contract 
signed in Portugal for the whole Poceirão-Caia lot.

PP19 North-
West

Spain-Portugal 
(Ponte de Lima-
Vigo)

Studies launched, at a standstill Technical coordination by EEIG AVEP. Due to the eco-
nomic crisis this project has been postponed, following 
delays in issuing environmental permits. In the mean-
time the upgrading of the north-south line in Galicia is 
proceeding and is likely to be fully operational by 2015.

Cross-border sections on PP3 and PP19

Potential or actual bottlenecks on the Mediterranean branch
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP20: Railway axis Fehmarn Belt
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Eisenbahn-Hinterlandanbindung zur Fehmarnbeltquerung von Lübeck nach Puttgarden Germany €12.7

Studies for the capacity improvements of the section between Copenhagen and Ringsted Denmark €11.0

Studies for upgrading the railway access lines to the future Fehmarn Belt fixed link - from 
Ringsted to Rødby and the intersection in Kastrup

Denmark €11.7

Studies and works for the construction of Fehmarn Belt fixed rail-road link Germany, Denmark €338.9

TOTAL €374.3

Member States involved: Germany, Denmark

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

10,404.12 332.44 60.05 0 0 3.2% 708.20 78.8 0 0 6.8%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

283.8 186.6 0 0 2.7% 9,079.68 87.3% 0 0%

332
(3%)

1,041
(10%)

1,103
(11%)

1,324
(13%)

10,404
(100%)

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

45 km
(8.8%)

26 km
(100%)

470 km
(91.2%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Road

Rail

Completed by the end of 2009 To start between 2011-2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 541 km (Rail: 515 km, Road: 26 km)
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Summary

This axis is a key component in the main north-south 

route between central Europe and the Nordic countries. 

It involves the construction of a bridge or a tunnel in or-

der to form a fixed road and rail link spanning the 19 km 

wide Fehmarn Strait between Germany and Denmark. It 

also includes improvements to related rail links in Den-

mark and Germany.

The project will provide an alternative for the ferry link 

between Rødby (Denmark) and Puttgarden on the Feh-

marn island in Germany. It is also expected to stimulate 

economic development in the Baltic Sea regions of Den-

mark and Germany. Once completed, it will attract pas-

senger and freight traffic estimated at 3.3 million vehi-

cles and 30-35,000 trains a year. After the completion of 

the project, the travel time for freight transport between 

Copenhagen and Hamburg will be reduced by approxi-

mately two hours.

Cross-border section

Denmark and Germany signed a treaty on the fixed link 

on 3 September 2008, which was ratified in 2009. Studies 

concerning the geotechnical and the navigational condi-

tions in the Fehmarn Belt and an environmental baseline 

study are underway, with expected completion in 2012. 

In spring 2011, the Danish parliament approved the rec-

ommendation on  the the preferred technical solution, 

the tunnel. The proposed location will be indicated in 

autumn 2011. The two options under consideration are 

either an immersed tunnel or a cable stayed bridge, both 

consisting of a four lane motorway and two electrified 

rail tracks. Construction work for the project is expected 

to start in 2014 and to be completed in 2020. 

Other sections

Rail hinterland connections in Denmark: substantial 

capacity increases are required on the Copenhagen-

Ringsted railway section  (60 km), therefore a new line 

between Copenhagen and Ringsted via Køge will be 

constructed. The 120 km Ringsted-Rødby section will be 

electrified and upgraded to double track rail line. Only 

the rail link on the Storstrøms bridge will remain single 

track. The projects will be implemented in the 2012-2020 

period.

Rail hinterland connections in Germany: considerable 

investment will be needed to make the Lübeck (Bad 

Priority Project 20
Railway axis Fehmarn Belt

Schwartau)-Puttgarden section (today single track and 

not electrified) fully operational. According to the treaty, 

Germany will guarantee sufficient capacity on the Bad 

Schwartau-Puttgarden railway line when the fixed link 

opens. DB AG is currently working, on behalf of the Ger-

man federal government, on the preliminary design for 

the section between Lübeck and Puttgarden. 

Financial issues

The two governments agreed that the fixed link will be 

planned, constructed, financed and operated by Den-

mark. Denmark has formed a single purpose company, 

Femern Baelt A/S, which is in charge of the planning 

and design of the Fehmarn Belt fixed link, and all inves-

tigation and construction activities are contracted with 

external consultants and entrepreneurs. The company 

takes up loans on the international financial markets, 

backed with a Danish state guarantee. The fixed link will 

be user financed, by collecting tolls to repay the debt 

and finance the maintenance of the infrastructure. 

The total cost of an immersed tunnel is €5.1 billion (in 

2008 prices) and of the bridge is €5.2 billion. The decision 

to create a construction site in Denmark will increase the 

cost by €0.4 billion.

The funds for the development of the Danish and Ger-

man rail hinterland connections will be secured from the 

Danish and the German states respectively. Denmark will 

also use yields from the fixed link. 

1. Introduction

PP20 is an extension of the Øresund crossing (PP11) and 

the Nordic Triangle road and rail links (PP12). It is expect-

ed to greatly improve the main north-south route con-

necting central Europe and the Nordic countries. It will 

involve the construction of a tunnel or a bridge in order 

to form a fixed road and rail link over the Fehmarn Strait 

between Germany and Denmark, as well as improve-

ments to related rail links in these two countries.

The project will provide an alternative to the ferry link 

between Rødby (Denmark) and Puttgarden on the Feh-

marn Island in Germany. It is expected to stimulate eco-

nomic development in the Baltic Sea regions of Denmark 

and Germany. Denmark has great experience in imple-

menting similar projects, including construction of the 

Great Belt Bridge in 1998 and Øresund Bridge in 2000.
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2. The Danish-German Treaty

A political agreement between Denmark and Germany 

on the construction of a fixed link between Rødby and 

Puttgarden was reached on 29 June 2007. A treaty was 

signed by the Danish Minister for Transport and the Ger-

man Minister for Transport on 3 September 2008. This 

treaty was ratified by the Danish parliament on 26 March 

2009, and seven parties of the Danish parliament joined 

the agreement. On 18 June 2009, the German Bundestag 

adopted the Act on the Treaty. On 10 July 2009, the Bun-

desrat gave its consent to the Act, which was published 

on 23 July 2009 in the Federal Law Gazette. Ratification 

was completed in Denmark in August 2009 and in Ger-

many in October 2009. Works are expected to start in 

2014 and aim to be completed by 2020.

3. Organisational issues 

The two governments have agreed that the fixed link will 

be planned, constructed, financed, operated and owned 

by Denmark.

Denmark has formed a single purpose company - Fe-

mern Baelt A/S - to perform the above tasks as the own-

er/organisation. This company is a subsidiary of the Dan-

ish Ministry of Transport, but privately organised and 

operated. 

Technical and environmental investigations will be ac-

complished in the period 2008-2012. By 2013,  the proc-

ess of approval by the competent authorities in both 

countries must be finalised. All investigation and con-

struction activities are or will be outsourced to external 

contractors and entrepreneurs.

According to the treaty, at least two official bilateral 

meetings should take place every year at ministerial or 

senior civil servant level. More meetings take place in 

practice, in order to better coordinate the preparatory 

works.

The need to extend the EIA to include the scope the 

production facilities near the entrance of the tunnel will 

lead to a further delay of six months. However, this de-

lay will be compensated by the possibility to start the 

tender procedures and the land acquisition six months 

ahead of plan. The tender procedures are expected to 

start in 2011.

The status of the project in July 2011 can be described 

as follows:

• All field studies related to EIA have been finalised

• The recommendation of the technical solution (the 

tunnel) has been endorsed by the Danish parliament, 

following public consultations in Denmark and in 

Germany.

• The selection of the site in Denmark for the main pro-

duction facility has been endorsed by the parliament.

• The proposal for an earlier commencement of the 

tender procedure has been approved by the Danish 

Parliament.

4. The technical solution

The technical solution investigated is a combined road 

and rail link with a four lane motorway and two electri-

fied rail tracks. The preferred solution consisting of an 

immersed tunnel was presented by Femern S/A in No-

vember 2010.

An alternative solution of a bridge was examined in par-

allel. The company Femern S/A will indicate the exact lo-

cation of the fixed link in autumn 2011. The construction 

time is estimated at six years for the tunnel and siw and 

a half years for the bridge.

5. Traffic across Fehmarnbelt

In 2005, almost 5,000 vehicles crossed the Fehmarn Belt 

per day. The annual increase between 2001 and 2005 

was 6%. The forecast indicates that almost 10,000 vehi-

cles will pass the bridge daily after the opening of the 

fixed link. Thus, once completed, it will attract passenger 

and freight traffic estimated at 3.3 million vehicles and 

30-35,000 trains a year, helping to relieve congestion on 

the Great Belt route across Denmark, in particular on the 

rail network.

A study is underway to establish in detail the rail capac-

ity on the entire  Lübeck-Copenhagen line.

Travel time between Copenhagen and Hamburg will be 

reduced by approximately one hour and travel time of 

goods by rail will be reduced by almost two hours, as the 

160 km detour via the Great Belt is avoided.

6. Financial issues

The total cost of the project is estimated at €5.1 billion, 

based on the cheapest solution, the tunnel. The owner 

company will be backed with a financial state guarantee 

from the Danish State. The decision to create a construc-

tion site of 2 km², east of  Rodbyhavn  in Denmark to pro-

duce the main part of the elements for the tunnel will 

increase the cost by €0.4 billion. Initially, the construc-
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tion site was supposed to be created in a “cheaper” place.

The construction of the fixed link will be financed by rais-

ing state guaranteed loans on the capital market. These 

loans will be paid back via the tolls collected from road 

users on the fixed link and charges received from the 

rail sector in a payback period of 30 years. Revenues will 

also finance the maintenance costs of the infrastructure. 

Therefore, the project will ultimately be paid for by users.

According to the treaty, Denmark will receive all rev-

enues and has the authority to set the tolls and user fees. 

Toll collection will take place on the Danish side. Public-

Private Partnership elements will also be included in the 

financial scheme in the form of equity, loans or non-cap-

ital risk transfer arrangements.

The TEN-T budget is the second source of financing, from 

which it can theoretically get up to 30% EU financial as-

sistance. Within the framework of the 2007-2013 TEN-T 

Multi-Annual work programme, a co-financing of €338.9 

million (studies and works) for the fixed road and rail link 

of the Fehmarn Belt (+/- 26.6% of total eligible costs in 

this programming period) has been foreseen.

Discussions on the implications of two factors which may 

lead to a reduction of financing from the TEN-T budget 

for the 2007-2013 period are taking place between Den-

mark and the Commission. First, the cost of the studies 

has increased from €133 million to €293 million. Second, 

the works are expected to start with slight delay in 2014 

and they will not create enough eligible costs until the 

end of 2015. The funding decision is being reviewed as 

part of the TEN-T programme’s Mid-Term Review.The re-

duced costs of the works triggered a reduction of the 

TEN-T contribution of approximately €71.5 million. The 

amended funding Decision is expected in September 

2011.

According to a Memorandum of Understanding signed 

on 29 June 2007, the German Federal State and the Land 

of Schleswig-Holstein will finance the rail links on the 

German territory (Puttgarden-Lübeck and Hamburg-

Hannover/Bremen) with an amount of €800 million. 

Denmark will finance the rail links on the Danish side 

(Copenhagen-Rødby) with an amount of €1.2 billion. 

The line will also be financed by the revenues of the fixed 

link.

7. Studies and environmental impact assessment

Studies concerning the geotechnical and navigational 

conditions in the Fehmarn Belt are near completion. Fol-

lowing an EU tender procedure, seven environmental 

consultants were appointed in autumn 2008 and the en-

vironmental baseline studies are also near completion.  

Studies are expected to be completed by end of 2012. 

The EIA investigations are divided into hydrography, ma-

rine biology, birds, fishes, fishing marine, mammals.

Following a decision to produce the main part of the 

tubes for the tunnel in Denmark, in an area of 2 km² east 

of Rodbyhavn, the EIA also must be extended to include 

this production facility. This extended EIA will lead to a 

delay of 6 months. 

According to the planning, approvals by the authorities 

will take place in 2011-2012 and the final Construction 

Act, which includes the EIA, will be approved by the Dan-

ish parliament in 2013.

In Germany, the procedure for approval of the EIA is 

more lengthy and complicated. EIA approval can take 

12-18 months and NGO’s may appeal and delay the pro-

cedures. Therefore, the environmental studies have to be 

adapted to the requirements of both countries and they 

proved to be more expensive and time consuming than 

originally foreseen. The company responsible for the 

project, however, considers that there will be no overall 

delays or cost overruns.

In Denmark, there are practically no adverse reactions to 

the project for the time being. In Germany on the other 

hand, some NGO’s and residents of Fehmarn island have 

expressed concern on various issues related to heavy 

traffic and environmental implications.

8. Rail hinterland connections in Denmark

Implementation has progressed to various degrees at 

different sub-sections on the railway section in Denmark 

(Copenhagen-Rødby). On a small part of the section east 

of Ringsted, the upgrading works started last year and 

upgrading works on a six kilometre sub-section south 

west of the Copenhagen Central Station got underway 

in 2008.

On the remainder of the Copenhagen-Ringsted railway 
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section (60 km), substantial capacity increases are re-

quired and an environmental impact assessment has 

been carried out. The decision to construct a new line 

between Copenhagen and Ringsted via Køge, which  

was approved by the Parliament. The new line will be 

designed for 200 km/h (with a possibility to increase 

to 250 km/h with small adjustments) and for 25 tonnes 

axial load. The project will be implemented in the period 

2012-2019 at a cost of €1.35 billion.

On the 120 km Ringsted-Rødby section the electrifica-

tion of the existing rail line between Ringsted and Rødby 

and the upgrading to double track rail line from Vord-

ingborg to the nearby Storstrøms bridge and from Ore-

hoved (south of Vordingborg) via Nykobing to Rødby will 

be realised. Only the 3 km long rail link across Storstrøms 

bridge will remain single track. The design speed is 

planned for 200 km/h and the necessary capacity of two 

passenger and two freight trains per direction and hour 

will be ensured. The project will be implemented in the 

period 2014-2020, to coincide with the time schedule of 

the fixed link.

The installation of ETCS2 system will be necessary in 

2020 and foreseen for the Danish rail connections.

The estimated costs of the Danish hinterland connec-

tions are 8 to 9 billion DKK (€1.1-1.2 billion) in 2008 

prices. Denmark can use yields from the fixed link for the 

financing of the hinterland connections.

Concerning the motorway from Copenhagen to Rødby, 

which exists since 1965, only minor upgrading works are 

needed to improve traffic safety and environmental as-

pects (e.g., noise shields).

9. Rail hinterland connections in Germany

On the German side, considerable investment will be 

needed to make the Lübeck (Bad Schwartau)-Puttgar-

den section - which today is single track and not electri-

fied - fully operational. According to the treaty, Germany 

will guarantee sufficient capacity on the Bad Schwartau-

Puttgarden railway line when the fixed link opens.

 

According to the treaty, the electrification of the railway 

line between Bad Schwartau and Puttgarden should be 

completed no later than the opening of the fixed link 

across the Fehmarn Belt in 2020. The upgrading of the 

railway line between Bad Schwartau and Puttgarden to 

a double-track, electrified railway line should be ready 

for operation no later than seven years after the opening 

of the fixed link (2027). The rail link on the Fehmarnsund 

will remain single track.

The hinterland railway connections are planned to be 

constructed as part of the conventional TEN-T railway 

network. DB AG is currently working on the preliminary 

design for the section between Lübeck and Puttgarden 

(estimated cost of the Lübeck-Puttgarden rail project 

€820 million) on behalf of the German Federal Govern-

ment. The Land of Schleswig-Holstein launched a region-

al planning procedure in May 2010. Research has been 

carried out, including environmental studies, alternative 

routes and the possible impact on tourism. Studies are 

expected to be completed in 2012. The selection of the 

routing and the plan approval procedure, including an 

EIA, will start once the regional planning procedure will 

be completed.

The 63 km Hamburg-Lübeck section was completed in 

2008 as a double track, electrified rail line with a maxi-

mum speed of 160 km/h for passenger (commuter) and 

freight traffic.

The Hannover-Hamburg rail line is double track, electri-

fied with a maximum speed of 200 km/h. The Hamburg-

Bremen rail line is double track, electrified with a maxi-

mum speed of 160 km/h.  The construction of new high 

speed lines (250 km/h) is considered from either Ham-

burg or Bremen to Hannover (Y-Trasse) in order to have 

separate lines for high speed and freight trains. Studies 

are still ongoing. 

Procedures for securing the financing of the necessary 

works in Germany have started following the ratification 

of the treaty.

The Puttgarden-Heiligenhafen highway has been ex-

tended to 4 lanes.

 

10. General appreciation

PP20, consisting of the fixed link and the hinterland con-

nections, is in a phase of detailed technical and envi-

ronmental studies. The preferred technical solution, as 

approved by the Danish parliament is the immersed tun-

nel. Thus far, there are only manageable problems or de-

lays. The fixed link is expected to be completed in 2020. 

The treaty between Denmark and Germany and the 

close collaboration between the two countries ensures 

the timely implementation of projects on both sides of 

the fixed link. 
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Abstract

The development of Motorways of the Sea (MoS) will 

provide a framework for the deployment of high level 

standards for efficient, safe and environmentally friendly 

maritime transport operations which can be fully inte-

grated in a door-to-door transport chain. MoS, whilst 

ultimately aiming at the increase of cargo flows to be 

carried by maritime traffic, will have as a priority the 

development of efficient ports and of better port hin-

terland infrastructure and connectivity which are the 

stepping stones for traffic to occur and flow smoothly. 

This development will help to mitigate traffic congestion 

and deficient land transport deficient between regions 

which are detrimental to cohesion and to a dynamic 

internal market. MoS will be integral to any efficient lo-

Priority Project 21
Motorways of the Sea

gistics chain aimed at supporting trade whilst reducing 

the transport footprint on the environment. Finally, MoS 

should become an intrinsic part of the core network of 

the future Trans-European Transport Network and as 

such fulfil its key role as the main exchange platform for 

the European foreign trade.

Methodology 

The opinions expressed are those of the European Co-

ordinator, based on his findings in the fourth year of his 

mandate. He makes recommendations of a general na-

ture based on his talks, including those with the Europe-

an representative organisations (both institutional and 

professional), that have convinced him that the issues 

addressed are common throughout Europe. This report 

relies much upon the previous one1. A great part of the 

text, namely the recommendations at the end reproduce 

in a great extent, what has been previously said and un-

derline issues that need to be further addressed.

1. Introduction

TEN-T Priority Project 21 on Motorways of the Sea (MoS) 

builds on the EU’s “2020” goal of achieving a clean, safe 

and efficient transport system by transforming shipping 

into a genuine alternative to overcrowded land trans-

port. The concept aims at introducing new inter-modal 

1 Complementarity - for the complete 2007-2008 annual report on 
this project, see:
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/european_coordina-
tors/2008_en.htm

PP21: Motorways of the Sea
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Motorways of the Sea - high quality rail and intermodal Nordic Corridor Konigslinie Germany, Sweden €10.2

Motorways of the Sea projects in the Baltic Sea area - Klaipéda-Karlshamn link Lithuania, Sweden €5.2

Motorways of the Sea - Esbjerg-Zeebrugge Belgium, Denmark €5.3

Baltic Link Gdyńia-Karlskrona Poland, Sweden €17.1

MoS 24 - ICT based Co-modality Promotion Center for integrating PP24 into Mediterranean 
MoS

Belgium, France, 
Italy, Malta

€2.5

Monitoring and Operation Services for Motorways of the Sea (MOS4MOS) Greece, Spain, Italy, 
Slovenia

€2.8

MIELE Cyprus, Germany, 
Spain, Italy, Por-
tugal

€8.0

ITS Adriatic multi-port gateway Italy, Slovenia €1.4

Motorway of the Sea Rostock-Gedser Germany, Denmark €24.5

The Baltic Sea Hub and Spokes Project Denmark, Estonia, 
Sweden

€24.8

MonaLisa Denmark, Finland, 
Sweden

€11.2

LNG infrastructure of filling stations and deployment in ships Belgium, Denmark €9.6

TOTAL €122.7
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maritime logistics chains to bring about a structural 

change to transport organisation: door-to-door inte-

grated transport chains.

Given the holistic approach required from MoS which 

addresses both of these impacts, international and in-

ternal trade across the entire EU and particularly on the 

EU maritime waterfront, a European Coordinator was ap-

pointed in the summer of 2007 to help to coordinate the 

efforts required for its development.

This progress report builds largely on the 2007, 2008, 

2009 and 2010 findings and sets out the Coordinator’s 

new findings in 2011. 

It also:

• describes the main factors that influence the sea leg 

of the transport chain in the EU 

• sets out the key links and likely developments affect-

ing this part of the EU transport chain

• addresses the progress made so far by several MoS 

initiatives carried out under different frameworks

• provides more clarity in the MoS concept

• defines a set of recommendations on priority actions 

to take on the fields of research, innovation and de-

ployment of infrastructure and services.

What’s new?

In 2011, the perspectives for MoS have changed enor-

mously. Firstly, the sector has accepted the concept, 

approach and the priorities set out in the Coordinator’s 

previous reports. The 2010 Call was a great success in 

quantitative terms: eight new proposals were selected 

for funding of €85 million. The Call was considerably 

oversubscribed (€185 million) and, contrary to the past, 

the submitted (14 eligible) and selected (8) proposals 

and covered the majority of the EU territory - only the 

Black Sea was left out.

From the qualitative view point, it should also be high-

lighted that for the first time most of the proposals ad-

dressed “Wider benefit” issues, e.g. safety, ICT logistic 

splatforms, port single windows and new organisational 

schemes for ports and last but not least on the use of 

LNG to reduce emissions - choosing the approach of 

pilot projects to develop and demonstrate operational 

solutions.

Secondly, MoS has now the critical mass required to spur 

change: 12 projects are ongoing and the new 2011 Call is 

also promising in terms of anticipated quantity of partic-

ipation. The 2011 Call, which closed on 23 September, of-

fered €70 million and generated a lot of interest among 

stakeholders. 

Thirdly, the Coordinator has promoted coordination 

meetings to bring together the MoS consortia and other 

stakeholders in order to improve cooperation and ex-

ploit synergies, avoiding duplications and making the 

best possible use of resources. Three meetings were or-

ganised: Genoa (end February 2011), Aarhus (April 2011) 

and Madrid (May 2011). These three two-day meetings 

attracted more than 200 participants and were funda-

mental to share experiences, raise awareness, dissemi-

nate results and foster the development of new propos-

als. These meetings were also used as a sounding board 

to identify new priorities and missing links.

In addition to “Meda-MoS” projects supporting the co-

operation with third countries in the Mediterranean 

and Interreg projects (e.g. Proposse) bringing together 

Member States, the most important framework for MoS 

deployment was that of Marco Polo. Two MoS were pro-

moted, one deploying a regular connection between Gi-

jon and Nantes, bypassing the Pyrenees crossing for lor-

ries and the other connects Vigo and St Nazaire, aiming 

at the same objective but with different hinterlands and 

type of cargoes. The Gijon-Nantes connection has been a 

success story, having already doubled the capacity.

The 2011 report reflects not only a theoretical and meth-

odological approach but also builds on the new findings 

and concrete results of the projects currently being de-

ployed, on the feedback of the coordination meetings, 

as well as on the state of play in the countries covered 

by the exploratory visits undertaken by the Coordinator. 

Finally, the report identifies new MoS key issues: tech-

nological, organisational and procedural, reflecting the 

new transport policy as outlined on the 2011 White Pa-

per. Furthermore, it proposes a new definition of MoS 

for the revision of the TEN-T guidelines and in short pro-

motes MoS as the maritime face (shipping and ports) of 

the new TEN-T Core Network and consequently as a tool 

able to integrate the key elements of the EU’s maritime 

policy in the European transport infrastructure.

2. The Motorways of the Sea sector (ships, ports, hin-

terland connections and trade)

Maritime transport is the backbone of international 

trade, yet its capacity has not been fully exploited in Eu-

rope. MoS, which focus on successful short-sea shipping 

routes and deep-sea transhipment operations, are de-
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signed to shift cargo traffic from heavily congested land 

networks to where there is more available spare capacity 

- the environmentally-friendly seaways: e.g. it should be 

remembered that road transportation doubles every ten 

years. That will be achieved through the establishment 

of more efficient and frequent, high quality maritime-

based logistics services between Member States.

MoS will help to establish new, regular and frequent 

maritime links for the transport of goods between 

Member States and improve access to peripheral and 

island regions and states. Another primary objective is 

to ensure year-round navigability across European mari-

time regions, particularly the availability of facilities for 

dredging and icebreakers needed for winter access, as 

well as the accessibility and infrastructure links to the 

hinterland. It should be highlighted that Europe has a 

very developed know-how in the area of dredging with 

some of the world leading companies being owned by 

European interests.

Motorways of the Sea will provide the backbone for mar-

itime transport infrastructure which consists of: safety 

at sea and environment protection (maritime); ports (in-

terface sea/land) and hinterland connections. This infra-

structure will provide the core segment of transport re-

quired for both internal and external European trade, in 

a geomorphologic area where no single land point in the 

European Union is separated from one of the sea coasts 

for more than 650 km.

In order to encourage shippers and owners of goods 

to move away from current land transport-only based 

schemes (mostly road) and integrate searoutes in their 

logistics chain, maritime options must be as good as or 

better than the other means of transport. As such, in-

novative logistics solutions need to be sought and im-

plemented by the key transport actors, e.g., land-based 

transport operators, freight consolidators, logistics com-

panies and the public sector which are all key stakehold-

ers in the success of Motorways of the Sea.

Using TEN-T funding, the Commission is supporting the 

development of MoS across Europe. In the TEN-T Guide-

lines2, PP21 Motorways of the Sea refers, inter alia, to 

2 Decision No 1692/96/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council 1 laid down Community guidelines for the trans-European 
transport network

four sea areas: 

• Motorway of the Baltic Sea

• Motorway of the Sea of western Europe 

• Motorway of the Sea of southeast Europe (eastern 

Mediterranean and Black sea)

• Motorway of the Sea of southwest Europe (western 

Mediterranean)

Maritime transport trends - some figures:

• More than 80% of world trade is carried by sea

• 72.7% of the EU27 external trade is carried by se, rep-

resenting a total of 1,469.1 million tonnes

• Sea transport supports an EU27 external trade worth 

€1,118.2 billion. This represents a share of 48.7% 

(whilst rail for instance represents only 1.3%)

• More than 400 million sea passengers pass through 

European ports every year

• By 2018 the total capacity of maritime transport 

is still expected to surpass 2.1 billion deadweight 

tonnes (DWT), up from 1.2 billion DWT in 2008

• 40% of intra-European freight is carried by sea; Intra-

EU27 sea trade represents 1,336 billion tkm

• The latest figures indicate that the trend in the world 

fleet approaches an annual 4% growth factor

In the near future and given current developments, the 

application area needs to be made consistent with the 

new reality.  MoS needs to be seen and depicted as the 

underlying seacorridor connecting the entire shore of 

the European Union.

2.1. Ship operations and their impact on MoS

Concerning global trade, the tendency is to advance 

further on the economies of scale with two main con-

sequences. Firstly, there is a tendency to have increas-

ingly larger vessels. Container ships of more than 9,000 

TEUS are already in operation and new buildings of up 

to 18,000 TEUS (3E class) have already been ordered. This 

development will require larger and larger access canals 

and berthing places in ports, greater throughput capac-

ity for the unloading and the transhipment of goods, 

bigger storage areas and finally larger and more efficient 

infrastructure will be necessary to cope with the han-

dling of those goods.

A 9,000 TEU vessel would require, in average, 4,500 rail 

wagons to fully tranship to; which would amount to +/-
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90 block trains (750 m long). This is an example of the 

magnitude of the impact of increasingly larger container 

vessels in the transport infrastructure. It is interesting to 

note that the big “round the world” canals (Panama and 

Suez) have already been or are being upsized to cope 

with the new demands for increased ship size, new build-

ings of 18,000 TEU have already been ordered. The same 

happens with ports and in particular with transhipment 

ports where depths of more than 15 metres, as well as 

large parking and storage areas are becoming an ordi-

nary selection factor. This “survival of the mammoths” 

factor must be confronted with an European transport 

network concept where a global port development strat-

egy unfolds in such a way that door-to-door logistics 

lines are not disrupted, sustainability is not endangered 

and where the fittest “door-to-door” survives. 

Maritime transport infrastructure needs to meet these 

new demands, in particular as far as safety at sea and en-

vironmental protection are concerned. The 2010 TEN-T 

Call on MoS selected two projects addressing different 

aspects of these issues.

First, the Mona Lisa project aims to improve quality of 

maritime transport, safety at sea, exchange of maritime 

data and facilitation of environmental performance of 

shipping and implementation of e-Maritime relevant 

applications. Although three Member States - Denmark, 

Finland and Sweden - are currently participating in the 

project, more will be able to join once the project is un-

derway. Mona Lisa fully complies with the strategy for 

the Baltic Sea region and will also play a part in support-

ing European MoS activities.

It will achieve these objectives through studies aimed at 

delivering the following results: 

1. A new methodology in maritime route planning, 

similar to air navigation. The related activity aims to 

define, develop and test a model in route planning 

based on existing Electronic Nautical Charts and Au-

tomatic Identification System

2. A new pilot system of automated verification of ship 

crew certificates and a concept model for an auto-

matic verification system monitoring officer’s certifi-

cates and time on watch will be designed

The Mona Lisa project deployed in the Baltic Sea region 

aims at improving the quality of maritime transport. It 

benefits from €11.23 million in EU contribution from the 

2010 TEN-T Multi-Annual Call and forms part of TEN-T 

Priority Project 21 Motorways of the Sea. It will run un-

til 2013 and includes the participation of three Member 

States (Denmark, Finland and Sweden). 

3. Re-surveys of Helsinki Commission (HELCOM) fair-

ways in the Baltic Sea leading to harmonised distribu-

tion of survey data and water level information. Re-

survey of HELCOM fairways and Baltic Sea port areas 

will be carried out with modern quality methods to 

ensure correct depth presented in existing sea charts 

and improve safe navigation for large vessels.

A pilot system for sharing maritime data at a global scale: 

the related activity aims to develop and test a functional 

demonstrator system with the final objective to extend 

the sharing of maritime information to a global scale, as 

well as expand the scope of maritime information shared 

between maritime authorities in accordance with their 

needs.

Secondly the “Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) infrastructure 

of filling stations and deployment in ships”, is develop-

ing concepts and requirements for filling stations (bun-

kering) infrastructure, as well as a full scale pilot action 

on LNG ship operations, as the main components of the 

project. The study aims to create a strategic decision pa-

per relevant for central stakeholders to develop frame-

work conditions for the use of LNG for ships. The pilot 

project, on the other hand, will see the modification of 

two vessels to a more environmentally friendly LNG pro-

pulsion system , in line with the recent requirements of 

the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) for north-

ern Europe.

The study, which fully complies with the EU’s strategy for 

the Baltic Sea region and contributes to the realisation of 

PP21, extends from the Baltic Sea to the North Sea and 

the English Channel.

The pilot action will be followed by an extensive meas-

urement programme for validating its environmental 

and climate benefits. LNG contains no sulphur and emits 

90% less NOx than traditional fuels and CO2 can be re-

duced by up to 25%. 

Reduced SOX&NOX emissions are supported by EU - it 

supports with almost €10 million a pilot project to ana-

lyse and test the possibilities of switching to Liquefied 

Natural Gas (LNG) propulsion in the shipping industry in 

order to improve the environmental performance of the 

sector. The grant, which comes from the 2010 TEN-T MoS 

Call, will be used to deliver a feasibility study on the crea-
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tion of a network of LNG bunkering stations for ships, 

coupled with a pilot project to evaluate the conversion of 

two vessels to LNG propulsion.

The lessons learnt from the project are foreseen to have 

a wider benefit for other geographical areas within the 

EU, demonstrating that LNG propulsion is a viable fuel 

solution for large vessels.

Within the development of MoS concepts and opera-

tions and particularly concerning the safety of maritime 

operations, the cooperation of the European Maritime 

Safety Agency (EMSA) is essential to guarantee success. 

As an example, the information system developed by 

EMSA is one of the most advanced systems in the world. 

The system  is in connection with more than 1,000 ports, 

and can also be articulated with local area VTS systems.

2.2. Impact of the human element in MoS

If current trends are confirmed, there may be a shortage 

of 10,000 to 15,000 merchant marine officers in the EU. 

Tackling this problem implies that adequate education 

and professional training as well as promotion strategies 

must be addressed by both the Member States and the 

Commission, otherwise a strategic reserve of manpower 

with key knowledge for the entire transport chain will 

disappear (pilotage services, port and terminals opera-

tions, traffic management and control, etc.).

A 2009 study on labour market and employment con-

ditions in EU maritime transport (ECORYS) indicates an 

overall figure of 80% for European seafarers crewing EU/

EEA flags. Whilst in six EU Member States only nationals 

are employed (BG, IS, FR, LT, PL, RO), in six other EU flags, 

nationals represent 90% of the crew and for the remain-

der, figures range from 30% of non-nationals (IT and IE) 

to a maximum of 95% non-nationals (and mostly non-

EU) for Malta.

Concerning the new approach that MoS encapsulates 

integrated transport concepts, education and training is 

required for all actors involved in the MoS chain: from 

the cargo owner to the gantry crane operator and from 

the ship’s officer to the forwarding agent. In particular, 

all actors in the transport chain must have an adequate 

training in logistics.

Better training for the shore-based personnel involved 

in maritime transport and Motorways of the Sea is fa-

voured by many stakeholders as one of the efficient ways 

to reduce the cost of transport to the cargo owner. The 

Commission should develop different actions to pro-

mote the necessary training. In order to avoid wastage 

of resources, priority should be given to the existing in-

stitutions to act as the main implementing actors, e.g., 

nautical schools, polytechnic institutions, universities 

and short sea shipping schools. Those actors should co-

operate together in order to offer the different courses. 

The basis for training should be efficient logistics in or-

der to attain competitive transport. The target industries 

should not only be the transport firms, but the key en-

terprises and industries which export or import goods or 

need to place their products in non-local markets.

A tailor-made knowledge and trainee exchange sys-

tem, building on the Erasmus programme, could help to 

stimulate the attraction for seafarers’ professions, reduce 

the wastage and the attrition in terms of knowledge (too 

many small schools in too many different places). Such 

a system would also address the MoS human resource 

issue at European level, allowing educators, trainers 

and trainees to be connected, creating a critical mass in 

terms of access and preservation of knowledge whilst 

keeping the schools in their historic communities. As 

Winston Churchill once put it, “a country without memo-

ry is a country without future”.

One of the key objectives for MoS education and train-

ing should be to tackle global problems building on (and 

supporting) local knowledge. The European added value 

is the information system (hardware, software and the 

human element) that will allow local trainers and train-

ees to share knowledge by participating in a large Eu-

ropean network addressing global European education 

and training issues. Unfortunately, no education and 

training proposals have been  retained thus far for fund-

ing under the TEN-T MoS Calls. Nevertheless, some im-

portant but specific MoS education and training issues, 

such as paperless logistics, are being addressed by other 

MoS projects.

2.3. Ports and their impact on MoS

Ports are central for world trade and the economies of 

scale push in the sense of a reduction of the number of 
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ports, following the increasing payload in vessels there-

by requiring better equipment and putting enormous 

pressure on the infrastructure. This type of demand for 

a port represents a heavy burden for any decision maker 

in the chain, as investments are important and perma-

nently required. 

On the other hand, many countries or regions legiti-

mately plan  to have their own ports recovering the op-

eration of cargoes from and to their natural hinterland. 

This is, in fact, the objective of each and every one of 

the ports. Nevertheless, the “smallness” of size of their 

individual home markets jeopardises regular calls for 

large vessels, as it does not create sufficient economies 

of scale to justify for instance, the weekly call of a large 

container-carrier. 

The need to increase the specific weight and avoid wast-

age and double investments led either to merges – e.g. 

the merge between the ports of Kotka and Hamina in 

Finland - or to improved articulation of their capacity 

to attract larger operations to the geographic area, the 

method being to increase their specific weight and vis-

ibility whilst maintaining competition alive. This latter 

has developed either within a country - e.g. the North 

Sea Belgian ports - or between ports of different coun-

tries in a given region (e.g. Adriatic or Baltic seas). Two 

new TEN-T MoS projects address this issue, looking for 

the deployment of innovative solutions.

In the north Adriatic region, the ports of Venice, Trieste 

and Ravenna in Italy and Koper in Slovenia will conduct 

a study and pilot action, selected under the 2010 TEN-

T Multi-Annual Call, focused on the future deployment 

of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

solutions enabling an efficient information exchange 

between the NAPA ports, including eventually the port 

of Rijeka (Croatia), and all the actors involved in the in-

termodal transport processes.

Better collaboration between ports in the northern Adri-

atic fostered by the EU co-funded project: the Northern 

Adriatic Ports Association’s (NAPA) ports of Venice, Tri-

este, Ravenna and Koper will collaborate in producing a 

study and pilot, which will be co-financed by the EU with 

almost €1.5 million from the TEN-T budget, to create in-

formation technology solutions for an efficient and at-

tractive maritime gateway in the north Adriatic region. 

The prototype will be the first step in a more complex 

system, which will be expanded step-by-step to include 

further functionalities. At full capacity, the NAPA portal 

will be able to provide a wealth of information, facilitat-

ing and speeding up the completion of formalities. The 

project will serve as an example for other EU port clus-

ters and ultimately contribute to enabling more effective 

and efficient maritime facilities in the region. 

In the Baltic, the ports of Aarhus, Gothenburg and Tallinn 

have established a common hub and spokes project 

which was retained for EU co-funding under the 2010 

TEN-T MoS Call. The underlying objective is to offer the 

joint capacity of Gothenburg and Aarhus and attract 

regular calls for larger container vessels. The two ports’ 

hub will absorb most of the discharged containers on 

the internal Swedish and Danish markets, whilst the re-

mainder will be transhipped for other ports (spokes) in 

the Baltic.

The Baltic Sea Hub and Spokes project complies with the 

EU’s strategy for the Baltic Sea region. Due to the expan-

sion of the economic zone in the Baltic Sea and the in-

creasing cooperation with the far east there is the need 

to develop the hub ports in the region to handle existing 

volumes and future growth in freight and passenger traf-

fic. To assure this, the hub port system in Aarhus/Gothen-

burg and the spoke system of feeder ports in the entire 

Baltic Sea region should be developed through a higher 

integration and closer cooperation and coordination, on 

top of further development of the individual ports. 

The MoS project connecting the hubs of Gothenburg 

(Sweden), Aarhus (Denmark) and Tallinn (Estonia) as 

a spoke are part of a TEN-T MoS objective to create a 

smart network of ports called “hub and spokes”. Set to 

receive almost €25 million from the EU up to December 

2013, the project will contribute towards the realisation 

of PP21 by fostering an efficient logistic solution and a 

more sustainable intermodal transport pilot in the re-

gion which will eventually lead to a commonly shared 

corporate image for this type of service.

The main objectives of this project are to improve access 

to its markets whilst facilitating a more efficient, envi-

ronmentally friendly and attractive intermodal transport 

solution for the region and reconciling the cities with 

their ports, namely by improving the connections to the 

hinterland in a way that reduces negative impacts to the 

towns, e.g. in Aarhus a tunnel connecting the port to the 

TEN-T network and in Gothenburg a rail viaduct bypass-

ing town crossings. These types of actions will increase 

possibilities for handling larger flow of goods by sea and 
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therefore increased trade, growth and welfare. 

Whilst the ambition of every transhipment port is to be, 

at the same time, a hinterland port, most of them expe-

rience difficulties in carrying out both functions simul-

taneously. These shortcomings are either due to their 

geographic location e.g. being located on an island like 

Marsaxlokk in Malta, or because the connections with 

the hinterland are poor e.g. Gioia Tauro in Italy. Other 

ports, perfectly placed to serve a natural hinterland are 

far from the “round the world” trade routes or do not 

have any remaining growth possibility, like many old 

ports born from their towns and encroached in them 

like Lisbon in Portugal. A happy few can envisage play-

ing both roles - e.g. Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp 

or even Algeciras in Spain. Some new transhipment ports 

do not aspire to become important hinterland ports like 

Tangiers-Med in Morocco, whilst others invest all they 

can to become hinterland ports as Sines in Portugal look-

ing at the Portuguese and Spanish hinterlands. 

In Europe, the North Atlantic connection mainly favours  

three main ports that reach far away from their natural 

hinterland: Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp. These 

ports are responsible for 75% of European foreign trade. 

The remaining 25% go to the south European ports in 

the Mediterranean and Atlantic. The Atlantic facade of 

Europe (from Cadiz to Glasgow) receives only 6% of the 

freight coming from abroad.

The huge concentration on this range of ports generates 

large economies of scale and the building up of skills 

and competences, which, bundled together, create the 

most interesting and unrivalled offer of both transport 

and logistics services in Europe. One of the consequenc-

es has been the increasing tendency to use those ports 

coupled to extensive land transportation (particularly 

road) to extend the hinterland of those ports and reach 

a very large share of European inland areas. The resulting 

economic imbalance also translates into congestion and 

negative environmental footprints.

On the other hand, the multiplicity of small ports, whilst 

guaranteeing closeness to the natural hinterland, is also 

responsible for large economic inefficiencies and for 

duplications of investment without guaranteeing high 

levels of efficiency (specialised equipment, methods and 

staff ). This situation is well portrayed in Europe, where 

approximately 300 ports are classed as “TEN-T class A”; 

this figure will be drastically reduced to 87 Core Network 

ports (in the new proposal for the revision of the TEN-T 

Guidelines).

It is time to consider innovative solutions such as the 

formation of multi-port gateways. This approach would 

allow for the specialisation of ports in certain types of 

trade (but not exclusively) and thereby maximise the 

results of investment whilst guaranteeing competition. 

This approach will require an articulation of services and 

procedures that are common to a given region/gateway 

and thereby easily identifiable by shippers or shipping 

operators that will find the same procedures and work-

ing culture within the same gateway. Some gateways are 

already being explored and the north Adriatic and fur-

ther volunteer associations of ports should be encour-

aged, e.g. Flemish ports, Ligurian ports, North Sea ports, 

Baltic ports, west Atlantic ports, etc. 

One thing is certain: Europe needs better transhipment 

ports with improved hinterland connections, and in 

particular for the connections with the far east, better 

articulation between the transhipment and hinterland 

ports. This articulation can minimise the length of trips 

from ports to consumption and production centres, 

and thus the carbon footprint. The same needs exist for 

traffic coming from the Americas (US and Panama) to 

northern Europe and to return cargoes. The answer will 

be similar: we need more and improved transhipment/

hinterland ports or transhipment ports articulated with 

hinterland ports connected by short sea shipping. There 

is one common trait: to succeed, all of these have to be 

very efficient as competition is fierce, visible and very so-

phisticated.

The new TEN-T Guidelines with a streamlining of Com-

prehensive and Core Network ports, as well as with the 

full integration of ports in the main transport corridors 

will provide a blueprint for the new developments re-

quired.

2.4. Hinterland connections

Good land connections are cardinal to efficient trade 

and logistics, and thus to maritime logistics and MoS. In 

this sense, TEN-T translates well the concept of a com-

plex transport mesh that connects a whole continent.
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While links to the natural hinterland are not very rele-

vant for a pure transhipment port, for a “normal” port the 

quality of its land infrastructure links is the determinant 

factor for success. Several projects were submitted to 

the TEN-T MoS Calls and are currently in development. 

These projects represent dedicated solutions - port/ship 

/hinterland - to improve the logistic chain.

An MoS project to improve the ports of Rostock (Ger-

many) and Gedser (Denmark) and bring improvements 

to the Danish road network will receive almost €25 mil-

lion in EU support as part of the 2010 TEN-T Multi-Annual 

Call. The infrastructure improvements will have a posi-

tive effect of various TEN-T Priority Projects by relieving 

congested infrastructure and improving the north-south 

transport flow.

An MoS project to improve the Rostock and Gedser ports 

will involve the deployment of new infrastructure to ac-

commodate the new ferries which will be put into serv-

ice in the first half of 2012. These new ships will improve 

reliability, environmental performance, capacity and re-

duce costs, as well as make the ferry link more viable for 

transport operators and foster intermodality.

The project is part of a broader action to improve the 

Copenhagen to Berlin axis by upgrading different types 

of transport infrastructures. It will positively contribute 

to PP21 and act as a continuation northwards of Priority 

Project 1 (Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milano-Bologna-

Napoli-Messina-Palermo). 

The project will also involve the construction of a bypass 

on the E55 motorway, which currently crosses the Dan-

ish town of Nykøbing Falster, a major bottleneck. Con-

struction of the bypass will ensure a smoother flow of 

traffic whilst at the same time improve safety and reduce 

the environmental impact of the road sector in this par-

ticular area.

Key multimodal connections are in fact those linking 

ports to inland waterways and to railways axes. Nev-

ertheless, sea-river connections whilst of the highest 

interest have a limited geographical domain where to 

deploy, as each river or canal has its own characteristics 

and those determine the type of crafts to be used (pre-

venting the use of the same type of crafts across all geo-

graphic areas in Europe).

Priority should be given to the port-railway connections 

and to  railway operations. The same applies to the provi-

sion of railways in the quays and the railway connections 

to logistic platforms. 

Baltic, Atlantic and Mediterranean ports form three sets 

or gateways which should be connected. Railway con-

nections between north Adriatic ports and south Baltic 

ports must be drastically improved. In general, this con-

nection can roughly be formed by two or three existing 

and or upgraded lines. In the north, Gdańsk, Gdynia and, 

even Hamburg could represent an adequate destination 

of the freight coming from far east and disembarking 

in southern European ports. An Adriatic-Baltic railway 

corridor should be considered almost as a structuring 

project. Instrumental to this connection are the TEN-T 

road PPs 7 and 25 and the railway PPs 22 and 23, con-

necting the Baltic to the Adriatic, Ionian, Aegean and the 

Black Seas and serving a large hinterland geographical 

band. The newly proposed TEN-T transport corridors 

supporting the deployment of the future Core Network 

represent excellent connections within Europe where 

ports are cornerstones.

Logistics platforms have the grouping of freight as one 

of their main functions, which is important to give scale 

to any operation. Countries should be induced to de-

fine national networks for logistics platforms. The main 

connections between ports and their logistic platforms 

should ideally be based on railways or inland waterways. 

Cargo railway corridors must have good connections to 

ports. Bottlenecks in those corridors should be removed, 

in order to assure that freight can be transhipped via rail-

ways (e.g. railway ring of Lille). In certain cases, no better 

solution exists than connections by land-based motor-

ways (e.g. Romania and Poland). 

Logistics platform networks have to be considered in 

connection with the network of transhipment ports and 

hinterland ports. An integrated map of this freight Core 

Network should be produced in order to identify poten-

tial for development and “desert areas” (missing links). 

The EU will co-finance, with almost €2.5 million from the 

2010 TEN-T MoS Call, a study to analyse the bi-directional 

transfer of goods from central Europe to Mediterranean 

countries and ports through the combined use of PP24 

(Railway axis Lyon/Genova-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/

Antwerpen) and the MoS network. The goal is to create 

a unique ICT multimodal corridor between northern and 

southern Europe by virtually connecting PP24 with the 

Mediterranean Motorways of the Sea (MedMoS). 
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The aim of the TEN-T funded MoS24 project, involving 

four EU Member States (Italy, France, Belgium and Malta), 

is to undertake a pilot action establishing a demonstra-

tor of an interoperability platform (MoS24) for intercon-

necting existing ICT modules, making them interoper-

able and thus delivering a service to users through the 

virtual MoS24 Co-modality Promotion Centre. The new 

ICT tool will be used to better coordinate freight traffic 

flows and it will enhance the strategic role of PP24 as the 

main gate to Europe for the traffic of goods transported 

via MedMoS.

The new project will collaborate with other ICT projects 

established in the Mediterranean region to ensure a 

common approach, avoid duplications and optimise re-

sults for enhanced multimodal transport.

Four other sea links projects are being developed under 

the Motorways of the Sea TEN-T framework: 

1. Ejsberg-Zeebrugge (2008)

2. Klaipéda-Karlshamn link (Baltic Sea area) (2008)

3. High Quality Rail and Intermodal Nordic corridor 

Koenigslinie (2008)

4. Baltic link Gdynia-Karlskrona (2009) 

See section 5 for more details on these projects. 

Port platforms, quays and warehousing areas are expen-

sive and represent a rare resource. Thus, inland platforms 

(dry ports, back door ports, etc) must be seen as good 

complements to ports as they supply logistics space to 

otherwise scarce and expensive storage and tranship-

ment space. Those should preferably be connected to 

ports by railways.

Concerning the mass carriage of oil and gas, an addi-

tional point relates to the construction of pipelines for 

transporting those commodities. Pipelines should be 

deployed as much as possible, being particularly useful 

when used to bypass sea transport in closed or confined 

sea areas such as the Baltic, Adriatic, Mediterranean, 

Black and Marmara Seas. In those areas, the risks of ac-

cidental or operational pollution will be very important 

unless traffic management and other safety measures 

are deployed and used. The same risks apply to straits, 

restricted waters and other zones where maritime traffic 

is very intense. Areas such as Gibraltar, the English Chan-

nel and the Marmara Sea will be in considerable danger 

as the maritime carriage of oil increases. Pipelines have 

to be seen as an alternative to tankers at sea and on the 

roads. Accordingly, pipelines should be considered as a 

key infrastructure element. More initiatives to build un-

derground (where possible) pipeline systems for oil and 

gas should be stimulated. 

3. Intelligent Infrastructure

As integrated transport chains of the 21st century, MoS 

cannot be deployed without telematics and information 

systems that link interfaces and avoid information gaps. 

Permanent access to continuously updated information 

on the key elements of the transportation process, in-

ter-connecting permanently goods (cargo, containers), 

processes (transport, customs) and persons (shippers, 

carriers and receivers) should be one of the main charac-

teristics of MoS. Without such functionalities, the chain 

will be interrupted and service discontinued.

The TEN-T MoS Call 2010 selected two pilot projects ad-

dressing the area of intelligent infrastructure, ex single 

window, paperless logistics on the multimodal chain of 

transport, proposing smart and money saver approach-

es.

The MIELE project will test and pre-develop a common 

interoperable Information and Communications Tech-

nology (ICT) platform for the maritime logistic chain in 

Italy, Spain, Cyprus, Germany and Portugal. The project 

will receive almost €8 million in co-financing from the 

TEN-T budget until December 2013 and will contribute to 

the development of PP21.

The objective of the project, which was selected under 

the 2010 TEN-T MoS Call, is to design and develop an in-

teroperable ICT platform (the “MIELE Middleware”) able 

to interface maritime ICT systems (i.e. port community 

systems and other eMaritime applications) in Italy, Por-

tugal, Spain, Cyprus and Germany (the “national vertical 

pilots”). 

The project will also take into consideration the require-

ments of Directive 2010/65 EU, which prescribes that the 

ICT systems for ship reporting be interoperable through-

out Europe and that each EU Member State has a single 
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interface.

The South Korean sister project of MIELE has published 

its forecasted savings which amount to $200 million an-

nually related to reduction of direct costs and a stagger-

ing $1 billion annual savings as a result of the reduction 

of indirect costs such as customs operations in South Ko-

rea alone.

The project is expected to last until the end of 2013 and 

consists of two main phases.  During the first phase, the 

ICT systems of the participating Member States will be 

analysed and common specifications identified. The 

second phase will deploy a full-scale, integrated and in-

teroperable demonstrator composed of the MIELE Mid-

dleware and the national vertical pilots, deployed ac-

cording to the specifications identified in the first phase 

of the project.

Ports in Italy, Greece, Slovenia and Spain will benefit 

from almost €3 million in EU funding from the TEN-T 

budget to conduct a study and pilot aimed at fostering 

collaboration and integration between groups of ports 

and intermodal door-to-door transport solutions. The 

activity is part of PP21. 

The study, which is referred to as MoS4MoS and was se-

lected under the 2010 TEN-T MoS Call, brings together a 

number of ports in the Mediterranean area with the aim 

of designing a set of Information and Communications 

Technology (ICT) solutions which, when implemented, 

will improve transport flows and facilitate coordination 

between the various administrations and operators. 

The ultimate objective is to facilitate freight and passen-

ger transport between the participating ports through 

smart applications and better integration between the 

different modes of transport. The pilot study is well in 

advance and a peer review to monitor its  progress was 

recently carried out (in September in Valencia) with the 

European Coordinator acting as Chairman.

The economic impact study, already completed, found 

out that the net benefit for partners deploying the results 

of this project will amount to €6.04 per euro invested!

At least three prototypes will be developed and tested in 

2012 to facilitate operations at port gateways, short-sea 

capacities, intermodal transport solutions and freight 

corridors.

New trade and logistics objectives demand larger 

throughput quantities of a wider range of products in 

less time for yet a larger number of different destina-

tions. The challenge is how to meet these sometimes 

conflicting demands and guarantee both the underlying 

safety and security principles, as well as the basic needs 

to reconcile the goods traded with their owner (which 

has been one of the most complex tasks that operators 

have to perform so far). The answer most certainly lies 

in the use of ICT technologies adequately reflecting the 

transport chain processes and organisation.

Presently, the access to a vast array of information sys-

tems and telematics tools, facilitates the task but entails 

the need for striking a balance between individual sys-

tems and common communication platforms. In other 

words, it sets a demand for the interoperability stand-

ards between all of these individual technical systems 

which will be able to deliver a higher value service to the 

community of users of that specific logistics chain.

The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has devel-

oped a vast array of tools with new potential uses which 

are very interesting and important. They can precisely 

track ships at any time andidentify those which are pol-

luting e.g. washing their tanks. An evaluation of the use 

of this potential in particular concerning tracking and 

tracing of ships and cargoes, bearing in mind, namely, 

the formation of a Single European Maritime Space and 

the necessary integration with other information sys-

tems to produce a fully reliable MoS information system.

It is the Coordinator’s firm belief that priority must be 

given to the deployment of such information systems. 

The information which they will provide will be perma-

nently accessible to all stakeholders and most impor-

tant, permit to reconcile a cargo owner with the goods it 

trades. This allows the cargo owner to know at all times 

where the cargo is, to what temperature, acceleration 

forces and humidity it is exposed and to which proce-

dures the cargo is undergoing.

The feasibility of such a “tracking and tracing” system 

has been vastly demonstrated and many tools based on 

state of the art technologies - ranging from the satellite 

systems to the daily used GSM - already exist or consti-

tute excellent platforms for deployment.

Empty containers constitute a major problem which 

must be addressed with great determination and imagi-

nation. A great variety of solutions must be evaluated, 
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ranging from better administrative information and 

coordination measures to the conception and design of 

cheaper, discardable and of land re-usable containers. 

Efficient tracking and tracing systems will certainly have 

a major role to play in this. A passive chip for a container 

currently costs €3 a piece, a more sophisticated active 

chip may cost up to €40 - a very low-priced investment 

considering the added-value services that it may provide 

(eg. time, position, accelerations, weather, temperature, 

etc).

What is really missing is a meta-level link integrating a 

common sense technical tool, i.e. an information inte-

gration platform or a sort of dedicated transport inter-

net accessible to all actors and stakeholders which in-

tegrates the cargo and transport information and trade 

characteristics of each specific operation. The stepping 

stone for this is to achieve the interfacing of the infor-

mation originated in the different proprietary systems 

(e.g. operator, traffic manager, customs authorities, etc.) 

which entails the interoperability of those systems.

Furthermore, the platform should bear the burden of 

integrating and translating the information to and from 

all those different systems. Given these requirements, in 

its initial stages the platform should be developed at an 

institutional level in order to guarantee a level playing 

field for all stakeholders.

Finally, more support is required for the joint develop-

ment of transport information systems that facilitate the 

integration of maritime transport in the global transport 

chain and pursue the development of concrete projects, 

infrastructure and services (e.g. tracking and tracing sys-

tems supporting logistics services) making the removal 

of bureaucratic difficulties an easier task whilst increas-

ing the overall safety level of the transport system. In the 

maritime area, the framework created by the e-maritime 

initiative and the latest results of the TEN-T projects are 

very promising. In particular, the coordination with River 

Information Services (RIS) should be developed, given 

the existing potential for sea-river operations in which 

the same craft will be required to operate in the two dif-

ferent areas with consequent impacts, namely on the 

onboard equipment required. 

To face all these new challenges, ports should be encour-

aged to develop and constantly update a master plan. 

The very fact that a given port has made a master plan to 

guide its development is immensely useful as it defines a 

framework within which all projects find a rationale and 

coordination tool. The main axes of a master plan should 

be: infrastructure, efficiency of port services, logistics 

and markets, and territorial integration.

 

A port framework for MoS

Ports are the key nodal points for trade. Strong port 

communities, integrating all inland modal operators, are 

fundamental for the intermodal efficiency of any given 

port. Efficient ports, whether large or small, are funda-

mental for a well oiled transport chain. Thus, improving 

the efficiency of ports is the stepping stone for projects 

and development actions to be carried out until 2013. 

Achieving a better image for ports will have a very posi-

tive effect on the shift of more freight to maritime trans-

portation.

For Finland, the key objective of MoS activities is rather 

geo-strategic. In fact, the main priorities for the Finn-

ish transport community are cohesion and accessibility 

rather than modal shift. The same happens with ultra-

peripheral regions such as the European archipelagos 

and islands that must give guaranteed accessibility 

through a good cohesion policy. These ultra-peripheral 

regions must be used to the advantage of Europe by wid-

ening their own areas of influence.

The Coordinator pinpoints five main elements for port 

efficiency: i.e. good infrastructure, sound hinterland con-

nections, excellent procedures, perfect integration of 

the information services and well-trained staff. 

Concerning, for instance, the integration of information 

services, “single window” procedures must be general-

ised throughout European ports (and their hinterland 

corridors). Telecommunications and telematics services 

will enormously facilitate an otherwise rather complex 

operation.

Ports also play a key role in the environmental friendli-

ness of the transport system. Being the interface be-

tween sea and land, they are central to ecosystems and 

consequently must meet the environmental challenges 

to achieve sustainability.

The electricity supply of ships will pose new challenges 
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for ports and in particular for cruise ports, since each 

cruise ship is like a small town of 3,000 inhabitants. Elec-

tricity supply in the ports is a key element. Using wind or 

solar energy for that purpose is a very acceptable answer 

if the power consumption is not particularly sizable and 

concentrated in time. The costs for lowering carbon and 

sulphur emissions on maritime operations are not yet 

fully established. The entering into force of the ECAS in 

the Baltic and North seas poses a challenge on how to 

reconcile lower emissions with economic shipping op-

erations. There is a risk of shifting back cargoes to other 

modes with negative impacts for climate change (CO2) 

and bottlenecks. In 2015, only very high quality diesel 

(<0.1) will be allowed, innovation is required covering 

the full range of possibilities, e.g. from “scrubbers” to 

LNG fuelling and retrofitting technologies. The Atlantic 

and Mediterranean countries need to prepare for the 

foreseeable impact as an LNG shipping policy will impact 

on ships’ operations and economics. Large parts of the 

Baltic coastal areas are covered by ice in the winter. Bal-

tic cooperation on icebreaking and winter navigation, as 

well as on traffic management and pollution prevention 

are fundamental features for successful MoS in the area.

Europe must work on the improvement of port servic-

es (stevedoring, pilotage, towing operations). All these 

three services must be considered as an integral part 

of the logistics chain. Consequently, their staff should 

work under the same conceptual umbrella and share a 

common aim that will entail the privatisation of docker’s 

services and the use of concessions as a common rule of 

thumb. Training and education will be fundamental to 

guarantee the required evolution of mentalities and the 

ability to render highly efficient services. Furthermore, 

all of those involved in the transport chain must have a 

sound training in transport logistics. 

Strategic plans for ports should anticipate master plans. 

Their existence, duly approved by the proper authorities, 

should be an element of preference, when analysing any 

applications for public funding (EU, EIB, etc). The identifi-

cation of strategic needs of ports is fundamental for any 

decision making.

Finally, freight forwarding needs to become the trans-

port solution providers. The profession needs to further 

evolve and be able to advise all the actors in the entire 

logistics chain on the best ways for timely carrying a giv-

en load from one place to another. MoS forwarders have 

to keep a very close relationship with port administra-

tions and shippers. 

The demand for an increased volume of goods to be 

traded in a single operation in ports places an enor-

mous strain both in the existing infrastructure and the 

planning for new infrastructure. Given its European di-

mension, the TEN-T is directly concerned. Not only does 

TEN-T shape the offer for European infrastructure, but it 

needs to permanently meet new demands for the im-

provement and  enlargement of the European transport 

infrastructure network. 

Safety at sea is essential. “Tracking and tracing” will help 

with safety matters. Lost containers are a danger to navi-

gation and in particular for pleasure crafts. Many acci-

dents have already taken place, for instance in the Bay 

of Biscay, in the Mediterranean and in the Baltic Sea. If 

containers are equipped with a chip, they can easily be 

located, salvaged and towed or carried to a port. Con-

tainer chips (identifiers) could not only provide a useful 

means of locating stray containers (washed overboard 

or otherwise) but reconcile the container with the cargo 

carried and the type of trade (origin/destination) as well.

The MoS initiative, by stimulating the use of maritime 

links, rather than that of land legs for the carriage of 

goods over medium and long distances and by im-

proving the integration of maritime connections in the 

door to door logistics chain, will favour a more flexible 

approach to trade flows. In fact, diversifying the offer 

of efficient infrastructure and increasing the co-modal 

interoperability of ports and ships is central to the de-

velopment of a balanced trans-European transport sys-

tem which boosts flexibility of transport services and 

regional development as tools to foster cohesion and 

economic development.

Motorways of the Sea can therefore be seen as the infra-

structure policy for maritime transport and ports. They 

will represent the underlying corridor that allows Euro-

pean economic nodes and ports to be connected to the 

world markets, as well as between themselves within the 

internal market.

4. A new definition for Motorways of the Sea

In pace with the development of the new guidelines for 

the TEN-T, the concept of MoS needs to evolve. In fact 

they are:

“Safe, environmental-friendly and efficient maritime 

transport (sea lanes) sea corridors connecting the trans-

European network of Motorways of the Sea ports and 

the European hinterland”. 
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As such, they perform a key geo-strategic role for Europe 

linking the production centres with other hinterlands 

and forelands, supporting trade and guaranteeing sus-

tainable transport solutions for peripheral areas as well 

as for a competitive industry and business. Furthermore, 

MoS constitute the dorsal spine of the European foreign 

trade by providing accessibilities and connections be-

tween the round the world and, intercontinental trades, 

as well as the European internal market.

These high-quality maritime connections need to share 

interoperable ICT systems which allow the precise posi-

tioning of each parcel of cargo transported at every mo-

ment and thus constitute a fundamental security and 

safety tool, as well as a value added logistics information 

system.

Building on the comprehensive short sea shipping net-

work of ports and services, the MoS network will focus 

on supporting the core network, connecting key points 

of the trans-European core network of transport. The 

MoS network will reconcile the final customers with pro-

duction (and consumption) centres through the core 

ports, logistics centres and intermodal terminals.

The network will be supported by an ICT system which 

mirrors in real-time the entire transportation process 

and replicates the physical transport operation, thereby 

allowing for a perfect monitoring of both the cargo par-

cel and of its carrier. 

New definition for the Motorways of the Sea 

Europe is a rather indented continent with a large coastal 

surface and numerous islands and archipelagos requir-

ing maritime transportation for passengers and cargoes. 

Europe is also one of the major world trading partners 

and most of its trade exchanges are carried by maritime 

transportation. Consequently, ports are the key nodes 

and ships the fundamental vehicles for trade, connect-

ing European regions to their European or international 

partners. To properly support these activities, ports and 

ships must be able to interact efficiently between them, 

as well as with the transport land network.

Accordingly, the following text reflects the essentials of 

the concept:

1. Motorways of the Sea shall contribute to improve ac-

cessibility and cohesion within the European Union. 

As part of the Core Network, Motorways of the Sea, is 

the building block for the maritime dimension of TEN-T, 

covering the European maritime space. As such, it pro-

vides a platform for the development of all the activities 

required to efficiently reconcile all the key elements in-

volved in maritime transport - ports, ships, human ele-

ment and organisational systems and procedures; in or-

der to achieve the safe, secure and sustainable maritime 

operations which are instrumental for European com-

petitiveness.

Concerning the European maritime space proper, activi-

ties will cover, inter alia: 

• The safety of operations, e.g. ice breaking and year 

round navigation, human element, hydrographical 

surveys, safety information systems, dredging, navi-

gation information systems, e-navigation.

• The environmental performance of ships, e.g. inno-

vative waste and waste water treatment systems, im-

proved reception facilities, environmental perform-

ance and dynamic ship indexing, improved ship and 

engine efficiency, reduced emissions as required for 

ECAS, environmental tailored design and retrofitting 

procedures as well as life-cycle analysis of ships in-

cluding easy recycling and disposal and the use of 

electro-mobility or alternative fuels for ship propul-

sion.

• Traffic management and navigation services, e.g. 

support the deployment of improved vessel traffic 

management services (VTMS) and of their interface 

with ships, optimised bridge design and navigation 

systems as well as e-navigation services, tele-moni-

toring and tele-maintenance of ships, as well as navi-

gation, reporting and positioning systems.

• Optimised ship operations, e.g. short sea shipping 

and sea-river operations, ship and port interface de-

velopment to achieve efficient logistics operations

2. Motorways of the Sea shall comprise the European 

maritime space where ships evolve coming to and from 

European ports, the safety and security procedures that 

permit sustainable operations, the traffic management 

services and the ports as the interconnecting points to 

other modes and final destinations for passengers and 

cargo thus guaranteeing both the accessibility require-

ments and the integration of the different services sup-

porting high volume of trade.

Concerning the interface of ship, port and hinterland, 
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the following activities shall be considered as priorities:

• Efficient connections to and from the Core Network 

ports, e.g. efficient multimodal connections to the 

European transport network and matching tranship-

ment performances to other ships and other modes, 

avoidance of bottlenecks trough terminal efficiency 

and infrastructure connections, supporting the de-

ployment of physical infrastructure to integrate ship 

and port operations in the transport chain .

• ICT integration of ships and ports in the logistic 

schain: support to the continued development and 

deployment of single-window type of services and 

other e-maritime systems to streamline procedures 

and speed up the transportation process and the of-

ficial clearance of cargoes. 

Support to the development of the institutional ICT layer 

where private services connect in order to exchange all 

the information required on a door to door type of trans-

port.

• Favour the clustering of ports leading to an opti-

mised use of common infrastructure and to greater 

economies of scale, thereby gaining efficiencies and 

avoiding bottlenecks.

• Support the development of infrastructure and an-

cillary infrastructure required for the development 

of sustainable shipping, e.g. enhanced shore based 

reception facilities, liquefied natural gas (LNG) infra-

structure for refuelling and bunkering services, refu-

elling services and cold ironing systems.

• Support the development of geo-strategic ports 

which will guarantee the security of supply for mari-

time transport services, thus avoiding critical stop-

pages on the flow of goods due to natural calamities 

or man-made causes. This will address ports, access 

to hinterland, terminals and ships

3. The Motorways of the Sea projects will also embed 

the new type of dynamic infrastructure where transport 

modes and units, physical infrastructure and operational 

requirements and operations will be brought together 

and their integration optimised. This will result on a level 

playing field (framework) able to integrate public and 

private parties and their respective financing capabili-

ties in the common endeavour of deploying equipment 

and infrastructure whilst developing effective and opti-

mised operations. This operational infrastructure needs 

to be developed with door to door services in mind. An 

example of this type of priority is the corridor-specific 

infrastructure project which focuses on infrastructure 

and facilities, having the objective of improving the ca-

pacity, frequency or quality of existing maritime links or 

establish new ones as elements of the broader network 

of MoS in terms of logistic chain. 

4. Implementation of MoS projects given the diversity 

and type of projects which are covered under MoS, the 

instruments to be used cover studies, pilot projects (in-

cluding full-scale demonstration) and development 

projects.

5. Ongoing Activities

Currently, MoS has 12 ongoing projects, representing 

around €125 million of EU grants and a total investment 

of about €800 million. 

The ongoing projects

1) 2008-EU-21015-P: Motorways of the Sea projects in 

the Baltic Sea Area Klaipéda-Karlshamn Total project 

cost: €26.04 million, EU contribution: €5.24 million

The objective of the project is to increase the share of 

intermodal transport in the southeast/southwest Baltic 

Motorways of the Sea link through Klaipéda and Karl-

shamn. To this end, the operator of the service, DFDS 

Lisco, has already increased the capacity of the link by 

21%. At the same time, the implementation of the Action 

will considerably improve and enhance the capacity of 

unified rail goods handling on the Swedish side, as well 

as providing infrastructure investment in Karlshamn. The 

current (2009) intermodal share of the corridor is 18% 

with the aim to reach 56% in 2015 and ultimately in 2025 

to reach 71%. The activities of the action will focus on: 

• Improvement of environmental sustainability by in-

creasing intermodal transport in the corridor. Fur-

thermore, oil sanitation equipment will be acquired 

in Karlshamn to mitigate risks due to the increase in 

traffic 

• Elaboration and implementation of a strategy to 

achieve modal shift, by conducting market studies 

• Increasing the loading/unloading speed of contain-

ers to vessels, through the purchase and operation of 

a new crane in Karlshamn 

• Reduction of waiting/transit time with the upgrade 

and modernisation of the Karlshamn ro-ro (roll on, 

roll off ) terminal 

• Increasing of the efficiency and capacity for trains 

in Karlshamn through the development of the new 

shunting yard and the electrification and improve-

ment of the port rail track 

• Doubling the container handling capacity by build-

ing a new combined terminal 
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• Preparation for the improvement of hinterland rail 

connections through the development of design and 

EIA for the “missing link” Karlshamn-Olofström 

• Increasing the efficiency in Klaipéda by improving 

the quay operability for vessels through the installa-

tion of a hydraulic device for ro-ro ferries

Progress Report: Act1. The different responsibilities of 

the various actors (port, rescue service, coast guard) 

have been defined. Smaller investments have been car-

ried out from the local rescue service in line with the 

project. There is a port plan for a larger investment in the 

oil port at Karlshamm.

Act2. A larger overall study and a more local/regional 

business oriented study have been concluded. Informa-

tion and statistics have been collected. A smaller bench-

marking study with stevedoring company SMELTE i Klai-

peda has been carried out regarding practical container 

handling (capacity, efficiency, crane strategy...). The ac-

tivity has been closed. 

Act3. The decision has been taken on the type and ca-

pacity of the crane. There have been ongoing discus-

sions with some possible crane owners. There have been 

problems with the strength of the berths. Cranes have 

been larger and larger. We have made a comprehensive 

study of our berths (outside MoS) and have now a plan 

to strengthen some of our berths.

Act4. The overall traffic system in the port has been 

looked at, including the investigation and strategy for 

the berths. The detailed design with the new gate area 

will be started. The traffic in the MoS corridor is increas-

ing all the time so temporary solutions must be done all 

the time. There is a problem mixing temporary and long 

term solutions. The passenger flow is also increasing and 

the best solution was to move the passenger terminal to 

a new place, but it is expensive 

Act5. The detailed construction of the new shunting 

yard will finish in a month and before the end of 2011 

the tender procedure will start. Trafikverket will finance 

a smaller part of the investments. 

Act6. The detailed construction of the combi terminal  

will finish up in a month and before the end of 2011 the 

tender procedure will start. 

Act7. The detailed construction, renovation and electrifi-

cation will finish in a month and before the end of 2011 

the tender procedure will start. Trafikverket will finance 

a smaller part of the investment. 

Act8. All procedures are finished. Trafikverket has started 

the work. Regional actors, authorities and companies are 

active in a steering group. The port of Karlshamn is the 

coordinator. 

Act9. This is closed from the Lithuanian side. 

Expected Results: The growth in the Karlshamn-Klaipeda 

MoS corridor is about 20-25% annually, and expected 

to continue over time. The part that is just a trailer is in-

creasing and the next step will be more unit based flows. 

More investment is needed in connecting railway infra-

structure on both sides.  In parallel, the passenger flows 

are increasing. In a parallel Interreg project, east-west 

Transport Corridor 2, work with a Green Corridor manual 

is ongoing, which includes the creation of an Informa-

tion Broker function. It will be an open information plat-

form for actors in the corridor. An east-west Transport 

Corridor Association has been funded by partners in the 

projects as well as those from western China to the Bal-

tic Sea area. Several business meetings have taken place, 

and Lithuania is chairman of the association.

2) 2008-EU-21010-P: High Quality Rail and Intermodal 

Nordic Corridor Königslinie. Total project cost - €50.349 

million of which EU contribution: €10.2 million

The objective of this project is to upgrade the existing 

rail ferry link between the ports of Trelleborg (Sweden) 

and Sassnitz (Germany) in order to increase the share of 

rail and intermodal transport on the Swedish-German 

corridor in particular and the Sweden-Central Europe/

Italy corridor. 

Improving the existing rail ferry service by offering more 

capacity, more efficiency, faster handling in the ports 

and more flexibility due to the option of a sixth depar-

ture (in peak demand periods only), will help it compete 

with alternative and less sustainable routes on this trans-

port corridor. 

Improving the infrastructure in ports will enable opera-

tion on a sufficient volume base combining rail and in-
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termodal transport. In Trelleborg, the port will be able 

to efficiently service more than one rail/road/intermodal 

ferry route. In Sassnitz, the new infrastructure and equip-

ment will enable the port to load, unload and store inter-

modal transport units (e.g. unaccompanied trailers). 

The Königslinie route is currently served by two vessels 

operated by Scandlines AB and Scandlines GmbH. The 

sailing schedule (in 2007/2008) is five departures per day 

and per direction. Together, the two vessels have a total 

capacity of 2,262 lane metres - including 1,419 lane me-

tres for train wagons and 843 lane metres for intermodal 

units, trucks and cars. The vessels, which are 19 and 26 

years old, make the crossing in 3h 45 min - 4 hours, and 

approximately 60 minutes is spent at the port to unload 

and reload before departing again.

From the current 1.7 million tonnes transported in rail 

wagons on the ferry route between Sassnitz and Trel-

leborg (81% of the total 2.1 million tonnes on the ferry 

line in 2008), the project aims to increase the volumes 

to 3 million tonnes of rail and intermodal transport by 

2018. The overall corresponding modal shift is 1.4 billion 

tonnes/km per year in 2018 and 2.1 billion tonnes/km 

per year in 2028. On a cumulated basis, the modal shift 

is estimated at 21.6 billion tonnes/km by 2028 (15 years) 

and 32.6 billion tonnes/km by 2033 (20 years).

Progress in the individual activities: 

• Two improved rail ferries: due to start in 2013 

• Reconstruction and adaptation of berths in ports: 

In Trelleborg: additional road ramps on ferry berths 

8 and 9 built and inspected early 2010. Adjustable 

fenders still to be installed. In Sassnitz, works to start 

in 2012.            

• Extensions and improvements of port terminals: In 

Trelleborg: additional tracks on the main ramp at 

ferry berth 9 and pavement works in the marshalling 

yard area preceding ferry berths 8 and 9 completed 

in 2010. Other works on-going (installation of signs 

and lights being installed, dismantling of building). 

In Sassnitz. Works to start in 2012.

• Automatic mooring stations for vessels: due to start 

in 2012.

• IT studies and pilot, market and fast handling studies: 

Market study completed in March 2011. Pilot IT and 

EDP (phase I) completed. Common IT study (phase II) 

ongoing, to be completed in end 2011. Fast handling 

study ongoing. 

• Improvement of service quality based on IT-support: 

ongoing, to be completed in 2013.

• Start up activities: temporary deployment of a 3rd 

ship, due to start in 2012.

• Support measures in the ports: In Trelleborg, four tug 

masters being leased, four more planned to be pur-

chased in 2012. In Sassnitz: part of the activity is being 

rescheduled to 2012, the other part was due to start 

in 2012 anyway. The project work is characterised by 

a constructive cooperation between the beneficiaries 

and in relation to the external stakeholders, i.e. the 

Swedish and German governments and the TEN-T Ex-

ecutive Agency. No technical or administrative issue 

has put the project in any implementation difficul-

ties. However, there was a market crisis imposed de-

mand drop by some 40% and impacts resulting from 

framework condition and market structure changes 

will likely urge the beneficiaries to revise the project 

plan. The project phase of 2012-2013 is dominated 

by vessel related activities and investments (Scand-

lines) and the intermodal terminal activities mainly in 

the port of Sassnitz.

Expected results are based on the consideration of full 

scale project implementation according to the initial 

project plan: the overall annual modal shift is expect-

ed to be 1.4 billion tonnes/km by 2018 and 2.1 billion 

tonnes/km each year in 2028. On a cumulated basis, the 

modal shift is estimated to be 21.6 billion tonnes/km by 

2028 and 32.6 billion tonnes/km by 2033. The efficiency 

of the port operations will be increased considerably by 

the introduction of double ramp handling of the vessels 

in conjunction with optimised terminal handling proce-

dures of rail, intermodal and conventional road transport 

units. Taking into consideration of even growing traffic 

volumes, the port time of the vessels should be reduced 

by 33% allowing for better adjustments of the sea voy-

age, either in terms of schedule or travel speed of the 

vessel. Safety measures are planned on the ports and in 

particular during the vessels’ mooring and the discharg-

ing and loading. However by avoiding long distance 

truck transport, the risk of road fatalities is reduced. The 

correction in costs of externalities, mainly environmen-

tal effects related to modal shift and reduced bunker 

consumption, is assumed to reach a share of 35% of the 

project’s socio-economic benefit - a monetary value of 

some €73 million over 25 years. In terms of CO2 emis-

sions, a saving of approximately 80,000 tonnes should 

be saved each year by 2015.

Each euro spent is expected to have a social contribu-

tion in monetary value of €5 considering environmental 

effects,  benefits  to employment and reduction of trans-
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port time. Thus, a total net present value of €209 million 

(over 25 years) is anticipated.

3) 2008-EU-21020-P: Motorways of the Sea Esbjerg-Zee-

brugge. Total project cost - €26.54 million of which EU 

contribution is €5.308 million

The maritime link between Esbjerg, Denmark and Zee-

brugge, Belgium, in service since 2005, has provided 

an intermodal alternative to truck transport between 

Denmark and the Benelux countries. This project will be 

further developed into a Benelux-Scandinavia shortsea 

bridge. The upgrade of the service will consist of the co-

ordinated increase of the frequency on the Zeebrugge-

Esbjerg route, investment in infrastructure and facilities 

and the adoption of accompanying measures to foster 

integration of various parts of the intermodal chain. This 

includes an increase in service by doubling the capacity 

of the ro-ro (roll on, roll off ) connection between Esbjerg 

and Zeebrugge. An MoS approach results in cost savings 

(up to around 40%) and fewer CO
²
 emissions (58%) than 

the alternative road connection. In addition, it reduces 

congestion on very busy parts of the EU road network. 

The investment in infrastructure and facilities associated 

with the upgrade of the maritime link consists of a float-

ing ro-ro ramp, the extension of an access way in Esb-

jerg, a ro-ro jetty, gantry cranes and ICT development in 

Zeebrugge. The project will give way to major improve-

ments in the handling of goods and attract more goods 

on the ro-ro based intermodal concept. 

The floating ro-ro ramp in the port of Esbjerg was al-

ready installed in 2009. The ro-ro jetty in the Port of Zee-

brugge has been operational since the end of 2010, and 

only some smaller elements of works on the ancillary 

infrastructure remain to be done. The construction of 

the new port access way in Esbjerg is on schedule. Due 

to the withdrawal of beneficiary Sea-Ro, activities 3 and 

4 will be discontinued. Activity 6 on traffic monitoring 

and administrative simplification needs closer attention, 

which will be taken up in the second half of 2011. The 

overall Action is on schedule, with the final completion 

date still estimated to be 31 December 2012.

Expected Results: The Action will contribute to a better 

maritime connection between Denmark and the Ben-

elux. According to calculations from the University of 

Southern Denmark, the use of the ro-ro connection can 

save up to 40% in transport costs and 58% of CO
2
 emis-

sions. 

4) 2009-EU-21010-P: Baltic Link Gdynia-Karlskrona. Total 

project cost - €85.454 million of which EU contribution is 

€17.09 million.

The objective of the Action is to implement MoS in the 

Baltic Sea region through the ports of Karlskrona and 

Gdynia. The project will reduce the amount of freight us-

ing the northern European motorways and will diminish 

the related road congestion. 

The Action will deliver high quality MoS infrastructure 

and services by combining rail and sea modes in order 

to eliminate the existing bottlenecks and create a seam-

less intermodal transport chain. The project’s result is ex-

pected to be an increase in the intermodal share of the 

corridor from the current 3% to 10% in 2015 and 36% in 

2025.

The activities of the Action will focus on the following 

particular objectives, namely to:

•  Increase the train capacity for goods on the Scandi-

navian and Polish sides.

• Eliminate inadequate intermodal capacity on the 

Karlskrona-Gdynia link taking an important step to-

wards an intermodal transport chain connecting 

Scandinavia with central Europe and the Adriatic Sea. 

• Develop transport nodes in Alvesta, Karlskrona and 

Gdynia that will concentrate transport flows and 

achieve rail bound volumes that are economically 

profitable.

• Promote intermodal solutions on their respective 

markets that can mitigate road congestion, particu-

larly in Germany.

• Eliminate conflict of interest between freight and 

passenger trains between Gothenburg and Karlsk-

rona/Kalmar on the coast-to-coast line in Sweden.

• Offer a missing link to TEN-T corridors by further con-

necting the Baltic Sea in a north-south dimension. 

• Harmonise the IT systems between the ports and 

other operators by further developing the Stena Line 

e-freight platform and move towards single window.

Progress report

Activity 1: The coast-to-coast line activity is a partnering 

project. The designers and contractor have been work-
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ing together to produce final design documents neces-

sary for carrying out the works and solve problems as 

they occur. This collaboration is running as expected. 

The land preparation works and data collection was 

achieved as planned and the documentation was used 

in the procurement process. The contract with the de-

sign consultant was signed on 24 June 2010 according to 

plan. The activity is running as planned and completed 

work regarding the the coast-to-coast line is land prepa-

ration work and procurement process. 

Activity 2: The planned and completed work regarding 

the terminal in Alvesta are the design and procurement 

processes, ground preparation work regarding phase 1, 

together with illumination, fencing and demolition of a 

building. This means that the terminal is up and running 

for the time being. 

Activities 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9: Planned and completed work 

regarding the Port of Karlskrona are the planning and 

design of Verköbanan, electrification of Verköbanan, 

level crossing and triangle track together with the plan-

ning, design and procurement process regarding the 

off-shore land power system in the port. The ITS system 

of Activity 8 has been delayed, and due to cost effective-

ness, the procurement process regarding Activities 3, 4, 

5 and 7 has been conducted in combination with Activ-

ity 1 - Coast-to-coast line within the project. This has 

caused some delays and, due to delays with these rail-

way investments, Activity 8 has been postponed. The im-

pact for other activities within the Action is limited. No 

impact on duration, cost or size can be foreseen for the 

time being. Activity 9 on the land power system in the 

port of Karlskrona, has experienced cost increases due to 

some miscalculations and increased prices compared to 

the application. The Municipality of Karlskrona is aware 

that the budget for this action has been underestimated. 

After the application was submitted, a calculation of ap-

proximately €300,000 for the investment was made. This 

means that the difference between the accounted costs 

and the decided EU funding will be covered by the ben-

eficiary (Municipality of Karlskrona). The activity will still 

be carried out as originally planned. 

Activity 10: The planned and completed work regard-

ing the Stena Line is the selection of the provider for the 

power connection system compatible with the off-shore 

land power system in the port of Karlskrona, together 

with the intervention of ferry 1 and 2 (Stena Vision & 

Stena Spirit) with the two new planned ferries.

Expected results: An increased modal shift in the corri-

dor through increased volumes of rail bound goods and 

sustainable handling of goods is foreseen and this will 

be done by renovation and electrification of the port 

rail track in the port of Karlskrona, together with the 

investments in a combined terminal in Alvesta and up-

grading of the coast to coast line. In addition, increased 

volumes of sea bound goods are expected by improv-

ing the quality of the maritime link. An increase of the 

intermodal share of the corridor expected will be 10% 

by 2015 and 36% by 2025. The expected results will be 

improved environment in both the port of Karlskrona by 

the off-shore land power system and in the corridor as a 

whole by reducing the transport sectors environmental 

footprint by the enhanced train capacity in the port of 

Karlskrona and on the coast-to-coast line. These activi-

ties will lead to decreased NO
X
, SO

X
 and CO

2
 emissions. 

Annual deduction of: NO
X
 = 36 tonnes + SO

X
 = 4 tonnes + 

CO
2
 = 2,300 tonnes. The project is also expecting acceler-

ated integration of areas with low accessibility through 

the increased service by the operator on the link.

The eight remaining projects were already described in 

sections 2 and 3 respectively. For projects selected in the 

2010 Call, implementation only started in 2011 which 

does not justify more detail than already mentioned 

here.

6. Administrative framework

The sector would benefit from increased coordination 

between the different funding schemes supporting Mo-

torways of the Sea. Not only TEN-T funds finance MoS 

infrastructure, but Member States, regions, the Euro-

pean Investment Bank (EIB) and particularly Structural 

Funds also play a key role. The same applies for services 

financed under the Marco Polo scheme in which the role 

of private funds and of investment entities such as the 

EIB will be fundamental for the continued success of 

endeavours once public subventions can no longer be 

used. Accordingly, fostering the development of Pub-

lic-Private Partnerships (PPPs) to support this type of 

project is an avenue that is worth pursuing, in particular 

for large dimension projects that can be implemented in 

a short time.

Finally, it should be underlined that for the development 

of large infrastructure projects, clear and unwavering 

political support is central. The coordinated dissemina-

tion of good practices on the management of large infra-

structure projects is an important task to be guaranteed 

by the Commission, as it will help identify the projects 

which stand the best chance of successful completion. 
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This will also be a key guidance factor for any candidates 

to implement a new PPP or use other innovative finan-

cial instruments.

In order to facilitate the public understanding of the full 

range of possibilities and opportunities offered to finan-

cially support Motorways of the Sea, the Motorways of 

the Sea One Stop Helpdesk was created. The helpdesk, 

which includes a dedicated website - www.mos-help-

desk.eu - advises candidates (both Member States and 

private applicants) on how and where best to apply for 

support for their specific projects. The team staffing the 

helpdesk (TEN-T EA and EACI) will help the candidates to 

clean sail between the different regulations and proce-

dures and their specific timings.

7. List of development priorities

It is necessary to improve the definition of criteria allow-

ing the identification of funding priorities for projects la-

belled as Motorways of the Sea. As it was clearly stated in 

all relevant meetings held throughout the year, priorities 

will consist of funding both infrastructure (hinterland 

connections and within ports) and intelligent infrastruc-

ture (procedures, vehicles, cargoes).

Operations, although of great relevance and the ul-

timate goal of activities, are not the primary objective 

of TEN-T funding. First and foremost, there are funding 

schemes better adapted to fund private sector opera-

tions (maritime, ports or other) such as the Marco Polo, 

and obviously because before any operations can start 

the infrastructure needs to be in place. Accordingly, TEN-

T concentrates on the development of infrastructure 

which also is highly time consuming - on average it takes 

10 years from preliminary studies to operation. 

Finally, priority should be given to studies. Any large 

infrastructure investment project requires both prelimi-

nary and detailed studies to be completed prior to build-

ing works or final investment decisions. Furthermore, for 

a wide and complex subject such as MoS, studies also 

need to include the operational and team building com-

ponent, i.e. the platform necessary to bring all key actors 

together to interact, as well as the platform to be used 

as an integrator of technologies and operational require-

ments. Such a “venture prototype” needs to be support-

ed by a dedicated tool. The proposed studies in the form 

of pilot actions seem to be adequate. 

In order to better clarify the different funding and devel-

opment priorities an indicative list of the most important 

MoS elements is given as follows:

 

7.1. Within port areas

• Railways connections to the quays and piers.

• Superstructures, construction works and equipment 

that allow for a better coordination of administrative 

procedures (one stop shop/guichet unique) e.g. cus-

toms, health and sanitary, veterinary police, immigra-

tion, port operations’ services.

• Superstructures, construction works and equipment 

aiming at an efficient management of the cargo flows 

in the port area, e.g. port gateways, cranes, piers, etc.

• Dredging of berths and canals to keep navigation or 

to increase the size of the target vessels.

• Intelligent infrastructure.

• Alternative re-fuelling facilities for ships (e.g. LNG 

bunkering).

• Promotion of the role of European ports and the MoS 

network. Once the new TEN-T network is defined, the 

Core Network of ports and MoS should be promoted 

in a brochure outlining its operational characteristics 

and potential, based on common indicators.

7.2. Hinterland connections

• Connections to the hinterland for - railways, inland 

waterways and motorways - and, especially to logis-

tics platforms located in the interior.

• Building of logistics platforms and dry ports.

• Junctions, bridges, tunnels and other elements of ac-

cess to the ports that could improve connections to 

the hinterland.

• New railway lines or sections, bypasses and other 

upgrading which can help to lower travel time and 

increase punctuality.

• Integrated MoS systems connecting shipper and re-

ceiver and facilitating the development of door to 

door operations and services.

7.3. Telecommunications

• Port information systems, vessel traffic management 

and information services, River Information Services 

(when interfaces occur).

• Port community systems interfacing with logistics in-

formation systems.

• Tracking and tracing systems and services for goods 
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and vehicles (ships, port and inland vessels, ports, 

hinterland).

• MoS information systems, integrating vessels, VTS, 

port community, interfaces with other modes (e.g. 

ITS, ERTMS and RIS) and with intermodal platforms 

and business information interfaces.

7.4. Ships 

• There are several suggestions to consider ships as a 

kind of infrastructure. 

• Further discussion with stakeholders on this theme, 

is required, in order to define the conditions under 

which the construction or the acquisition of a ship 

should be considered as a funding priority.

The problem of emissions (CO
2
, SO

2
 and NO

x
) from vessels 

is a serious one: on one side we must ensure that ships 

are less pollutant than lorries; on the other side we can-

not impose limits of emissions that make maritime trans-

port uncompetitive. New combustibles have to be ana-

lysed before they are introduced in practice. One of the 

most promising is LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas). Through-

out the history of shipping, the means of propulsion have 

varied, especially after the introduction of steam (coal, 

mazout, etc). Recent operational results for vessels using 

LNG show a practical elimination of soot, SO
x
 and NO

x
 as 

well as a 20% reduction in greenhouse gases. 

7.5. Human Resources3

• Priority should be given to the training of the entire 

staff involved in maritime operations, from seamen 

to pilots, VTS operators, dockers and crane operators.

Valencia Port Administration has a foundation (Fun-

dación del Puerto de Valencia) which is in charge of pro-

moting research and transferring results into the services 

of the port in order to keep abreast of developments. The 

widening of this benchmarking example to other ports 

and sectors of MoS should be pursued.

• Training on the efficiency of processes in the trans-

port chain needs to be provided to both operational 

and administrative staff.

• Training in logistics for all the actors in the MoS chain, 

and fostering of an MoS Erasmus.

7.6. The impact of 2020 priorities on MoS

On the “Europe 2020 - A strategy for smart, sustainable 

and inclusive growth” policy lines, there is guidance 

3 For the most of these cases the funding of training should use the 
possibilities opened by the “Social Fund”.

and support for many necessary developments. Most of 

which are referred to in this report or have already been 

referred to in the three previous annual reports (2008, 

2009 and 2010):

1) The need to coordinate the mobilisation of public 

funding: Structural Funds, Cohesion Fund, R&D frame-

work programme, TENs and EIB in order to achieve our 

goals. As a result of those proposals, a Motorways of the 

Sea One Stop Helpdesk was created in 2010 and pro-

vides advice to the public and stakeholders on the best 

source of support for their practical projects (www.mos-

helpdesk.eu).

2) To modernise and de-carbonise the transport sector. 

Past reports have proposed new research on the field of 

fuels. This report puts emphasis on pursuing research on 

efficient engines, catalysts and scrubbers, as well as ef-

ficient hull and propeller design.

3) To improve and foster intelligent traffic management 

systems and services, ranging from the “single window” 

up to the interface of road and railway systems with port 

systems.

4) To promote better logistics. From the construction 

of logistics platforms to the training of the numerous 

professions in the field. The importance of this field has 

been systematically underlined.

5) The reports illustrate how to give impulse to a good 

mix of research, the setting of common standards and 

developing the necessary infrastructure support to 

achieve the deployment of innovation in practical cases.

6) To accelerate the implementation of strategic projects 

with high European value added. Addressing critical 

bottlenecks, in particular cross border sections and in-

ter modal nodes (cities, ports, logistics platforms). Par-

ticularly important are the safety devices for ships (see 

EMSA) and the “chips” for containers. The banning of 

“convenience flags” for European companies or compa-

nies wanting to call on European ports must gradually 

be implemented.

7) To develop smart, upgraded and fully interconnected 

transport […] infrastructures and make full use of ICT. 

The consideration of transport chains which has been 

recommended is a practical example of this proposal.

8) To ensure a coordinated implementation of infrastruc-
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ture projects, within the EU core network, that critically 

contributes to the effectiveness of the overall EU trans-

port system. There are many practical examples under 

this theme, e.g. the connection of the round the world 

trip, location of new transhipment ports in the Mediter-

ranean Sea, railway corridors between north and south, 

articulation of a grouping of ports, a deeper knowledge 

of the flows which cross the Suez and Panama canals.

9) To reduce the transaction costs of doing business in 

Europe. The improvement of logistics chains has been a 

repeated recommendation.

10) To ensure that transport and logistics networks en-

able industry throughout the union to have objective 

access to the single market and the international market 

beyond. This is the main purpose of the geo-strategic 

considerations regarding the connections with far east, 

South and North America and Africa which have been 

produced.

11) To develop an effective space policy to provide the 

tools to address some of the key global challenger and 

in particular to deliver Galileo and GMES. The suggestion 

regarding “chips” (tags) either for vessels or for contain-

ers comes under this umbrella. These have been some 

examples of the importance of MoS in the wider per-

spective of the achievement of the goals referred to in 

the document “Europe 2020”.

12) The programme insists on Education, Training and 

Lifelong-Learning. We have indicated that a special ac-

tion, concerning the merchant marine officers’ level 

should be developed. In addition, new training for the 

numerous professions linked to maritime transporta-

tion, logistics and operations in harbours must be imple-

mented. This is fundamental in order to provide a good 

level of initial training required by these professions in-

stead of the on the job training currently used today.

13) To promote student mobility and trainers’ mobility, 

and improve the employment situation of young peo-

ple. We have suggested setting up an Erasmus type  

programme for the maritime professions by articulat-

ing mercantile marine schools within Europe. This could 

eventually lead to the formation of a council of those 

schools at the European level. Countries without ap-

parent problems (Greece, Romania, Latvia and Norway) 

could induce more dynamic action on the others.

14) The EU has prospered through trade, exporting 

round the world and importing inputs as well as finished 

goods. That is the reason why it is not enough to look at 

MoS just at the internal European level, but it is neces-

sary to consider the external dimension of what still is 

the most important trade block in the world (EU): tran-

shipment ports, Suez and Panama Canals, connections 

to Africa and South America, round-the-world trip in the 

Mediterranean Sea, port hubs, new transhipment ports 

in the Mediterranean (besides Marsaxlokk, Gioia Tauro, 

Algeciras and Tangiers-Med).

15) Creating innovative instruments to finance the need-

ed investments, including Public-Private Partnerships 

(PPPs). This will be particularly adequate for logistics 

platforms, “dry ports” (like the one in Zaragoza) or even 

port terminals.

16) To foster European growth through our participa-

tion in open and fair markets worldwide. This will be 

achieved only if a system of efficient ports is in place, en-

suring good external connections.

17) We have a particularly close relationship with Africa 

and will need to invest further in the future in develop-

ing that close partnership. For that, ports are essential. 

Ports in Europe and ports in Africa must cooperate, as 

well as everything else which comes as a result of MoS 

and its dynamic connection of ports with their hinter-

land - thus connecting markets and fostering trade.

18) Europe needs to develop a deeper knowledge of the 

implications of the different types of fuels which can be 

used, particularly on their environmental impacts (NO
X
, 

SO
X
, CO

2
 and particulates). There is a great hope that 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) may drastically improve the 

current situation. Nevertheless, LNG sets a number of 

challenges: safety requirements, distribution network-

ing, shipping economics, etc. This new field deserves an 

additional knowledge effort either by gathering current 

knowledge and integrating multi-disciplinary issues or 

by identifying and supporting the development of re-

quired research actions and studies to address technical 

problems.

As already mentioned in section 3, the MoS One Stop 
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Helpdesk proposed by the Coordinator in his 2009 re-

port, was implemented in time to support the 2010 Calls.  

This advisory body plays the single interface between 

the candidates for funding and all EU financial instru-

ments used to support the development of MoS related 

activities.

Finally, good financial engineering products such as 

the Eco-bonus should be promoted. The Eco-bonus is a 

promising system as it targets the support of demand 

instead of the supply services, thereby avoiding distor-

tions of competition. However, Member States con-

cerned by such a scheme must first agree on common 

terms of support. Governments of countries which will 

benefit from the relief of road traffic should, unanimous-

ly agree and sign a memorandum of understanding re-

flecting a common engagement (e.g.: Italy, France and 

Spain). Alternatively, the Commission could integrate 

this financial engineering product in a financing scheme 

such as Marco Polo or start-up operations in MoS/TEN-T, 

in which case the applicants, e.g. a port, would for in-

stance request financial support to apply an Eco-bonus 

type of compensation (the same for every lorry volun-

teering embarkment on that given port for a given des-

tination). Such a system entails punctuality of payments 

as it addresses small companies without large financial 

reserves. Its main advantage would relate to the emer-

gence of multimodal logistic companies building on a 

network of small shippers and logistics services provid-

ers. This would pave the way to the emergence of a sin-

gle maritime European market.

8. Studies and new activities

To keep the MoS momentum going, inter alia, some 

studies to be carried out in 2011 and beyond addressing 

key issues: benchmarking, articulation, intelligent infra-

structure, flow of goods and a conference on MoS. Better 

knowledge on these issues will target efforts and audi-

ences, as well as improve the value added of European 

support. 

These areas are the following:

• The benchmarking of MoS related activities, study 

aiming to:

 1. Provide didactic examples to conceptual  

 and project engineering MoS developments

 2. Highlight indicators that will better define  

 MoS criteria

 4. Produce a MoS ports’ atlas to display all   

 MoS key characteristics for each port.

• The organisation of conferences or workshops to 

consolidate a common European vision on MoS. The 

conference will support the development of a Euro-

pean common vision on MoS, build a solid MoS net-

work and develop a consistent corporate image for 

MoS. These elements are fundamental to advertise 

and promote the image of MoS among stakeholders 

and interested business parties. In a media-run era, 

a sector of activity which is not publicized does not 

exist.

• Launching a prospective study on the development 

of a new methodology to establish an origin/destina-

tion matrix of cargo/trade flows between EU regions. 

This will enhance the quality of the image of the car-

go flows intra-EU that is currently being hampered by 

the lack of customs’ trade information. In addition, its 

results will be useful for regional development plan-

ning purposes.

• Development of a study on the use of vehicles/cargo 

tracking and tracing technologies to facilitate MoS 

transport procedures, make an inventory of the per-

manent tracking & tracing tools and devices and un-

dertake the full scale demonstration of a streamlined 

process including the analysis of its efficiency and 

safety performance.

• Promote the benchmarking of MoS activities in the 

northern Adriatic range. There is a need to identify 

key hinterland connections as well as an articulate a 

strategy enabling the development of a consistent 

interoperability approach among the ports of the 

north Adriatic range whilst stimulating competition 

in the same area.

As a result of previous MoS reports, the TEN-T work pro-

grammes and Calls for 2010 and 2011 were re-calibrated 

and new objectives identified e.g. pilot actions and wider 

benefit actions. Given the submissions in 2010 and the 

interest received thus far, a successful 2011 Call both in 

terms of quality and quantity is expected. Such success 

will be instrumental for the development of MoS and for 

the deployment of MoS related infrastructure and future 

services. The studies, pilot actions and projects resulting 

from this call will need constant monitoring in order to 

further develop the concept, accelerate change and lead 

to effective deployment.

In 2011, new opportunities have been opened under the 

TEN-T framework: the Call 2011 with a forecasted MoS 

dedicated budget of €70 million. Further calls will be or-

ganised for 2012 and beyond. In 2011, a new Marco Polo 

Call is expected. Additional funding opportunities also 

exist under the Structural Funds or as European Invest-
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ment Bank funded actions. The challenge for Europe and 

for MoS stakeholders is to achieve a match of minds that 

guarantees perfect use of the resources made available 

- thereby guaranteeing an important role of MoS in the 

European economic recovery.

9. Revision of the TEN-T Guidelines

The TEN-T Guidelines constitute the main regulatory ba-

sis for the development of the Motorways of the Sea. The 

Guidelines not only define the type of eligible actions 

but embody as well the financial support dedicated to 

MoS in the TEN-T programming period 2007-2013 where 

an overall indicative amount of €310 million was flagged. 

In 2010, the process of revising the TEN-T Guidelines 

started and is expected to last until mid-2012. The TEN-

T budget is, by far, the largest dedicated budget made 

available for MoS development up to now and should 

be supported by actions perfectly connected to the mar-

ket’s needs and to the stakeholders in order to play its 

expected role and help trigger development. It is impor-

tant to underline that the impact of the global EU con-

tribution in the market is rather large as it may entail a 

global investment of approximately €2 billion for MoS 

infrastructure and activities across Europe.

Whilst this level of investment can only be met by insti-

tutional partners, either alone or through PPPs, it will 

create an over-arching infrastructure which will consti-

tute a level playing field for maritime logistics opera-

tions in which different private transport operators may 

evolve and will be able to integrate their own maritime 

transport operations in a coherent European wide door-

to-door transport chain.

MoS are the framework for the development of actions 

covering maritime transport and ports and favouring 

their integration in the global transport chain. In the 

new Guidelines, MoS are part of the Core Network and 

constitute an invisible but fully available transport cor-

ridor covering all of the EU’s coastal areas. MoS will be, 

de facto, a key infrastructure implementation tool, sup-

porting the deployment and operation of the Compre-

hensive and Core TEN-T Networks.

The new Guidelines should simplify and clarify the rules 

of engagement for MoS. They should also re-affirm MoS’ 

vocation to support studies, both master plan style and 

the preliminary or final design type which are common 

to all infrastructure projects. In addition, schemes such 

as pilot actions, the integration of intelligent infrastruc-

ture, and support to start up services and the deploy-

ment of ships are all different but common elements of 

a coherent MoS development programme. Finally, MoS 

need to support the key elements of maritime infrastruc-

ture: safety at sea and environmental protection. With-

out investment in these areas, the free maritime infra-

structure will not be operational.

Finally, the limits and the type of incentives for the com-

bined use of different sources of funding to implement 

one single MoS global project should also be made clear 

in order to allow for an optimised use of all the available 

and different sources of funding.

The new articles on MoS should clarify its unifying role 

between the Core and Comprehensive Network as well 

as the “feedering” services to/from other ports without 

which the Core Ports will not function. Europe’s land 

forms, large coastal surface and numerous islands and 

archipelagos require maritime transportation for pas-

sengers and cargoes. No single land point of the EU is 

more than 650 km away from a sea coast. Europe is also 

one of the major world trading partners and most of its 

trade exchanges are carried by maritime transportation. 

Consequently, ports are the key nodes and ships the 

fundamental vehicles for trade, connecting European 

regions to their European or international partners. To 

properly support these activities, ports and ships must 

be able to interact efficiently between them as well as 

with the transport land network.

The following elements already stated in section 4 needs 

to be taken into account when defining the new Guide-

lines:

1 - Motorways of the Sea shall contribute to improve 

accessibility and cohesion within the European Union. 

As part of the Core Network, Motorways of the Sea, is 

the building block for the maritime dimension of TEN-T, 

covering the European maritime space. As such, it pro-

vides a platform for the development of all the activities 

required to efficiently reconcile all the key elements in-

volved in maritime transport - ports, ships, human ele-

ment and organisational systems and procedures; in or-

der to achieve the safe, secure and sustainable maritime 

operations which are instrumental for European com-

petitiveness.
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Concerning the European maritime space proper, activi-

ties will cover, inter alia: 

• The safety of operations, e.g. ice breaking and year 

round navigation, human element, hydrographical 

surveys, safety information systems, dredging, navi-

gation information systems, e-navigation.

• The environmental performance of ships, e.g. inno-

vative waste and waste water treatment systems, im-

proved reception facilities, environmental perform-

ance and dynamic ship indexing, improved ship and 

engine efficiency, reduced emissions as required for 

ECAS, environmental tailored design and retrofitting 

procedures as well as life-cycle analysis of ships in-

cluding easy recycling and disposal and the use of 

electro-mobility or alternative fuels for ship propul-

sion.

• Traffic Management and Navigation services, e.g. 

support the deployment of improved vessel traffic 

management services (VTMS) and of their interface 

with ships, optimised bridge design and navigation 

systems as well as e-navigation services, tele-moni-

toring and tele-maintenance of ships, as well as navi-

gation, reporting and positioning systems.

• Optimised ship operations, e.g. short sea shipping 

and sea-river operations, ship and port interface de-

velopment to achieve efficient logistic operations.

2 – Motorways of the Sea shall comprise the European 

maritime space where ships evolve coming to and from 

European ports, the safety and security procedures that 

permit sustainable operations, the traffic management 

services and the ports as the interconnecting points to 

other modes and final destinations for passengers and 

cargo thus guaranteeing both the accessibility require-

ments and the integration of the different services sup-

porting high volume of trade.

Concerning the interface between ship, port and hinter-

land, the following activities shall be considered as pri-

orities:

• Efficient connections from and to the Core Network 

ports, e.g. efficient multimodal connections to the 

European transport network and matching tranship-

ment performances to other ships and other modes, 

avoidance of bottlenecks namely through terminal 

efficiency and infrastructure connections, support 

the deployment of physical infrastructure to inte-

grate ship and port operations in the transport chain.

• ICT integration of ships and ports in the logistic chain: 

support to the continued development and deploy-

ment of single-window type of services and other 

e-maritime ssystems, to streamline procedures and 

speed up the transportation process and the official 

clearance of cargoes. Support for the development 

of the institutional ICT layer where private services 

connect in order to exchange all the information re-

quired on a door to door type of transport.

• Favour the clustering of ports leading to an opti-

mised use of common infrastructure and to larger 

economies of scale and thereby gaining efficiencies 

and avoiding bottlenecks, this will also entail the use 

of common information services.

• Support the development of infrastructure and an-

cillary infrastructure required for the development 

of sustainable shipping, e.g. enhanced shore based 

reception facilities, liquefied natural gas (LNG) infra-

structure for refuelling and bunkering services, refu-

elling services and cold ironing systems.

• Support the development of geo-strategic ports 

which will guarantee the security of supply for mari-

time transport services thus avoiding critical stop-

pages on the flow of goods due to natural calamities 

or manmade causes. This will address ports, access to 

hinterland, terminals and ships.

3 - The Motorways of the Sea projects will also embed 

the new type of dynamic infrastructure where transport 

modes and units, physical infrastructure and operational 

requirements and operations will be brought together 

and their integration optimised. This will result in a level 

playing field (framework) able to integrate public and 

private parties and their respective financing capabili-

ties in the common endeavour of deploying equipment 

and infrastructure whilst developing effective and opti-

mised operations. This operational infrastructure needs 

to be developed with door to door services in mind.

An example of this type of priority is the corridor-specif-

ic infrastructure project which focuses on infrastructure 

and facilities, having the objective of improving the ca-

pacity, frequency or quality of existing maritime links, or 

establish new ones, as elements of the broader network 

of MoS in terms of logistics chain. 

4 - Implementation of MoS projects. Given the diversi-

ty and type of projects which are covered under MoS, 

the instruments to be used cover studies, pilot projects 

including full-scale demonstration and development 

projects.
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Conclusions and recommendations

What progress has been made thus far? 

Twelve TEN-T MoS projects have been already imple-

mented, representing a total investment of around €800 

million. They demonstrate that the MoS framework con-

stitutes a strong platform for the implementation of 

technical concepts aimed at improving the quality of 

maritime operations and their integration in the global 

transport chain.

The promotion of Motorways of the Sea has further 

boosted the development of many small actions that 

have improved port infrastructure, information systems 

and, the efficiency of maritime operations or the devel-

opment of better infrastructure connections between 

ports.

The programme also provides a sound basis of coopera-

tion between ports and sea regions, such as the Baltic 

area. A common understanding on ice operations, envi-

ronmental protection and traffic safety is steadily devel-

oping and helping reinforce these budding collabora-

tions. Other sea areas (e.g. in the Adriatic) are developing 

a partnership leading to an articulation between differ-

ent ports and countries (the northern Adriatic range), 

creating common strengths and addressing common 

weaknesses, thereby increasing the attractiveness of 

these regions. International cooperation with neigh-

bouring countries and regions such as the Mediterrane-

an, the Black Sea areas and Africa, has also been initiated.

MoS may smartly use different implementation tools, 

taking advantage of the array of financial schemes and 

funding tools available such as TEN-T, Marco Polo, Struc-

tural Funds and EIB - each one of them specialised in a 

specific field of activity. In general, Marco Polo finances 

services, whilst TEN-T focuses on integrated infrastruc-

ture development (both physical and information sys-

tems) for ports and their hinterland connections (e.g. 

logistics centres). TEN-T has a dedicated budget of ap-

proximately €300 million for MoS for the 2007-2013  pro-

gramming period.

MoS has been the precursor for identifying and promot-

ing innovative issues coming with practical solutions to 

inform policies, e.g. intelligent infrastructure and LNG 

technologies. In both cases, pilot actions have been de-

veloped which are expected to deliver practical results 

in 2012. Unifying rather than fragmenting, MoS activities 

play a coordinating role fostering the development of 

operational standards and common procedures, as well 

benchmarking operations.

It is expected that the new priorities and tools proposed 

in the 2011 TEN-T Call, particularly the pilot actions will 

succeed in raising interest among the stakeholders. This 

type of tool allowing for full scale testing may represent 

the ideal basis to test a venture without touching on 

competition issues. It will enable the embracing of tech-

nical, operational and procedural issues and the emula-

tion of the resulting transport operations, allowing for 

the start up of the commercial phase immediately after 

the completion of the pilot action. By providing support 

to develop highly complex technical tools for efficient 

transport operations such as information systems and 

customs requirements interfaced with electronic cargo 

manifests and logistics information systems, TEN-T MoS 

is bringing innovation to the real world.

Recommendations

Over the past four years, the Coordinator has visited 

many European ports and discussed with hundreds of 

European actors interested in MoS, ranging from master 

mariners, politicians, planners, businessmen, pilots and 

terminal operators to port managers, mayors, freight for-

warders, civil servants, engineers, scholars, shipowners, 

ministers, traffic managers, road hauliers, shipbuilders, 

and shippers. All play a different role but share a com-

mon goal - they all support and believe in an increased 

role of maritime transport as a key development factor 

for a better Europe.

The Coordinator organised three large workshops in-

volving the 12 TEN-T MoS projects and integrating the 

Marco Polo and Interreg actions. The workshops were 

also open for the participation of third countries, in par-

ticular the neighbouring Mediterranean countries. Latin 

America has also actively participated in these activities.

Inspired by the enthusiasm and positive criticisms from 

all these stakeholders, the Coordinator summarises 

some of their visions and ambitions in the following rec-

ommendations for European MoS support priorities:

(1) Development of integrated port infrastructure (trade, 

procedures, movement of goods, information systems, 
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superstructure, vehicles and operations). Key enablers 

are: close cooperation between port authorities and 

city/regional authorities, port masterplans, and a good 

networking between the port community and the cargo 

owners (shippers). The formation of port communities 

should be fostered. Finally, certification of port activities 

or at least of port management should be widely pro-

moted and implemented.

(2) Improved hinterland infrastructure connections, de-

velopment of the missing links and value added links in 

the door-to-door transport chain integrating sea legs. 

MoS logistics will become a key element for industrial 

logistics. In the future land locked countries should be 

called to actively participate in defining their require-

ments and identifying key coastal connections.

(3) Deployment of intelligent infrastructure services (e.g. 

tracking and tracing) to better reconcile the shipper and 

their goods, increasing safety and security and allow-

ing for a fully controlled, just in time delivery system. 

Concerning the development of the European maritime 

space without barriers, EMSA already operates the key 

maritime electronic information management tools 

which are required to deploy the system.

(4) Promote activities and launch studies to better un-

derstand how to help the sector. Areas to be covered 

range from the identification of trade patterns within the 

internal European market (origin and destination matrix)

to benchmarking the efficiency in transport chains and 

nodes and on how best to foster cooperation among 

ports and co-modal actors to facilitate the deployment 

of innovative technologies. Each port should have an 

observatory monitoring both its hinterland and foreland

(5) Support to the articulation of ports and port activi-

ties (ranges, gateways, hub and spoke) exploiting knowl-

edge and comparative advantages, creating a favoura-

ble environment for the development of new business 

opportunities and services.

(6) MoS will benefit enormously from improved edu-

cation, training and cooperation efforts throughout 

the entire human element pillar, this refers both to on-

board staff and the numerous shore based professions 

which require knowledge in logistics as the basis of 

their knowledge. A European-wide and comprehensive 

effort to improve education, training and attractive-

ness for maritime transport related careers needs to be 

launched. It should lead to the development of a MoS 

Erasmus type network – i.e. building on an aggregated 

European knowledge to improve access to knowledge 

whilst keeping a sustainable diversity of training places.

(7) Develop actions and information systems to integrate 

procedures and operations in a guichet unique (one stop 

shop) for the entire chain: foreland (shipper), feeder, 

port, shipping operator, port, feeder, hinterland (receiv-

er). Clearly promote wherever and whenever possible 

the use of sea-river technologies, systems and services.

(8) Support the launching of actions aimed at fostering 

research and technological development to develop 

ships and equipment with reduced emissions and in-

creased safety and environmental friendliness as these 

measures will have a very positive impact on MoS. One 

must not forget that ships require many innovations to 

keep abreast of change. Cruise ships have immensely in-

novated. The other types off vessels should follow exam-

ple.

(9) Better articulate the different funding frameworks, 

whilst respecting their specificity in order to avoid du-

plication and achieve critical mass for innovation and 

change. The coordination of the different MoS institu-

tional funding is fundamental in achieving effective 

promotion and development of MoS. The creation of a 

single dedicated funding for MoS would be instrumental 

for this.

(10) In this context, update the TEN-T Guidelines, inte-

grating the lessons of the new practical experiences 

and benchmarking, thereby upgrading their capacity 

to meet the new demands. In this particular, having due 

regard to the connections with eastern neighbouring 

countries (Ukraine, Belorussia, Russia and Moldova) and 

Eurasia (specially Kazakhstan) which are very much de-

pendent on the railway connections to European ports 

and on changing-of-gauge devices.

(11) Simplify bureaucracy where possible; facilitate the 

use of benchmarked solutions such as the Euro bonus 

scheme as a priority Marco Polo type action.

(12) Extend the reach to neighbouring countries and 

Africa supporting the development of complementary 

efficient logistics chains in the Mediterranean and in 

the sub-Saharan regions. Improvement of port manage-

ment in Africa should be our first cooperation priority.

(13) Develop studies and pilot actions on the use of dif-
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ferent types of fuels, giving priority to LNG, addressing 

inter alia: shipping economics, operational strategies 

and LNG supply logistics. Further research may be re-

quired on retrofitting techniques, energy efficiency and 

ship’s structural design.

(14) Develop geo-strategic studies addressing the mari-

time connections of Europe with our main trade part-

ners in the world and try to define a global view of the 

challenges that we have to meet. The importance of the 

Europe/US traffic cannot be overlooked, as it still repre-

sents about one third of total European traffic.

(15) An MoS development policy needs to target PPPs 

for the ultimate deployment and target users on the 

demand side as its prime objective (e.g. a new role for 

Marco Polo grants).

(16) Support the development of more electronic cus-

toms’ services, to drastically simplify procedures whilst 

improving security. Customs operations are very com-

plex and important and therefore need to be stream-

lined in order to increase the efficiency of ports and of 

the whole logistic chain which rely heavily on Customs 

for the quality of their operation. 

(17) A strategic transport research policy with clear ar-

eas of priority, needs to be established for maritime re-

search in general and for MoS in particular in order to 

boost the sector in a similar way to what was achieved in 

the mid-1990’s (e.g. short sea shipping, maritime safety 

and competitiveness in shipping). Furthermore, the EU 

should promote and improve the gathering of statistics 

concerning ports, maritime transportation, shipowning, 

hinterlands/forelands, etc.

The Coordinator expects that many of these recom-

mendations, as well as the example set by the 12 new 

TEN-T projects, will be followed and implemented in the 

coming years. This will pave the way for a more efficient 

and innovative European transport system meeting the 

objectives of the transport infrastructure policy beyond 

2020 and into 2050 when the Comprehensive Trans-Eu-

ropean Network for transport will be fully deployed, sup-

porting internal trade and cohesion and also extending 

its reach to adequately support the potential for EU ex-

ternal trade and consequently improve world trade and 

worldwide welfare.
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Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completion Date

Priority sections

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP22: Railway axis Athina-Sofia-Budapest-Wien-Praha-Nürnberg/Dresden
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Studies for the development of the railway Priority Project No. 22 Bulgaria, Greece, 
Hungary, Romania

€6.5

Preparation of design for approval for the railway line section Biatorbagy (incl.)-Tata (excl.) of 
Priority Axis No. 22

Hungary €1.3

Optimisation of railway section Prague Hostivar-Prague main railway station detailed design Czech Republic €5.0

Modernisation of the Nemanice Ševětín railway section - preliminary design Czech Republic €1.7

Modernisation of the Tábor-Sudoměřice u Tábora line, detailed design Czech Republic €3.4

Modernisation of railway section Veselí nad Lužnicí-Tabor - II part, section Veselí nad Lužnicí-
Doubí u Tábora, detailed design

Czech Republic €4.1

TOTAL €21.9

Member States involved: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Romania

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

14,335.23 2,578.13 11.14 579.41 391.18 18% 2,123.14 2.54 1,305.55 325 14.8%

Estimated completion date: 2030

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

2,000.06 51.31 1,069.81 436.9 14% 7,633.89 53.3% 0 0%

2,578
(18%)

4,701
(33%)

5,347
(37%)

6,701
(47%)

14,335
(100%)

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

16,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2030

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,492 km
(39.3%)

155 km
(4.1%)

514 km
(13.5%)

416 km
(11%)

1,217 km
(32.1%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,793 km
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Introduction

In many respects Priority Project 22 (PP22) has a special 

place on the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) 

map, simply on the grounds of its length (3,575 km) and 

the number of Member States it crosses (seven). 

Involving three Member States from “old Europe” – Ger-

many, Austria and Greece – two Member States from the 

2004 enlargement – the Czech Republic and Hungary – 

and the two Member States from the 2007 enlargement 

– Romania and Bulgaria – PP22 embodies the principle 

of the Trans-European Network and illustrates the chal-

lenge its integration poses. Ultimately, PP22 aims to bet-

ter connect central and eastern Europe to the North Sea 

and Baltic Sea coasts, an ambition which goes beyond 

the current scope of the project. 

PP22 is fragmented for at least two reasons: the consid-

erable  differences in investment levels on the ground 

in the seven Member States and divergent viewpoints. 

While the expected investments have advanced signifi-

cantly in Germany, the Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary 

and Greece, they remain uncertain in Bulgaria and on 

the southern branch of the Romanian section.  

Unsurprisingly, the most significant progress has been 

made where national and European objectives converge. 

This is the case for  the Dečin-Prague-Břeclav, Břeclav-

Vienna-Hegyeshalom, Hegyeshalom-Györ-Budapest, 

Athens-Thessaloniki and the Bucharest-Constanța sec-

tions. However, the upgrading of cross-border sections 

have generally suffered delays. 

Moreover, from a European standpoint, the develop-

ment of PP22 is subject to differences in political objec-

tives regarding this axis and the European funds that 

are available. The political objectives are rooted in the 

Priority Project 22
Railway axis Athina-Sofia-Budapest-Vienna-Prague-Nürnberg/Dresden

framework of TEN-T policy and are only partly in line with 

the priorities set under regional policy. The funds are al-

most entirely managed under the Cohesion Fund and 

the ERDF, and in some cases the ISPA programme, where 

the operational programmes for transport may prioritise 

non-PP22 sections at national level. 

In this context, one of the Coordinator’s tasks is to try to 

reconcile these potentially divergent and even conflict-

ing interests against the backdrop of tighter budgetary 

constraints.

In the first year of the Coordinator’s mandate, work fo-

cused on exploring the various options by finding out 

the different stakeholders’ priorities, taking account of 

the resources available and national objectives. 

This report sets out the conclusions reached and is struc-

tured into three sections: an analysis of the project as a 

whole, a progress report per sub-section and the Coor-

dinator’s priorities for the second half of their mandate. 

 

Overview of the project 

Factors that may slow down the progress of the 

project 

Three potential stumbling blocks should be examined 

at this stage: certain Member States’ preferences for de-

veloping road infrastructure, non-coordination of invest-

ment priorities among Member States, but also between 

Member States and European policies, and the lack of 

cross-border governance.

Priority accorded to roads

With the fast growth in private car ownership and a road 

infrastructure density, which in general and in contrast 

to rail is below the European average, Romania and Bul-

garia tend to favour the development of their motorway 

networks over their rail networks. 

These choices undermine the economic balance of the 

railways, where investment by the Member States con-

cerned is concentrated on all or part of certain major 

axes, sometimes requiring infrastructure managers to 

maintain railways on the basis of the charges paid by us-

ers alone. 

This situation leaves little room for the development of 

certain TEN-T axes that are not at the top of national pri-
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orities. This is the case for the Arad-Timişoara-Craiova-

Calafat/Vidin-Sofia-Blagoevgrad-Kulata section, which is 

not one of the national priorities. 

Therefore, aside from being of general concern with re-

gard to the lack of railway services outside the major rail 

axes in some Member States, the sharp reduction in pub-

lic resources earmarked for rail undermines one of PP22’s 

objectives, namely to link Greece to central Europe.

Non-coordinated priorities 

This observation, which is true of both the coordination 

of national priorities with each other and the coordi-

nation of national priorities with PP22’s objectives, has 

been made at several points in the project. The following 

are the most striking examples. 

In the north-west, one of the key PP22 aims is to open up 

the Czech Republic, by providing it with access to Ger-

man ports to the north and, in the longer term, to the 

south and Adriatic ports. To achieve this, the Czech Re-

public wishes to increase capacity on the Prague -Dres-

den section, which gives it access to Rostock and Ham-

burg, and the Prague-Munich section, via Nuremberg 

and Augsburg or via Regensburg and Landshut. 

These proposals have encountered German reticence 

over capacity, which is deemed sufficient, and the costs 

of the investment. On the Dresden-Prague section for 

example, the Czech Republic and Germany disagree on 

the capacity estimates. Germany forecasts saturation of 

the existing line will occur after 20251 whereas the Czech 

Republic estimates it will occur around 20162. The ques-

tion of cost is linked to the possible construction of a 

new two-track line, between Heidenau and Lovosice, al-

lowing for an operating speed of 160 km per hour. Both 

parties estimate the cost of the project at €2.9 billion, al-

most 55% of which would be required for the construc-

tion of a tunnel of approximately 25 km. Around 62% of 

costs would be payable by the Czech Republic and 38% 

payable by Germany3.

1 Regarding the current Dresden-Prague section, DB Netz estimates 
that in 2025, there will be 238 trains per day in both directions with a 
capacity of 257 trains. Some 83 freight trains, 16 regional passenger 
trains and 17 long-distance passenger trains currently operate per day 
on this section in both directions.

2 This information is taken from an interview in October 2010 be-
tween the Coordinator and the Czech Minister for Transport.

3 These figures date from July 2010 and are taken from the final re-
port of the study commissioned by the Czech and German transport 
ministries on the reduction of rail journey times on the Dresden-
Prague and Munich-Prague sections. The study was carried out by 
German consultants BVU and Intraplan Consult.

The Czech Republic, supported by the Federal State of 

Saxony, favours an in-depth study of this option. How-

ever, Germany is prioritising the eastern route of the 

national network between Rostock, Berlin and Dresden. 

The connection of the ports to the Alps and the Mediter-

ranean involves either the Rhine axis and Switzerland, or 

Berlin, Leipzig, Regensburg and Munich. The estimated 

cost of the Hamburg-Leipzig-Regensburg-Munich axis is 

€800 million4.

To the south-east of the project, Romania is prioritis-

ing the development of the east-west axis of Curtici-

Bucharest-Constanța. On the Arad-Timişoara-Craiova-

Calafat section, the most significant investment to 

date is the upgrading of the northern access points to 

the bridge over the Danube, linking Calafat to Vidin in 

Bulgaria. These access points consist of 10 km of four-

track line between Calafat and Golenți, only one line 

of which will serve the bridge and the three other lines 

will branch off towards Poiana Mare to the east, beyond 

PP22’s scope. 

To the north of these lines, Romania is planning to carry 

out preliminary studies on the upgrading of the Arad-

Golenți section by 2015. Once the bridge over the Dan-

ube enters into service, Craiova, approximately 80 km 

from the bridge, will remain four hours by train away 

from the Danube and the Bulgarian border. On this sec-

tion, trains currently operate at an average speed of 30 

km/h. This average increases to 60 km/h between Craio-

va and Arad. 

Bulgaria’s priorities are of a similar nature to Romania’s, 

meaning that the two countries are making parallel rath-

er than convergent progress. Bulgaria’s rail investments 

legitimately aim to improve connections between So-

fia and Plovdiv and the Turkish border, as well as Bour-

gas and Varna, while PP22 follows a north-south route, 

which is little used and poses topographical challenges.  

Between Vidin and Sofia, Bulgaria is planning to begin 

the work to increase operating speed to 160 km/h on 

certain sections after 2015. Between Sofia and Kulata, 

the start date for works remains uncertain, particularly 

to the south of Radomir. To the north and south of So-

fia, the average speed rarely exceeds 60 km/h at present. 

Upgrading this section to TEN-T standards will require 

large-scale infrastructure works in some places. The cost 

of modernising the Vidin-Sofia section alone is estimat-

4 DB Netz estimate, June 2011.
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ed at €2.5 billion5. In Romania, the cost of modernising 

the section connecting Arad to Golenți could reach €3 

billion6.  

The case of Romania and Bulgaria, therefore, illustrates 

three types of non-coordination: lack of coordination 

between national priorities, divergences between na-

tional priorities and the PP22 route and eligibility criteria 

for European co-funding, which rather than attenuating 

these divergences tends to support and even reinforce 

them. 

Improving the governance of cross-border sections

As is fairly common, the cross-border sections of PP22 

are generally neglected. The Vidin bridge, which is a 

cross-border section in its own right, is no exception in 

view of the bottlenecks that will occur beyond the direct 

access points to the bridge. The Lököshaza-Curtici and 

Kulata-Promachonas sections also require attention. In 

all three cases, setting up shared and regular informa-

tion points could provide significant results by helping 

to foster operational cooperation, if only in terms of 

agreeing priorities, timetables and technical parameters.

The situation is more favourable, in this respect, in the 

north-western part of the project, particularly between 

Germany, the Czech Republic and Austria where joint 

studies have been carried out and where regular dia-

logue on policy and technical aspects takes place. 

Proposals for accelerating the progress of PP22 

The length and cost of PP22, as well as the number and 

diversity of Member States involved, provides a valuable 

testing ground for the TEN-T method and for synchronis-

ing the Coordinator’s empiric approach and the financial 

and non-financial instruments of DG MOVE, DG REGIO 

and the EIB. 

Better harmonisation of TEN-T and regional policy pri-

orities

The decentralised application of regional policy and the 

priority often accorded to roads in operational transport 

programmes leaves national governments with a signifi-

cant scope for discretion. This can, as has been observed, 

5 NRIC figure, June 2011.

6 Romania intends to undertake detailed preliminary studies by the 
end of 2013 to provide a more precise estimate. The cost of the stud-
ies is assessed at €22 million euros.

result in a move away from TEN-T policy objectives and in 

competition between transport modes, particularly road 

and rail, but also between the rail projects themselves.

Implementing PP22, therefore, highlights the dilemma 

facing TEN-T policy if it is to fulfil its aim of connecting 

countries and regions following the 2004 and 2007 en-

largements: introduce more flexibility for the benefit 

of Member States and seek greater convergence with 

national priorities, as laid down in the operational pro-

grammes for transport, at the risk of penalising the rail-

ways; or impose stricter objectives in terms of modal 

shift, at the risk of coming into conflict with national 

priorities and resulting in under use of European funds. 

On the basis of the experience acquired with PP22 to 

date, a harmonisation of the funding priorities between 

TEN-T policy and regional policy appears indispensable, 

with, if necessary, clear signposting of part of the cohe-

sion funds to Priority Projects. From this viewpoint, the 

debate on the financial framework for European support 

for infrastructure is an encouraging sign and it is to be 

hoped that the conclusions will provide for greater Eu-

ropean coherence. 

As a corollary, the PP22 map should reflect lines of natu-

ral development and, to a large extent, encourage them. 

Similarly, it may prove practical to examine the possibil-

ity of a western Balkans route. 

Re-opening the western Balkans route 

Despite of its symbolic importance - it will be the third 

bridge on the Danube between Belgrade and Giurgiu/

Ruse - the bridge between Vidin and Calafat will not im-

prove north-south international freight traffic by rail in 

any significant way. 

The current southern route of PP22, conceived as an al-

ternative to the historical route which links Greece and 

Bulgaria to Hungary via Macedonia, Serbia and Croatia, 

draws Greece away from central Europe, and the latter 

away from the ports in the north Adriatic. As mentioned 

earlier, its irregular geography requires substantial up-

grading costs in comparison with expected levels of rail 

traffic. This makes justifying these investments all the 

more difficult for current governments. 
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Although it is not the intention here to call into question 

the inclusion of this route, which links two capital cit-

ies, Athens and Sofia, and feeds into the east-west trunk 

route linking Bucharest and Constanța in Romania, in the 

medium term it may become necessary to adapt priori-

ties in the light of what is feasible, both for the European 

Union, the main provider of funding via the Cohesion 

Fund and the ERDF, and the Member States concerned.

Croatia’s forthcoming accession to the EU and the re-

newal of neighbourhood policy with respect to several 

states of the former Yugoslavia, together with a review 

of TEN-T policy, present a useful opportunity to extend 

rail links between south-east and central Europe via the 

western Balkans. 

The Balkan route, which follows Corridor X, Thessaloni-

ki-Skopje-Belgrade-Budapest/Zagreb-Ljubljana-Graz/

Salzburg, shortens the Athens-Budapest route by 330 

km compared to the present route. The total length is 

around 1,030 km compared to 1,362 km for the current 

southern PP227. 

There are also a number of technical advantages. 89% 

of the Balkan route is electrified, set against 75% of the 

PP22 route8 and the tracks are designed for higher maxi-

mum speeds overall. Nevertheless 64% of the line is still 

single track, while 46% of the PP22 route is currently 

double track9.

Extending governance of cross-border projects

Making assistance with the overall responsibility for in-

vestment in cross-border sections an obligation

This type of obligation could be a condition for obtain-

ing both European funding and EIB loans, and could help 

to step up cooperation between political and technical 

players from the earliest planning stages.

Setting up a framework for regular dialogue on cross-

border sections

It would be useful if this type of cooperation, which is 

working well between the Czech Republic, Austria and 

Germany, could be developed between Hungary, Roma-

nia, Bulgaria and Greece. 

On 2 December 2010, these four Member States signed 

7 Source: ATKINS/Prisma Consulting Engineers S.A. in Evaluation 
study for the upgrade of Railway Axis 22 and technical support to OSE 
S.A. (study co-financed with TEN-T funding)

8 35% in Greece, 79% in Romania, 100% in Hungary and Bulgaria 
(source: ATKINS/Prisma Consulting Engineering S.A.)

9 22% in Bulgaria, 16% in Romania, 59% in Greece and 93% in Hunga-
ry (source: ATKINS/Prisma Consulting Engineering S.A.)

a declaration to bring this about. The declaration antici-

pates the nomination of PP22 correspondents for minis-

tries and infrastructure managers, and also a twice-year-

ly meeting with the relevant Directorates General of the 

Commission, the EIB and the TEN-T Executive Agency. 

The purpose of these meetings is to pool information on 

progress made in investment, and reach as much agree-

ment as possible on their objectives, costs and timeta-

ble. The meetings should also make it possible for Mem-

ber States to adopt an agreed position, setting out what 

action each can take and by what deadline. Bulgaria has 

taken the initiative to organise and host the first of these 

meetings, which we welcome.

Later, these annual meetings could be flanked by bilater-

al seminars on more specific progress made in the cross-

border sections at Lököshaza-Arad, Craiova-Vratsa and 

Blagoevgrad-Thessaloniki, drawing in groups of experts 

discussing topics of common interest such as interoper-

ability and the search for funding. 

Extending coordination between the European institu-

tions

The creation of a panel bringing together the Commis-

sion’s Directorate Generals, in particular DG MOVE and 

DG REGIO, the EIB and the TEN-T Executive Agency could 

provide useful input to these seminars and also help to 

bring the coherence to action at European level that we 

consider so important, and so give Member States com-

mon positions with priorities agreed by all. 

An initial meeting between DG MOVE, DG REGIO, and 

the TEN-T Executive Agency on the subject of PP22 took 

place in the spring of 2011. If these meetings were held 

every six months, for instance,  there would be no doubt-

ing their usefulness. 

Equally, the severity of the crisis in public finances in a 

number of Member States crossed by PP22 could war-

rant extending the scope of consultation to funding 

bodies such as the World Bank and the IMF. The macro-

economic, fiscal and budgetary approach that the IMF 

takes should not obscure the fact that one of its key ob-

jectives is to identify sustainable sources of growth. Co-

operation could in this way bring about complementary 

approaches and a useful pooling of information.

PP22 state of play by sub-section

A. Sections considered complete

Sections with one or two electrified tracks capable of 
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a speed of at least 100 km/h are considered complete 

as far as infrastructure is concerned. The installation of 

ERTMS is also mandatory on a number of sections of 

PP22 under the terms of the European Deployment Plan 

of 22 July 200910.

A substantial part of PP22 between Prague and Buda-

pest can be considered complete, or almost complete, 

with the exception of Pirna-Bad Schandau and Tata-Bi-

atorbágy. Contrasting with the encouraging picture for 

the main part of the PP22 route, only a number of sec-

tions on the Nuremberg-Prague and Prague-Linz branch 

lines are complete. 

On the main part of the PP22 route between Dresden 

and Prague despite a disagreement between the Czech 

and German ministries that was communicated to the 

Coordinator in June, the two parties made the joint deci-

sion in June 2011 to delay building a new line between 

Heidenau and Lovosice. Meanwhile, the German Minister 

for Transport informed the Coordinator that he intended 

to look into the possibility of including this new line in 

the forthcoming ten-year framework for infrastructure 

investment planning (the Bundesverkehrswegeplan) 

which is set to be adopted in 2015. 

For the moment, an upgraded section of 17 km with four 

tracks and capable of a maximum speed of 160 km/h has 

been in service between Dresden and Pirna since 2004. 

The sections at Dečin-Prague, Česká Třebová-Brno-

Břeclav and from Břeclav to Vienna are complete from an 

infrastructure standpoint. There is a legal obligation to 

equip them with ERTMS by 2015, and this is underway. 

The Vienna-Hegyeshalom-Györ-Tata section, meanwhile, 

is complete and equipped with level 1 ERTMS. 

Regarding the Nuremberg-Prague section, between 

Prague and Cheb we note that a section between Plžen 

and Střibro of approximately 35 km was completed in 

2009 and the section between Střibro and Cheb (rough-

ly 75 km) was completed in 2010. The Rokycany-Beroun 

section is scheduled for completion in 2011. 

On the Prague-Linz section between Prague and České 

Budějovice, the Prague-Benešov and Tábor-Doubí u Táb-

10 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/rail/interoperability/ertms/doc/
edp/edp_en.pdf

ora sections are also complete. 

The situation is more mixed to the south of Biatorbágy. 

As far as infrastructure is concerned, the Biatorbágy-

Budapest-Szolnok section and, further south, the Szajol-

Gyoma section, are complete. The same is true in Roma-

nia for the Câmpina-Bucharest-Fundulea section, and 

in Greece for the Thessaloniki-Domokos and Tithorea-

SKA/3 bridges section; the latter is the northern access 

point to the Athens metropolitan area. This latter section 

has however been seriously damaged with the theft of 

cables, among other things, and needs to be upgraded. 

At present rail traffic uses an older, non-electrified line.

In Romania the plan is that the Feteşti-Constanța sec-

tion will be ready in July 2011. The Predeal-Câmpina and 

Fundulea-Feteşti sections have to be finished by Decem-

ber 2011. 

B. Sections to be finished by 2015

These sections are mainly located in the Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Romania and Greece. 

In the Czech Republic, the Schirnding-Střibro section 

is due to be completed in 2012 and the line to České 

Budějovice (Nemanice I-České Budějovice) has to be 

finished in 2014. In Hungary, the line to Szolnok and 

the section between Békéscsaba and Curtici, and in Ro-

mania the sections between Curtici and kilometre 614 

(roughly 41 km) and between Simeria and Coşlariu, also 

need to be completed in 2014. Meanwhile, the section 

between Coşlariu and Sighişoara (roughly 90 km) has to 

be completed by the end of 2015. In Greece, the sections 

between Kulata/Promachonas and Thessaloniki, and be-

tween Domokos and Tithorea, also have to be finished 

by the end of 2015.

Meanwhile, the opening of the cross-border section 

between Vidin and Calafat is expected in 2012. On the 

Bulgarian side this section includes a new bridge over 

the Danube - the only one between Belgrade and Giur-

giu and Ruse - and, on the Romanian side, around 10 km 

of access line between Calafat and Golenți. However, the 

poor condition of the railway lines, both to the north and 

to the south of the bridge, means that full use cannot be 

made of this infrastructure, which for the next ten years 

at least will be used principally for road transport.
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C. Sections due to be finished between 2015 and 

2020 

In the north-western part of PP22, the section between 

Plzeň and Rokycany in the Czech Republic should be 

completed in 2016. The section between Benešov and 

Tábor, the section between Summerau and Linz in Aus-

tria and the Tata-Biatorbágy section in Hungary have to 

be finished in 2017. Prague-Beroun, on the Prague-Nu-

remberg section, must be completed in 2020. 

Germany does not consider completing the Nuremberg-

Schirnding section, which crosses difficult terrain and is 

for the most part not electrified, a priority. There is no 

way at present of estimating its completion date, but 

it is likely to be after 2020. In the meantime Germany 

has proposed to the Czech Republic an upgrade of the 

Markredwitz-Schirnding section (approximately 15 km) 

to interconnect with the Leipzig-Hof-Regensburg-Mu-

nich line that is presently being updated. But this solu-

tion does not apparently provide an answer to all the 

Czech concerns. 

In general terms, Romania and Bulgaria contain the 

longest sections that can feasibly be completed by 2020. 

Romania plans to finish the Golenți-Craiova section in 

2018; the Sighişoara-Braşov and Craiova-Turnu Severin 

sections in 2019; the Curtici-Simeria section in 2020; and 

the section between Turnu Severin and Arad in 2021. 

Bulgaria plans to complete its PP22 section in around 

2020.  

The barren nature of the topography makes costly civil 

engineering works necessary to re-align sections pass-

ing through mountains; funding for this is not guaran-

teed at present. Consequently, there is reason to believe 

that the timetable for sections earmarked for 2020 will 

need to be amended after 2015. 

Priorities for the second year of the mandate

The background to the second year of the mandate will 

be a changeable one: the review of TEN-T policy and the 

potential impact this may have on the design of PP22, 

linked to discussions on the financial framework and 

funding, on the one hand, and on the other a trend to-

wards cutting back on public spending and even placing 

it under monitoring. 

The Coordinator takes the view that this situation makes 

setting up common spaces for pooling information and 

for dialogue - and making the EU’s framework for action 

more coherent - all the more necessary.  

The Coordinator thus considers it important to:

• Develop cross-border governance, particularly be-

tween Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and Greece, giv-

ing support to implementing the declaration of 2 

December 2010 and, in addition, proposing to that 

these four Member States work towards a more tar-

geted approach to cross-border sections by means of 

dedicated seminars. 

• Make the case for including maritime access routes 

and inland lines in a number of Member States in the 

political framework of PP22. This is particularly true 

for the Czech Republic in the direction of the North 

Sea, the Baltic and the Adriatic and for Greece in the 

direction of central Europe.  

• Make the case for stepping up cooperation between 

the different European institutions involved in devel-

oping PP22, in the context of convergent political pri-

orities and better coordination of funding.

 

Conclusion

Despite, or perhaps because, of its complexity PP22 is an 

opportunity that has to be grasped on the condition that 

its final objective, which is to connect the north-west and 

the south-east of Europe, is re-interpreted using feasible 

investments as the yardstick. To achieve this, an adher-

ence to the letter of the political decisions at European 

level needs to be, at least in part, mixed with pragmatism 

so as to ensure the continuity of the project. Part of this 

approach is to aim for the re-opening of a route through 

the western Balkans. 

From a more political perspective, thinking about PP22 

beyond its strict borders is the obvious solution. Thus in 

the north PP22 would not stop in Dresden, but contin-

ue to Hamburg and Rostock; in the north-west it would 

go as far as Munich rather than Nuremberg; and in the 

south-east it would cross Sofia not only to go to Athens, 

but also reach as far as Varna, Burgas and the Turkish bor-

der.  PP22 is not so much a trunk route as the main artery 

of a whole system going as far as the North Sea and the 

Baltic on one side, the Adriatic, the Aegean Sea and the 

Black Sea on the other. In this respect, PP22 prefigures 

the network-based approach that characterises the en-

tire thought process underpinning the review of TEN-T 

policy. 

There also needs to be a way to optimise funding for 

PP22 as part of this approach, by means of a pragmatic 

harmonisation of national and European priorities with 

a view to achieving a convergence of the various Euro-

pean frameworks for action. 
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP23: Railway axis Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Wien
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Preliminary feasibility study for the task: modernisation and expansion of the Katowice 
Railway Junction

Poland €0.5

Modernisation of corridor Cadca-Krásno nad Kysucou railway track Slovakia €0.5

Feasibility Study for the Modernisation and Extension of the Katowice Railway Junction Poland €3.2

TOTAL €4.2

Member States involved: Austria, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

4,450.15 2,720.91 104.49 1,347.86 201.88 61.1% 241.97 1.55 153.31 8.21 5.4%

Estimated completion date: 2025

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

863.28 5.55 546.95 29.29 19.4 623.99 14% 0 0%

2,721
(61%)

2,963
(67%)

3,251
(73%)

3,826
(86%)

4,450
(100%)

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2025

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

588 km
(47.2%)

32 km
(2.6%)

330 km
(26.5%)

110 km
(8.8%)

185 km
(14.8%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,245 km
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Introduction

Priority Project 23 connects various central and east-

ern EU Member States through a north-south railway 

axis. The project mainly involves the modernisation and 

upgrade of the rail route from Gdańsk via Warsaw and 

Katowice with a western branch via Brno to Vienna and 

eastern branch via Žilina to Bratislava. Brno is the second 

city of the Czech Republic. Žilina is a city of growing im-

portance regarding automotive production in Slovakia. 

The axis stretches 1,000 km from Gdańsk to Vienna and 

970 km from Gdańsk to Bratislava. It touches upon four 

EU Member States: Poland, the Czech Republic, Austria 

and Slovakia. 

The modernisation of the rail lines and construction of 

container terminals at Gdańsk, Sławków (both Poland) 

and Žilina (Slovakia) for instance will generate better 

conditions for development of an effective intermodal 

transport on the basis of common standards (ERTMS, 

electrified twin track). The works will allow increased 

speeds on most sections: 160 km/h for passenger trains, 

up to 250 km/h for some sections in Poland and 120 

km/h for freight trains in general. The works will also re-

inforce the attractiveness of rail, enabling a modal shift 

from road to this mode. An investment of about €6.1 

billion is foreseen for the development of PP23. Works 

have already started in most of the sections. Some sub-

sections in all four Member States are already completed 

and others are foreseen for completion by 2016. 

The rail projects on this axis are included in the respec-

tive national development plans of the Czech Republic, 

Poland and Slovakia. The development of attractive rail 

services from the Baltic Sea along a new north-south 

route constitutes a unique opportunity for providing an 

alternative to the existing saturated north-south route 

from the North Sea to south-east Europe, the Adriatic 

and the Balkans. The project also contributes to a wider 

strategy to attract new economic activities along the 

axis and promote a modal shift for long distance traffic 

while serving the mobility needs of regional passengers. 

It also complements two other priority axes in the TEN-Т 

Network (PP25 and PP27).

Definition

The legal basis of TEN-T policy is Decision 884/2004/EC 

of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 

2004 on “Community guidelines for the development of 

Priority Project 23
Railway axis Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna

the Trans-European Transport Network”. This decision 

defines the 30 Priority Projects in its Annex III. 

PP23 is defined as “Railway axis Gdańsk -Warszawa-Brno/

Bratislava-Wien”

• Railway Gdańsk-Warsaw-Katowice (2015)

• Railway Katowice-Břeclav (2010)

• Railway Katowice-Zilina-Nove Mesto n.V. (2010)

The sections from Gdańsk to Břeclav (Czech Republic) 

and Nove Mesto n.V were defined as priority sections. 

The defined subsections should be finished by 2010 or 

2015. 

Pan-European Corridor VI

In 1994, after the political change in Eastern Europe, the 

EU took the decision to identify transport corridors - so 

called Pan-European Corridors - to and within the central 

and eastern European countries who were applying for 

EU membership at that time. In different Pan-European 

Transport Conferences, whoch saw the participation of 

representatives of the governments and parliaments of 

the EU Member States, the European institutions and 

intergovernmental organisations, at Crete (1994) and 

Helsinki (1997) ten pan-European transport corridors 

were identified. They aimed to enhance territorial cohe-

sion and the development of the single market by in-

creasing sustainable mobility for goods and persons. 

Pan-European Transport Corridor VI was identified as a 

multimodal (shipping, rail, and road) axis from north to 

south connecting Gdańsk via Katowice with Žilina (Slo-

vakia) and with a western branch via Ostrava to Brno 

(Czech Republic). Corridor VI is connected with Corridor 

I (Berlin-Nizhny Novgorod) at Warsaw, with Corridor III 

(Brussels-Kiev) at Katowice, with Corridor IV (Dresden/

Nuremberg-Istanbul), with Corridor VII (Danube River) 

at Bratislava and with Corridor V (Turin-Budapest-Kiev), 

branch A (Bratislava-Uzhgorod) in Žilina.

Corridor VI was further developed in 2003 by a high level 

group on the Trans-European Transport Network chaired 

by Karel van Miert together with the Member States 

and the then candidate countries. The high level group 

identified 18 priority projects to be operational by 2020, 

including “Mixed railway line Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/

Žilina” (PP8) and “Motorway Gdańsk-Katowice-Brno-

Wien” (PP18). These 18 projects were again modified dur-
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ing the political decision making process and resulted in 

a total of 30 priority projects set up by the abovemen-

tioned Decision 884/2004/EC. 

EU co-financing

The EU funding system offers two opportunities for co-

financing TEN-T Priority Projects: 

• TEN-T annual and multi-annual programmes with €8 

billion for 2007-2013, including €500 million for the 

Loan Guarantee Instrument of the European Invest-

ment Bank (EIB) which aims to facilitate increased 

private sector participation in the financing of TEN-T 

infrastructure, or 

• Cohesion Fund (CF) and Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF), with €37.5 billion allocated between 2007-

2013 for TEN-T projects (mainly for Priority Projects). 

TEN-T financing

In order to give financial support to the implementa-

tion of the TEN-T guidelines, the Parliament and Coun-

cil adopted Regulation 680/2007/EC specifying general 

rules for the granting of EU aid in the field of Trans-Euro-

pean Networks . TEN-T Priority Projects generally can be 

co-financed from the TEN-T budget (€8 billion for 2007-

2013); €5 billion has been distributed for multi-annual 

projects, and €3 billion are/will be distributed within 

the annual programmes and different horizontal pro-

grammes. TEN-T contributions are distributed on the ba-

sis of proposals submitted by the Member States within 

the multi-annual or annual programmes. These propos-

als are evaluated and selected for funding by both exter-

nal experts and the Commission, in collaboration with 

the TEN-T Executive Agency.

About €24 million has been allocated thus far by the 

TEN-T budget to PP23: 

• 2005-SK-92804-S: Upgrading Railway Puchov-Žilina 

to 160 km/h (EU contribution €3.2 million, 50%) - the 

project was finalised in June 2010.

• 2006-PL-92608-S: Preparation of modernisation and 

extension of Warsaw railway junction (EU contribu-

tion €4.9 million, 50%).

• 2007-CZ-23020-S: Study for the upgrading of the rail-

way line on the section Blazovice-Nezamyslice - the 

project was cancelled in November 2010. 

• 2007-CZ-90501-S: Reconstruction of the Přerov rail-

way station (EU contribution €1.3 million, 50%) - the 

project was finalised in January 2009. 

• 2008-PL-92001-S: Preliminary feasibility study for the 

task: modernisation and expansion of the Katowice 

railway junction (EU contribution €500,000, 50%).

• 2008-SK-92307-S: Modernisation of corridor, state 

border Czech Republic/Slovakia-Cadca-Krásno nad 

Kysucou (outside) railway track (EU contribution 

€480,000, 49.8%).

• 2008-PL-92005-S: Studies on the long term adjust-

ment of the International Gdańsk Lech Walesa Air-

port, a TEN-T node in north Poland, for air transport 

needs (maximum EU contribution €1.2 million, 50%).

• 2009-PL-60151-P: Project and development of ETCS 

level 1 system at the section of the E65, CMK, railway 

line, Grodzisk Mazowiecki-Zawiercie (maximum EU 

contribution €8.8 million, 50%).

• 2009-SK-60108-P: ETCS deployment on Corridor VI: 

Žilina-Čadca-State border Slovakia/Czech Republic 

(EU contribution €2 million, 50%).

• 2010-PL-92245-S: Feasibility study for the modernisa-

tion and extension of the Katowice railway junction 

(maximum EU contribution €3.2 million, 50%).

Structural Funding

Strengthening infrastructure is one of the main objec-

tives of EU regional policy. Assistance from the Cohesion 

Fund is granted to actions in the area of Trans-European 

Transport Networks (in particular Priority Projects of 

common interest) or in the area of environment within 

the priorities assigned to the EU environmental protec-

tion policy under the policy and action programme on 

the environment (which also includes transport projects 

outside the TEN-T Network) , whilst the ERDF contributes 

towards the financing of, among others, investments in 

infrastructure that could be TEN-T projects.

The structural funds budget and the rules for its use are 

decided by the Council and the European Parliament 

on the basis of a proposal from the European Commis-

sion. Each Member State prepares a National Strategic 

Reference Framework (NSRF), coherent with the stra-

tegic guidelines which defines the strategy chosen by 

the Member State and proposes a list of operational 

programmes. The Operational Programme for Transport  

contains its aim and purpose, the expected impact of the 

investments and the transport priorities of the Member 

State. 

Since three of the four related Member States are new 

members of the European Union, structural funding 

plays a prominent role in the financing of PP23. 

Member States in PP23

Poland

Poland is one of the largest EU Member States with re-
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gard to population and area. It plays an important role 

in the European transport system, due to its geographic 

position at the intersection of the main east-west and 

north-south transport routes. 

The railway network in Poland stretches to around 

19,336 km, half of which is electrified. About 8,446 km 

are part of the TEN-T network. Most of the tracks have 

standard gauge, but 399 km belong to the “Broad gauge 

metallurgy line” from Ukraine and end up in Sławków 

near Katowice. 

The state of railway lines is reported  to be poor: Only 

37% are in good condition and 27% are in an unsatisfac-

tory one. On 44% of the lines, the achievable speed is 

less than 80 km/h and only on 20% of the lines is it faster 

than 120 km/h.

The main aim for regional development is the improve-

ment of standards and the creation of a coherent inter-

national, national and regional transportation system 

coupled with the stimulation of spatial development 

and enhanced competitiveness of the affected regions.

In Sławków, the construction of the International Logis-

tic Centre (ILC) Euroterminal was supported by the 2004-

2006 Operational Programme for Transport with about 

€4.5 million. It is located at the end of the “Broad gauge 

metallurgy line” which allows direct connection to PP23 

and regional rail lines, to the intercontinental Trans-Sibe-

rian Railway and to the so-called new silk route running 

from China via Kazakhstan for container transportation 

and reducing transit time by 50%. Nearby (8 km away) 

there is also connection with PP25 (road). 

The main problems in Poland implementing PP23 are 

the large diversity in the quality of infrastructure, result-

ing in  numerous speed limits, mining damage occurring 

in the region of the Upper Silesia, increased investment 

cost and natural barriers (mountains) limiting the pos-

sible mamimum speed.

Czech Republic

The Czech Republic plays an important role in the Euro-

pean transport system due to its geographic position at 

the centre of Europe. The operational length of railway 

lines is 9,612 km, 31 % of which are electrified lines. The 

Operational Programme for Transport identified some 

priorities to be dealt with in the current programming 

period, primarily focusing not on the construction of 

new lines but on the modernisation of existing ones. 

The Czech Republic will pay special attention to national 

lines which originally formed part of the TINA European 

network and which now comprise part of the TEN-T net-

work (PP22, PP23). An overview on all projects for rail-

way modernisation can be found at http://www.szdc.cz/

en/modernizace-drahy/zasady-modernizace.html

PP23 links the Czech Republic with Poland on the one 

side and Austria on the other. Its alignment mainly over-

laps two Czech transit railway corridors: 

• Corridor I: Germany-Austria via Brno and Břeclav

• Corridor II: Austria- Poland via Břeclav- Přerov-Ostrava

The Czech Republic, like most of the new EU Member 

States, receives the main part of its EU contributions for 

transport from the Cohesion Fund and the European 

Regional Development Fund (ERDF), even if the latter 

has not been used for railway projects. The largest part 

of Cohesion Fund money is spent on the TEN-T Priority 

Projects. According to the Operational Programme for 

Transport, the total estimated cost of upgrade and de-

velopment of the TEN-T railway network is €2.57 billion, 

from which the ERDF and the Cohesion Fund will con-

tribute €2.19 billion between 2007-2013. By the end of 

2009, about €1 billion had been invested, €3.6 million 

from TEN-T funding, €305 million from the Cohesion 

Fund and ERDF, €122 million from EIB loans and about 

€67 million from other sources. 

Slovakia

The Slovakia is located in Central Europe and benefits 

from a geographical advantage for international trans-

port flows. Main international railway tracks are directly 

connected to national railway tracks. The total length of 

railway tracks adds up to 3,662 km, most of it with stand-

ard gauge, less then half electrified (1,577 km) and less 

than one third as dual track (1,011 km). In eastern Slova-

kia (Košice), 100 km of the “Broad gauge metallurgy line” 

from Ukraine exists for freight transport. 

The existing rail network in Slovakia is the result of ap-

proximately 150 years of development of different na-

tional, political and economic conditions, different eco-
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nomic and strategic aims and priorities. A rather high 

percentage of the railway transport network uses obso-

lete technology, and the technical basis of the railway 

infrastructure is not sufficiently ready for the changing 

conditions and structure of the transport market. This 

situation is caused in particular by the low technical level 

and quality of the technical basis of the railway transport 

and by its neglected maintenance and insufficient refur-

bishment. Investments have been made and are fore-

seen to develop the network, including the installation 

of ERTMS. The most important sources for funding are, 

as in most of the new Member States, the Cohesion Fund 

and the ERDF. 

In Slovakia, according to the Operational Program for 

Transport 2007-2013, a total budget (national and EU) of 

€3.8 billion is foreseen for transport projects, €3.2 billion 

from ERDF and the Cohesion Fund and €638 million from 

the national budget. About €921 million (EU and Slova-

kia) will be spent on railway infrastructure. Up to the end 

of 2009, about €65 million had been invested, €685,000 

from TEN-T funding and €47 million from the Cohesion 

Fund and ERDF.

All activities planned for developing the railway infra-

structure and intermodality are mainly covered by the 

Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Devel-

opment through Railways of the Slovakian Republic and 

the Slovak Railway Company. These organisations are 

the investors and the final beneficiaries of the funds.

Austria

With regard to transport issues, Austria is a transit 

country in the middle of Europe involved in six priority 

projects. Additionally, it is an Alpine country, so the geo-

graphical conditions define the way in which transport is 

organised. Austria took the leading role in constructing 

tunnels and bridges. The overall length of the rail net-

work is 6,342 km of which 3,984 km are electrified. 

PP23 is the connection via Poland to the Baltic Sea for 

Austria, therefore it may play a prominent role for future 

freight transport. The railway section of PP23 in Austria 

is already in service for 120 km/h. It was reported that 

initial planning steps have been taken to upgrade the 

track. The recent Austrian Infrastructure Development 

Plan foresees an upgrade up to 160 or 200 km/h for this 

track by 2022.

State of implementation of the cross-border sections

Katowice-Czech-Slovak Border

In Poland, the upgrade of the Katowice-Zebrzydowice/

Marklovice (Czech Republic) section and the Katowice to 

Zwardoń/Myto (Slovakia) one are planned to be realised 

after 2013. In Slovakia, the cross-border section to Myto/

Zwardoń (Poland) is planned for completion in 2013. 

Works in the Czech Republic have already been com-

pleted between Přerov and the border at Český Těšín/

Cieszyn (Poland). 

Břeclav-Vienna

The Brno-Břeclav-Vienna track has a design speed of 200 

km/h, but the operating speed is 160 km/h for safety 

reasons. The Czech Republic is willing to upgrade the 

signalling system to 200 km/h if Austria also upgrades 

its section from 120 km/h to 200 km/h. This would allow 

a direct high speed connection between Berlin and Vi-

enna. The node at Břeclav is being reconstructed and be-

yond Břeclav to the Czech-Austrian border work on the 

European Train Control System (ETCS) is ongoing and 

will be implemented by December 2012. On the Austrian 

side it is a continuous two-track, electrified line, which 

is the most important link between both countries, fol-

lowed by the connection between Ceske Budejovice and 

Linz. It is part of PP23 and PP22. It has existed since 1838 

and was originally a link between Vienna and Krakow. 

The PP23 railway section in Austria is already in service 

operating at 120 km/h. It was reported that first plan-

ning steps have been taken to upgrade the track.

Other sections

Poland

In Poland, the implementation of PP23 will cost €2,939 

billion and should be mainly carried out in the period 

2007-2013. The Gdynia-Grodzisk Mazowiecki section will 

cost €2.2 billion and by the end of 2009 €417,2 million 

were already committed. Works for the project include 

straightening the alignment, replacing the power supply 

as well as installing new signalling and communication 

systems along the E65/C-E65 lines. The plans also include 

the construction of an access link to the port of Gdańsk, 

because a new container and ferry terminal (with an ex-

pected annual capacity of one million 20 foot equivalent 

units (TEUs) and 1.5 million passengers) will be added to 

the port. Works on this access link have already started.

The Gdańsk-Warsaw section is currently under con-

struction and works are progressing well. The section 

Nasielsk-Legionowo was finished in 2011. Poland intends 

to proceed with the modernisation of the remaining 200 
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Priority Project 23
Railway axis Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna

km of track and to upgrade power supply stations and 

the traffic control system (including ERTMS on the whole 

Warsaw-Gdynia section). This should permit a speed 

up to 200 km/h for the passenger service (160 km/h on 

average commercial service) and 120 km/h for freight 

transport. The travel time will be reduced between Gdy-

nia and Warsaw from five hours to 2h50 min. 

The passage through Warsaw should be completed in 

2015. The Central Railway Trunk Line (CMK) Zawiercie-

Grodzisk Mazowiecki section, with a length of 228 km, 

has already been upgraded for a speed of 160 km/h. 

However, further improvement works on catenaries and 

bridges are ongoing. The Grodzisk Mazowiecki-Katowice 

section is already in service at a speed of up to 160 km/h. 

It is reported to be the most efficient railway line in the 

country. Further investments are nonetheless planned 

to increase the speed to 250 km/h at a later stage. The 

first works for installing ERTMS are ongoing: the adop-

tion procedure of an ETCS project on the Grodzisk Ma-

zowiecki-Zawiercie section (TEN-T 2009 ERTMS call) is 

expected to be finalised in due course. The installation 

should be ready in 2012 and could be fully operational 

by 2013. EU co-funding will be about €8 million.

Preparatory works for the modernisation of the Grodz-

isk Mazowiecki-Zebrzydowice (Polish-Czech border) and 

Grodzisk Mazowiecki-Zwardoń (Polish-Slovak border) 

sections are ongoing. The selection of options will be 

determined in a feasibility study and the possible imple-

mentation of the investment will take place in the next 

financial perspective (2014-2020). The modernisation of 

the Central Trunk Line (CMK) and the Zawiercie-Katowice 

reconstruction works will be paid from the state budget.

The section in the Silesian region is under preparation 

for upgrade from 160 km/h to 250 km/h. Due to mine 

damage it is one of the most expensive sections to mod-

ernise. The upgrade of the Katowice-Zebrzydowice/

Marklovice (Czech) section and Katowice to Zwardoń/

Myto (Slovakia) section (now 80km/h) is foreseen to take 

place after 2013.

Czech Republic

The development of PP23 in the Czech Republic will cost 

around €1.48 billion, financed by the state budget (€836 

million), ERDF, the Cohesion Fund, EIB loans (€168 mil-

lion) and TEN-T funding (€10 million). The main invest-

ments were made before 2007, but there are still works 

ongoing. It is expected that all works on PP23 in the 

Czech Republic will be finalised by 2025. 

In the Czech Republic, the works from the Polish bor-

der at Český Těšín/Cieszyn (Poland) until Přerov are al-

ready finished. On the section Přerov-Brno the works 

to upgrade the line to 200 km/h are due to commence 

around 2013 and are expected to be completed by 2020. 

This section will be part of future high speed connection 

Prague-Brno-Ostrava-Katowice. Works to upgrade from 

160 km/h to 200 km/h between Brno and Bernhardsthal 

at the Austrian border are ongoing. 

Works on the Břeclav and Přerov nodes are ongoing. In 

Brno works are due to commence in 2010 and in Ostrava 
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Subsection Length 
(km)

Status

Gdynia/Gdańsk-Warsaw 340 works ongoing

Warsaw-Grodzisk  
Mazowiecki

27 existing 160 km/h

Grodzisk Mazowiecki- 
Zawiercie

228 existing 160 km/h

Zawiercie-Katowice 41 existing 160 km/h

Katowice-Czech border 78 upgrade 2014-2020

Wisła-Most-Slovak border 69 upgrade 2014-2020

Subsection Length 
(km)

Status

Polish/Czech border-
Přerov

100 completed

Přerov-Brno 90 upgrade 2013-2020

Brno-Břeclav 60 completed

Břeclav-Bernhardsthal 
(Austria)

12 upgrade to 200 km/h 
ongoing

main station in 2014. The connection of the international 

airport in Ostrava-Mošnov to PP23 is under preparation. 

Slovakia

The development of PP23 in Slovakia will cost around 

€1.113 billion and will be financed by the state budg-

et (€422 million), Cohesion Fund and TEN-T funding 

(€718,612). Several investments will be made during the 

current funding period (2007-2013).

In the Slovakia, on PP23 the section Bratislava-Nové Mes-
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to nad Váhom (approximately 70 km) is already complet-

ed (2009) and ETCS has been implemented. In the cur-

rent programming period, four further sections (74 km) 

should be completed. The section should permit speeds 

of 160 km/h for passenger trains with tilting wagons.

Efforts for extending Priority Project 23

In October 2006, representatives from the national min-

istries of Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria and 

Italy signed a letter of intent on the development of a 

Baltic-Adriatic Transport Corridor suggesting a prolon-

gation of the axis of PP23 and PP25 to northern Italy. 

The Baltic-Adriatic Transport Corridor should connect 

Gdańsk via Warsaw with Bologna, including branches via 

Ostrava/Brno or Žilina/Bratislava to Vienna and touching 

upon Graz, Klagenfurt, Villach and Udine with another 

branch to Trieste. The development of the rail connec-

tion is under focus because of a need for action in infra-

structure development along the axis, especially Vienna 

Main Station (TEN-T PP17, PP22 and PP23), the Semmer-

ing base tunnel, and Koralm railway Graz-Klagenfurt in 

Austria and port infrastructure in northern Italy. 

In October 2009, regional representatives from five 

Polish, two Czech, four Austrian and three Italian re-

gional governments committed themselves to the 

Baltic-Adriatic Corridor (BAC) from Gdańsk/Gdynia via 

Katowice, Ostrava and Vienna to Bologna/Ravenna with 

a branch Katowice-Žilina-Bratislava-Vienna. 

In Austria, the works at Koralm railway (130 km including 

33 km of tunnels) started in March 2011. In May 2011, the 

final building permission for the Semmering base tunnel 

between Gloggnitz and Mürzzuschlag (27.3 km) was is-

sued with the works starting in 2012. Austria will invest 

up to €10 billion to improve capacities along the Süd-

bahn, including €5.3 billion for the Koralm railway and 

€3.3 billion for the Semmering base tunnel. The works 

will be finished by 2022/2024.

Conclusions and recommendations

Works have already started on most sections and some 

subsections in all four Member States are already com-

pleted while others are foreseen to be completed by 

2016. The Gdańsk-Warsaw-Katowice section is already 

ahead of the schedule set by the EU Guidelines for the 

development of the Trans-European Transport Network” 

(COM (2009) 391) which set 2015 as the target. The Kato-

wice-to Czech Republic and Slovakia border sections are 

behind schedule, and are foreseen to be finished in the 

next funding period and not 2010. 

The Warsaw, Ostrava and Bratislava airports are going to 

be connected to PP23 in the future. In Warsaw, works for 

an airport line are expected to start in due course and 

shall be finished by 2012.

After the finalisation of PP23, the Austrian section will be 

the slowest section along PP23.
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Subsection Length 
(km)

Status

PL/CZ border-Přerov 100 completed

Přerov-Brno 90 upgrade 2013-2020

Brno-Břeclav 60 completed

Břeclav-Bernhardsthal 
(AT)

12 upgrade to 200 km/h 
ongoing
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Priority Project 24 
Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP24: Railway axis Lyon/Genova-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Studien für den Bau der Neubaustrecke Rhein/Main-Rhein/Neckar Germany €35.5

Duisburg-Emmerich Germany €63.3

Ausbaustrecke/Neubaustrecke Karlsruhe-Basel mit teilweisen Ausbaumaßnahmen an der 
bestehenden Strecke

Germany €94.5

Iron Rhine Belgium,  
The Netherlands

€2.8

Ligne à grande vitesse (LGV) Rhin-Rhône Branche Est France €198.0

Railway node of Genova - study for upgrading the section Genova Voltri-Genova Brignole Italy €5.1

Works for replacement of legacy systems by 15/25 kVAC on two remaining sections in the 
Netherlands of the railway corridor Rotterdam Genoa.

The Netherlands €19.9

Beseitigung der Bahnübergänge auf der Strecke 2270, Oberhausen-Emmerich Germany €5.1

Ausrüstung der Eisenbahnstrecke von Emmerich (Grenze) bis Basel (Grenze) mit elektro-
nischen Stellwerken als Teil des Korridors A Rotterdam-Genua

Germany €39.7

Potenziamento tratta Tortona-Voghera, Progetto Prioritario n. 24, progettazione definitiva Italy €2.6

Third Track Zevenaar-German border The Netherlands €0.8

Extension railway yard Maasvlakte West - Phase 1 The Netherlands €1.5

TOTAL €468.7

Member States involved: Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, The Netherlands

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

22,134.12 2,534.8 63.96 0 150 11.5% 216.98 3.05 0 0 1%

Estimated completion date: 2021

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

3,045.93 0 0 0 13.8% 16,336.41 73.8% 0 0%

2,535
(11%)

2,752
(12%)

3,756
(17%)

5,798
(26%)

22,134
(100%)

0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2021

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

909 km
(42.9%)

306 km
(14.5%)

514 km
(24.3%)

390 km
(18.4%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 2,119 km
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Introduction

PP24 is a freight and passenger railway axis including 

conventional and high speed traffic for passenger traffic. 

Approximately 2,100 km long, it involves five Member 

States (the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France and 

Italy) and transits through Switzerland. 

Furthermore, a major component of PP24 is the ERTMS 

(European Rail Traffic Management System) Rail Freight 

Corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa, designed in 2006 by the 

European Commission and CER as part of a network  

involving five other such corridors on which ERTMS  

deployment has been given priority. 

Cross border sections and bottlenecks

Rotterdam/Antwerp-Duisburg: A major step forward 

was taken on this section with the entry into service of 

the Betuwe Line (PP5) in June 2007, linking the Port of 

Rotterdam to the German border in Emmerich, Germany. 

In the medium term, several projects are expected to be 

implemented on this section, such as the construction of 

a third track between Emmerich and Oberhausen (2015).

In the longer term, the reviving of the Iron Rhine section 

should diversify rail connections to and from the Port of 

Antwerp. It is however not expected to enter into service 

before 2020 at the earliest. Until then, the Montzen route 

remains the main rail connection for freight heading  

between the Port of Antwerp and the Rhine Valley. 

Mulhouse-Mülheim: Capacity upgrades are envisaged 

until 2012 on this 25 km stretch so as to enable the  

circulation of high speed trains between the new Rhine-

Rhône high speed line and the Freiburg area in Germany. 

However, no works have been planned on the German 

section thus far.

The Alpine transversal: The Alpine crossing between 

Basel and the western Po Valley made a leap forward 

with the opening of the Lötschberg base tunnel in  

December 2007. Two additional base tunnels, the 

Gotthard and the Monte Ceneri, should enter in opera-

tion in 2017 and 2019 respectively. 

A major issue consists of securing enough access capaci-

ty north and south of the Swiss tunnel by achieving a full 

four track section between Karlsruhe and Basel, and by 

Priority Project 24
Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp

implementing various capacity improvement projects 

between Domodossola and Novara, Luino/Chiasso and 

Milan. 

The Apennine crossing: The issue at stake is that of 

smoothing sea-to-rail freight conditions in and out of 

the Port of Genoa. The major project on this section is 

the so-called Terzo valico dei Giovi, the third pass, which 

aims at creating additional rail capacity towards the Port 

of Genoa, both for freight and high speed passenger 

traffic. Works are expected to start in 2010. 

Other sections

High speed line Rhine-Rhone: The first phase 

section (140 km) of the Eastern branch Dijon-Mulhouse 

is planned to be open to commercial operations on 11 

December 2011, for around 55 trains a day in each direc-

tion. The second phase section is planned to enter into 

service in 2017, provided financing issues are solved by 

the end of 2012.

The Southern branch Dole-Lyon is in preliminary phas-

es. Unlike the Eastern branch, it will be designed to be  

partly or fully mixed for high speed passenger and 

freight traffic. It is, however, not expected to enter into 

service before 2020. 

New high speed line Rhine/Main-Rhine/Neckar: This 

section aims at prolonging the new high speed line  

Cologne-Frankfurt that was put into service in 2002, 

down to Mannheim. However, diverging views among 

the different stakeholders at local, regional and federal 

levels have led to the project being put de facto tempo-

rarily on hold.

Progress and delays

Progress was made on the section linking the Dutch-

German border to Oberhausen with the achievement 

of a technical agreement on the three major ongoing 

infrastructure projects, i.e. the harmonisation of power  

supply between both countries, the removal of level 

crossings and the construction of a third track. 

Delays are however confirmed on the achievement of 

a Dutch-Belgian financial agreement on the Iron Rhine, 

as well as on setting basic design principles of the 

new Frankfurt-Mannheim high speed line and of the  

doubling of tracks between Offenburg and Basel. 
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No major progress has been made recently on imple-

menting further pending capacity upgrade projects on 

the northern Italian section, thereby raising the issue of 

an upcoming capacity gap when the Gotthard and the 

Monte Ceneri base tunnels will enter into service. 

General appreciation

The Rotterdam-Genoa axis is expected to be equipped 

with ERTMS by 2015, as set in the European Deployment 

Plan for ERTMS. Together with the timely completion of 

the accesses to the Swiss tunnels, holding the deadline 

for ERTMS is of crucial importance for the proper devel-

opment of rail between the North and the Mediterrane-

an Sea, both for freight and passenger traffic. 
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Priority Project 25 
Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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Member States involved: Austria, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

11,591.99 3,455.54 19.54 761.89 249.05 29.8% 1,139.13 0 890.8 7.77 9.8%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

4,292.64 0 2,107.44 43.71 37% 2,704.68 23.3% 0 0%

3,456
(30%)

4,595
(40%)

5,970
(52%)

8,887
(77%)

11,592
(100%)

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000
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14,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

536 km
(47%)

66 km
(5.8%)

160 km
(14%)

367 km
(32.2%)

12 km
(1%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013 To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,142 km
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Introduction

PP 25, the Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Wien, 

connects four central and eastern Member States (Po-

land, Czech Republic, Austria and Slovakia), through a 

north-south motorway axis. The corridor was identified 

as a multimodal axis to create a complex rail and road 

transport link for goods and passengers with the port 

of Gdańsk in Poland. Its western branch (950 km) passes 

through Brno, the second largest city of the Czech Re-

public, on its way to Vienna. The eastern branch (890 km) 

passes through Žilina, a city of growing importance re-

garding automotive production in Slovakia, to reach the 

country’s capital, Bratislava. It involves the construction 

of a new motorway with two lanes in both directions 

in most of the sections. Between Katowice, Poland and 

Brno/Žilina, some sections of existing roads will be up-

graded. The project also includes the construction of an 

access link to the port of Gdańsk, where a new container 

and ferry terminal is planned. 

The motorway projects are included in the respective 

national development plans of the four Member States. 

Works have already started in most sections and some 

subsections in all four Member States have already been 

completed. 

The route is of particular European interest since it al-

ready carries a high share of international transport. 

Poland has had one of the least developed motorway 

networks of the new EU Member States. Therefore, the 

existing road infrastructure has limitations for lorries 

with European standard weights and dimensions. The 

construction of this motorway will improve road safety, 

reduce congestion and thereby facilitate trade. Moreo-

ver, this project contributes to a wider strategy to attract 

new economic activities along the north-south route, 

which will also be facilitated by the parallel railway 

project (PP23).

Definition

PP25 includes the following sections: 

• Gdańsk-Katowice motorway (2010)

• Katowice-Brno/Žilina motorway (2010), cross-border 

section

• Brno-Wien motorway (2009), cross-border section

The stretches from Gdańsk to Wien and Žilina were 

defined as priority sections. The defined subsections 

Priority Project 25
Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna

should have been finished by 2009-2010.

Pan- European Corridor VI

In 1994, after the political change in Eastern Europe, the 

EU took the decision to identify Pan-European Corridors 

to and within central and eastern European countries, 

which were applying for EU membership at that time. At 

the Crete (1994) and Helsinki (1997) Pan-European Trans-

port Conferences, which gathered representatives of the 

governments and parliaments, European institutions, 

and intergovernmental organisations, 10 Pan-European 

transport corridors were identified. The corridors aim 

to enhance territorial cohesion and develop the single 

market by increasing sustainable mobility for goods and 

persons.

 

Pan-European Transport Corridor VI was identified as a 

north-south multimodal axis connecting Gdańsk with 

Žilina via Katowice and making the link to Brno with a 

western branch via Ostrava. Corridor VI is connected to 

Corridor I (Berlin-Nizhny Novgorod) in Warszawa, Corri-

dor III (Brussels-Kiev) in Katowice, Corridor IV (Dresden/

Nürnberg-Istanbul) and Corridor VII (Danube river) in 

Bratislava, Corridor V (Turin-Budapest-Kiev), and branch 

A (Bratislava-Uzhgorod) in Žilina.

Corridor VI was further developed in 2003. A high level 

group on TEN-T chaired by the late Karel van Miert gath-

ering Member States and candidate countries identified 

18 priority projects to be operational by 2020 including 

the Mixed railway line Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Žilina” 

(No. 8) and “Motorway Gdańsk-Katowice-Brno-Wien” 

(No. 18). These 18 projects were later modified during 

the political decision making process and developed 

into the 30 Priority Projects we have today. 

EU co-financing

The EU’s funding system offers two opportunities for co-

financing TEN-T Priority Projects: 

1. The TEN-T Annual and Multi-Annual Programmes 

with €8 billion for 2007-2013, including €500 million 

for the Loan Guarantee Instrument from the Euro-

pean Investment Bank (EIB), which aims at facilitat-

ing a larger participation of the private sector in the 

financing of TEN-T infrastructure  

2. The Cohesion Fund (CF) and Regional Development 

Fund (ERDF), with €37.5 billion allocated for 2007-

2013 for TEN-T projects (mainly for Priority Projects). 
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TEN-T financing

TEN-T Priority Projects can generally be co-financed from 

the TEN-T budget: €5 billion dedicated to Multi-Annual 

projects and €3 billion for the Annual Programmes and 

different horizontal programmes. The TEN-T contribu-

tions are allocated on the basis of proposals submitted 

by the Member States within the Multi-Annual or Annual 

Programmes. These proposals are evaluated and select-

ed for funding by both external experts, TEN-T Executive 

Agency and the Commission. 

Along PP25, about €19 million has been allocated for 

several projects to prepare works or improve interoper-

ability funded by TEN-T budget: 

• 2004-SK-92804-S: Pre-Investment study for the mo-

torway D3 Svrcinovec-Skalité

• 2005-SK-92803-S: Pre-Investment studies for motor-

way D3 Čadca-Svrčinovec

• 2004-PL-92610-S: Feasibility study and geological 

documentation for a stretch of a toll motorway A1 

Stryków-Częstochowa-Pyrzowice, including traffic 

analysis (EU contribution: €960,000/50%) - finished

• 2005-PL-92602-S: Design study for construction and 

tender documents for motorway A1 - Section Pyrzo-

wice-Maciejów, including environmental preparation 

material and geological documentation (EU contri-

bution: €2.8 million/50%) - finished

• 2005-PL-92603-S: Feasibility studies for S-1 ex-

pressway section from Kosztowy II interchange in 

Mysłowice to Suchy Potok interchange in Bielsko-

Biała PP 25 (EU contribution: €72,600/50%) - finished

• 2005-PL-92604-S: Design study for construction and 

tender documents for motorway A1 - section Toruń-

Stryków (EU contribution: €11 million/50%)

• 2006-PL-92605-S: Technical documentation for the 

construction of S-69 expressway Bielsko Biała-Żywiec-

Zwardoń, section Przybędza-Milówka (Węgierska 

Górka bypass) (EU contribution: €2.4 million/49%)

• 2008-PL-92005-S: Studies on the long-term adjust-

ment of the International Gdańsk Lech Walesa Air-

port, a TEN-T node in North Poland, for air transport 

needs (EU contribution: €1.2 million/50%)

• 2009-PL-92005-S: Elaboration of the project docu-

mentation for reconstruction of national road n°1 

into an expressway on the section Podwarpie-Dab-

rowa Górnicza: (under cancellation)

• 2009-PL-92004-S: Elaboration of the technical docu-

mentation for S1 expressway construction on the 

section from Kosztowy II Interchange in Myslowice to 

Suchy Potok Interchange in Bielsko-Biała: (cancelled)

Structural funds

Strengthening infrastructure is one of the main objec-

tives of the EU’s Regional Policy. The Cohesion Funds are 

given to actions in the area of TEN-T (in particular priority 

projects of common interest) or in the area of environ-

ment within the priorities of EU policy and the action 

programme on the environment (which includes also 

transport projects outside of the TEN-T network)1. 

The ERDF also contributes to the financing of TEN-T in-

frastructure. The Structural Funds budget and rules for 

use are decided by the Council and the European Par-

liament on the basis of a proposal from the European 

Commission. Each Member State prepares a National 

Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF), coherent with 

the TEN-T Guidelines, which defines the strategy chosen 

by the Member State and proposes a list of operational 

programmes (OP). The OP Transport (OPT) outlines the 

aim, purpose and expected impacts of the investments, 

as well as the transport priorities of the country. Since 

three of four related Member States involved in PP25 are 

new EU Member States, structural funding plays a promi-

nent role in the financing of PP25. 

Member States along PP 25

Poland

Poland is one of the largest EU Member States with re-

gard to population and area. It plays an important role 

in the European transport system, due to its geographic 

position at the intersection of the main east-west and 

north-south transport routes. The total length of the 

road net work is 211,934 km, of which 7,536 km are part 

of the TEN-T network. About 50% of this network is in 

bad or unsatisfactory state. The road network needs to 

be improved to handle 11.5 tonnes per axel load in ac-

cordance with the country’s EU Accession Treaty. The 

main aims for regional development are the improve-

ment of standards and the creation of a coherent inter-

national, national and regional transportation system, 

stimulation of spatial development and the enhance-

ment of the affected regions’ competitiveness. Poland 

is going to invest €25 billion in transport infrastructure 

in the current funding period, with about 60% going 

to road infrastructure (motorways and national/local 

roads). Works on the implementation of an electronic 

toll collection system (ETC) on certain sections in Poland 

are being carried out. From 1 July 2011, electronic traf-

fic tolling will be introduced in Poland for vehicles (>3.5 

tonnes) and buses. The electronic toll collection system 

1 Council Regulation (EC) No 1084/2006 of 11 July 2006 establishing 
a Cohesion Fund and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1164/94
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should replace the current vignette system for more ef-

ficient transport. A manual toll collection system will re-

main for passenger vehicles.

PP25 interconnects Poland with the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia. Its alignment also touches upon important 

international transport corridors, including the inter-

connection to Trans-Siberian Railway and the “New Silk 

Route” at Sławków (8 km). 

Czech Republic

The Czech Republic plays an important role in the Euro-

pean transport system, due to its geographic position at 

the centre of Europe. The operational length of roads is 

55,653,626 km: 690,532 km of motorways and 359,690 

km of expressways. In 2009, about 68% of the roads in 

the Czech Republic were reported as good, very good or 

excellent, 10% as bad or very bad condition. EU funds are 

a big contribution in financing transport construction. In 

the current funding period (2007-2013), a contribution 

of about €5.774 billion is foreseen by the Operational 

Programme Transport (OPT). In many cases, they rep-

resent up to 85% of the total cost of construction. The 

beneficiary of this support is the Road and Motorway 

Directorate of the Czech Republic. Allocation of financial 

support will contribute to ensure quality national road 

connections, which will have a positive impact on the 

economic and social environment of affected regions 

and on diminishing the negative consequences of trans-

port on the environment. An overview on all road mod-

ernisation projects can be found here: http://www.rsd.

cz/en

Slovakia

Slovakia is located in the centre of Europe, a geographi-

cal advantage for international transport flows. In Slova-

kia roads total 25,942 km, including 377 km of motor-

ways and 225 km of expressways (1,342 km part of the 

TEN-T-network). The main national strategic objectives 

for the upcoming programming period are set by the: 

• ”New Transport Policy of Slovakia until 2015” ap-

proved by the Slovak government on 8 June 2005  

• “Strategy for transport development in Slovakia un-

til 2020” approved by the Slovak government on 3 

March 2010. 

According to the OPT, a total budget (national and EU) of 

€3.8 billion is foreseen to be spent for transport projects 

in 2007-2013, €3.2 billion from ERDF and CF, and €638 

million from the national budget. About €1.14 billion (EU 

and national funds) will be spent for the development 

of TEN-T road infrastructure. Additionally, €872 million 

is planned for other road infrastructure. All activities 

planned for developing TEN-T road infrastructure are 

covered by the Ministry of Transport, Construction and 

Regional Development of the Slovak Republic through 

the National Motorway Company (NDS). 

PP25 connects Slovakia with Poland and follows the 

motorways D1 (Bratislava-Žilina- Košice) and D3 (Žilina-

Čadca-Skalité), totalling 263.5 km.

Austria

Austria is a transit country in central Europe, with six Pri-

ority Projects located in its territory. It is also an Alpine 

country, with geographic conditions defining traffic and 

transport organisation. Austria took the leading role in 

constructing tunnels and bridges some time ago. The 

overall length of the road network is 110,206 km - in-

cluding 2,145 km of expressways. 

PP25 provides Austria with the connection to the Baltic 

sea via Czech Republic and Poland, thus it may play a 

prominent role for future freight transport. 

State of implementation of the cross-border sections

Brno-Polish/Czech border

In the Czech Republic, the works at the Polish border on 

the section Český Těšín-Frydek-Mistek and Brno-Bělotin 

have been finished.

Pohořelice-Mikulov

The section in the Czech Republic up to the Austrian 

border is in an environmentally sensitive area (NATURA 

2000) and the appropriate alignment is still under con-

sideration. This will delay the end date to 2014 or even 

later.  

Žilina-Zwardoń

The S69 road from Żywiec to Zwardoń in Poland will be 

built with one lane per direction and will be completed 

in 2012. On the Slovak side, results of the socio-economic 

cost-benefit analysis indicate that the designed sections 

are not feasible. Costs of the planned four lane highway 

cannot be balanced by the economic benefits due to in-

sufficient traffic intensities and high investment costs.
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Other sections

Poland

Along the A1 motorway (Gdańsk-Katowice) most sec-

tions will be ready by 2015, apart from the section Pi-

otrków Trybunalski-Pyrzowice. The section Grudziądz- 

Toruń was finished in September 2011. 

Starting from Katowice, the main connection to the 

Czech Republic is along the A1, but PP25 follows the 

S1 towards the Czech border and the S1/S69 express-

way towards the Slovak border. Between Katowice and 

Bielsko-Biała, a new road link of the S1 is planned (in red 

on map). The section Bielsko-Biała-Zwardoń/Myto (S69, 

59 km) is partly under construction (in yellow) or already 

upgraded and in service (in green), including the tunnel 

in Laliki. The ring road in Bielsko-Biała was recently fin-

ished (October 2011). 

It is estimated that PP25 will cost about €2.6 billion in 

Poland and should be largely implemented by the start 

of the European Football Championship in 2012. About 

€1.7 billion will be spent for the subsections Pyrzowice 

-Bielsko-Biała and Bielsko-Biała-Żywiec. By the end of 

2009, about €1.2 billion had already been invested.

and ERDF, €147 million from EIB loans, the rest provided 

by the national governments. About €2.3 billion are ex-

pected to be invested during 2010-2013. 

The section Český Těšín-Frydek-Mistek (30 km) at the 

Polish border is already completed. The works on the 

50 km stretch Frýdek-Místek-Belotín are partly ongo-

ing (Rychaltice-Frýdek-Místek). The subsection Bělotin-

Pohořelice (150 km) is mostly finished and the 10 km 

stretch Rajhrad-Brno is already in operation. The remain-

ing section to Mikulov (about 23 km) is planned to be re-

alised by 2014 as a two-lane connection and not as a mo-

torway. It is partly in an environmentally sensitive area 

(NATURA 2000) and the appropriate alignment is still un-

der consideration. This might delay the finalisation.

 

Czech Republic

The implementation of PP25 will cost about €5.5 billion 

and is expected to be finished in 2014. Until end of 2009, 

about €2.6 billion were invested, €486 million from CF 

Slovakia

PP25 stretches for about 250 km in Slovakia. The devel-

opment of PP25 in Slovakia will cost about €2.9 billion 

financed by the state budget (€1.6 billion), ERDF/CF 

(€1.1 billion), TEN-T funding (€11 million) and from PPP 

schemes (€58.1 million). By the end of 2009, about €1.4 

billion had been invested: €11 million from TEN-T fund-

ing and €250 million from CF and ERDF. It is expected 

that all works on PP25 in Slovakia will be completed by 

the end of 2017. More than 80% of the entire axis in Slo-

vak territory is already operational. The completion of 

the D1 motorway subsection Sverepec-Vrtižer in June 

2010 enabled the link between Bratislava and Žilina (202 

km long). 
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Subsection Length 
(km)

Status (year of  
finalising)

Gdańsk-Nowe Marzy 89.45 Open (2008)

Nowe Marzy-Toruń 62.4 Construction (2011)

Toruń-Stryków 143.95 Construction (2012)

Stryków-Tuszyn 40 Preparatory works 
(2013)

Tuszyn-Piotrków  
Trybunalski

17.5 Open (1998)

Piotrków Trybunalski-
Pyrzowice

122 Tendering

Dąbrowa G.-Tychy 33.8 Open

Kosztowy-Bielsko Biała 40 Open

Bielsko Biała-Cieszyn 
(Czech border)

35.5 Open

Bielsko Biala-Zywiec I 9.2 Construction (2011)

Bielsko Biala-Zywiec II 15.6 Tendering (2012)

Żywiec-Przybedza 7.7 Open

Przybędza-Milówka 8 Preparatory works 
(2012)

Milówka-Zwardoń (Slo-
vak border)

12 Construction (2012)

Subsection Length 
(km)

Status (year of 
finalising)

Český Těšín/Cieszyn (PL)-
Brno-Pohořelice

214 Open

Pohořelice-Mikulov/Drasen-
hofen (AT)

25 Preparatory works 
(2014)

Subsection Length 
(km)

Status (year of  
finalising)

Skalité-Svrčinovec 12.3 Preparatory works 
(2012)

Svrčinovec-Čadca 
Bukov

5.8 Preparatory works 
(2013)

Oščadnica-Čadca  
Bukov

3.4 Open

Oščadnica-Kysucke 
Nové Mesto

10.7 Preparatory works 
(2014)

Kysucke Nové Mesto-
Žilina Brodno

10.1 Preparatory works 
(2013)

Žilina Brodno-Zielina 
Strážov

4.3 construction postponed 
(planned for next 
programming period 
2014-2020) 

Žilina-Bratislava 202 Open
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Austria

The total development costs of PP25 in Austria will 

amount to €2.5 billion. Austria already spent about €489 

million, including an EIB loan of €171 million. 

The southern part of the A5 motorway (Wien-Schrick) 

was completed in January 2010 as a PPP project. The 

northern part of the A5 motorway section Schrick-

Drasenhofen is in the planning stage, with the EIA final-

ised in 2009. The start of works was envisaged for 2011 

and completion is intended for 2016-2017. A two lane 

bypass is planned, followed by a four lane motorway to 

be competed by 2017.  

Efforts for extending the Priority Project 25

In October 2006, representatives from national min-

istries of Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria and 

Italy signed a letter of intent on the development of the 

Baltic-Adriatic Transport Corridor suggesting a prolon-

gation of the axis of PP23 and PP25 to northern Italy. 

The Baltic-Adriatic Transport Corridor should connect 

Gdańsk via Warszawa with Bologna in the long term, 

including branches via Ostrava/Brno or Žilina/Bratislava 

to Wien and touching upon Graz, Klagenfurt, Villach and 

Udine with another branch to Trieste. The development 

of the rail connection is a priority because of a greater 

need for action in rail infrastructure development along 

the axis, but road is not excluded from this activity.

Conclusions and recommendations

Works have already started in most of the sections and 

some subsections in all four Member States have al-

ready been completed, whilst the completion of others 

is foreseen by 2016. The target date for the entire axis 

set by the EU guidelines was 2009-2010. At the end of 

2009, about 40% of the axis was operational. Outstand-

ing issues for implementing PP25 as a whole remain at 

the border section in northern Slovakia, as well as at the 

Austrian-Czech border section. During the ongoing revi-

sion of the TEN-T network, the appropriate alignment of 

PP25 will be discussed. 

In Slovakia, works interruption between Skalité and 

Svrčinovec has created a real bottleneck for passenger 

and freight transport, affecting PP25 as a whole. The 

traveling distance between Bielsko-Biała and Bratislava 

could be reduced by 20% from 352 km to 294 km via 

Skalité  instead of taking the road via Brno. The shorter 

distance not only reduces travelling time and emissions, 

but also avoids an additional border crossing. A solution 

has to be found in the Czech Republic and in Austria, and 

the appropriate alignment of the cross-border section is 

still under consideration because of its environmental 

impact. 
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Subsection Length 
(km)

Status (year of  
finalising)

Drasenhofen-Schrick 32.5 Preparatory works 
(2016/2017)

Schrick-Eibesbrunn 22.7 Open (2010)
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP26: Railway/road axis Ireland/United Kingdom/continental Europe
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Dublin Interconnector Tunnel study - design and railway order phase Ireland €10.0

Felixstowe-Nuneaton route work United Kingdom €9.2

Felixstowe Rail Terminal - Improving intermodal transfer and removing bottleneck on PP26 United Kingdom €5.0

Priority Axis 26: Nuneaton North Chord and Kennett Re-signalling Works United Kingdom €5.0

TOTAL €29.2

Member States involved: Ireland, United Kingdom

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

7,107.79 3,492.9 14.75 0 0 49.1% 1,074.4 6.3 0 0 15.1%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

663.48 2.5 0 0 9.3% 1,877 26.4% 0 0%

3,493
(49%)

4,567
(64%)

4,771
(67%)

5,231
(74%)

7,108
(100%)

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2020

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

418 km
(69.4%)

263 km
(25.1%)

185 km
(30.6%)

636 km
(60.5%)

152 km
(14.5%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Road

Rail

Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,654 km (Rail: 1,051 km, Road: 603 km)
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Summary

This axis builds on improvements to the main north-

south rail line in Ireland (PP9) and to the Ireland-United 

Kingdom-Benelux road links (PP13). Both have helped 

to considerably reduce passenger and freight journey 

times between Ireland, the United Kingdom and the Eu-

ropean mainland.

Further improvements in capacity in both rail and road 

are now required to cope with the development in traf-

fic and to further improve links with the rest of the EU. 

This project focuses on rail infrastructure in the Republic 

of Ireland and it also includes both rail and road in the 

United Kingdom.

Investment is needed to complete the upgrading of the 

major inter-urban motorways north and south of Dublin, 

linking the three principal Irish cities and to set up a driv-

er information system to improve traffic management.

In the United Kingdom, the major projects relate to mod-

ernising the Felixstowe-Nuneaton and Crewe-Holyhead 

railway lines. These links to two major ports will almost 

triple the current capacity of west-east freight move-

ments across the United Kingdom. These two lines in-

tersect with the United Kingdom’s main north-south rail 

route, the West Coast Main Line (PP14).

The electrification and upgrade of the trans-Pennine rail 

route from Hull to Liverpool will increase capacity, im-

prove journey times and reduce pollution.

 

1. Road in the United Kingdom

In the UK works on the road axis are being undertak-

en between now and 2015 to remove key bottlenecks 

on the M62 and M60 roads, which are the main transit 

routes across northern England.

1.1. England

The table at the top of the page gives a breakdown of 

the different elements that make up the road axis in Eng-

land.

Future schemes on the M62 and M60 will include a man-

aged motorway solution. This will add capacity by allow-

ing vehicles to run on the hard shoulder either perma-

nently or during peak periods. 

Priority Project 26
Railway/road axis Ireland/United Kingdom/continental Europe 

Lane availability and speed limits will be displayed on 

overhead signs, thus relieving congestion and provid-

ing users with more reliable and safer journeys. These 

schemes provide real benefits to road users and are 

less expensive to implement than traditional widening 

schemes.

There are three managed motorway schemes in the Man-

chester area for which works are due to start 2013/14 or 

2014/2015, notably:

• M60 junction 8 to junction 12

• M60 junction 12 to junction 15

• M62 junction 18 to junction 20

1.2. Northern Ireland

The table at the top of the next page gives a breakdown 

of the different elements that make up the road axis in 

Northern Ireland. 

2. Road in the Republic of Ireland

In the Republic of Ireland, road projects where already 

covered by Priority Project 13, but nevertheless were 

presented on the Priority Project 26 map.

3. Rail in the United Kingdom

In England, gauge enhancements on the Felixstowe to 

Nuneaton rail line are now complete. This is comple-

mented by projects at the Port of Felixstowe (a new rail 

terminal will improve handling and capacity), at Nunea-

ton (a chord is being built to provide a grade separat-

ed junction to PP14, the West Coast Main Line) and re-

signalling at Kennet (which will increase capacity and 

availability). Further works are being considered for the 

possible remodelling/re-signalling around Crewe and 
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Road From To Length 
in km

Status

M62 A63 junction Junction 18 121.4 Predominantly 
3 lane dual

M62 Junction 12 Wavertree 31.1 Predominantly 
3 lane dual

M60 Junction 18 Junction 12 11.4 Predominantly 
3 or 4 lane 
dual

M57 Junction 
with M62

Junction 
with A59/
A5306

15.4 Predominantly 
3 lane dual

A5036 Junction 
with M57/
A59

Seaforth 5.2 Predominantly 
2 lane dual
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the electrification of the trans-pennine route. In North-

ern Ireland work on the new railway station at Newry 

was completed in 2009 and significant investments are 

planned for track at Lisburn.

3.1. England

The table below gives a breakdown of the different ele-

ments that make up this part of the axis.

Hull-Liverpool

This route covers significant urban areas in northern 

England and is located between the East Coast Main Line 

and West Coast Main Line. It is particularly important for 

the lines going into Leeds, Liverpool Lime Street, Man-

chester and Yorkshire & Humber regions. 

It is a mixed-use railway, covering passenger traffic in East 

Yorkshire, Greater Manchester and Liverpool and freight 

flows to and from Immingham. It also serves Manchester 

Trafford Park, Ditton and Liverpool Docks. Freight and 

passenger use is predicted to increase by over 10% by 

2014. Works are ongoing to improve capacity and allow 

for growth. Along the Liverpool-Manchester-Leeds cor-

ridor particularly, there are motorway and major road al-

ternatives to all rail routes, but these can be heavily con-

gested in the peak hours and inland port developments 

such as Port Salford (Manchester) can help shift freight 

from road to rail to reduce congestion.

The development of an intermodal platform at Port Sal-

ford, will redistribute container traffic, removing freight 

from the road element of PP26, easing congestion and 

improving modal shift.

December 2008 saw the completion of the co-funded 

work to provide a third platform at Manchester Airport 

rail station, greatly increasing operational flexibility at 

the station. In addition a number of lines have seen sig-

nificant track renewals, with increased line speeds pro-

vided on the routes via Wilmslow and Macclesfield. This, 

together with the route being free of delay-inducing 

speed restrictions, has greatly improved performance.
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Road Length 
in km

Status Current 
Demand 
(vehicles per 
day)

Maximum 
capacity

Bottlenecks

A8 from Larne Port to B100 
Ballyrickard road

 6 Dual carriageway 18,000 vpd 39,000 At start/end of dual carriageway  
section at Ballyrickard road

A8 from Ballyrickard Road to 
Colemans Corner roundabout

14 Single carriageway 18,000 vpd 13,000 Last remaining single carriageway  
section of road between Larne and 
Belfast

A8 from Colemans Corner to 
Sandyknowes roundabout

5.2 Dual carriageway 18,000 vpd 39,000 At Sandyknowes roundabout junction 
between M2 and A8

M2 from Sandyknowes 
Roundabout to York St  
junction

10 Motorway (part 3 
lane)

65,000 vpd 67,000 York Street signalised junction

A12 West Link from York St 
Junction to Broadway  
underpass

3.5 3 lane dual  
carriageway

64,000 vpd 54,000 York Street signalised junction

M1 from Broadway underpass 
to A1 off slip

13.5 3 lane motorway 64,000 vpd 67,000 At junction 7 (Sprucefield junction)

A1 From Sprucefield  
roundabout to Beech Hill

28 Dual carriageway 37,000 vpd 39,000 At Sprucefield roundabout & other at 
grade junctions

A1 Beech Hill to Cloghogue 12 Single carriageway 20,000 vpd 13,000 Last remaining single carriageway  
section between Belfast and the border

A1 Cloghogue to border 4.3 Dual carriageway 20,000 vpd 39,000

Rail section Length 
in km

Status Demand Capacity Bottlenecks

From Hull to Liverpool 190 Multiple tracks and 
dual use

High Medium Stations in Leeds and Liverpool need 
capacity improvements; line-speed and 
gauge enhancements are needed to en-
able passenger and freight growth.

From 
Felixstowe to Nuneaton

265 Mainly dual track and 
dual use

High Medium Nuneaton North Chord. Felixstowe harbour 
- single line.
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Future work will include the electrification of the trans-

pennine route along with station improvements in Man-

chester and line speed and capacity improvements from 

Leeds via Manchester to Liverpool. 

 

Felixstowe-Nuneaton

This route serves East Anglia, one of the fastest growing 

regions in England. 

Since the freight route utilisation strategy was published 

in March 2007, the demand forecasts have been revis-

ited, further refined and agreed by the industry. Freight 

demand, especially in intermodal deep sea containers 

from the port of Felixstowe is growing year on year by 

4-5%. This demand will be further increased by the im-

pending port developments at Felixstowe south (work 

started in 2008), Bathside Bay and Harwich (approved 

March 2006). These revised forecasts show that Felix-

stowe could generate around 26 additional trains per 

day (over and above the 2004/05 base year). This will 

make providing additional capacity on the cross country 

route to the East Coast Main Line (ECML) and West Coast 

Main Line (WCML) via Peterborough and Nuneaton, and 

further clearance for W9 and W10 gauge freight traf-

fic beyond Peterborough to the WCML, a high priority 

if capacity is not to be compromised on the congested 

Hull-Liverpool expenditure details (£ million)

Great Eastern route via London. The cross-country route 

becomes a core freight route under the auspices of the 

Strategic Freight Network.

The Felixstowe-Nuneaton route project received a TEN-T 

grant of €9.23 million under the 2009 EERP Call. This will 

deliver, by the end of 2011, track gauge enhancements 

that will enable larger freight containers to be moved on 

the network, hence increasing the capacity of the line.

The North Chord project at Nuneaton will enable in-

termodal traffic from Felixstowe to destinations in the 

northwest and Scotland to cross over TEN-T Priority Axis 

14 at Nuneaton under grade separated conditions. This 

will greatly reduce disruption to traffic flows on both 

axes and safeguards the capacity forecast for intermodal 

growth in 2013. The project was awarded €5 million from 

the 2010 TEN-T Annual Call for funding.

The Port at Felixstowe was also awarded €5 million in 

2010 Annual Call for a project that will develop addi-

tional rail facilities in the port complementing the gauge 

enhancement work on the rail route and the work on 

the Nuneaton North Chord. The impact of these projects 

should help foster modal shift from road to rail.
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Strategic sub route Track miles % of strategic route 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

10.05 69.69 8% 3.3 6.0 5.7 7.7 5.9 4.6

10.06 (part) 20.00 2% 0.9 1.7 1.6 2.2 1.7 1.3

10.07 99.75 11% 4.7 8.6 8.1 11.0 8.5 6.6

189.44 22% 8.8 16.4 15.5 20.8 16.1 12.5

Enhancement 1.0 1.4 1.9 15.6 20.6 0.0

Renewal 40.0 74.5 69.8 81.0 54.3 58.0

878.95 100% 41.0 75.9 71.7 96.6 74.9 58.0

20.02 2.57 0% 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

20.03 56.09 6% 2.7 3.4 5.2 5.1 5.4 4.6

20-05 8.58 1% 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7

20-06 4.1 0% 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3

71.34 8% 3.4 4.3 6.7 6.5 6.9 5.8

Enhancement 4.0 0.7 12.7 14.3 33.3 0.0

Renewal 38.0 52.4 69.3 66.3 51.3 72.0

878.95 100% 42.0 53.1 82.0 80.6 84.6 72.0

Enhancement Schemes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4

Total 12.2 20.7 22.1 27.4 23.0 19.8
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Felixstowe-Nuneaton expenditure details (£ million)

Crewe-Holyhead expenditure details (£ million)

3.2. Wales

The following table gives a breakdown of the different 

elements that make up this part of the axis.

Where constraints exist in north Wales, they tend to re-

strict flexibility when planning the overall timetable, or 

restrict perturbation management, rather than prevent 

the desired levels of traffic. 

Examples of current constraints are:

• the restricted layout at Chester east junction, which 

creates problems between north Wales-Crewe traffic 

and Manchester-Northwich-Chester traffic

• a lack of regulating points from Crewe/Chester to Ho-

lyhead

Travel patterns in north Wales are heavily influenced by 

the proximity of the major northwest cities of Manches-

ter and Liverpool. In addition, the airports at Manches-

ter and at Liverpool (John Lennon International Airport, 

accessed from the recently expanded Liverpool South 

Parkway station) influence demand on the north Welsh 

coastline, which has no through services from Liverpool.
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Strategic sub route Track miles % of strategic route 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

07-12 18.52 3% 2.0 2.0 2.4 4.1 3.0 3.9

07-03 part 26.66 4% 2.9 2.9 3.4 5.9 4.3 5.6

45.18 7% 4.8 4.9 5.8 10.1 7.3 9.4

Enhancement 14.0 0.9 1.1 16.4 13.0 0.0

Renewal 51.0 65.3 77.5 119.1 85.0 127.0

607.64 100% 65.0 66.2 78.6 135.5 98.0 127.0

05-07 125.66 24% 8.0 12.5 9.6 8.6 10.7 12.5

125.66 24% 8.0 12.5 9.6 8.6 10.7 12.5

Enhancement 2.0 0.8 0.4 5.8 7.5 0.0

Renewal 32.0 52.1 40.3 30.6 37.6 53.0

531.06 100% 34.0 52.9 40.7 36.4 45.1 53.0

19-08 30.9 3% 4.7 3.1 2.9 5.1 5.4 4.2

19-09 83.93 8% 12.8 8.4 8.0 13.8 14.6 11.5

19-02 part 15.96 1% 2.4 1.6 1.5 2.6 2.8 2.2

12% 20.0 13.1 12.4 21.6 22.8 17.9

Enhancement 84.0 3.0 3.7 39.0 66.9 0.0

Renewal 79.0 103.5 97.3 136.9 119.0 146.0

1065.98 100% 163.0 106.5 101.0 175.9 185.9 146.0

Enhancement schemes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.1

Total 32.9 30.5 27.9 40.3 40.8 48.0

Rail  
section

Length 
in km

Status Demand & 
capacity

Bottleneck

From 
Crewe to 
Holyhead

180 Dual 
track, 
mixed 
use

Medium Chester junc-
tion; regulat-
ing points 
Crew/Chester

Strategic sub route Track miles % of strategic route 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

22.01part 42.97 13% 1.3 2.0 2.2 4.2 10.7 1.6

22.02 256.5 75% 7.5 11.7 13.3 25.1 63.7 9.8

340.69 8.8 13.7 15.6 29.3 74.4 11.4

Enhancement 1.0 0.6 3.0 4.6 33.3 0.0

Renewal 9.0 15.0 14.7 28.7 51.3 13.0

100% 10.0 15.6 17.7 33.3 84.6 13.0

Enhancement schemes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Total 8.8 13.7 15.6 29.3 74.4 11.5
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The strategic development of the railway line between 

Liverpool and Chester, through enhancement of the 

Halton curve, near Frodsham, should enable a new re-

gional link to operate and would create better links be-

tween Liverpool and the north Wales coast as well as 

with Wrexham. 

Although there is currently ample main line capacity 

west of Chester currently, Taith (the north Welsh regional 

transport consortium) recognises the likely need for in-

vestment to enhance the route if more stations are to be 

built and an intensified suburban-style service operated 

between Liverpool, Chester and Rhyl.

 

3.3. Scotland

The following table gives a breakdown of the different 

elements that make up this part of the axis.

The Stranraer public transport Interchange study took 

place between 2005 and 2009, looking at options for 

better integration of the station with public transport. 

The study may lead to a project to relocate the station 

so that it better meets future demand levels. Stena Line 

have recently announced a firm proposal to relocate 

from their current facility in the port of Stranraer to port 

Ryan, something which will have an impact on usage 

and the eventual location of the station.

 

3.4. Northern Ireland

The following table gives a breakdown of the different 

elements that make up this part of the axis.

The rail track is being continually maintained and im-

proved. The next stage in its development will be to re-

spond to the record numbers of passengers travelling by 

train, thereby helping towards the target of increasing 

modal shift from car towards other forms of transport. 

This will involve the introduction of 20 new trains, lead-

ing to more frequent connections and longer trains. It 

will also involve new investment in longer platforms and 

a new train care maintenance facility in Belfast. 

Beyond the current 2015 budget period, further work 

on the line will involve the £55 million relay of a 22 mile 

stretch of the line between Lisburn and Lurgan, as well 

Future Expenditure up to 2015 to be carried out on PP26 rail 

section in Northern Ireland (£ million)

as the completion of the relay of the track between Col-

eraine and Derry.

4. Rail in the Republic of Ireland

These projects follow on from improvements in the main 

north-south rail line in Ireland under PP9 and in the 

Ireland-UK-Benelux road links under PP13. The Irish au-

thorities identified the Cork-Dublin-Belfast rail corridor, 

which is part of PP26, as the main priority in Ireland. This 

was announced in the Government’s 10 year funding 

programme for transport, “Transport 21”. 

The rail line links the three main urban centres of the 

island. It is essentially the backbone of the Larnrod Eir-

eann network of services and caters for a number of dif-

ferent markets, such as:

• The prime Cork-Dublin InterCity service along with 

connections from other major population centres in-

cluding three other provincial cities: Waterford, Lim-

erick and Galway.

• A growing outer commuter belt to the southwest in-

corporating Kilkenny, Laois, Westmeath and Kildare. 

• A growing outer commuter belt to the north incor-

porating Louth and North Dublin along with DART 

which serves the inner belt. 

• The cross border rail services linking the greater Dub-

lin area with Northern Ireland.
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Rail section Length 
in km

Status Demand & 
capacity

Bottleneck

Stranraer 
port to 
the rail 
network

1 Single 
track

Not an issue The current 
pier head 
location of 
Stranraer 
station is not 
convenient 
for  
passengers/
rail freight 
traffic

Rail section Length 
in km

Status Demand & 
capacity

Bottleneck

Larne to 
Newry

127 Single 
track

Not an issue Platform 
lenghts

Capital 
Projects

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Total 47.8 86.1 18.7 11 10.5
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Significant investments are expected to be undertaken 

along this rail corridor covering track, signalling, elec-

trification, station developments and rolling stock. The 

upgrading is based on the following projects:

(1) Kildare route project 

(2) DART underground 

(3) Dublin-Belfast re-signalling 

(4) Dublin-Belfast GSM radio systems

(1) Kildare route project

The current double track route feeding into Heuston 

station from the south and west is not capable of ac-

commodating the medium to long term required mix of 

commuter, outer suburban and InterCity services oper-

ating to/from the station. The project provides for faster 

journey times for intercity services as they are not to be 

held up any more by commuter services. The project is 

regarded as phase 1 of the development of higher ca-

pacity services from this corridor to/through the city 

centre. An application for phase 2 of the project has just 

been submitted to the National Transport Authority. Ul-

timately the intention is to feed these services into the 

DART underground tunnel (described below). This will 

provide superior rail access to the city centre and easier 

interchange with other public transport modes. Con-

struction was completed at the end of 2009.

(2) DART underground (formerly the Dublin Interconnec-

tor)

The Dublin commuter rail network is severely con-

strained by a number of key bottlenecks in the central 

area, most notably the capacity of the inner loop line 

south of Connolly and the remoteness of Heuston Sta-

tion. Because of the limited track options and station 

capacities it is not possible to operate the required level 

of services into and through the popular city centre sta-

tions. This also limits InterCity operations along the Cork 

and Belfast routes.

The solution proposed - DART underground - involves 

the construction of a rail tunnel between Inchicore (west 

of Heuston) and Docklands in the east to allow for the 

through running of services between the southwest and 

northern suburbs i.e. between the Cork and Belfast lines. 

It will be necessary to electrify a significant element of 

the network to cater for tunnel operations and the pro-

posed twinning of services. 

The detailed design, including the work planning pro-

gramme, was completed at the end of 2009, with €10 

million from the TEN-T budget under the Multi-Annual 

Programme earmarked for this purpose. Due to the fi-

nancial crisis, the services through the tunnel will not 

start in late 2018 as initially planned. More details should 

be known by the end of 2011.

(3) Dublin-Belfast re-signalling/electrification

The proposed project involves upgrading signalling 

over this critical section of line in order to increase the 

number of available train paths for both the commuter 

and Intercity trains. The project also involves the provi-

sion of enhanced train turn back facilities in north Dublin 

to cater for the increased traffic throughout. It also in-

volves electrifying the line beyond Malahide to Balbrig-

gan initially and then to Drogheda. This will extend the 

current DART line significantly and allow for increased 

services on the line.

This project will take place over a number of phases, 

work on signalling has already started in the city centre 

and will be followed by work on the northern line and 

electrification. The project will be completed in advance 

of the DART underground tunnel and will be timed in to 

match development of the tunnel (2009 to 2018). 

(4) Global System Mobile for Railways (GSM-R)

The existing communication systems in use by Ireland 

and Northern Ireland are incompatible. Both rail compa-

nies are currently considering renewing their radio sys-

tems. If Ireland implements GSM-R, Northern Ireland has 

indicated that it will do likewise, based on interoperabil-

ity grounds. Considering the core infrastructure costs 

there is potential to implement a shared GSM-R mobile 

switching centre system located in Dublin. This would 

represent the most cost effective solution for both com-

panies.

It is anticipated that GSM-R will be implemented in par-

allel with existing systems, initially prioritising the Dub-

lin suburban area, where the highest safety return will 

be obtained, and extending it in stages to the rest of the 

network. The total cost of the system is approximately 

€33 million, where the cost of implementing the system 

over the Cork-Dublin-Belfast high speed axis only is in 

the order of €20 million. The timing of the project should 

be from 2010 to beyond 2013.

Iarnrod Eireann intends replacing its onboard cab signal-

ling equipment with equipment which, while perform-

ing the same functions as at present, is capable of being 

configured as part of an ERTMS-compatible system in 

the future.
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5. Cross-Border

Road

The cross-border section from N1 Dundalk to the border 

with Northern Ireland received TEN-T grants during the 

2001-2006 programming period and it is now complete.

The project was related to the completion of the con-

struction of 19 km of dual carriageway from Dundalk 

to Newry (4.6 km lie on UK territory/14.5 km are south 

of the border), which replaced an existing inadequate 

cross-border link on the Dublin-Belfast corridor.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP27:”Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Studies for a European gauge line for Rail Baltica (Estonian section) Estonia €1.0

Cross-border section Tartu-Valga railway reconstruction/upgrading Estonia €9.3

1) Building of new European gauge line on the cross-border section PL border-Marijampole 
2) Cross-border section Siauliai-LV border, reconstruction/upgrading

Lithuania €45.7

Studies for Rail Baltica, Lithuanian part: a) section PL border-Marijampole in European gauge  
b) improvement of existing line  c) contribution to global Rail Baltica study for European 
gauge 

Lithuania €16.1

Studies for a European gauge line (Latvian section) Latvia €1.1

1) Reconstruction/upgrading: cross-border section north Valmeira-Valka and cross-border 
section south Jelgava-LT border 2) Reconstruction/upgrading Jugla (Riga city border 
station)-Valmiera 

Latvia €10.1

TOTAL €83.2

Member States involved: Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

2,590.38 538.79 81.03 182.92 0 20.8% 459.58 88.53 121.31 0 17.7%

Estimated completion date: 2025

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

0 0 0 0 0% 1,592 61.5% 0 0%

539
(21%)

998
(39%)

998
(39%)

998
(39%)

2,590
(100%)

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

By end 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2025

Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

282 km
(25%)

183 km
(16.2%)

490 km
(43.4%)

174 km
(15.4%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Completed by the end of 2009 Completed in 2010 Ongoing To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,129 km
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1. Introduction

“Rail Baltica”  is a strategic and sustainable rail project 

linking four of the new Member States of the EU - Poland, 

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia as well as Finland. It is the 

only rail connection between the three Baltic States as 

well as between them, Poland and the rest of the Euro-

pean Union. To the north, Helsinki  can be connected by 

ferry services across the Gulf of Finland forming a bridge 

to the countries of the Nordic Triangle. The length of the 

current track is approximately 1200 km by the most di-

rect existing route from Tallinn to Warsaw. A variety of 

track and operating systems are currently in use: sin-

gle and double track, electrified and non-electrified (of 

which single track non-electrified is the most common 

system). The line passes through a variety of different 

terrains: urban areas surrounding the cities of Białystok, 

Kaunas and Riga; rural areas such as the Podlaskie region 

of north eastern Poland and southern Lithuania, as well 

as northern Latvia and the south of Estonia. “Rail Baltica” 

connects three major Baltic seaports - Helsinki, Tallinn 

and Riga - and has a short rail connection to a fourth - 

Klaipeda.

2010-2011 marked the second year of the second man-

date for coordination of PP27 “Rail Baltica”. Several im-

portant advances were made in upgrading the existing 

line to an average operating speed of 120 km/h. In Esto-

nia, work continued to finalise the last elements of the 

upgraded track - including the entry into Valga/Valka 

station - and to align the platform heights in other sta-

tions to UIC standards. In Lithuania, work was resumed 

on the installation of dual gauge track sections on the 

section between Marijampole and the Polish border, al-

though problems were encountered with the bridges. 

However, on 8 August 2011 the first 6.2 km section of 

new dual gauge track was officially opened between 

Mockava and Sestokai. In addition, a decision was tak-

Priority Project 27
“Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki

en on the location of the Kaunas intermodal terminal. 

Meanwhile, in April 2011 the Latvian government took 

the positive decision to earmark €21.44 million to restart 

work on upgrading the 1,520 mm gauge track on the ex-

isting alignment.  

However, perhaps the most significant development 

was the official receipt on 31 May 2011 of the interna-

tional feasibility study for a new line which would follow 

a more direct route from the Polish border via Kaunas, 

Panevezys, Bauska, Riga, Pärnu and Tallinn.  This project 

is for a double track electrified 1435 mm gauge line 

which could be completed (if agreed by all the partner 

countries) by 2024. It would considerably shorten the 

journey time for both freight and passengers between 

Tallinn and Warsaw, as well as in the long term connect 

with the rest of the European high speed rail network in 

Poland and further west.

During the Coordinator’s first mandate in July 2009, it 

was agreed that the goal  for the first stage of the project 

would be a step-by-step upgrading of the existing line  

over the seven years of the current Financial Perspective 

(2007-2013). The aim would be for a line with an aver-

age operating speed of 120 km/h by the end of Decem-

ber 2013. This was to be primarily, but not exclusively, 

for freight. Then if the vision, financing and political will 

were forthcoming a new direct 1,435 mm gauge line 

could be constructed.  This major policy decision could 

be addressed during the next Financial Perspective 

(2014-2020).

2.  Achievements during 2010-2011

2.1. The international feasibility study for a new Eu-

ropean gauge line at 1,435 mm

The vision for this new line has been outlined in the in-

ternational feasibility study which has been co-financed 

by the European Union. The three Baltic countries  origi-

nally proposed three different national study projects 

(2007-EE-27010-S, 2007-LV-27050-S and 2007-LT-

27040-S). In the end,  these were combined into one 

overall study. Following a tender procedure, - the UK 

engineering consultancy AECOM - was appointed to 

prepare and write the study. Meetings took place during 

the course of 2010 and early 2011 with the partner coun-

tries, leading to the completion of the study on 31 May 

2011 and its publication on the internet in August 2011.   

The study costing €6.2 million was 50% co-financed by 
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the EU and  50% by the three Baltic States.  Commission 

ing the study indicates the clear ambition of Estonia, 

Latvia and Lthuania to have 21st century infrastructure 

linking it with the rest of the Single Market.

As the study  explains:

“The main objective of this feasibility study is to identify 

the most desirable feasible development option for a 

1,435 mm gauge line in the “Rail Baltica” corridor evolv-

ing from a “top-down” transport strategy covering all the 

three Baltic States and an EU-wide rail network ration-

ale, and to give a complete and substantiated picture for 

the authorities of the 3 Baltic countries and the EU if the 

project seems viable enough to justify a more detailed 

analysis on the respective national levels and to propose 

a possible period for implementation of further studies 

at the national levels.”

The study continues:

“The overall objective of the Core Network is to enhance 

the “European added value” of the Trans-European 

Transport Network (TEN-T). This is defined as a benefit 

that goes beyond those achieved at national level and 

includes not only economic benefits, but also those de-

rived in the cohesion, environmental and safety and se-

curity areas.”  

The principles of the TEN-T Core Network will be:

• integration

• sustainability

• territorial cohesion and

• openness to third countries

The study offered four different options, varying in cost, 

sophistication, routing and technicalities. It was finally 

agreed at the steering committee meeting on 17 March 

2011 that Option 1 (“Red Route”) would be the subject 

of the full cost-benefit analysis. The key features of the 

Red Route are:

• Overall length of new track = 728 km 

• Mixed traffic conventional route, with a maximum 

design speed of 240 km/h

• Journey times between Tallinn and the Lithuanian/

Polish border:

                   Passenger - 4h8min

                   Freight - 10h23min

• Average speeds:

   Passenger - 170 km/h

   Freight - 68 km/h

• New or upgraded passenger stations: Palemonas 

(serving both Kaunas city centre/airport), Panevežys, 

Riga Central Station, Parnu, Tallinn Airport and Tallinn 

Central Station.

• Twin track electrified for its entire length on mainly 

new alignment

• Some dual gauge (1520/1435) sections would be re-

quired mainly in congested areas adjacent to existing 

major stations

The cost-benefit analysis reveals the following:

Total Costs: 1,829

Total Benefits: 3,198

Net Present Value (NPV): 1,368

EIRR: 9.3%

Benefit/Cost Ratio: 1.75

Now that the study has been accepted by the partner 

countries, the next step is to agree on the composition, 

terms of reference and governance structures and above 

all the financing This will be a complex task and the Co-

ordinator stands ready to assist the partner countries in 

this work.

2.2. The gauge

A crucial issue with “Rail Baltica” has always been that the 

frontier between Poland and Lithuania is also one of the 

break-of-gauge points in the EU rail network. It involves 

the interchange between the two principal gauge sys-

tems of Europe: the UIC International Gauge/European 

Standard gauge 1,435 mm used by Poland and most of 

western Europe and the broad gauge (1,520 mm or Rus-

sian gauge) used by the Baltic states and Finland.  

This break-of-gauge currently lies in southern Lithuania. 

The track runs on standard gauge from Trakizki in Poland 

to Mockava station on the Lithuanian side of the border.  

It then continues as a dual gauge system from Mockava 

to Sestokai, from where it becomes exclusively broad 

gauge and enters the main broad gauge system. After 

some reflection and in the interest of cost savings, the 

Lithuanian government decided in 2010 to postpone 

building an entirely new standard gauge line between 

the frontier and Marijampole. Instead, it plans to extend 

the standard gauge as a dual gauge system using the 

original track bed1 as far north as Kaunas, Lithuania’s sec-

ond largest city, located 105 km from the Polish border. 

The current objective is to reach Kaunas by 2014 and the 

first section of new track from Mockava to Sestokai was 

officially opened in August 2011. 

 

1 In other words - four rails on the same sleepers - accommodating 
trains of both UIS Standard gauge and Russian gauge.
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Nevertheless, in the short term at least the gauge will 

still have to be changed somewhere in southern Lithua-

nia to ensure effective rail operations. A decision on the 

track equipment and installation site remains an urgent 

issue as the current parallel tracking arrangements at 

Sestokai station are unsatisfactory due to the time lost 

in transferring freight from one gauge to the other. It is 

to be hoped that adequate gauge changing equipment 

will be eventually installed in Kaunas when the dual 

gauge track is extended as far as the intermodal termi-

nal.  The Coordinator is still hoping that a final decision 

on this relatively straightforward issue can be taken very 

soon, because the question of changing the gauge re-

mains an essential element of an improved line , at least 

until a new 1,435 mm can be completed and even then 

adequate and smooth connections with the 1520 mm 

network will be required.

2.3. The route

One of the principal achievements of the Coordinator’s 

first mandate was that the route of the line on the exist-

ing network was largely settled on a de facto basis (with 

some possible slight adjustments). In Poland, the Coor-

dinator and the Commission took note of the authori-

ties’ preference for the Warsaw/Białlystok/Ełk/Suwałki/

Lithuanian border route rather than the existing east-

ern corridor through Augustów (as defined in the TEN-

T alignment). This latter route is controversial because 

of environmental concerns relating to the building of 

bypasses on the north-south road project “Via Baltica”2.  

The Polish authorities decided in 2010 to confirm the 

new routing via Ełk. In the future, routing via Ełk will pro-

vide for a new railway hub in north eastern Poland, away 

from environmentally sensitive areas and with good ac-

cess to Warsaw and the coast.  

As mentioned, in Lithuania financial constraints resulting 

from the world economic crisis led the authorities there 

to decide to use the existing Polish border/Mockava/Ses-

tokai/Marijampole/Kasla Ruda/Kaunas route and install 

a dual gauge track along this line. However, the 2011  

AECOM study now indicates a new direct alignment from 

south of Kaunas to the Polish border and this would have 

to be considered if the project for a new line goes ahead. 

A decision was taken during 2011 to consider the “Rail 

2 The road project “Via Baltica” is not a TEN-T Priority project and has 
nothing to do with “Rail Baltica” except that it roughly follows a similar 
route by linking the three Baltic states with Poland.

Baltica” a project of national importance and this should 

simplify the acquisition of land necessary for the new 

line.

In Latvia, given the relative good quality of the broad 

gauge network, the government does not intend to 

make many route alterations to the existing alignment 

in the short term, except to possibly facilitate links with 

the new port extension on the south bank of the Del-

gava river in Riga and to improve the tracks bypassing 

Riga city centre to the east. However, if the project for 

the new higher speed line goes ahead, the routing in 

Latvia will be along the Baltic coast shaving a consider-

able distance off the route to Tallinn. 

In Estonia, the authorities do not envisage any changes 

in the Tallinn/Tapa/Tartu/Valga/Valka route at least un-

til a decision is taken on the construction of the entirely 

new 1,435 mm track from Riga to Tallinn which would 

follow a direct line along the Baltic coast via Pärnu. 

In Finland the new port at Vuosaari, opened in October 

2008, continues to be developed. It provides the ideal 

arrival/departure point at the northern end of the route 

- near Helsinki and allowing easy rail access both to Rus-

sia (via St. Petersburg) and the rest of the Nordic Triangle 

countries.

2.4 Development of the four works projects approved 

under the TEN-T (2007-2013) and the Cohesion Fund

Following the conclusion of the EU negotiations on the 

Financial Perspectives for the period following 2006, 

the partner countries were invited to submit proposals 

for projects to be funded under the TEN-T programme 

(2007-2013) by the end of July 2007.  Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania submitted six projects in total: one works pro-

posal and one study proposal from each country, respec-

tively. Poland decided not to apply for TEN-T funding, 

but rather earmark funds from its substantial Cohesion 

Fund allocation that would allow more time for planning 

and route design. The six projects were adopted by the 

European Commission on 19 February 2008 after obtain-

ing the approval of the European Parliament and the 

Member States.  

2.4.1. The situation in Estonia: Work on upgrading the 

existing line in Estonia has largely been finished well 
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before the end of the current Financial Perspective (end 

2013). In addition, the Estonian authorities have in-

formed the Commission that they have saved +/- €2 mil-

lion on the works and intend to reallocate the finance to 

upgrading the signalling systems. The existing 1,520 mm 

Russian gauge alignment in Estonia therefore already 

has the potential for an average operating speed of 120 

km/h and fulfils the objective set out by the Coordinator 

in 2006.

2.4.2. The situation in Latvia: Unfortunately, project 

2007-LV-27060-P intended for the upgrading of the track 

in Latvia was suspended at the request of the Latvian au-

thorities in 2009, owing to the economic situation in the 

country. The Latvian government found it difficult to ar-

range for the matching funds to be earmarked. On 26 

April 2011, the government requested permission from 

the Commission to restart the works and provided a fi-

nancial package for this purpose. In 2011, €9.88 million 

would be provided followed by €5.78 million for 2012-

2013 and €5.78 million for 2014-2015.  Since the average 

track condition in Latvia has always been reasonable, 

there is a good chance that the objective of an average 

operating speed of 120 km/h by 2014 can be met.

2.4.3. The situation in Lithuania: Lithuania opened its 

first new section of dual gauge track from Mockava to 

Sestokai in August 2011 but this was only to replace an 

existing dual gauge section and the Coordinator hopes 

for more rapid progress laying the new sections north 

of Sestokai if the objective of extending the 1,435 mm 

gauge to Kaunas before 2014 is to be achieved. The main 

development in Lithuania during the year was the deci-

sion by the government to construct an intermodal ter-

minal to the east of Kaunas city centre and on the “Rail 

Baltica” corridor. 

Following detailed discussions with the various stake-

holders (including the Commission), the Lithuanian 

government decided that the terminal would be con-

structed at Palemonas close to the junction where the 

east/west mainline from Kaliningrad to Vilnius crosses 

the north/south “Rail Baltica” route. However the Kaunas 

Economic Free Zone at Karmeleva (including the airport 

and the air freight centre) would also form part of this 

intermodal terminal and would have to be linked to the 

“Rail Baltica” corridor by a short branch line initially using 

1,520 mm Russian gauge track. This decision to combine 

both centres in one intermodal terminal is very logical in 

order to ensure economic viability and the Coordinator 

therefore supports the government decision.

2.4.4. The situation in Poland: In 2010, the delay in the 

implementation of the first phase of modernisation of 

the section Warsaw-Tłuszcz (Sadowne) was a matter of 

concern.  However, the Coordinator was encouraged by 

the agreement of the Polish authorities to agree in the 

MoU to continue their commitment to complete this 

section of the works within the time frame. The Polish 

authorities also decided formally in 2010 to reroute the 

line through Ełk thus avoiding the environmentally sen-

sitive Rospuda valley.  

They explained to the Coordinator that their vision for 

the Polish rail network (apart from the high speed sec-

tions) is for a general upgrading of the existing tracks, 

which would include the “Rail Baltica” sections.  In fact, 

the line from Warsaw to Białystok complies with the 

current objectives as the operating speed exceeds 120 

km/h. The Polish authorities have also confirmed that 

they will have to build a new line between Ełk and the 

Lithuanian border to connect with the Baltic countries’ 

sections of the “Rail Baltica”. However, this would only be 

planned for the next Financial Perspective (2014-2020) 

and would be in parallel with any decision by the Baltic 

states to go ahead with the plan for a new higher speed 

direct line (as mentioned above). 

2.5. The environment

It has always been made clear by the Coordinator that 

while rail provides intrinsic environmental improve-

ments (sustainability, low carbon emission, small land 

purchase demand etc.) any new construction involving 

“Rail Baltica” should still have environmental considera-

tions as a priority.  Environmental impact assessments 

are in any case mandatory for all EU financed projects 

and all the partner countries must be aware of this.  

The main environmental issue in the region during  

2005-2009 has been the continuing controversy over the 

building of the “Via Baltica” bypass system in the Rospu-

da river valley in north eastern Poland (Podlaskie pre-

fecture). However with the 2011 decision of the Polish 

authorities to redirect the “Rail Baltica” in Poland via Ełk 

thereby avoiding the environmental issues relating to 

the Rospuda, the issue is much simplified. 

The new route will cross the Natura 2000 protected area 

(as it already does) of the Biebrza river valley. However, 

as this involves only an existing single track railway line 

which is already fully electrified, with a wide cleared 

band on either side, there seems to be no significant en-

vironmental impact on the line being designated as part 
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of “Rail Baltica”. If ever the line should be extended to a 

double track system, then environmental impact stud-

ies would be required. There is already a double bridge 

over the Biebrza, thus new construction would be very 

limited.

In any event the “Rail Baltica” can be a main transporter 

of heavy freight, easing the environmental impact by 

taking freight off the region’s road network. The Com-

mission and the Coordinator believe that the environ-

mental element is vital to the development of a success-

ful project. 

2.6. Freight service developments

There has been unfortunately a decline in freight serv-

ices in the region with the discontinuing of the Navirail 

freight ferry operation  between Helsinki and Tallinn. The 

Lithuanian/Belarus/Ukrainian joint container venture Vi-

king Line operating from Odessa to Klaipeda however is 

continuing and it is understood that new freight serv-

ices between Sestokai and Berlin will be starting soon.  

However activity and initiative remains high on freight 

carrying activities on the various east-west corridors in 

the three Baltic states.

2.7. New passenger services 

The Estonian government remains keen to start new rail 

passenger services in the Baltic states as soon as is prac-

tical. The vision of Estonia - incidentally shared by the 

Coordinator - is that the “Rail Baltica” project needs to be 

given a recognisable character for consumers and pro-

spective travellers by providing a modern, reasonably 

priced and comfortable method of travel between the 

main Baltic cities and Poland. To fulfil these ambitions, 

new multiple train units would be required. A service 

could initially be considered between Riga and Tallinn, 

which has the highest passenger potential. The Coor-

dinator remains ready to assist in any initiatives to be 

taken by the partner countries to start new passenger 

services in the region.

2.8. Financing

Financing for the future will depend a great deal on the 

outcome of the negotiations for the next Multi-annual 

Financial Framework. If the ambitious Commission pro-

posal for an increase in EU infrastructure and research 

spending is maintained following discussions within 

the budgetary authority, then possibilities for new and 

ambitious projects will be improved.  However any new 

projects (such as the proposed new higher speed Euro-

pean gauge line) will still require considerable invest-

ments from the Member States concerned in a period 

of continuing economic challenges. Therefore, imagina-

tive solutions will have to be found to spread the cost 

of projects. The Coordinator believes for example that 

the way to finance a modern passenger service between 

the major Baltic cities and Poland is through the setting 

up of an international company having as its principal 

shareholders the main railway operators of the partner 

countries.  In this way both costs and responsibilities for 

running the service could be shared.

2.9. The “Rail Baltica” Development Corridor

Developments in the initiative of the Baltic Metropoles 

Network (which includes the cities of Helsinki, Tallinn, 

Kaunas, Białystok, Warsaw as well as Łódź, Poznan, Berlin 

and St. Petersburg) to create a “Rail Baltica” Development 

Corridor continued throughout the period, culminating 

in a kick-off conference in Helsinki on 9-10 June 2011.  

In his keynote speech at the meeting, European Com-

mission Vice-President Siim Kallas said that there was a 

need to form a permanent independent collaboration 

platform that brings together all relevant stakeholders 

to push the “Rail Baltica” project and develop the trans-

port sector. Cooperation mechanisms should involve 

transport ministries, transnational financial institutions, 

cities along “Rail Baltica” route and other countries that 

benefit from the route. (The RBGC creates a cooperation 

platform: the “Rail Baltica Transport Forum” to enhance 

interaction and policy dialogue between high-level 

decision makers in the field of transport and regional 

development within the Baltic Sea region. The “Rail Bal-

tica Transport Forum” is working to create a “Rail Baltica 

Growth Strategy”, which communicates perspectives 

and challenges of transport and economic develop-

ment, and gives direct input for local and regional devel-

opment plans. The strategy strives to observe the needs 

of both the transport sector and customers in line with 

the Green Corridor principles. The RBGC invites cities, 

regions, transport sector, and ministries to build a com-

mon action plan to gain momentum to the introduction 

of a truly transnational, customer-friendly, effective and 

sustainable “Rail Baltica” connection.)
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2.10. Work objectives for 2011-2012

The main objectives for coordination of the “Rail Baltica” 

project in the next year will be: 

• monitoring the current work programmes for the up-

grading of the existing track in Lithuania and Latvia

• encouraging planning to begin on the Polish sec-

tions between Ełk and the Lithuanian border

• assisting the Estonian authorities as they explore the 

possibilities of setting up a new passenger service. 

However the key objective will be to assist the partner 

countries in coming to a decision on whether to take the 

next step in planning for the construction of a new high-

er speed European gauge line from Tallinn to the Polish 

border. 

3. Conclusions and recommendations

With some reservations, the Coordinator can report 

progress this year.  This progress comes in parallel with  

the announcement of the revision of the TEN-T Guide-

lines and the creation of the Connecting Europe Facility 

as new policy proposals by the Commission on 19 Octo-

ber. The two new Regulations proposed (which will now 

have to be subject to the co-decision procedure) amend 

the  structure of the TEN-T for the period until 2030 us-

ing the concept of a Core Network devised by the Com-

mission of main EU Corridors connecting the most vital 

axes in Europe.  This “Core” will be superimposed over a 

“Comprehensive Network”(which should be completed 

by 2050) as laid down at national level by the Member 

States themselves. 

The Corridors created by the new structure will ex-

tend across national boundaries and be truly in-

ternational in character. The Corridors will also  

be very long and link all of Europe. The “Rail Baltica” cor-

ridor will now  form the backbone of Core Network Cor-

ridor No 1, the “Baltic-Adriatic Corridor” linking Tallinn 

with Venice, Bologna and Ravenna via Poland, the Czech 

Republic and Austria. As far as the work to upgrade the 

existing alignment is concerned, in Estonia the work is 

virtually complete. Remaining work includes some sec-

ond track to be laid and passing loops created on the 

Tallinn-Tapa-Tartu section. 

In Latvia, the Coordinator hopes that the authorities will 

be able to catch up on the two year break in the work 

caused by the economic crisis so that the average op-

erating speed of 120 km/h can be achieved by 2014. In 

Lithuania, it is hoped that the work of installing the dual 

gauge sections from the Polish border to Kaunas can be 

speeded up with the same aim in view. In Poland, it is 

hoped that studies can be started on the upgrading of 

the track from Białystok to Ełk and the construction of a 

new line from Ełk via Suwałki to the Lithuanian border. 

Meanwhile the Coordinator intends to encourage the 

partner countries to move to a decision on whether or 

not to construct the new line in the light of the revision 

of the Guidelines, the creation of the Core Network and 

the fact that  more funds should now be available for 

transport infrastructure in the next Multi-Annual Finan-

cial Framework, it being understood that the costings of 

such a venture would be spread over two MFF’s.

However he wishes to draw attention to the fact that 

while the costs of such a project in the 7 years of the 

next MFF (2014-2020) are relatively low (as they concern 

preliminary studies and design work), from 2020 con-

struction should begin and for the following four years  

costs will be high.  Given the low population of the Baltic 

States (7 million total) the cohesion finance available will 

remain relatively limited and therefore the Coordinator 

urges the EU to devise additional methods of financing 

the project during the construction phase.  

This is particularly important if the vision of Core Net-

work Corridor No. 1 “Baltic - Adriatic Corridor” is to be 

achieved. Also the Coordinator believes that it is very im-

portant to organise an information campaign to inform 

and illustrate the project to the citizens of Poland and 

the Baltic States.  This campaign should explain the stra-

tegic, economic, environmental and transport benefits 

of a new 1,435 mm “Rail Baltica.”

The Coordinator stands ready to do everything in his 

power to assist and advise the partner countries during 

the coming period and stresses the following:

• At a time when the entire  TEN-T structure is being re-

drawn, it is essential that the Baltic states are ready to 

present a project that complies with the vision for the 

Core Network and above all fundamentally improves 

the links between the Baltic region and the rest of the 

Single Market .

• It is important that the four partner countries push 

ahead with their track upgrading work during the re-

maining period of this Financial Perspective so as to 

ensure that the medium term aim of a network with 

an operating speed of 120 km/h is achieved.

• It is also important that the European gauge is com-

pleted to Kaunas before 2014.

• The strategic changes that continue to take place 
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in the region mean that it continues to be vital that 

the Baltic states and Poland should be linked by high 

quality transport (and eventually energy) links in the 

interests of Baltic solidarity and EU cohesion.

• Clearly there is a need to start passenger services 

from Tallinn to Warsaw with modern, efficient and 

fast trains. This will give the wider public the impres-

sion that “Rail Baltica” is not just an economic and po-

litical project, but also supplies a real service to the 

citizens of Poland and the Baltic states.

In conclusion, the Coordinator feels that 2011-2012 will 

be an important moment for the partner countries to 

take the strategic decisions for the future of the Baltic 

region transport network in the light of the changes of 

the structure of the TEN-T network.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP28: “Eurocaprail” on the Brussels-Luxembourg-Strasbourg railway axis
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

EuroCap-Rail modernisation de l’axe ferroviaire Bruxelles-Luxembourg Belgium €26.5

EuroCap-Rail modernisation de l’axe 3 Bruxelles-Luxembourg-Strasbourg Luxembourg €3.5

TOTAL €30.0

Member States involved: Belgium, France, Luxemburg

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

1,346.27 234.75 6.1 0 0 17.4% 434.62 30.55 0 0 32.3%

Estimated completion date: 2018

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

242.53 13.65 0 0 18% 434.37 32.3% 0 0%

235
(17%)

669
(50%)

694
(52%)

912
(68%)

1,346
(100%)

0
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Estimated investment Foreseen investment
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

77 km
(19.3%)

294 km
(74%)

26 km
(6.6%)
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Completed by the end of 2009 Ongoing To start between 2011-2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 397 km
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Summary

PP28, Eurocaprail, comprises 397 km of high speed and 

conventional rail lines between Belgium, Luxembourg 

and France. It is intended to improve connections be-

tween the North Sea and southern countries via Bel-

gium, Luxembourg, eastern France and Switzerland. The 

Eurocaprail project also aims to connect the three capi-

tals of the European Union (Brussels, Luxembourg and 

Strasbourg) through a high performance rail link.

The project includes the upgrading of the existing line 

from Brussels to the Luxembourg border in order to 

reach 160 km/h between Ottignies and Luxembourg. It 

also aims to modernise and convert the Eurocaprail line 

in Luxembourg.

The Baudrecourt Strasbourg section also coincides with 

the second phase of LGV Est in France. This high speed 

line is currently under construction. In the Baudrecourt 

Luxembourg border section, works were already com-

pleted with the section becoming operational in 2007 at 

the same time as the Paris-Baudrecourt line.

The Belgian authorities chose a scenario with a reference 

speed of 160 km/h, double electrification system (direct 

current of 3 kV and alternating current of 25 kV) and 

ERTMS signalling system level 1. The total cost under the 

improved basic scenario amounts to €566 million (2005 

prices).

The ongoing modernisation and upgrading works on 

the Eurocaprail section in Belgium and Luxembourg are 

due to be completed by 2018.

 

1. Introduction

The Eurocaprail, comprising 397 km of high speed lines 

between Belgium, Luxembourg and France, comple-

ments PP4 and PP17, the ‘Magistrale for Europe’ linking 

Paris and Bratislava, and PP24 linking three major ports 

of the European Union.

By reducing travel times and improving the accessibility 

of the regions involved, the Eurocaprail axis offers new 

opportunities in terms of passenger mobility and eco-

nomic development of the regions connected by the 

axis.

Priority Project 28
“Eurocaprail” on the Brussels-Luxembourg-Strasbourg railway axis

The Eurocaprail axis comprises:

• 190 km of line to be upgraded/adapted between 

Brussels and Luxembourg

• 40 km of line to be upgraded/adapted in Luxem-

bourg

• 80 kme of line to be upgraded/adapted between Lux-

embourg, Metz and Baudrecourt (section of PP4)

• 107 km of new high speed line between Baudrecourt 

(Moselle) and Strasbourg (section of PP17 and the 

French LGV Est)

Length of the rail network (km)

2. Socio-economic impact of the project

The Eurocaprail network involves countries (France, Bel-

gium and Luxembourg) whose per capita gross national 

income is above 90% of the EU average. Therefore, the 

Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund cannot be con-

sidered in the framework of the convergence objective. 

In this context, TEN-T funds remain the most important 

source for co-financing of projects in regions with a nor-

mal economic performance.

The Eurocaprail axis is a key factor in the development 

policies pursued by socio-economic players and lo-

cal authorities. Being incorporated in regional projects 

along the line, the Eurocaprail axis accompanies and 

promotes the dynamic development of territories and 

regions which have undergone significant economic 

changes resulting from deindustrialisation and a rather 

negative brand image.

The Eurocaprail project will be a mixed line (passengers 

and freight), bringing substantial reductions in travel 

times between the three countries and regions con-

cerned and attracting passengers away from roads.
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Length of lines 
in use (km)

Amount  
electrified

High speed rail 
network (km)

EU27 215,439 107,373 (49.8%) 5,427

BE 3,544 2,977 (84.0%) 320

FR 29,286 14,765 (50.4%) 1,893

LU 275 262 (95.3%) 0
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3. Infrastructure development by country

The development and state of implementation of the 

project is as follows:

Belgium

The competent authorities have examined three sce-

narios for the section of the Eurocaprail axis on Belgian 

territory: 

Scenario 1 (basic scenario): The SNCB project envisages 

upgrading the existing line to reach 160 km/h between 

Ottignies and Namur, passing through Gembloux station 

at 140 km/h compared to the current 80 km/h, increas-

ing the speed to 160 km/h between Namur and Ciney 

(130 km/h in Assesse) and sections at 140, 150 and 160 

km/h between Libramont and Luxembourg. The cost of 

the works for implementing scenario 1 is €366 million.

Scenario 2: In addition to the upgrading described 

above, scenario 2 envisages a new high speed line be-

tween Ciney and Libramont with the cost of the works 

estimated at €1,030 million.

Scenario 3: This envisages 200 km/h between Ottignies 

and Namur, 160 to 200 km/h between Namur and Ciney, 

a new line at 300 km/h between Ciney and Libramont 

and 160 to 200 km/h between Libramont and Luxem-

bourg, with the cost of works estimated at €1,794 mil-

lion.

The SNCB reviewed the three scenarios, and after taking 

into account the costs and advantages of the various op-

tions, it chose to improve the current infrastructure with-

out constructing a high speed line. The Walloon Region 

is involved in the works by means of pre-financing.

In fact, the ongoing modernisation and upgrading work 

on the Eurocaprail section in Belgium to allow trains to 

run at a speed of 160 km/h is to be completed by 2018. 

The total costs for the improved basic scenario amount 

to €566 million (2005 prices).

 

Luxembourg

Modernisation and upgrading work on the Luxembourg 

section of Eurocaprail to allow trains to run at a speed of 

160 km/h is due to be completed by 2018. 

A 10 minute saving could be achieved in Luxembourg, 

in particular, as the Luxembourg main station (180° turn) 

is no longer served. International trains stop at the new 

train station at Cessange.

France

Baudrecourt-Luxembourg border section

The works on this section were completed and it be-

came operational in 2007, at the same time as the Paris-

Baudrecourt line.

Baudrecourt-Strasbourg section

This 107 km section coincides with the second phase of 

LGV Est in France and will be a new high speed line.

An initial agreement for €94 million was signed in 2007 

in order to finance the preparatory works for the con-

struction of the second phase. The agreement financed 

the necessary land acquisitions, network displacement 

and archaeological excavations.

 

The financing agreement for the works of the second 

phase was signed in 2009. The costs of the project are 

estimated at €2.01 billion and it is expected to become 

operational in March 2016. The density of engineering 

structures will be roughly equivalent to that of the first 

phase: in addition to the Saverne tunnel, they include 

the construction of 91 highway bridges, four rail cross-

ings, two river crossings of rivers and four flying/burrow-

ing junctions.

4. Financial aspects

The EU supports the implementation of the TEN-T 

projects through several Union financial instruments, as 

well as loans from the European Investment Bank. 

The subsidies, in particular under the TEN-T budget line, 

Cohesion Fund and European Structural Funds for de-

velopment, play an important role both in the prepara-

tion of TEN-T projects and the launching stage. Subsidies 
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Area 1,000 Km2 Population  
(Million)

GDP per capita

EU27 4,323 495.57 100

BE 30.5 (0.70%) 10.58 (2.13%) 120

FR 544 (12.58%) 61.54 (12.42%) 111

LU 2.6 (0.06%) 0.484 (0.097%) 266

EU3 577.1 (13.34%) 72.604 (14.64%)

Eurocaprail Length (in km)

Brussels-Luxembourg border 170 (line to be upgraded)

Luxembourg 40 (line to be upgraded)

Baudrecourt-Luxembourg 
border 

80 (line upgraded)

Baudrecourt-Strasbourg 107 (new line)
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are allocated to studies (feasibility, complete technical 

or environmental, and costly geological explorations), 

helping to overcome difficulties of the project during 

both the planning and works phase.

PP28 involves regions which do not benefit from Struc-

tural Funds. Therefore, significant co-financing of the 

project is ensured by the TEN-T budget. A key issue is to 

rationalise EU subsidies by allocating them to projects 

with high European added value. The TEN-T budget is 

used to co-finance some of the works under this project.

5. Technical and operational aspects

Operating speed

The 300 km of new line (Baudrecourt-Strasbourg) for 

the Eurocaprail axis will be built for a nominal (poten-

tial) speed of 350 km/h. Commercial services will at first 

be operated by TGV trains at a maximum speed of 320 

km/h.  For the other sections a speed of 160 km/h is pos-

sible.

Interoperability

Interoperability is a system of standards (supported by 

infrastructures and rolling stock) that aims to allow any 

type of train meeting these standards to run on an inter-

operable infrastructure.

The line will be fitted with high frequency track circuits 

and track-train communication. Moreover, it will be 

equipped with ETCS and GSM-R, components of the Eu-

ropean rail traffic management system (ERTMS).

For conformity reasons, the line will also be equipped 

with the conventional signalling system which allows 

conventional stock not equipped with the ERTMS system 

to operate on the line.

Operability

Four options are to be considered for this line:

• The use of conventional rolling stock suitable for op-

erating at 160 km/h.

• The extension of the TGV Est Strasbourg-Luxembourg 

to Brussels.

• The extension of Swiss IC trains at a speed of 200 

km/h from Basel to Strasbourg, Luxembourg and at a 

speed of 160 km/h from Luxembourg to Brussels.

• The extension of tilting trains of the SBB fleet to Bel-

gium via Strasbourg, Luxembourg and Brussels.

At the same time, the SNCB has initiated meetings with 

potential partners (CFL, SNCF and SBB) to explore their 

interest in participating in the technical and economic 

studies on the subject. The technical studies are to en-

able evaluation of the performance of various types of 

rolling stock, mainly the speeds that are possible with 

the infrastructure and the resulting travel time. After 

these studies, it should be possible to evaluate the fea-

sibility of the various alternatives, including that relating 

to tilting trains. With the planned upgradings and invest-

ments, the first three options would be possible. For tilt-

ing trains, the potentially necessary adaptations will be 

reviewed in a joint working group of SNCB and Infrabel.

6. Conclusions

• The overall investment envisaged in SNCB’s 2001-

2012 multi-annual investment plan on the Brussels-

Luxembourg axis is €366 million.

• Scenario 2, which includes the investment in Lux-

embourg, the SNCB basic project (scenario 1) and 

the new Ciney-Libramont line, would allow for a 43 

minute reduction in travel time by using TGV rolling 

stock at 300 km/h, resulting in a commercial journey 

between Brussels-Luxembourg and Luxembourg-

Cessange of 1h30 min.

• The internal profitability rate (railway company + rail-

way infrastructure manager), including external costs 

and based on a doubling of the market share of rail 

transport between 2010 and 2015 (reduced journey 

times, improved quality of service, progressive satu-

ration of the railway infrastructure) is 7.7%.

• Scenario 2 has the best cost/quality relationship, 

but requires additional funding to the tune of €664 

million from the Belgian side. This scenario involves 

investment of €215 million on Luxembourg territory 

and an investment of €1,030 million on Belgian terri-

tory, making a total of €1,245 million.

In fact, the Belgian authorities chose the basic scenario 

including a reference speed of 160 km/h with a double 

electrification system (direct current of 3 kV and alter-

nating current of 25 kV) and ERTMS signalling system 

level 1. The total cost under the improved basic scenario 

amounts to €566 million (2005 prices).

The ongoing modernisation and upgrading works on 
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the Eurocaprail section in Belgium and Luxembourg are 

due to be completed by 2018.
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Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP29: Railway axis of the Ionian/Adriatic intermodal corridor
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

Railway line between Antirrio and Ioannina, studies for designing of the new line Antirrio-
Ioannina

Greece €21.5

Studies for standardisation and upgrading design for the existing Patras-Pyrgos-Kalamata 
railway

Greece €15.5

TOTAL €37.0

Member States involved: Greece

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

4,166.35 47.25 0.51 0 0 1.1% 15.77 0.99 0 0 0.4%

Estimated completion date: 2020

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030 
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

56.33 21.5 0 0 1.4% 4,047 97.1% 0 0%

47
(1%)
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(2%)
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(3%)
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(100%)
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

598 km
(100%)
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To start after 2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 598 km
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Summary

These new rail links are founded on Greece’s geographi-

cal position at the crossroads between Europe, Africa 

and Asia. The two interlinked routes will increase the 

capacity for intermodal links between sea and rail trans-

port by connecting the major ports in Greece with each 

other, and with the main rail routes to the rest of Europe. 

Connections between the rail networks of southeastern 

Europe (Greece, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-

donia, Bulgaria and Turkey) will become easier and more 

efficient.

The new line for the Kalampaka-Ioannina-Igoumenitsa 

section is single line of normal gauge (1,435 mm), with 

a speed up to 160 km/h and maximum longitudinal gra-

dient of 20‰. The line will be electrified and equipped 

with bi-directional signalling, ΕTCS-level 1, telecom-

manding and GSM-R. The beginning of works is envis-

aged for 2018.

For the Ioannina-Antirrio section, the new line to be con-

structed starts at the eastern part of Antirrio and finishes 

at Ioannina connecting with the planned Igoumenitsa-

Kalampaka railway line, and has a speed of 100 km/h. 

The time of design phase completion is estimated for 

2015, with the beginning of works envisaged for 2020.

For the Patras-Pyrgos-Kalamata section, the project in-

cludes the upgrading and the standardisation of the 

existing metric gauge railway line. The time of design 

phase completion is estimated for 2015, while the be-

ginning of works is envisaged for 2018.

The delay in the forecasted start dates of the projects, as 

compared to last year’s PP29 report, is due to the adverse 

financial conditions prevailing in the Greek economy.

General appreciation

PP29 is taken forward in regions which benefit from 

Structural Funds. Consequently, the Structural Funds and 

the Cohesion Fund will ensure significant co-financing of 

this project. However, the Operational Programme “Im-

proving Accessibility” produced within the framework of 

the National Reference Strategic Framework for Greece 

(2007-2013) does not foresee financial support for this 

TEN-T project. Therefore, the financing of this project 

is considered difficult. The TEN-T budget 2007-2013 co-

finances some of the studies relating to this project.

Priority Project 29
Railway axis of the Ionian/Adriatic intermodal corridor

1. Introduction

This axis will complete the railway infrastructure in 

northern Greece, allowing the operation of the so-called 

Egnatia railway axis. It will significantly increase the ca-

pacity of the rail network to efficiently accommodate in-

tra-EU and international transport flows towards central 

European markets which are currently served by road 

and long-distance maritime transport. Improved inter-

modal operation along the Adriatic-Ionian corridor will 

create significant time and cost savings for cargo tran-

sit and will encourage the use of sustainable modes of 

transport.

The first rail line, which will connect with existing infra-

structure, will create a high quality and environmentally 

friendly “land bridge” between the port of Igoumenitsa 

(on the Adriatic Sea) and Thessaloniki, Volos, Alexan-

droupoli and Piraeus (the major hub of the eastern Medi-

terranean). 

The second line will connect the four Greek ports of the 

Adriatic-Ionian corridor (Patras, Igoumenitsa, Kalamata 

and Astakos).

 

2. Socio-economic context

The Priority Project runs through a country whose Gross 

National Income per inhabitant is less than 90% of the 

European Union average. The Structural and Cohesion 

Funds aim to reduce Greece’s economic and social short-

fall, as well as to stabilise its economy. 

They support action in the framework of the conver-

gence objective. In this context, both the Cohesion Fund 

and the Structural Funds will remain a major source of 

funding for TEN-T projects in regions with weaker eco-

nomic performance.

Journey times will be drastically cut by the construction 

of the axis. It will directly benefit most of the population 

living in the cities along the Priority Project, accelerating 

economic and regional development. In addition, long 

distance freight journeys will benefit from improved 

links to central Europe and the rest of the EU, providing 

more reliable transport for the entire region.

Considerable efforts have been made at design stage to 

minimise the environmental impact of construction.
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3. Infrastructure developments

The status and the developments along PP29 can be de-

scribed as follows:

3.1. Section A - Kalampaka-Ioannina-Igoumenitsa

This section begins at Kalampaka with the connection to 

the existing railway line of Volos-Palaiofarsalos-Kalam-

paka. Sections A and B run on the same track from Ka-

lampaka to the Chani Mourgani technical station where 

they separate. The line ends at Igoumenitsa after pass-

ing through very difficult morphology with many tun-

nels and bridges. At Igoumenitsa two stations have been 

constructed: the terminal on the inside the port of Igou-

menitsa and the mixed terminal (passenger and freight) 

located a few kilometres outside the port.

3.2. Section B - Kalampaka-Siatista-Kozani

As mentioned above, this line begins after the technical 

station of Chani Mourgani and heads to Kozani to con-

nect to the existing Kozani-Thessaloniki line, where a 

freight station is planned outside Kozani) – allowing the 

further possibility of travelling on to Athens, Volos or Al-

exandroupolis.

Study status for Sections A and B

The technical studies have been separated into A phase 

studies and B phase studies. The A phase studies consist 

of the alignment, hydraulic, rural surveyor, environmen-

tal, geological and geotechnical works and studies (until 

the final study). The B phase studies are composed of the 

structural, geological, geotechnical and electromechani-

cal (if needed) studies for the technical works.

In Section A, the A phase studies have almost been com-

pleted, while the B phase studies are half way to comple-

tion. Completion is estimated for 2013, and the begin-

ning of works is envisaged for 2018.

For Section B, the A phase studies are half complete 

while the B phase studies are about one-third complete, 

with completion estimated for 2014. The beginning of 

works is envisaged for 2018.

Characteristics

All the lines are single lines of normal gauge (1435 mm). 

They have a minimum speed of 160 km/h or higher and 

the maximum longitudinal gradient is 20‰. The line will 

be electrified and equipped with bi-directional signal-

ing, ΕTCS-level 1, telecommanding and GSM-R.

3.3. Section C- Ioannina-Antirrio 

The new line to be constructed starts at the eastern 

part of Antirrio and terminates at Ioannina, connecting 

with the planned railway line Igoumenitsa-Kalampaka. 

The design speed will be 100 km/h. The first part of the 

studies concerning the two individual geographical sec-

tions into which the overall line Ioannina-Antirrio will be 

divided includes the update of the conceptual studies, 

environmental impact preliminary study, topographical 

studies, preliminary study for the railway line alignment 

and hydraulic works, geological studies and the update 

- according to most recent data - of the feasibility study 

of the northern part of PP29.  This phase will be tendered 

in 2011, with the design phase completion estimated for 

2015. The beginning of works is envisaged for 2020.

3.4. Section Patras-Pyrgos-Kalamata

The project includes the upgrading and the standardisa-

tion of the existing metric gauge railway line in the sec-

tions Patras-Pyrgos-Alfios-Olympia and Alfios-Kiparissia-

Kalamata, including local alignment improvements. For 

the elimination of level crossings in selected locations, 

the road network will be restored along the railway line, 

including the side road network where necessary and 

the intersecting road network, with grade-separated 

and locked level crossings. The new railway line will be 

single-track, standard gauge and will allow speeds of 

160 km/h. Its overall length will be approximately 284 

km. 

Study status

The design is planned to be performed in two phases for 

each section. For the first section Patras-Pyrgos-Alfios-

Olympia, the first phase of the design is currently being 

undertaken and is planned to be finished at the end of 

2011. The design phase of the second section Alfios-Ki-

parissia-Kalamata is planned to be tendered in 2011. The 

design phase completion is estimated for 2015, with the 

beginning of works envisaged for 2018.
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Sections Length 
(Km)

Construction 
costs  
(€ million)

A. Kalampaka-
Igoumenitsa

157.8 New line 2,360

B. Kalampaka-
Kozani

95.7 New line 1,060

C. Ioannina-
Antirio

214.5 New line 970

D. Rio-Kalamata 284.0 Rehabilita-
tion of exist-
ing line

579

Total 752.0 4,969
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The delay in the planned start dates of the projects, as 

compared to last year’s PP report, is due to the adverse 

financial conditions prevailing in the Greek economy.

4. Financial aspects

The European Union supports TEN-T implementation 

with several Union financial instruments and with loans 

from the European Investment Bank.

Grants, in particular under the TEN-T budget line and 

the Cohesion and European Development Funds, play 

a major role in project preparation and implementation 

phases. Grants are allocated to the works phase and to 

studies (from feasibility studies to comprehensive tech-

nical or environmental studies and costly geological ex-

plorations), helping to overcome early stage project dif-

ficulties. A key issue for future implementation of TEN-T 

policy is how to best rationalise the allocation of grants 

and link it to the European added-value of the project in 

order to ensure the best value for EU money.

5. Western railway axis characteristics

6. General appreciation

PP29 is located in regions which benefit from the use of 

Structural Funds. Consequently, significant co-financing 

of the Priority Project will be ensured by the Structural 

Funds and the Cohesion Fund. Financial support from 

the TEN-T budget is used to cofinance some of the stud-

ies relating to this project.

The Operational Programme “Improving Accessibility” 

produced within the framework of the National Refer-

ence Strategic Framework for Greece (2007-2013) does 

not foresee any financial support for this TEN-T project.

European Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 (in € million)
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Railway line Single line, normal gauge (1,435 m)

Max speed (>) = 160 km/h

Longitudinal max gradi-
ent

20‰

 Electrification

 Telecomanding

 Bi- directional signaling

Transport Infrastructure EU Contribution National Contribution Total Public Contribution

EL 3,700 1,276 4,976
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Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt

Completion Date

Priority sections

Trans-European transport network. Achievement of the Priority projects

Completed
Completed in 2010
Works ongoing
Works to start between 2011 and 2013
Works to start after 2013 
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PP30: Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 financed by the TEN-T programme under the 2007-2013 
financial perspective
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support  
(in million) 

The Seine-Scheldt Inland Waterway Network: cross-border section between Compiègne and 
Ghent

Belgium, France €420.2

Study of the navigability of the Upper-Seascheldt and the Southern Ghent Ring Canal for 
class Va motor vessels (1500-3000 tonnage)

Belgium €1.0

Studies for the construction of three locks on the Upper-Scheldt Belgium €3.0

Recalibrage de la Deûle au gabarit 3,000 tonnes entre Sequedin et Deûlémont France €1.6

TOTAL €425.7

Member States involved: Belgium, France

Total costs in € 
million

Investment until end 2009 in € million

Completion 
status 2009

Investment 2010 in € million (estimated)

Completion 
status 2010

Total 
invested

Of which Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB TEN-T budget
Structural /  
Cohesion

EIB

4,540.22 152.41 46.81 0 0 3.4% 121.04 9.61 0 0 2.7%

Estimated completion date: 2017

Investment 2011-2013 in € million (foreseen)

Completion 
status  

2011-2013

Investment 2014-2020  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2014-2020 
as % of total  
investment

Investment 2021-2030  
in € million (foreseen)

Investment 2021-
2030 as % of total  

investment

Total 
invested

Of which

TEN-T budget
Structural / 
Cohesion

EIB

1,702.88 134.52 0 0 37.5% 2,563.89 56.5% 0 0%

152
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(18%)
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(44%)
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(100%)
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Cumulative investment (€ million)

156 km
(41.1%)

224 km
(58.9%)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Ongoing To start between 2011-2013

Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 380 km
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1. Summary 

Four years ago, infrastructure projects were launched for 

the realisation of sustainable navigability between the 

basins of rivers Seine, Scheldt, Meuse, Rhine, Main and 

Danube. 

The associated projects have been administratively sep-

arated into the two Priority Projects 18 and 30, but actu-

ally form a continuum from the Atlantic Ocean and the 

Black Sea, crossing the whole of Europe from the north-

west to southeast.

The past four years have been mostly dedicated to stud-

ies and environmental impact assessments, but also to 

wider and more overarching initiatives aiming to build 

a common understanding and raise awareness of the 

great potential that inland waterways transport (IWT) 

represents for the Trans European Transport Network 

(TEN-T) as a whole.

With respect to environmental protection, a major 

achievement is certainly represented by the consolida-

tion of the Joint Statement Guiding Principles for the 

Development of Inland Navigation and Environmental 

Protection in the Danube River Basin adopted by the 

Danube Commission1, ICPDR2 and the International 

SAVA River Basin Commission3 in January 2008. On the 

basis of this Principle, the “Draft Manual on Integrated 

Planning of Inland Waterways Transport Projects” has 

1 Danube Commission (DC) Members are Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Serbia, Slovakia, Romania, Russia and 
Ukraine.

2 International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River, 
ICPDR Members include Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Romania, Ser-
bia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine and the European Commission.

3 International Sava River Basin Commission (ISRBC) Members are 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia

Priority Project 30
Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt

been achieved within the remits of PLATINA project4.

This represents a milestone in the relations between all 

stakeholders in planning infrastructure projects for in-

land waterway transport, keeping into account the en-

tire environmental legislation. 

On the economic contribution that inland waterways 

transport can provide to the overall transport system, 

it has become more and more clear that not only pure 

transport aspects are the asset of inland waterways, but 

a wide range of other activities that are associated to 

water management in a region, including agricultural 

purposes, land developments, water reservoirs as well as 

tourist attractions.

The growing awareness of inland waterways transport’s  

great potential  has driven further investigations towards 

an even greener characteristic of this mode of transport 

through the development of new engines, light oils or 

implementing operational tools such as River Informa-

tion Services (RIS) to lessen the impact on the rivers’ liv-

ing habitat.

RIS can ensure safer and more efficient operations, 

through careful trip planning and taking into account 

weather, traffic and freight management conditions.

 

Progress is never linear: important events such as the 

Seine-Scheldt’s competitive dialogue launch last April, 

may be overshadowed by other difficulties such as 

changing political climates or unresolved issues.

This Annual Report has been structured to give an over-

view of the achievements during last twelve months as 

well as the difficulties encountered and that deserve 

further attention. Environmentally sustainable but also 

economically sound, inland waterways is not just a cor-

ridor, but an opportunity for regional growth and im-

provement. 

2. Priority Project 18: Waterways axis Rhine/Meuse-

Main-Danube

This long corridor, connecting the Belgian basin of the 

Meuse to the Black Sea through the German Rhine and 

Main rivers and the international Danube river has been 

4 PLATINA is the European Commission research activity for the 
implementation of the NAIADES Programme.
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the subject of many developments during the last year, 

not only in terms of progress in studies and works, but 

also in the political arena with new impacting initiatives.

The European Commission launched the European Un-

ion Strategy for the Development of the Danube River 

Basin (EUSDRB). The strategy, which reunites in a single 

action eight EU Member States and six non-EU Member 

States5 whose territories are largely part of the Danube 

river basin, was presented by the Commission on 8 De-

cember 2010 and conclusively endorsed by the Council 

on 24 June 2011.

This initiative addresses all the countries involved - 

whether an EU Member or not - to take an active part 

in its implementation. The strategy is not intended to 

add new legislation, bureaucracy or funding, but make 

appropriate use of existing and/or unspent funding to 

evaluate the pitfalls in current projects and evaluate the 

necessity for further activities for a sound development 

of inland navigation on the Danube and its tributaries.

The associated Action Plan is organised into 11 priority 

areas, each one run by a steering group. The steering 

group for Priority Area 1, on the promotion and develop-

ment of inland waterways transport capacity, is lead by 

the representatives of Austria and Romania. The group 

includes representatives from each country as well as 

national representatives of prominent international 

commissions (ICPDR, ISRBC and Danube Commission). 

The European Commission is also part of each steering 

group and I am represented as Coordinator by my staff.

2.1. Critical cross-border sections and bottlenecks

• Straubing-Vilshofen (Germany)

• East of Vienna (Austria)

• Hungarian sector

• Bulgarian-Romanian common sector

• Calarasi-Braila (Romania)

Border sections are associated with bottlenecks, as dif-

ferent approaches and legislation of the involved coun-

tries may lead to delays and stall progress.

There are no real bottlenecks or critical sections on the 

Meuse-Rhine-Main part of this Priority Project. 

5 EU Member States: Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, 
Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania and non-EU Member 
States: Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Republic of 
Moldova and Ukraine.

Straubing-Vilshofen (Germany)

The first bottleneck entering into the Danube and com-

ing from Rhine-Main Canal, is located between the 

towns of Straubing and Vilshofen in Bavaria. This sec-

tion, located east of Vienna, has been a bottleneck since 

last year as environmental permits were denied and 

a reevaluation of the activities had to be undertaken. 

Downstream, the Hungarian, the common Bulgarian-

Romanian and Calarasi-Braila sections require detailed 

and intensive Environmental Impact Assessments before 

any infrastructural activity can be undertaken to ensure 

navigability conditions. 

The study on Straubing-Vilshofen relevant to the analy-

sis of navigability options and their impact on the living 

habitat are progressing according to the updated sched-

ule: the first Action Status Report (ASR) was delivered to 

the Commission in March 2011 and the completion of 

activities is planned for the end of 2012.

The first part of activities included data collection on ec-

ological aspects (fish, birds, amphibians and vegetation), 

evaluation of water quality aerial surveys and the envi-

ronmental planning report. All of these activities were 

presented and discussed with the monitoring group be-

fore being undertaken.  

This is one of the most relevant results of the Joint 

Statement agreement mentioned earlier: four industry 

experts and four environmental experts, chaired by a 

renowned mediator, meet regularly every month to dis-

cuss the contents of the study and its development.

Before the end of 2011, an interim report on the research 

activities’ early results will be delivered. The research ac-

tivities will focus on the impact of variants independent 

from Variant A and Variant C280, where Variant A entailed 

the construction of minimum structures for flooding 

protection and for sediment containment at the mouth 

of the Isar river, while Variant C280 foresaw the construc-

tion of an underwater weir across the Aicha bend and 

the cutting of the bend for the inclusion of a lock.

A conference in Bavaria is planned for the beginning of 

2012 to disseminate early results and discuss feedback 

as a result of many consultations with the German Fed-

eral Transport Ministry and members of the monitoring 

group.

East of Vienna (Austria)

The study and the pilot project in Deutsch-Altenburg, 
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located east of Vienna and inside the national park that 

is a NATURA 2000 site, is still stalled. Until last year, the 

infrastructure interventions and pilot project were con-

sidered best practice for inland waterways in Europe. 

Last year, the project was stopped as the completion of 

the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was delayed 

due to a lack of the necessary official permits and review 

of the construction costs. This resulted in a re-evaluation 

of the overall costs and an extension of the completion 

date.

Further investigations have been undertaken with the 

support of environmental experts in order to find a solu-

tion that would unblock this stalemate that risks delay-

ing the completion of works until 2022. 

Hungarian sector

The study for the improvement of navigability in the 

Hungarian section of the river is progressing according 

to the schedule, as reported in the Action Status Report 

2011, for a completion by the end of November 2011.

Site measurements, data recording, physical modelling 

and technical engineering, as well as part of the envi-

ronmental issues have been completed for 28 of the 31 

sites that are part of the study. Water management per-

mit design and detailed EIA documentation have been 

transmitted to relevant authorities for 13 of the above-

mentioned sites.

Dissemination and information for the public has been 

extensively carried out through several events and pub-

lic hearings held in 8 locations. A dedicated website (in 

Hungarian with an English section) has been set up to of-

fer news, photos and information to an even wider pub-

lic through the publication of documents, news, pictures 

and contacts.

Bulgarian-Romanian common sector

The feasibility study on the section between Iron Gates I 

and Silistra (rkm 863-375) was approved by the Steering 

Committee in May 2011. The final version of the Environ-

mental Impact Assessment was submitted in March and 

is expected to be finalised by July 2011.

I have been informed that on the Bulgarian side, some 

project sites have been extended and these will require 

new studies to include these areas.

On the Romanian side, a more structured management 

plan on each NATURA2000 site has been requested and 

must be drafted. The Romanian authorities are seeking 

to obtain all of the necessary environmental permits be-

fore launching any tender for the infrastructure works. 

In the next few weeks, it will be clarified if the works will 

start in 2011-2013 or delayed further until after 2014.

Calarasi-Braila (Romania)

In the Calarasi-Braila section, a former ISPA project for 

the rehabilitation of minimum water depth in the main 

Danube branch, dredging, maintenance and structural 

works had to be delayed to allow the setting up of an 

environmental monitoring programme.

This programme has been discussed with the European 

Commission’s Directorate General for Environment with 

environmental stakeholders and was drafted by ICPDR. 

It entails three phases of monitoring at the Bala Branch 

critical point, where a bottom sill is planned to be con-

structed in order to reorient 50% of the stream that flows 

into the side branch towards the main branch. From the 

current 20% of water flow in the main branch, through 

this intervention, it is expected that the flow in the main 

branch will grow to 60% of the total. The river will then 

flow mainly through the original branch.

The monitoring programme will be implemented in 

three phases: a first phase, before any construction 

works are started will include the collection of data con-

cerning, amongst others, air quality, noise monitoring, 

soil quality, water and sediment quality and the monitor-

ing of sturgeon behaviour as part of the intensive cam-

paign for the realisation of a 3D modelling. This will be 

followed by a second phase during the construction of 

the bottom sill and a third one after the ending of con-

struction and for a period of three years.

The first phase was planned to be completed by mid-

August 2011. 75% of data have already been collected 

and 30 sturgeon have been implanted with a transmitter 

to be able to trace their movements during next six years 

of activities. More sturgeon will be implanted in Septem-

ber during the next migration period. The incremental 
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construction phase of the bottom sill is planned to start 

in the autumn.

2.2. Other sections

Maasroute (Netherlands)

Lanaye (Belgium-Netherlands)

Belgian locks

Deggendorf (Germany)

Bratislava (Slovakia)

The above-mentioned projects are not as critical as 

those reported in the previous section, but are never-

theless important for the continuity of the connection 

between river basins.

The upgrade of inland waterways on the Dutch Maas-

route from Class Va to Class Vb has benefited from re-

duced cost, which thus entailed a reduction of the TEN-

T contribution. Although tendering procedures have 

caused a prolongation of the project, the Action Status 

Report has confirmed that it will be completed by 2014.

The Belgian construction of the 225 x 25 m chamber 

navigation lock, service works and the hydroelectric 

power plant east of the existing lock complex in Lanaye 

is suffering from a few months delay. The tendering au-

thority asked the designer to adjust the implementation 

schedule in a way so that there is no impact on the com-

pletion date of 31 March 2015. The tendering authority 

also signed a contract with BEI (Bank of European Invest-

ment) in order to secure the project in case of increased 

budget.

The Belgian project on the Meuse river, which includes a 

study of the lock in Huy at Ampsin-Neuville and the con-

struction of a lock in Flemalle at Ivoz-Ramet, is now back 

on track after having suffered a two-year delay. It will be 

completed by the end of 2015.

The construction of the new bridge in Deggendorf on 

the Danube in Bavaria suffered strong delays during win-

ter 2009-2010. This however did not prevent the overall 

completion of the project in March 2011.

The documentation study for the restructuring of the old 

Bratislava bridge in Slovakia is now about to be complet-

ed after the last green light from the city of Bratislava. 

2.3. Progresses and Delays

As reported earlier, of the wide range of activities, some 

are mature and have reached full maturity if not comple-

tion, like in the case of the Deggendorf Bridge or Brati-

slava bridge studies and the navigability improvements 

in Belgium and the Netherlands.

Other activities are progressing well, although with dif-

ficulties due to non-release of necessary permits (east of 

Vienna and Hungary), prolongation of environmental as-

sessment (Romania in the Calarasi-Braila section) or due 

to mismatch between legislation and consequent delays 

in finalising the feasibility study (Bulgarian-Romanian 

common section). 

The study for the improvement of navigability between 

Straubing and Vilshofen in Bavaria deserves a separate 

mention: the study as such is progressing well and ac-

cording to the schedule reported in the amendment 

approved in 2010. In addition, the monitoring group is 

functioning in an efficient manner, having adopted the 

approach praised within the Joint Statement Principle, 

i.e. the environmental aspects are debated between in-

dustry and environmental experts before being imple-

mented. 

However, there are still some disagreements surfacing 

between the two groups of experts and I recommend 

that the study is completed before any decision on the 

final approach is taken. I also recommend that the fore-

seen traffic forecast analysis is performed as soon as pos-

sible in order to be able to properly evaluate the impact 

of the shift of freight from roads to inland waterways 

transport has on the overall regional traffic. 

2.4. Overall Priority Project appreciation

In general, the projects undertaken within PP18 are fi-

nally progressing well and are starting to offer the pos-

sibility of improving inland navigation on the corridor 

Meuse/Rhine-Main-Danube in a sustainable way, from 

the environmental and the economic points of view.

This year’s progress is not the same in the different sec-

tions, as the issues at stake were very different in nature 

and impact.

Looking at the achievements in the critical bottlenecks, 

we see that:

• The study on the navigability in the section of Straub-

ing-Vilshofen is steadily progressing according to the 

schedule in the investigation of habitat conditions. 

The extensive work performed by the monitoring 

group, which includes a mix of both transport and 
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environmental experts, gives a tangible fact of com-

mon understanding and cooperative will - even con-

sidering that there are still points of disagreement. 

 Not all the issues at stake have been resolved, but the 

approach undertaken is the only one that leads to a 

firm investigation and the possibility of a complete 

analysis of the impact both on the nature and growth 

of the transport sector.

 A wide dissemination and open discussion will be 

most important as the results of the research activi-

ties are achieved, for a complete evaluation of the ad-

vantages/disadvantages that any proposed solution 

will be able to offer to the protection of the river but 

also to the protection of the overall region and the 

support to an important means of growth.

• Another important step has been set in the project 

at the Calarasi-Braila section in Romania. The long 

lasting discussion concerning possible negative im-

pacts caused by the construction of a bottom sill, is 

now focusing on the activities of the monitoring pro-

gramme that took many months to be set in place 

but it is now running and well established.

 It represents a second important example of Joint 

Statement Principle implementation: cooperation 

between both transport and environmental experts 

is leading to an analysis of the situation that will ben-

efit both the natural habitat and the possibility of an 

improved navigability condition.  

• The Hungarian and common Bulgarian-Romanian 

sections are still in the studies phase and assessment 

of foreseeable infrastructural interventions. 

  While the Hungarian project is progressing accord-

ing to schedule, the Bulgarian-Romanian one is suf-

fering from delays due to reasons that have nothing 

to do with the difficulty of the activities, but with the 

governance and the impact that different legislations 

may cause.

 In this respect, a closer coordination between and 

within national institutions is desirable and will be an 

important action to be undertaken within the strat-

egy for Danube regional development.

 In summary, this year has shown concrete progress 

almost everywhere along the Priority Project, but 

there still are some major steps to be achieved. There 

is a real interest from all parties to develop a sustain-

able, effective and economically viable inland navi-

gation.

3. Priority Project 30: Seine-Scheldt

The Seine-Scheldt connection (PP30) partially follows 

the design of a canal that was realised during the reign 

of Louis XIV, “Le Roi Soleil” in the 17th century.

From the Seine river north of Paris, in Conflans, it links 

the Seine basin to the Scheldt and the Meuse basins to 

ensure inland waterways connections from the Atlan-

tic French ports and the Seine inland ports towards the 

northern range of inland and maritime ports in Wallonia, 

Flanders and The Netherlands.

Major ports like Le Havre, Rouen, Dunkerk, Zeebrugge, 

Ghent, Antwerp, Rotterdam and Liege will be linked by 

inland waterways for large gauge barges. Through the 

Meuse and the Rhine, there are further links to the Ger-

man and the south east European basins.

A major event took place this year for this project: on 5 

April 2011, French President Nicolas Sarkozy, after visit-

ing the construction sites for the lowering of the high-

way, launched the competitive dialogue for the con-

struction of the canal in France. This political event, that 

has a strong impact on the credibility of the project in 

terms of commitment by the French government, over-

shadows any delays that may be occurring in the execu-

tion of single projects along this axis.

3.1. Cross-border sections and bottlenecks

Looking at the French side of the project, the realisation 

of the Seine-Nord Europe canal will, more than any other 

part of the project, define the success of the project as 

a whole.

Following the declaration by the President Sarkozy, 

the competitive dialogue is now entering in its crucial 

phase. The French government has entrusted VNF (Vois 

Navigables de France) of signing a contract with one of 
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the two groups of private enterprises that will define the 

concept, finance and build the Seine-Nord Europe canal.

The Public-Private Partnership between VNF and the 

unique partner is the best solution towards an efficient 

integrated approach for the realisation of this multi-fac-

eted enterprise.

A wide range of actors are involved, such as transporters, 

forwarders, ship owners, logistics and local administra-

tion, in a large variety of uses - from the container trans-

port, heavy loads, bulk material, oil and chemicals and 

agricultural products. This requires a well structured ini-

tial financing scheme to be put into place with a sound 

financial solution that takes medium and long-term evo-

lution into account.

The competitive dialogue will last up to 18 months and 

entails a thorough analysis of all the issues at stake from 

the economic, environmental, financial and juridical 

points of view.

The project has been extended until December 2015 fol-

lowing the Mid-Term Review in March 2011: since part 

of the activities are planned for after that date, the total 

eligible costs will amount to €3,014 million. 

In the cross-border section Deûlémont-Wervik on the 

Lys river, the NATURA 2000 study and engineering study 

have been accomplished. The next step is the launch of 

the necessary build permit request.

3.2. Other sections

Works for new embankments for a rectangular cross sec-

tion of the northern section of the Ghent Circular Canal 

started in March 2010.

The study for a lock in Flemalle (Ivoz-Ramet) was com-

pleted, while the study for the construction of three 

locks in the upper Scheldt has requested an extension of 

one year due to 2010 flooding, as well as late notification 

of the funding Decision.  

3.3. Progress and delays

The launch of the competitive dialogue in France has 

been the most remarkable progress in the implemen-

tation of the project. It came at the last acceptable mo-

ment for a reasonable time-wise performance of the 

project and further important milestones will have to be 

respected in order to accomplish the goal. However, it 

remains a most significant step forward. 

The minor delays in other sections and other correlated 

projects, have not had an impact on the final result of the 

overall activity and are being handled properly by the 

competent authorities.

3.4. Overall Priority Project appreciation

As the competitive dialogue in France has been launched, 

PP30 as a whole is now looking forward to its comple-

tion with greater confidence - although the financial 

situation remains critical and the reduction of European 

Commission contribution agreed in June is a significant 

warning that not any delay will be accepted. 

The Intergovernmental Committee set up by the French, 

Walloon and Flemish governments in 2009 has approved 

its enlargement to the Dutch representatives as full 

members and to the German representatives as observ-

ers.

This enlargement reflects the situation that was already 

considered when the project was initially submitted for 

EU funding. It is also a clear signal that the countries in-

volved have expressed their willingness to extend the 

project’s dimension to reach the Western Scheldt in The 

Netherlands and further on to the port of Rotterdam.

Two other important steps have been made on the cost/

benefit evaluation, with the completion of the Internali-

sation of External Costs (IEC) and the Toll System studies.

The IEC was conducted on the surface freight traffic be-

tween Amsterdam and Paris, taking into account rail, 

road and inland waterways connections. It was per-

formed by a group of companies, supported by the inter-

ested governments, under the leadership of the Univer-

sity of Delft and the results were validated by a scientific 

committee of independent experts.

The Toll System study was applied to the Seine-Scheldt. 

It is now clear that a toll system on the canal will have to 

be applied in order to cope with the financial require-

ments. How, where and to which goods it will be applied 

needs to be agreed. The study supplied five different sce-

narios in terms of kind of goods to be transported, geo-

graphical extension of the paying section, providing ad 

hoc allocated weight to the toll in relation to the type of 

transported goods (if in containers, bulk, liquid, dry…). 
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4. Other inland waterways corridors

There are other inland waterways studies and works not 

part of the two Priority Projects that deserve mention. 

One is the northern Italian waterways connection that 

links the towns of Venice, Mantua and Cremona.

The overall action aims to upgrade the Northern Italian 

Waterway System (Po River and connected canals) to 

class Va and develop a multimodal connection with and 

between important existing European rail and road axes 

and the northern Adriatic sea.

The study includes a master plan, an executive design 

for the adaptation of the Fissero-Tartaro-Canal Bianco to 

class V and the restructuring of Porto Levante. A series of 

works are included in the action, in particular the con-

struction of a new road connection between the port of 

Mantua and the Brenner motorway.

All of the activities are on track: the studies will be com-

pleted by the end of 2011, while the infrastructural works 

are set to finish by October 2012.

For the canal connecting the Belgian port of Ghent with 

the Western Scheldt in The Netherlands, an important 

agreement was reached between the two governments 

for the realisation of a sea vessels lock in Terneuzen.

This new step will enhance the importance and the pos-

sibility of a more rentable use of the Seine-Nord Europe 

canal.

5. Meetings and Conferences

Many events have marked this year’s activity, show-

ing that the interest in inland waterways development 

is growing at a fast pace and confirms the need to ex-

change information, discuss and confront ideas.

In the framework of the European Union Strategy for the 

Development of the Danube River Basin, intensive activ-

ity has been undertaken partly thanks to the very pro-

active EU Hungarian Presidency.

The Strategy takes the name from the Danube as this is 

the real backbone of the region. Exploitation of its trans-

port capacity in connection with the other modes of 

transport represents a decisive window of opportunity 

for sound regional development.

In view of the Hungarian Presidency, in November 2010 

I invited three fellow TEN-T Coordinators in charge of the 

rail connections crossing the Danube basin region to 

join me in a meeting with the Hungarian State Transport 

Minister Pál Völner. The discussion was very interesting 

also in view of the new TEN-T Guidelines that are based 

on a multimodal approach putting the emphasis on the 

value-added combination of transport modes.

Under the initiative of the Hungarian Presidency, an 

important conference took place in Esztergom in April. 

During the event, major actors of the inland waterways 

sector expressed their interest and expectations from 

the navigability of the Danube river and its tributaries. 

At the same time, the three Commissions - ICPDR, ISRPC 

and Danube - gathered in Vienna for the annual meeting 

on the Joint Statement Principle developments.

Once more, transport issues and environmental con-

cerns brought experts together for a joint discussion for 

a common future.

Due to a wide range of activities and to the complexity of 

many of the operations, I decided to dedicate my atten-

tion first to the major bottlenecks and, in the case of the 

Danube, to the northern one in Straubing-Vilshofen and 

southern one to Calarasi-Braila in Romania.

In May I met Minister Peter Ramsauer of the German Fed-

eral Ministry of Transport in order to discuss the devel-

opments on the Bavarian stretch of Straubing-Vilshofen, 

as the relevant study will soon deliver its early results. 

We both agreed that the study represents an important 

milestone in a long lasting dispute and emphasised the 

importance of inland shipping transport in regional traf-

fic volume. Better communication and dissemination of 

merit of inland waterways and the study was particularly 

necessary. To this aim, the forecast analysis of the overall 

traffic in the region that is part of the activities, is of ut-

most importance to structure the evaluation of the find-

ings.

A broad discussion with all stakeholders will be carried 

out once the results are delivered, for an objective evalu-

ation of the impact of inland waterways transport in the 
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traffic volume but also in respect of the impact on the 

environment, so as to minimise interventions on the 

river habitat.

On the other extreme end of the Danube, I went to visit 

the site near the Bala branch where the Romanians are 

planning a bottom sill and monitoring activities of the 

existing habitat are being undertaken. I also met the Ro-

manian Minister of Transport Anca Boagiu, and congrat-

ulated her on the important step forward made in that 

project through the implementation of the monitoring 

programme.

It is important that these progresses are disseminated 

and all stakeholders have the possibility of evaluating 

the efforts of the Romanian authorities in implementing 

the Joint Statement Principle for an environmentally sus-

tainable infrastructure project.

Finally, in my visit to Romania I met the Romanian Coor-

dinator for the EU Strategy for the Danube Basin to dis-

cuss how the strategy can help make the Danube navi-

gable.

For Seine-Scheldt, I visited the French Transport State 

Secretary Thierry Mariani in February 2011. He reas-

sured me about the intention of the French government, 

which was confirmed later by the French President on 

the French engagement in the project.

Besides these official visits, and during the many other 

meetings with environment and transport representa-

tives - from the Director Generals in the Commission to 

the government representatives and stakeholders from 

the transport industry and the NGOs - I took the oppor-

tunity to represent our respective positions and rein-

forcing the commitment that I consider as the basis for 

a sound development of inland waterways transport: if 

transport is the first motivation, then developing inland 

navigation encompasses many other important aspects 

such as territorial re-evaluation, water management, en-

suring drinking or agricultural purposes as well as the 

growth of the regional economy through tourism while 

minimising its impact on the living habitat.

The Seine-Nord Europe canal is a good example of this 

multi-faceted enterprise: there is the construction of a 

canal, but also a wide range of initiatives that will valor-

ise the infrastructure to the most effective advantage of 

the local populations.

The events were so frequent and all equally important 

that if I couldn’t personally be present, my staff ensured 

that my interests were represented.

6. Conclusions and recommendations 

Key points

• Multimodal approach based on rail/road/IWT con-

necting points in the vision of new TEN-T Guidelines.

• Global vision for infrastructure constructions but also 

versus the development of regions (Seine-Scheldt 

and Danube Strategy).

• Port developments as modern logistics exchange 

nodes to reach inner areas of each country.

• Close cooperation between transport operators and 

users with environmental experts on a mutual recog-

nition that there is no good transport unless it is en-

vironmentally sustainable, but there is no good envi-

ronmental protection if there is no growth option for 

the local economy.

• Research and technological development need to be 

reinforced for application of operations through RIS 

(River Information Services) and for the development 

of more efficient engines using lighter fuels.

• Private funding is needed: the challenge is too large 

to only be supported by public funding, new ways of 

attracting private involvement have to be developed.

• Studies on areas such as internalisation of external 

costs are necessary to improve the transport dynam-

ics for inland waterways, and also other modes. Fleet 

renovation and support to industry is to be investi-

gated for a sound growth of the sector.

The TEN-T concept is changing and new Guidelines will 

be presented by the Commission in October. This evo-

lution is very much welcomed and has been dictated 

by the experience and the lessons learned during more 

than fifteen years of programme implementation.

The development and the experience gained during my 

four years of mandate as Coordinator for European In-

land Waterways Transport has lead me to seek a wider 

development of the region crossed by rivers, not only 

looking at enhancing transport capacity but promoting 

a wider regional development for sound environmental 

growth in terms of water management, social develop-

ment and economical growth, in a close cooperation 

with other modes of transport in a multimodal approach.

The two initiatives of the Joint Statement Principle for 

an environmentally sound development of inland water-

ways transport and the global approach represented by 
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the Seine-Nord Europe canal project are two best prac-

tices that are paving the way for inland navigation as an 

integral part of the transport network in the involved 

regions.

Although progress is tangible, a lot has to be done in or-

der to ensure that we really minimise the environmental 

impact. This can be done by reinforcing the Joint State-

ment Principle through its vigilant application, but also 

by making sure that a transparent and global analysis is 

done when evaluating the environmental impact.

I refer to the analysis of existing traffic, including road 

and rail, and reliable forecast on the future traffic - par-

ticularly in south east Europe where the possibility of a 

real multimodal approach can provide the opportunity 

to use unspoiled inland navigation in order to alleviate 

road congestion and burden on natural areas.

Rivers should not be considered as mere corridors, mod-

ern logistics should be developed in ports in order to 

create a network of connections between the three sur-

face transport modes for a capillary connection of sur-

rounding areas, door to door. 

Last but not least, research and technological develop-

ment plays a major role and needs further support for 

the implementation of operational systems such as River 

Information Services (RIS), as well as the development 

and broader use of lighter fuels and more efficient en-

gines.

RIS is steadily advancing in its implementation across 

Europe: its support to safety, security and to a better use 

of resources represents a major step forward to make 

inland waterways an attractive means of transport in 

terms of costs and of impact on the environment.
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European Rail Traffic Management System

Introduction

The deployment of ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Man-

agement System) is progressing, despite a difficult con-

text for public finances. Over the last year, decisive steps 

have been taken in several Member States, particularly 

with regard to the equipment of lines, both in terms 

of entry into service - including cross-border services - 

and the publication of calls for tender on a considerable 

scale. 

The experience acquired here is of particular value in at 

least two respects: it serves, firstly, to improve the quality 

of the test specifications for the future Baseline 3, includ-

ing the quality of trackside equipment and, secondly, to 

improve the cost-benefit ratio for ERTMS on board trains 

and its suitability for use on an expanding network. 

At European level, the political, legal and financial envi-

ronment of the ERTMS project has been consolidated, 

and the project incorporated into a broader approach, 

the basis of a genuine European policy for the develop-

ment of rail freight. 

From the legal perspective, the entry into force on 9 No-

vember 2010 of Regulation 913/2010 concerning a Euro-

pean rail network for competitive freight1 sets out an ap-

proach which is complementary to that of the European 

Deployment Plan for ERTMS (EDP)2.   

From the political perspective, the White Paper of 28 

March 20113 re-affirms and quantifies the objective of 

1 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:2
76:0022:0032:EN:PDF

2 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/rail/interoperability/ertms/doc/edp/
edp_en.pdf

3 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2011:0144:FIN:EN:PDF

modal shift to rail for long-distance freight transport and 

identifies two major instruments for achieving this: inter-

operability via ERTMS and the development of corridors.

From the financial standpoint, we welcome the possibil-

ity of publishing a third ERTMS call for projects, which 

will take the TEN-T funds allocated to its deployment to 

€600 million, to which the funding released under the 

Cohesion Funds must also be added. 

These three dimensions of recent European action in fa-

vour of or associated with ERTMS share a common ob-

jective with our efforts since 2005. 

They also demonstrate that the concept of freight cor-

ridors is now well established. ERTMS is a major com-

ponent of such corridors, firmly rooted in an approach 

which combines quality of infrastructure, interoperabil-

ity and quality of service for end users.

The objective of this report is to provide an overview of 

the status of ERTMS deployment in Europe and to assess 

progress with regard to the development of freight cor-

ridors. This will form the basis for the priorities presented 

by the Coordinator for 2011-2012.  

ERTMS in Europe: a wide range of situations

The deployment of ERTMS in Europe continues

Some 6,900 kilometres of lines are currently equipped or 

financed in Europe, across fourteen Member States. 

Over the course of the last year, deployment has also 

continued in several Member States. 

In a non-exhaustive list, several recent developments 

likely to change the face of the project at European level 

should be mentioned here. One such example is the en-

try into service in December 2010 of the new Perpignan-

Figueres highspeed line, which, approximately a year 

after the opening of the new Brussels-Amsterdam high-

speed line, continues the rise of ERTMS on high-density 

lines in international passenger transport. 

Some states continue to work towards entry into service 

during 2012. Examples include Austria on the Kufstein-

Brenner section, and the lower Inn Valley tunnel, and Ro-

mania between Bucharest and Constanta. 
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Other projects are at a less advanced stage, but progress 

has been made nevertheless. Examples include the 

equipment of the Danish rail network, for which calls 

for tender were published in spring 2011, as well as calls 

for tender for Switzerland in preparation for the equip-

ment of some 3,000 kilometres of lines. Calls for tender 

were also published by Austria in spring 2011 for the 

equipment of the Břeclav-Vienna section. In Sweden, 

the publication of a call for tender for the equipment of 

the Stockholm-Malmö/Øresund line is expected before 

the end of 2011. A call for tender is also expected in the 

Czech Republic for the equipment of the Prague-Břeclav 

section before the end of the year.  

The provisional entry into service dates for these lines 

range from 2014 for Switzerland to 2015 for the Prague-

Vienna section and 2020 for the Stockholm-Malmö/Øre-

sund section and for the Danish section from Øresund to 

the German border.  

Pilot projects have also been developed, notably the 

Pétange-Rodange section in Luxembourg, which is al-

ready operational, and, by the end of 2011, the Schaar-

beek-Leuven section in Belgium. These projects will help 

to improve the performance of ERTMS in complex envi-

ronments. This is the case, for example, for the Bettem-

bourg–Thionville Sud and Longuyon-Mont-Saint-Martin 

pilot lines, the latter being situated at the intersection 

between the Belgian, Luxembourg and French networks. 

The equipment of this line is due to be completed by 

mid-2012. 

The equipment of other pilot lines in the Member States 

of the last two enlargements (for example, in Poland be-

tween Bielawa Dolna on the German border and Legni-

ca, and in Romania between Câmpina et Bucharest) con-

stitute preparations for future deployments, the precise 

timetables for which are yet to be determined.

Some difficulties remain, however, and require par-

ticular attention

Despite the considerable efforts described above, the 

rail sector continues to be marked by a culture histori-

cally defined by national borders, the influence of which 

spills over into ERTMS deployment models. 

It is not uncommon, for example, for infrastructure man-

agers to specify in their ERTMS calls for tender amend-

ments to interoperability standards dictated by the na-

tional context, with the objective of retaining the same 

operating rules - thereby foregoing some of the im-

provements which ERTMS could offer. 

In terms of trackside equipment, not all ERTMS-equipped 

lines currently comply with version 2.3.0d, necessitating 

checks by national safety authorities on a case-by-case 

basis. 

In addition, as a result of the freedom of choice granted 

to operators, on-board equipment has, in many cases, 

been ordered and designed for use on a specific line, and 

making use of the functions required for that line only. 

Equipment of this kind is not, therefore, interoperable.

Similarly, too few tests are carried out using ERTMS 

equipment produced by different manufacturers, con-

trary to the interoperability objective pursued. 

Finally, calls for tender often do not provide for commu-

nication between control centres (Radio Block Centres 

- responsible for the exchange of information on train 

location and movement authorities) located on different 

sides of borders. 

Consequently, it is not uncommon to find that ERTMS 

equipment ordered is ultimately different from one line 

to the next, jeopardising the unity of the network. 

Ensuring the coherence of investment timetables 

from planning to implementation 

The information set out above confirms the importance 

of a coordinated approach to ERTMS investment, failing 

which the corridor model would be undermined and the 

objective of an interoperable network based on a single 

system a more distant reality. 

In this context, the deployment of ERTMS in Germany 

calls for particular attention as a result of cumulative 

delays, including on corridor A, despite its having been 

designated as a priority by the German authorities on 

several occasions. The investment timetable in Germany, 

located in the middle of four ERTMS corridors (Rotter-

dam-Genoa, Stockholm-Naples, Aachen-Warsaw-Tere-

spol and Dresden-Constanta) is of pivotal importance 

for the effectiveness of the investments made by its di-

rect and indirect neighbours. Indeed, the vast majority 

of these countries have also embarked on investments 

in sections of their national networks which connect up 

with international routes. 

Considerable progress has been made in Germany on 

the Emmerich-Oberhausen section on corridor A, as well 
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as with the implementation of the economic recovery 

plan for an amount of €126 million for the renewal of 

electronic signal boxes, a pre-requisite for the installa-

tion of ERTMS. The availability of funding for the Katzen-

berg-Basel section is also to be noted, although usage 

is currently subject to final approval by the German na-

tional safety authority of the technical solution chosen.

Uncertainties remain, however, with regard to corridor 

A - having confirmed on several occasions its intention 

to uphold its commitment to completing equipment 

of its section by 2015 in accordance with the European 

Deployment Plan, the German government reported in 

a public announcement at the end of June its intention 

to put the completion date back to 2021. This unilateral 

decision is a clear breach of the political commitments 

made by Germany in respect of its partners along the 

corridor and of the relevant European legal instruments.

In addition, Germany has not presented ERTMS invest-

ment plans for the other three corridors to date. This 

relates in particular to the Munich-Kufstein and Hano-

ver-Frankfurt/Oder sections, the equipment of which is 

scheduled for 2015.  

The alternative solution announced at the end of June 

involving the use of an STM module to ensure transition 

between ERTMS equipment on trains and national track-

side equipment  does not represent a viable long-term 

solution, as it would result in distortion of competition to 

the detriment of current foreign operators or future new 

entrants, who would have to install extra equipment in 

addition to ERTMS to access the German network.  

In this context, the possibility referred to by the German 

government of providing STM modules for foreign op-

erators wishing to access the German network would 

not itself guarantee the neutrality of the operation for 

railway undertakings – this would only be achieved if all 

costs were covered relating to the equipment, its instal-

lation, rolling stock immobilisation time and the relevant 

certifications, in Germany and any other country which 

requested one. 

The complexity represented by a solution of this kind 

in a technical environment in which harmonisation and 

standardisation already pose considerable challenges 

must also be borne in mind.  

 

Thus, in addition to undermining the cost-benefit ra-

tio of investments already committed by neighbour-

ing countries, the delays observed in Germany and the 

recent announcements encourage a wait-and-see ap-

proach on the part of infrastructure managers in other 

Member States which are about to make the invest-

ments planned, thereby creating conditions conducive 

to a ‘snowball effect’ which would be detrimental to the 

ERTMS project as a whole.

From “ERTMS corridors” to freight corridors

The analysis of the deployment of ERTMS set out above, 

which shows a varied situation, must be considered in 

the broader context of the development of an extended 

network of international corridors, the cornerstone of a 

European rail freight policy, the main effects of which are 

expected to be seen between 2013 and 2020. 

  

From this perspective, satisfactory progress has been 

made since the first steps were taken in 2005 and 2006. 

Today, the freight corridor concept has a solid legal ba-

sis, bringing together the European Deployment Plan for 

ERTMS, Regulation 913/2010 and targeted funding. 

The development of the political and legal context 

of freight corridors imposes a tight implementation 

timetable and requires reinforced governance, with 

strong political leadership

The organisation trialled on the corridors since 2005 has 

been established as a reference model for the corridors 

of Regulation 913/2010. Structured around an executive 

board comprising representatives of transport ministries 

and a management board made up of infrastructure 

managers, this model has had varying levels of success. 

These bodies were initially designated for the ERTMS 

corridors by letters of intent setting out the political will 

of the signatory governments. With the exception of 

corridor F (Aachen-Terespol), these bodies are in place, 

with some differences from one corridor to the next and 

different levels of integration. The most active in this re-

spect at present are the bodies of corridor A (Rotterdam-

Genoa), corridor C (Antwerp-Lyon/Basel) and Corridor D 

(Valencia-Budapest).   
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The establishment and sound operation of these bod-

ies now becomes a legally binding requirement for the 

nine freight corridors set out in the Annex to Regulation 

913/2010, by November 2013 for six of the nine corridors 

and by November 2015 for the last three. The Regula-

tion also provides for the establishment of two advisory 

groups for each corridor – one for railway operators and 

one for terminals.

The catalyst effect of the entry into force of Regulation 

93/2010 has already been observed in practice, as it has 

contributed to renewed activity on the part of bodies 

which were dormant in some cases. 

In addition to complying with the timetables laid down, 

which are ambitious but represent, on account of the 

adoption process involved and their legal value, a firm 

commitment on the part of the Member States, it is im-

portant to preserve coherence and unity of implementa-

tion with regard to the European Deployment Plan and 

the Regulation. Both pursue the same ambition, namely 

that of developing a European rail freight network made 

up of corridors which are integrated and harmonised in 

terms of their designations, organisation and objectives. 

Corridors have produced mixed results in the ERTMS 

context

Corridor A

In the Netherlands, the equipment of the Betuwe line is 

virtually complete. Migration of the line to version 2.3.0d 

is in progress.

Switzerland published calls for tender in spring 2011 for 

the equipment of 3,000 kilometres of lines with ERTMS 

level 1, including the corridor A sections. The equipment 

of the Lötschberg base tunnel has been in service with 

ERTMS level 2 since 2007. The equipment of the Gotthard 

and Monte Ceneri tunnels will also enter into service on 

completion of the infrastructure work, in 2017 and 2019 

respectively, also with ERTMS level 2.

Germany reported its intention in October 2010 to de-

ploy ERTMS level 2 on all of its section of corridor A. 

In June 2011, the State Secretary for railway policy, Mr 

Klaus-Dieter Scheuerle, announced in a public address 

that the equipment of the line would not be completed 

before 2021. This choice has been commented on above.

On the basis of a study carried out in 2010 on the choice 

of a single technical solution for its sections of corridors 

A, B and D, Italy decided in December to install ERTMS 

level 2. The calls for tender have not yet been published. 

The equipment of the Italian section of corridor A, ini-

tially due to be completed in 2013, is now scheduled for 

2015. 

Corridor B

Sweden and Denmark are planning to complete the 

equipment of their sections of corridor B with ERTMS 

level 2 by 2020. The main intersections in Sweden will be 

equipped with level 1. 

Germany has not presented an ERTMS investment plan 

for its section to date, notably for the Munich-Kufstein 

section, which is scheduled for equipment by 2015 ac-

cording to the European Deployment Plan. Nonetheless, 

Germany is continuing to equip the new Nuremberg-In-

golstadt-Munich highspeed line. This line could also be 

used for freight traffic under conditions yet to be deter-

mined. 

As indicated above, Austria is expecting to place the 

Kufstein-Brenner section into service in December 2012. 

On the basis of the study mentioned above, Italy is plan-

ning to equip the Brenner-Verona line by 2015 and has 

not, to our knowledge, embarked on the preliminary 

phases of equipment of the Verona-Naples section, 

scheduled for 2020. 

Corridor C

The Belgian section is sub-divided into twenty projects. 

In addition to the analysis of the status of the sections 

mentioned previously in this report, the critical impor-

tance for corridor C of the Basel intersection must be 

emphasised. 

The section between Saint-Louis, on the border between 

France and Switzerland, and Basel-Muttenz, some 10 kil-

ometres in length, will be the only section on corridor C 

to be equipped with version 3, while trains which are in 

the equipment process are likely to be fitted with version 

2.3.0d, incompatible with version 3 trackside equipment. 

After 2014, this configuration will force trains to return 

to the French KVB system for the last ten kilometres of 

corridor C to Basel-Muttenz until migration of on-board 

equipment to version 3.

Corridor D 

The port of Barcelona has been connected to the French 

network with a UIC track gauge since 19 December 2010. 

This connection includes sections of the new Barcelona-
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Figueres highspeed line, still under construction, and 

others on the conventional line Barcelona-Port Bou sec-

tion, on which a third track has been installed. The new 

connection includes the section operated by TP Ferro in-

ternational. Freight trains now operate on the Barcelona-

Le Soler section, at the border with the concession on 

the French side.

French highspeed trains operate cross-border services 

to Figueres with ETCS level 1. In Spain, the authorisa-

tion procedures for ETCS level 1, version 2.3.0d, installed 

on the whole of the Spanish section of corridor D, are 

scheduled for completion in November 2011. 

The equipment of the whole of the new Barcelona-

Figueres high speed line with ETCS, version 2.3.0d is due 

to be completed in 2012. 

In France, experience with the Thionville-Bettembourg 

and Longuyon-Mont Saint-Martin pilot lines should also 

support preparations for the deployment of ERTMS on 

corridor D. Highspeed lines will be equipped with level 2 

and conventional lines with level 1. 

Italy, extending on existing points, has planned to equip 

its domestic sections with level 2, with completion of 

equipment scheduled for 2015. In Slovenia, the call 

for tender procedure for equipment of its section with 

ERTMS level 1 has sustained some delays but these do 

not appear, at present, to compromise the 2015 target. 

In Hungary, level 2 ERTMS equipment is planned, with 

the exception of some border sections with Slovenia. 

Corridor E

Two calls for tender are scheduled for 2011 on the 

Prague-Vienna section. Austria published the calls for 

tender for the Břeclav-Vienna section in April and ex-

pects to award the corresponding contract by the end of 

the year. The calls for tender for Prague-Břeclav section 

are to be published in the Czech Republic in mid-2011. 

Both sections will be equipped with ERTMS level 2, ver-

sion 2.3.0d. 

In Hungary, the Hegyeshalom-Budapest section, which 

has been in service with ERTMS level 1 since 2001, is cur-

rently being migrated to version 2.3.0d. The Budapest-

Lököshaza section is due to be equipped with ERTMS 

level 2, but must first be fitted with GSM-R. Hungary is 

planning to publish a new call for tenders to this end this 

year. 

In Romania, construction and equipment of the Bu-

charest-Constanta section, for which ERTMS level 1 is 

planned, is in progress and due to be completed in 2012. 

A pilot line with level 2, which Romania intends to de-

ploy eventually on the whole of corridor E in particular, 

is being installed to the north of Bucharest. 

Corridor F

With the exception of the Berlin-Frankfurt/Oder section 

which is some 80 kilometres long and on which Siemens 

has installed test equipment for ERTMS level 1 Limited 

Supervision, there are no plans at present to equip the 

German section of corridor F. As mentioned previously, 

a pilot line for ETCS and GSM-R is under development in 

Poland between Bielawa Dolna and Legnica. 

What are the priorities for the Coordinator?

The development of the European rail freight policy, of 

which ERTMS is a cornerstone, requires each category of 

stakeholders to assume responsibility for the actions set 

out in a dense framework of letters of intent, legal texts 

and financial commitments on the part of the European 

Union.

 

In this context, which must be cooperative if it is to 

succeed, the Coordinator has set priorities intended to 

guarantee harmonised ERTMS deployment conditions, 

in terms of both technical aspects and the timetable of 

investments. 

Adopting a pragmatic approach, ensure that the com-

mitments made in the European Deployment Plan 

are upheld and legalisation of Version 3 achieved by 

the end of 2012.

The Coordinator’s regular consultations with the rail sec-

tor, as well as a number of bilateral discussions with the 

chairmen and chief executives of industrial companies, 

infrastructure managers and railway operators have em-

phasised the importance of implementing the deploy-

ment plan in accordance with the timetable agreed.   

The requirement of upholding the commitments made 
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naturally applies to Member States and their infrastruc-

ture managers, who are ultimately responsible for the 

decision to implement the investments expected. 

However, compliance with the deployment plan also in-

volves legalisation by the end of 2012 of the interopera-

bility standard known as Baseline 3. The Coordinator will 

be particularly attentive to ensuring that ERA (European 

Rail Agency) continues to build on the effort invested to 

date to meet this crucial objective. Version 3 will provide 

functions which are required by some Member States for 

the deployment of ERTMS on their networks under the 

best possible conditions. 

With regard to operators and industry, preparations for 

the availability of Version 3 must begin now. It is impor-

tant to recall that trains equipped with Version 3 will be 

able to operate on lines fitted with Version 2.3.0d, mean-

ing that such lines will not have to be updated, and ena-

bling projects in progress to be completed. Conversely, 

however, trains fitted with Version 2.3.0d will not be able 

to operate on lines fitted with Version 3. Consequently, 

the Coordinator recommends that operators include in 

their contracts for the equipment of locomotives with 

version 2.3.0d a clause providing for subsequent up-

grade to Version 3. 

This approach is perfectly possible as the precise techni-

cal specifications for Version 3 are now available to the 

sector. The document published by ERA on 22 December 

2010 entitled ‘ERTMS/ETCS System Requirement Specifi-

cations (SRS)’ or ‘Subset-026’ describes Version 3.2.0 and 

constitutes a sufficiently solid basis for publishing calls 

for tender and carrying out test campaigns. 

It is also to be noted that the number of additional func-

tions introduced by Version 3 is limited; consequently 

the benefit of the validation work carried out for Ver-

sion 2.3.0d is retained in its entirety. This applies to the 

testing of the specifications with IT tools, review of the 

specifications by experts, and to the development of test 

specifications, all of which  contribute to improving the 

quality of the specifications. 

On the basis of this experience, the Coordinator has 

regularly encouraged the sector to carry out laboratory 

and line tests with Version 3 from now on with a twofold 

objective: to support and facilitate the formal process for 

entry-into-service authorisation by national safety au-

thorities and, consequently, to accelerate the introduc-

tion of ERTMS in the Member States which are waiting 

for Version 3 to start large-scale deployment. 

The positive opinion returned recently by the committee 

on the revision of the TSIs constitutes an important step 

since, without amending the reference standard, which 

remains version 2.3.0d, it provides the necessary guaran-

tees for equipping pilot lines with Version 3.  

Furthermore, one of the main priorities of the 2011 

ERTMS call for proposals will be to promote the devel-

opment of a laboratory test campaign and very active 

support for ERA in its realisation. A major objective of the 

campaign must be to verify the combined compatibil-

ity of equipment produced by different manufacturers 

with the main ERTMS-equipped lines in Europe. The Co-

ordinator expects the sector to submit a structured and 

comprehensive project to demonstrate, by example, the 

compatibility of different equipment, thereby paving 

the way for the free movement of ERTMS locomotives in 

Europe. 

Ensuring the compliance of equipment with Europe-

an interoperability standards and simplifying proce-

dures for entry into service authorisations by means 

of cross-acceptance agreements between national 

safety authorities. 

In an extension of the points set out above, greater mon-

itoring of the compliance of equipment with interoper-

ability standards (Version 2.3.0d and later Version 3) is 

required. 

Coordinated deployment of ERTMS means ensuring that 

ERTMS-equipped locomotives authorised for service 

in one Member State can operate freely on all ERTMS-

equipped lines in Europe, without further tests. Two as-

sociated conditions must be met to this end: 

• firstly, ensuring the full compliance of on-board and 

trackside equipment with the European specifica-

tions 

• secondly, providing national safety authorities with 

experience-based proof demonstrating that on-

board equipment certified as complying with the 

specifications at the end of the tests provided for by 

the latter can indeed be authorised to operate on the 

entire ERTMS network without an additional authori-

sation procedure. 

It is noted that the new Technical Specifications for Inter-

operability (TSI) provide further scope for Notified Bod-

ies (NoBos) to verify the compliance of equipment with 

specifications.  In parallel, infrastructure managers are 
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encouraged to carry out tests involving different manu-

facturers to verify the interoperability of the technical 

solutions implemented on their lines. 

These two processes are complementary and must in-

spire the confidence of the national safety authorities, a 

considerable number of which have limited experience 

of ERTMS to date. 

Ensuring the coherence of ERTMS investments with 

the operational environment of corridors

In addition to ERTMS, it is necessary to ensure that other 

technical obstacles are not artificially maintained, there-

by hindering the free movement of locomotives for rea-

sons other than those linked to the signalling system. 

It would be useful to intensify the work carried out by 

ERA in this area to identify national requirements, the 

divergence of which poses a real difficulty for railway un-

dertakings.

Finally, harmonisation of technical standards along cor-

ridors is required rapidly: the benefits of ERTMS, for ex-

ample in optimising the capacity of a line, will be lost 

to a large extent if, for example, infrastructure operating 

parameters vary from one Member State to the next -  for 

example, some corridors can accommodate trains of up 

to 750 m on some sections and less than 450 m on oth-

ers. The same is true of maximum axle loads, maximum 

train weights, wagon loading gauges, etc. The quality of 

service provided to operators, such as provision of good 

quality international train paths, is equally important to 

avoid prolonged stops at borders as a result of non-coor-

dinated traffic management.

The importance of European funding

The Member States agreed to give a positive opinion on 

the European Deployment Plan for ERTMS only on the 

condition that sufficient European funding be provided 

in addition to their own contributions. 

The equipment of a domestic section with ERTMS is an 

advantage first and foremost for foreign operators and 

represents a higher price still if it is not coordinated with 

neighbouring countries, thereby encouraging a wait-

and-see approach, as well as a considerable divergence 

between the collective and individual interest. 

European financial support can play a key role here in 

reconciling these two aspects.

By 2020, compliance with the European Deployment 

Plan will require the equipment of some 19,000 kilome-

tres of additional lines, in addition to those which are 

already equipped or in the process of being equipped. 

Some 6,000 kilometres correspond to lines which, if the 

regulations remain unchanged, could benefit from Co-

hesion Funds. 

This accounts for an approximate cost of €3.8 billion4, of 

which approximately €1.3 billion would have to be pro-

vided from European joint funding if the ambitions set 

out in the deployment plan are to be met. The Commis-

sion has committed to reviewing the plan in 2015 in the 

light of the funding available.

In addition, it is important for the ERTMS project to be 

able to obtain 100% funding for tasks such as the per-

formance of interoperability audits for given projects or 

for aspects linked to tests and certification of equipment.

Moreover, European funding is very important for en-

couraging investment complementary to ERTMS, as de-

scribed above, such as the extension of passing tracks to 

enable the operation of longer trains. Investment of this 

kind is only pertinent, however, if it is coordinated along 

entire corridors. 

 

Conclusion

Despite some positive developments which pave the 

way for the maturity of the ERTMS project as a whole, 

the critical mass has not yet been reached. It is observed 

that the role of ERTMS in achieving greater mobility, as 

well as the technical and economic principles which call 

for its deployment, have yet to convince certain railway 

decision-makers. 

Reaching the critical mass requires concerted effort. 

Some of these efforts are incumbent on the Member 

States, such as political decision-making, the funding of 

trackside equipment, and the amendment of legal and 

regulatory contexts to remove unnecessary national as-

pects which are in conflict with the interoperability ob-

4 Analysis of the latest data indicates an approximate equipment cost 
of €200,000 per kilometre. The cost may be lower, however, particular-
ly where ERTMS is installed as part of signal box renewal programmes.
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jective pursued by ERTMS. 

Railway undertakings and industry also have their part 

to play. Railway undertakings must make a greater com-

mitment to using interoperability standards in their en-

tirety and to limiting specific requirements. With regard 

to industry, it is important that more harmonised plat-

forms on board locomotives be developed to enable fa-

cilitation via standardised interfaces of the installation of 

ERTMS equipment, which, itself, must also be subject to 

greater standardisation.  

Lastly, we look to the European Commission and ERA 

to ensure the stabilisation of quality standards, but also 

to support the implementation of and compliance with 

legal frameworks. These constitute both the grounds 

and the condition for European funding, the amount 

of which will require adjustment over the course of the 

next financial perspectives in line with ambitions.
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C.1. TEN-T cross-border sections: Successfully  

tackling the most complex bottlenecks 

The implementation level of the Priority Projects of 

the TEN-T network as shown in the 2011 Progress Re-

port is varied. 

1. When analysing the state of play of the 30 Priority 

Projects in the preceding pages of this report, it leads to a 

somewhat ambiguous picture. On the one hand, today’s 

TEN-T network is successful: projects such as the high 

speed line PBKAL (PP02), Betuwe Line (PP05), Malpensa 

Airport (PP10), Øresund fixed link (PP11) and the West 

Coast Main Line (PP14) have been finalised or are in  

operation with only minor parts left for completion.

2. Furthermore, numerous sections and large parts 

of other Priority Projects have been finalised, such as 

Nürnberg-Munich, Madrid-Barcelona or Milano-Naples, 

to name a few. However, they are not delivering all their 

promises in terms of TEN-T network development as 

these sections are not effectively interlinked.

3. It appears that today’s TEN-T network mainly con-

sists of an assembly of national sections that are not yet 

or only partially interlinked. Thus, the network rather  

appears as an assembly of national sections. This  

problem of the absence of an integrated physical  

network automatically leads to the absence of its  

operation, which in turn results in a dysfunctional inter-

nal market.

4. In a logical move to first realise the sections with the 

highest cost-benefit ratio, Member States have been 

constructing national sections, leaving aside the cross- 

border sections or the most difficult bottlenecks on their 

national territory for a later realisation date.

5. The maps and descriptions of the 30 Priority Projects 

show that the cross-border sections are realised last. 

In addition, the sections leading up to the cross-bor-

der sections themselves can sometimes be added as 

well insofar as these sections go beyond the last real  

centre of economical interest in a country. The following  

inexhaustive list illustrates some of the best known and 

still outstanding cross-border sections and their access 

routes: 

• Brenner Base Tunnel and the Munich-Innsbruck and 

Fortezza-Verona access routes (PP1)

• Barcelona-Nîmes (PP3)

• San Sebastian-Bordeaux (PP3)

• Lyon-Torino (PP6)

• Trieste-Divača (PP6)

• Munich-Salzburg (PP17)

• Porto-Vigo (PP19)

• Fehmarn and its access routes Lübeck-Puttgarden 

and Rødby-Ringsted (PP20)

• Curtici-Sofia (PP07 for road and PP22 for rail)

• Katowice-Žilina (PP23)

• Gotthard/Lötschberg Tunnels and their access routes 

Karlsruhe-Basel and Milano/Novara-Chiasso/Domo-

dossola (PP24)

• Suwałki-Kaunas (PP27)

• Seine-Scheldt (PP30)

6. The above list can still be complemented by many 

more, sometimes small cross-border sections which are 

less complicated, but which take years to realise and are 

sometimes still not yet completed. The section between 

Zevenaar and the Dutch border on PP05, the Buschtun-

nel on PP2 (nevertheless considered as one of the flag-

ships of TEN-T) or the Kehl Bridge near Strasbourg on 

PP17 (which, following the Treaty of La Rochelle in 1992 

between France and Germany, took 16 years of talks 

and 2 years of works to be completed) can be cited as  

examples.

7. These cross-border sections are moreover the points 

of transition between different interoperability systems, 

between operational rules, between Member States that 

have different approaches in dealing with projects and 

thus tackling these outstanding sections.

8. As such, even the most severe national bottlenecks are 

realised by the various Member States where they are 

situated prior to the cross-border sections. One can cite 

here the important efforts made for tackling such bot-

tlenecks as the Thüringerwald (Halle/Leipzig-Nürnberg 

on PP1), the Wienerwald (St. Pölten-Vienna on PP17), the 

Appenines (Bologna-Firenze on PP1), and so forth.

9. The cross-border sections therefore clearly appear to 

be the most complex projects on the TEN-T network. 

Some of them present additional complications of being 

situated in geologically complex situations, traversing 

Section C - TEN-T Policy: Key Issues and Developments
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mountain ranges, rivers and sea straits making the finan-

cial closure of such projects additionally challenging. 

Moreover, the important infrastructure bottlenecks 

that these cross-border sections constitute need to 

be addressed in an effective way, which is far from 

the current practise today - leading to delays and in-

efficiencies.

10. The European Coordinators, appointed by the  

Commission to push ahead the most difficult projects, 

identified in a Common Issues Paper a detailed list of 

problems that need to be addressed:

 

• Lack of joint traffic forecasts leading to differing  

investment plans.

• Lack of investment planning coordination leading to 

disconnected or even contradictory timelines, capac-

ity planning, alignment, technical and interoperabil-

ity characteristics, environmental assessments.

• Need to determine the functionalities of the line (for 

instance, to assess if the technical characteristics are 

compatible) on the entire length of the project.

• Lack of joint investment calculations leading to  

significant differences in investment implementa-

tion depending on different priority settings in the  

Member States involved in cross border sections.

• Subsequent lack of a joint financial structure neces-

sary for the project.

• Insufficient work phase management for cross-bor-

der infrastructure and insufficient joint management 

of the finished infrastructure.

• Insufficient coordination for the adoption of related 

measures.

• Need to define common operational rules.

Moreover, as pointed out above, beyond the realisa-

tion of the infrastructure, efficient and uninterrupted 

modal chains are to be guaranteed.

11. In order to guarantee transport chains, two  

crucial aspects are to be observed: interoperability and  

intermodality.

12. Interoperability is a well known problem, and one in 

which there is a strong need of EU involvement in the 

forthcoming decades - in particular in rail, but also in 

the other modes. Without a fully interoperable TEN-T  

network, negative economies of scale will be major and 

market opening only partial.

13. The inclusion of the nodal contact points between 

the various modes of transport (ports, airports, termi-

nals, inland waterway ports, city hubs such as railway 

stations) should guarantee the operation of the TEN-T 

network in the best economical and ecological way.  

Today, these nodes are points of friction where  

considerable time and money is lost. Instead, they should  

become fluid and transparent points of transition.

14. However, in regards to the infrastructure itself, the 

interconnection of the different modes in nodal points 

must be integrated into the TEN-T network. For example, 

ports and airports figure on the TEN-T maps, but surpris-

ingly enough some of the biggest ports and airports 

are not well linked into the TEN-T network, and espe-

cially not to the more environmentally friendly modes. 

Furthermore, inland ports and dry ports are not explic-

itly part of the network, even though some of them are 

situated on Priority Projects or the wider TEN-T network 

and these are indispensable for achieving uninter-

rupted freight chains. Finally, nodes in cities such as big  

stations and their intermodal links have thus  far not been  

specifically integrated into the TEN-T, but are indispensa-

ble for guaranteeing an uninterrupted chain for passen-

ger transport and for greening the urban environment.

The TEN-T cross-border sections need to become  

mature projects

15. At this moment, many cross-border sections are 

still in the preparation phase and not yet in works. The  

complexity of cross-border coordination, negotia-

tions, cost-benefit analysis, environmental impact  

assessments, and interoperability issues makes that 

such projects are the most difficult ones to progress. The  

Commission has nominated European Coordinators to 

bring ahead such coordination issues.

16. At the same time, the complexity has also had a se-

vere impact on the bankability of such projects. It has 

proven difficult to arrive at mature cross-border projects 

which are ready to be launched. Most of them simply 

cannot bear the comparison with more straightforward 

greenfield or brownfield rail projects, let alone with road 

projects.

TEN-T funding has therefore been concentrated 

mainly at cross-border sections

17. As the findings of previous implementation reports 

during the previous financial perspectives 2000-2006 

make abundantly clear, the Commission, also encour-

aged by a Court of Auditors report, decided to put in 
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place for the present 2007-2013 financial perspectives 

a number of measures that should address the above 

issues. These include a new financial Regulation, with 

higher co-financing rates for cross-border sections and 

that allows for multi-annual financing Decisions. This 

is also helped by a new financial Decision model, an  

Executive Agency (TEN-T EA) to deal with the manage-

ment of the TEN-T financing, and European Coordinators 

who were nominated as early as 2005. 

18. But above all, the Multi-Annual budget, representing 

€5.1 billion, has been concentrated on a limited number 

of projects, to the extent that the financing of cross-bor-

der projects has doubled from roughly 30 to 60% from 

the 2000-2006 perspectives to the 2007-2013 perspec-

tives respectively.

The concentration effect

19. This Decision, which is visualised in the map and 

list of projects on the next two pages, has led to a  

maturing of the cross-border sections, including 

the most emblematic ones. Brenner, Lyon-Torino,  

Fehmarn, and Seine-Escaut will all be in works during the 

2014-2020 financial perspectives. This is an undeniable  

success of the recent development and Decisions taken 

by the Commission.

20. However, it implies that the financial needs for the 

next financial perspectives will increase subsequently. 

Namely, it has become apparent that the involvement of 

grants from the EU - be it TEN-T or regional funding - is 

essential for the progress of these cross-border sections.

21. Furthermore, it needs to be stressed that major cross-

border sections often take more than seven years, the  

period of a single financial perspective, to be realised. EU 

grants are limited to such a single financial perspective 

and therefore offer only limited help to set up a suffi-

ciently solid financial structure, which is often one of the  

major effects of the grants that function often as a finan-

cial guarantee towards other funding sources. This issue 

still needs to be tackled.

Conclusion

22. Today, the European Union does not benefit from 

a complete TEN-T infrastructure network, especially in 

the case of rail and inland waterways where essential 

parts are still missing and constitute important bottle-

necks. Only the road network is nearly final and provides  

access to intermodal nodes - apart from stretches in the 

new Member States which are either under construction 

or planned and some missing links in the old Member 

States. The air and sea transport networks are avail-

able, but no priorities have been given to establishing a  

European “hierarchy” of those networks and/or to a good 

interconnection with the other transport modes.

23. The progress of the Priority Projects is good: the 

completion rate during the current financial perspec-

tives will increase from 40 to 60%. Important sections 

will be completed. However, cross-border sections  

appear to progress the least, thereby leaving important 

national networks badly interconnected. TEN-T funding 

has been concentrated to a large extent on these cross-

border sections, thereby increasing their maturity and/

or speeding up their construction. European Coordina-

tors have been nominated to leverage, coordinate and 

communicate, leading to notable successes and appre-

ciation of their function. They facilitate the cross-border 

coordination and contribute to the progress of these 

most difficult sections.

24. During the next financial perspectives (2014-2020), 

numerous cross-border sections will be in construction 

or completed. Therefore, the decisions for concentrat-

ing financing here, and the obvious need to continue 

to do so, will be an essential centrepiece for linking up  

national networks into a network and thereby contrib-

uting directly to the realisation of the internal market, 

reaping all the benefits of years of investment.
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Cross-border projects
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for 
closed projects)

Member State(s)
TEN-T support  

(€ million)

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Works AT, IT €592.7

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Studies AT, IT €193.4

Works and Studies for upgrading the Wien-Bratislava railway line (6  
sub-projects)

AT €129.9

Works for upgrading of the cross-border section Salzburg-German border AT, DE €37.9

Ausbau des Abschnittes Freilassing-Grenze D/A (Salzburg) des TEN-Korridors Paris-München-
Bratislava

DE €8.5

Ausbaustrecke 23 Kehl-Appenweier (POS Süd) DE €27.0

Atlantic branch of the international section of PP03 Vitoria-Dax (estudios y obras para la nueva 
linea de alta velocidad)

ES, FR €56.8

Studies and Works for the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP03) - Lisbon-Madrid 
axis: Cross border section Evora-Merida

ES, PT €312.7

Works for construction of a high speed railway section between Perpignan and Figueres ES, FR €60.6

Nouvelle liaison ferroviaire Lyon-Turin partie commune franco-italienne de la section interna-
tionale

FR, IT €671.8

Crossborder Railway Line Trieste/Divača: study and design of the Trieste-Divača-Ljubljana-
Budapest-Ukrainian Border

IT, SI €50.7

Studies for the construction of the new high capacity line through the  
Pyrenees

ES, FR €5.0

Studies and works in the high speed rail interoperability in Iberian peninsula (PP19) - Porto-Vigo 
axis: Cross-border section Ponte de Lima-Vigo

ES, PT €244.1

Studies and works for the construction of Fehmarn Belt fixed rail-road link DE, DK €338.9

Studies for the development of the Railway Priority Project No. 22 BG, EL, HU, RO €6.5

Studies for the development of the Motorway-project of PP7 (Igoumenitsa/Patras-Athens-Sofia-
Budapest Motorway Axis)

BG, EL, HU, RO €1.1

Iron Rhine BE, NL €2.8

Studies for a European gauge line for “Rail Baltica” (Estonian section) EE €1.0

Cross-border section Tartu-Valga railway reconstruction/upgrading EE €9.3

1) Building of new European gauge line on the cross-border section PL border - Marijampole 2) 
Cross-border section Siauliai - LV border. Reconstruction/upgrading

LT €45.7

Studies for “Rail Baltica”, Lithuanian part: a) Section PL border-Marijampole in European Gauge 
b) Improvement of existing line  c) Contribution to global “Rail Baltica” study for European 
Gauge 

LT €16.1

Studies for a European gauge line (Latvian section) LV €1.1

1) Reconstruction/upgrading: cross-border section north Valmeira-Valka abd cross-border 
section south Jelgava-LT border 2) Reconstruction/upgrading Jugla (Riga city border station)-
Valmiera 

LV €10.1

The Seine-Scheldt inland waterway network - Cross-border section between Compiègne and 
Ghent

BE, FR €420.2

EuroCap-Rail modernisation de l’axe ferroviaire Bruxelles-Luxembourg BE €26.5

Ausbaustrecke 23 (Grenze D/F) Saarbrucken - Ludwigshafen (POS Nord) DE €10.0

Duisburg-Emmerich DE €63.3

TransEuropean Satellite Navigation System (Galileo): Development and validation phase BE €190.0

EuroCap-Rail. Modernisation de l’axe 3 Bruxelles-Luxembourg-Strasbourg LU €3.5

Motorway of the Sea - High Quality Rail and Intermodal Nordic Corridor Konigslinie DE, SE €10.2

Motorways of the Sea projects in the Baltic Sea Area Klaipeda-Karlshamn link LT, SE €5.2

Motorways of the Sea Esbjerg-Zeebrugge BE, DK €5.3

Projet Ferroviaire Lyon-Turin: Etudes des itineraires d’acces francais au tunnel de base FR €7.6

Baltic Link Gdynia-Karlskrona PL, SE €17.1

MoS 24 - ICT based Co-modality Promotion Center for integrating PP24 into Mediterranean MoS BE, FR, IT, MT €2.5

Monitoring and Operation Services for Motorways of the Sea (MOS4MOS) EL, ES, IT, SI €2.8

MIELE CY, DE, ES, IT, PT €8.0

ITS Adriatic multi-port gateway IT, SI €1.4

Motorway of the Sea Rostock-Gedser DE, DK €24.5

The Baltic Sea Hub and Spokes Project DK, EE, SE €24.8

MonaLisa DK, FI, SE €11.2

LNG infrastructure of filling stations and deployment in ships BE, DK €9.6

Third Track Zevenaar-German border NL €0.8

TOTAL €3,668.1
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C.2. TEN-T policy review

C.2.1. Background and objectives

Since the mid 1980’s, Trans-European Transport Network 

(TEN-T) policy has been setting the policy framework 

for the development of infrastructure for the smooth 

functioning of the internal market and for ensuring 

economic, social and territorial cohesion and improved 

accessibility across the EU. This led in 1992 to the inclu-

sion of a specific legal basis for trans-European transport 

networks in the Maastricht Treaty and in 1994, at the Eu-

ropean Council in Essen, to the adoption of a list of 14 

major projects.

In 1996, the European Parliament and the Council adopt-

ed the first Guidelines defining TEN-T policy and infra-

structure planning1. There was a major revision of the 

Guidelines in 2004, taking into account EU enlargement 

and the expected changes in traffic flows2. Furthermore, 

the list of 14 priority projects was extended.

Several financial and non-financial instruments have 

been set up to facilitate the implementation of projects. 

These instruments include the TEN Financial Regula-

tion3, the Cohesion Fund, the European Regional De-

velopment Fund (ERDF) and loans from the European 

Investment Bank, along with coordination initiatives by 

the Commission. In 2010, in the interest of clarity, the Eu-

ropean Parliament and the Council adopted Decision No 

661/2010/EU, a recast of the TEN-T Guidelines4.

To date, transport infrastructure as such is well-devel-

oped within the European Union. However, it is still frag-

mented, both geographically and between/within trans-

port modes. The main objective of the new Guidelines 

resulting from the TEN-T Policy Review, which will re-

place Decision 661/2010, is to establish a complete and 

integrated trans-European transport network, covering 

all Member States and regions and providing the basis 

for the balanced development of all transport modes in 

order to facilitate their respective advantages, thereby 

1 Decision No 1692/96 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 23 July 1996 on Community guidelines for the development of the 
trans-European transport network, OJ L 228, 9.9.1996, p. 1.

2 Decision No 884/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 29 April 2004 amending Decision No 1692/96/EC on 
Community guidelines for the development of the trans-European 
transport network, OJ L 201, 7.6.2004, p. 1.

3 Regulation (EC) No 680/2007 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 20 June 2007 laying down general rules for the granting of 
Community financial aid in the field of trans-European transport and 
energy networks, OJ L 162, 22.6.2007, p. 1.

4 Decision No 661/2010/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 7 July 2010 on Union Guidelines for the development of 
the trans-European transport network (recast), OJ L L 204, 5.8.2010, 
p. 1.

maximising the value added for Europe of the network.

In the light of the challenges for the TEN-T policy, also 

identified by the Roadmap to a Single European Trans-

port Area – Towards a competitive and resource efficient 

transport system5 (or “ White Paper”), these Guidelines 

will define a long-term strategy for TEN-T policy up to 

2030/2050.

C.2.2. Issues addressed

Five main problems need to be tackled at EU level:

1. Missing links, in particular at cross-border sections, 

are a major obstacle to the free movement of goods and 

passengers within and between the Member States and 

their neighbours.

2. There is a considerable and enduring disparity in qual-

ity and availibility of infrastructure between and within 

the Member States (bottlenecks). In particular, the east-

west connections require improvement, through the 

creation of new transport infrastructure or upgrade of 

existing infrastructure.

3. Transport infrastructure between transport modes is 

fragmented. As regards making multi-modal connec-

tions, many of Europe’s freight terminals, passenger sta-

tions, inland ports, maritime ports, airports and urban 

nodes are not up to the task. Since these nodes lack mul-

ti-modal capacity, the potential of multi-modal transport 

and its ability to remove infrastructure bottlenecks and 

bridge missing links is insufficiently exploited.

4. Investment in transport infrastructures should con-

tribute to the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emis-

sions in transport by 60% by 2050.

5. Member States still maintain different operational 

rules and requirements, in particular in the field of in-

teroperability, which add to the transport infrastructure 

barriers and bottlenecks.

C.2.3. Fields of action

The new Guidelines aim to establish and develop a com-

plete TEN-T network, consisting of infrastructure for rail-

ways, inland waterways, roads, maritime and air trans-

port, thereby ensuring the smooth functioning of the 

internal market and strengthening territorial, economic 

and social cohesion.

5 COM(2011) 144.
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To achieve these objectives, the first field of action is 

“conceptual planning”. Based on input from a public con-

sultation of stakeholders, the Commission concluded 

that the TEN-T could be best developed through a dual-

layer approach, consisting of a Comprehensive Network 

and a Core Network.

The Comprehensive Network constitutes the basic layer 

of the TEN-T. It consists of all existing and planned in-

frastructure meeting the requirements of the Guidelines. 

The Comprehensive Network is to be in place by 31 De-

cember 2050 at the latest.

The Core Network overlays the Comprehensive Network 

and consists of its strategically most important parts. 

It constitutes the backbone of the multimodal mobil-

ity network, and concentrates on those components 

of TEN-T with the highest European added value: cross 

-border missing links, key bottlenecks and multimodal 

nodes. The Core Network is to be in place by 31 Decem-

ber 2030 at the latest.

The second field of action concerns the implementation 

instruments. The Commission has developed the con-

cept of Core Network corridors, taking due account of 

the rail freight corridors6. These corridors will provide the 

framework instrument for the coordinated implementa-

tion of the Core Network. In terms of scope, the Core 

Network corridors will in principle cover three transport 

modes and cross at least three Member States. If possi-

ble, they should establish a connection with a maritime 

port. In terms of activities, the Core Network corridors 

will provide a platform for capacity management, in-

vestment, construction and coordination of multimodal 

transhipment facilities, and deployment of  interoper-

able traffic management systems.

C.2.4. Consistency with other EU policies and objec-

tives

The new Guidelines fit within the policy announced by 

the Commission in the White Paper. It is explicitly men-

tioned as part of Initiative 34 concerning the core net-

work of strategic European infrastructure7.

In particular, these Guidelines follow the strategy set out 

in the White Paper: to remove major barriers and bottle-

necks in key areas of transport infrastructure. The aim is 

6 Regulation (EU) No 913/2010 of 22 September 2010 of the Europe-
an Parliament and of the Council concerning a European rail network 
for competitive freight, OJ L 276, 20.10.2010, p. 22.

7 See section 3.1: “Transport infrastructure: territorial cohesion and 
economic growth” of Annex 1 to the White Paper.

to create a Single European Transport Area with better 

transport services and a fully integrated transport net-

work. This will link the different modes and bring about 

a profound shift in transport patterns for passengers and 

freight. This shift is necessary to meet the aim of cutting 

greenhouse gas emissions from transport by 60% by 

2050.

Without the support of an adequate network and a 

smarter approach to using it, no major change in trans-

port will be possible. Infrastructure planning and devel-

opment are considered essential in order to develop a 

sustainable transport system.

These Guidelines will also contribute to the policy goals 

outlined in the Commission’s Communication “A Digital 

Agenda for Europe”8 by supporting the implementation 

of intelligent transport systems. It also is one of the meas-

ures of the Single Market Act proposed by the Commis-

sion in April 20119 as the networks are the backbone of 

the internal market and play a key role in encouraging 

the fluid and efficient circulation of goods and services.

Furthermore, promoting sustainable transport has been 

identified as one of the means for achieving one of the 

three key priorities of the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, 

sustainable and inclusive growth adopted by the Com-

mission on 3 March 201010 - namely sustainable growth 

by addressing critical bottlenecks, in particular cross 

border sections and intermodal nodes (cities, ports, lo-

gistic platforms). 

Moreover, the Guidelines will contribute to the strength-

ening of territorial cohesion of EU territory - which is one 

of EU objectives - together with economic and social co-

hesion.

C.2.5. Consultation of interested parties

The Commission carried out a wide and intensive pub-

lic stakeholder consultation from February 2009 to June 

2010.

It launched the consultation process with the adoption 

of a Green Paper, opening the debate on key challenges 

and objectives for TEN-T policy and possible ways to 

meet them11.

8 COM(2010) 245 final/2.

9 COM(2011) 206 final.

10 COM(2010) 2020 final.

11 “TEN-T: A policy review. Towards a better integrated trans-Europe-
an transport network at the service of the Common Transport Policy”, 
COM (2009) 44 final.
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Building on the contributions from stakeholders, the 

Commission set up six expert groups, which between 

November 2009 and April 2010 analysed a number of 

key aspects of future TEN-T development12. The expert 

groups’ recommendations were included in a Commis-

sion working document presented for public consulta-

tion on 4 May 201013.

These public consultations attracted more than 530 con-

tributions. A large majority of contributors supported 

the option of a new dual-layer approach to TEN-T plan-

ning, with a comprehensive network as the basic layer 

and a Core Network consisting of the strategically most 

important parts of the TEN-T.

In October 2009 and in June 2010 ministerial and stake-

holder conferences were held in Naples and Zaragoza 

respectively.

In February 2011, the Commission presented a staff 

working document14 to the Council and European Parlia-

ment that further developed the methodology and plan-

ning/implementation scenarios.

C.2.6. Collection and use of expertise

In addition to the public stakeholder consultation, the 

Commission has been in continuous contact with Mem-

ber States through the committee for monitoring the 

Guidelines and exchanging information, set up by Deci-

sion No 1692/96/EC. Through this committee, which has 

been meeting on a monthly basis since 2010, the Mem-

ber States were informed about the progress and con-

tent of the revision process.

Furthermore, the Commission services organised several 

rounds of bilateral and multilateral meetings with Mem-

ber States, to discuss in detail the development of the 

comprehensive network and to present the main fea-

tures of the Core Network.

Contacts with individual interested parties have been 

established through separate meetings, at conferences 

12 The fields covered by the expert groups are: the structure of a 
comprehensive and core network and the methodology for TEN-T 
planning, integration of transport policy into TEN-T planning, intel-
ligent transport systems and new technologies within the framework 
of the TEN-T, TEN-T and connections outside the EU, TEN-T financing, 
TEN-T legal and non-financial aspects.

13 Consultation on the future trans-European transport network 
policy”, COM(2010) 212 final.

14 “The New Trans-European Transport Network Policy. Planning and 
implementation issues”, SEC(2011) 101.

and through the EU Coordinators at meetings of their re-

spective Priority Projects.

C.2.7. Impact Assessment

The Impact assessment identified four specific objectives 

for adressing the problem of a fragmented network.

To enhance coordination in EU planning, the first specific 

objective is to:

• Define a coherent and transparent approach to max-

imise the EU added value of the TEN-T, addressing 

aspects of network fragmentation linked to missing 

links, multimodality, and adequate connections to 

neighbouring and third countries, as well as to en-

sure adequate geographical coverage.

With a view to designing a sound governance structure 

to secure implementation of an optimal network config-

uration, the other three specific objectives are to:

• Foster the implementation of European standards for 

management systems and push for the development 

of harmonised operational rules for TEN-T projects of 

common interest. This objective does not aim to im-

pose new specific standards and rules, but rather to 

ensure the effective adoption and implementation of 

common European standards already developed.

• Enhance Member States cooperation in order to co-

ordinate investments, timing, the choice of routes, 

and environmental and cost-benefit assessments for 

projects of common interest.

• Ensure that the optimal network configuration is a 

key element in the allocation of EU funding allow-

ing for a focus on cross-border sections, missing links 

and bottlenecks.

Two policy options were the result:

• Option 1, combining a planning approach largely 

based on the current policy, though with certain 

amendments in the light of the experience gained, 

with a reinforced coordination approach to imple-

mentation;

• Option 2, combining a stronger approach to planning 

coordination, through identification of an optimised 

configuration for the strategic “core” of the TEN-T, 
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with the same reinforced coordination approach to 

implementation.

Each option would bring significant improvements 

when compared to the baseline policy approach, both 

in terms of effectiveness in implementation and in terms 

of economic, social and environmental impacts. Option 

2, due to the stronger coordination at both planning and 

implementation levels, would have an overall higher 

positive impact.

C.2.8. Methodology for the design of the Core Net-

work

The core network design as included in this proposal is 

the outcome of a commonly agreed methodology. It has 

been designed in accordance with the following two-

step methodology, based on a combined geographical 

and transport economic approach15.  

The first step was the identification of main nodes:

• Urban main nodes, comprising all Member State 

capitals, all “MEGA” cities according to ESPON and all 

other large urban areas or conurbations, including 

their entire relevant multimodal infrastructure as far 

as part of the comprehensive network; in total 82 ur-

ban nodes have been identified and are listed in an-

nex to the Guidelines; the multimodal infrastructure 

(ports, terminals and airports) directly belonging to 

the urban node are part of the Core Network.

• Outside these urban main nodes, ports which exceed 

a certain volume threshold or fulfil certain geograph-

ical criteria; in total, 82 ports are listed in annex to the 

Guidelines.

• The most relevant border crossing points: one per 

mode between each Member State and each neigh-

bouring country; in total 46 border crossing points 

are listed in annex to the Guidelines.

The second step consisted of connecting these main 

nodes by multimodal links (road, rail, inland waterway), 

according to availability or feasibility, taking into ac-

count potential traffic flows, effectiveness and efficiency 

and preferably using existing infrastructure.

15 The detailed methodology has been published in the Commission 
Staff Working Document “The New Trans-European Transport Network 
Policy – Planning and Implementation Issues” in January 2011. It 
has been subject to minor adjustments regarding issues which were 
raised at a Transport Ministers’ meeting on 7/8 February 2011 and at 
meetings with high-level representatives of all EU Member States.

C.2.9. Summary of the measures proposed

The proposed new Guidelines, which is intended to be a 

Regulation, will repeal and replace Decision 661/2010/

EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 

July 2010 on Union guidelines for the development of 

the trans-European transport network.

The new Guidelines contain the following main ele-

ments:

• TEN-T will be developed gradually through the im-

plementation of a dual layer approach, comprising a 

Comprehensive Network and a Core Network.

• The Comprehensive Network is to be in place by 31 

December 2050 at the latest, whereas the Core Net-

work is to be implemented as a priority by 31 Decem-

ber 2030.

• The Guidelines set the framework for identifying 

projects of common interest. These projects contrib-

ute to the development and establishment of TEN-

T through creating or upgrading of infrastructure, 

measures to promote the resource-efficient use of 

infrastructure and by enabling sustainable and effi-

cient freight transport services.

• With a view to cooperation with third and neighbour-

ing countries16 the European Union may promote 

projects of mutual interest.

• The Comprehensive Network is specified by maps, 

infrastructure components, infrastructure require-

ments and priorities for promoting projects of com-

mon interest.

• Freight terminals, passenger stations, inland ports, 

maritime ports and airports will connect transport 

modes in order to allow multi-modal transport.

• Urban nodes form key elements in the comprehen-

sive network as connecting points between the dif-

ferent transport infrastructures (including regional 

and local).

16 In Annex III the regional transport networks of these countries 
are provided to the extent that they have already been defined. For 
neighbourhood countries under the Eastern Partnership, the regional 
network will be defined following the work of the Transport Panel 
under the Eastern Partnership, building on work carried out in the 
framework of TRACECA. For the neighbourhood countries in the 
south, the regional network will be defined on the basis of the work 
undertaken in the framework of the Euro-Mediterranean Transport 
Forum.
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• The Guidelines lay down specific requirements for 

the Core Network, in addition to the requirements for 

the Comprehensive Network - for example, the avail-

ability of alternative fuels. The Commission will moni-

tor and evaluate the progress made in implementing 

the Core Network.

• Core Network corridors are an instrument for imple-

menting the core network. They are to be based on 

modal integration and interoperability and lead to 

coordinated development and management.

 

• European Coordinators will facilitate the coordinat-

ed implementation of the corridors, in cooperation 

with corridor platforms to be established by Member 

States concerned.

• Each corridor platform will establish a multi-annual 

development plan, including investment and imple-

mentation plans, as a management structure. Based 

on this information the Commission will adopt imple-

menting acts (decisions) for each corridor.

• The proposal calls for regular revision of the annexes 

by means of delegated acts in order to update the 

maps of the Comprehensive Network. It also envis-

ages a review of the core network by 2023.
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C.3. TEN-T & Innovation

The overall objective of opening TEN-T support to In-

novation and New Technologies has grown since 2008 

through the TEN-T Green Paper1, the TEN-T Policy Review 

(Expert Group 3)2, the White Paper on Transport3 and the 

TEN-T Annual Call 20104 to finally becoming main stream 

with the Commission’s proposals for the new TEN-T 

Guidelines5 and the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)6 in 

October 2011. 

The necessity of integrating innovative solutions and 

New Technologies to transform the European transport 

infrastructure into a modern, safe and resource-efficient 

system, as it has been further emphasised in the White 

Paper on Transport, which states that research, innova-

tion and the deployment of innovative solutions are es-

sential to its success.

The Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and New Technolo-

gies (NT) Expert Group published a report in March 2010. 

Amongst its conclusions, the report underlines that elec-

trification should take place as much as possible in all 

transport modes, taking into account future innovation 

in energy storage, and that electromobility (e-mobility) 

should be supported to become a mass market product, 

driven by consumers demand. 

Following the recommendations of the above mentioned 

Expert Group, EU funds were made available under the 

annual TEN-T call in 2010 for infrastructure studies with 

the possibilities of integrated pilot deployment, contrib-

uting to the decarbonisation of transport. This concerns 

also the build-up of alternative fuel infrastructure on the 

TEN-T network. The call foresaw the co-funding of infra-

structure measures but not of research, nor of vehicles. 

Six proposals were submitted and the selected project, 

the e-mobility project, “Greening European Transporta-

tion Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles” is the first project 

to be funded under the TEN-T programme, with a Com-

munity contribution of €4.95million. The project envi-

1 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/ten-t-policy/review/
green-paper_en.htm

2 Expert’s Report of March 2010: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infra-
structure/ten-t-policy/review/expert_group_3_en.htm

3 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/strategies/2011_white_paper_
en.htm

4 http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/ten-t_projects/ten-t_projects_by_
country/multi_country/2010-eu-91117-p.htm

5 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/connecting/revision-
t_en.htm

6 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/connecting/connect-
ing_en.htm

sions the analysis, testing and deployment of a multi 

transport mode network using today’s road infrastruc-

ture and railways, coupled with an electric car charg-

ing network of battery swap stations and charge spots, 

powered by renewable energy along with intelligent 

transport management systems. 6 Member States are in-

volved: DK, NE, ES, AT, BE and LU. Concept inventor and 

coordinating implementing company is “Better Place 

Denmark A/S”. The project was launched in September 

2010 with the implementation end date in December 

2012.

Deliverables include: 

• The deployment of battery switch stations in 

Copenhagen and Amsterdam;

• Planning for a network of battery switch sta-

tions across Western Europe;

• An inter-modal pilot for mobility services con-

cerning electric cars and trains in Denmark;

• A policy analysis and report on the conditions 

needed to accelerate the deployment of an “open ac-

cess” electric car infrastructure of charging and switch-

ing stations across Europe.

It is intended to also open the TEN-T calls for propos-

als with the remaining budget of the current financial 

cycle 2007-2013 to innovative infrastructure studies of 

the above mentioned type. Furthermore, as also recom-

mended by the same Expert Group, the Commission pro-

posal for the new TEN-T Guidelines, which was published 

on October 19th, opens TEN-T support to a much wider 

range of innovative actions on transport infrastructure 

(see in particular Art.39). The adoption by the Europe-

an Council and the European Parliament is foreseen for 

2012. Moreover, the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) 

proposal of the Commission on infrastructure invest-

ments covering the next financial cycle (2014-2020), 

makes strong reference to the innovation objective. 

Furthermore in the recent TEN-T Days 2011 in Antwerp, 

the innovation for infrastructure subject has been pro-

moted by a dedicated workshop (WS4), with its report 

and presentations published on the conference website 

in December 20117. This swift and substantial open-

ing of TEN-T to Innovation, New Technologies, Decar-

bonisation, including alternative propulsion, is in full 

agreement with the already mentioned White Paper on 

Transport, which promotes this concept for all modes of 

transport. 

7 http://www.ten-t-days-2011-antwerp.eu/conference-documents.
html
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C.4. Open Method of Coordination (OMC) – TENtec In-

formation System

Overview

The Open Method of Coordination (OMC) - an inter-

governmental method of “soft coordination” - has been 

re-launched by the Lisbon strategy and provides the 

political frame for all TENtec developments. TENtec is 

the information system of the European Commission to 

coordinate and support TEN-T Policy. It stores and man-

ages technical and financial data for the analysis, man-

agement and political decision making of the TEN-T pro-

gramme.

TENtec acts as a bridge to Members States ministries 

and other key-stakeholders (DG REGIO, DG ENV, EIB and 

third countries in the pipeline). This includes support 

for briefings, modelling of future policy/budgetary sce-

narios, interfacing with GIS (Geographical Information 

System), monitoring and reporting, electronic submis-

sion of applications and online conduction of surveys. 

Additionally, the system manages the necessary work-

flows, issuing of COM decisions, complete selection cy-

cle for new projects including proposal submission and 

reception, and the required web interfaces (Private and 

Public Portal as well as general web services to connect 

external data sources). Finally, interactive maps and sat-

ellite overlays (e.g. Google Earth) are supported with the 

seamless inclusion of GIS. The entire software develop-

ment is based on the SMART-IT principle, making TENtec 

a user-driven application.

TENtec information system implementation

Since 2008, TENtec serves as a bridge between the Eu-

ropean Commission and the TEN-T Executive Agency, 

providing an effective and efficient working environ-

ment. The system features a workflow strategy aiming 

at successive, continuous improvement and completion 

of the underlying database. The TENtec Private Portal 

was inaugurated during the 2009 TEN-T Days in Naples 

in October 2009. However, the bridge to the ministries 

in the Member States entered into production on 25 

February 2010 with the iReport module, which supports 

the creation of the annual TEN-T Progress Report on the 

implementation of the Priority Projects. The workflow 

strategy of continuous database improvement was used 

here. The formal inauguration of the relaunched TENtec 

Public Outreach functionality is planned for the 2011 

TEN-T Days in Antwerp in November 2011, which will 

provide timely information to the EU public with the 

help of dynamic maps, facts, figures and various audio-

visual and interactive elements. This public access will be 

a useful communication instrument and will provide a 

more systematic and comprehensive information on the 

Commission’s work in relation to TEN-T. This important 

instrument aims to raise citizens’ awareness regarding 

the benefits of the TEN-T policy development. Further-

more, a reporting module will allow the Commission to 

automatically compile information and create instant 

reports. This not only reduces the pressure on reporting 

deadlines, but also provides to the Commission, Member 

States and all stakeholders a much increased data quality 

and a systematic, up-to-date overview on the execution 

of the budget and the technical implementation of each 

project of the TEN-T networks in all modes of transport.

Moreover, the Private Portal contains the Open Method 

of Coordination (OMC) module which is the underly-

ing work environment for the current implementation 

report exercise (2006-2009), covering the entire TEN-T 

network (ca. 8000 sections). Here the workflow strategy 

of continuous database improvement will be further en-

hanced through the use of interactive maps. The inclu-

sion of modelling capabilities with the generation and 

preparation of data for scenario simulation using the GIS 

system (and TRANSTOOLS) will be realised in the future. 

The creation of data bridges to DG REGIO and also to Eu-

ropean Investment Bank to incorporate their TEN-T data 

is in progress. This will further complete the overview of 

European transport infrastructure funding and the sta-

tus of its technical implementation. The OMC principle 

will ensure that all stakeholders will not only contrib-

ute, but also benefit from the system. For instance, after 

the data validation workflow each stakeholder can see 

the data of all other stakeholders. Printing of tables and 

maps in Excel, PDF and (later) other formats are available 

for inclusion in the daily work on TEN-T projects. Further 

intended for the next phase starting at the end of 2011, 

are the following functionalities and modules: Inclusion 

of Neighbouring States, Web-interface for third parties, 

Transport funds monitoring (Connecting Europe Facility/

TEN-T), cohesion, EIB, Member States), TEN-T and TEN-T 

EA Monitoring, TEN-T online reporting and statistics, as 

well as the outsourced individual TEN-T project imple-

mentation functionalities, such as Action Status Reports, 

Strategic Action Plans and Financial (project follow-up/

ePMS replacement). It may also serve as a base for gen-

eral transport infrastructure policy-making in Europe.
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C.5. TEN-T funding & financing

Under the current financial perspective (2007-2013), 

TEN-T projects are financed mostly through Member 

State budgets (€196 billion), with support from several 

EU instruments: the TEN-T programme provides €8 bil-

lion, while the European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund account for €43 billion. 

The EIB also provides substantial support through loans 

and a variety of financial instruments relevant to trans-

port infrastructure.

The Commission’s communication on the next multi-an-

nual financial perspective (2014-2020) of 29 June 2011 

decided to propose the creation of a new, integrated 

instrument for the funding of EU level priorities in trans-

port, energy, and ICT infrastructures: the Connecting Eu-

rope Facility. In line with the principles set out in the EU 

budget review adopted in October 2010, the Connecting 

Europe Facility will ensure the best possible use of the 

EU financial contribution in order better to achieve the 

objectives set out in the respective sectoral Guidelines. 

The Connecting Europe Facility, as well as the Commis-

sion’s proposals for sector-specific guidelines, including 

a revision of the TEN-T Guidelines, adopted on 19 Oc-

tober will be part of a consistent EU growth strategy to 

complete the missing links in infrastructure at EU level. 

Increasing investment in public infrastructure is poten-

tially supporting economic growth as it has a positive 

multiplier effect in the short term and it can improve 

competitiveness in the longer term. 

In transport, the combination of the Connecting Europe 

Facility and the revised TEN-T Guidelines as well as the 

instruments of research and innovation (Horizon 2020) 

and cohesion policy (in particular the Cohesion Fund), 

will create a clear EU funding strategy which would better 

integrate the available sources of financing and increase 

its added value in the implementation of EU objectives. 

Such a funding strategy would aim at increasing the lev-

erage of the EU contribution by making a difference in 

the choice of projects funded and further concentrat-

ing the available EU resources. Another key principle of 

such a funding strategy would be to ensure consistency 

in funding priorities between the EU and national levels.

The Connecting Europe Facility will now support invest-

ments into infrastructure, traffic managements systems 

and transport services to realise a fully interoperable 

and interconnected core network, including links to the 

neighbourhood countries. The cohesion policy instru-

ments will complement the Connecting Europe Facility 

by focussing on national and regional priorities on the 

TEN-T.

The Connecting Europe Facility will be strongly coordi-

nated with the EIB’s transport project portfolio in order 

to ensure maximum leverage of the EU support, as well 

as to benefit from the Bank know-how and the synergies 

on the two institutions. In addition, the EIB expertise 

could be involved at an earlier stage in the development 

of the project pipeline in cooperation with the Commis-

sion and the TEN-T Executive Agency.

The Connecting Europe Facility will also deploy financial 

instruments to ensure the mobilisation of the private sec-

tor. One such instrument, the Project Bond Initiative, in 

cooperation with the EIB, will support innovative project 

financing schemes such as Public-Private Partnerships 

which pull from private expertise and capital substantial 

efficiency gains for the delivery of large infrastructure 

assets. Building on the experience gained in joint EIB-

EU initiatives such as the Loan Guarantee instruments 

for TEN-T projects (LGTT) or the European PPP Expertise 

Centre (EPEC), which provides its members with exper-

tise and policy advice on PPP programmes, the Project 

Bond Initiative will focus primarily on projects which can 

be financially viable in order to facilitate the financing ei-

ther through capital markets or traditional bank lending.
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C.6. Traffic management/ITS

Traffic management systems/Intelligent Transport Sys-

tems utilise communications technology to enable 

smart traffic management and information exchange 

within and between transport modes. 

They thus enhance multimodal transport operations and 

value added transport-related services, while improving 

safety, security and environmental performance. 

Traffic Management/ITS services also facilitate seamless 

connection between the infrastructure of the compre-

hensive network and that of regional and local transport. 

Services associated with specific transport modes in par-

ticular include:

• ERTMS

• RIS

• ITS (road)

• VTMIS

• SESAR

Developments and the state-of-play in the aforemen-

tioned sectors are indicated below. 

 

C.6.1. ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management Sys-

tem)

ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) is a 

train signalling and speed control system based upon 

technical specificities that are common to all rail net-

works throughout Europe. 

It is replacing, progressively, the more than 20 national 

signalling and speed control systems currently in use - 

thereby reducing the over cost of cross border rail traf-

fic by decreasing the risk of interoperability failures and 

subsequently improving safety, as well as smoothing 

cross border rail operations. 

ERTMS deployment policy at EU level targets priority 

high speed and rail freight traffic. Its installation is com-

pulsory on new high speed lines, as well as on existing 

high speed lines on which signalling systems are signifi-

cantly renewed. 

As regards trackside equipment for conventional lines, 

ERTMS deployment is compulsory on lines receiving EU 

co-funding. In addition, a priority network composed of 

six major freight corridors and areas is expected to be 

equipped according to fixed deadlines, in 2015 or 2020. 

This future core ERTMS network will cover around 25,000 

km. As regards to onboard equipment, the EU set a pri-

ority on rail freight locomotives, and requests that new 

locomotives ordered after 1 January 2012 or put into 

service after 1 January 2015 are equipped with ERTMS.   

A major condition for the successful deployment of 

ERTMS is the availability of a unique technical standard 

that ensures the compatibility of all trackside and on-

board ERTMS equipment in Europe. Such an interoper-

ability standard has existed since April 2008. 

To fit further requests from the sector, it is currently be-

ing reviewed by the European Rail Agency, in coopera-

tion with the major stakeholders of the rail sector. The 

aim is to achieve a new unique standard compatible 

with the 2008 standard by the end of 2012. 

To facilitate common efforts, in 2007 and 2009, the EU 

allocated a total amount of €500 million to ERTMS devel-

opment and deployment, and appointed a Coordinator, 

Mr Karel Vinck, whose current mandate runs until 2013. 

In the frame of a new call for proposals published in May 

2011, the EU will allocate an additional amount of €100 

million to further support the development and deploy-

ment of ERTMS.

C.4. TEN-T Funding and Financing
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European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) projects
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and 
actual funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support 
(in million)

ERTMS deployment on Corridor B (Stockholm-Naples) - Austrian section AT €12

Corridor E: ERTMS trackside equipment in the Czech Republic CZ €20.8

Ausrustung der Eisenbahnstrecke von Emmerich (Grenze) bis Basel (Grenze) 
mit ETCS als Teil des Korridors A Rotterdam-Genua 

DE €23.3

Ausrustung von Lokomotiven der Railion Deutschland AG DE, NL €3.2

EEIG ERTMS User Group - testing activities BE, DE, ES, FR, IT, NL, SE, UK €6

ERTMS implementation on the railway corridor D (Valencia-Budapest) ES, FR, IT, SI €21

Deployment of ERTMS on the corridor Antwerp-Basel/Lyon BE, FR, LU €89

Programme Management Office (PMO) for the ERTMS deployment on the 
corridor from Rotterdam to Genoa

DE, IT, NL €1.1

Mise en place de l’ERTMS sur les rames THALYS BE, DE, FR, NL €4.8

Migration towards ERTMS/ETCS for Trenitalia on-board equipment IT €7

Trackside ERTMS equipment on Italian part of Corridor A (600 km) IT €33

ERTMS implementation on the railway corridor Rotterdam-Genoa-Nether-
lands Part - Kijfhoek and Zevenaar

NL €4.7

Serial fitment of onboard ETCS equipment SRS 2.3.0 in 109 freight locomo-
tives

DE, NL €7.8

ERTMS implementation the railway corridor Rotterdam-Genoa-Netherlands 
part - Section port railway of Rotterdam

NL €4.5

Retrofit of 90 Siemens ES64F4 E-locomotives with Alstom ETCS L2 equipment 
for usage on EU freight corridors and various conventional networks

NL €9

ERTMS deployment on Corridor E (Dresden-Constanta) Austrian vehicles AT, HU €7.3

ERTMS deployment on Corridor E (Dresden-Constanta) Trackside equipment AT €6.9

ERTMS deployment on Corridor B (Stockholm-Naples) Austrian vehicles AT €1.9

Rail Corridor E ERTMS/ETCS in the section of German border-Decin-Prague-
Kolin

CZ €15.1

Equipment of freight locomotives with ETCS on-board-units according to SRS 
2.3.0.d

DE €0.9

ERTMS implementation on the Railway Corridor C (Antwerpen-Lyon/Basel) BE, FR, LU €11.6

Deployment of ERTMS on Corridor D: Valencia to Budapest ES, FR, IT, SI €75

Support to the ERTMS consolidation BE, DE, ES, FR, IT, NL, SE, UK €3

Retrofitment of locomotives with onboard ETCS equipment AT, BE, DE, NL €1.2

Programme management office for the ERTMS deployment on the corridor 
from Rotterdam to Genoa

DE, IT, NL €2.7

Migration of the French East European high speed line to specification 
baseline 2.3.0.d

FR €1

Deployment of ETCS level 1 on Luxembourg railway network LU €0.2

Retrofitting of MAV-TRAKCIO locomotives with ETCS equipment to be oper-
ated on Corridor E

AT, CZ, DE, HU, RO, SK €2

Upgrade of Roma-Napoli and Torino-Novara high speed lines in order to 
ensure compatibility with version 2.3.0d

IT €2

Deployment of ERTMS trackside equipment on the railway corridor B 
Stockholm-Naples: Sub-part from Brenner to Verona of the Italian Corridor B 
part (Brenner-Naples)

IT €16.5

Upgrade of ETCS system to 2.3.0d in the Betuwe Route NL €1

ERTMS upgrade of existing locomotives to ensure compatibility with SRS 
2.3.0d for use in the Betuwe line

NL €2

Fitting of ETCS onboard equipment to Traxx DABNLs NL €0.5

Retrofitting of ETCS onboard equipment for locomotives to run in ERTMS 
Corridor A

NL €3.3

Project and development of ETCS level 1 system at the section of the E 65, 
CMK, railway line Grodzisk Mazowiecki-Zawiercie

PL €8.8

Implementation of the European Rail Traffic Management System on the 
High-speed stretch between Lisbon and Caia, an integral part of the Lisbon-
Madrid (PP3)

PT €15.5

Deployment of ERTMS in Sweden SE €22

ETCS deployment on Corridor VI: Zilina-Cadca-state border SK/CZ  SK €2

TOTAL €449.4
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River Information Services (RIS) projects
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual 
funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support 
(in million)

Implementation of RIS in Flanders BE €1.9

Implementation of RIS on the Westerscheldt river BE, NL €0.5

Full deployment of Inland-AIS transponders DE, NL €5.0

IRIS Europe II AT, BE, BG, CZ, FR, HU, NL, RO, 
SK

€5.8

Implementation of Fairway Information Services NL €0.4

Study and implementation of AIS monitoring network NL €3.2

Implementation of RIS in Flanders II BE €0.6

Deployment of Inland AIS transponders in Flanders and the  
Netherlands

BE, NL €0.8

Services d’ information fluviale II (SIF II) FR €1.2

Studies for the Development of the RIS Operability along the  
Northern Italy Waterway System

IT €2.5

Pilot implementation on the Lower Oder RIS PL €1.6

TOTAL €23.4

C6.2. River Information Services (RIS)

River Information Services (RIS) employ harmonised 

information services in support of traffic and transport 

management in inland navigation, including interfaces 

to other transport modes. RIS facilitates inland naviga-

tion and eases the integration of inland waterway trans-

port into the overall co-modal transport chain. RIS also 

contributes to safety, efficiency and environmental-

friendliness of this mode of transport. 

In a nutshell, RIS provides geographical, hydrological 

and administrative information on the waterway and en-

ables the electronic reporting of cargo and voyage data 

and the tracking and tracing of vessels. Potential users 

range from public authorities, skippers and fleet opera-

tors, transport logistics providers and last but not least 

ports and terminals. The information provided supports 

amongst others navigation, traffic management, acci-

dent abatement, fleet management, transport planning, 

execution and monitoring.

The initial conceptual and technical development of RIS 

took place in the European Framework Programmes for 

research and technological development and was ac-

tively supported by the Member States and waterway 

authorities and the industry concerned. 

RIS is today regulated through both Directive 2005/44/

EC which defines binding rules for data communication 

and RIS equipment as well as the minimum level of RIS 

Services, and the Commission Regulations defining the 

technical guidelines and specifications identified under 

the Directive. The latter encompass technical guidelines 

for RIS, as well as technical specifications in the area of 

notices to skippers, vessel tracking and tracing (Inland 

AIS), electronic chart display and information system for 

inland navigation (Inland ECDIS) and electronic ship re-

porting (all to be compatible in particular with maritime 

specifications with respect to mixed traffic areas). 

The Directive provides the framework for the deploy-

ment of harmonised and interoperable RIS systems and 

services, and constitutes together with the Commission 

Regulations, the legal reference framework.

The deployment of RIS is supported through the TEN-

T framework. Under the previous TEN-T programming 

period, a limited number of RIS projects were realised. 

However the 2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-Annual Programme 

extended the support for RIS deployment. Projects focus 

on the coordinated deployment of enabling infrastruc-

ture and RIS provision. As a result of the first RIS call for 

proposals within the current TEN-T Multi-Annual pro-

gramming period in 2008, six projects were successfully 

started and include a total EU contribution €16 million. 

A second call for proposals in 2010 selected five success-

ful projects with a total EU contribution of €7.1 million. 

The implementation of RIS across Europe is further sup-

ported by the structural funds as well as IPA (Instrument 

for Pre-Accession Assistance). 
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Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) for Roads
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual 
funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support 
(in million)

A feasibility study for establishing regular public transport inter-city 
links and city links with airports, ports and major tourist destinations 
in Cyprus that will use the Cyprus Motorway Network

CY €0.8

EasyWay AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EL, ES, 
FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, LT, NL, PT, RO, 
SE, SI, SK, UK

€100.0

EasyWay, Phase II AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EL, ES, 
FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, LT, NL, PT, RO, 
SE, SI, SK, UK

€100.0

A14 Corridor Traffic Management Scheme UK €11.7

TOTAL €212.4

C6.3. Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) for roads

The activities related to the promotion and effective 

roll-out of ITS for roads mainly build on the ITS Directive 

2010/40/EU and the ITS Action plan (COM (2008) 886 

final). DG MOVE also financially supports the EasyWay 

project set up by 23 EU Member States and their part-

ners to foster and facilitate coordinated and harmonised 

ITS deployment. The ITS Action Plan adopted in Decem-

ber 2008 and Directive 2010/40/EU aim to accelerate the 

coordinated deployment and use of intelligent trans-

port systems in road transport (and interfaces with other 

modes) across Europe. The Action Plan encloses 24 ac-

tions in six priority areas:

• Optimal use of road, traffic and travel data

• Continuity of traffic and freight management ITS 

services

• Road safety and security

• Integration of the vehicle in the transport infrastruc-

ture

• Data security, data protection and liability

• European ITS cooperation and coordination

The implementation of the ITS Action Plan is ongoing. It 

is a concerted effort between various Commission DGs 

(MOVE, INFSO, RTD, ENTR, CLIMA) and has a clear per-

spective on tackling bottlenecks that seem to hamper 

interoperable deployment and broader market take-up.

Directive 2010/40/EU aims to establish a legal frame-

work to accelerate and coordinate the deployment and 

use of ITS for road transport, including the interfaces 

with other transport modes. It covers four priority areas 

which are very much in line with the first four areas of 

the ITS Action Plan. In the first phase, it concentrates on 

six priority actions:

• EU-wide multimodal travel information services

• EU-wide real-time traffic information services

• Road safety related minimum universal traffic infor-

mation free of charge to users

• Interoperable EU-wide emergency call (eCall)

• Information services for safe and secure parking plac-

es for trucks and commercial vehicles.

• Reservation services for safe and secure parking plac-

es for trucks and commercial vehicles

A key element consists of the mandate received from 

the Council and the European Parliament to adopt del-

egated acts, as regards to specifications in the four pri-

ority areas, for seven years. In this task, the Commission 

is assisted by the (advisory) ITS Committee composed 

of Member State representatives and the European ITS 

Advisory Group composed of high level representatives 

from relevant ITS service providers, associations of users, 

transport and facilities operators, manufacturing indus-

try, professional associations, local authorities and other 

relevant fora, which is to be established in autumn 2011. 

The role of the Group is to advise the Commission on 

business and technical aspects of the deployment and 

use of ITS in the EU. The EasyWay II project focuses on 

concerted and harmonised deployment of ITS services. 

The backbone of the implementation activities is made 

up of the self-identified “Core European ITS Services” de-

fined in three thematic domains: traffic and travel infor-

mation services, traffic management services and freight 

& logistics services. The EasyWay project builds on a long 

tradition of constructive cooperation among leading 

public administrations and has evolved along a shared 

vision and commonly defined road map. The EasyWay II 

work programme includes 1200 projects, and significant 

work has been undertaken to build a commonly accept-

ed foundation ensuring interoperable deployment and 

real Europe-wide continuity of service. A major objective 

is to effectively engage and commitexternal stakehold-

ers  to realise common targets with regards to the TEN-T 

road network and its interfaces with the complemen-

tary networks and transport modes, including public 

transport. The project’s budget is around €500 million, 

of which a maximum 20% is granted through the TEN-T 

budget line.
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C6.4. Vessel Traffic Monitoring and Information  

System (VTMIS)

Europe is highly vulnerable to the risks of maritime acci-

dents and pollution, as confirmed by a number of major 

catastrophes such as the losses of the passenger ship ES-

TONIA and the oil tankers ERIKA and PRESTIGE.

In such a context, the setting-up of a EU Vessel Traffic 

Monitoring and Information System (VTMIS) contributes 

to the safety of European navigation, notably in heav-

ily congested or environmentally sensitive areas. It also 

contributes to a more efficient management of the mari-

time transport chain.

The development of an EU VTMIS is the main objec-

tive of Directive 2002/59/EC, as amended. It includes 

the requirement for ships to be fitted with equipment 

enabling short-range transmission of their identity and 

position (AIS - Automatic Identification Systems) and to 

notification of their arrival and departure from EU ports. 

Member States also have to establish appropriate shore-

based infrastructure for the monitoring of maritime traf-

fic in their waters. 

In line with the Directive, the Commission initiated the 

development of an electronic network for the trans-

mission of data between maritime administrations of 

Member States, SafeSeaNet. This is now operated by the 

European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) and enables 

a better monitoring of ships bound for or in transit in 

European waters and the dangerous or polluting cargo 

they carry onboard. 

 

Further to the modification of Directive 2002/59/EC by 

Directive 2009/17/EC, the scope of the EU VTMIS has 

been expanded with a view to enhancing the safety and 

efficiency of maritime traffic, providing for the inclusion 

of monitoring requirements for fishing vessels and im-

proving the response of authorities to incidents with 

clear obligations for the process of accommodation of 

ships in need of assistance.

Another important provision of the new Directive con-

cerns the setting up of the EU Data Centre for the Long-

Range Identification and Tracking of Ships (EU LRIT DC) 

which enables the identification and monitoring of 

vessels flying the EU Member State flags all around the 

world for safety, security and environmental purposes. 

This Data Centre was set by EMSA and has been opera-

tional since May 2009.
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C.6.5 Functional Airspace Blocks (FAB)

Member States are required to take all necessary meas-

ures in order to ensure the establishment of Functional 

Airspace Blocks (FABs) by December 2012 and deliver 

operational benefits to airspace users. In particular, they 

should enhance cooperation and seek integration of air 

navigation services provision within a FAB where appro-

priate with a view to ensure national airspace bounda-

ries do not reduce the efficiency of air traffic flows and 

air traffic service provision in Europe. Guidance material 

for the establishment of FABs has been made available in 

this respect. Details on the establishment and progress 

of FABs are reported by the FAB Coordinator. 

Two FABs have currently been formally established and 

are in an implementation phase, while seven more FABs 

are in various stages of establishment. EU financial sup-

port has been granted to all FABs through the TEN-T fi-

nancial programme. It seems likely that all of the FAB ini-

tiatives will be able to sign and potentially ratify the FAB 

State Level Agreements in order to meet the December 

2012 deadline. Nevertheless, it appears that the imple-

mentation of FABs is not proceeding as fast as it should - 

only two performance plans at FAB level have been sub-

mitted in 2011. The Commission will continue to closely 

monitor progress with a reinforced interest as the dead-

line approaches. It will in particular assess the fulfilment 

by each FAB of the regulatory requirements, and look at 

whether stakeholders (including professional staff repre-

sentative bodies) have been properly involved and if the 

bottom-up approach to airspace de-fragmentation has 

delivered operational benefits.

In addition to the formal requirements, some key issues 

still need to be addressed, such as the implementation 

of FAB performance plans and charging strategies, the 

development of real partnership between individual 

FABs and the network manager for better airspace man-

agement, as well as the coordinated and synchronised 

deployment of SESAR-related technology. 

Air Traffic Management (ATM) projects
Ongoing and closed projects 2007-2013 (Excluding the SESAR programme)
(TEN-T support figures take into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual 
funding for closed projects)

Member State(s) TEN-T support 
(in million)

DANUBE FAB Project (Phase 1/Stage 2, Phase 2 and 3) BG, RO €2.5

BLUE MED Definition Phase CY, EL, IT, MT €2.8

North European ATM Service Concepts - Feasibility study for a North 
European Functional Airspace Block

DK, EE, FI, SE €0.8

Feasibility Study for establishment of the Baltic FAB LT, PL €1.0

Functional Airspace Block Central Europe - Implementation Plan AT, CZ, HU, SI, SK €2.0

Green and Predictable Flights DK, EE, FI, IE, SE €9.1

Airborne Datalink Equipage All €19.3

Study & Initial assessments: Preparation, Feasibility and Pre-imple-
mentation  SW Portugal Spain FAB initiative

ES, PT €0.7

Establishment of a New ATM Centre for Enhancement of Operational 
Safety and Capacity at HungaroControl Pte. Ltd. Co.

HU €6.0

Italy Integration of Communication and Surveillance IP1 IT €4.0

Air Traffic Management Systems - Functional Airspace Block Europe 
Central (FABEC)

BE, DE, FR, LU, NL €13.8

UK-Ireland FAB Development of High Level Sectors IE, UK €1.2

FAB CE Implementation of Static Area of Responsibility Scenario AT, CZ, HU, SI €1.4

TOTAL €64.7
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C6.6. SESAR Programme

The Single European Sky1 (SES) aims to improve the over-

all efficiency in which European airspace is organised 

and managed. The objectives of SES are to reduce ATM 

costs by half, to triple the current air traffic capacity in 

Europe while improving safety by a factor of 10, and re-

duce the environmental impact per flight by 10%. 

SES is based on five interrelated pillars addressing per-

formance, safety, technology, human factors and air-

ports.

SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) is an inte-

gral part of the SES policy and constitutes its technology 

pillar. It is a three-phase EU programme that, through 

the definition, development and deployment of a new 

generation of technologies and procedures, will provide 

Europe with a modern and harmonised ATM system ca-

pable of meeting SES performance objectives. 

These three phases are outlined in the European ATM 

Master Plan2. SESAR is now in its development phase, 

managed by the SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU)3. 

Based in Brussels, the SJU coordinates all ATM research, 

development and validation activities in Europe through 

a Public-Private Partnership founded by the Commission 

and Eurocontrol4. 

This phase is co-funded by the EU through the TEN-T 

funds and the 7th research and technological develop-

ment programmes. 

1 Regulations (EC) 549-550-551-552/2004, OJ L96, 31.3.2004, p1-26

2 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air/sesar/european_atm_en.htm

3 Regulation (EC) 219/2007 OJ L64, p.1, 27.2.2007

4 European organisation for the safety of air navigation

The operational activities of the SJU started in 2009 with 

the setup of 304 projects. In 2010, the SESAR programme 

made substantial progress, having launched 94% of the 

projects - over 80% of which were in the execution phase. 

In addition, the SJU got underway specific activities in 

the field of environment, with the AIRE project (Atlan-

tic Interoperability Initiative to Reduce Emissions), and 

in the fields of communication, navigation and surveil-

lance systems with the OPTIMI project (Oceanic Position 

Tracking Improvement and Monitoring). 

The SJU also adopted a first update of the European ATM 

Master Plan. The first validated results of the develop-

ment phase are expected by the end of 2011 and will 

cover the areas of efficient and green terminal airspace 

operations, the initial 4D trajectory, end-to-end traffic 

synchronisation, as well as integrated and collaborative 

network management.
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C.7. Trans-European Transport Network Executive 

Agency

The Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agen-

cy (TEN-T EA) has been operating autonomously since 

April 2008 to implement the TEN-T programme and 

execute the TEN-T budget on behalf of the Commis-

sion. This represents the management of the remaining 

open projects of the TEN-T Programme 2000-2006 (to-

tal initial budget for the period  €4,435 million) and all 

the projects linked to the 2007-2013 Programme (total 

budget  €8,013 million).

In particular the Agency is responsible for following 

the technical and financial implementation of all TEN-T 

projects throughout their entire lifecycle, providing sup-

port to the beneficiaries of TEN-T 

financing, and coordinating with 

other Institutional partners. This 

allows the European Commission 

to focus on defining the policy, 

strategy, objectives and priorities 

for the TEN-T Programme. 

The Commission also remains re-

sponsible for selecting the projects for co-financing and 

adopting the TEN-T financing Decisions. 

TEN-T EA and its parent, Directorate-General Mobility 

and Transport (DG MOVE) therefore work very closely to-

gether in order to increase the European added value of 

the TEN-T Programme and projects.

The TEN-T projects are either preparatory/feasibility 

studies or transport infrastructure construction works. 

30 Priority Projects - as described in this publication - 

and a number of horizontal priorities have been estab-

lished, mainly funded under a Multi-Annual Programme, 

which was introduced to suit the longer-term nature of 

TEN-T projects and address the highest TEN-T priorities. 

Other projects of common interest addressing key issues 

are funded under an Annual Programme that can give 

specific focus to new TEN-T priorities and is more flexible 

due to its annual nature. 

The Agency’s particular objectives are to:

• improve the effectiveness, simplification and trans-

parency of TEN-T implementation 

• strengthen the links between the TEN-T and its stake-

holders

• mobilise a high level of expertise with its recruiting of 

specialised staff

• ensure an effective coordination of funds with other 

Union instruments

• raise the profile of Union action in the field of TEN-T 

• confirm its role as the focal point for information and 

support for TEN-T

Since its debut, the Agency has focused on developing 

measures to increase the efficiency and transparency of 

the management of the TEN-T Programme and projects, 

and improving the clarity of requirements for the ben-

eficiaries. This has resulted in a simplification of the pro-

cedures with the introduction of a series of harmonised 

templates which have been very well received, since 

they enable a faster payment processing time.

The past twelve months saw a 

series of activities by the TEN-T 

EA aimed at reinforcing the dia-

logue with its beneficiaries in or-

der to streamline procedures. A 

Good Practice Working Group was 

launched by the Agency in late 

2010 with all interested benefici-

aries to discuss how to improve 

procedures and achieve better synergies in financial and 

project management. 

The outcome of the initial discussions being presented 

during the TEN-T Project Management Workshop held in 

February 2011. Further meetings were held during 2011 

to continue discussions over topics of mutual interest 

and with the objective of improving both beneficiary as 

well as Agency working practices.

Furthermore, during 2010 and the first half of 2011, the 

TEN-T EA has continuously achieved reductions in the 

time taken to pay its beneficiaries, thus outlining its 

value added in ensuring the EU funding reaches its in-

tended recipients on time.

In June 2011 the Agency also organised its annual Info 

Day to present the priorities of the 2011 TEN-T Multi-An-

nual Calls, with over 300 participants attending the one 

day event.

The Agency is continuing to emphasise information 

and communications on projects in order to promote 

the TEN-T programme to all its stakeholders. Its external 

website is organised to feature key information about 

the Agency and contains a wealth of comprehensive 

and up-to-date details about individual projects includ-
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DG MOVE

Bene�ciaries

Press

Transport 
Community

General 
Public

European 
Commission

European 
Council

European 
Parliament

ing maps and statistics. The Agency also has an eNews-

letter for its stakeholders to keep them updated on key 

news. Each year the Agency organises an “Info Day” for 

the Calls for Proposals, and a Project Management Work-

shop to build cooperation and share best practices with 

the beneficaries, and receive their feedback. 

More information on the Agency’s activities is available 

on its website:

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/
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TEN-T programme

€8 billion has been allocated by the EU to the TEN-T programme for 2007-2013, in order to support studies or works 

which contribute to the TEN-T programme objectives. Some 333 projects amounting to €6.8 billion1 have already been 

established under the current financial perspective through the selection via calls for proposals between 2007-2010. 

The Agency also monitors 44 ongoing projects set up under the previous financial perspectives, which represent €227 

million. The following statistics present some key figures regarding the projects financed by the TEN-T programme and 

monitored by the TEN-T Executive Agency under the current 2007-2013 financial perspective (Ongoing and closed 

projects, state-of-play on 30 September 2011). The charts below illustrate the number of projects supported, as well as 

the corresponding budget by transport mode and type of project.

Section D - Statistics on TEN-T funding

TEN-T funding (€ million) by transport mode 
(100% = €6,796.2 million, number of projects supported = 333)

TEN-T funding (€ million) by type of project  
(100% = €6,796.2 million, number of projects supported = 333)

1 This figure takes into account adopted reductions due to MAP review and actual funding for closed projects.
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Priority Projects

Out of the 333 already established projects, 155 belong to the TEN-T Priority Projects, representing €5.6 billion (82% 

of the total current funding). This represents the initial Multi-Annual allocation to Priority Projects, as well as the al-

locations to Priority Projects supported under the Annual calls and the 2009 EERP call. The charts below illustrate the 

number of supported projects by Priority Project, transport mode and type of project. The current TEN-T contribution 

to cross-border projects and other projects is also illustrated.

TEN-T funding (€ million) by project type 
(100% = €6,796.2 million, number of projects supported = 333)

Number of projects per Priority Project 
(Total number of projects = 155)

Priority 
Projects

(155 projects)
5,594.3
(82%)
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Total current TEN-T funding (€ million) by Priority Project 
(Total = €5,594.3 million)
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TEN-T funding (€ million) to Priority Projects by type of project 
(100% = €5,594.3 million, number of projects supported = 155)
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TEN-T funding (€ million) to Priority Projects by transport mode 
(100% = €5,594.3 million, number of projects supported = 155)
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